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I. On Experiments relative to the Interferences of Light. By
the Rev. Baden Powell, M.A. F.R.S., of Oriel College, Sa-

vilian Professor of Geometry in the University of Oxford*

.

(1.) T^HE beautiful experiments on what has been called
-*• diffraction, and those exhibiting directly the phaeno-

mena of interference, have acquired the highest interest at the

present day, from their connection with the unduiatory theory

of light. As however these experiments, partly perhaps from
an erroneous impi'ession that they involve considerations of a

very difficult and delicate nature, have not been so generally

known and repeated as they eminently deserve to be, it may
not be thought unsuitable to the pages of a Philosophical

Journal, to offer a few detached observations on different points

connected with the subject, which I trust may not be useless

in affording some aid to the student who is commencino- his

acquaintance with this part of physical optics, though de-

void of any pretensions to profound original research or dis-

covery.

(2.) Newton, observing with great accuracy the external

fringes, somehow failed to notice the internal stripes, although
Grimaldi had observed the crested fringes at the angles of

shadows.

Maraldi observed that the shadows of cylinders placed in

a beam of light terminated at a shorter distance than they

should do by calculation. He also observed the internal

stripes of a shadow. (Biot, Traite de Phys. iv.)

* Communicated by the Author.

N. S. Vol. 1 1. No. 6\.Jan. 1832. B Dutour



2 Rev. B. Powell on Exj^eriments relative to

Diitour found the effect vary with the distance of the object

from tlie origin of light, and ascribed it to some cause of un-

equal divergence in the ray passing near the edge at different

distances from the origin : he attributed the diffraction to an
atmosphere about the body less refractive than air. Biot sug-

gested a diminishing reflective power. Dr. Young examined
at large the hypothesis of an inffecting atmosphere, and men-
tions that Grimaldi and Hooke supposed tiie inflexion due to

" the natural tendency of light to diverge." (Lect. ii. p. 629.)

Biot examined particularly the nature of the action ascribed

to the edge, in connection with the nature of the surrounding

medium, by inclosing the edge or aperture in a medium of

water, using glass edges immersed in a liquid of very nearly

the same refractive power, &c. ; from whence he concluded that

the edge must be viewed simply as a boundary. [Traite de

PJnjs. iv. 74'3.) More lately M. Haldat has shown that the

action of the edge is not affected by heat, varied from ordinary

temperatures to a white heat, nor by magnetism, galvanism,

&c. : hence he denies the existence of any peculiar atmosphere.

(Quar. Journal of Science, N.S. No. xii. p. 39^.)

The suggestion of Dr. Young (Lect. i. p. 467.), that the

light reflected from the edge occasioned the fringe by its in-

terference with that which passed at a little distance, seems

rendered superfluous even by his own view of undulations di-

verging from a new centre at the edge (Lect. ii. p. 620); and

this last principle simply has more recently been shown, by

Fresnel, to supply an explanation, in which the coincidence be-

tween the mathematical theory' and the results of the nicest

measurement possesses a degree of precision irresistibly com-
manding our assent. (Herschel on Light, p. 718.) Very re-

cently a theory has been proposed in a paper by Mr. Barton,

read before the Royal Society, which seems to unite as it

were the principles of emission and undulation: it remains to

be ascertained, whether, supposing it to explain phojnomena

of this class, it will apply ccjually well to others, especially to

the interferences of polarized light*.

(3.) The earlier experimenters on the subject inlcrred that

tlie edge of a body exercised a 'peculiar action on light: and

their hypotheses were no more than attempts to refer this to

some mode of physical action, such as attraction or repulsion,

already recognised in otiier })hiL>nomena. The later explana-

tions have tended to coniiect this particular instance of an

effect of light with numerous others not at first sight appearing

to bear any relation to it; they have referred the phanomenu

* An nhstract of Mr. narton''; paper will be 'buml in Fhil. Mag. and

Annals, N.S. vol, x. p. .'500.— Kdit.

lo



the Interferences of Light. 3

\o a mode of physical action of the most general kind, and

their principles have been tried most successfully by the se-

verest test of mathematical evidence. The earlier supposi-

tions then appear to have been very little more than the first

legitimate steps in the progress of generalization, and to have

been made in strict conformity to the laws of the inductive

process, which would always lead us to regard a new and un-

explained set of phfenomena as effects siii generis, until they

can be fairly reduced to some existing and established germs,

of a more comprehensive character.

(4.) The phsenomenon of diffraction may be exhibited on a

minute scale by candle light, with no other a))paratus than a

small lens having a piece of fine wire stretched across in con-

tact with its surface. Holding the other surface next the eye,

if we look through the lens at the flame of a candle at some di-

stance, or, what will be still better, at its light admitted through

a narrow slit, the wire being parallel to the flame or line of

light; the dark image of the wire will be seen edged by the

external fringes, and the shadow marked with the internal

stripes in a remarkably beautiful and distinct manner.

(5.) The fringes of an aperture (which are no other than

two sets of external fringes overlapping) are seen with great

splendour if we merely place a narrow slit near the flame of

a candle, and view it through another held close to the eye,

parallel to it, at the distance of a few feet.

(6.) Beautiful sets of colours (the theory of which is evi-

dently dependent on interferences) are seen on viewing a

candle, or line of light, by very oblique reflection from any

moderately polished plane surface, as ivory, ebony, Sec. held

close to the eye.

The images of a narrow line of candle light, formed by the

successive internal reflexions of a piece of glass slightly pris-

matic, may be seen divided into several dark and bright

bands.

These last experiments, though of so easy and familiar a

nature, do not seem to have been generally noticed.

(7.) The experiment originally proposed by Fresnel, for

showing the phaenomenon of interference by reflection from

two plane glasses inclined at a very large angle, has been re-

garded as one of great delicacy to exhibit, and requiring a

very nicely adjusted apparatus. This idea, however, seems

to me unfounded ; for if care be taken to provide two halves

of the same piece of glass about one inch square, nothing is

easier than to produce the effect by merely laying them flat

on a smooth table with the cut edges in contact (or even

nearly so), and giving one of them a slight inclination by
B 2 placing
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placing a small slip of paper under its outer edge. They
should be at the distance of several feet from the origin of

light, and viewed by an eye lens at about six inches di-

stance.

This method is in fact the easiest and most satisfactory way
of showing the experiment, being absolutely free from com-
plication by any adventitious causes, (some of which occur
in the method of refraction by means of the obtuse prism,) and
requiring no apparatus but what is everywhere to be pro-

cured.

The origin of light is here supposed to be the focus of a

small lens, by which are concentrated the sun's rays reflected

into a dark room in a convenient direction, by means of a

plane mirror outside the window-shutter. It would be highly

desirable if any experimenter could succeed in rendering

lamp or gas light available for the purpose of these experi-

ments.

(8.) The general theory of the fundamental expariment on
interference by means of the obtuse prism or two reflectors,

has not been given in any treatise in a simple and satisfac-

tory form, so as to point out the relation between the actual

bi'eadths of the dark and bright intervals observed and the

lengths of undulations, with the exception of the excellent

Syllabus of Professor Airy. The result of the investigation

there given by means of a geometrical construction for the

obtuse prism, might however be obtained in a simpler manner
for the general case of two rays interfering at a small angle by
whatever means. For if we merely consider two very small

portions of systems of spherical waves interfering, (the con-

ception of which may be assisted by the annexed diagram,)

we shall easily see that if c be the interval between two suc-

cessive bright stripes, A the lengtli of an imdulation, and 2 d

the
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the very small angle at which the rays meet, then we shall

readily deduce the relation

>^

c = —- cot 9,
2

an expression which is in fact identical with that referred to

above. Similar expressions will follow for successive values of

c measured from the same central point, involving successive

multiples of A.

In reference to the supplementary experiment on the effect

of retardation of the undulations, in the displacement of the

stripes upon interposing a plate of glass or other medium in

the path of one of the rays, we may easily obtain an expression

by which the displacement may be calculated : for according

to the undulatory theory the velocities in different media be-

ing inversely as the refractive powers, we shall have for a

thickness t of glass whose refractive power is wz, that of air

being 1, the difference, or effect of retardation in the two rays,

equivalent to what would arise from a difference in the length

of their routes expressed by

il = t {m — \).

This difference being substituted for the particular multiple

of X which expresses the difference of routes of the two rays

in the previous formula, we shall have the displacement of the

corresponding stripe from the expression,

w ,x cots
c = t{7n-l) —^.

(9.) It is obvious that if a piece of clear glass be placed in

the divermns beam of light, there is a diffraction both within

and without its edge. This circumstance may affect the ex-

periment of intercepting' by glass plates one of two interfering

rays, in order to show the effect due to the retardation of the

undulations in passing through the denser medium.
Proper precautions are easily taken when we use the light

from two small apertures, or (what is the same thing) that from
the two sides of an opake object.

In the corresponding experiment with the obtuse prism, or

two reflectors, the same cause produces some little confusion

in the appearance, which it is impossible to avoid, and which
may at first embarrass the experimenter ; especially when
the object is to show, by the shifting of the stripes, the effect

of retardation due to the difference of thickness of two plates

of glass by slightly inclining one of them ; and particularly if

the glasses be of any considerable thickness.

(10.) The following is a simple variation of the experiment
which I have adopted, as both completely avoiding any incon-

venience
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venience of this kind, and also liavini>; the advantage of de-

monstrating at once ihej'act ofthe retardation,—and its amount,

as being precisely proportional to the refraction.

If in the interfering rays produced either by the two re-

flectors or the obtuse prism there be interposed a prism having

so small a refracting angle as to give very little colour, the

two rays which would go to form any one strijje will evi-

dently pass through diilerent thicknesses of the prism ; also by

tracing their course through the successive refractions, it will

be readily seen, that the ray which passes through the least

thickness of the glass, is the more deviated, and passes through

a greater length of route before it meets the other; thus that

its undulations are more retarded, and unless that retardation

be exactly compensated by the eiiect of the greater thickness

of glass on the other ray, no stripe could be formed. But in

point of fact, the isohole set of stripes are see7i in the deviated

image, unaltered, except by the trifling degree of colour and

a slight shifting towards the more refrangible end of the spec-

trum, obviously due to the prismatic refraction :—the truth of

the law of retardation is therefore manifest.

(11.) The mathematical investigation of the difference of

routes and of retardation, showing that the two effects exactly

counterbalance each other, is extremely

simple. We have only to consider the

two interfering rays incident on a prism

of small angle a, in directions very

nearly perpendicular, and by conse-

quence having their paths within the

prism still more nearly perpendicular to

its first surflice; and at their emergence

being distant from each other by an in-

terval b measured on that surface, we
shall have the difference of their routes

within the prism expressed by

d — b sin a.

If we trace the course of one of the

rays through the several angles of re-

fraction (which may be expressed by

4> '^/'^;; ^//;)5^^'6 ^\\\.\\\ very easily perceive,

that, owing to the conditions above

stated in regard to the position of the

rays, we shall have very nearly

?/; = «;].

and thence sin (p^^,
= ;;/ sin a.

From the smallness of the angle at whith the rays meet

after emergence, we may take the difference of their lengths

bv
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by dropping a perpendicular on the longer ; and by this con-

struction, we shall easily deduce the value of that difference

d^ = h m sin a

;

or, comparing this with the difference within the prism, we
have d^ = md.
These differences, therefore, are in the ratio of the refractive

powers; and the retarding effects exactly compensate each

other.

The angle a should not be greater than 4° or 5°, if the

prism be ot glass. This experiment is very conveniently shown

by prisms of water or other liquid between glass plates kept

in the requisite position by small pieces of wax, which are

easily formed when other apparatus may not be at hand.

II. On Vanadium. By M. Berzelius.

[Conclucied from vol. x. p. 337-]

PercJdoridc of Vanadium.

T^HIS is obtained by passing a current of chlorine gas over
-*- suboxide of vanadium, mixed with a little dry charcoal.

The perchloride distils in the form of yellow drops, which
consist of a solution of chloride in the perchloride. This li-

quid is of a yellow colour; it is freed from the excess of chlo-

rine bypassing a current of atmospheric air over it, previously

dried with fused chloride of calcium. When the air which
has passed over the perchloride no longer smiells of chlorine

but merely of muriatic acid, the operation is to cease. In this

case a small portion of the perchloride is vaporized ; in order

to avoid the slightest loss of vanadium, the air may be passed

into water, mixed with a little ammonia. After the separation of

the chlorine, the perchloride is of a much paler yellow. It does

not boil at 212° Fahrenheit; but it readily vaporizes by expo-
sure to the air, exhales a reddish yellow vapour, and deposits

vanadic acid in the state of an extremely fine powder. The
liquid part attracts moisture from the air, becomes red, after-

wards coagulates and deposits a subchloride. The liquid may
be diluted with water, which dissolves the coagulated portion

;

the solution has a pale yellow colour and a purely astringent

taste. When concentrated, this solution exhales chlorine,

becomes green when heated, and is eventually converted

chiefly into protochloride. Pure alcohol colours the perchlo-

ride red, and in a short time a small quantity of sether is

formed, while the liquid is at first green and afterwards blue.

Potassium may be preserved under the anhydrous perchlo-

ride ;
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ride; but it burns in its vapour. Muriatic acid dissolves

vanadic acid, becomes green and evolves chlorine. Perchlo-
ride of vanadium absorbs ammoniacal gas and becomes very
hot. The compound may be sublimed and forms a white
uncrystalline powder. When heated in a current of ammo-
niacal gas, it is decomposed below a red heat, muriate of am-
monia is formed, azotic gas is evolved and the vanadium is re-

duced, as has been already stated.

Periodidc of Vanadium.—Vanadium and iodine combine
•with difficulty in the dry way. I have heated it to redness in

the vapour of iodine, without any appcp.rance of combination.

There did indeed sublime a small quantity of an orange-co-

loured fused substance, which became solid on cooling and
of a straw colour. Jt was difficultly soluble in water. I can-

not state positively that this substance was periodide; for

when the perchloride is prepared, a small quantity of a similar

substance sublimes, which is merely vanadic acid, the forma-
tion of which is occasioned by the presence of a small quantity

of air or moisture.

Perjluoride of Vanadium.— Fluoric acid dissolves vanadic

acid when heated. The solution is colourless, and when it is

evaporated at a temperature not exceeding 104-° Fahrenheit,

it leaves a solid white mass which redissolves in water. When
exposed to a higher temperature, the salt becomes red, but

still it is soluble in water ; but when more strongly heated, it

gives out fluoric acid and leaves vanadic acid. A mixture of

vanadate of soda and fluoride of vanadium, distilled in a

platina retort with fuming sulphuric acid, gives merely fluoric

acid, and all the vanadic acid is found combined with the acid

sulphate formed.

Silicio-jyeifluoride of Vanadium. — Fluosilicic acid dissolves

vanadic acid ; the solution has a red colour. After evapora-

tion in a salt-water bath, an uncrystalline orange-coloured

mass remains; this is partially soluble, and the solution \s of a

pale yellow; but a great portion remains undissolved in the

state of a deep green-coloured mass, which is dis;5olved by
sulphuric acid with the disengagement of fluosilicic acid gas,

and the formation of a red licpiid.

Poft'rrocijanidc of Vanadium.—This is a precipitate of a

fine green colour. Those substances which readily reduce

the persalts of vanadium, easily render it yellow. It is also

formed when the protoferrocyanide of vanadium is exposed to

moist ail'; but in this case it is a subcyanidc.

The persalts of vanadium are either red or yellow. Their

taste is strongly astringent, like that of the salts of iron, and

at the same time subacid, 'i'he neutral salts, dissolved in

water
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water rjnd evaporated with heat, when they have suffered a

certain degree of concentration, deposit an uncrystaHized
reddish-brown mass, which is a kind of siibsalt : many of

the persalts of vanadium become colourless when heated; a
change which appears to be of the same nature as that which
occurs with many vanadates hereafter to be mentioned. The
persalts in solution, when exposed for some time to the air,

become gradually green, probably by the partial reduction

which vanadic acid sufiers by the dust of the air. The per-

salts of vanadium are rendered blue by a great many deoxi-

dizing bodies ; such as sulphuretted hydrogen, alcohol, sugar,

many vegetable acids, tannin, &c. ; the last mentioned gives

them so deep a blue colour that it appears black; but after

dilution with water, the solution is of a very pure blue colour,

although extremely deep. Ferrocyanate of potash gives a

green precipitate.

Persulphate q/^Fa?iadium.—To prepare it in a neutral state,

vanadic acid is to be dissolved in sulphuric acid diluted with its

weight of water, heating the mixture slightly witii a spirit-lamp,

and finishing by evaporating the excess of acid at the lowest

temperature possible. When the mass ceases to fume, it is to

be suffered to cool; the sulphate remains in the form of cry-

stalline scales of a reddish-brown colour; it is extremely de-

liquescent, and in a few hours attracts sufficient moisture to

have the consistence of a syrup, which is transparent and red,

and which may be diluted with water or alcohol, and remains
clear. The solution in water is of a pale yellow colour; heated

to ebullition, it deposits a red mass which is a subsalt; the

liquid portion when evaporated gives a syrupy red mass, con-

taining excess of acid. A soluble subsalt is obtained when
the neutral sulphate of vanadium is dissolved in nitric acid,

and evaporated to dryness. The subsalt is deliquescent, and
its solution in water is nearly colourless.

Pcrsidphate of Vaiiadium and Potash.—This salt is obtained

by adding to a solution of vanadate of potash, the requisite

quantity of sulphuric acid. The double salt is deposited by
slow evaporation in small mammellated yellow grains, which
are soluble in water and insoluble in alcohol.

Pernitrate of Vanadium.— Nitric acid dissolves but very
little vanadic acid ; it has a pale yellow colour. By sponta-

neous evaporation, the nitric acid separates almost entirely.

Nevertheless the dried mass yields a little pernitrate of vana-
dium to water.

Perphosphatc of Vatiadium.—In order to obtain this salt,

phosphate of vanadium is to be dissolved in nitric acid ; the

solution is to be evaporated until it becomes of a deep red
N.S. Vol. 11. No. 61. Ja7i. 1832. C colour,
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colour, and begins to emit fumes of nitric acid; it is then to

be suffered to cool slowly. The perphosphate is slowly de-
posited in granular crystals of a line lemon-yellow colour.

The mother-water, become colourless, gives more crystals

when the nitric acid is evaporated. The j)erphosphate is

very slightly soluble in cold water, and may consequently be
freed from nitric acid by washing. It contains water of cry-

stallization, which it loses at 212"; it then becomes of a straw
colour. Its solution in water is yellow. In the fire it is con-

verted into a mixture of phosphate and perpho.sphate. When
vanadic acid is dissolved in phosphoric acid, a syrupy mass is

obtained which does not crystallize.

Perphosphate of Vanadium and Soda.—When a little nitric

acid is added to a mixture of the phosphate and vanadate of

soda, it combines with the greater part of the soda, and the

solution yields, by evaporation, small lemon-coloured mam-
mellated crystals, which are more soluble in water than the

simple perphosphate. The solution of this salt, evaporated

to dryness, gives a yellow translucid varnish.

Silicin-pei-phosphate qfVanadiimi.—This combination would
probably have been unknown to me, if it had not been ob-

tained during the purification of vanadic acid obtained from

scoriae. In this case, small yellow crystalline scales are often

seen to form, which shine in the solution when it is stirred.

After having analysed these, I found that the salt might be

produced artificially. For this purpose a vanadate, a phobjihale

and a silicate are to i;)e mixed together, and nitric acid is to be

added in excess, which dissolves the whole ; it is afterwards

to be evaporated almost to dryness, and the residue is to be

mixed with water, the compound of the three acids then re-

mains undissolved, in the state of very light scales of a lemon
colour. These crystals are collected upon a filtre, and washed
with a little cold water, for they dissolve in considerable quan-

tity in hot water; they are then pressed and dried. This com-
pound redissolved in water recrystallizes in scales by spon-

taneous evaporation. This saU contains water ot" crystalliza-

tion, which it loses at a moderately high temperature, and be-

comes of a straw colour. It does not fuse at a red heat. It is

composed of 30 parts of phosphoric acid, '39 of vanadic acid,

19*5 ofsilica, and 1 1 "5 water. The oxygen of each of the three

last being .'i, that ol" the phosphoiic acid is 5. In order to

decompose it, it is treated with carbonate of anmionia, which

leaves the silica. Vanatlic acid combines reailily with silica,

and it appears that some other acids form analogous combina-

tions with vanadic acid and silica; ior silicated vanadic acid

dissolves in sulphuric and muriatic acid, without the silica re-

mainiiiff
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maining undissolved. There is no other method ofseiiiiraling

them, but that oftreatingtliem sinuiltaneously \vith tiuoric and
sulphuric acid. The alkahes dissolve the silicated vanadic

acid, and during evaporation the liquid frequently becomes a

gelatinous mass. The silica, separated from the vanadic acid

by an alkaline carbonate, is in the same state of solubility as

that precipitated by water from fluosilicic acid. It contains

however some vanadic acid, which can be separated only by
an alkaline hydrosulphuret.

Pcrarseniate of J'anadinm. — The protoarseniate treated

with nitric acid gives a salt of a lemon-yellow colour, which
perfectly resembles the phosphate.

The oxalic, tartaric and citric acids decompose vanadic

acid, when they are in excess; they form at first a yellow so-

lution, which in a short time passes to green and blue. When
however these acids are not in excess, their union with vanadic

acid may be permanent. Thus after having oxidized oxalate

of vanadium by nitric acid, and separated the latter by eva-

poration, the mass being treated with water yields a solution

of a yellowish orange colour, which leaves by evaporation per-

oxalate of vanadium in the form of a reddish yellow extract.

Acetic acid, even when concentrated, does not dissolve a

particle of vanadic acid; formic acid dissolves a little, but the

solution is colourless; b}' evaporation a yellowish translucid

mass is obtained, which is periormiate of vanadium.

The Vanadites* are saline combinations of the oxide of

vanadium w'ith substances which are more electropositive than

itself. I have studied them but little. They are usually of

a brown colour ; when moist, they oxidize rapidly in the air,

and are converted into vanadates. Sulphuretted hydrogen con-
verts them into sulphovanadites. Acids change their colour

to blue, occasioning the formation of double vanadites. Infu-

sion of galls colours them of so deep a blue as to appear black.

Vanaditc ofPotash.—This salt is easily obtained by mixing
a hot solution of sulphate or chloride of vanadium with a

slight excess of caustic potash, and allowing the brown liquor

to cool slowly in a full and well closed vessel. The vanadite

crystallizes gradually in brownish brilliant scales, and the solu-

tion becomes gradually paler, until it is eventually transparent
and very slightly coloured. The crystals are to be separated
from the mother-vvater, washed with pure alcohol, and dried,

with pressure, between folds of filtering paper. Dry vanadite
of potash is permanent in the air. 1 left some for two months

* The author's nomenclature is scarcely admissible. Does an oxide
become an acid by combining with another cxide?

—

Edit.

C2 in
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in my laboratory, without its hecoming vanadate. The dried

iiias.s, although ol' a deep colour, shines altncst like tiie marga-
rine of soaps. It dissolves easily in water, and the solution is

of so deej) a colour that it is scarcely translucid. Potash

precipitates vanadite of potash from water, in the state of a

brown powder. With the assistance of heat, the salt dis-

solves in the liquor, and afterwards crystallizes again. The
alkaline li(]uor retains a yellowish colour; in a few days it is

converted by exposure to the air into a colourless vanadate.

Vanadite ofAmmonia.—This salt is prepared like the last;

but it is so insoluble in a liquid which contains excess of am-
monia, that it precipitates perfectly, and leaves the li(juor co-

lourless; when separated from the motlier-v.atei', it dissolves

readily in ))ure water and forms a brown solution. In vacuo it

appears to lose its ammonia ; for after drying in it, water does

not dissolve it.

The vanadites of the earths and metallic oxides are inso-

luble, and precipitate in the state of a brown powder, when a

neutral solution of them is mixed with a neutral solution of

crystallized vanadite of potash. They soon become green

when washed upon a filter. As it is extremely difficult to

precipitate vanadium from solutions containing it, so as to de-

termine its weight, advantage is taken of the insolubility of the

vanadites to effect this purpose, by precipitating oxide of

vanadium in combination with other oxides, particularly with

peroxide of mercury. With this intention a solution of a

vanadite is mixed with one of perchloride of mercury, and

precipitated by ammonia. The precipitate consists of a mix-

ture of pervanadito of mercury and muriate ol" ammonia and

mercury; when this is heated in a platina crucible, vanadic

acid remains, containing a little peroxide of mercury. They
are separated by dissolving the acid in ammonia.

Vanadates.—These salts may exist of various degrees of

saturation. In the neutral vanadates, the oxygen of the base

is to that of the acid as 1 to 3 ; in bivanadates as I to G ; but

there are supervanadates in which the proportion of the acid

to the base is still greater. The neutral vanadates with stronger

bases, such as the alkalies, alkaline earths, the oxides of lead,

cadmium and zinc, are colourless. The bivanatlates are orange-

coloured, and the supervanadates are brownisii red.

With respect to colour, the vanadates h;ive this peculiarity,

—they are originally yellow, but they lose this colour sponta-

neously. The vanadates of the fixed alkalies lose it in some

hours, and those of the other bases in twenty-four hours; this

change occurs in some cases in a few seconds, when heated

to 212° Fahrenheit. This loss of colour appears to bean
isomeric
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isomeric phaiiomenon, analogous to the changes which tlie

phosphates undergo in the fire. When a solution of bivana-

date of ammonia is saturated with ammonia and the solution

suffered to evaporate spontaneously, it retains its colour and
yields a yellow salt; but by heating part of the same solution

it becomes colourless and gives a white salt. When bivana-

date of potash is saturated with potash, the solution preserves

its colour for an hour or two, and it then begins to disappear.

II a solution of chloride of barium be precipitated by a colour-

less solution of vanadate of ammonia, the mixture becomes
yellow, and a yellow precipitate is formed in a fluid of the

same colour. At the expiration of twenty-four hours, the salt

and mother-water become both colourlesii; but they lose their

colour instantly if heated to ebullition. This last experiment
proves that the disappearance of the colour does not dej)end

upon the slow formation of a compound, for substances al-

ready combined and neutral undergo it. Weak bases, such
as the earths properly so called, and the greater part of the
metallic oxides, give coloured salts, which do not lose their

colour by the action of heat.

The acids, such as the muriatic, develop a red colour in

the neutral vanadates, which disappears in an hour or tv.o,

so that the solution becomes colourless. If it be then evapo-
rated at the temperature of 104-' Fahrenheit, it gradually de-
posits a mass of a red-brown colour, which is a supervana-
date, provided that the excess of acid is not such as to form
a compound of the two acids. It dissolves much better in

water than in pure acid; the solution is red, and gives, by
evaporation, a red polished varnish, which rarely has any cry-
stalline appearance. The vanadates do not derive any pecu-
liar taste from their acid. They are insoluble in alcohol.

Infusion of galls gives them so deep a blue, that the liquid

perfectly resembles common ink.

Vanadate of Potash.— It is very soluble in water; the so-
lution, of a syrupy consistence, becomes by spontaneous eva-
poration a saline mass, which eventually is opake, and of a
dirty-white colour. Like most salts which contain vanadium,
it dissolves very slowly in cold water; part of the salt remains
a long time in the water, and has the appearance of a white
earth. In boiling water, the solution is more rapid. The
salt is very fusible in the fire. I cannot positively assert that
this salt can exist in a coloured state when it is solid ; I have
obtained some which was coloured ; but the colour may be
attributed to the presence of a very small quantity of bivana-
date. When the colourless solution has acquired a certain
degree of concentration, it begins to become yellow, and finishes

by becoming a pale yellow mass. This pheenomenon occurs

only
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only by spontaneous evaporation. I have also observed it with

the salt oi soda.

BivanaJate ofPotash.—This salt may be obtained by com-
bining the preceding with vanadic acid, either in the dry or

moist way; i)ut I have preferred to prepare it in the following

manner :—Dissolve the vanadate, vvhich may contain an ex-

cess of potash without inconvenience, and add to the solution a

greater quantity of acetic acid than is required to saturate half

the alkali ; after having well stirred the mixture, it is to be

evaporated if too dilute, and the bivanadate is to be precipi-

tated by alcohol. The precipitate is to be washed with alco-

hol, re-dissolved in boiling water, and the solution is to be

slowly cooled. The salt crystallizes in large plates of a very

brilliant orange colour. If the crystallization be disturbed, it

is deposited in small yellow crystalline scales, with a lustre

which is almost metallic, which is retained when they are ilry;

it is slightly soluble in cold water, but very soluble in hot

water, so that the greater part of the salt crystallizes on cool-

ing. It contains 10*42 per cent, of water of crystallization,

the oxygen of which is to that of the base as 3 to 1. After

having lost its water, it is tarnished and of a brick-red colour.

It is insoluble in alcohol, which precipitates it from water in

the state of a lemon-yeliow-coloured powder.

Vanadate of Soda.—What has been stated with respect to

vanadate of potash is entirely applicable to vanadate of soda.

Bivanadate of Soda differs I'roni bivanadate of potash, in

being more soluble, and crystallizes readily by spontaneous

evaporation. The crystals are large, transparent, and of a

superb orange-red colour. They effloresce in dry air, be-

coming yellow and opake, without losing their form. Alcohol

precipitates this salt completely from its solution.

Vanadate of Lithia.—This salt is very soluble in water.

The solution when concentrated to the consistence of a syrup,

forms rounded groups of acicular crystals, diverging from a

common centre.

Bivanadate of Lithia crystallizes from a syrupy solution

in large crystals, which perfectly resemble bichromate of pot-

ash. In warm dry air it loses water and becomes opake.

This bisalt is insoluble in concentrated alcohol ; but it dis-

solves in alcohol slightly diluted, so that it imperfectly preci-

pitates this salt from water.

Vanadate of Ammonia.—Of all the vanadates, this deserves

to be best known, because it supplies the means of obtaining

vanadium and its oxides in a pure state*. It is prepared by

putting fragments of muriate of anunonia into a neutral solu-

• Piiil. Mag. and Annals, N.:S., vol. x. p. JO').

tion
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tion of vanadate of potash or soda. The vanadate of ammo-
nia soon begins to deposit in colourless granular crystals.

A solution even of muriate of ammonia precipitates a great

portion; but it is only by saturating the solution with this salt,

that all the vanadate can be separated. In fact, a very small

quantity does remain in solution; but it may be precipitated

by alcohol, or by adding first a hydrosulphuret, and after-

wards an acid ; nevertheless, I repeat, the quantity is very in-

considerable. The precipitate is to be washed, first with a

solution of muriate of ammonia, and afterwards with weak
alcohol, to separate the muriate of ammonia. Vanadate of

ammonia, dried at a temperature of from about 70° to 90° of

Fahrenheit, is a white powder. At a higher temperature it

becomes of a lemon yellow, by losing a little of its base. It is

but little soluble in cold water, but much more so in boiling

water; in this case the solution is yellow, while that obtained

with cold water is colourless. This change of colour takes

place in a stopped bottle which is nearly full ; it does not there-

fore depend upon the formation of a bivanadate. In order to

purity this salt by repeated crystallizations, a little ammonia
must be added to the boiling water in which it is dissolved

;

the solution then remains colourless, and the salt crysstallizes

better by cooling. The white salt is never in regular crystals

;

it is always in crystalline grains, which are more or less large,

and form a coherent crust, which covers the surface of the

vessel. The crystallization is similar, whether formed by
spontaneous evaporation or by cooling; by the first method a

lemon-yellow crust is often obtained. When dry vanadate of

ammonia is treated in a covered crucible, the ammonia reduces

the acid, and on cooling a black oxide is obtained. This
happens because the heat begins by driving off a portion of

ammonia, without decomposing the acid ; there is therefore

produced an ammoniacal atmosphere in the crucible, and this

alkali reduces to the state of suboxide the portions of vanadic

acid which touch the crucible, and which are hotter than the

middle of the mass, where vanadate of vanadium is formed.

The quicker the heat, the greater is the quantity of suboxide

formed. When thrown into water, the mass almost always

becomes of a green colour.

Bivanadate of'Ammonia.—This salt is deposited by cooling,

in very small crystals of a deep orange-red colour. By spon-
taneous evaporation, larger, more regular and transparent cry-

stals are formed, and their red colour is much more intense.

Alcohol precipitates it completely in the state of a lemon-
yellow powder.

Supe}vanadale of Ammonia.—When a solution of the bisalt

is
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is mixed with muriatic acid, and the solution is evajjorated,

at first at a temperature of 85° to 9.5^ Fahrenheit, until the

mixture becomes colourless, and afterwards spontaneously, a

brown crystalline deposit is obtained, which when examined
by the microscope appears to consist of cubes. It is a mix-
ture of a supervanadate of ammonia with a subchloride of

vanadium ; the formation of the latter depends upon the im-
possibility of ascertaining the exact quantity of muriatic acid

which should be added to the mixture.

The vanadates of aiiunonia, when mixed with infusion of

galls, form a black liquid, which is the best writing ink that can
be used. The quantity of salt necessary for a perfectly black

ink is so small, that it will be not worth considering when
vanadium is more generally known. Tiie writing obtained

with this ink is perfectly black. Acids render it blue, but do
not obliterate it, like common writing ink; the alkalies, when
sufficiently diluted not to act upon the paper, do not dissolve

it, and chlorine, which destroys the black colour, does not

however efface the writing, even when water is afterwards

suffered to run over it. In a word, if this ink is not perfectly

indelible, it strongly resists reagents, which instantly cause

common ink to disappear; addetl to which it is blacker and
flows better, because it consists of a solution and not of a pre-

cipitate suspended in a solution of gum. It remains to be
proved what the effects of time will be upon it.

Vanadate of Barijtes.— It is yellow when first formed, and
precipitates in a gelatinous mass. It gradually contracts, and
becomes white. It cannot be washed without loss, for it is

slightly soluble in cold water, and this solution when evapo-

rated covers the glass with small white crystalline ijrains. At
a red heat it fuses.

Bivanadate of Barytcs.—This is prepared by mixing a so-

lution of chloride of barium with bivanadate of potash, and
adding alcohol. The bivanadate then j:)recipitates in the state

of a yellow powder, which when the liquor is stirred appears

to be composed of small brilliant scales. It is not very solu-

ble in water, and yields by spontaneous evaporation small

orange-yellow crystals. Sulphuric acid does not perfectly de-

compose vanadate of barytes. In order that the decomposi-

tion should be complete, the salt must be fused at a red heat

with bisulphate of i)()tash.

J'anadatc of Stronlia.—This salt is more soluble in water

than the preceding. It does not precipitate when preparetl

by double decomposition; but if the solution be suffered to

remain, tlie salt is gradually deposited upon the glass, which

it covers with small white crystalline graius very slightly so-

luble in water. Bivana-
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Bivanadate of Strontia is prepared in llie same way as,

and resembles, the vanadate of barytes.

Vanadate ofLime.—This salt is still more soluble than the

vanadate of strontia. It is obtained by evaporating, with a

gentle heat, a mixture of nitrate of lime and vanadate of am-
monia. It forms a white crystalline crust. Alcohol precipi-

tates it with difficulty from solution.

Bivanadate of Lime.—This is very soluble in water, and
yields, by spontaneous evaporation, large crystals of a fine

orange red colour, which resemble those of bivanadate of soda,

but they do not effloresce.

Vanadate ofMagnesia.—This salt is soluble in water to the

same extent as the vanadates of the fixed alkalies. The solu-

tion, when concentrated to the consistence of a syrup, gra-

dually forms crystals radiating from a centre, in the same way
as vanadate of lithia.

Bivanadate ofMagnesia is less soluble than the neutral vana-

date, and leaves, after spontaneous evaporation, small yellow

crystalline flakes. Alcohol precipitates it from solution ; it re-

mains however coloured, and is not rendered turbid by a fresh

portion of alcohol.

Vanadates Qf Ahwiina, Glucina and Yttria.— The neutral

salts of these earths, as well as the bisalts of the first two, form
yellow precipitates, which by washing are dissolved in suffi-

cient quantity to colour the water yellow. Bivanadate of

yttria is soluble in water and does not precipitate.

Vanadate of Zirconia,—The neutral and bisalt are soluble

in water; consequently the vanadates do not precipitate neu-

tral salts of zirconia.

Vanadate of Thorina.—A yellow precipitate which does

not dissolve, even when the liquor from which it is precipi-

tated is heated ; the bisalt is soluble in water.

Vanadate of Majiganese.—In order to prepare this salt, as

well as some other soluble metallic vanadates, the metallic

chloride is to be dissolved in water, and vanadate or bivana-

date of potash is to be added, taking care to have an excess

of the chloride in the liquor, and adding alcohol. The pre-

cipitate is usually of an ochre yellow colour, which is to be

washed with alcohol, then dissolved in water and crystallized

by spontaneous evaporation. Vanadate ofmanganese is formed
in small crystals which are of so deep a brown that they appear
black. The solution is yellow. This salt is not very soluble

in cold water.

Bivanadate of Manganese^ precipitated by alcohol, resem-

bles the neutral vanadate in appearance ; it dissolves sparingly

N.S. Vol. 11. No. 61. Jan. 1832. D in
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in water; the solution is yellow, and deposits, by spontaneous
evaporation or with heat, small red crystalline grains.

Vanadate of Iron.—This salt is a precipitate of a deep
grayish-brown colour, which so little resembles the vanadates
in general, that it may be a subpervanadite. Muriatic acid

dissolves it, and the solution is green.

Bivanadatc of Iron is a precipitate of a deep green colour,

which soon changes ; the solution becomes green, and the pre-

cipitate grayish, and in twenty-four hours it has a crystalline

appearance.

Pervanadate ofIron.—This is a light precipitate of a straw-

yellow colour; it dissolves in small quantity in water, so that

the portions tirst precipitated redissolve when the li(|uid is

stirred.

The Blvanadate precipitates of the same colour, but in a

short time it assumes a crystalline appearance.

Vanadate of Cobalt precipitates of a yellowish colour.

—

The hivanadate is soluble. Alcohol precipitates it in the state

of a dirty yellow powder.

Vanadates of Nickel.—The neutral and the bisalt are both

soluble ; alcohol precipitates them of a dirty yellow colour ; the

precipitate from the bisalt is brownish. Their aqueous solutions

are yellow, and leave by evaporation a crystalline mass of a

dirty yellow colour; that from the bisalt is composed of small

yellow prismatic crystals. Ammonia does not form a blue

solution with it.

Vanadate of Cadmium.—A nearly white precipitate, inso-

luble even in boiling water, is immediately formed. Another
portion is deposited, after some time, in small grains. The
bisalt is soluble.

The proio- and the 'per-vanadate of tin are soluble.

Vanadate ofLead.—A yellow gelatinous precipitate, which

contracts and becomes white in a '(i^w hours. The bivanadates

poured into a solution of acetate of lead, precipitate merely

a neutral salt, when the salt of lead is in excess. When the

precipitate is washed, the water is always of a yellow colour,

and dissolves sensible quantities, even of the subsalt. Tiie

vanadate of lead is very fusible, and becomes reddish yellow

by fusion. Nitric acid, whether warm or cold, dissolves it

without ac(|uiriiig any colour. But if the solution be heated

to boiling, it deposits a brown mass, which is a supersalt with

great excess of vanadic acid.

The bisalt is precipitated from a solution of nitrate of lead,

when bivanadate of potash is poured into it. It is of a fine

yellow colour, which sulfers no change. The carbonates of

potash and soda do not decompose the vanailale of lead, even
at
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jit a boiling heat, nor even when it is snbjected to their action,

without its being previously dried. They take half the acid

from the bivanadate. Sulphuric acid does not completely de-

compose vanadate of lead. It is requisite that the sulphate

of lead formed should be fused with bisulphate of potash, if it

be required to remove the last traces of vanadic acid. The
hydrosulphurets decompose vanadate of lead imperfectly,

leaving a subvanadate.

Pervanadate of Uranmm.—The neutral salt and the bisalt

are insoluble, and precipitate in the state of a pale lemon-

yellow-coloured powder.
Pervanadate of Copper.—It gives a yellow-coloured solu-

tion, and yields by evaporation a deep j'ellow amorphous mass.

The bisalt obtained by double decomposition, gradually de-

posits in the state of a yellow crystalline crust.

Protovanadate of Mercury^ obtained by double decom-
position, gives an orange-yellow-coloured solution, which de-

posits but a very little salt, becomes clear and retains its colour.

The bisalt, on the contrary, precipitates, and leaves the liquor

colourless ; the precipitate is of a very deep orange-yellow

colour.

Vanadate of Silver.—The neutral salt precipitates in the

state of a yellow mass, which becomes white in a few minutes.

It becomes yellow again when it is slightly heated, or when
it is left for twenty-four hours in the liquid in which it is pre-

cipitated. The bi&alt forms a deep orange-coloured mass,

which does not become white, and dissolves sparingly in water

when washed. The vanadate is soluble in nitric acid, as well

as in ammonia largely diluted with water. The ammoniacal
solution is of a pale yellow colour, and gives by spontaneous
evaporation crystals of ammoniacal vanadate of ammonia. It

is precipitated by strong ammonia. The bivanadate is very

soluble and crystallizes on cooling.

Green Vanadates.—When the green oxide of vanadium is

combined with a small quantity of a base, a green compound
is formed. Such of these compounds as have an alkali for

their base are soluble in water ; those which have an earth or

metallic oxide are mostly insoluble. In the dry state they

appear black. It is difficult to say with certainty what these

green salts are : but it appears that they consist, either of

double salts composed of a vanadate and a vanadite, or of

hypovanadates, that is to say, of combinations formed of a
base with an acid, composed of two atoms of radical and five

atoms of oxygen, saturating a quantity of base which contains

two atoms of oxygen. The composition may very well be the

same on both these suppositions : but if that last mentioned
is the true one, the green salts should not be decomposed

D 2 by
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by a strong base, such as potash or ammonia; this how-
ever takes place, for an excess of either of these bases added

to a green salt, soon precipitates a vanadite, insoluble in the

alkaline lifjuor, which becomes colourless. The green salts

appear to be uncrystallizeable; nevertheless a solution of oxide

of vanadium in carbonate of ammonia exposed to the air, de-

posits ci'ystals of a deep green colour, which are the green

vanadate of ammonia. The concentrated solutions of the

green salts may be evaporated to dryness, without showing
any appearance of oxidizement; but when they are dilute, the

green colour soon disappears, and the liquid becomes colour-

less ; that is to say, it is converted into a vanadate.

Sulphosalts.— I have studied these salts but superficially

;

almost all that I can say of them is, that they exist.

The sidjjhovanadates of the alkalies are soluble in water

;

the solutions have a fine colour, like that of j^orter [biere

anglaise]. They are obtained, either by decomposing the

vanadates by an hydrosulphuret, or by fusing substances which

contain vanadium with an alkaline carbonate and sulphur.

This last is a good metliod of extracting the last portions of

vanadium. The sulphovanadates are precipitated by alcohol

from their concentrated solutions. The precipitate, which is

not at all crystalline, is frequently of a very fine deep red

colour. The sulphovanadate of potash, dissolved in water

and evaporated in vacuo^ does not crystallize. The residue

is pulverulent, brown and perfectly soluble in water. The
sulphovanadates of the alkaline earths are much less soluble

in water. They are pi'ecipitated by double decomposition,

when concentrated solutions are employed. The other bases

generally give insoluble salts.

The sulj)hovanadites are remarkable for the magnificent pur-

ple colour of their solutions; equalling in beauty and richness

that of the red solutions of manganese. But to obtain them in

all their beauty, the presence of every other electro-jiositive

metallic oxide must be avoided, and care must be taken that

the hydrosulphurets from which they are prepared contain no

bisulphuret; for in this case, a sulphovanadate is formed at

the same time, the colour of which considerably diminishes

the beauty of that of the sulphovanadite. As far as 1 have

been able to judge from the few experiments made on these

salts, the sulphovanadites are to the sulphovanadates, as the

sulpharsenites are to the sulpharseniates.

Hydrogen being unity, Berzelius gives 08*58 as the atomic

weight of vanatlium ; the suboxitle [j)rotoxide?] contains one

atom of oxygen, the oxide [peroxide?] two atoms; and vana-

dic ucitl three atoms of the same principle.

III. Jlc-
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III. Remarks on a Pajocr on IsomorpJiism, hy Prof. Whewell of
Cambridge^ inserted in the ^preceding Number of this Journal.

By H. J. Brooke, Esq. F.R.S. L.S. S,- G.S*

AS I have not contemplated engaging in any contro-
-^^ versy respecting the doctrines ot" isomorphism, having
merely thrown out the few facts and arguments contained in

the paper referred to by Mr. Whewell, for the consideration

of the supporters of those doctrines, I should not have been
induced to discuss the subject further at this moment if I had
not been misunderstood by Mr. Whewell, relative to the che-

mical constitution of arophibole.

By the expression to which Mr.Whewell refers, I intended

merely to put the hypothetical case, that amphibole had been
ascertained to consist of one atom of trisilicate of lime, I had
no intention whatever of assuming that to be its true constitu-

tion ; and I must regret that the ambiguity which I conclude

must exist in the expression I used, should have led to the

occupation of any portion of Mr. Whewell's attention in com-
menting upon that part of the paper.

From the short third section of Mr. Whewell's " remarks"
" on the 2)rinciples of the doctrine of isomorphism " I apprehend
that our notions even of those principles do not agree.

I have supposed the theory to imply that diiferent bodies,

a, i, c, dy may mutually replace each other because they are

isomorphous; and that their isomorphism being once esta-

blished by their being found to replace each other in combi-
nation with X, their capacity is established of becoming iso-

morphous substitutes generally : and hence that when any two,

as a and i, are admitted by the theory to be isomorphous in

relation to Y, or c and d, in relation to Z, a, and 5, and c,

and d may mutually replace each other in their combinations
with either Y or Z.

This, however, does not appear to be Mr. Whewell's view

of the theory; and indeed the fact stated in his paper, that

bodies which are isomorphous in combination with silica are

only plesiomorphous in relation to carbonic acid, seems to be
fatal to the doctrine of isomorphous substitution as a general

law of chemistx'y, which the new theory professes to be, and
would seem to require one theory for silica, and another for

carbonic acid, and perhaps others for the other acids, unless

the plesiomorphous adjustments of the bed of Procrustes

should be found capable of fitting any one theory to every

case.

* Communicated by the Author : see Phil. Mag. and Annals, N.S. vol. x.

pp. 161 and 401.

Tlie
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The doctrines in cjuestion, however, are not likely to find

a more able advocate than Mr. Whewell, whose vigorous and

active mind will assuredly afford them every elucidation and

development of which they are susceptible.

IV. Further Experiments on the Disinfecting Powers of in-

creased Temperatures. By William Henry, M.D.KILS.
S^x. Sj-c.^

T N the Phil. Mag. and Annals, for November, I described a
-- series of experiments, which established the following con-

clusions :

—

I. That raw cotton, and various kinds of piece-goods, ma-
nufactured for clothing from that or other materials, sustain

no injury whatsoever, either of colour or texture, by expo-

sure for several hours to a dry temperature of nearly 212''

Fahrenheit f

.

II. That the infectious matter of cow-pock is rendered in-

ert, by a temperature not below 140'^ Fahrenheit; from whence

it was inferred that more active contagions are probably de-

structible, at temperatures not exceeding 212°. This propo-

sition it was obviously within the reach of experiment to de-

termine. But I had intended to have resigned the inquiry, to

those who are engaged in the practice of medicine, as more
within their province than my own ; when the appearance of

malignant cholera at Sunderland determined me immediately

to extend the investigation. If that disease be communicable

from one person to another, there appeared grou.nd for hope

that any new facts or principles, respecting contagion gene-

rally, might be brought to bear upon this particular emer-

gency. If cholera should be proved not to be so communi-

cable, there still would remain many infectious maladies, to

which any newly acquired knowledge of the laws of contagion

might admit of beneficial application.

Of diseases generally allowed to be contagious, I could ob-

tain access to two only, typhus and scarlatina. The former

malady does not, however, answer to all those conditions

which are required to render it a fit subject of experiment.

It is less distinctly marked, than many other diseases, by cha-

racteristic appearances; and it is judged to exist, from a col-

lection ol" symi)l{)ms, each of which is occasionally wanting,

and each of which, when present, admits of such an infinite

* Communicated by tlic Author.

f The tcmpcniturc, I liavc since found, may in ino^t cases be safely

raised forty or filly dcgiecs Iiiglier.

variety
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variety of shades, as to render its discrimination extremely dif-

ficult and uncertain. But a still stronger objection to typhus,

as a source of evidence on this subject, is, that by no inconsi-

derable number of writers it is denied to be contagious at all.

On this topic a controversy has been carried on, into which

I decline to enter. My own conviction, founded on very ex-

tensive observation of the disease during more than twenty

years of private practice, and still more as physician to the Man-
chester Infirmary, Dispensary, and Fever-wards, is that, iinder

certain circumstances, typhus is decidedly contagious; although,

by strict attention to cleanliness and to free ventilation, the

effluvia issuing from the sick may be so diluted and carried off!,

as to be rendered almost harmless.

My determination to reject the contagion of typlius as a
subject of experiment was, however, changed, by learning

from Mr. Johnson, the resident clerk of the Fever-wards in

this town, that there was at that time in the house a singu-

larly well-marked case of the disease. The physician also,

to whose charge the patient (a female, a?t. 19) had devolved,

assured me that he had not, during the last two or three

years, met with a case which he could more confidently pro-

nounce to be contagious typhus. Its severity was proved by its

terminating fatally, notwithstanding the most assiduous atten-

tions, on the fourteenth day of the disease. During the night,

between the tenth and eleventh days of the malady, a flannel

jacket, made without sleeves, was placed in contact with the

body of the patient. On the following day, it was replaced by
another; and that, on the day after, by a third ; each ofwhich
was wo)'n by her for several hours. The first waistcoat, after

being submitted to a temperature of 204° or 205° Fahr., for an
hour and three-quarters, was kept beneath, and within twelve

inches from, the nostrils of a person engaged in writing during
two hours. The second, after being heated in a similar man-
ner, was worn next the body of the same individual for two
hours. The third, after exposure to heat, was kept in an
aii'-tight tin canister for twenty-six days, with the view of
giving activity to any contagious matter, which might possibly

have escaped decomposition. It was then placed within twelve
inches of the face of the same person for four hours ; a gentle
current of air being contrived to blow upon him, from the

flannel during the whole time. No injurious effects were ex-

perienced.

The negative results thus obtained are only, I am well
aware, entitled to that proportional share of w^eight, which
would have been due to them, if they had formed a part of a
numerous series ofexperiments. For the reception ofcontagion,

even
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even by a person situated within its sphere, depentls so much
on predisposition, and on other circumstances, that a much
larger induction of facts would be necessary, to establish the

absence o{fomites in any case Hke the foregoing. I do not,

therefore, lay much stress on so limited a number of facts.

It may be proper, however, to mention, that, during the first

trial, the person subjected to it was much fatigued by previous

exercise ; and that at the close of it he had observed an un-

broken fast of eight hours,—a state of the animal system ex-

tremely favourable to the efficacy of contagion, if any had

been present.

In Scarlatina, however (including both scarl. simylex^ and

scarl. anginosa), we have a disease admirably adapted for fur-

nishing the necessary evidence. No one doubts of its being infec-

tious. Perhaps, indeed, of all the diseases with which nosologists

have arranged it (the exanthemata)^ it gives birth to the most

active and durable contagion. The interval, between expo-

sure to infection and the commencement of the disease, is un-

usually short, and may be stated at from two or three, to six

days. When the infection has been received, the malady, pro-

duced by it, begins to be contagious before the scarlet efHo-

rescence appears ; and it continues so even after the subsequent

desquamation of the cuticle. Every medical practitioner of

much experience must have been baffled in his attempts to

dislodge it from families, in which it had gained a footing.

In such cases, its revival at distant intervals of time has been

sometimes traced to clothes or bedding, which had been care-

lessly laid by, without being sufficiently purified. In the state

o^fomitcs, this species of infection has lain dormant for many
months. Dr. Hildenbrand, for example, relates that he car-

ried the infection in a coat, which had not been worn since

his attendance on a scarlatina patient a year and a half before,

from Vienna into Podolia, where the disease had till then been

almost unknown*. Generally speaking, too, scarlatina is a

distinct and well characterized disease; and whenever it is

otherwise, the doubts may connnonly be removed, by com-

paring it with the prevailing epiden)ic.

These considerations rendered me extremely desirous to

try the disinlecting [)owers of elevated temperatures over the

contafrion of scarlatina. It fortunately happened tiiat in one

of the wards of the Mouse of Recovery, a patient (a female,

afed nineteen, of the name of Gerrard) was sulfering under

that form ol the disease, which has been termed scarlatina

" Dtrl.dc Med. xix. [). \M.

anainosa.
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anginosa. The symptoms, in the judgment of the attendant

physician, as well as in my own (taken in conjunction, too,

with the previous history of the case), left no doubt of its na-

ture. To make the most of this excellent example of the

malady, a succession of flannel waistcoats were worn, each

for several hours, in contact with the body of the patient, and
were then put into dry bottles, which were well corked, tied

over with bladder, and laid by for use. Other opportunities of

obtaining waistcoats, similarly infected, soon occurred, in the

cases of Sarah Gerrard, a younger sister of the first patient;

of William Johnston, at. eleven ; and of Robert Green, ast.

fifteen. In Johnston, not only were the appearances quite un-

equivocal, but he was the last of four children, (not all of one
family,) who had been infected, in regular sequence, by com-
munication with each other.

1. A waistcoat which had been worn all niglit by the elder

Gerrard, a day or two after the appearance of the scarlet

eruption, was heated four hours and a half at SOi^ Fahrenheit,

and on the 8th of November was applied to the body of a boy,

ait. six years. No symptom having shown itself on the 15th,

a second waistcoat was then applied to him, which had been
worn more than twelve hours by Johnston on the second day
of the scarlet efflorescence, and then heated at temperatures

varying from 200° to 204° Fahrenheit, during two hours and
three quarters. After an interval of twenty-two days the boy,

who still continued to wear the same waistcoat, remained per-

fectly well.

2. A waistcoat, which had been worn twenty-two hours

by the elder Gerrard on the fourth and fifth days after the

appearance of the eruption, was on the 19th of November
heated three hours at 20 1". It was, after this, worn by a gii-j,

aged twelve years, till the 30th, without effect. Another waist-

coat, which had been worn by Sarah Gerrard, was then sub-

stituted, but without any effect ensuing.

3. A waistcoat, put on by Sarah Gerrard on the second
day of the efflorescence and worn by her three days, was ap-

plied, Nov. 19th, after it had been heated two hours at 200%
to the body of a boy aged ten years. On the 30th a second
waistcoat, which had been worn by Robert Green during the

first and second days of the eruption, and which had been kept
in the disinfecting apparatus at 204-° during one hour only,

was substituted ; but no symptoms of infection have appeared.

4. A v.'aistcoat, which had been worn by the elder Gerrard
seventeen hours on the 7th and 8th of November, (the second
and third days of the eruption,) was kept closely corked up in

a bottle till the 25th, then heated four hours and a half, at

A"..S. Vol. 11. No. 61. Jaw. 1832. E tempera-
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temperatures varying from 200° to 206", and applied to a

girl aged thirteen years. On the 30th of November, no effect

having been produced, another waistcoat was substituted,

which had been worn eleven hours by Johnston on the third

day of the efflorescence, and then disinfected by a tempera-
ture of 204° applied during two hours. No symptoms of
scarlatina have shown themselves in this case.

In all the foregoing instances, it was ascertained by the

most careful inquiries that the children, to whom the disin-

fected waistcoats were applied, had never been affected with

scarlatina, and were therefore liable to that disease. The
children were attentively examined every day, in order that

no slight symptom might pass unobserved*.

The experiments, which have been related, appear to me
sufficiently numerous to prove, that hy expo^iire to a tempera-

ture not beloii) 200° Fahr. during at least one hour^ the con-

tagious matter of scarlatina is either dissipated or destroyed.

To me it seems more probable that it is decomposed^ than that

it is merely volatilized ; because cow-pock matter, though com-
pletely deprived of its volatile portion at 120°, is not rendered

inert by temperatures much below I'tO'^. I did not, liowever,

consider it as either necessary to the proof, or justifiable, to

determine, with respect to the contagion of scarlatina, either

the lowest temperature, or the shortest time, adequate to the

disinfecting agency; for these points, which are of no practi-

cal importance, could not have been decided without the ac-

tual communication of the malady. Still less necessary, and
less justifiable, should I have thought it, to have proved, by
exciting the disease, that, the waistcoats, as taken from the

patients, were impregnated with the contagion of scarlatina.

It may, I am aware, be urged that the induction woud
have been more satisfactory, if founded on a greater number
of instances. But experiments, of the kind which have been

related, are attended with so many dilficulties, as to forbid

their multiplication beyond what is absolutely necessary. Not
to mention other obstacles, it is far fi'om easy to find young
persons in every respect unexceptionable for the purpose;

—

to insulate them, as was done in these instances, from all

casual sources of infection; — and to keej) them under the

watchful care of observers, qualified to mark even indistinct

symptoms that might arise, and to apply the proper remedies.

It must be acknowledged also, that the inference from the

* It is due to Mr. Edward Johnson, resident clerk of the Manchester

House of Recovery, that I sliould acknowledge his vahiablc assistance,

especially in the care with which he superintended tiic disinfecting pro-

cesses.

destructible
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destructible nature of \hefo7nites of scarlatina, to that of other

contagions, remains analogical; and that experiments are still

wanting to extend the proof to otiier known species. The
argument, however, in its nature cumulative, has acquired a

great increase of probability by the step which has been made,
in showing that the power of heat is not merely exerted over

cow-pock infection, but extends to the active and virulent

contagion of scarlatina.

The circumstances, under which the experiments were con-

ducted, render it, 1 think, demonstrable that the disinfecting

agency belongs to heat alone; for the receptacle, in which
the infected waistcoats were placed, having in every instance

been closed, change of air could have had no share in the

effect. The phaenomena, then, are reduced to their simplest

form ; and the results put us in possession of a disinfecting

agent, the most searching that nature affords;—one that pe-

netrates into the inmost recesses of matter in all its various

states. As a disinfectant of articles which are capable of im-

bibing and retaining contagion, heat is greatly superior to the

vapours or gases used for the same purpose; inasmuch as the

transmission of the latter ma}^ be stopped by a few folds of com-
pressed materials ; while heat, if time enough be allowed, finds

its way in spite of all obstacles. To avoid being misunder-

stood, I must however repeat, that it is to the destruction, by
heat, of contagion existing in substances technically called
*' susceptible," that I limit the proposal :—for instance, to in-

fected clothing of every description ; to infected bedding and
bed-furniture ofevery kind that would be spoiled by washing

;

to trunks and other packages brought by travellers from in-

fected places ; and to merchandise, whenever it can be shown,
or rendered highly probable, that such merchandise has been
in the way of imbibing contagious matter*.

This is not the fit occasion for obviating anticipated diffi-

culties, arising out of the consideration of practical details.

A few of these have been candidly stated to me, and have led

to actual trials, chiefly as respects time and labour, the results

of which have been satisfactory to the objectors themselves.

The remaining element of calculation, the expense of appa-

* After taking great pains to obtain information, I have not been able

to satisfy myself whether any, and what amount of danger exists from the

presence of contagion in merchandise. There is one article, however,
which is more likely than any other to be a vehicle of infection, viz. old

rags, of which large cargoes are constantly imported into this country.

Letters, which are often rendered almost illegible by fumigation, might
be disinfected in this waj', if closed, not with sealing-wax, but with wafers.

Writing-paper, I find by experiment, begins to turn brown a little under
300°; but it still retains its texture, and the ink is not materially changed.

E 2 ratus
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ratus and fuel, I am unable to supply ; but much observation

of the use of steam, on a large scale, induces me to believe

that the cost of producing and of applying it to this purpose

would be far more than compensated, by the great and mani-

fest advantages of abridging the duration of quarantine,—per-

haps of supplanting it altogether. 1 do not, however, con-

sider steam as an essential vehicle of heat for disinfecting

purposes. Temperature, in whatever manner it may be raised,

will doubtless be found adequate to the effect. It is jnobable

that a current of air, heated within a safe point, on the plan

invented by the late ingenious Mr. Strutt, of Derby, and now
applied to so many useful purposes in manufactures and do-

mestic economy, might accomplish the end at much less

expense of time and money*. All that I attempt is to furnish

the principle; its application I leave to experienced engineers

in this and other countries. After the most attentive conside-

ration, I can myself discover no objection to the execution of

the plan, that may not be surmounted by a reasonable share

of zeal and perseverance ; and without the exertion of those

qualities, no important improvement was ever carried through

all its stages,—from its first suggestion to its final and com-
plete establishment.

That the quarantine laws of every civilized country require

to be carefully revised, and to be entirely re-modelled by mutual

agreement hctvi^een different nations, does not admit of a doubt.

In their present state, they are both oppressive and inadequate.

They demand observances that are of no use, and overlook

others that would be really eflicacious. They im{)ose grievous

and needless restraints on personal freedom ; they fetter com-
merce and navigation; they abridge the demand for produce

and manufactures; and thus, by making scant the means of

life over wide and populous districts, they nourish discontent,

increase ail the sufferings attendant on poverty-, and give

rise to inborn diseases, far more spreading, and scarcely less

severe, than those against which they are intended to act as

barriers.

The basis, however, of a wise and beneficial system of qua-

rantine laws,—of such a system as, while it affords all needlul

security against the introduction of contagious diseases, shall

trespass no more than is absolutely unavoidable on the vital in-

terests of trade and counnerce,— can only be found in a collec-

tion of well ascertained facts respecting contagion. Of these it is

• Sec " the Philosophy of Domestic Economy," h\ C'hiirles Sylvester,

which contains a full account of Mr, Strntt's j)hins, as carried into effect

at the Derbysiiirc (Jcncral Infirmary, 1 vol. tiiin 4to Published by Long-

man aud Co., London, 1819.

not
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not beyond the truth to assert, that there is a lamentable defi-

ciency. It has unfortunately happened, that the phaenomena of
contagion have generally been investigated, at times when the

quarantine laws have been under the deliberation of Parlia-

ment; and this with a view to supply evidence, which, however
honest and sincere, has been collected from observers, on
both sides, who were under the influence of pre- conceived

opinions. But it is not at such seasons, or in such a spirit, that

so difficult and momentous an inquiry should be instituted.

It must be begun, and pursued, in that dispassionate temper,

which leaves the mind at liberty to examine phaenomena with

patience and accuracy ; and to reason upon them with no other

purpose, than that of deducing incontrovertible conclusions;

— conclusions upon which, and u})on which alone, rides of
-practice^ of the greatest benefit to mankind, may be founded,

as the final issue and reward of the investigation.

Description of the Apparatus.

The apparatus employed in the process of disinfection is

so simple, that a representation of it can only be required by
those who are not conversant with the application of steam as

a source of heat. The object, in this instance, is to place

articles of clothing, &c. which are intended to be disinfected,

in a steady temperature, above 200° Fahrenheit, for any re-

quired length of time, without, however, allowing the steam
to come into contact with the substances so exposed. This is

effected by two vessels of copper, or of tinned iron, on the

innermost of which the letter B stands in the sketch. The
latter vessel is set within a larger one of similar shape, upon
the edge of which it rests by a rim, which is united to the
larger vessel by solder. There is, therefore, a cavity between
the two vessels, shown by the letters DD, for containing the
steam. The bottom of the outer vessel is a little dished or
sloped downwards, and to the central part is soldered a short

pipe for admitting steam and returning water; the space, on
the centre of which the letter B is placed, is the receptacle for

the articles, which are to be heated. To avoid the waste of
heat through the sides of the outer vessel, it is packed all

round, as shown at CC, with any non-conducting substance,
such as hemp, bands of straw, or rolls of flannel. To prevent
these from being displaced, they may be surrounded by barrel-

staves secured by hoops of wood or metal. Over the top of
the apparatus a wooden cover is applied, which being rab-
beted along the middle, as shown by the sketch, admits either
of one-half or the whole of the cover being removed at plea-
sure. From this cover, towards the right, a pipe A pro-

ceeds
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ceeds, the only object of which is to carry into the flue of the

chimney any infectious effluvia that may possibly escape im-
decomposed. The tliermometer is introduced occasionally

through a slit in the other half. The small air-cock //, which is

removable at pleasure, passes through an aperture in the same
half of the cover; and when open establishes a communica-
tion between the space DD and the atmosphere. The whole
vessel rests on a table EE (the legs of which are represented

as if broken off), hollowed out to receive it. To this table the

vessel is fastened by four small bolts, the extremities of two

of which are shown by the sketch. To give a hold to the

heads of these bolts, vijlanchc is soldered near the bottom of

the outer vessel, which has also a correspond ingy/«//c//c at the

top, for the purpose of keeping the packing in its place.

The small boiler G has a movable lid, from the centre of

which issues a pipe FF, five or six feet long, or any other

convenient length, which slips over the jiipe that descends from

the steam-vessel. To bring the drawing into less space, this

pipe is represented with a part broken oil". The dimensions of

every part of the apparatus are given by the scale, annexed to

the sketch.

The vessel G is to be filled about two-thirds with water,

which, to save time, may be nearly boiling at the outset.

Being
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Being set over a fire, and the joints that require it having been
made good by flour-paste spread on paper, the opening g is

to be shut by a cork or plug, and the small air-cock opened,
to allow the escape of the air confined in the space DD.
Both halves of the cover being then put into their places, the

thermometer is to be introduced through the slit. When it

indicates upwards of 200°, that half of the cover from which
the pipe A proceeds* is to be removed ; the infected articles

are to be placed in the receptacle, and the half-cover replaced.

The fire under the boiler is to be regulated, by the rate at

which the excess of steam issues from the small air-cock. This
excess, il found inconvenient by its escape into the room, may
be conveyed to the outside by a pipe of the necessary length,

screwed upon the tapped end of the air-cock. Hot water will

require to be occasionally supplied through the aperture g;
but unless the steam be unnecessarily wasted by too large a
fire, this need not be done often ; as what is condensed in

the cavity DD is constantly trickling back into the boiler

through the pipe FF.
The dimensions and shape of the apparatus, and the ma-

terial of which it is made, may be varied according to the ex-
tent of the operations for which it is intended. For domestic

purposes, a common tea-kettle, by stopping the spout with a
plug, and making the necessary additions to the lid, will an-

swer perfectly well ; and a cheap and simple disinfecting vessel

resembling B may easily be contrived. For large operations

a boiler of sheet-iron, resembling that of a steam-engine, will

be necessary. If thought expedient, a higher temperature

than 212° Fahrenheit may easily be obtained in the recepta-

cle, by subjecting the steam to a greater pressure than that of
the atmosphere ; the apparatus being in that case provided
with a proper safety-valve.

If heated air should be found adequate to the effect, it

might be employed for ordinary articles, reserving the more
costly vehicle, steam, for articles which are of great value, and
which are easily injured.

* The pipe A will be found much more convenient if made in two parts,

the part attached to the cover being not more than a foot long ; its open
end being made to slip into the longer part, as a few drops of moisture
always escape.

V. Elements
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V. On the Elements of Halley's Comet at its last Appearance.

M. O. A. RoSENBERGEK*.

\ S this celebrated comet will return again in a few years,
•''^ the following investigation of its path when last visible

may not be without interest; especially as a complete treatise

on this body, such as Laplace desired in his Mecan.CcL tom. iv.

p. 214, is still a desideratum, and must be established on a

more perfect knowledge than we have hitherto possessed of

its elements at the time of its two last appearances.

I have taken all the observations susceptible of a new
reduction as tiie foundation of my work, and am moreover
indebted to Professor Bessel, for the communication of a

series of unpublished observations by Bradley, through the

kindness of Dr. S. P. Rigaud, at Oxford. Although these ob-

servations do not offer so many details as are necessary for

a new reduction, I consider this defect sufficiently compen-
sated by the known accuracy of the observer, and have con-

sequently brought them into my calculation. The great dis-

turbances which this comet suifered, during the time of its

appearance, by the joint action of the planets, have been
taken into consideration ; the semi-axis major of its orbit

for the beginning of the year 17.59 has been supposed =
18'08327.'3, as stated by Damoiseau in his prize essay {Me-
morie delta Reale Academia dclle Scienze di Torino^ tom. xxiv.

p. 36). This value properly refers to the moment of the pe-

rihelion ; but I have allowed it to rem.ain unaltered for the

commencement of the year, which may be the more readily

conceded, since Damoiseau only considers its disturbances

by Jupiter, Saturn, and Uranus ; and, moreover, because I

have stated in my essay the changes which each element suf-

fers in consequence of a change in the value of the semi-

axis major, in order to satisfy the observations as nearly as

possible.

Five mean places of the comet, for the 25th of January, 2nd
of February, 7th of April, 5th and 18th of May, tleduced from

the numerous observations of Messier at those periods, gave

me the following very approximate elements, referred to the

mean ecjuinox of January 0, 175.9.

Semi-axis major of the orbit a = 18'0S3275

Excentricity e= -96768269

Perihelion passage ( — T) = Jan. 71*56261 ....or March
Long, of the ascending node n = 53''47' 56"-84. 12-56261

Dist. of peril). IVom the node co = 110 37 8 '23 m. time

Inclination of the orbit i— 162 21 51*35 at Paris.

• From the /tstronomisc/ic Nachrichtcn, No. 180.

With
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With these elements 1 calculated, first, the disturbing forces

A, B, C; of which the two first act in a direction parallel to

the plane of the ecliptic, from the vernal to the autumnal
equinox (A), and from the sunmier to the winter solstice (B),

and the last from north to south perpendicular to the ecliptic

(C). I was compelled, by the circumstances of the comet's

near approach to Venus, and subsequently to the earth, to

calculate in general for intervals of 10 days, but from the 10th

of April to the 10th of INIay, for every 2| days. The masses
of the planets were supposed in this calculation as follows :

^^''^"^T WsTT
Venus --—r^„--^ according to Burkhardt.

^^^^^
ad^yTo

Jupiter -Wot]
J

I according to Bouvard, Tables
Saturn > de Jupitei\ de Satur-ne, e.t

,
I d' Uranus, 1821, p. II.

Uranus
-^^-J

'^^^^^^'^ -dim
which last value is obtained, if the horizontal parallax of the

sun is assumed = 8"*5776 according to Encke, instead of
8""74'8 Recording to Laplace. {Exposition du Syst. du Monde^
livre ii. chap, iii.)

\H.ere the author gives a table of the values of the quantities

Ai B, C, whence he deduces a table of the variations of each

of the elements of the comet for every tenth dayfrom January
to January 160, fur li'hich the reader is referred to the Astrono-
mische Nachrichten.]

As this table shows the changes which the planetary distur-

bances produce in the elements of tiie comet from noon Ja-

nuary 1759, till any given moment of the time during which
it remained visible, an exact ephemeris for three periods of

its appearance, viz. ironi the 22nd of January to the 5th of

February, from the 31st of March to the 16th of April, and
from the 30th of April to tlie 3rd of June, was calculated with

the above-named elements. For this I employed Bessel's Cor-
rections of Carlini's Solar Tables, and considered the influ-

ence of the disturbances, by correcting the values of the true

anomaly, and of the radius vector belonging to the unchanged
elements, on account of the variations of h, e, T, and cu, and

xV. 5. Vol. 11. No. 61. Jan. 1832. F correcting
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correcting the co-ordinates of the comet with reference to the

equator, on account of the changes of w and /; a mode which

I preferred as rather more convenient for calcuhition. In

order, however, to obtain an approximate view of the change

of the apparent place of the comet by the effect of the dis-

turbances, it will suffice to notice that they increase the right

ascension and declination of the comet on

January 22 by + O'Ol and +o'-'o3

February 5 + 0'13 +0-04.

March 31 -}- 0*60 — 1-64.

April 6 +1-20 -2-54.

13 + 2-40 —5-04.

16 + 3-25 -7-71

30 -19-65 +8-68
May 9 — 7'09 4-1-83

19 — 5-13 +1-60
June 4 — 4--24 +1-65

The places of the ephemeris were then changed, by the ap-

plication of precession and nutation, into apparent places,

and closely compared with the newly reduced observations.

With regard to the reduction of the observations, it is to be

observed that the places of the compared stars have been

taken (wherever it was possible) from the Fundamenta Astro-

numi(V, or from Piazzi's Catalogue. For stars not found there,

and for those only, I used the His/oire Celeste, and Bessel'sSo7/f5,

and wherever it was feasible, I took the mean of both according

to the number of the observations. Severa-l stars, which are

no where determined. Professor Bessel kindly undertook to

determine for me. After all, I was obliged to pass over a few

observations, either t'rom a want of a fixed determination of

the comjxired stars, or because the statements of the observer

Were falsified through errors of the press or of the pen. Be-
sides the parallaxes, the influence of refraction upon micrometer
observations was everywhere taken into account.

As the comparison of the observations with the ephemeris

distinctly showed that the observations of the diflerent astrono-

mers could not be received with equal confidence, and wish-

ing to come as near the truth as possible, I resolved to take into

account each individual observation according to the method of

least squares, so that all observations of tiie same kind could

be treated together, and their mean errors tliscovcred with

some degree of proximity. At the same time the right ascen-

sions given by each observer were separated from the declina-

tions, since the former depend on the observed transits of the

comet, and deserve much more confidence than the declina-

tions.
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tions. In the solution of the equations of condition which
resulted from the right ascensions or declinations of each
observer, I considered the longitude of the ascending node
and of llie perihelion (which elements are obtained with com-
paratively the least certainty) as unchangeable; I then de-

termined the least sum of the squares of the remaining errors

arising from the change of the three other elements, e, T, i;

I divided this sum by the number of the observations em-
ployed diminished by three units, and considered the quo-
tient as the square of the mean error of the series of ob-
servations so treated. Having thus found, as well as cir-

cumstances would allow, the proportional accuracy of the

right ascensions and declinations of every observer, all the

observations of each astronomer were brought toffether, and
the mean errors ot the right ascensions of every observer

again more rigorously determined in the same manner, by
a new calculation founded both on right ascensions and
declinations; and the proportional precision of the different

observations was assumed accordingly. The exactness of
the right ascensions of the same observer was also made
proportional to the cosine of the declination, as it could be
done without rendering the calculation more difficult. If

there were several observations in one day by the same astro-

nomer, I gave to each of them the value ———-, where n
271

is the number of the observations; but of different state-

ments of the place of the comet, founded on a comparison
of different stars with one and the same observation of it, I

took the arithmetical mean, and considered it as the result of
one observation.

As the communication of the calculated ephemeris for the

apparent position of the comet, as well as for the differential

quotients of the right ascension and declination of the same,
with regard to the elements of its path, and the detail of the

reduction of the observations, can scarcely have any interest,

I only subjoin here the observed places of the comet, cor-

rected for parallax, and the errors of the ephemeris from
these places, so taken ; these errors must be added to the ob-
served positions of the comel, in order to obtain these given
in the ephemeris.

[The author here gives the Observatiojis of: 1. Messier;
2. Maraldi : 3. Cassi?ii de Thiiry ; 4. Bradley; 5. Hell

;

6. Darquier, La Caille^ Lulqfs, Le Sew and Jacquier, for
which the reader is referred to the Astronomische Nachrichten.]

1
. Messier's Observations are found in the Mem. de VAcad.

F 2 des
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lies Sc. de Paris, An 1760, pp. 426, &c. They were all mnde
with a 4^-feet Newtonian telescope, which mafrnified sixty-six

times. To this was adapted a micrometer with silken wires,

which could be turned so that one of the wires could be

easily brought into the parallel of the com.et. Another move-
able wire parallel to the former was made use of to measure
the difference between the declinations of the comet and the

compared stars; a third, perpendicular to the others, served

as a transit 'wire. The field of the telescope embraced fifty-

three minutes. Messier observed from March 31st till April

13th, at the College of Louis le Grand, by a minute-watch,

which was set every evening to the true time of the observa-

tory. From April 14th till May 2nd, the observations were
continued at the house of the bookseller Desprez, on account of

a more unobstructed horizon. The clock used here was regu-

lated, by means of a minute-watch, with that of the observatory ;

so that the time stated may be wrong by some minutes. All his

other observations were made at theObservatoire dc la Marine.

An observation of the 21st of May has been omitted, owing to

the position of the compared star being unknown. INIoreover

all estimations included by Messier in his table of the ob-

served positions have been excluded.

2. ManlJi {Mem. de TAcad. An 1759, p. 279.) observed

with a 3-feet telescope, which was mounted equatorially and
provided with a rhomboidal micrometer. It magnified only

eight times, and its field embraced 2"^ 41'. The instrument

showed stars of the 6th and 7th magnitude with the greatest

distinctness. He states the positions of the compared stars,

the differences of right ascension and tieclination, and the

places of the comet. I^ut these statements are not always in

accordance; and ov.ing to the uncertainty thereby produced,

several observations have been necessarily excluded. \\'here

the differences were small, I took the mean between the dit-

ferences of right ascension and declination given by Maraldi

himself, and those resuliing from the stated jilaces ot the com-
pareti star and the comet.

May 14th, a diHerence of right ascension is stated, evi-

dently belonging to the next day.

For the 1 5th of May, we find two dilferent times of obser-

vations belonging to one observation; viz. 8'' 49' and 9'' 27' 15",

on which account I took the mean of both for the right ascen-

sion, which at this period alters very slowly ; l)ut took no no-

tice of the declination, for which, moreover, the statements

of Maraldi dilllr by 20" Irom each other.

Maraldi mentions the observation of May 16th as jiarticu-

larly difficult and uncertain, on which account I gave to the

declination
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declination only half its value. May 1st, five other stars were
observed, besides the comet; the positions of the comet re-

sulting from them differ in right iiscension as much as 2', and
in declination as much as 3 from each other. However, I have,

like Maraldi himself, taken the mean of all. The subsequent

observations seem to be much better than one would suppose

from this specimen.

3. Cassini published his observations, with all the necessary

details, in the Mem. de V Acad. An 1767. Both he and Ma-
raldi complain of the great difficulty of observing, from the

ill-defined limb of the comet; on which account they used to

make several comparisons with the same fixed star in one
night, and take the mean from the most certain ones. He states

his time only to minutes, nor does he say whether we are to

understand mean or apparent time. But as all other observers

state the true time, as Cassini himself does with the comet of

1767, the observations of which are contained in the same
volume of the Parisian Memoirs; as, moreover, the first of

his observations with regard to the compared star and the ob-

served differences of right ascension and declination exactly

agrees with one of Maraldi's observations on May 1st, and the

times of observation agree even to seconds, so that both must
allude to the same observation, I thought myself justified in

assuming that the time of observation stated by Cassini, is,

like that of Maraldi, the true time. He also mentions, be-

sides the position of the compared star, and the differences of

rigiit ascension and declination of the comet, the places of the

latter as deduced from them ; a practice which made it possible

to discover and correct some errors of the press. Only the

declination of May 22nd remained uncertain by one minute,

and has consequently been omitted. The time of the observa-

tion of May 28th is not stated. I have therefore taken the

mean between the extreme data of the days immediately pre-

ceding this, which, considering the very slow motion of the

comet at this period, will be sufficient.

4. As Bradley's observations have never been published

before, it will, perhaps, be allowable to introduce them here.

They are exactly copied from the MS. transmitted to Professor

Bessel.

\jrhe aidhor here gives Bradley's Observations, for -johich the

reader is referred to the Astronomische Nachrichten.]

To this table Prof. Bessel has added the following note

:

*' Whatever is underlined is of Bradley's own hand; and the

remainder was probably written by his nephew, John Bradley.

Dr. Rigaud writes, ihat regular observations were made at

Sherburne Castle, l-t or 15 miles from Oxford, by direction

of
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of Lord Macclesfield, at which Bradley often assisted; but he
could not say whether the second observation on May 25 was
made by Bradley, or not."

The star, with which the comet was compared from May
16th, is in the Fundamenta. I have corrected the places of
the comet, which depend on it, so that they may a!2;ree with
the Fundamenta, the apparent place fjiven to it above being
considered as the foundation of Bradley's reduction.

5. Hell communicates both his original observations and
their reduction in \\\s Ephemeris for 17G0, p. 6. The reduc-
tion is often distorted by all kinds of errors of calculation,

which I have rectified. He observed alternately with two difier-

ent screw-micrometers and a reticule of forty-five degrees.

One of the wires was always placed parallel v/ith the motion of
the comet or of the compared star, as soon as one or the other

entered the field of view. Of his observations he communi-
cates only those which were most correct, but he himself values

their accuracy only at from one to two minutes of space. I have
only communicated and taken into account the mean of his

observations for every day. There is only one observation

given for the 28th of May, which he considers very uncertain,

and almost half guess.

6. I have treated the last class of observations mentioned
together, as if they belonged to one observer. The observa-

tion of Darquier is found in his Observations, i. p. 28. La-
caille gives a long series of observations in the Mem. de

VAcad. An 1760, p. 58, but only the first three are given in

detail. Those of the Leyden astronomer Lulofs a:e also found

there, p. 440, with a reference to the fifth volume of the Me-
moirs of the Academy of FJaarlem. But this treatise, of which

Prof. Hardinfj had the g-oodness to furnish me with a written

copy, contains no more, essentially, than the extract in the Paris

Memoirs, for which reason I was obliged to exclude some
suspicious micrometer observations. Lastly, the observations

of Le Seur and Jacquier at Rome are given by Lalanile in his

Histoire de VAcad. An 1759, p. 153, as very valuable.

We may assume, even where it is not expressly stated,

though it is done more or less distinctly by most observers,

that one wire of the micrometer was j)laced parallel to the ap-

parent motion of the fixed star. The infiuence of refraction

has, therelbre, been every where calculated according to the

formula (3) of the u45//-o?/. Nadir, vol. iii. p. 386. It is however

for the most part quite beneath consideration.

In order to employ Encke's method with facility {Zcitschrift

fiir Astrnn. Band vi. p. 151), in the formation of the final

equations furnished by the metiiod of least squares, the vari-

ations
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ations of the elements themselves were not considered as un-

known mafrnitudes, but the quantities w, x,!/, z, ti, u, where

(Aa)=Aw, (Ae) = Ez, (AT) = Ty, (Aco) = Oj/,

(An) = N.r, (A = lu.

log A = 5-684

log E = 2-943

log T = 6-425

log O = 9-761

log N = 9-754 log I = 0-064.

I denoted the coefficients of these magnitudes immediately

sought, with the same letters as the elements of the comet's

path, with which they correspond. If, therefore, the deviation

of the ephemeris from the observations is called v, the form
of every equation of conditions is :

= V + axv -{- e z + Tv + My + ?i X + i

u

Every equation of condition was multiplied by the square

rootof the number belonging to the corresponding observation

(in column W of the above table*) ; and besides, the equations

belonging to the right ascensions (as observed before) were
multiplied by the cosine of the declination of the comet.

If m be the mean error of Messier's right ascensions ob-

served in the equator (which error is found by deducing an
orbit from Messier's observations in right ascension only by
varying the elements ^, T and /) and m' the mean error of a

declination found by treating his observations in declination

in the same manner; I found

log vf = 2-94737, log m'~ = 3-39142.
o

I employed the quotient —j^= 0*3597 (for which, for bre-

vity, I put 0-36) as mentioned before, only for the purpose
of uniting all the observations of Messier, throuiih which
I obtained the square of the mean error of a right ascension

log m"'^ = 2-95993. In the same manner I found for the

observations of the other astronomers ; viz.

Maraldi, -—r =0-170 log w"^ = 3-34606

Cassini, —r^ = 0-25625 = tVo l^S ^""^ = 3-37313

Bradley, —jj- = 0-745 log w"= = 356636

Hell, —7- = 0-298 log wj"^ = 3*62092

* In the tables of observations, for which the reader is referred to the
^str. Nach.

The
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The other observers,

in^—^ = 0-67333 = f^f log w"- = 3-88248

Combininir at last all the observations, I gave to the rigfht

ascension of the dilierent observers the following values: To
Messier =1; Maraldi -^l 1 ; Cassini-386; Bradley -2475

;

Hell '218; Darquier, &c. -120, as resulting from the last

determinations of m^'. In order, however, to enable others

to use other combinations at pleasure, I (juote here separately

the products [aa)^ (ae), &c. as applied by me to the diffe-

rent series of observations*.

Assuming the semi-major axis of the comet on January

17.39, = 18-083275 4- (A a), I find according to the well-known

method of elimination of Gauss, and its beautiful extension

in the Thcoria Combinationis Observ. Error, mm. obnoxice^ the

sum of the least squares of the remaining errors.

M = 270264" 4- 1-4924 TO = 270264" + ( A «.) 30895".

whence the mean error of Messier's right ascensions observed

in the equator = 32''-23. Moreover,

V = 1-49516-3 n + TO. 7-89055-1 n (e s) = 8-80683

ti = 0-81963 3 n + vo. 1-2¥l'irr5n (SS) = 9-47798

z = 1-90024 6 n + w. 9-99058-7 (77) = 9-55376

y = 1-56770-1 n + to. 8*29886-2 (^^) = 0-48475

X = 1-24440-8 n + to . 7*57634-1 n (aa) = 0-51459

where the numbers given are logarithms.

Hence we obtain the corrections of the elements laid down
for our basis; and the mean errors of this determination, and

the elements of the comet's path at noon of January 1759,

referred to the mean etjuinox at the same time, are

:

Semi-major axis =18-083275 + (A«)
Eccentricity = 0-96767572 + ( Aa)0-0017766

T. of perihelion passage =Marchl2. 57093 + (Aa)0-04281

Long, of ascending node = 53°47' 46"-88 -(A«) 44"-29

Dist.of perih. from node = 110 37 29-55 +(Aa) 237"-61

Inclination of the orbit. = 162 21 43-70 -{Aa) 41 -90

The mean error of the elements may, at least, serve the

purpose of judging in some measure of the proportional un-

certainty of single determinations. With this view I have

also tried what would have resulted from Messier's observa-

tions by themselves; whence I easily obtained the system of

elements, correspor.ding with all the otiier observations. 1 sub-

• The author here pva a table of the values of »'.« v,r v, T v, u v, v »•

i V, a*, ae, n T, a 01, n 11, a i, C, cT, c u, en, c i, T', T u, T ;«, T ;, u,cjn,

u i, 71', u i and »', for each observer.
_

joni
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Consequently,

(25)

J
-)- sill Eo -f- sill E

,
4- sin E4 = 4 sin s cos a. cos /3 cos y

— 4 cos s sin a sin /3 sin y

1 -f- sin E.I — sin Ej — sin E4 = 4 sin s sin a, sin /3 cos y
— 4 cos s cos a, cos /3 sin y

I

— sin Ej + sin E3 — sin E4 = 4 sin s sin a cos /3 sin 7
— 4 cos s cos <K sin /3 cos 7

1 + sin Eo + sin E3 — sin E4 = 4 sin s cos a sin /S sin y
— 4 cos s sin a, cos /S cos y

1 + cos Eo + <^os Ej -f- cos E4 = 4 cos ,? cos a, cos /3 cos y
-j-4 sin s sin a sin /3 sin 7

1 -j- cos E.I — cos Ej — cos E4 = 4 cos s sin a sin /3 cos 7
-j-4 sin s cos a, cos /S sin 7

1
— cos Eo + cos E.) — cos E4 = 4 cos ,? sin a. cos /3 sin 7

+4 sin s cos a sin /3 cos 7

1
4" cos E.i -}" cos E.j — cos E4 = 4 cos s cos a sin (i sin 7

-)-4 sin 5 sin a. cos /3 cos 7
Hence we obtain,

4 (li+lj+ S:!+l4)— X = (a COS s cos a — b s\n s sin &>) cos a cos /3

-j-(a sin s cos &; -j- 6 coss sin oi) sin a sin /3

= (a cos s cos a — 6 sin s sin ») sin a sin fi

-\-{a sin s cos ai {- b cos s sin (w) cos a. cos /S

= (a cos 5 cos » — 6 sin s sin u) sin a cos /3

-)- (a sin s cos <w -(- 6 cos 5 sin u) cos a sin /3

= (a cos s cos u — b sin s sin u) cos a sin jS

4" (a sin s cos « -|- ^ cos s sin ») sin a, cos /3

sin
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we have
{a + b) sin (5+ w) = r/ sin (/3+D)4 c sin (/S— C)

/c-7\ (« + ^) cos (s + w) = (/ cos (^ + D) — f cos ((3
— C)

^"^'f {a-b) sin (s-w) = d sin (/3—D)+ c sin (/3 + C)
(«— Z*) cos (s— co) = fZ cos (|3—D)— c cos(/3-)-C).

The quantity s derived from these formulae is really not
wanted. We may, therefore, likewise make the following

transformations

:

{,a"—b') sin 2a — c^ sin 2C+ffi sin 2Ii—2cd cos 2/3 sin (D+C)
ioa\ C«^—-^1 cos 2 <ii = c' cos 2 C+(/-^ cos 2D—2 cc? cos 2 /3 cos (D+C)
''-OJ a2^^2 =c'+rf'-2c(/cos2/3cos(D-C)

ai =c^sin2/3sin(D—C)

in which formulae is contained likewise, a test of the accu-

racy of the calculation. The ambiguity whether co or 180 + co

is to be taken is in the nature of the problem, and is likewise

in the formulse (26). It has no influence upon what follows.

If we next introduce the quantities d and c into the first and
third as also into the fifth and seventh of the equations (25)
we obtain,

R cos P = X = 4 (li+ 13)+ (c cos C cos 2/3— rf cos D) cos (y—«)

(29)
= 2 (l'2+l4)+ (c cosC— rf cos D cos 2/3) cos (y+«)

R sin P = Y = 4 {rt\-\-m)-\-i.c: sin C cos 2jl—d sin D) cos (y— «)= 2 (>72-|->74)+(c sin C— (/ sin D cos 2/3) cos (y+a).

The formulae (28) and (29) do not appear to be very con-
venient for logarithmic calculation ; but they might be easily

transformed. It has, however, appeared to me that no essential

advantages will be obtained from transformations, or from the

introduction of new auxiliary angles. The simplicity of the

formulae (29) renders it advisable to calculate both expressions

for XandY by which all former calculations are checked.

The projected apparent ellipsis being thus given by R, P,

c, b, CO, the real ellipsis, in which the star actually moves, is to

be deduced from the two conditions, that the one ellipsis is the

projection of the other, and that the place of the star at rest,

the point of beginning of our coordinates, is the projection of
the focus of the true ellipsis. If we suppose that the plane of
the apparent ellipsis passes through the centre of the true

one, so that the centres of both coincide, and if we call the

radius of the apparent ellipsis which passes through the star

at rest /, we shall have this equation

:

(30) JL = -i- sin (P-«;)^+ -^ cos (P-w)^

from which I becomes known. This / being the projection of
the semiaxis major of the true clli})sis, and R the projection

G2 of
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of the distance of the focus from the centre, we have, denothig

the semiaxis of the true ellipsis by «' and U, and the angle of

excentricity of the true ellipsis by ($'

:

(31)
^ «

Vil-^') ,
b'— cos ^' —

I
—

^ ^ «'

One ellipsis being a projection of the other, we have, calling

the inclination of the two ellipses to each other i' :

(32) a'h' cos i' — ah.

If we designate the angle between the line of nodes and the

perihelion counted in the true ellipsis by w', and the angle

formed by the line of intersection of the two planes with the

original principal axis in the plane of projection by S3 , we
have for the coordinates of the perihelion from the centre

these equations

:

^ggx «' cos w' = — / cos (P— ft)

^ ' a sinew' cos i' = —I sin (P— ft).

Lastly, we have for the common radius of the line of nodes,

(34) — sinw'-'H ^cosw'^= — sin(^— w)'3H ^ cos (ft—w)^

and for the two radii perpendicular to the line of nodes, the

one of which is the projection of the other

:

(35) ( -jjr cos cw'- + iT^i" 't;'^) sec ?'- = -^ cos (ft— w)-

-\ 5- sin (ft— co)-^

In these five equations the conditions of the problem are con-

tained.

Combining the squares of the equations (33) with (3'1-) and

(35), and duly applying (32), we obtain by simple addition

V' sin «)'^ + y^ cos co'* cos z'- = a- + h- — /',

and this equation combined again with the sum of the squares

of (33) gives

(36) h" + b" cos P = rt- + b- - W.

This equation squared and combined with the equations (31)

and (32) will assume this form

:

R'
b'* sin i" = {a^ + b' -Wy- 4a- b^ + 4a« 6« -j-

or substituting the value of /

(37) b'*s\ui'*= [a'-/;-—R-cos2(P-w)} + R« sin 2(P-«)-.

The
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Tlie equations (34) and (35) being multiplied together, and

(32) being made use of, we have

(a'2_/y3)2 sin 2co'^ cos i'' = (a'-b^f sin ^{^-wf
and this equation, together with the square of the product of
the two equations (33), will give after the substitutions by
means of (30) and (31),

(a^- b 'f sin 2{^-oof = R^ sin 2(P-a)-.

Taking the square root of this, and substituting (P— co) —
(ft— w) for P— ft, we may write the equation thus:

{
(ce—b^-)± Rs cos 2(P—w) } sin 2(ft—w) = ± R' sin 2(P—&) cos 2(^1— oi)

where the upper and lower signs respectively belong together.

From this equation it appears that taking the lower signs

a-—b-— K^cos 2(P— «}) is proportional to cos 2(^— co), and
— R- sin 2(P-«;) sin 2(ft— co)

and equation (37), show that the sum of the squares of these

two quantities is equal to Z>'* sin i'^. Hence it follows that

b'' sin i" sin 2(ft-«;) = - R- sin 2(P-co)
b'^ sin i'^ cos 2(ft-w) = cr-b" -R^ cos 2(P-«;).

The equations may vvith proper regard to the above equa-
tions (28) be thus expressed :

. b'-^ sin i'- sin 2ft = (a^-b^-) sin 2a;- R^ sin 2P
^^^ b'- sin /'2 cos 2^ = («-— Z*^) cos 2aj-R sin 2P.

From these we obtain 2ft, and 6'^ sin e"'- or U^— U' cos z'^

The equation (36) has already given b'^^^b'- cos i'^; and U, i'

and Sh are thus known. The inclination is obtained by the

ibllowing rigorously correct equation :

,, 2b^' sin i'-

tang v^ = -jT,—773 ^—773

—

• -I,
•^

b'^+ b'- cos t''-— b'^ sm i''^

If we always assume it < 90°, we shall still have the uncer-

tainty with regard to ft, whether we must take ft or ft + 180°.

This uncertainty belongs to the nature of the subject, as

the projection leaves it doubtful whether the perihelion, or

aphelion is turned towards us. In order to leave, however,
no uncertainty with respect to the other angles, it will be best

to determine the angle oo' by ft, by which it becomes indifferent

which angle has been taken. Calling tt the longitude of the

perihelion, so that tt = S3 + co', we have

:

, V a' sin (tt— S ) = — / sin (P— Si ) sec i'

^"^^^ a'cos(7r- S3) = -/cos(P- S).
We have next,

/.^\ . ,
R

,
b'

(40) sm <p' = - ,-
5 cos f ' = —

Yi

by
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by which we have another clieck on all j)rececrnig calculations.

The double areal velocity really taking place in the true el-

lipsis k', the time of revolution U, and the mean motion in

degree jx' may be derived from these equations

:

k' = k sec z',

u = 2a'b''7r lah-K

k'
~ k '

in which the unit of time is that in which the observations have

been recorded, and the unit of space the second of an arc by

which the distances have been measured.

[To be continued.]

VII. Notices respecting New Books.

A Geological Manual. By H.T. De la Beche, £59. F.R.S. F.G.S. &c.

JT is not long since Mr. De la Beche presented to the scientific

world a useful and instructive collection of " Sections and Views

illustrative of Geological Phaenomena*." To this publication he has

now added a more systematic and important volume, entitled, " A
Geological Manual," a work of first-rate importance in the science

to which it relates, and which must henceforth take its place in the

library of every student in geology.

The author approaches his subject eminently qualified for the task

he has undertaken, having devoted many years of his life most assi-

duously to this engaging pursuit. His information on English geology

is founded on long-continued personal examination of the strata of

this country, and on a familiar acquaintance with all that has been

written respecting them : to this he adds an extensive knowledge of

European geology, collected during many tours on the Continent, and

from copious reading. He has further extended his observations to

tropical regions, by a visit to the West Indies.

A vast and faithful accumulation of facts has resulted from the in-

dustrious use of such rare and precious opportunities. These have

l)een systematicallv arranged in the work before us, and upon them

the author has been cautious to found such conclusions only as lie

thinks to be warranted by the premises before him. We consider tlie

additions he has thus made to our stock of geological knowledge to

be a very important step in our advancement towards a true tlieory

of the earth.

The author commences his work with an account of the figure and

density of the earth, the superficial distribution of land and water,

the saltncss and specific gravity of the sea, and the temperature of the

• See Phil. Mag. and .\nnals, N.y. vol. ix. j). 131.

earth.
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earth, as well as that of springs, of seas and lakes, and of the atmo-

sphere ; and af' er noticing the various forms of valleys, and the obvious

changes now produced on the surface of our planet, he proceeds to a

classification of rocks, differing but little from that published by him

some months since in this Journal*. In a tabular form he shows its re-

lations to the improved Wernerian classification, and to the classifica-

tions of Conybeare, Omalius d'Halloy, and Brongniart. This classifi-

cation, which exhibits the rocks in the descending order, forms the base

on which the arrangement of the remaining part of the volume is found-

ed, and is chiefly characterized by the division of rocks into Stratified

and Unstratified ; the former being divided into Fossiliferous, or those

which contain organic remains ; and Non-fossiliferous, or those in

which no animal or vegetable exuviae have ever yet been detected.

The fossiliferous deposits are subdivided into groups, the first of which

is termed Modern ; and under this head the author has treated of the

various causes which produce alterations on the actual surface of the

globe. We here find an account of the degradation of land, the de-

livery of detritus into the sea, the action of the sea on coasts, shingle

beaches, sandy beaches, tides, currents, the transporting powers of

tides and currents, active volcanos, extinct volcanos, mineral volcanic

products, earthquakes, gaseous exhalations, deposits from springs,

coral reefs and islands, submarine forests, raised beaches and masses

of shells, and finally a notice of the organic remains that may be en-

tombed in deposits now in process of formation.

In treating on the above subjects the author appears desirous of

stating fairly the amount of that change which may be produced on

the surface of our planet by the causes usually termed actual ; so that

when the phsenomena of a more ancient date are presented to the

attention of the reader, he might be enabled to institute a comparison

between the effects which we daily witness and those which have been

produced at more remote periods in the history of the world.

We subjoin a few extracts to show the author's mode of treating

his subject, as far as can be done without the aid of the numerous
illustrative sections contained in this volume.—Speaking of the often

supposed case of the bursting of a lake, and the consequent deluge

that it has been imagined such a catastrophe would produce, he ob-

serves :

"The waters of a lake can only be suddenly let out and produce a

debacle when the hard barrier separating it from the land at a lower

level presents a perpendicular face to the whole depth of the lake,

which, even then, must be suddenly thrown down in its whole height

to produce the eflect required. Such rocky barriers must be ex-

ceedingly rare 3 and it must be still more rare that where they existed

they were not cut down, to a certain extent, by degrees. The common
character of lakes, as respects the inclination from their bottoms to the

discharging outlet, varies materially ; but in general the slope is very

gradual, particularly in lakes of considerable magnitude."

A diagram illustrates the manner in which the lake Erie would be

* Phil. Mag. and Annals, N.S. vol. vi. p. 440.

drained
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drained if the Falls of Niagara should retreat to it ; and it is shown
that, far from producing a deluge or debacle, as has been often sup-

posed, the result would be a drainage, which, though more rapid at

certain intervals, would still in the main be gradual, finally leaving

a river flowing through the bed of the discharged lake.

Respecting the embouchures of rivers, it is observed, that "if the

mouths of rivers be tidal, the river detritus is committed to the charge

of the estuary tides, and is dealt with according to the laws by which

these are governed. If they be tideless, the whole mass of transported

m.itter will be propelled without check into the seas at the embou-
chures. Between the extremes of great resistance and non-resistance

the variations are so great, and depend so much on local circumstances,

as to be of exceedingly difficult classification. The principal variations

are produced by the difference in the volume of the discharging rivers,

their velocities, and the quantity and quality of the substances they

may transport. As a general fact, however, it may be staled that

rivers tend to form deltas in tideless, or nearly tideless, seas ; or

where they can overcome the resistance of tides, currents, and the

destructive action of the breakers ; thus increasing the land by their

deposit, and splitting into several channels, the superficial increase

being in proportion to the depth of water into which the rivers dis-

charge themselves."
" In calculations of the advance of deltas, care has not always been

taken to show the general depth of water into which they may have

been protruded ; so that a less quantity of transported detritus might

expose a larger surface when thrown on a shallow bottom, than a larger

quantity in deeper water,"

The author observes, under the head of Beaches, that " the action

of the waves round coasts lends to disturb the bottom at certain

depths, and to move the shells, sands, and other substances of which

this bottom is composed, towards the land. The exact depth to which

the moving action of waves extends, seems never to have been very

accurately estimated : indeed, when we consider that the power

of the wave is continually varying, such an estimate becomes exceed-

ingly difficult. Ninety feet, or fifteen fathoms, has been sometimes

considered as the limit, in depth, to which this disturbing power ex-

tends; hut this requires confirmation. Around coasts and on shores

which do not much exceed ten or twelve fatiioms, the acticn of the

waves is very apparent in the discoloration of the water during heavy

gales. This turbid character of the sea is due to the moving power

of the waves on the bottom, and becomes more marked as the water

becomes more shallow, either in approaching the land or over shoals.

The transporting power of the waves will therefore be in jiroportion

to the depth of water beneath them, the transport being greatest in

the shallowest places. The waves will tend to throw substances on

coasts, because the ofl-sliore wind produces smaller waves than the wind

blowing upon the land. On shoals distant from the land the elVect

will be somewhat diliercnt, and the piling or propelling power will be

greatest on the side of the prevalent or more violent winds. Shoals

will be also liable to shift, as the turbid waters on the crown of a

shoal
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shoal will be forced over on the lee side. Accordingly we do find that

shoals shift, more particularly when near the surface, unless there be

an equal counteracting effect in a current or tide."

Mr. De la Beche has collected scattered notices respecting the

various principal currents of the globe, and endeavours to show that

the hypothesis of their being sufficient to transi)ort the detritus of the

land over the depths of the ocean, and from Europe to America, is

not founded on those facts which have been brought to light respect-

ing currents. He observes

:

" In estimating the transporting power of currents, we should con-

sider the causes which produce them, and the nature of the fluid in

which they are produced. The motion of the earth, although it would

seem to give a certain general movement to the waters of our globe,

would not appear capable, taken by itself, to produce currents of

geological importance. The great cause of ocean-currents would seem

to be prevalent winds 5 and accordingly we find that in the equatorial

regions of the world, over which the more or less easterly winds,

commonly called the trade winds, prevail, there is a tendency of the

waters to flow westward in the Pacific Ocean, in the Atlantic, and in

those parts of the Indian Seas free from the monsoons. That the

winds are the great cause of ocean-currents, is a fact sufficiently proved

by the velocity and direction of such currents in the Indian and

Chinese seas, varying with the force and direction of the monsoons.

" The winds being, generally speaking, the cause of the great ocean-

currents, and effects being only in proportion to their causes, the

streams of water thus produced will not extend deeper than the pro-

pelling power of the winds can be felt. Now, as the ocean varies in

density according to its depth, the cause sufficient to move waters on

the surface, and to certain depths beneath it, will constantly meet

with opposition at an increasing ratio, until, finally, the moving power

and the resistance being equal, no effect whatever is produced ;
and

all water beneath a certain depth would be, as far as respects surface

causes, immovable, and consequently would have no transporting

power.
" Hence it would appear that the transporting power of currents

will depend on the depth of the sea, all other things being equal ;
and

that the smaller the depth the greater the transporting power. Conse-

quently, coasts are the situations where we may look for this power."

Throughout the work there are copious lists, derived from the best

authorities, of the various organic remains discovered in each group

of rocks, not only in the British Islands, but in Europe generally, and

even in some cases extending to India and North America. These

are for the most part accompanied by remarks relating to each col-

lection of such exuviae. While noticing the remains of vegetables and

animals which may be enveloped in the deposits formed during the

present order of things, Mr, De la Beche observes :

"These will necessarily consist of existing animals, but may also

include some no longer found in a living state. Man not only greatly

modifies the present surface of the land by destroying tracts of forests,

N.S. Vol. 11. No. 61. Jaw. 1832. H preventing
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preventing the inundation of low countries, turning torrents, and di-

recting the surface-water through innumerable channels to satisfy his

own wants and conveniences ; but he also drives all animals before

him which do not suit his purposes, thus circumscribing the domain

of those which are not useful to him, while he covers the country with

those that are, and which never could exist in such numbers but for

his care and protection. Consequently all terrestrial remains would

correspond with the increasing power of man, and therefore a very

diflercnt suite of such remains would be now entombed than when

his power was more limited. Over the inhabitants of the waters he

would exercise little controul, excepting in rivers, small lakes, and

around some coasts.

" One very material difference would be effected in the quantity of

trees and shrubs transported to the sea, more particularly in the tem-

perate and colder regions, where man requires wood, not only for the

purposes of various constructions, but also for fuel. We see in the

delta of the Mississippi what an abundance of wood is now transported

there by the river, but which vvill daily diminish as man converts the

forests whence it is derived into pastures and corn-fields.

'' The gigantic animal Cervus gigantciis, commonly known as the

Irish Elk, was once imagined to have existed only at an epoch anterior

to man, but it is now considered that he was coexistent with him
;

although this by no means proves that he did not live upon the earth

previous also to him, as seems to have been the case. We have no

great certainty when the Mastodons of North America ceased to

exist ; it is commonly supposed that they became extinct previous to

the commencement of the modern group, but of this we have no good

proof. The same may be said of some other animals.

"The Dodo seems to afford us an example of the extinction of an

animal in comparatively recent times ; for it is now almost certain

that this curious bird existed on the Isle of Mauritius during the

voyages of the early navigators to the East Indies. The relative an-

tiquity, therefore, of animals whose remains are only now found en-

tombed, must not be too hastily inferred. The bone of the wolf is

that of an extinct animal, as far as the British Islands are concerned."

Our limits prevent us from noticing tlie various remarks on the

organic character of each group of rocks, furtlier than by extracting

the author's observations on the oolitic series, and on what he terms

the lowest fossiliferous group.
" It has been above remarked that the surface on which the oolitic

group was deposited, was probably at very various depths beneath that

of the sea, and that even during the deposit itself, the sea varied in depth

over the same point, in consequence of movements in the land. The

nature of the organic remains also apparently points to the proximity

of dry land in some places, while it may have been conijiarativeiy remote

in others. It does not seem unpliilosophical to infer that the bays,

creeks, estuaries, rivers, and dry land were tenanted by animals, each

fitted to the situations where it could feed, breed, and defend itself

from the attacks of its enemies. That strange reptile the Ichtliyo-

saurus (one species of which, /. plalijndon, was of a large size, the

jaws
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jaws being strong, and occasionally eight feet in length) may from

its form have braved the waves of the sea, dashing through them as

the porpess now does ; but the Plesiosaurus, at least the species with

the long neck (f. dolichodeirus) , would be better suited to have fished

in shallow creeks and bays, defended from heavy breakers. The cro-

codiles were probably, as their congeners of the present day are, lovers

of rivers and estuaries, and like them destructive and voracious. Of
the various reptiles of this period, the Ichthyosaurus, particularly the

/. platyodon, seems to have been best suited to rule in the waters, its

powerful and capacious jaws being an overmatch for those of the cro-

codiles and Plesiosauri. Thanks to Professor Buckland we are now
acquainted with some of the food upon which these creatures lived

;

their fossil feeces, named coprolites, having afforded evidence, not only

that they devoured fish, but each other, the smaller becoming the prey

of the larger, as is abundantly testified by the undigested remains of

vertebrae and other bones contained in the coprolites. Amid such

voracity, it seems wonderful that so many escaped to be imbedded in

rocks, and after the lapse of ages on ages to tell the tale of their

existence as former inhabitants of our planet. And strange inha-

bitants they undoubtedly were ; for, as Cuvier says, the Ichthyosaurus

has the snout of a dolphin, the teeth of a crocodile, the head and
sternum of a lizard, the extremities of cetacea, (being however four

in number,) and the vertebrge of fish j while the Plesiosaurus has,

with the same cetaceous extremities, the head of a lizard, and a neck
resembling the body of a serpent.

m * ^ % * ^
" That the Pterodactyles should be scarce fossils is what we should

expect, for the circumstances favourable to their preservation must
have been exceedingly rare. Even supposing that they dashed out

to sea in pursuit of their insect prey, there must have been a com-
bination of fortunate accidents to have prevented the Pterodactyles

and their intended prey from being devoured by the fish and other

inhabitants of the sea, among the exuviee of which their remains are

now detected.
*' It is curious, and seems to establish a connection between the

insects and the Pterodactyles, that in the spot (Solenhofen) where the

remains of the latter are most abundant, the greatest quantity of fossil

insects yet noticed in the oolitic group have been detected. At Stones-

field also, where the remains of insects are stated to have been dis-

covered, the exuviae of Pterodactyles, according to Professor Buck-
land, are also observed. Not so however with the Pterodactyles of

Lyme Regis, whose remains are mixed with those of Ichthyosauri and
other marine animals, where insects have not yet been discovered.

But when we consider the abundant exuviae of Plesiosauri, perhaps we
may not err greatly in considering dry land [to have been] not very far

distant from the spot where we now find their bones entombed. Be
the case as it may, a Pterodactyle in a sea amid Ichthyosauri and other

voracious creatures must have had but a slight chance of escape, and
geologists should be grateful that any combination of circumstances
should have so far prevailed as to permit the preservation of even a

H 2 single
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single individual, to show us the strange terrestrial creatures that

then existed."

Respecting the possible character of the animals which first appeared
on the surface of the globe, the author observes :

" Whatever the kind of animal life may have been which first ap-
peared on the surface of our planet, we may be certain that it was
consistent with the wisdom and design which has always prevailed

throughout nature, and that each creature was peculiarly adapted to

that situation destined to be occupied by it. Bearing therefore in

mind this general adaptation of animals to the circumstances under
which they are placed, we may be led so far to speculate at this early

condition of life as to inquire what kind of creatures, judging from
the general character of those known to us, might flourish at a period

when there might have been a comparative difficulty in procuring

carbonate of lime for their solid parts. It will be obvious that

fleshy and gelatinous creatures, such as Mecluscs and other animals
of the like kind, might have abounded, as far as regards a comparative
scarcity of this substance. Hence it would be possible to have the

seas swarming with these and similar animals, while testaceous crea-

tures and others with solid parts were rare.

" These remarks are merely intended to show that the scarcity of

organic remains observed in the lowest fossiliferous deposits by no
means proves a scarcity of animal life at the same period, though
from it we may infer that testaceous and other animals with solid

parts were not abundant. Mere fleshy creatures may have existed in

myriads without a trace of them having been transmitted to us. In
proof of this, if any were requisite, we may inquire what portion of

those myriads of fleshy animals which now swarm in some seas could

be transmitted, as organic remains, to future ages."

Having described the inferior stratified rocks, such as gneiss, mica
slate, &c., Mr. De la Beche proceeds to the consideration of the un-
stratified rocks, such as granite, the trap-rocks, &c., and remarks
respecting the latter, that " if we regard these various igneous pro-

ducts as a mass of matter which has successively and during the lapse

of all that time comprehended between the earliest formation of the

stratified rocks and the present day, been ejected from the interior of

the earth, we shall be struck with certain differences of these rocks

on the great scale, which have led to their practical arrangement
under the heads of granitic, trappean, serpentinous, and volcanic

products, as above noticed. The two former and the last occur most
abundantly, whilst the third is comparatively more scarce, though

sufficiently common in nature. As yet we are unacquainted with the

conditions necessary for the production of these different compounds,
and it would be a highly interesting inquiry, and one well worthy of

the attention of the chemist, to ascertain as nearly as may be the

essential average differences which may exist as to the ultimate elemen-

tary substances constituting the rocks of this nature, thus approaching

towards a knowledge of the possible circumstances which may have

determined such substances to arrange themselves in one man-
ner ratiier than in another. Possibly the (juantitv and proportion

of
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of the elementary substances might not vary so much as we might,

from the general mineral character alone, be led to expect ; but at

first sight we may imagine that silica predominated more in the gra-

nitic rocks than in the others, while magnesia abounded in those parts

of the earth which vomited forth the serpentinous deposits. It is how-
ever obviously premature to speculate upon that which can only be

learned through the medium of careful and exact investigation ; and

the subject is only introduced for the purpose of promoting inquiry,

and the possibility of attracting the attention of those chemists who
may be induced to enter on the hitherto little explored though vast

field of chemical geology."

The author concludes his volume with dissertations on the mine-

ralogical differences in contemporaneous rocks, either original, or

resulting from alteration after deposition ; on the elevation of moun-
tains (consisting principally of abstracts from friendly communications

by M. Elie de Beaumont on this subject) j and on the occurrence of

metals in rocks ; and by an Appendix containing, among other things,

observations on geological maps and sections, and tables for calcu-

lating heights by the barometer.

An Account of Inventions and Improvements in Surgical Instruments,

made by J. Weiss, G2 Strand; with a Selection of Cases wherein

they have been successfully employed. 8vo. pp. 200.

It does not always happen that the benefits accruing to the com-
munity from the exertions of an individual can be understood or ap-

preciated from a written statement 5 audit not unfrequently occurs

that inventions are silently and slowly producing the most advan-

tageous results, while those to whom the world is indebted for them
are unknown or neglected. This is in a great measure unavoidable;

it is the common chance of blanks and prizes in the lottery of life,

and at the present day especially may depend much upon the profli-

gate system of outrageous puffing wrhich makes success depend less

upon merit than upon effrontery.

We make these observations without any particular reference to the

author of the work before us. The volume fell into our hands acci-

dentally, and we felt it would be as well an act of justice to the writer

as of duty to the public, to direct their attention to it. Surgery may
now be regarded as a positive science ; and, without detracting in the

least from the skill of the performer, we consider that no trifling merit
is due to the inventor or improver or fabricator of an instrument by
which the risk of a dangerous operation is diminished, or alleviation

afforded in any case in which relief had been previously sought in

vain. For such purposes ingenuity of contrivance is not less necessary
than mechanical skill j and when the mitigation of the ills which flesh

is heir to is the object in view, it matters not, for the benefit of man-
kind, whether the individual pursuing it draws exclusively upon the

resources of his own mind, or adopts the suggestions of others. With
these sentiments we notice the work of which the title is prefixed to

this article. It is the production of a plain man detailing what lie

himself
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himself has invented or improved ; with testimonials of their utility

and excellence from the most eminent professional men ; but with

professional concerns we have nothing to do : we regard the work
as a curious record of mechanical skill, and as such recommend it to

the attention of the public.

Pyrus Mains Brentfordiensis: or, A Concise Descriptio)i of Selected

Apples. By Hugh Ronalds, F.H.S. Nurseryman, Brentford. With

a Figure of each Sort, drawn from Nature on Stone, by his

Daughter.

A work having the above title has lately issued from the press,

and we hasten to pay our tribute of admiration to the beautiful, we
may add the splendid, manner in which the work has been got up.

The numerous coloured plates have an especial claim on the lovers

of horticulture and the fine arts; each drawing is elaborately copied

from nature, by Miss Ronalds, from the original fruit grown in her

father's nursery. The descriptive part of the work, as the title im-

plies, lays no claim to literary distinction, further than that of being

perspicuous and concise. The utility of such a work cannot be ques-

tioned, and we chiefly value it as a standard book of reference.

In the constantly increasing taste for the cultivation of the Apple,

and considering the many hundred varieties of this fruit which are

now grown in our orchards, it became a desideratum that a judi-

cious selection should be made. We are convinced that this object

has been ably accomplished by Mr. Ronalds, who has passed his

whole life in the culture of fruit-trees, and from inclination has paid

great attention to the growth of the apple. Great merit is due to

the author for the assiduity and attention as well as sound judge-

ment evinced in thus ascertaining the comparative excellence of

each variety, particularly as it respects its productiveness, peculiar

qualities, period of maturity, &c. We have said that conciseness

and perspicuity are the characteristics of the treatise, and by many
it will be objected that the description of each variety is too brief.

It may likewise be said that the omission ofsynonyms detracts from

the usefulness of the work. But it must be remembered that the

book is only a selection of the best kinds, and is not intended as

a complete historical collection ; it tlierefore appears to us that the

leading or original name, with perhaps one synonym, where it is

evidently required, is quite sufficient, and more in character, with

the particular design of the work, than a list of British and Foreign

names, many of which are trivial and merely local. AVe consider

the appropriate lists appended to the work eminently useful ; and

as a whole we do not hesitate to recommend it to all who take an

interest in the proper culture of the most useful of fruits.

VIII. Pro-
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VIII. Proceedings of Learned Societies.

GEOLOGICAL SOCIETY.

Nov. 16.— A PAPER was read " On a large species of Plesio-

-^ saurus in the Scarborough Museum/' by John
Dunn, Esq. V.P. Scarborough Philosophical Society, and com-
municated by Roderick Impey Murchison, Esq. P.G.S.

The animal was discovered by Mr. Marshall, of Whitby, im-

bedded in a hard rock belonging to the upper lias beds, situate

between Scarborough and Whitby, near the place where that gen-

tleman had formerly discovered the remains of a crocodile. The
skull and cervical vertebrae are wanting, but the rest of the skeleton

is pretty entire and measures from the anterior dorsal to the last

coccygeal vertebra nine feet six inches. The entire animal, with the

head and neck, is estimated to have been nineteen feet long, and it

is considered by the author to be identical with the gigantic species

from Havre and Honfleur, described by Baron Cuvier, particularly

from the close resemblance in the forms of the vertebrae. It ap-

pears to have been about twice the size of the Plesiosaurus found
at Lyme, and described by Conybeare in the Transactions of the

Geological Society *. The animal is lying on its left side with the

vertebrae and the bones of the shoulders and pelvis nearly in situ,

but the ribs and the bones of the extremities are somewhat broken
and detached. The vertebral column has the gentle sigmoid flexure

we observe in the Ichthyosaurus, being concave before in the dorsal

region, and concave behind in the region of the pelvis. The bodies

of the vertebrae lie in close contact with each other, and about
fifty-nine may be estimated as forming the part of the column from

the anterior dorsal vertebra to the end of the tail, which is nearly

the same number as that observed in the corresponding part of the

specimen from Lyme. Judging from the appearance of the first

dorsal vertebra, which is exposed and a little worn, the author con-

cludes that the bodies of the vertebrae present flat surfaces to each

other, as in those described by Cuvier from Honfleur. The an-

nular part of the vertebrae is anchylosed to the body of the bone,

as in the species from Honfleur. The tubercular expansions of

the transvei'se processes of the dorsal vertebrae are all directed

downwards, and not, as in that described by De la Beche and Cony-

beare, pointing upwards in the middle of the series. The right

coracoid bone is pushed down from the head of the humerus, and

the expanded bones of the pelvis are thrown forwards to some di-

stance from the vertebral column. One of the arras is pretty en-

tire, and the author considers the flattened form of the bones as

indicative of the aquatic life of the animal. The scapula exhibits

a suture dividing it into two pai'ts, and the head of the humerus

presents a distinct protuberance, for the attachment probably of

the pectoral muscles. One of the sacral extremities is detached

* See Phil. Mag. vol. Ixv. p. 412; and vol. Ixvii. p. 272.

and
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and inverted, having the tibia and fibula lying next to the pelvis ;

the other sacral extremity appears to be concealed by the broad

bones of the pubis. The author has given as full an account of

all the bones of this interesting animal as the hardness of the im-

bedding rock, or the safety of the specimen, would allow of their

examination.

A letter was then read, addressed to the President and Fellows

of this Society, " On the ancient and present state of Vesuvius,"

by Count de Montlosier, For. Mem. G.S. President of theAcademy
of Clermont Ferrard, &c. &c.

The author offers this sh.ort notice on Mount Vesuvius in testi-

mony of the grateful sense entertuined by him of having been

elected Foreign Member of the Geological Society; and the present

communication is intended to convey his opinions, formed during

a visit to Naples in the year 1813, in respect to the age and origin

of Mount Vesuvius, and of its neighbour Monte Somma.
Having pointed out the direct analogy between the active vol-

cano of Vesuvius, and the extinct volcanoes of Auvergne, formerly

described by him. Count Montlosier proceeds to show that the

Monte Somma is the true Vesuvius of the ancients, the present

volcano being of posterior formation; and he arrives at this conclu-

sion by various considerations upon the nature and form of Somma,
which he supposes to be the remaining segment of a vast elliptical

cavity, the other sides of which have since been destroyed. The
chief object of the author, however, is to point out the very dif-

ferent origin of such a large crateriform hollow as that of the ancient

Vesuvius or Somma, which he attributes to explosions, and the small

crater of the present Vesuvius, which gives vent to currents of

lava. The former having destroyed the towns of Pompeii and Stabiae,

with showers of puzzolana and ashes, the latter having overflowed

Herculaneum. He endeavours to strengthen this theory by reference

to a peculiar class of extinct craters in the Eyfel, in Central France,

and in the Phlegrcean fields; the circular hollows of which have since

been occupied by small lakes usually of great depth. As none of

these have lava-currents issuing from them, and many of them are

devoid of marks of igneous alteration, they are considered by the

author to be of the same origin as the ancient Vesuvius, i. e. craters

formed by sudden explosion.

Strabo, Pliny, and Dionysius of Halicarnassus, are quoted in proof

of the ancient Vesuvius having had tlie outline of only one moun-

tain ; and it is stated that an antique painting, recently discovered

at Pompeii, represented the same fact.

The notice was accompanied by drawings of the supposed form

of the Vesuvius of antiquity, before the great eruption under Titus ;

of the condition of the mountain after that catastrophe, by which

it is presumed tliat its summit was destroyed and blown away in

</r/r//H.s- and puzzolana, leaving an enormous crater; and lastly, of

the final state of the mountain, presenting three sides of the an-

cient area broken down, with a parasitic cone and crater established

on its flank.

Nov.
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Nov. 30.—A paper '< On the Geology of the Southern Provinces

of Spain," by Capt. Edward Cook, R.N. F.G.S., was begun ; and a

communication containing extracts from the memoirs published by

M. de Buch in the Freussiscke Slants Zeitung, " On the new volcanic

island in the Mediterranean, and its connection with the extinct

volcanic island of Pantellaria, and the hot springs of Sciacca on

the coast of Sicily," by Leonard Horner, Esq. V.P.G.S. and ad-

dressed to the President, was read.

About twenty-four miles S.E. from the point where Sicily and

Africa lie nearest together, is the small island of Pantellaria, almost

halfway between the two coasts, but rather nearer Africa. It is

of an oval form, about fourteen miles long from N.W. to S.E., and

rather more than seven broad. It is under the Sicilian Government,

is very fertile, and contains about 7000 inhabitants.

The island is entirely volcanic, and there are three distinct

points of eruption, from which the materials have been supplied.

The external border is fornied almost wholly of a succession of

numerous beds of a peculiar kind of trachytic lava of a light

green^h-gray colour, and resembling gneiss in its granular, slaty

structure. Within this encircling border there rises, as from the

bottom of a vast crater, the principal mountain mass of the island,

the summit of which is 2000 feet high, composed of pumice and

numerous lava streams which have issued from the flanks. From
every part of the sides of the mountain aqueous vapour issues, and

copious hot springs are found at its foot, which are accumulated in

a warm lake of salt-vvater 6000 feet in circumference.

About seventy miles north-east of Pantellaria lies Sciacca, on the

Sicilian coast, where hot sulphureous springs issue continually from

fissured limestone, indicating a seat of volcanic action ; although no

rocks of igneous origin are found there. Between this point and
Pantellaria there are many shoals in the Mediterranean, and on one

of these the new island arose in July last, which had been an-

nounced by the shocks of earthquakes at Sciacca on the 28th of

June. This volcano was seen in eruption by the Captain of a

Sicilian ship, who found the sea around the volcano, and at the di-

stance of eight miles from it, covered with dead and half-killed fish.

On the 12th of July, floating cinders were found in such quantity

near the coast of Sciacca, thirty-seven miles distant from the spot,

that fishermen were obliged to cut a way through them with their

oars. They found at the same time newly killed fish on the sur-

face of the water, which they sold in Sciacca. M. Hoffmann and
his travelling companions visited the volcanic island on the 24'th of

July, when it was 60 feet high and 800 in its greatest diameter.

Cinders and ashes were then ejected, and a column of white smoke
rose to the height of 2000 feet.

Two months afterwards the Prussian geologist and his com-
panions paid a second visit to the island, which he then found
about seventy feet high. The sea had broken down the black wall

of sand in many places, and had formed a kind ofmoving reef of sand
and mud, which made it impossible to land. Large masses were

N.S. Vol. 11, No. 61. Jan. 1832. I falling
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falling from the hill into the water, and it appeared probable that the

storms of the coming winter might utterly destroy the whole island.

Dec. 14,—A letter was first read " On the Influence of Season

over the Depth of Water in Wells," from William Bland, jun., Esq.

of Hartlip, near Sittingbourne, and addressed to the Rev. William
Buckland, D.D. V.P.G.S. &c.

The writer directs attention to a fact, which he has confirmed

by numerous observations, that the depth of water in wells, within

the district which he has examined, is almost invariably greater in

summer than in winter. His observations were made on his own
well at Hartlip, in Kent, during twelve successive years, namely,

from 1819 to 1830 inclusive; and the general result is, that the

depth of water gradually increases from Christmas to June, attains

a maximum at Midsummer, and then gradually decreases until

about the shortest day, when its depth is a minimum. From the

regularity of the phsenomena Mr. Bland was induced to extend the

inquiry to other localities ; and with the aid of Sir J. M. Tylden,

of Milsted, and the llev. F. Wollaston, of Upton House, near

Sandwich, he has supplied a large collection of facts, which are

comprised in tables and illustrated by drawings. The observations

were made principally in the county of Kent, and coincide with

what had been previously ascertained at Hartlip. The strata per-

forated in digging the wells, consisted of chalk in some situations,

of green sand at others, of Weald clay at others, and in some places

of iron sand. The depth of the wells in water, their depth below

the surface of the ground in wliich they were dug, and their height

above the level of the sea, varying with the general elevation of the

country in which the wells occur, were very various; and yet they

were all uniform in having the greatest depth of water about Mid-
summer, and the least about Christmas.

A paper " On the stratiform Basalt associated with the carboni-

ferous formation of the North of England," by William Hutton,

Esq. F.G.S. was begun.

LINNiEAN SOCIETY.
Dec. 6.—A paper was read, " On the Means by which certain

Animals ascend the vertical surfaces of highly polished bodies,"

by John Blackwall, Esq. F.L.S.

This paper corrects an error in the author's Notice of several

recertt discoveries in the structure and cconomji oj' Spiders, and in his

Remarks on the Pulvilli of Insects*, printed in the forthcoming

seventeenth volume of the Society's Transactions : the opinion

therein enunciated, that this extraordinary lact is to be explained

on mechanical principles exclusively, the author now abandons
;

and substitutes for it what he considers to be an uncxceptional)le

theory, founded on numerous well-established facts, ascertained

by a careful and extensive investigation of the subject ni;ide by him

during the last summer. He details the txperiuients from which

* See Phil. Mag. and Annals, N.S. vol. i\. p. l.'JS ami JIO.
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he now concludes, that an adhesive secretion is emitted by the in-

struments employed by the animals in climbing, showing not only

that they are prevented from chmbing by tlie application either of
moisture or of fine powders to the surfaces, but that distinct tracks

of such matter are left on the surfaces bj' the insects after climbing

upon them. After some further remarks on the physiology of the

subject, &c., the author concludes by observing, that snails, it is

well known, can adhere to polished bodies by means of a mucous
secretion, and that from minutely inspecting preserved specimens
of Hylce and of Geckos, he is decidedly of opinion that those rep-

tiles are enabled to run upon the vertical sides of smooth objects

by the agency of adhesive matter emitted from the fimbriated under
surface of the dilated extremities of the toes.

The reading was also commenced of a General History and
Distribution of Marsupial Animals; with original descriptions of
the species which inhabit the continent of Australia and its depen-
dencies ; by W. Ogilby, Esq. M.A. F.Z.S. : communicated by J. E.

Bicheno, Esq. F.R.S., Sec. L.S.

Dec, 20.—The reading of Mr. Ogilby 's paper was concluded.

In the introductory portion of this paper, commencing with some
general remarks on the objects of interest which Australia offers to the

consideration both of the philosopher and the statesman, the author

proposes to substitute the terms Mammals and Marsupials for Mam-
malia and Marsupialia, deeming the former more congenial to the

spirit of the English language. He then enters into a brief general

consideration of the natural history of the Mammals of New Holland,
from which he infers that they must necessarily have been created

upon that insulated continent ; and supposing also that they must
have been the result ofan act of creation subsequent to that by which
the productions of the other continents were brought into existence,

he infers the probability, that new species, like new individuals, may
be daily springing up into being, to supply the place of those which
daily perish, and of which the remains are so abundantly strewed
beneath the surface of the earth. After some further observations

on the mammalogy of Australia and on the paucity of our know-
ledge respecting it, he proceeds to consider the organization of the
Marsupials in general, as examined by M. Geoffroy St. Hilaire,

Sir Everard Home, Mr.Morgan, and other zootomists. The history

and nomenclature of these animals, as contained in the works of
Linnaeus, Shaw, M. GeoftVoy St. Hilaire, Illiger, Cuvier, and De
Blainville, are then detailed. A list of the thirteen natural genera
of Marsupials succeeds, including the Monotremata, which the

author regards as more nearly allied to the Marsupials, by the com-
mon possession of the marsupial bones, than to the Edentata, with

which they are usually associated. Considering the existence of

the marsupial bones to be the simple and only unexceptionable
character of the group, to which they are peculiar, the author re-

gards the Marsupials as constituting a primary division, or order,

of Mammals, and the Monotremata as a subordinate group of that

order. He next proceeds to ascertain and characterize the in.

I 2 ferior
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ferior groups, or natural families, composing the order of Marsupials,
adopting the modification of the locomotive organs, in the ordinary
Marsupials, as the basis of classification. By this means he arranges
the Marsupials into five families, as shown, with the genera which
respectively compose them, in the following table :

Marsupials

I. Scansores . . <(

II. Saltores.

III. Fossores

IV. Cursores

V. Monotremes

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

Didelphis

Cheironectes

Phalangista

Petaurus

Phascolarctos

Hypsiprymnus
Alopecurus
Halmaturus

9. Fliascolomys

Perameles

V 1 1. Dasyurus
*

^ 12. Thylacinus

/ 13. Ornithorynchus
(. 14. Echidna

This portion of Mr. Ogilby's paper concludes with some remarks

on the analogies of the Marsupials, with the other primary groups

of Mammals.

nOYAL ASTRONOMICAL SOCIETY.
Nov. 11.—This was the first meeting after the long vacation; and

the following communications were read : viz.

I. Observed occultations and eclipses of Jupiter's satellites, by
Mr. Maclear, of Biggleswade, from May 1830 to the present month.

II. Three observed occultations, in the months of May and June
in the present year ; and five observed eclipses of Jupiter's satel-

lites, in the months of August, October, and November. By INIr.

Snow.—These observations were made at Saville Row, London. In

the eclipses recorded on the 3rd of November, the 4th satellite

emerged quite close to the 1st, which made the latter appear as if it

had suddenly become double. It was an interesting pha^nomenon.

III. Observations of the occultation of Aldebaran, on the 23rd

October. By Mr. Holehouse.
" The telescope was a seven-feet achromatic, by TuUcy, with a

power of 162, adjusted to the star. The atmosphere was free from

clouds, and clear. I saw the moon steadily approach the star, until

the star appeared to cling, half hidden by the moon, for about 4 or

5 seconds, by estimation, when it suddenly disappeared, leaving in

my mind little doubt that the appearance was caused by the refrac-

tion of the moon's atmosphere."

IV. Observation of the right ascensions and polar distances of

the planets Uranus, Jupiter, Vesta, and Mars, from September to

December, 1830. By M. Bianchi. In a Letter to Professor Airy.

M. Bianchi made his observations with a meridian circle of 3

feet, having a 5-feet telescope magnifying about 100. The appa-

rent
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rent right ascensions and north polar distances are given, together

with the differences arising from a comparison of their places, as

given in the Berlin Ephemeris. The observfd right ascension of

Uranus is less than its computed right ascension, by a quantity

varying from 1%12 to 2%09, and its polar distance is less, by a quan-

tity varying from 4",81 to 12",91. The difference in the right

ascension of Jupiter varies from — 0%06 to +0',70, and in polar

distance from +0",36 to — 6",4'3. The difference in the right as-

cension of Vesta varies from — 0%56 to -(-0%36, and in polar di-

stance from — 2",25 to — 17",20. The difference in the right ascen-

sion of Mars varies from —0%43 to 4-l',02, and in polar distance

from -14",25 to +7",64.
V. Extract of a letter from M. Cauchoix to Mr. Lubbock, dated

October 1831.
" I have just finished another object-glass, of the same dimen-

sions as that which ^ir James South is now mounting, and which
appears to me as perfect. I used for it one of the three pieces of

glass which were set apart for the first object-glass, and I have

adapted to it a new disc of flint-glass. A trial of it with Jupiter

does not detect any flaw, either in the flint- or crown-glass. I hope
also to be able to make a third glass of similar dimensions, as well

as another glass of the same size as that which Mr. Cooper has

lately bought of me. I have likewise another kind of telescope,

which 1 have made for these two or three years, where rock-crystal

is substituted for the crown-glass, by which means the focus is con-

siderably shortened, and the brilliancy and clearness of the image
greatly increased. But, at present, I have not been able to make
them of larger diameter than about 5^ English inches."

VI. A Catalogue of stars, observed with the moon, from June
to October, 1831, at the Greenwich Observatory. From the Astro-

nonier Royal :

—

1831. h m s

June 20 D 1 L 14 36 51-54-

20 Librae 14 48 5-08

21 J) 1 L 15 24 52-90

13 Libr£E 15 35 3-78

9 Librce 15 44 4204
24 ]) IL 17 56 25-48

(21)Sagittar 18 15 48-16

(94) Sagittar 18 22 26-90

July 22 ]) 1 L 18 30 45-98

0' Sagittar 18 48 1*20

(316) Sagittar 19 33-44

dZ Sagittar 19 8 28-24

Aug 19 (112) Sagittar 18 26 22-26

r Sagittar 18 40 35-06

0' Sagittar 18 48 14-53

]) IL 19 3 18-38

Sept, 22 (120) Piscium .... 27 20-40

]) 2 L 59 10-66

Oct. \6.
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1831.
,. „, ,

Oct. 16 A Aquarii 2115 40-76

D 1 L 21 49 41-44

19 (227 ) Piscium 23 46 54-06

(270) Piscium 23 57 10-.50

10 Ceti 18 43-98

j) 1 L 30 5010
21 (144) Piscium 132 2934

Piscium 1 37 1652
^' Ceti 2 4 50-84

J 2 L 2 27 0-48

23 9' Tauri 4 19 45-22
9^ Tauri 4 19 50-90
Aldebaran 4 27 3-40

D 2 L 4 29 38-98

27 J)
2 L 8 40 44-32

/3 Leonis 1 1 41 16-16

28 2) 2L 9 38 12-70

Regulus U) 13-32

VII. A paper on the Orbits of Binary Stars, by SirJ.F.W. Her-
schel, was commencfd,

ZOOLOGICAL SOCIETY.

Committee of Science and Corresponde?ice.

October 11, 1831.—At the request of tlie Chairman Mr. Martin

read notes of some particulars observed on the dissection of a Mo-
nitor, whicli died a short time since at the Society's Gardens. They
were illustrated by a drawing, in which was represented the distri-

bution of the principal blood-vessels*.

October 25.— Air. Owen read a portion of his notes on the

anatomy of a Crocodile [Croc, ocvtus, Cuv.), made during the dis-

section of a young individual which had lately died at the Gardens
of the Society.

After alluding to the peculiar structure of the tongue andJauces,
which he described as essentially agreeing with that of the same
parts in the Egyptian Crocodile, he proceeded to the description

of the viscera, and commenced by remarking on the singular dis-

position of the serous membranes of the body in the Crocodiles; a

disposition which he has observed in no other animal, and which is

such as to resemble the effects of a general inflammatory action.

It is, however, normal, and has been observed by him in three in-

dividuals of the Crocudilits Lucius and Croc, aciifiis.

" The serous membrane analogous to peritoneum is reflected

from the abdominal parieies upon the under surface of the sto-

mach, to the right of which it partially surrounds the gall-bladder,

and is continued upon the inferior surface of the right lobe of

* For the details of .Mr. .Martin's notes on the anatomy of the Monitor,

and for those of Mr. Owen's on tluit of the Xinv-I)nndrd ylrnwdtllo, read at

a suhse(]ucnt incetinj;, we refer tlic reader to the Proceedings of the Com-
mittee, as (iibtril)iited to the members of the Zoological Society.

the
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the liver ; from these parts it descends, enveloping the spleen and
covering the anterior part of the kidneys and testes, and being con-

tinued from the middle line of the abdomen, surrounds the intes-

tines in the usual manner, forming a rather loose mesentery: thus

the abdomen appears to contain only the intestines, gall-bladder,

spleen, kidneys, and genital glands. The serous membrane which
covers the upper surface of the stomach is reflected upon the under
surface of the left lobe of the liver, and forms a distinct cavity con-

fined to these parts. Along the line of the stomach, where the

superior and inferior serous membranes are contiguous, a quantity

of fat is interposed, together with the principal vessels of the sto-

mach, analogous to the omentum, 'j'he serous membranes analo-

gous to ihe pleurce, after lining tlie sides of the chest, entirely sur-

round the lungs, and are reflected on each side upon the superior

and lateral aspects of the liver, a process dipping down between
the lung and the liver, but forming only a partial septum, and ter-

minating in a concave edge towards the back. On each side

o^ the pericardium there is also a distinct serous membrane, which
is reflected from the lower part of that bag upon the mesial aspect

of the liver: so that, including thep£'nca?-(/m»« itself, there are no
less than seven distinct serous membranes in the trunk of the Cro-

codile ; and of these, one has the additional peculiarity of being

continuous with the common integument.
" The only part of the intestinal canal that presented anything

worthy of notice, in addition to previous descriptions, was the sto-

mach. This viscus, from its shining lateral tendons and muscular

structure, has generally been considered as a gizzard ; but the pro-

priety of this denomination has been questioned by M. Geoffroy-

Saint-Hilaire, on the ground of its wanting a cuticular lining. In

this individual, however, the interior of the stomach presented two
smooth round patches about the size of a crown-piece, situated on
opposite sides of the cavity ; they were not, indeed, detachable as a
membrane distinct from the villous coat, and appeared to differ only

in having a smoother surface : this appearance, however, adds to

the analogy that this viscus bears to the gizzards of birds. Another
circumstance in favour of this analogy is the fact of pebbles

being commonly found in the stomach. M. Geoffroy-Saint-

Hilaire met with them in the Egyptian Crocodile, and observed that

they were rendered smooth by the action of triturating the ali-

mentary substances. In the present instance, there were five small

pebbles in the stomach, the largest of which was about 8 lines in

the longest diameter.
" The valve at the orifice by which the small pyloric cavity

communicates with the duodenum appears rather to oppose the

passage of matter into that intestine ; and both orifices are remark-
ably small as compared with the size of the stomach, and especi-

ally with the size of the cardiac aperture : the diameter of each did

not exceed 3 lines.

" The duodenum formed the same double fold as described bj'

M. Geoffroy-Saint-Hilaire in the Egyptian species. As he makes
no
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no mention of a pancreas, but describes the outer spaces of this

part as occupied only by fat, 1 was induced to examine it minutely,
and discovered the gland between the first and last portions of the

gut; and having laid open the duct, aa eye-probe passed readily

through it into the upper end of the last portion of the duodenum^
a quarter of an inch beyond the orifice of the biliary duct.

" The rest of the small intestines varied only in diameter where
Jlatus had accumulated, and at these parts the zigzag rugce were
almost obliterated. Mr. Hunter has remarked in his Anntomy of
Whales (Phil. Trans. Ixxvii. p. 410), that he has ' never found any
air in the intestines of this tribe : nor indeed in any of the aquatic

animals.' But this remark does not appear to apply to those ani-

mals whose habits are only partially aquatic.

" The rectum opens directl}' into the genito-urinary cavity, and
does not pass beyond it, as in Tortoises, to terminate in the outer

cavity ov \eii\h\i\e{^vestibulum commune, Geoff.). The termination

in this instance was denoted by a valve not circular, but ratiier

spirally disposed ; and the character of the lining membrane of the

genito-urinary cavity was very distinct from that of the rectum,

being more coarsely villous, and of a redder colour: this cavity

was an inch in length; the ureters opened at the lower part, just

above or within the valve that separates it from the outer cavity.

The lower or ventral margin of the valve is grooved, and the groove
is continued on into that oi \\\e penis.

"The peritoneal canals opened externally on two small papillce

placed one on either side the root of the penis ; they also commu-
nicated at about a line distant from their external aperture, with

the cavernous structure of the penis. From the minute size of

these orifices, which barely allow of the passage of an eye- probe,

and their disposition on a papi/la, equivalent to a valvular structure

on pressure from without, it is difficult to imagine that any water
can be admitted from without into the peritoneal cavity; yet M.
Geoffroy-Saint-Hilaire hazards the hypothesis that water is so ad-

mitted by means of a similar mechanism to that by which air passes

through the trachea into the pulmonary cavity, the peritoneum ht'iu^

thus rendered an accessory organ of respiration. 'Le voiia,' lie

says, (speaking of the Crocodile, in his ' Description des Reptiles de
I'Egypte,' page '237,) 'veritable amphibie, dans ce sens (ju'il est

animal aerien par sa poitrine et animal aquatique par une modifi-

cation de letat de son abdomen.' Yet, notwithstanding the op-
portunities this author enjoyed of examining the Crocodile under
circumstances most favourable for such an observation, he does

not appear to have ever detecti^d water in the abdominal ca-

vity j nor any peculiarity in the contents of that cavity, which
would give su[)port to his hypothesis.

"The ap[)earances in this dissection precisely accorded with the

description given by M. (JeollVoy-Saint-IIilaire of the diaphragm
and its connection with the liver in the Kgi/ptian Crocodtle.

"The spleen lies on the right side of the abdomen, beneath the

right lobe of the liver ; it was two inches and a half in length, and
about
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about half an incli across at the broader part. It is entirely %\iv-

TounAedhy peritoneum, and lies very loose, being connected only

by a very small process of that membrane accompanying the vessels

to the upper part of the duodenal fold. It is here, therefore, that

the structure most favourable for the detection ofan excretory duct
obtains, if the spleen really possessed such an appendage, its pas-

sage from the gland, in that case, being limiled to a very small space,

and this space circumscribed by a diaphanous membrane. But it

was easy to see that this membrane coiitained only a small artery de-

rived fjom the branch that supplied the jxmcreas, (having none
analogous to the vasa hrevia in man) ; a vein of disproportionate

size, which terminated in the vcnaportte; two small nervous fila-

ments ; and a delicate connecting tissue.

" There is a lacteal gland at the root of the mesentery as large

as the spleen."

Mr. Owen stated his intention of bringing before the Committee
at an early meeting the remaining portion of his notes on this sub-

ject.

Mr. Owen also read to the Meeting his Notes on the Anatomy
of the Nine-banded Armadillo, {Dasypus Peba, Desm.)

This animal was the female specimen lately presented to the

Society, which died almost immediately after its arrival. Its ad-

measurements were as follows

:

ft. in. lines.

From the end of the nose to the setting on of the tail 110
From ditto to the vertex -t

From the vertex to the first band 4

From the last band to the skirt of the armour . . . 3 10
Breadth of the head across the eyes 16
November 8, 1831.—An extract of a letter from Captain Fayrer,

Corr. Memb. Z.S., was read. It was dated on board H. M.'s Packet
Arrow, Port Patrick, October 23, 1831, and referred to the mi-

grations of certain birds from that neighbourhood. That of the

Larks commenced about Oct. 12. " Their numbers," says Captain

Fayrer, " are beyond anything 1 would venture to state, but mil-

lions. They start at daylight, steer directly across to the Capelona
Islands off Belfast Loch; and seem to prefer the wind directly

against them. Very large flocks of Starlings have arrived within

the last few days : they start before sun-rise, but steer to the

southward. The Lapvoings have also arrived : but these birds do
not take their flight till day has set well in : they appear to go
directly across. I see all these birds at each end of their passage

(21 miles), and few, I think, perish."

A letter was read from E. W. A. Drumnond Hay, Esq. H.M.'s
Consul for Marocco, dated Tangier, Oct. 6, 1831. It accom-
panied a present to the Society from that gentleman, consisting of

X-wo Ichneumons
, {Herpestes Pharaonis, Desm.,) and a pair of striped

Barbary Mice,{Mus Barbaras, Linn.) The former were caught in

the neighbourhood of Tangier, where they are called by the na-

tives, in the dialect of the Arabic used there, Serro. The Mice

N. S. Vol. 1 1 . No. 6 1 . Ja7i. 1 832. K are
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are not rare: the name given to them by the natives is Phur-Aztff',

the Palmetto Mouse.

Mr. Drummond Hay also referred to four Ostriches sent in the

same transport as a present to His Majesty from the Suhan of Ma-
rocco, which have since been graciously jjrcsented by His Majesty

to the Society. They were obtained in a region of the Desert

called Hamadah, situated about eight or ten days journey from Tafi-

leht in the direction to which the Moosselmin address their prayers.

Though yet so young as not to have assumed their adult plu-

mage, (no external distinction being at present observable in them,)
two of them were seen in the act of treading while they remained

at Tangier.—The same precocity, it may be remarked, has been
previously noticed in other birds.

The letter concludes by promising a continuance of Mr. Drum-
mond Hay's exertions on behalf of the Society, and by referring

particularly to his endeavours and those of Mr. Willshire, H. M.'s

Consul at Mogadore, to procure skins and living specimens ofseve-

ral interesting Mammalia and Birds, and especially the quadruped
known to the Arabs as the Mhorr.
A collection of Fishes was exhibited, consisting of nearly thirty

species. It was presented to the Society by Captain Belcher, R.N.,

by whom it was formed during liis recent survey of part of the At-
lantic coast of Northern Africa. The follo'ving apparently new spe-

cies contained in it were pointed out by Mr. Bennett.

PoLYNEMUS AiiTEDii. Pol. digitis quinque corpore longioribus

;

pinna anali elongatd : jnnnis dorsalibuSy caudali, pectoraliquc

nigro-irroratis.

D.7,^. P. 15. A.^.
Pol. quinquarius? Linn.—Seha, Thes. torn. iii. pi. xxvii.y] 2.

Longitude corporis, 64- ;
pinnae caudalis, 2\ ; digitorum 3tii

4tique, 16 ; latitudo corporis, I4 unc.

Except in the elevation and triangular form of the first dorsal fin,

in which it agrees with the other Poltjnemi, this species differs in no

respect from the fish figured by Seba, and described by Artedi in the

text of the 'Thesaurus' under the name of Pentancmus. On this

Linn.TGUS established his Pol. (juiiKjuarius. MM. Cuvier and \'a-

lencicnncs have recently united the latter with Pol. paradisa'us,

Linn., to form their Pol. longijilis: a union to which they were
induced by a belief thiit Pol. qidnqnarius was founded on a mutilated

specimen, in which two of the free rays on each side had been re-

moved,—their extensive inquiries having failed in procuring for

them any Poljjnemus possessing free rays exceeding the body in

length and only five in number. There is, however, anotiier marked
distinction in Seba's figure in the length of the anal fin, which is

nearly twice that usual in the genus, containing almost double tiie

usual number of rays. In this respect and in the numl)er and length

of the free rays beneath the pectoral fin, Pol. Artcdii agrees with

the figure and description of Pol. (/uiiu/uarius, with which, but for

the difference in the tbri\) of the first dorsal fin, it must have been

regarded as specifically identical. Its distinction from the other

known
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known species is easy, on account of the very remarkable charac-
ters just noticed.

Fam. Sco.MBRiD.^.

Genus Apolectus.

Corpus elongatum, subalepidotum.

Linea lateralis aequaliter squamata.

Pinnce dorsalcs approximatee, subcontinuae.

Denies maxillares fortes, conici, distantes.

Genus Cybio, Cuv,, maxime affine : vix differt nisi dentibus coni-

cis dissitis.

Adjungendus videtur Scomber maculatus, Mitchill, Trans, New
York, vol. i. p. 248. pi. vi, f. 8.

Apolectus immunis. Ap. immaculatiis, supra pallide coeruleus,

ad latera et iiifra argenteus; pinna dorsali priore antice atrd.

D. 18, 24 (8 spur.). A. 23 (8 spur.). P. 19.

NoMEus MACULOSus. Novi. argenteus, dorso late, lateribus, pin-
nisque nigro maculatis : pinnis ventralibiis nigris.

D. 10, 28. A. 27. P. 20. V. i. C. 19.

Picturaabunde differt afigura Scombri maculati, Mitch., qui, mo-
nente cl. Cuvierio, idem ac Nomeus Mauritii, Cuv., {Gobius Grono-
vii, Gmel.). '

ExoccETUs PINNATIBARBATUS. Exoc. pinnis pectoralibus analem,
ventralibiis caudalem atti^igentibiis ; dorsali altd (depressd caiida-

lis medium attingenfe) ; cirro lato mentali prqfunde 15—20 ra-

diatim secto.

D. 13. A. 10. P. 13.

Affinis, ut videtur, Exocceto NuttaUii, Mitch., forma et propor-
tione pinnarum. Differt cirro mentali unico, multi-secto, numeroque
radiorum pinnarum. Specimen 2-unciale. Pinnae ventralis dorsalis-

que ultra medium nigrae
;
pectorales nigro fasciatae.

Alosa Senegalensis. Al. maxilUs edentiilis ; pinna anali parum
elevata : supra chalybea, infra et ad latera alba argenteo vittatim

varians,

D. 16. A. 20. V. 9. P. 19.

Clupeu Finta, Cuv., latior : latitudo altitudinis dimidium aequat
j

altitudo minor est longitudinis parte quarta.

Fam. Pleuronectidje.

Genus Psettodes.
Os aequilaterale.

Dentes maxillares praelongi, distantes : palatini breves, acuti, uni-

seriati : vomerini pauci, acuti, parvi : pharyngei, linguales, bran-

chialesqne numerosi, conferti, setaceo-acuti.

Pimice pectorales aequales.

Pinna dorsalis longe pone oculum incipiens.

Oculus superior subverticalis.

Nares utrinque positi.

Genus Pleuronectidarum adhuc cognitarum maxime aberrans.

K 2 Hippoglosso,
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Hippoglosso, Cuv., affine, sed ilifFert dentibus, situ ocu)i superioris,

initioque piiintie dorsalis.

Adjungenda vident.ur Nooree Nalaka, Russel, Coromandel Fishes,

Ixxvii, et P/euronedes Erumei, Schn. ^4(/e/a//, Russel, Ibid. Ixix.

PsETTODES Belcheri. P&ctt. oblongus : latere sinistra vigres-

cenii, dextro albido ; pinnanim pectoraliiim breviiim rotundaiarum

siiiistro pinnoque caudalifjuadruta in medio snbproductiore nigro

gnttatis : dentibus maxillaribiis semi-sagittatis : lined laterali

declivi.

Rhombus heterophthalmus. Rhomb .late oralis, antice svperne

gibbiis ; ocidis vinxinu distantibns, superiore prope gibbum posito,

intersiilio sitbplnno paidliim excavato; maxilla orbitd(jue injeriore

\-spinosis
;
pinna caudali rotundato-lanceolatd

;
pinnaram pecto-

ralium radiorum cxtremitatibus vix liberis: latere iinistroj'usco,

ocellis numrrosis yiotato.

Affinis, ut videtur, Rhomho manco, Cuv
,
[Plcnronectes mancus,

Brouss.): diff'ert gibbo capitis et radiis ninnarum pectoralium mem-
brana per totam longitudinem connexis.

SoLEA HEXOPHTHALMA. Sol. oblongo-ovalis
; pinnis dorsoU nnu-

lique a caudali discretis: snprii pallidc brunnea, Jiisciis latis

saturaiioribus pidtidiori rividatis septem, qitarinn Aid Std et 6td

oculo nifigno nigro iride albd prope pinnam dorsalem alteraque

prope pinnam analcm notatis ; pinnis dorsali analique nigrescen-

tibiis, pectorali nigra, caudali brimneu nigro-punctatd ; infr^

pinnuquc pectorali rubescenti-albidd

.

SoLEA iMPAR. Sol. clongata, dor&o semi-ovali, ventre subrecto

;

pinnis dorsali analique a caudali discretis : latere dextro Jlaves-

cente,J'uscescente vario ; pinna pectorali dextrdad apicem macula

parvd nigrd notatd.

Tetkodon GUTTiFER, Tetr. oblongus, Icevis ; ventre aculeato-

hispido ; pin}iis pectoralibus postice subrotundatis ; dorsali ana-

lique rotundato-acutis ; caudali lunatu; dentibus supcrioribus

anticc parum elevatis : supra, olivaceo-brunneus albo guttatus;

injrci lacteus.

D, 11. A. 10. P. 21.

Carcharias fissidens. Carch. dentibus triangularibus, singulis

versus angulum oris profundi emarginatis, incisurd acutd ; pinnd
dorsali 2dd supra analis medium incipiente.

rigura dentium apud LaCtpede, Hist. Nat. des Poiss., torn, i.pl.vlii.

The single notch on each tooth on the side directed towards the

angle of the mouth is so deep and acute as to give to the teeth,

when viewed from the side, a close resemblance to so many arrow-

heads.

Uaia bispecularis. Rata superne aspera, aculeis dorsalibus in

unicd seric per caudam cxcurrcnte: J'usca, maculd pinna- pectora-

lis rotunda /ii/aliud nicrro-cinctii.

Affinis, ut videtur, Rajcc Miralete, Risso : ditfcrt corpore toto

superne
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superne aspero, caudaeque aculeis uni-seriatis. Specimen minimum,
2-unciale.

Among the previously described species contained in the collec-

tion was a specimen of ScyUiiim marmoratum, Benn., (Memoirs of

Sir T. Stamford Raffles, Appendix) hitherto only known as an in-

habitant of the Indian seas.

CAMBRIDGE PHILOSOPHICAL SOCIETY.

Nov. H.—Prof. Sedgwick, the President, in the chair.

A memoir by Prof. Airy, was read, On some new modifications

in the phaenomena of Newton's rings ; of which an account was
given in the Phil. Mag. and Annals for August.
The reading of a paper by Prof. Henslow, On a Hybrid Digitalis,

was commenced.—A lecture on the Geological Structure of Caer-
narvonsiiire was delivered by Professor Sedgwick.

Nov. 28.— Prof, Sedgwick in the chair.

The Rev. L. Jenyns read, A Monograph on the British Species of

Cyclas and Pisidium.

The object of this paper is to present a detailed history of the

British species of freshwater bivalve Mollusca belonging to La-
marck's genus Cyclas. Only three of these shells, of which the

Tellina cornea of Linnaeus is one, are described by Montagu in his

Testacea Britannica , and not more than twice that number are to

be found in the latest work that has appeared on this subject. In

the present paper the list is extended to nine species, with the ad-

dition of many remarkable varieties, all of which are characterized in

the paper with considerable minuteness of detail, accompanied in

many instances by highly magnified representations. There are also

annexed remarks upon the nature of the animal, more particularly

with respect to the structure of the siphonal tube, and likewise on
its habits. The author follows Pfeiffer in distributing these Mol-
lusca under two genera, Cyclas and Pisidium, which, he observes,

offer points of distinction both in the animal and in the shell. In
the former genus the siphon is double at its extremity, and the shell

nearly equilateral, thepo5^mo>- portion of this last being very slightly

longer than the anterior: in the latter the siphon is single, and the

shell inaequilateral j the anterior portion being distinctly the longer
of the two.—Considerable attention is also paid to the synonymy,
which was in a state of some confusion, from the circumstance of
the same name having been applied in several instances to more
than one species.

A lecture was delivered by Mr. Whewell, On the Theory of
Vapour and the Formation ofClouds.— It was observed that the first

explanation of the ascent of vapour adopted in modern times was
the theory of hollow spherules, in which the particles of water were
supposed to exist as globular films containing air. The next was
the theory of the chemical solution of water in air, which, though
apparently untenable, still tinges our common language on the sub-
ject ; as when we talk of the air being saturated with vapour, of the

precipitation
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precipitation of water from the atmosphere, &c. The tliird theory is

that of the independent equilibrium of vapour in air, maintained by
DeLuc, but fully developed and established by Mr. Dalton.—The
stumbling-block of all the other theories is, that at a given tempera-
ture the same quantity of vapour exists in a given space, whether
the air be dense or rare, or if there be none at all. The use of the

deio poi?it in determining the tension of this vapour was shown, and
the application of Daniell's hygrometer to this purpose was explained.

The formation of cunndus by the rise of a warm vaporous stratum

into a colder region above was noticed, and illustrated by cases in

which, in a mountainous country, we see, considerably above the

tops of the hills, a mass of cumulus over each eminence, while the air

on the intermediate lower spaces is cloudless : the vapour being

carried up the slopes of the hills, and thus thrown into the region

of condensation above their summits.

Dec. 12.—The reading of Prof. Ilenslow's paper was concluded.

The object of this paper was to give the detail of an examination
of a hybrid between D. purpurea and D.luiea, accidentally pro-

duced in the garden of the author.—The account is to be accom-
panied by four plates : the first containing a figure of the raceme
and radical leaf of the hybrid ; the second presenting a comparative
view of the various parts of its organs of fructification, with the

corresponding parts in those of the parents ; and showing the ex-
actly intermediate character which most of the former possess in

size, shape, and colour to those of the latter. The only very re-

markable exceptions to this rule are found in the pollen and ovules,

each of which, by measurement with the micrometer, prove to be
of precisely the same dimensions in all the three. The shape of

the stigma also forms another exception. The pollen of the hy-
brid was, for the most part, imperfect, and its ovules proved barren

in every instance, even though some of the stigmas were touched
with the pollen ofpurpurea, and others with that of lutea.

The examination of the internal structure of the organs of fructi-

fication is detailed in the two remaining plates; and so far as it was
prosecuted, furnished no appreciable difference either in the nutri-

tive or reproductive apparatus of the three flowers. A few new or

otherwise interesting circumstances connected with the general

anatomy of these organs were described; the most important of

which appear to be, the observation of a central nucleus in the

vesicles of the epidermis, and the delicate investing membrane to

the same organ marked with faint ])arallel stria;. The possibility

of separating the vascular bundles into from thirty to fifty distinct

trachece was also recorded; and the mode in which the stigmatic

tissue meets the placenta by investing its surface, was pointed out

as the probable result of repeated experiment.

A lecture was given byC.Jenyns, Esq. On the Principles of the

Perspective of Shadows.

noYAi.
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ROYAL GEOLOGICAL SOCIETY OF CORNWALL.
Eighteenth Annual Report of the Council.

[The Council commence their Report with noticing the Address

to the King, voted at the last Anniversary Meeting (see Phil. Mag.

and Annals, N.S. vol. viii. p. 461), and announcing that in com-

pliance with it His Majesty had become the Patron of the Society,

and that he had also ordered an annual donation of 20/. to its funds.

After submitting for the approval of the Society a further Address

to the King (which was adopted accordingly), they proceed as

follows :]
The principal points which the Council have to notice this year

are, the general survey of the surface of Cornwall by Dr. Boase,

and the investigation of the mines by Mr. W. J. Henwood. The
former gentleman, they are happy to say, has nearly completed his

labours, and has laid the result before the Society, in an elaborate

and comprehensive memoir of the rocks of the different districts,

—their peculiar situations,— their apparent and probable relation

to, and connection with, each other,—their alternations,— the veins

which intersect them at the surface, Sec. &c.,— with such con-

clusions as he considers legitimate and warranted by the facts as

well as by analogy. This memoir he has illustrated by above

1000 specimens, which are placed in a separate cabinet in the

Museum, and exhibit the geology of Cornwall more generally and

more distinctly than any previous researches had done. Another

desirable resuft of his labours (which has long been a great desi-

deratum vv'ith the Society) will be the completion of a Geological

Map of the whole surface of Cornwall : on this he has for some
time been engaged, and has nearl}' finished it. Mr. Henwood, al-

though he has been diligently employed for a considerable part of

the last year, has yet a great deal of work to perform. Amongst
the points which occupy his particular attention, may be noticed,

1st, The relation between the metalliferous veins and the strata in-

tersected by them, which appear in the changes which occur in the

former, being attended with correspondent alterations in the latter

:

and 2nd, The electro-magnetic properties of the different veins,

which he endeavours to ascertain, by the experiments first insti-

tuted by Robert Were Fox, Esq.;—the latter point may possibly

have a strong bearing on the former: the Council, therefore, look

forward to the result of this investigation, with the hope that some
additional light may be thrown on these subjects*.

The fourth volume of the Society's Transactions, which was
commenced immediately after the last annual meeting, has been
delayed, in order that Dr. Boase's and Mr. Kenwood's communi-
cations might be included in it: the former will occupy a consider-

able part of it, but the latter will probably be sufficient for another
volume.

The principal additions to the Cabinet, in the present year, have
been made by the two gentlemen before mentioned ; the series by the
first, being illustrative of the Cornish rocks generally ; that of the

* See our last volume, p. .358.

—

Edit.

latter,
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latter, more particularly of the interior of the mines of Cornwall.

Donations have been received from other gentlemen, which will be
specified in the list.

The Council have to regret, that so few communications are

made to the Society by the intelligent agents of mines, many of whom
are, from their attainments, their habits of observation, and their

opportunities, capable of rendering considerable service to the sci-

ence of Geology. The Council cannot help suspecting, that it is

a common impression, that no communications are desired, except

of rare and extraordinary facts: of these the Society, of course, is

always glad to be informed 5 but they would be particularly glad

to receive information of the common, and what may be deemed the

every-day facts, which occur in every mine in Cornwall ; by a series of

such communications, the distinction might be easily made, between

facts which are of universal occurrence,—those which always occur

under certain circumstances,—those which occur more rarely,

—

and those which form exceptions to all known or supposed rules.

By order,

October 7th, 1831. E. C. Giddy, Secretary.

The following papers have been read since the last meeting;

—

On the wood and peat found below high-water mark, on the beach

at Mainporth, between Mawnan and Budock. By the llev. Canon

Rogers, Member of the Society.— Notice of the occurrence of

rounded stones in metalliferous veins. By Mr. W. J. Henwood,

F.G.S. Member of the Society.—Some account of the porcelain

earth, which is found in the kingdom of Saxony, and the princi-

pality of Passaw. By John Hawkins, Esq. F.R.S., &c. Member of

the Society.—Remarks on the relations which subsist between the

metalliferous veins and the strata which adjoin them. By Joseph

Came, Esq. F.R.S. F.G.S. M.R.I.A. &c. Treasurer of the Society.

—A brief notice of the progress made in a Geological examination

of all the mines in Cornwall. By Mr. W. J. Henwood*.—Additional

contributions towards a knowledge of the Geology of Cornwall.

By Henry S. Boase, M.D. Member of the Society.—On a system

of notation with reference to mineral veins. By Mr.W. J. Henwood*.

—Anaccountof the quantity of tin produced in Cornwall and Devon,

in the year ending with Midsummer quarter l.Slil. By JoscphCarnc,

Esq.—An account of the quantity of copper produced in Cornwall,

and in Great Britain and Ireland, in the year ending the 30th of

June, 1S31. By Alfred Jenkin, Esq.

Donations to the Cabinet and Library:—A series, consisting of

700 additional specimens, illustrative of the geology of Cornwall.

I5y H. S. Boase, M.D.—A series of 714 geological specimens, illus-

trative of the mining districts west of Redruth. Presented by the

contributors to the Geological survey of the mines of Cornwall.

By Mr.W. J. Henwood.— Specimens of oak and peat, found in the

sand at Mainporth. By the Rev. Canon Rogers.—A series of 150

specimens of the rocks of Sicily, principally from the neighbour-

hoods of Messina and Mount TEtna. By Mr. Henry Boase Tonkin.

'' Sec our liisl volume, p. liJX.—Edit.

Presented
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Presented by Dr.Boase.—Breccia or pudding-stone, from the tomb

of Memnon at Mycenae, near Argos,in the Morea. By the Honour-

able I. H. H. White. Presented by Capt. Davies, R.N.—A large

group of quartz crystals, from North Delabole slate quarry. By
Mr. Sloggatt, of Boscastle.—A series of specimens from the rock

of Gibraltar. By Capt. John Pascoe, R.A.—A series of 32 speci-

mens of organic remains, from the diluvium of Carnon Tin Stream-

Works, By Mr. W. J. Henwood.—A specimen of silver-ore from

Peru. By Mr. R. R. Broad, of Falmouth.—A specimen of garnets

from Huel Trannack. By James Plomer, Esq.—A specimen of ore

containing silver and copper from Constantine. By Mr. Arthur

Penrose.—A specimen of crystallized copper pyrites from United

Hills mines, in St. Agnes. By Capt. Pearce, of those mines.

—

h.

specimen of pseudomorphous quartz from Poldice mine. By Mr.

W.J. Henwood.—Transactions of the Plymouth Institution, From
the Society.—Remarks on the Formation of alluvial deposits. By
James Yates, M.A. F,L. and G,S. From the Author.— Quarterly

Mining Review, Nos, 4-, 5. From Henry English, Esq. the Editor.

At the anniversary meeting, the following gentlemen were

elected Members of the Society:

—

Honorary Members: Wm. Henry, M.D. F.R.S. Sec. of Manches-

ter 5 Rev, William Whewell, M.A, F,R.S. &c. ;
Professor of Mine-

ralogy in the University of Cambridge, — Ordinary Members : Sir

George Harrison; Richard Taylor, Esq. j William Peter, Esq.

;

Richard Harvey, Esq.; Mr, John Pentreath, — Associates: Mr.

Nicholas Vivian; Mr. Josejdi Vivian; Mr. William Gregor ; Mr.

Samuel Grose; Mr, Nicholas Tredinnick ; Mr. William Richards;

Mr. James Sims ; Mr. William Francis; Mr John Richards ; Mr.

Richard Jeffery ; Mr. Ambrose Bray; Mr. John Middleton; Mr.

William Blight, and Mr. Richard Blight.

Officers and Councilfor the j^resent year

:

— President : Davies (Jil-

bert, Esq. M.P. Y. P. R.S. &c. &c.— Vice-Presidents: Rev. John

Rogers; H. P, Tremenheere, Esq.; Edward Collins, Esq.; William

Mansel Tweedy, Esq, — Secretary: Edward Collins Giddy, Esq.

— Treasurer: Joseph Carne, Esq.— Librarian: Thomas Kingston,

M.D,

—

Assistant Secretary : Richard Moyle, Esq.

—

Council: Henry

S. Boase, Esq.; Wm. Bolitho, Esq.; Geo. Borlase, E.sq. F.R.S.

;

Stephen Davey, Esq.; Charles Fox, Esq.; Pascoe Grenfell, Esq.;

Mr. W. J. Henwood ; John Paynter, Esq.; Richard Taylor, Esq.

;

Michael Williams, Esq.

IX. Intelligence and Miscellaneous Articles.

ERRORS IN THE NAUTICAL ALMANAC FOR THIS YEAR 1832,

AND IN THE PLANETARY DISTANCES FOR 1832 AND 1833.

To the Editors of the Philosophical Magazine and Annals.

AVERY considerable number of errors having been detected in

the above works, and it being of importance that the utmost

degree of publicity should be given to their existence, 1 shall feel

N.S. Vol. 11. No. 61. Jan. 1832. L obliged
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obliged ifyou will allow me, through the medium of your Magazine,
to announce that printed lists of the errors, with their corrections,

may be had (gratis) by applying to the publisher, Mr. Murray of

Albemarle-street. Your obedient Servant,

W. S. Stratford,
Superintendent of the N. A.

Having been favoured with a copy of the Errata now announced
by the Superintendent of the Nautical Almanac, we take the earliest

opportunity of aiding the diffusion of the knowledge of them, by
transferring to our pages immediately those which relate to 1832 :

the remainder, for 183vi, will be given in our next.

Ephemeris of the Distances of the Four Planets, Venus, Mars, Ju-
piter, and Saturn, from the Moons Centre; together with their

PlacesJor every Day in the Year 1832, c'yc. Calculated under the

direction of H. C ^CHUUACUKR. Copenhagen, 1830. 8vo.

Page 14.. .March 22, IX^' for 50 49 ll read 50 29 11

14...May 3, iNoon — 10:3 23 42 — 104 23 42
14... ... Illh — ]0r. 7 51 — 106 7 51

14... ... Vlh — 100 51 57 — 107 51 57
14... ... IX'i — 108 35 59 — 109 35 59
29...June 10. Midnight — 122 20 30 — 122 22 30
32...0ctober31,IX'' — 38 12 8 — 38 22 8
44...0ctoberl2, l!i'> — 117 5129 — 117 52 29
44... Vlh — 116 9 24 — 110 10 24
44... IXh — 114 27 9 — 114 28 9
55.. .July 22, Declination — 21 26 33 — 21 26 23
56...Aii£just 16, Right Ascension — 40'^ — lO'^

62...Fehruaiy 21,-^^ . — 18i — 19^

67...Mars, Jnlv 26 to end of Year, Log. Dist./or in the Index rcad9
68. ..Aimust 24. Latitude for 2 3 22 read 2 2 22
73.. ..January 31, Longitude — 329 15 23 — 329 15 33
90. ..June 23, Declination — 9 41 19 — 9 40 19

91. ..Saturn, July 14 to November 8, Log.D'ist.for in the Index 7-eadl

The Nautical Almanac and Astronomical Ephemeris for 1832. 8vo.

Page 95.. .The Sun, Aug. 29, III'- . . ..for 49^ 42' 5.3" read 49' 32' 5.3"

122 Nov. 7,RighlAsc. — 44h 50'" 33',1 — 14'' 50'» 33',1

ON MAGNESIUM. BY M. BUSSY.

When M. Wohler published his process in 1828 for the separation

of the metal of alumina by means of tlie decomposition of the chlo-

ride of aluminum by potassium, M. Bussy judged from analogy that

glucinum might be separated from its chloride bv a similar process;

the results confirmed his opinion ; and since this period he has suc-

ceeded in separating magnesium from its chloride. To prepare this

chloride, equal parts of starch and calcined magnesia are to be mixed
with a small (|uantity of water, the mass is to be divided into small

portions, and strongly calcined in a crucible without the contact of

the air. This mixture is to be afterwards put into a porcelain tube,

and a current of chlorine passed over it, at a red heat. After some
time,
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time, the chloride of magnesium, which is fixed and fusible, flows

along the porcelain tube, and solidifies at the end. It is a white

crystalline mass, its fracture presents large brilliant plates, it is

slightly flexible, looks like spermaceti, is very soluble in water, has a

penetrating bitter taste, and strongly attracts moisture from the air.

To reduce this chloride, M. Bussy takes a rather strong glass tube,

about 4-IOths of an inch interior diameter, and about sixteen inches

long, bent at one end like a retort. After introducing five or six frag-

ments of potassium, about the size of a pea, both into the bent and

the straight part of the tube, fragments of chloride of magnesium are

also put in, placing between them some pieces of porcelain, to prevent

the chloride from running into one mass by fusion. This portion of

the tube is then heated nearly to dull redness, and the potassium

converted into vapour is passed over it, by heating that part of the

tube which contains it. Strong ignition ensues, which takes place

gradually throughout the tube. When the tube is cold, it is found

to contain white metallic globules disseminated throughout the un-

decomposed chloride. If this mass be treated with water, a dis-

engagement of hydrogen is produced by the action of a small portion

of potassium, and white flocks of magnesia are also formed at the

same time, derived from ihe decomposition of a portion of the chloride

of magnesium by the potash formed, and brilliant silvery white glo-

bules of magnesium are precipitated to the bottom of the vessel,

which are to be repeatedly washed.

Magnesium is very malleable, flattening under the hammer, fusible

at a moderate temperature, unalterable in dry air, loses its metallic

splendour in moist air, and becomes covered with a white crust of

oxide 5 this effect is however but limited, and confined to the surface

of the metal ; when small portions of magnesium are heated in the

air, they burn like iron in oxygen, but larger portions are slowly and

difficultly converted into pure magnesia : pure water, free from air,

has no action on magnesium ; Vv'hen boiling, it gives out some bub-

bles of hydrogen. Certain saline substances singularly favour the

decomposition of water by magnesium; dilute acids attack it with

the evolution of hydrogen. Magnesium does not amalgamate di-

rectly with mercury without the assistance of heat 5 a very small quan-

tity of magnesium causes mercury to lose its fluidity.

—

Ann. de

Chimie, xlvi. 434.

ON SUBCHROMATE OF LEAD. BY MM. WOHLER AND LIEBIG.

M. Dulong's method of preparing this compound in the moist

way is well known. It appears that the product obtained by this

process is not of a fine cinnabar red colour: it has merely a deep

orange shade, but still fine enough to be employed in dyeing. We
have found that, by fusing neutral chromate of lead with nitrate of

potash, the subchromate may be obtained of as fine a red as

the best cinnabar. The nitre is to be fused at a low red heat, and

pure chromate of lead thrown into it in small portions at a time.

On each addition of the chromate, strong effervescence occurs, oc
L 2 casioned
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casioned by disengagement of gas, and the mass becomes black,

because the chrome red, as it may be technically called, appears

black when it is hot. The yellow chromate is to be added until

all the nitre is decomposed. Care must be taken not to heat the

crucible too strongly, because at too high a temperature the colour

loses its beauty and becomes brown. The crucible is then to re-

main for some time, in order that the chrome red, which is heavy,

may deposit, and the saline mass, vvhich is composed of chromate

of potash and nitre, is to be poured oft' while fluid. This mass may
be used again for the preparation of fresh chromate of lead. The
chrome red remaining in the crucible is to be well washed with

water, and dried. It is essential not to leave the saline solution long

in contact with the red powder ; because by this it loses its splen-

dour, and acquires an orange tint. The powder, however, subsides

so fast on account of its density and crystalline state, that this in-

convenience is easily remedied by increasing the number of wash-

ings. The chrome red thus obtained is a powder of a superb cin-

nabar red colour ; when it is examined by the light of the sun, it

appears to be composed of small crystalline scales. There is no
doubt that it will entirely supersede the use of cinnabar as soon as

it can be obtained at a lower price. Yellow chromate of lead dis-

solves j)lentifully in a strong boiling solution of potash. After some
days this solution deposits groups of red crystals composed of small

plates, which consist of subchromate of lead, and of neutral chro-

mate, as has been stated.

PROTOXIDE OF COPPER.
The simplest and easiest method of obtaining protoxide of copper

is the following :—Dissolve the copper in muriatic acid, to which

small portions of nitric acid are to be added; afterwards evaporate

to dryness, and heat the chloride obtained to its fusing point. It

is thus converted into brown crystallized chloride. It is afterwards

to be fused, ten parts with six of dry carbonate of soda, in a covered

crucible at a low red heat. The mass is to be treated with water

to dissolve the common salt formed ; the protoxide of copper sepa-

rates in the state of an uncrystalline powder of a fine red colour,

which is to be washed and dried.

If muriate of ammonia be added to the above mixture, all the

chloride is reduced, as will readily be foreseen, to metallic copper,

which separates in a very divided and spongy state, when the mass

is dissolved in water.

TITANATE OF IRON.
With the intention of discovering a more convenient method of

separating titanic acid from titanate of iron, the mineral well pow-
dered was fused with several times its weight of chloride of calcium

in a strong red heat. Chloride of iron constantly escaped between

the crucible and the cover, which rendered the weak flame of the

charcoal white and brilliant, and deposited upon the sides of the

crucible sublimed oxide of iron potsessinti a nietaliic lustre. The
' ^

black
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black fused mass remaining in the crucible was treated with water

:

this took away the chloride of calcium with much chloride of iron;

but the residue was not pure titanate of iron ; the greater part of

the titanate of iron was converted into a black substance composed
of small very brilliant crystalline needles. It was digested in con.

centrated muriatic acid, to remove the undecomposed titanate of

iron, as well as the lime, and it was afterwards washed with water
;

the crystalline needles are of a very fine steel blue colour, ex-

tremely brilliant, and perfectly opaque. They are often more than

a line in length, but they are so extremely slender, that two only

of their faces can be seen, the others, so to speak, having disap-

peared. They are not attracted by the magnet, and if they appear
to be, it is only owing to an admixture of titanate of iron.

This substance is not altered by calcination in contact with the

air, nor does it lose any of its lustre. It is equally unalterable by
calcination in chlorine gas. It does not dissolve either in muriatic

or sulphuric acid, even when they are concentrated and boiling

;

but it easily dissolves at a red heat in supersulphate of potash ; it

then becomes of a yellow colour, and does not yield any sensi-

ble quantity of sulphurous acid. The mass is totally soluble in

water; titanic acid and oxide of iron are found in the solution.

From these properties it appears that the crystalline substance pro-

duced at the same time as the chloride of iron by fusion with the

chloride of calcium is pertitanate of iron, derived from the peroxide
which is always mixed in large quantity with the native prototi-

tanate of iron. The prototitanate of iron employed in these ex-
periments was partly from Egersund in Norway, and partly from
llmensee in Siberia; the latter was crystallized. If charcoal be
added to the mixture of the mineral with chloride of calcium, it

appears that all the iron which combines with the chlorine is re-

duced to the metallic state, for the fused mass dissolves in muriatic
acid, with the evolution of much hydrogen ; it then leaves as a re-

sidue a crystalline powder of a reddish brown colour, which is im-
pure titanic acid.

NEW SCIENTIFIC BOOKS.

Just 2^Mished.

The Domestic Chemist ; comprising Instructions for the Detec-
tion of Adulterations and Poisons : forming the 2nd volume of the
Polytechnic Library.

Mr. Taylor will shortly publish, in a pocket volume. Useful Geo-
metry, practically exemplified in a series of diagrams, with clear
and concise instructions for working them; showing the forma-
tion, inscribing, circumscribing, division, proportions, &c. of plane
figures; intended to assist all who use the rule, the square and the
compasses : with Notes, and a Vocabulary explaining in familiar
words the meaning of upwards of six hundred technical terms.

LIST
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LIST OF NEW PATENTS.

To A. Pellatt, Falcon Glass Works, Holland street, Blackfriars

Bridge, glass manufacturer, for an improved mode of forming glass

vessels and utensils with ornamental figured patterns impressed

thereon. Partly communicated by a foreigner.— Dated the 9th of

March, 1831.—6 months allowed to enrol specification.

To 11. Stephenson, Newcastle-upon-Tyne, engineer, for an im-

provement in the axles and parts which form the bearings at the

centre of wheels for carriages, which are to travel upon edge rail-

ways.— 11th of March.—4 months. ,

To W. Peeke, Torquay, in the parish of Tormsham, Devonshire,

shipwright; and T. Hammick, of the same place, shipsmith, for

certain improvements in rudder hangings and rudders for ships or

vessels.—21st of March.—6 months.

To G. W. Turner, in the parish of St. Mary Magdalen, Bermond-

sey, paper-maker, for certain improvements in machinery or appa-

ratus for making paper.—21st of March.—6 months.

To P. Phillips, Jun., Bristol, vinegar-maker, for certain improve-

ments in manufacturing sulphuric acid, commonly called oil of

vitriol.—21st of March.—6 months.

To J. Potter and J. Potter, Spiedly, near Manchester, spinners

and manufacturers, for certain improvements in machinery or ap-

paratus applicable to the spinning or twisting of cotton, flax, silk,

wool, and other fibrous materials. 21st of March.—6 months.

To G. Royl, Walsall, Staffordshire, whitesmith, for an improved

method of making iron pipes, tubes, or cylinders.—21st of March.
—6 months.

METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS FOR NOVEMBER 1831.

Gosport:—Numerical Results for the Month.

Barom. Max.30-57G. Nov.29.Wind N.E.— Min.29- 14!). Nov. 6. Wind S.W.

Range of the mercury Mi.'7-

Mean barometrical pressure for the month 129-965

Spaces described by the rising and faliinij; of the mercury 5-854

Greatest variation "in -2A hours 0-5o0.—Number of changes '22.

Therm. Max. o«°. Nov. 1. Wind S.W.— Mi.i. .'{O^ Nov. 17. Wind N.E.

Range 28°.—Mean temp, of exter. air 4(p-17. For .'JO days with in Il\ 48-38

Max'! var. in 24 hours 18°-00.— Mean temp, of spring water at 8 A.M. 53-45

De Luc's Whalebone Ilijgromctcr.

Greatest lumiidity of the atmosphere, in the morning of the 22nd... 9(1°

Greatest dryness of the atmosphere, in the afternoon of the 7th r)GO

Ran^eof the index -I'^O

Mean at 2 P.M. 71°-o.—Mean at 8 A.M. 77°0.— Mean at S P.M. 787
of three observations each day at 8, 2, and 8 o'clock 75-9

Evaporation for tiie month l-.'JO inch.

Rain in the piuviamctcr near the ground 2-Gl inches.

Prevailing winds. West, and Nordi-west.

Summary
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Summary ofthe Weather.

A clear sky, 2h; fine, with various modifications of clouds, 12^ ; an over-

cast sky without rain, 10§; rain, 4J.—Total 30 days.

Clouds.

Cirrus. Cirrocumulus. Cirrostratus. Stratus. Cumulus. Cumulostr. Nimbus.
16 2 30 12 12 19

Scale ofthe prevailing Winds.

N. N.E. E. S.E. S. S.W. W. N.W. Days.

1 2| 1 * 7 9 9 30

General Observations.— This month has been alternately wet and dry,

and frosty, and windy at intervals. In the afternoon of the 2nd, showers

of hail fell, which were succeeded by lightning from half-past 9 till 1 A.M.
In the morning of the 10th, hoar-frost appeared on the tops of the houses,

and ice on the leads, the first time this autumn. In the afternoon of the

15th a strong gale from the N.W, brought en a heavy shower of hail
;

some of the hailstones were as large as common sized marbles, and had
icy nuclei. In the evening of the 18th, a large lunar halo appeared, while

a small yellow corona and a burr surrounded the moon; they were fol-

lowed by rain in the night. There was but a little difference in the tem-
perature of the external air between the 20th and 25th, yet scarcely any
rain fell in the interim.

The mean temperature of the external air this month is one degree
under the mean of November for many years past.

The atmospheric and meteoric phcenoniena that have come within our
observations this month, are, two lunar halos, one rainbow, and eight

gales of wind, namely, one from the North-west, five from the South-west,

and two from the West.

REMARKS.
Z/0?j(/o7j.—November 1. Overcast: windy, with rain. 2. Fine- 3. Rain :

clear. 4. Slight frost : fine. 5. Cloudy: clear at night. 6. Rain. 7. Windy,
with rain. 8. Fine. 9. Frosty: foggy at night. 10. Foggy: rain.

1 1, 12. Cloudy. 1;3. Shovversin the morning: clear and frosty. 14. Frosty:
stormy and wet at night. 15. Showers: clear and frosty. 16. Cold and
windy : sleet : ground covered with snow at night. 17. Dense fog. 18. Fine
in the morning : rain. 19. Clear. 20. Fine : rain. 21. Rain: cloudy.

22. Rain. 23. Hazy. 24. Fine. 25. Fine: slight rain. 26, 27. Hazy.
28. Frosty: overcast. 29. Foggy: barometer very high. SO. Rain.

Penzance. — November 1. Rain. 2, 3. Showers. 4. Fair. 5. Rain.
6. Heavy rain. 7. Fair: showers. 8. Showers. 9— 12.Fair. 13, 14. Showers.
15— 18. Showers: hail and rain. 1 9, 20. Showers. 21—23. Rain. 24. Fair.

25, 26. Rain. 27. Fair. 28. Clear. 29, SO. Fair.

Boston.— November 1. Cloudy: rain at night. 2— 4. Fine. 5. Rain.
6. Cloudy: rain P.M. and stormy. 7. Fine. 8. Cloudy. 9. Fine. 10. Fine:
rain at night. 11. Cloudy. 12, 13. Fine. 14. Cloudy: rain and stormy,
with lightning P.M. 15. Fine. 16. Snow. 17. Fine. 18. Fine: rain p.m.

19. Cloudy. 20. Fine: rain early A.M. 21. Rain. 22. Cloudy : rain early

A.M. 23. Fine : temperature only half a degree lower than 18th last

August. 24. Fine. 25, 26. Cloudy: rain early a.m. 27. Fine. 28. Cloudy.
29. Fine. so. Cloudy.

Meteoro-
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X. Notice o/'Mr. Vnic\\a.x(}ih gradual Progress hi the Applica-

tion ofIron to the Erection of Bridges. By John White,

-^^'Z-* [With a Plate.]

'T^HE interest which 1 feel in recording the advancement of
-- Science, and the respect which 1 entertain for the memory
of my maternal grandfather, Mr. Thomas Farnolls Pritchard,

first of Shrewsbury, and then of Eyton Turret, Shropshire;

have induced me draw out (as far as recollection and the ma-
terials in my possession enable me) a brief account of part of

the consecutive designs which led to the first application of

cast iron for aixhes in the construction of bridges ; an applica-

tion which not only originated with him, but of which the prin-

ciple has subsequently been applied in numerous works of mag-
nitude and importance, to the great advantage of the public.

In the year 1773 Mr. Pritchard was engaged in making a
design for Stourport bridge, where the Severn requires a
water-way sufficient to permit a rise, in flood-times, of 18 feet,

and an aperture of at least 136 feet. He originally meditated

the construction of a Timber bridge, similar to that which
then crossed the Thames atWalton: but not being satisfied with
the material, and at the same time being unwilling to employ
brick or stone in the buttresses of the bridge in such a manner
as would impede the current, he made his first design for a
brick bridge on an iron centre, lightened in the buttresses

and in part over the arch, by circular perforations, which v,ould

allow a passage for the water.

Apparently dissatisfied with this arrangement, he planned
various bridges of these mixed materials ; till at length, en-
couraged by the patronage of the spirited Iron-masters of

Colebrook Dale, he made a design for the bridge now exist-

* Communicated by the Author.

N.S. Vol. 11. No. 62. Feb. 1832, M ing
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ing near that place, the execution of which was commenced in

the year 1778, when he died.

I have understood tl)at his labours encountered many im-

pediments; but the high estimation entertained for him in the

county of Salop enabled him to overcome them. The late Mr,

John Wilkinson, Mr. Darby, Mr. Onions, and others, (though

the establishment of their new iron-works called for the employ-

ment of a large capital,) did not hesitate to forward hisoperations

or to promote the completion of the Colebrook Dale bridge,

which, with the inn on the west side, was paid for by a tontine.

The annexed reduction of his designs will elucidate the

gradual development of his ideas in H?!- & 1775.—See Plate I.

[To be continued.]

XI. Notice of the Arrival of Tvoe^ity-six of the Slimmer Birds

of Passage in the Neighbourhood of Carlisle, together "with

some of the scarcer Species that have been met xmth in the

same Viciniti) dtiring the Year 1831 ; with Observations, S^-c.

By A Correspondent.

No. English Specific Names.
Latin Generic and
Specific Names.

When first

observed.
No.

Quail

Swallow
House Martin
Sand Martin
Swift

Goatsucker
Pied Flycatcher

Spotted Flycatcher

Ring Ouzel
Wheatear
Whinchat
Redstart

Grasshopper Warbler...

Sedge Warbler
Greater Fettychaps ...

Wood Wren
Blackcap

Whitethroat
Yellow \\'rcn

Yellow Wiigtail

Field Lark or Titling..,

(^uckoo

Wryneck
Corncrake or Land-Rai
Dottrel

Common Tern

Coturuix vulgaris.

Hirnndo rustica .

.

urbica ...

riparia .

.

Cypselus A pus,

Caprimulgus europaeus

Muscicapa atricapilla .

Grisola. . .

.

May 20
April 13

March .31

April 17

Turdus torquatus .

.

Saxicola flilnanthe.

Rubctra..
Sylvia PhaMiicurus ,

Curruca Locustella.

salicana

hortensis

sibilatrix

Atricapilla . .

.

Sylvia

Regnlus Trochilus . . .

.

Motacilla flava

Anthus trivialis"

Cuculus canorus

Yunx Tor<jiiilla

Ortygomctra (Vex
(,"hara(lrius Morinellus.

Sterna Ilinuido

May
April

May
April

May
April

11

4

9

22
12
11

24
1

2S
9

22
10

12
13
2.3

l.'i

24
6
8

6
35
3t)

36
37
38
41

42
49
53
54
57
58
59
62
63
64
66
70
75
78

121

125

129

164

2.'Jr)

[iVo/r.—The figures contai

Tabic, as well as those affixed

ncd in the column on tlic

to the species not include

right in the above
d in it, refer to the

nuniberc
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numbers in Fleming's History of British Animals, which we have inserted,

in order that the reader who wislies to have a description or see the va-

rious synonyms of any of the birds here alkided to, may find the species at

once, should he possess that highly useful and most excellent work.]

Sxvallo'w.—A white or rather cream-coloured variety of this

species was shot in Nichol Forest, on the 10th of September;
and another was repeatedly seen during the summer near
Holme Wrangle.

Goatsucker.—Upon referring to our Table it will be seen

that the Goatsucker arrived this year unusually early. This
circumstance was communicated to us by an individual well

acquainted with the bird, and who resides within a short di-

stance of the heath where it almost annually breeds ; so that

there can be little doubt of the fact.

Pied Flycatcher.— We have this year but little to add to

our former remarks upon this species, which have from time

to time appeared in the Philosophical Magazine and Annals.

Two males and a female were, however, killed in an orchard
contiguous to the city walls during the first week in May,—an
event which never occurred before. From this and several

other circumstances we are inclined to think that these birds

are extending their migration northM'ards. We had this year

an opportunity of observing the labours of a pair of Pied Fly-

catchers, from the time they took possession of a hole in the de-

cayed stump of a felled tree, until they had completed the struc-

ture of their nest, and the female had laid her eggs, when all

were secured : these were seven in number, and all remarkably
small, none exceeding seventeen, and the majority only weighed
fifteen grains each ; which establishes a fact, that the eggs of

this species vary from thirty-three to fifteen grains in weight.

We cannot allow this opportunity to pass Avithout advert-

ing to a mistake Professor Rennie has fallen into relative to

some observations of ours upon this subject, in his recent

edition of Montagu's Ornithological Dictionary, which he
there quotes, and attributes to Dr. Stanley of Whitehaven.
—How a gentleman residing upwards of forty miles from
Carlisle could " investigate the habits of this bird with care

and accuracy" as the Professor is pleased to say, is not very

obvious to us: but this is of little moment, and far from being
the only error. Instead of giving the apposite and valuable

observations of Montagu, contained in his supplemental vo-

lume, which were communicated to him by the Rev. Mr. Dal-
ton of Copgrove in Yorkshire, we have an extract from Bol-

ton's Harmonia Ruralis, stating that "the Goldfinch has been
known to build its nest in an almond-tree when in full blossom,"

which Montagu has shown to be unworthy of notice. Another

M 2 from
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from Bewick, asserting that a " nest of this bird, with a very

great number of young, was found in a hole in a tree in

Axwell Park, June 18, 1801 ;" wliich this ingenious author

has had the candour to admit in liis las^t edition to be erro-

neous *. And a third from Loudon's Magazine of Natural

History, which rehites to the S})otted Flycatcher {Musczcapa

Grisola) and which the reader will find verbatim under the

article Beam Bird, at page 26. This exhibits a degree of

carelessness anything but creditable to a scientific work, and
altogether unworthy of Montagu, one of the best ornithologists

this country has hitherto produced for accuracy of obser-

vation and indefatigable research. This, however, is not a
proper place for any extended criticism upon this edition ; but

we are free to confess that we have been not a little amused
with the Professor's observations on Latham's General Hi-
story of Birds, containing a description of upwards of four

thousand species, which he would without mercy squeeze into

a half-guinea volume, at the same time charging the public

one guinea for his own, which does not contain those of three

hundred f

!

43. Bohemian Chatterer [Bomhycilla garrxila).—One of tlie

finest specimens of this beautiful bird that has come under
our observation was killed near Harraby Bridge on the 8th

ofDecember last: the colours were remarkably bright and
vivid, and four of the centre tail-feathers were terminated

with red waxen appendages similar to those on the secon-

daries.—It was mounted before we had an oj^portunity of

seeing it, consequently the sex was not ascertained by dissec-

tion
; yet there can be little doubt that it was a male. This is the

second specimen having waxen appendages on the tail-feathers

that has been taken in this vicinity. About the same period

another of these birds was shot near the village of Crosby-

upon-Eden.
119. Hoopoe {Uptipa Epops).— On the 8th of September

one of these handsome birds was observed by some children

* "The indefatigable IMontanu, in tlic Supplement to his Ornithological

Dictionary, doubts this information respecting the great number of young
said to he found in the nest in A.rwrll Park, in June ISO], as above de-

scribed. The editor at this distant period of time lias forgot by whom
this account was given; but he now also doubts the accuracy of the in-

formation as to the great number ofyoung ones."—Bewick's Britisli Birds,

ed. I8r,'6, vol. i. p. 208.

f " llis (Dr. Latham's) General History of Birds, in ten volumes quarto,

price twenty-one guineas, is essentially Linna'an in character ; and thcugli

it forms a tolerable book of rclcrence, wliich miglil be ciMuleiised into a

half-guiiica volume, it cannot with any propriety be called a history."

p. xxix.

pecking
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pecking about near a cottage-door at Middlescugh, and be-

ing considered a great curiosity it was pursued and shot.

It proved upon dissection to be a young male ; and not-

withstanding its being in very good condition, it only weighed

fifteen drams. The stomach contained one entire pupa of

considerable size, apparently belonging to one of the Noc-
iuidcc^ and tlie remains of several others.

The Hoopoe is enumerated in the Catalogue of Cumber-
land Animals, but is most unquestionably of rare occurrence

here ; indeed we have strong reasons to believe that this is the

only specimen that has been obtained in the vicinity of Car-
lisle for a great number of years.

Since the above was written, we have seen a second speci-

men of this bird, which was shot (nearly to pieces) not far from
Wigton about the same time as the one above alluded to.

127. Bittern [Ardea stellaris).—During the months of De-
cember, January, and February last, no less than eight speci-

mens of the Bittern were killed in this part of the county

;

namely, two on Brugh Marsh, a pair in the Abbey Holme,
two others near Brow- Houses, one in the parish of Cumwhit-

ton, and the eighth not far from Hayton. This is the more
remarkable, as only a single specimen has been met with in

the same district for the last ten or twelve years. It would
appear from the public journals, that about the same period

of the year others were killed in Durham, Yorkshire, Devon-
shire, &c.

131. Spotted Gallimde oxBail
(
GalUmda Porzona).—A spe-

cimen of this bird was caught alive on Wraemire Moss on
the 9th of September; another was killed in the neighbour-
hood a week or two before, which was, through negligence,

suffered to perish ; and a third was seen not far from Wheel-
barrow Hall in the month of August.

133. Grai/ Phalarope {Phalaropus lohatus). — On the 31st
of October a Gray Phalarope was killed on the estate of John
Norman, Esq. of Kirkandrews-upon-Eden, near Bow, about
three miles from Solway Firth, and most kindly presented
to our cabinet by this gentleman. It proved upon dissection

to be a male, and had nearly acquired the plumage of the
adults in winter. The stomach contained only a little gravel
and the minute remains of some insects. Temminck states

that the irides of this bird are reddish-yellow;—in this instance
they wei-e exceedingly dark, indeed almost black, when care-
fully examined not many hours after it was shot : it weighed 9|-

drams; length 9 inches ; wings when extended 15i inches.

Three other specimens of this sjiecies have occurred in this

part of the county during the same month ; namely, two on
the
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the coast not far from AUonby ; the other in the vicinity of
Bowness.

146. Great Snipe [Scolopax major).— In the month of Sep-
tember two great snipes were killed in this district; a female

about the 20th, in the neighbourhood of Bewcastle, and a very

line male on the 24'th, not far from Dalston, which weighed
fully eight ounces and a (juarter, the female barely seven ounces
and a half, but it was unfortunately much mutilated with the

shot. Both were excessively fat, and completely enveloped
with a layer of it below the skin, which in some parts exceeded
two tenths of an inch in thickness.

There was not the least difference in their dimensions ;

—

length 13 inches: tarsi 1^ inch; bill 2^^ inches. Tlie latter

appears to be subject to considerable variation with respect

to length. Montagu, in his Ornithological Dictionary, states

it to be four inches long: this, however, we suspect is a very

rare occurrence ; at least, the bills'of those that have been ob-

tained in this country for the last \'ew years have seldom ex-

ceeded three inches, and generally speaking have measured
only two and a half. The very accurate description of this bird

given by Montagu in his Supplement is entirely omitted by
Professor Rennie in his edition, which is the more to be re-

gretted, as it corrected an error Montagu had made in the

Ornithological Dictionary, relative to the colour of the legs,

which are there said to be black.

The Great Snipe, until recently, was considered to be one
of our rarest occasional visitants; but specimens we have rea-

son to believe are now annually obtained in Norfolk and some
ofthe adjoining counties. The reader will find some interesting

remarks upon the British Snipes, in the second and third vo-

lumes of the Magazine of Natural Ilistor}^, pp. 113 and 27.

151. Bar-tailed Godivit [Limosa rufa).—A specimen of this

bird was shot on the coast in the neighbourhood of Bowness
in October.

The Bar-tailed Godwit is seldom met with in this district;

indeed it may be considered a rare bird in this neighbour-

hood.

186. Coimnon Shovcler {Spathnka clypcata).—A male and

two female Shovelers have been recently met with in this vici-

nity; the former on Briigh Marsh on the l.Gth of December,

the latter near Scbergliam in the middle of Scjitembcr. The
Shovcler is a very rare bird in this jiart of the county.

235. Common Tern.—We saw this species in Solway Firth

nearly three weeks earlier than it has hitherto been noticed

by us.

Several were seen in the bunie locality in the beginning of

October.
Mctcoro-
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Meteorological Remarks on the Spring and Simmer of 1831 at

Carlisle.

Although the spring this year was perhaps not quite so

early, it greatly resembled the preceding; the last few days in

March as well as the greater part of April being extremely

mild and pleasant. Vegetation, however, experienced a material

check during the first two weeks of May: on the morning of

the 6th, the mountains and all the adjacent country were co-

vered with snow ; from the latter it rapidly disappeared, but
considerable patches were visible on the former for several

days. The thermometer on the night of the 7th, or early in

the morning of the 8th, was six degrees belov/ the freezing

point, notwithstanding it was placed at a considerable eleva-

tion from the ground ; and cold easterly winds prevailed until

the IGth, when it became mild and seasonable.

The late summer, with the exception of that of 1826, has

been the dryest we have experienced in this neighbourhood
for many years. In the month ofJuly the great majority of the

wells in this city were exhausted of water, nearly all the brooks

and rivulets completely dry, and the rivers extremely low.

This may appear somewhat paradoxical upon glancing at

the annexed Table, where it will be seen that there was more
or less rain on ninety-three days out of the hundred and fifty-

three, being nearly two thirds of the number. Yet upon a

careful inspection it will be found that until the month of

September there was no rain of any moment; that the showers

were merely occasional, often extremely slight, and generally

exceedingly partial, so that in fact they made little or no im-
pression upon the dry and parched state of the country.

Table shoiaing the number of Days on ixhich Rain fell more or

less at Carlisle,from the 1st May to 30th September 1831.

Months.
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XII. Zi^/^(Ty;-oOTWilliam Bland, Jun. Esq., ofNeiso Place in

the Parish ofHartlip, near Sittingbourne, Kent, to Dr.Buck-
land; 7-ecordi?2g a Series ()f Observatiotis made hi) himself, on

the Rise and Fall of Water in Wells in the County ofKent*

Sir,

TOURING the last twelve years I have been induced from
*^ motives of curiosity, to fathom the water in my well, of

140 feet deep, once every month. I have kept a correct ac-

count of these observations, as well as of others founded upon

them ; and conceiving the results to be rather new, I am
prompted thus to intrude myself upon your notice, that you

may pass your opinion upon them.

The Table No. I. exhibits the rise and fall of the springs

in New Place well, from January 1819 to June 1831. On
inspection of this, you will find that the depth of water is al-

most invariably greatest at and about the longest day, and as

invariably least at and about the shortest day. Observing

this, I for more than one year ascertained the quantity of rain

which fell in this neighbourhood ; and at the same time noted

the quantity of evaporation. These results you will find in

Table No. II., which shows the quantity of rain to exceed

that of evaporation by a few inches only.

I have compared these Tables with those published in Ma-
<Tazines and Almanacks, and was happy to find a sufficient

correspondence between the accounts taken from near London

and Gosport, and my own at Hartlip, to allow me to enter-

tain some hopes of their correctness.

Conceiving that the example of one well was not sufficient

evidence, I determined to examine others; and with the assist-

ance of two excellent friends. Sir J. M. Tylden of Milsted,

and the Rev. F.Wollaston, (late of Ilainham,) I made a regu-

lar survey of a district of some miles in extent, employing a

level as we proceeded.

We commenced with our level on the sea ooze near Up-
church (see Table No. III. and Section No. 3.), which is a

place that borders the Medvvay, lying between Rochester and

Sheerness. From Upchurch we took the line of country, ex-

amining the wells in our way, to the top of Boxley Hill on

the summit of the chalk range; thence to ISIaidstone, when

we afain came to the river Medway, flowing upon the green-

sand. This formation we levelled, going over Coxhealh to

Style Bridge, where we came to the W'eald clay; which, to-

jretlier with the ironstone district as far as Goudhurst, passed

under our inspection. Thus, one line of country was com-

pleted. Another line was taken (see Table No. IV. and

* Coinraunicaced by Dr. Bucklaud : sec our last Number, p. 58.—Edit.
Section
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Section No. 4.) commencing at Crown Quay near Sitting-

bourne, and going thence through Milsted to the top ot" Steed

Hill, above Harrietsham, down to the greensand formation

below. A third line was completed from Meres Court in the

parish of Rainham to Milsted, (see Table No. V. and Section

No. 5.). These wells were fathomed a second time, (see Table
No. VI.) indeed more often, and a variation in their depth of

water was found corresponding more or less (according to the

open or close nature of the subsoils) with the variation in my
own well.

I am perfectly satisfied that any excessive quantity of rain

influences the rise of the springs, and causes them to flow se-

veral feet higher after very wet seasons, than they have been

observed to do for, perhaps years before during those that,

were dry : this. Tables Nos. I. and II. prove. Again, the rains,

I believe, cause the springs to begin to rise earlier, if they

have fallen in any considerable quantity ; but the rule is not

general : whereas the rising and falling of the springs is a

general one.

I now proceed to another phenomenon, which I doubt not

you have already observed ; namely, the height of the spring

heads above the level of the sea : this height accompanies the

rise and fall of the great hills. The strata of the chalk hills,

of the greensand hills, of the Weald clay, and the ironstone

formations in the line of country surveyed, dip from the south

towards the north. On Queendown Warren in the parish of

Hartlip, we found the chalk strata to be inclined 2\ degrees,

or 1 30 feet rise in a mile : yet upon inspection of the Tables

of levellings, you will find that the spring heads rise and fall

with the hills, independent of the rising and dipping of the

strata in the several formations. As a further proof, the

Warren chalk hill is about 300 feet above the sea, and the

spring head by the wells near is about 92 feet above the sea.

Boxley Hill is 600 feet above the sea, and the spring head
about 250 feet. Now 250 feet minus 92, gives 15S feet, which
is the rise of the springs from the Warren to Boxley Hill, a

distance of four miles; whereas the 2i degrees elevation of

the strata in the same distance, at 130 feet rise in a mile, equals

520 feet

For all the details of my observations, I beg leave to refer

to the annexed Tables

:

And remain, Sir, yours most respectfully,

Hartlip, June 1831. Wm. Bland, Jun.

N.S. Vol. 11. No. 62. Feb. 1832. N Table
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Showing,

Table No. III.

from a Survey, beginning at Upchurch in Kent, and

ending at Goudhurst in Kent, the Heiglit above the sea of

the brims of different Wells; their depths to the water, their

depths in water, and the height of their spring heads above the

level of the sea. Likewise the soils and subsoils through which

the Wells have been dug.

[I consider those springs marked thus {§) to be land springs, and those

marked thus ( ||
) to be real springs.]

No.
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Table No. IV.

Made from a Survey, beginning at Crown Quay, in the Parish of
Sittingbourne, and ending at Harrietsham ; showing the heights

above the sea of the brims of different Wells; their depth to

the water; their depth in water; and the height of their sprino-

heads above the level of the sea. Likewise the soils and sub-
soils through which the Wells have been dug.

No.

1
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Table No. V.

Made from a Survey, beginning at Meres Court, in the parish of

Rainluini, in Kent, and ending at Milsted ; showing the height

above the sea of tlie brims of difi'erent Wells; their depth to

the water; their dej)th in water; and the height of their spring

heads above the level of the sea. Likewise the soils and subsoils

throutrh which the Wells have been duj;.

No. Places where.
Above
Sea.

Depth
to

Water,

Depth
in

Water.

Spring

Head.
Soil and Subsoil.

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

IG

17

18

19

20

21

22

2:5

24

!\leres Court

Meres Barrow

Southbush Cottage

Little Yauger

New Place

Hartlip Parsonage

Mr. Barrow's, \
Lower-street j

Newington Mill ...

Ditto Pot-boiling...

Mr. Coord's old

Farm

Mr.Greensted's Do.

Chesley Cottage ...

Green Lane Do.

Stockbury Street...

By Stockb. Church

Three Squirrels Inn

Dean's Hill

Pinchgut Hall

Mr. Carey's

South of Bridgar )

Church /

Oak Wood Cottage

Baxon Farm

Horn Hill Cottage

Mr.Tyldcn's House

Ft.

264

21"^

100

123

157

104

102

98

In. Ft. In

1 232

10 182

76

95

9JI30

0131

144 4

71

74 C

99 8

Ft. In.

15 7

14

10 6

9 9

9 G

10

9 7

8

12

183
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Table No. VI.

xhiblting the variation of the depth of water in those Wells that

were fathomed a second time, and at different periods of the

years 1827 and 1828.
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Boxley.

See Table No. III.

Sea Level.

(1 wi rj i'
<
w 1 "*' '^' ^ „ ^ ^^ ^ ^' ;^ rt rH 1-1 W <N 0< OJ 01 CN O) O) <N O) O to « « n W

See Table No. IV.

Sea Level.

•-iO<«'^'0'£>I>0000«<M<«'*''OOt-OoeiO'-«

See Table No. V

«(>,(n^«o<ot-coCiO-ojc2^;2i2-22SS§ISS

No. 1. Surface of country, but to no scale except as to height above the

pc-a. 1 V'o
•"• ti' COO feet.

No. 2. The line of the springs beneath.
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XIII. On the Maimers of the Grenadier Grosbeak (Loxia

Oryx, Linn.) 'when in Captivity. 5?/ John Blackwall, ^sg'.

F.L.S. Sfc*

THERE is no disputing that an intimate acquaintance with

the oecononiy of the feathered tribes is absolutely essen-

tial to the arrangement of species according to their relations

of affinity and analogy, or, in other words, in strict confor-

mity with the system of nature
;
yet important as this know-

ledge is admitted to be, perhaps it is not going too far to

assert, that scarcely any department of Ornithology is more
defective than that in which this interesting subject is treated

upon. The investigation of the manners of birds in their na-

tive haunts is undoubtedly attended with numerous difficulties,

and as regards foreign species is frequently impracticable.

These circumstances may certainly be alleged in palliation of

any charge of negligence on the part of ornithologists implied

in the above remarks, but still only in palliation; for thai much
may be effected by individual exertion, the labours of Le Vail-

lant. White, Wilson, Audubon, &c., bear abundant testi-

mony.
These animadversions have been suggested by a recent visit

to the aviary of Mr. Garside, at his residence in Piccadilly,

Manchester, where, among various objects of attraction to

the bird-fancier, such as piping bullfinches, loquacious star-

lings, and superb parrakeets, which displayed powers of imi-

tation as astonishing as they were entertaining, I noticed se-

veral choice exotic birds, whose habits and notes afforded me
much gratification. A fine male Grenadier Grosbeak, in

particular, engaged my attention; I say a male, although it

had not the black plumage on the throat, which Dr. Latham
seems disposed to regard as a characteristic of that sex ; for

Barrow, in his Travels into the Interior of Southern Africa,

vol. i. p. 243, distinctly states that " the male is remarkable for

its gaudy plumage during the spring and summer months;"
and again, " during the other six months it is stripped of its

gaudy attire, and adopts the modest garb of the female, which
is at all times that of a grayish brown." Now the oeconomy
of the individual under consideration is confirmatory of the

correctness of Barrow's observations ; as I am informed by
Mr. Garside that it changes its feathers twice in the course
of the year, the first moult occurring about May, when it ac-

quires the splendid livery of the pairing season, and the se-

cond in November, at which period its gay wedding dress

is laid aside for a homely suit of brown of various shades

:

* Communicated by the Author.

N. S. Vol. 1 1. No, 62. Feb. 1832. O in
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in short, so complete is the metamor})hosis, (the bill itself un-
dergoing a cliange of colour,) that its specific identity would
be called in question by any person unacquainted with these

particulars in its history. It is probable, therefore, that the

black plumage on the throat may indicate maturity, or it may
conveniently be ascribed to the influence of circumstances

which in our ignorance we term accidental.

Another fact, tending to corroborate the opinion that this

bird is a male, deserves consideration ; it has a song, and a

most extraordinary one it is. Elevating the brilliant red fea-

thers on the back of its neck, and raising itself on its perch till

it assumes an attitude so perpendicular that it appears to be

in danger of falling backward, it commences its lay by utter-

ing one or two sharp chirps, which are followed by a chattering

sound produced by the hurried repetition of the same note;

to this succeeds a sort of snapping noise similar to that occa-

sioned by bringing the open mandibles into sudden contact

;

and the finale consists of a protracted sound, enforced with

considerable emphasis at regular intervals, somewhat resem-

blincr the sibilation which results from the<;rindinfj of scissars.

Mr. Audubon, the celebrated American ornithologist, who
sav/ this bird when he was last in Manchester, compared the

concluding part of its song to the sound produced by the

brisk agitation of the tail of the rattlesnake. While pouring

forth its discordant sti'ains, this grotesque vocalist frequently

raises its wings, expands them in a slight degree, and again

brings them into their ordinary position of repose. It also

approaches slowly towards any of its companions in captivity

which happen to occupy the same perch with itself, and en-

deavours to touch them with its bill, as if it were desii-ous to

elicit their attention in particular to its strange music, which,

in conjunction with its fierce deportment, has usually the effect

of exciting consternation in that portion of its audience.

For the purpose of calling into action one of the most sin-

gular instincts with which this bird is endowed, Mr. Garside

supplied it with a little thread. No sooner had it obtained

the prize than a Dominican Grosbeak {Lojcia domitiicana^

Linn.) hastened to dispute its right of possession. Erecting

the feathers on the back of its nock, and utterinfj a few an^jrv

chirj)s, the Grenadier Grosbeak threw itselt'into one of its most
menacing attitudes, in order to intimidate the insolent ag-

gressor; but, notwithstanding all these formidable indications

of resistance, it was compelled to yield the ohject of conten-

tion to its more powerliil ailversary, which after carrying it

about the cage for a short time became tired of the amuse-

ment and suffered it to drop, when it was instantly seized by
the
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the vigilant Grenadier Grosbeak. This was the signal for a
renewal of hostilities, and several species of Fringillcc and
ioj-7(2? joined eagerly in the affray; while a few grave-looking

birds belonging to the genera Palceornis., Plalijcercus^ and
Psittacula, sat on the upper perches passive spectators of the

turbulent scene below. At length, by dint of perseverance,

the Grenadier Grosbeak again succeeded in gaining possession

of the thread, one extremity of which it immediately pro-

ceeded to attach to the wires of the cage. After accomplish-

ing its object by the employment of the bill alone, it passed
the other end of the thread through one of the intervals be-

tween the wires, directing it towards the adjoining interval on
the right; then quilting hold of it and inserting its bill into

the latter interval, it again seized the thread near its extremity,

drew it through the opening, and pulled it tight. In this

manner it interwove the whole of the thread among the wires

of the cage with a quickness and dexterity quite surprising,

and so delighted was the feathered operative with this en-

grossing occupation, that it repeatedly demolished its work
and renewed it again, varying the direction it gave to the

thread as the circumstances of the case seemed to require, the

principal object in view, apparently, being the production of

a compact tissue. If supplied with a sufficient quantity of

thread, Mr. Garside assured me that this industrious bird

would speedily cover the sides of the cage with its ingenious

work; and so indefatigable is it in procuring materials for the

prosecution of its labours, which are not restricted to any par-

ticular season of the year, but are pursued even In winter

when it has assumed the garb of the female, that Mr. Garside
has been under the necessity of removing a beautiful male
Whidah bird

(
Vidua paradiscea, Cuvier) into another cage,

in order to preserve the long feathers of its tail from the in-

juries to which they were liable, in consequence of the inces-

sant efforts of the Grenadier Grosbeak to appropriate them
to its purpose. When about to be attacked by another bird,

the Grenadier Grosbeak sometimes interlaces the anterior

toes of one of its feet with the thread, the better to secure it

;

by which contrivance its bill is left at liberty to repel the ma-
rauder.

Nothing satisfactory appears to be known concerning the

nidification of this species of Grosbeak. If, as Dr. Latham
conjectures, (Gen. Hist, of Birds, vol. v, p. 223,) it is identical

with Kolben's Finch, it constructs a nest of small twigs close-

ly interwoven with cotton, and so compact as not to be pene-
trated by the weather ; but I am not aware that these birds

have been ascertained to be specifically the same. The only

O 2 information
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information relative to this subject given us by Barrow is, that

the Grenadier Grosbeaks are gregarious, and build their

nests in large societies. (Travels into the Interior of Southern
Africa, vol. i. p. 243). It may be safely inferred, however,
from what has already been stated with regard to the instinc-

tive propensities manifested by this species when in confine-

ment, that it is, strictly speaking, a Weaver Bird ; and this

opinion being supported by the general character of its ex-

ternal structure also, I have no hesitation in removing it from
amonji the heterogeneous forms with which it is associated in

the Linnaean genus Loxia, into a more appropriate situation,

namely, the genus Ploceus of M. Cuvier, still retaining its

original specific appellation.

That the true place of a bird in the system of nature may
sometimes be ascertained by an attentive observation of its

manners in a state of captivity, I have attempted to show in

the case o^ Ploceus Oryx just detailed, and I trust with suffi-

cient success to induce those persons whose opportunities of

pursuing similar investigations are superior to my own, to

exert themselves in promoting the elucidation of this import-

ant branch of ornithology.

XIV. On a New Anemometer. By Hugh Hamell*.

To the Editors of the Philosophical Magazine and Annals.

Gentlemen,

R. STEVENSON in his account of the erection of the

Bell Rock Light-house observes, " We cannot enough
regret the want of an efficient anemometer or instrument for

measuring the force of the wind ; indeed we hardly know
any desideratum of more universal interest." It does not ap-

pear that this is yet supplied : and when we consider the many
very eminent men who have directed their attention to this

subject, and find nevertheless that they have not succeeded

in producing an instrument at once ready, accurate, and sen-

sible, it must be concluded that considerable difficulty lies in

the way. And though I will not presume to say that I have

completely overcome it, yet it appears to me that the instru-

ment which I now propose possesses advantages over any

other anemometer that I have seen or read of

Before describing the instrument, I vvisli to observe that

all the anemometers I am acquainted with are founded on one

or other of these two principles : the deflection of a jiendu-

lous weight, or of a falling body, from the perpendicular; or

the difference in elevation between the two columns of fluid

• Communicated by the Author.

in

M
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in an inverted siphon. Of this last kind, the differential

barometer of the late Dr. Wollaston surpasses in sensibility

to an indefinite degree all others of the kind,—an invention

worthy of the accurate and comprehensive mind of that la-

mented philosopher; but it is to be apprehended that in many
cases it cannot be easily applied to practice^. It is the other

principle, that of a pendulous weight deflected, that I make
use of; and I shall now proceed to the description of the in-

strument I propose.

Imagine two pieces, which I shall call bars, like the two

ruler pieces of the common parallel rule, and attached to each

other by two joints in a similar manner; the joints being con-

structed so as to play with scarcely any friction. Let these bars

be placed, in contact, with the plane ofthe joints perpendicular

to the horizon ; it is clear that the weight of the lower bar will

cause it to separate from the upper, and the joints to arrange

themselves perpendicular to the horizon. To one end of the

lower bar (that end which is to be presented to the wind) let a

plane of given magnitude be affixed, perpendicular to that bar.

Now to use the instrument, let this plane be placed perpendi-

cular to the wind, the upper bar being in a fixed position

;

the two bars being separated to their greatest distance, and

the joints of course at right angles to the bars, and perpendi-

cular to the horizon. The impulse of the wind acts as a force

on the plane, and causes it to recede ; but in consequence of

the two connecting links and the two parallel bars, it must

still preserve its parallelism to its first position, while it will

continue to recede; the links turning round their centres until

they have reached such an angle from the perpendicular as

shall produce an equilibrium between the impulse of the wind

on the plane and the weight of the lower bar with its appen-

dages, now supported by the links in an oblique position;

the angle by which the links deviate from the perpendicular

to be measured on a circular arc attached to the fixed bar.

As the lower bar, plane and links ought to be made as light

as is consistent with the required strength, and further, per-

haps, their common centre of gravity to be brought by coun-

terpoise into the line joining the upper centres of the links, it

will be seen that the most moderate breeze will cause the two
bars to collapse, or nearly so. There must, therefore, be a

series of weights, one or more of which must be suspended to

the lower bar according to the strength of the wind, so as to

cause the equilibrium to take place with the links at an angle,

not greater than 45°, from their quiescent or perpendicular
position.

* A notice of Dr. Wollaston's paper on his Differential Barometer will

be found in the Phil. Mag. and Annals, vol. v. p. 305.

—

Edit.

Now
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Now the weight deflected is known, the surface of the plane
is known, and also the angle passed through by the links

;

hence, by an easy calculation, the force acting on the surface

of the plane is readily deduced ; and from this the velocity of

the wind, by means of the tables published of the relation be-

tween that and the force.

I hope I have made my ideas sufficiently clear without en-

cumbering your valuable pages with a sketch, or with the

details of construction. And for the same reason I shall not

make any comparisons between this and other anemometers,
except that I conceive the suspended sphere, as it always

presents an equal and similar surface to the wind, makes a

very simple anemometer, and by counterpoising as I have
done, it might be rendered sensible to almost any degree;

but I think it is liable to objections, from which I believe that

which I propose to be free.

I shall feel obliged if you will give insertion to this paper
in your extensively read and valuable journal ; my object

beinjj to assist in attaininjj that desideratum which would be

of such advantage in many cases of practical mechanics, as

well as in meteorological observations.

I am. Gentlemen, your obedient Servant,
Dublin, Oct. 28, 1831. HuGH Hamell.

XV. On the Calculation of the Orbits of Double Stars. By
Professor Encke.

[Continued from p. 46.]

NOTHING remains now but the determination of the

epoch, or the perihelion passage. Here we may follow the

same course,which will afterwards be found the most convenient

for calculating the places from given elements. If r and v

stand for the radius vector and the true anomaly in the true

ellipsis, the coordinates of the points to which they belong in

the plane of projection, referred to the line ot nodes, as axis

of one of the coordinates, are

:

;• cos (v + w') and r sin (v + w) cos /', consequently

^ = r cos (v + w') cos W — r ^in (v + w') sin £3 cos i\

r) = r cos (v + cu') sin S -f r sin (v + cu') cos £3 cos i\

or expanding the functions of the compound angles:

i, — r cos v{cos oi' cos ft — sin co' sin ft cos z'}

— r sin v{sin oi cos ft + cos co' sin ft cos /'}

>} = r cos V { cos w' sin ft + sin w' cos ft cos / }

— ;• sin v{sin ui sin ft — cos a;' cos ft cos /'}

and
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and from these equations we derive

r cos V cos /'= ^{cos w' cos Sh cos i' — sin w' sin SI}

+ >]{sin w' cos ft + cos w' sin ^ cos i'}

r sin V cos i' = — 0{cos w' sin ft + sin a>' cos ft cos z'}

+ >j{cos w' COS ft — sin co'sin ft cos e'}.

Supposing therefore,

, Z>'sina)' =Z'sin(Q-£3)
^*^^

/^' cos «;' cos /' = /' cos (Q- S )

and introducing the well-known formula,

r cos V = a' {cos E'— sin f'}

r sin V =: b' sin E'

where E' stands for the excentric anomaly in the true ellipsis,

we obtain, having regard to (39)

sin E' = —r~ sin (P— »)ab ^ ^
^

^^"^ ^' ^ "^ ^ ^°^ (Q-p) + 7"

;

from which E' may be accurately determined. We then make

M = E' - sin ^' sin E' = E' - -5^ sin E'.

(45)
^

T^t-^.
where T denotes the time of the perihelion passage. The
application to all four observations will furnish a complete
check on all the calculations. If it should be deemed con-
venient, one may likewise employ the following equations for

calculating /, /', Q.

^- sin F = -7- sin (P— cu)
I b '

-7- cos F = — cos iV—ca)
L a ^ '

. IV sin (Q-P) = - \{a^-b^) sin 2F
^*^^ ZZ'cos(Q-P)= -ab

Z2 + /'- = d'^W, P-V'- = {a'-b'') cos 2F.

If, on the contrary, the place is to be determined from the
known elements, the constant quantities are to be calculated,
with a reference to equations (42), according to the method
introduced by Gauss

:

sin u cos U = cos ft

;

sin 7/ sin U' = sin ft ;

sin u cos U = — sin ft cos /'; sin w'cos U'= cos ft cos i';

(47) a'
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(47)a'sin?^shi(U + a;')= vsinV; a'sin2/sin(U' + w')= v'sinV J

^sin«cos(U + w')= v|cosV; ^ sin ?/cos(U' + «>')= i/cosV;
— sin i:^'. V sin V = A

;

— sin <^'. v' sin V = K'.

and the calculation of the place is then contained in the fol-

lowing formulas

:

E'-sin^'sinE' = {t-T)
i*!

(48) § sin p = v' sin (E'+ V) + x'

§ cos^ = V sin (E' + V) + X.

The constants tl)us determined may, if the elements have
been previously calculated, be more easily found by these

equations

:

. . V sin V = — / cos P ; v ' sin V = — / sin P
^ -^ V cos V = — /' sin Q ; v' cos V = + /' cos Q

and vice versa, the latter may be found from the former. It

may, however, be interesting to know the times in which the

maxima and minima of visible distance and angular velo-

d 7)

city take place. The quantity g^ - /] — k being constant, the

smallest and greatest distances will coincide, as in the true

ellipsis, with the greatest and smallest angular velocity. Dif-

ferentiating the formulas (42) or (48) with regular to E', we
obtain,

2g ^^, = (v'- cos 2V' + V- cos 2V) sin 2E'

+ (v' - sin 2V'+ v" sin 2V) cos 2E'

+ 2(v'^ sin V'^ + V- sin V^) sin ^' sin E'

— (v''2 sin 2V' + v* sin 2V) sin f>''cos E'.

The calculation will be simplified by introducing the ele-

ments by means of (49) and (46). As

v" cos 2V'-f V- cos 2V = —(a°-b") cos 2F
v'^ sin 2V'+ v^ sin 2V = — {a^-b') sin 2F

2(v'- sin V' + v^sin V*) =2/^
The abo\e equation may be written thus:

^^^, = - {a'-b-) sin 2(E' + F) + 2/^ sin <fi' sin E'
"^

-I- [a'-b') sin (p' sin 2F cos E'.

Substituting for sin <p' its equivalent -j- and for 2/- the sum

of the two last expressions of (46), it becomes :

2q -% = -{a^-b^) sin 2(E' + F)

2R
+ -^- {a' cos F sin (E' + F) -b' sin F cos (E' + F)

}

iSupposing,
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Supposing, therefore,

^""^
cos F = -^%, R cos (P-w) = // cos H

^*'
• F = -2^, R sin (P-«) =t A sin H

we have the following equation of condition for the maximum
or minimum of g :

sin2(E' + F) = 2/; sin (E' + F-^H)
in which form it may be best solved by trials. We determine

E'+ F, and thence E'.

This equation will always have two. possible roots ; but it

may likewise have four, whose reality and limits may, ac-

cording to a remark of Professor Dirichlet, be most easily as-

certained by differentiation. We then come to the following

result : Let us assume
3 3

— V' (h sin H) = m sin 7i ; y/'{h cos H) = m cos 72
;

then the equation has for '7W>1, two roots, one where sin

(E' + F) is positive, another where it is negative.

But in case m<^l it has four roots within these limits:

sin E' + F = + 1 = = m^ sin 7i^ = 7n^ sin 7i = + 1.

For by substituting these five values for sin (E' + F) succes-

sively into the biquadratic equation which we obtain by elimi-

nating cos (E' + F), viz.

sin (E + F)* + 2h sin H sin (E'+ F)^ + (7^— 1 ) sin (E'+ F)'^

-2/^ sin H sin {E' + ¥)-¥ sin H'^ = 0,

we get the foUov.'ing cori'esponding values for the sum of all

the terms,

+ /r cos H- ; -A^ sin H- ; +h* sinW cos H*

;

-{1-771^ h- ^/{sln H- cos H') ; h- cos U%
and as there are alternately positive and negative for w< 1,

we have a demonstration of the reality of the roots and their

limits as above assigned.

It may lastly be desired to refer the position of the plane
in which the motion actually takes place, to some fixed and
known planes. If we imagine a plane passing through the

star at rest parallel to the equator, the solution of the triangle

between the pole of the heavens, the pole of the plane of pro-

jection (a and 8, or right ascension and declination of the

star), and between the pole which is determined by S3 and i',

will give the elements which are required. If we express by
S3 ' the angle formed by the intersection of the plane of mo-
tion with that of projection and the circle of declination of

the star counted from the north point through the east point

N.S. Vol. 11. No. 62. Feb. 1832. P to
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to 360°, and if we denote the right ascension and declination

of the pole of the plane of motion by A and D, we have

theise equations

:

sin D = cos i' sin 8 + sin i' cos S sin 8 '

cos D sin (a— A) = + sin f' cos Q,

cos D cos (a— A) = cos i' cos 8 + sin f sin 8 sin £3
'

which may be simplified for the calculation by introducing

some auxiliary angles. By these equations the two planes

will be determined, respecting the choice of which the nature

of the problem leaves us in uncertainty.

As an example, 1 shall give the first application which

I have made of these formuUr, to the remarkable double star

10p Ophiuchi, in order to ascertain their utility. I need hardly

remark, that the following numbers are only to serve as an

example, and that they are not to be deemed entitled to the

character of a determination of the orbit. The observations lo

which I first confined my calculations were the following, in

which the angles p are counted from the eastern part of the

parallel through the north.

10 2^ Ophiuchi.

Time of the

Observation.
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methods, which have since been abandoned. From these ob-

servations I selected, with proper regard to the remarks of

the observers, the following four

:

1779-77 0° 0'

1803-38 122 32
1820-20 288 9
1823-27 296 55

The latter distance properly belongs to 1822, but as the

preceding observations left it doubtful whether the distance

was then increasing or decreasing, 1 applied no correction to

it for adapting it to the year 1823. The distance for 1803-38

was deduted from ^i" —^j = q^ ~r//
^^ means of the two

values of Api for one year; viz. for 1803, this value is =8"^ 20',

and for the interval 1820 to 1823 the same is = 2° 52'. The
other values are means of several numbers. Having carried

on the calculation with six decimal places, I give it here to

the same extent. Four places would have been perfectly suf-

ficient. The formulae (A) gave first,

(0 12) = + 10-01579 (0 2 3) = + 2-79683

(0 13) =—17-43508 (0 2 4) =+1-28164
(0 14)=— 19-02817 (0 34)=+ 3-08244

and hence the formulae (B) and (C)

(12 3) = 30-24770 (12 4) = 30-32560

(13 4)= 4-67553 (2 3 4)= 4-59763

(12 3 4) = 34-92323.

From (6) the following values resulted :

? = 81°17'47"-3 log tang (45°+ ?) = 0-134021^

^1= 45 12 13 -9 log tang (45 + Q = 2-448786„

^2= 44 43 21 -1 log tang (45 + Q — 2-314900.

The example was unfavourable as 45° + ^i and 45° + ?2 ^^^

so near 90° that the equation of condition could not be per-

fectly fulfilled without arbitrary alterations.

Next the following logarithms were calculated by (19)

:

log N = 8-891624; log Nj = 1-543115; log N^ = l-409224„j

and from the first, third and sixth equations of (20) for deter-

mining a came out thus :

h = [8-333596 ~| t^ ^ (/3-a) + 0-42422
L J sm 2y

h = [o-179192„] ^^1^ ^ (y-|3) +0-16628

^- = [7-58941 8
"I
-^i^

vl/(|3+ a) +1-00405
L J sm 2y ^

P 2 where
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where the logarithms in [ ] are common logaritlira^i Jf ^Ye

assume as a first hypothesis that thi2; quantities ^ iare equal to

the quantities E, we have ...... \» j>.j

« =^ H{pi -;ih) - ijPi -'?,)} =- 28°,

and hence by the equations: '
•

tang /3 =!tang (^S^i +X) tang «

tang y = tang (45 +^i) tang a

•we find /3. (about) == + 36°, y = + 90°. We take, therefore,

.fropa the. table for :./

/3— a==.6^°, vt(|3— a) = 6-06(54GO

y-/3 = 54. , A> (r-l3) = 6041780,
and we obtain these two equations : . '

•X,---== r4-400056l-fc^ + 0-'42422,..•- -' sm 2y

^,= r6-220972„1 ^5^=^ + 0-16628.
' L J sin 2a

Putting in these formi^lae first a = —28°, we obtain for A-

1"14393 and .0'81289; and as the equations prove that the

diminution of the negative « will tend to equalize the values

of kf we readily get by. making « = —24° these values :

0-94^06 ajid '0-94945.

If we now correct the llihctions ^{^—u) &c., or rather seek

for every a, /3, y, the accurate vdlues, we shall find from the

two first equations a = —24° 30' 31 "'4, k = 0*94453.

The above third equation gives witl^this value k = 1-01467.

This difference is so triflinff that one might almost cbrrect it

by the time; It would only be required to' piit 1823*50 m-
stead of 182S^-27, which would perhaj^s bfe allowable. In

order, however, to- represent niost nearly the observations

actually adopted,' I made, a second trial by assuming q^ = 4-74,

and obtained by a new calculation of (1 2 4) (13 4) (13 4),

?, ^1, ^,, forthe.se yalue.s; « =—25° 44'-5 k = 0-99502

by the two first eqyations, and k = 0-99098 by the third

equation. It was now to be concluded with certainty that

for g.,
= 4-746 all the values would so nearly agree together

as to allow a perfect agreement to be effected by correcting

the times. The new definitive values were accoixlingly

:

(012) = + 10-01579 (023)= + 2-79683

(0 13) = — 1 7-43508 . (0 2 4) = + 1 -254 1

6

(0 14) =—18-62013 (0 3 4) =+3-01634 whence

(12 3) = 30-24770 (12 4) = 29-89008

(134)= 4-20139 (234)= 1--55901

(12 3 4) = 34-44909
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,5 = §^°43'- 6"'8 • log tang (^4-5° + ?) = 0-l-27330„

\'= 44' '..0 1 -5 log tang (4-5 + ?i) = 1 '758266

% z= 46^0 24 -0 log tang (45 + y = l-630936„

From the above values of a. the true one was readily to be

derived witti a near approximation, and the smaUness of the

divisor 2y giving rise to some uncertainty I preferred em-
Jploying th* 'et|iiations'(lt.J). Henee,I;found that all the values

aorreed^'ir the observations were assun>ed as follows :

' 70
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XVI. On the Structure and Extent of the South Welsh' Coal-

basin. By the Rev. W. D. Conybeare, M.A. F.R.S.

V.P.G.S.

To the Editors of the Philosophical Magazine and Anyials.

Gentlemen,

A VERY interesting paper by Mr. Francis Forster on the

Structure of the South Welsh Coal-basin, &c. has lately

appeared in the Transactions of the Newcastle Natural Hi-
story Society, a volume which throughout deserves high

commendation, as being most creditable to the progress of

provincial science; but which is more especially valuable from
the importance of the many geological communications which
it contains. My own especial object in noticing it, however, at

present arises from the circumstance that the author of the

very able paper above referred to, whose observations seem to

have been confined to the portion west of Swansea, appears

to have been unacquainted that I have been long engaged in

preparing materials for illustrating this coal-field on the same
scale which I have already applied to those of Bristol and
the Forest of Dean (vide Geological Transactions). The con-

stant accumulation of materials from a district on the border
of which I reside, has alone prevented my hitherto completing

a memoir on the subject, intended to be submitted, as a com-
pletion of my former essays on the South-western Coal-fields,

to the Geological Society. But in the summer of 1830, a letter

on the subject, addressed by me to my friend Mr.Warburton,
was laid by him before the Select Committee of the House of

Commons on the Coal Trade : it was printed by them in the

Appendix to their Report, p. 39-1. And as it contains a ge-

neral view of my observations on the structure of this district,

and appears from Mr. Forster's paper to have been entirely

unknown to him, it may perhaps be interesting to some ob-

servers of the same field, should it now be reprinted in the

pages of your Journal *.

Truly yours,

1, Ulster Place, Regent's Park. W. D. CoNYBEARE.

* In addition to the points mentioned in the following letter, my most
important (ieologicai oliservalions on the district, relate to the details of

great dislocations affecting the northern edge of the coal-field, hctwcen the

upper trenches of the Taafe, Neath and Towe : these dislocations gene-

rally range east and west, and throw down the limestone and millstone grit

many hundred feet, thus occasioning a double outcrop of these formations,

with an interval of f.ometimes nearly four miles. 'I'he best example maybe
seen in the range of highly inclined ;uul curved limestone ranging from Bwa
maen (Vale of Neatin in the direction of Pcndcrin.

Letter
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Letterfrom the Rev. W. D. Conybeare to Henry Warburton,
Esq. respectitig the Extent and Qiiantity ofSouth Welsh Coal.

My dear Sir,

I trouble you again with a few lines, Dr. Buckland
having written to me, wishing to have my opinion as to the

extent and quantity of the South Welsh Coal. As he re-

quired a speedy answer, I was obliged to give him a somewhat
vague one; but having reconsidered the subject, I will ex-

plain to yourself more in detail my data and my mode of ap-

plying them in the calculation.

1. 1 consider our coal as conveniently subdivisible into

three series : the first, in the shale below the Pennant, being

that worked around our iron-works at Merthyr, &c. The
coal above this may be divided into the middle series, be-

tween the former and the third or the upper series, very well

worked in Monmouthshii'e. Now as to the thickness of these

series ; for the lowest, I may mention the following sections :

Vale of Gwaundreth, 47 feet ; Aberdare (only the inferior

members of this section worked), 25 feet ; Aberpergwni
(only part of the series worked), 41 feet; Merthyr, 58 feet;

Tredegar (only part of the series), 39 feet; Pontypool, 44 feet;

Risca (only part), 30 feet ; Garth-hill (only part), 34| feet;

Llanharran, 68 feet. From these data, which are from distant

points throughout more than two-thirds of its range, I may
safely consider the average thickness of this lower series of coal

underrated if I take it at 35 feet. For the middle and upper
series, I have not such good or numerous data, but 1 am sure

they will be underrated if I take the former at 15 feet, the

latter at 10 feet, which will be 35+ 15 + 10 = 60 feet in all.

Martin makes them amount to considerably more, namely,
95 feet, and I hardly think he is in excess, but I am anxious
not to overstate the matter.

Next as to the extent of these beds.—With regard to the

structure of the coal-basin, 1 have only one very important
addition to make to Martin's description ; namely, that an
anticlinal line, throwing up the beds, traverses a great part
of it longitudinally, ranging almost due east from Aberavon,
half a mile north of the mouth of the Avon, by Cefn Eglwy-
sillan, two or three miles north of Caerphilly, a little beyond
which it expires. This anticlinal line is of mineral importance,
because it either throws up, quite to the surface, the lowest
shales, which are the principal seat of both the coal and iron

ore, as is the case at Aberavon and Dyffryn Llynfi (where new
works have accordingly been lately instituted), or it brings

those shales throughout its course within attainable depth ; it

has
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has, therefpre, the effect of renderhig this important part o('

our deposits accessible throutrhout a much greater extent than

would otherwise have been the case. Martin's view of the

section of the basin beinir thus :

—

Martin's Structure.

North

The true Structure.

Sottih.

North. South.

I shall call the two subdivisions of the great basin, hence re-

sulting, A and B, taking A for the northern division, B for

the southern: the strata lie much more flatly in A than in

B, the dip in the latter being always considerable.

Before I proceed as to the extent of the beds, I would men-
tion, that it appears to me that our calculation ought only to

include the workable extent. Now I can hardly consider coal

beds as workable at a lower depth than 200 fathoms beneath the

lowest points of the adjacent valleys. Beyond this tl)e expense,

of drainage, &c. &c. would be too enormous ; I therefore da
not think we can reckon on the whole extent of any given bed
in the coal-field, but only on that part of its extent which is

within tiiis depth from the level of the adjoining valley,

I find it convenient, for the purpose of t)ur examination,

to divide our coal-basin into four districts: 1. from Pontypool

to the valley of the Taafe ; 2. thence to Dyfiryn Llynfi
;

3, thence to Kidwelly; 4. the Pembrokeshire portion.

Tlie princij^al part of the range of my anticlinal line is in

District II. though its extremities extend into District I. on
the east, and into District III. on the west, but not so as ma-
terially to aflect our calculations.

District I.—The outer edge of the lower series ranges

along a line of 35 miles, from Merthyr, by Pontypool, to the

gorge of the Taafe at Castle Coch, three miles north of Cardiff:

when I say tlie outer edge, I do not mean the extreme

boundary, viz. the outcrop of the very lowest coal beil ; be-

cause, if I took it so, 1 should of course assume an extent too

great for the upper members. I have taken, therefore, a mid-
dle
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die line between the outcrop of the highest and lowest bed of

this series. Now the dip along this line varies greatly, being,

in the north, from 1 in 24- to 1 in 12; and on the south, where

the beds are most disturbed, 2 or 4; in 10 : but as the dip of

about 1 in 12 predominates through much the most conside-

rable portion, I think we may take the average as 1 in 8,

which will give 100+ fathoms per mile, and this will yield a

breadth of 2 miles, measured from the outcrop to that point

where the beds reach the assumed extreme workable depth of

200 fathoms beneath the level of the valleys ; but since, after

thus first making their appearance on the surface, they range

at least a mile further along the sides of the hills, we may take

3 miles as the breadth of the workable zone; its superficial

extent will be, therefore, 35x3 miles =105 square miles.

The anticlinal line of Cefn Eglwysillan must again bring these

beds within working depth, from Newbridge east to Bed-
was, near which this line inosculates with the outer edge of

the basin : but the strata along this line have not yet been

explored, not being raised anywhere quite to the surface

;

though just across Newbridge, in the next district, there are

pits on them. I will not, however, make any allowance on
this account, but take it as a set-off' against the quantity

worked out on the north edge among our iron works.

The middle series in this district I consider as nowhere
sinking beneath the working level, and the coal maj' therefore

be procured wherever the series exists. Drawing a line through

the middle of the outcrop of this series (to allow for the less

extent of its upper members), I make it occupy, in the part

of this district north of the Eglwysillan Saddle, an extent of

80 square miles, and south of ditto, about 30; total, 110

square miles. The upper coals form an oval between Llan-

vabon and Crumlin Bridge (I refer always to places in Mr.
Greenough's Map), about 8 miles long x 3 broad = 24
square miles ; this is in A, north of the Saddle. I do not know
that this series is found in B.

District 11.—The lower series is not, I believe, anywhere
below the working level in this district. I calculate its extent

north of the Saddle in A, 200 square miles; and south of it

in B, 100 square miles. The middle series is here also about

100 square miles in A, and 50 in B; the upper series hardly

takes ground anywhere in this district.

District III.—The lower coals are workable all along the

northern outer edge ; but as the southern edge is much broken
into by Swansea Bay, &c. we cannot take the line at more than

40 miles long. I take the workable breadth of this zone at

3 miles, which gives for the result 120 square miles. The
N. S. Vol. 1 1. No. 62. Feb. 1832. Q middle
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middle series I here estimate at 100 square miles; the upper
at 40 square miles.

District IV.—Pembrokeshire contains only the lower se-

ries; it is much disturbed; and as we cannot consider every

bed extending throughout the whole area, I would on that

account deduct half the thickness of this series, and take it

here as only 17 feet. The area occupied I estimate at 100

square miles.

From all this my general results are, for the lower series,

District I. 105 square miles; District II. 300 squai'e miles;

District III. 120 square miles; total, 525 square miles, at

35 feet thick; and District YV. 100 square miles, at 17 feet.

For the middle beds. District I. 1 10 square miles ; District II.

150 square miles; District III. 100 square miles; total, 360
square miles. For the upper beds, District I. 24 square miles

;

District III. 40 square miles; total, 64 square miles. You
may easily calculate the tonnage hence resulting. You will

find in the Agricultural Survey of South Wales, vol. ii. p. 351,

a calculation, in which it is expressly said that deduction is

made for the less extent of the upper beds, which extent is there

assumed to be much more considerable than in my estimate.

I have here, I think, fully set before you my principles and
method of proceeding, and you can readily judge for yourself

of their probable accuracy. In a letter to Dr. Buckland, I also

pointed out some directions in which I apprehended judicious

trials, by boring, might probably discover new coal-fields, after

our present ones are exhausted. For instance, I have little

doubt that such exist south of the Mendip Hills, towards the

Quantocks: foi', since we know, from the dip of the Mendips
and from the quarries of Cannington Park, that there is in this

direction a limestone basin covered up by red marl which hides

its contents, those contents are, very probably, on the south

of the Mendip chain (as we know them to be in the basin to

the north of it) coal and coal-measures. Truly yours,

VV. D. CoNYBEARE.

XVII. Notices respecting New Books.

Description of the Petrifactions i7i the Museum of the University of
lioun, by Professor Goldfuss.

THE Third Part of this valuable work has just.appeared ; and in

point of interest from its contents, and in the beauty of execution,

it is fully equal to the First and Second Parts. Although several copies

come to England, tlic work is not so generally known as it deserves;

for it is eminently calculated to advance geological science. Its title

is " Pktrefacta Musf.i Bonnensis,—Abbildungen und Beschrei-

bungen
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bungen der Petrefacten des Museums der Kdn. Pr. Bh. Uni/. zu
Bonn, von Dr. August Goldfuss." Folio, Diisseldorf ; Arnz and Co.
Each Part contains 25 lithographs, and eighty pages of letterpress,

and the work will be completed in Five or Six Parts.

The design of the publication is to give a systematic representation

and description of Petrifactions, and chiefly of those found in Germany;
in so far as the author has an opportunity of obtaining specimens of

them. The Museum of the University of Bonn is extremely rich in

these objects, and is continually receiving additions. The work con-
tains no copies of figures given in other works, but original por-
traits of specimens, drawn under the author's inspection by a very

distinguished artist. The text gives the characters of the genera and
species, the formation in which the fossil is found, and the place from
whence it comes, in Latin, and a more copious description in German.
There are several eminent naturalists who are contributors to the

work 3 among whom maybe mentioned Count Munster, M. Von
Buch, M. Hoeninghaus of Crefeld^ Professor Braun of Heidelberg,

M. Alberti, and M. Voltz.

The arrangement adopted by the author is zoological, and begins
with zoophytes, and then proceeds to radiaria, annulata and shells.

The First and Second Parts contain the zoophytes (of which there are

a great many species from the transition limestone hitherto unde-
scribed,) and the echinites. A full examination and arrangement of

the corals was long a desideratum. The Third Part contains the stel-

lerides, encrinites, and serpulites ; together with some additional

specimens of corals, and among the latter, the small species found at

Dudley. Among the stellerides and encrinites there are several

very remarkable species.

The number of species of zoophytes, of which figures are given,

amounts to 156, of which 147 are now for the first time described.

Of the echinites there are 109, and of these 59 were hitherto unde-
scribed. There are 50 species of encrinites, 18 of stellerides, and 78
of serpulites.

The author has paid particular attention to the synonyms, with the

hope of putting an end to the confusion which has so long prevailed

from inattention to them.

XVIII. Proceedings ofLearned Societies.

ROYAL SOCIETY.

Nov. 17, 1831,—'T'HE following Papers were read. The first was
-* entitled, " Researches in Physical Astronomy—

' On the Theory of the Moon.' " By J. W. Lubbock, Esq. V.P.
and Treasurer of the Royal Society.

This paper is a continuation of the author's former paper on the
same subject, in which he gives the developments which are required
in the second approximation, or that in which the square of the dis-
turbing force is retained.

The author has not yet attempted to obtain numerical results, but
he considers this method of solution equally advantageous with the
method hitherto adopted, and that the calculation which would tend

Q2 to
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to perfect the tables of the moon is a desideratum in physical astro-

nomy.
The author has obtained numerical results in the first approxima-

tion ; the value of the variation agrees within a few seconds with the

result of Newton in the third volume of the Prhicipia.

The next paper was entitled, " On the Tides," by the same.

This paper contains tables of the results of observations made at

Brest, with regard to the principal inequality of the tides, or that

which is independent of the parallaxes and declinations of the moon
and sun, and depends solely on the moon's age, that is, on the time

of her passage through the plane of the meridian
;
from which it ap-

pears that the tables of the tides for London are not applicable to

Brest, by merely changing the establishment, that is, by adding a con-

stant quantity, as has been hitherto supposed ; and the same remark
applies to any distant parts.

The third paper vvas entitled, " On the Structure of the Human
Placenta and its connection with the Uterus." By Robert Lee, M.D.
F.R.S. Physician to the British Lying-in Hospital.

In the year 1/80 Mr. John Hunter presented a paper to the Royal

Society, in which he laid claim to the discovery of the true structure

of the placenta, and of its vascular connections with the uterus. From
the appearances which he observed in a preparation of the gravid

uterus, after both the veins and arteries had been injected, and a lon-

gitudinal incision made through the anterior parietes of the uterus

where the placenta adhered to its internal surface, he was led to con-

clude that the arteries which are not immediately employed in con-

veying nourishment to the uterus go on towards the placenta, and
proceeding obliquely between it and the uterus, pass through the

decidua without ramifying; and that just before entering the placenta,

after making two or three spiral turns, they open at once into its

spongy substance. The corresponding veins he represents as com-
mencing from the spongy substance of the placenta by wide mouths,

and after passing obliquely through the decidua, entering the sub-

stance of the uterus and immediately communicating with the proper

veins of that organ. Dr. Wm. Hunter's description of tlie same
vessels accords with that of his brother. He regards the placenta as

consisting of two distinct parts, namely, an umbilical portion which

belongs to the foetus, and a uterine portion which belongs to the

mother, each having its peculiar system of arteries and veins ; and he

supposes that while, in the foetal portion, the arteries and veins form

continuous canals, these two sets of vessels communicate, in the

uterine portion, by the intervention of cells, into which the arteries

terminate, and from which the veins begin.

The subject was afterwarils investigated by Noortwych, Roederer,

and Haller, but without any satisfactory result ; and the doctrines

laid down by the Hunters were generally acquiesced in by subsequent

anatomists.

The author of the present paper having had opportunities of exa-

mining six gravid uteri, and many placent<e ex|ielled in natural

labour, finds reason to conclude that no cellular structure, such as

that
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that described by Dr. Hunter, exists in the human placenta, and that

there is no connection between this organ and the uterus by great

arteries and veins. He thinks himself warranted in concluding that

the placenta does not consist of two portions, maternal and fcetal,

but that the whole of the blood sent to the uterus by the spermatic

and hypogastric arteries, except the small portion supplied to its pa-

rietes and to the membrana decidua by the inner membrane of the

uterus, flows into the uterine veins or sinuses ; and, after circulating

through them, is returned into the general circulation of the mother

by the spermatic and hypogastric veins, without entering the sub-

stance of the placenta. Such have been the results of the author's

own examinations of the structure of the gravid uterus, both when
injected and uninjected ; and also of an examination of the prepara-

tions of that organ, contained in the Hunterian Museum at Glasgow,

made at his request by Dr. Nimmo. These views are also corrobo-

rated by the careful examination by the author of a preparation of

the uterus with the placenta adhering to its inner surface, in the

Museum of the Royal College of Surgeons of London, which is sup-

posed to have been put up by Mr. Hunter himself nearly fifty years

ago. The cellular structure of the placenta has been too hastily in-

ferred from the masses of wax found interspersed in its substance,

after the vessels have been injected ; but this appearance the author

ascribes wholly to extravasation in consequence of rupture of the

vessels.

Nov. 24.—A paper was read, entitled, " Facts adduced in refuta-

tion of the assertion that the Female Ornithorhynchus Paradoxus has

Mammae." By Sir Everard Home, Bart. F.R.S.

The author, after a minute examination, in which he was assisted

by Mr. Hartshorn and Mr. Bauer, of* three specimens of female orni-

thorhynchi sent to him by Governor Darling, could not discover

mammae, although these parts are represented as existing by Professor

Meckel.

A paper was next read, entitled, " On an Inequality of long Period

in the Motions of the Earth and Venus." By George Biddell Airy,

A.M. Plumian Professor of Astronomy and Experimental Philosophy

in the University of Cambridge.

The author had pointed out, in a paper published in the Philo-

sophical Transactions for 1828, on the corrections of the elements of

Delambre's Solar Tables, that the comparison of the corrections of

the epochs of the sun and the sun's perigee, given by the late obser-

vations, with the corrections given by the observations of the last

century, appears to indicate the existence of some inequality not in-

cluded in the arguments of those tables *. As it was necessary, there-

fore, to seek for some inequality of long period, he commenced an

examination of the mean motions of the planets, with the view of

discovering one whose ratio to the mean motion of the earth could be

expressed very nearly by a proportion of which the terms are small.

The appearances of Venus are found to recur in very nearly the same

* See Phil. Mag. and Annals, N.S., vol. iii. p. 128.

order
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order every eight years ; some multiple, therefore, of the periodic

time of Venus is nearly equal to eight years'. It is easily seen that

this multiple must be thirteen ; and consequently eight times the mean
motion of Venus is nearly equal to thirteen times the mean motion of

the earth. The difi'erence is about one 'J40th of the mean annual

motion of the earth ; and it implies the existence of an inequality of

which the period is about 240 years. No term has yet been calcu-

lated whose period is so long with respect to the periodic time of the

planets disturbed. The value of the principal term, calculated from

the theory, was given by the author in a postscript to the paper

above referred to. In the present memoir he gives an account of the

method of calculation, and includes also other terms which are neces-

sarily connected with the principal inequality. The first part treats

of the perturbation of the earth's longitude and radius vector ; the

second of the perturbation of the earth in latitude j and the third of

the perturbations of Venus depending upon the same arguments.

The computations of the quantities themselves being effected by

means of algebraical equations of great complexity, and of numerical

calculations of considerable length, which afford in themselves no
ready means of verifying their accuracy, the author has been under

the necessity of examining closely every line of figures before he pro-

ceeded to another. Upon the whole he is certain that there is no

error of importance in the numbers he obtained j and that the only

probable source of error is the inevitable rejection of figures beyond

a certain place of decimals.

In concluding this investigation, the most laborious, probably, that

has yet been made in the planetary theory, he remarks that the term

in question is a striking instance of the importance to which terms,

apparently the most insignificant, may sometimes rise. As an illus-

tration of the magnitude of the errors which might under other cir-

cumstances have arisen from the neglect of this term, he further ob-

serves, that if the perihelion of Venus and the earth had opposite lon-

gitudes, and if the line of nodes coincided with the major axis, the

eccentricities and inclination having the same values as at present,

the coefficient of the inequality in the epoch would be 8""9, and all

the other terms would be important. A very small increase of the

eccentricities and inclination would double or treble these inequa-

lities.

Anniversary Meeting, Nov. 30.— His Royal Highness the Duke of

Sussex, K.G., President, in the Chair.

The President delivered the following Address :

—

Gentlemen,

The period, j)rovided by our Statutes, has ajjaiii come round, when
your Officers and Council must be reconstituted by your authority

;

and I feel myself called upon, in conformity with the custom which

has been sanctioned by my predecessors, to address you upon such

subjects connected with the Royal Society and its administration, as

the events of the last \ear may have rendered proper to be noticed

by
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by me. But before I touch upon other topics, I feel anxious to say

a few words upon my own position in the Society, and my views re-

specting it.

The Chair of the Royal Society has been filled by a rare succes-

sion of illustrious men, and I feel proud that I have been judged

worthy, upon any grounds, to occupy a situation which has become

dignified by its association with the names of those who have con-

ferred so much honour upon our country. It is indeed true that I

can enter into no competition witli such predecessors, as respects

scientific knowledge, which my early education, my public occupa-

tions, and even the duties of my rank, have prevented me from cul-

tivating; and attainincr to that extent 1 could have wished : but I

should do no honour to your kindness, which has placed me m this

high and dignified station, if I should profess that I considered my-
self wholly inadequate to the efficient discharge of many at least of

its public duties, or that I felt my occupation of this Chair was likely

to prove injurious either to the credit of the Society, or to the ad-

vancement of science. If such, indeed. Gentlemen, were my own
persuasion, I would not continue to fill this honourable post for

another hour.

The ostensible duties, in fact, of your President, are chiefly mini-

sterial : he is your organ to ask and to receive your decisions upon

the various questions which are submitted to you ; and he is your

public voice to announce them. Though he presides at the meet-

ings of your Council, he possesses but one voice among many ; in-

curring an equal responsibility in common with every one of its

members. He is your official representative in the administration

of the affairs of the British Museum : he presides in your name, by
virtue of your election of him, at the Board of Visitors of the Royal
Observatory, as appointed by His Majesty's Warrant : he is your
medium of communication with public bodies, and with the members
of the Government upon the various subjects important to the inter-

ests of science, which are either submitted to your consideration, or

which are recommended by you, through your Council, for the con-

sideration of others. For many of those functions I feel myself to

be somewhat prepared by my habits of life, as well as by my public

occupations : and for some of them more especially, if I may be
permitted to say so, by that very rank in which Providence has

placed me as a member of the Royal Family of this country ; for

though it would be most repugnant to my principles and my wishes

that the weight of my station should in any way influence the success

of an application which it was either improper to ask or inexpedient

to grant, I should feel it to be equally due to the dignity of this

Society and to my own, that the expression of your opinions and of

your wishes should experience both the respect and the prompt
attention to which it is so justly entitled.

But while I should consider it my duty to exert the just authority

of an English Prince in the assertion of your rights, and in the pro-

motion of the success of those objects which you may intrust to my
advocacy
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advocacy without these walls, yet within them I trust that I never

have made, and that I never shall make use of it, either for the pro-

motion of party purposes, or for the suppression of the candid, free

and unbiassed expression of your opinions. In this Chair I appear

as the Official Head of a Society comprising a great majority of the

most distinguished men in science and in literature within the Three
Kingdoms, and in this character alone I wisli to be recognised ; and
it is my most anxious desire to witness around me the free expres-

sion and interchange of opinions, subject to no restraints but such

as are requisite for the regularity and well government of every

numerous and mixed society.

I do not think it necessary. Gentlemen, to apologize to you for

thus enlarging upon topics, which, though personal in some respect

to myself, cannot be altogether destitute of interest to you ; inas-

much as it undoubtedly concerns you to understand distinctly the

principles by which I have regulated my conduct hitherto whilst

filling this Chair, and to which I shall continue to adhere in case I

should be honoured by being re-elected to it. And I am the more
anxious that they should be generally known, in consequence of

some circumstances which attended my election last year. If any

angry or uneasy feelings were called forth upon that occasion, I can

assure you that I do not, nor ever did, partake in them ; and it would
be a source of the most heartfelt pride to me if I could witness their

entire extinction in a cordial cooperation amongst all our members
to promote the advancement of science and the common honour of

our country ; to fulfil, in short, the solemn obligation imposed upon

us individually and collectively by our charter, to promote the good
of the Royal Society, established for the advancement of natural

knowledge, and to pursue the ends for which it was originally

founded.

Having ventured to say thus much upon a subject of some deli-

cacy, though in no respect painful to myself, I trust that I may be

permitted to add a few words more upon another topic which is

nearly connected with it, and which is to express my respect for the

accomplished philosopher to whom I had the honour, I will not say

misfortune, to find myself opposed last year. His name has been

familiar to me from my earliest years, for it is that of one whom my
Royal Father deliglited to patronize, and which is inscribed in im-

perishable characters upon the great monuments of the universe,

the knowledge of which he contributed so greatly to extend. 1

knew that venerable man when full of years and of honour, and I

can well conceive the feelings of placid triumph and pride with

which he must have contemplated the rising promise of his son.

AVhat the maturer fruits of that early promise iiave been, it is not

necessary for me to state when addressing the members of this

Society : it is sufficient to say, that there is no one among the most

illustrious men of England whom the concurrent voice of his coun-

trymen would have j)oiiited out as more worthy of the distinguished

and peculiar mark of royal favour and approbation which he has so

recently
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recently received than Sir John Herschel. Towards such a man I

can entertain no feelings but those of admiration, respect and good-
will, and which I trust, if fed by a more intimate acquaintance, will

ultimately lead to those of sincere friendship.

The labours of your Council during the past year have been more
than commonly important, and have been directed to objects which
deeply concern the welfare, good government and general utility of
our establishment. For the particulars of those labours I must refer

you to the Report which has been so ably drawn up by one of your
Secretaries, Dr. Roget, and which will be read to you by him at the

conclusion of this Address. I trust, however, that in one particular

I may be excused if I trespass upon the province of that Report ; if

with the natural partiality of an affectionate brother and a loyal

subject, I venture to record the gracious expressions of His Majesty
when he inscribed his Royal Name in our Charter-book as the Patron
of the Royal Society, in the presence of the Council. His Majesty
then declared his gracious intention of continuing the same protection

to this Society which had been extended to it by his royal prede-
cessors ; that His Majesty had learnt from the professional pursuits

of his early life to estimate the immense benefits which science had
conferred upon this country in particular, and upon the world in

general, by perfecting the art of navigation ; that it had produced
similar effects upon all the arts of life, however apparently remote
from the source from which they flowed ; that the progress of civi-

lization amongst nations was generally coextensive with the improve-
ments in science and the extent of its practical application ; and that

His Majesty should feel it to be his duty, as the Sovereign of these

Kingdoms, to aid by his encouragement the exertions of the Royal
Society to fulfil the great objects of its foundation. His Majesty
concluded by recommending us in strong terms to cultivate friendly

relations with the great scientific establishments of other countries,

with a view to the free and liberal interchange of knowledge and
discoveries. And here allow me, Gentlemen, to pause for a moment,
with a view to remark that our Gracious Sovereign, in giving us this

wholesome admonition relative to foreign scientific bodies, meant in

a most delicate and dignified way, silently to convey to us his royal

and paternal pleasure and advice as to the j^harmony and friendly

intercours,e which he wished us to maintain with all our national

institutions, and more particularly amongst ourselves. Such senti-

ments, Gentlemen, are worthy of a King of England : and permit me
further to observe, that it affords me additional pride and satisfac-

tion that circumstances should have combined together so fortunately

as to have made me the organ of such gracious communications be-

tween our Royal Patron and the Royal Society.

The Council, upon the same occasion, had the honour of presenting,

in the name of the Society, a dutiful and loyal Address to Her Ma-
jesty the Queen, who most condescendingly received them, and most
graciously declared her intention of extending her support and pro-

tection to the Royal Society.

N. S. Vol. U. No. 62. Feb. 1832. R The
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The list of Fellows wliom the Society has lost during the last

year is more extensive than usual, and the time will not allow me
more than to take a brief and passing notice of some of them, whose

labours have brought them into a more immediate connection with

this Society and the great objects which it proposes to pursue.

Mr. Abernethy was one of those pupils of John Hunter who ap-

pears the most completely to have caught the bold and philosophical

spirit of investigation of his great master. He was the author of

various works and memoirs upon physiological and anatomical or

surgical subjects, including three papers which have appeared in

our Transactions. Few persons have contributed more abundantly

to the establishment of the true principles of surgical or medical

practice in those cases which require that minute criticism of the

symptoms of disease, upon the proper knowledge and study of which

the perfection of medical art must mainly depend. As a lecturer he

was not less distinguished than as an author ; and he appears to

have possessed the art of fixing strongly the attention of his hearers,

not less by the just authority of his opinions, than by his ready com-

mand of apt and forcible illustrations. He enjoyed during many
years of his life a more than ordinary share of public favour in the

practice of his profession ; and though not a little remarkable for

the eccentricities of his manners and an afi'ectcd roughness in his

intercourse with his ordinary patients, he was generally kind and

courteous in those cases which required the full exercise of his skill

and knowledge, and also liberal in the extreme when the infliction

of poverty and privation was superadded to those of disease.

Captain Henry Foster was a member ofthe profession which, under

all circumstances, is so justly celebrated for activity and enterprise,

and which, when w^anting the stimulus of war, has on many occasions

lately distinguished itself by the zealous and successful cultivation

of those studies and the practice of those observations which are so

essentially connected with the improvement of navigation. He ac-

companied Captain Basil Hall, in the Conway, in his well-known

voyage to South America, and assisted him materially in his pendu-

lum and other observations. He afterwards joined Captain Parry

in the second of his celebrated voyages ; and at Port Bowen and

other stations within the Arctic Circle, he made, with the assistance

of Captain Parry and others, a most valuable and extensive series

of observations upon the diurnal variation, diurnal intensity and dip

of the magnetic needle, and upon other subjects connected with ter-

restrial magnetism and astronomical refractions, which formed an

entire fourth part of oiu- Transactions for 1 826, and was printed

at the especial expense of the Board of Longitude. For these papers

he received the Copley Medal; and tiie Lords of the Admiralty ac-

knowledged their sense of the honour which was thus conferred upon

the profession to which he belonged, by immediately raising him to

the rank of Commander, and by appointing him to the command of

the Chanticleer upon a voyage of discovery and observation in the

South Seas. It was during the latter part of this voyage that he

perished
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perished by an unfortunate accident ; but I am happy to say that

the public is not likely to lose altogether the benefit of his labours,

and that he has left behind him an immense mass of observations of
various kinds, which the Lords of the Admiralty have confided partly

to this Society, and partly to the Astronomical Society, with a view

to their publication in such a form as may best serve the interests

of science, and may most tend to establish the character and fame
of their lamented author.

The Reverend Fearon Fallows was a distinguished cotemporary
of Sir John Herschel at Cambridge, and throughout his life an
ardent cultivator of astronomical science. In the year 1821 he was
appointed Astronomer Royal at the Cape of Good Hope, to which
place he immediately proceeded, though provided only with a small

transit and an altitude and azimuth instrument, a clock, and a few
other absolutely necessary appendages of an observatory. In the

course of the two following years he completed a catalogue of 273
southern stars, which was published in our Transactions for 1824.
The delays which subsequently took place in the building of the

observatory, which was not completed before 1828, and the want of
those capital instruments which were required to put it into complete
operation, although they did not interrupt or check either the in-

dustry of his research or the accuracy of his observations, yet by
making them necessarily imperfect, deprived them of a very con-

siderable part of their value.

When the mural circle at last arrived, and when he at length ima-
gined himself in possession of the means of effecting the great object

of his ambition, by making the catalogues of the stars of the southern

hemisphere rival, in accuracy and completeness, those of the

northern, he found new difficulties meeting him in the derangements
occasioned in so large an instrument, by embarking, disembarking,

and fixing it, thus producing errors which were nearly irremediable in

the absence of the original maker, or of any superior artist. In the

midst of these harassing discouragements he was attacked by severe

illness, and at the same time deprived of his assistant by a similar

cause, yet even under these afflictions he continued true to his duty
;

and in a letter to one of his friends a short time before his death, he
describes himself as being carried daily in a blanket by his servants

from his sick room to the observatory for the purpose of winding
up his clocks and chronometers. His disease at last assumed the

form of an incurable dropsy, and he died a short time before his in-

tended embarkation for England, whither at last he had reluctantly

consented to return, when his recovery at the Cape was pronounced
to be hopeless.

In the course of the year 1829 he made, in conjunction with
Captain Ronald and Mr. Johnstone, a very complete series of pen-
dulum observations, w-hich were published in our Transactions for

the year 1830 : and the Lords of the Admiralty are in possession of
a very extensive series of astronomical observations made during
the last seven years of his life, which it is to be hoped that, before
long, they will cause to be given to the public.

R 2 Lieutenant
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Lieutenant Colonel Macdonald, son of the celebrated Flora Mac-
donald, besides many professional and other works, was also the

author of two papers in our Transactions for the years 1796 and

1798, containing observations upon the diurnal variation and dip of

the magnetic needle made at Fort Marlborough in Sumatra, accom-

panied likewise by some observations upon their causes.

Mr. Thomas Greatorex, the well-known musician, was the author

of a paper on the measurement of the heights of mountains. He
was a person of great modesty and simplicity of character, and pos-

sessed a knowledge of some branches of mathematics and of natural

philosophy which is rarely met with in the members of his profes-

sion.

Sir Thomas Frankland, as long ago as the year 1795, was the au-

thor of a short paper in our Transactions on the welding of cast

steel and iron.

Mr. Wm. Strutt of Derby was the author of those great improve-

ments in the construction of stoves, and in the economical generation

and distribution of heat, which have of late years been so extensively

and so usefully introduced in the warming and ventilation of hos-

pitals and public buildings. He possessed a very great knowledge

of practical mechanics, and employed himself through the whole

course of a very active life in the furtherance of objects of public

utility.

Dr. Parkinson, Archdeacon of Leicester, gained the highest ho-

nours at Cambridge, and was the author of a treatise on mechanics.

In his early life he was employed, in conjunction with Israel Lyons

and others, in the formation of the tables requisite to be used with

the Nautical Almanac.

Dr. Sims was a very zealous cultivator of botanical science, and

continued for many years the publication of Curtis's Botanical Ma-
gazine.

Dr. Ferris, besides other professional publications, was the author

of a work entitled " A General View of the establishment of Physic

as a Science in England."

The Rev. William Holwell Carr was a gentleman of refined and

cultivated taste, and a liberal patron of the fine arts ; he has esta-

blished no slight claim upon the gratitude of his country by the be-

quest of his collection of exquisite pictures to the British Museum,
whose Council have thought it most adviseable, for their better pre-

servation and security, as well as for the furtherance of that gentle-

man's views in making such a magnificent present to the nation, to

deposit them in the British Gallery.

The Earl of Darnley was a liberal patron of tlie Fine Arts, and a

zealous friend of all useful public institutions : and he gave a most

convincing ])roof of the interest which he felt in the promotion of

natural knowledge, by the formation and maintenance of a noble

collection of rare and curious plants and animals.

Mr. Thomas Hope, the justly celebrated author of Anastasius,

and Dr. Magce, Archbishop of Dublin, author of the great work

upon the Atonement, are names not likely to be soon forgotten in

the
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the literary history of this country ; but they require no further

notice from me, as their labours are altogether foreign to the pur-

suits of this Society.

The only Foreign Member whose death we have to record is the

celebrated Sommerriug, who died lately at Frankfort, his native city,

full of years and honour. His numerous and most splendid ana-

tomical works, particularly those on the different organs of sense,

have long placed him at the head of the anatomists of Germany, and
probably of Europe.

I cannot conclude this Address, Gentlemen, without again request-

ing you to accept my assurances of the sense which 1 entertain of

the high honour of presiding over this Society, and of my determi-

nation to promote its interests to the utmost of my power and ability,

in case it should be your pleasure to confide them again to my keep-

ing, by electing me a second time to fill this Chair.

Report of the Council to the Amiiversary Meeting on St. Andrexvs
Day, 1831.

The Council, to whom the Society has confided the management
of its affairs during the past year, in giving an account of the man-
ner in which they have endeavoured to discharge that trust, have
in the first place to congratulate the Society upon the honour which
has been conferred upon them by His present Majesty's having
been graciously pleased to become the Patron of the Society^ and
by his having expressed a warm interest in its prosperity.

They wish, in the next place, to call the attention of the Society

to the alterations they have made in the Statutes. It has for some
time past appeared desirable that the Statutes should undergo a
thorough revision with a view to their improvement and adaptation

to the present state of the Society. The Council, anxious to ac-

complish this important object in the most effective manner with
respect to the permanent interests of the Society, solicited the
assistance of such of the Fellows as seemed to be most able, as well

as willing, to give them the benefit of their valuable advice and co-
operation in the performance of this difficult task. Three members
of their own body having, on this occasion, intimated their inability

to attend, from the pressure of other avocations, and their wish,

in consequence, to retire from the Council, the Society was called

upon to supply the vacancies occasioned by these resignations.

The number of the Council being completed by these new elec-

tions, twenty-one other Fellows (a number equal to their own) were
selected from the Society, for the purpose of composing with the
Council a Committee of forty-two members for preparing the re-

quisite emendations in the Statutes, and also for inquiring whether
it might be advisable to propose any alterations in the existing
Charter of the Society.

This Committee held several meetings for the discussion of these
subjects. It was found upon investigation, that several improve-
ments which were suggested could not be effected consistently with

the
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the powers granted by the present Charter: and it was finally

agreed that the advantages to be expected from those changes

would be more than compensated by the difficulties and expenses

that would attend the procuring of a new Charter. The Committee,

therefore, proceeded to direct their attention to the effecting of

Buch emendations of the Statutes as were compatible with the

powers granted by the Charter, and which appeared to afford ample

means for the introduction of much improvement. Many of the

Statutes which, in the course of time, had become no longer con-

formable to the practice, or adapted to the existing circumstances

of the Society, were rescinded ; many which required an altera-

tion in their form were remodelled ; the language in which the

whole was expressed was rendered more uniform, consistent and

precise; and several new regulations were introduced, calculated,

in the opinion of the Committee, to promote the objects and the

welfare of the Society. The result of the labours of the Committee

has been the amended edition of the Statutes in the form in which

they have since been printed, after having been adopted by the

Council, according to the forms prescribed in the Charter, and in

the former Statutes of the Society. The principal alterations that

have been made in the Statutes are the following

:

1. The number of Fellows whose signatures are required as pro-

posing and recommending a candidate for election into the Society

is now extended to six instead of three.

2. The times of election are now limited to the first ordinary

meetings of the Society in December, February, April and June.

3. Such persons as shall in future be elected Fellows will be al-

lowed to pay annual contributions of four pounds, as long as they

shall continue to be Fellows of the Society; but no bonds, as here-

tofore, shall be required for enforcing these payments.

4. Lists of persons whom the Council recommend to the Society

for election as Council and Officers for the ensuing year are to be

prepared previous to the anniversary meeting.

5. The process of balloting for the Council and Officers at the

anniversary meeting has been simplified by the employment of a

single balloting list for that purpose.

6. An abstract of the Society's accompts in each year is to be

prepared by the Treasurer, and printed for the use of the Fellows.

7. The duties of the Assistant Six re tnry and of the Librarian

are now united in one person, and the oilice of Housekeeper is

abolished.

8. Provision has been made for calling special general meet-

ings of the Society whenever they may appear to be necessary.

9. A great extension has been given to the time during which

the Library shall be accessible to the Fellows. It is now ordered

to be open every day, Sundays excepted, from eleven o'clock in

the morning till four in the afternoon, excepting on Good Friday,

and during Easter, VVhitsun and Christmas weeks.

10. Provision has been made for an annual inspection of the

Library at a stated period.

The
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The new Statutes are now printed for the use of the Fellows, and

may be had on application to the Assistant Secretary.

Since these Statutes have been framed, the Council have besides

adopted several specific regulations calculated to facilitate the bor-

rowing of books out of the Library, and for ensuring their regular

return at the proper period. They have also framed regulations

respecting the loan of instruments belonging to the Society, with

a view to the accommodation of Fellows wishing to borrow them,

and consistently with their preservation in good condition.

Pursuant to the agreement entered into with the Trustees of the

British Museum respecting the exchange of the Arundel manu-
scripts for books suited to the objects of the Society, the sum
of £956 Os. 3rf. was in July last received from the Trustees of the

Museum, with the condition annexed, that the money was to be

expended exclusively in the purchase of books, and that a list of

the books so purchased should be sent to the Trustees. Nearly

the whole of this sum has since been applied in the manner stipu-

lated for, and the Library of the Royal Society has in consequence

been enriched by a very large addition of works on scientific sub-

jects, which had long been wanting for the supply of its deficiencies

in those branches of knowledge, the promotion of which is more
particularly the object of the Royal Society,

A communication has lately been received from the Trustees of

the British Museum, stating that they expect to realize at least the

greater part of the remaining sum due to the Royal Society, on

account of the Arundel MSS. by the sale of duplicate books, in

the course of the ensuing spring; and that the money so realized

will be paid over without delay into the hands of the Treasurer of

the Royal Society.

The Council have in the course of the last summer ordered a

thorough inspection of the Library, and the accurate completion

of its Catalogue, a task for the proper execution of which consider-

able time and labour have been required, and which is now nearly

completed. With the kind assistance of Mr. Dollond, a list has

also been made of the philosophical instruments belonging to the

Society, and ordered to be printed for the use of the Fellows.

The increase of the Library and the probability of its future ex-

tension have rendered it extremely necessary that a more enlarged

space should be obtained than that afforded by the apartments at

present occupied by the Society. On this account the Council have
reason to congratulate the Society on the acquisition they have
lately made, by the favour of the Lords Commissioners of His Ma-
jesty's Treasury, on the application of His Royal Highness the

President, of the rooms lately occupied as the Privy Seal OfBce.

On a representation made to the Council of the advantages to be
expected from the application of the optical principle developed
by Mr. Barlow, to the construction of a telescope of large dimen-
sions, the Council appointed a Committee of inquiry into this sub-

ject ; and having received from them a report favourable to the suc-

cess of the measure, have given orders to Mr. Dollond to execute a

telescope
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telescope of that description under the superintendence of Mr.
Barlow*.

The Council have also to announce that they have placed the

papers containing the magnetical observations made by the late la-

mented Capt. Foster in his recent voyage of discovery (and which
have been transmitted to the Royal Society by the Lords Commis-
sioners of the Admiralty), in the hands of Mr. Christie, who has
obligingly offered to examine them, and has undertaken to condense
them with a view to publication by the Society.

The Council being desirous of obtaining authentic documents
respecting the tides, applied to the Admiralty for accounts of the
rise and fall of the sea, and the exact periods of high and low water
at the different sea-ports. Orders have in consequence been given
to the proper officers of the Dock-yards at Woolwich, Sheerness,
Portsmouth, and Plymouth, to make these observations, and re-

turns have already been received from those places. The Chair-
man and Directors of the London Dock Company have presented
to the Society the books containing a complete series of original

observations on the tides, referred to in a paper read to the Society
on that subject by Mr. Lubbock; for which favour the Council have
returned suitable acknowledgements.

Considerable uncertainty having prevailed with regard to many
points relating to the powers entrusted to the Society of conferring

certain honorary rewards, and also as to the principles which should
guide them in making the several awards of those honours, the

Council appointed a Committee for considering the whole of this

subject. The Committee, in the execution of this task, have made
a diligent search for all the documents relating to these subjects,

including the extracts from wills and other authorities, and the re-

solutions which have from time to time been made b)' the Council
relating to the medals; and have directed that separate lists should

be made out of all the persons who have received the honorary re-

wards bestowed by the Society, specifying the respective dates

and subjects for which they were awarded. Their exertions have
been ably and diligently seconded by the Assistant Secretary ; and
the Council have directed that the account which INIr. Hudson has
drawn up shall be printed for the use of the Fellows,

The Council, on the recommendation of the Committee, have
adopted the following regulations as to the mode of making the

several awards entrusted to them.

1. Tiie Copley Medal shall be awarded to the living author of

such philosophical research, either published or communicated to

the Society, as may appear to the Council to be deserving of that

honour. The particular object or subject of research, on account

of which the medal is awarded, shall be specified in making the

award. No limitation shall exist either as to the ])criod of time

within which that research was made, or to the particular country

to which its author may belong. It shall not bo awarded to any
person who is a lucmber of the Council at the time when the award
is made. Tiie medal may, as was formerly done, be given more than

• See Pliil. Mag. and Annals, N.S. vol. ix, p. 44.

—

Edit.

once
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once to the same person, iftlie Council deem it expedient so to mark
their high sense of the merit of the author. The medal shall, as far

as circumstances permit, be awarded annually.

2. No change is made in the mode of awarding the Royal medals,

formerly resolved upon by the Council.

3. At the first meeting of the Committee of papers held in each
year, some one paper then in the hands of the Secretaries, and in-

tended to be read to the Society, shall be selected as the Bakerian
Lecture for that year.

Inconvenience having arisen from the collection which the

Porter has hitherto been in the habit of making from the Fellows

of gratuities for the delivery of the Lists of the Society, the Council
have now ordered that from the day of the next anniversary, he
shall receive, in lieu of such gratuities, and of his>''ormer salary, a
salary at the rate of £60 per annum.

The Copley Medal has been adjudged to Professor Airy of Cam-
bridge, for his papers on the construction of the Achromatic Eye-
pieces of Telescopes, and on the Achromatism of Microsco])es; on the

Spherical Aberration of Eye-pieces, and for his other papers on optical

subjects in the Cambridge Philosophical Transactions.

The rules for the practical construction of eye-pieces, which were
chiefly formed by the elder Dollonds, were probably deduced by re-

peated trials, conducted with the usual skill and sagacity of those

great opticians, rather than by any very accurate reference to their

mathematical theory: in whatever manner, however, they were disco-

vered, they have continued to be adopted by opticians with very little

alteration since that time.

The correction of the spherical and chromatic aberration of eye-

pieces is at least as important in practice as those of object-glasses

;

and whilst the theory of the latter has been more than once subjected

to a complete analysis, that of the former has been almost altogether

neglected. The elaborate and complicated formulae of Euler are

altogether useless for the present constructions j and the more prac-

tical investigations of Boscovich, though opening the way to more
accurate results, have failed to satisfy the required conditions. Pro-

fessor Airy, by a more accurate analysis of the theory of oblique pen-
cils of rays, and by connecting his investigations more strictly with

the practical conditions of the problem to be solved, has been enabled

not merely to satisfy the common constructions and the rules for

effecting them, but likewise to point out other constructions with their

corresponding rules ; and though such constructions have been found,

upon trial, to be at least not superior to those which are already in

use, it must always be considered as an important step in the ad-

vancement of science, that theory should be at least coextensive with

practice, and should become a leader and a guide to the latter, instead

of a follower in its train. But though the Council have selected the

papers on the theory of the correction of the chromatic and spherical

aberration of eye-pieces, as forming the principal ground of their de-

cision, yet they are anxious to combine with them other papers in the

same Transactions, as deserving of particular commendation, and as

iV. S. Vol. 11. No. 62. Fe6. 1832. S showing
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showing the profound acquaintance of their author with every brnnch

of optical science. Amongst these may be mentioned the paper on
the Double Refraction of Quartz, which is of very recent publication,

inasmuch as it affords one of the most striking a posteriori proofs

which have hitherto been discovered of the truth of the undulatory

theory of light ; a most difficult mathematical investigation, essentially

founded upon that theory, leads him to expect the appearance of phee-

nomena of great beauty and intricacy, as the result of certain experi-

ments which are found upon examination to be almost mathematically

exact*. It is by such tests, and many others reproducible, that the

truth of the theory, which was established and developed by the ge-

nius of Young and of Fresnel, becomes established upon evidence

scarcely inferior to that of universal gravitation.

The Society next proceeded to the Election of the Council and
Officers for the ensuing year, when the following was declared to

be the list:—
President : His Royal Highness the Duke of Sussex, K.G.

—

Treasurer : John William Lubbock, Esq. M.A.

—

Secretaries : Peter

Mark Roget, M.D.; John George Children, Esq.

—

Foreign Secre-

tary: Charles Konig, Esq.

Other Members of the Council.—Peter Barlow, Esq.; John Bos-

tock, M.D. ; Rev. William Buckland, D.D. ; Samuel Hunter Christie,

Esq. M.A. ; Rev. Henry Coddington, M.A.; Charles Daubeny,
M.D.; George Dollond, Esq.; Davies Gilbert, Esq. M.A.; Joseph

Henry Green, Esq. ; William George Maton, M.D. ; Roderick

Impey Murchison, Esq.; Rev. George Peacock, M.A.; George
Rennie, Esq. ; Captain William Henry Smyth, R.N. ; Nicholas

Aylward Vigors, Esq. M.A.; Rev. William Whewell, M.A.

ROYAL ASTRONOMICAL SOCIETY.

Dec. 9, 1831.—The following communications were read : viz.

I. On the proper motion of the Fixed Stars, by Francis Daily, Esq.

—The author sets out with lamenting the little attention that has

been paid to this subject by preceding astronomers ; and though he

by no means pretends that this paper should be considered as a per-

fect essay on it, vet he hopes it will be sufficient to induce the prac-

tical astronomer to turn his attention to this neglected branch of the

science. The most satisfactory mode of determining the proper mo-

tion of a fixed star, the author remarks, is by a comparison of two

catalogues of distant epochs ; for if the diflerenco in its position, at

the two epochs, does not correspond with the amount of the preces-

sion of the equinoxes, there is good reason to suspect that the star

has a proper motion of its own, particularly if the difference exceed

what may be fairly attributed to the errors of observation. But even

this is not always a sure guide, unless the interval be considerable
;

for the errors of the instrument, tlie unavoidable mistakes committed

in the reduction of the stars, and the errors of the press, are occa-

sionally mixed up in such a manner that we are frequently at a loss

to know where tlie truth lies. Moreover, the differences in the con-

• Sec Phil. M.'i;^. and Annals, N. S. vol. ix. p. .'J82.— Edit.
stants
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slants employed in the reduction of the observations themselves may
mislead us, and induce us to suspect a proper motion, when there is,

in fact, no foundation for such an opinion. Two catalogues, there-

fore, are not always enough to enable us to decide with confidence

that any particular star has a proper motion of its own ; a third be-

comes necessary to determine tlie question with the requisite degree

of accuracy
J
and where these are discordant, a, fourth is absolutely

essential, in order to show where the error exists.

Mr. Baily then proceeds to state, that he has selected the cata-

logues of Bradley and Piazzi for determining the proper motion (ju.')

of any proposed star for iht first period, viz. from 1755 to 1800, and

the catalogues of Piazzi and Pond for the proper motion (a ') for the

second period, viz. from 1800 to 1830 ; at the same time stating, that

he has also adopted some recent determinations in right ascension, by

Professor Aicy and Dr. Robinson, in addition to those of Mr. Pond.

The formulae by which the proper motions for these two periods are

deduced are as follows : viz.

' ^jrA P + '
'^ ^ 45 2

where P denotes the place of the star in Piazzi's catalogue, B the

place of the star in Bradley's catalogue
; p the annual precession in

J 800, TT the annual precession in 1755, both taken from M. Bessel's

catalogue in the Fund. Asiron. ; and S the place of the star for the

year 1830, the right ascensions being reduced to the same equinoctial

point as those of B and P.

It is in this manner that Mr. Baily has compared the places of all

those stars which are known (or which have been supposed) to be af-

fected with an annual proper motion of not less than about 0"'50 of

a great circle, and has given a list of upwards of three hundred of

such stars, with the amount of their annual proper motion (in right

ascension and declination) for the two periods above mentioned. The
author remarks, that when the annual proper motions of any given

star thus deduced, for the two periods, correspond with each other,

there is every reason to believe that such proper motion is correct
;

but that where they differ, (and this is by no means a rare occurrence,

at once showing the difficulty of the subject,) the probable conclusion

is, that such stars have very little proper motion, or perhaps none at

all ; and that, at all events, further observations are necessary to de-

cide so delicate yet so important a point. Mr. Baily concludes by re-

marking, that " our information is at present but slight, and not al-

" ways satisfactory. When future observations shall have increased
" our stock of knowledge, the subject may probably be taken up by
" others, who will have better means of following it up more in de-
** tail than I have been able to do with the present scanty materials."

II. The reading of Mr. Herschel's paper on the Orbits of Binary

Stars was continued; but as it could not be finished this evening, the

conclusion was deferred till the next meeting.

After the meeting, Mr. Bate exhibited a machine for the illustration

of the precession of the equinoxes. It consists of a pair of flexible

S 2 hoops
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hoops or rings, about nine inches diameter, representing a globe

mounted on an axis which forms its poles, and to which a rapid mo-
tion is given, (being the same construction as is usually employed to

show the enlargement of the equatorial diameter by the centrifugal

force.) The axis of these hoops centres in a brass meridian, which

is also mounted in delicate vertical centres in a wooden frame, to

which the axis of the hoops is inclined at an angle of 23A°, a clock-

spring movement is attached to the axis of the hoops, and the whole

is carefully balanced, and stripped of friction as far as possible.

The clock-movement being wound up and restrained from action

by a small click or trigger, on the removal of this click a very rapid

motion, from west to east, is given to the inclined axis and flexible

hoops, the upper pole of which becomes gradually depressed, by which

depression the flexible hoops assume the figure of an oblate spheroid,

in the usual manner. When this is acquired, the brass meridian re-

ceives a very slow movement from east to west, and it is the retro-

grade motion of this meridian which is charged with representing the

precession of the equinoxes.

Baron de Drais also exhibited two instruments ; one for converting

mechanically the area of any figure of a regular form into the cor-

responding area of a triangle, square, or parallelogram : and the

other for clearing the distance in lunar observations, without the aid

of computation.

Stars observed with the Moon, at the Royal Observatory, Greenwich.

h m s

ISSi.Nov. 13 .... D 1 L 22 19 22-86

70 Aquarii 22 40 45-60

K Aquarii 22 4.5 43-80

15 Tj Piscium 23 40 27-84

2't Piscium 23 45 27-32

P Piscium.. .. 23 51 13-92

D 1 L 3 55-90

19 ]) 2L 3 58 29-401

4-8 Tauri 4 7 33-30
[

yTauri 4 II 33-16 >Slo- hazy.

TT Tauri 4 18 26-10
(

Aldebaran.. 4 27 36-14J
26 ]) 2L 11 10 11-24.

/3 Virgin is 11 43 23-59

ZOOLOGICAL SOCIETY.

Committee of Science and Correspondence*.

November 22, 1 83 1 :—A letter from Sir R. Ker Porter, Corr. Memb.
Z.S., dated ('ity of Caracas, Sept. 10, 1831, was read. It contained

a detailed description of the Mynnecophaga jubata, Linn., under the

name
* Fn the printini; of our last Number, the Procccdinsjs of the Committee

on Sept. 27th were inadvertently omitted : we now subjoin a brief abstract

of them to supply the deficiency.

/\n extensive collection of i.kiii5 o( Birds from the northern regions of

North
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name of Orso Hormeguero or Ant-Bear, together with an account of

the habits of that animal 3 and was accompanied by a drawing of the

fullv grown individual from which the description was taken. Sir R.

Kcr Porter was particularly struck with the difference in structure

which exists between the fore and the hinder feet, and with the cu-

rious disposition of the parts of the former in the act of progression,

which has been slightly referred to by D'Azara. In the figure (in

which the animal is represented in a standing position) the claws of

the fore feet do not project in front, but are doubled backwards under

the wrist 5 evidencing a mode of progression in the Myrmecophagce
similar to that recently described by Col. Sykes as existing in the

species of Manis. "To receive the additional length and point of the

middle toe," observes Sir R. Ker Porter, "a protruding mass of hard

fiesh stood out from the wrist, wherein was a cavity destined for the

reception of the ungulatcd elongation when the animal was in a stand-

ing position." He adds, "From the awkward formation of the fore

feet, quickness of motion becomes impossible ; hence they may be

caught in the smallest open space (when seen) with little difficulty."

Sir R. Ker Porter adds a list of the Mammalia known to exist in

the Province of Caracas, and describes the arrangements which he has

made for preserving such of them as he may succeed in procuring for

the Society until an opportunity occurs of transmitting them to En-
gland. He also refers to several Birds which he hopes to procure,

including the common and galeated Ciirassows.

The skins were exhibited of two animals forming part of a small

collection of Mammalia and Birds brought from the neighbourhood

North America, comprehending specimens of all the rarer species obtained

during the last Arctic land expedition, under the command of Capt. Sir John
Franklin, was exhibited. It was presented to the Society by Viscount Gode-
rich, Secretary of State for Colonial Aflfliirs. In addition to the Birds, spe-

cimens of several Mammalia, collected during the same expedition, and
similarly presented to the Society, were exhibited.

Mr. Yarrell exhibited a preparation of part of the intestine of an Eel,

whicli was perforated by nu merous examples of the Echinorhynchus tereticollis.

He also exhibited preparations of the two sexes distinct in the Lamprey and
Lampern, at the tiine they were about to deposit their ova and milt, and
gave an account of his investigation of their alleged hermaphroditism.

Specimens were exhibited of several Fishes lately received from Dr. Ban-
croft, of Kingston, Jamaica, Corr. Memb. Z.S.; among which were the fol-

lowing new species : viz., Echineis lunata, Cephalopterus hypostomus, and
Conger Savanna ?

A specimen was exhibited of a species of Phalangista, Geoff., which had
been lately presented to the Society's Museum by Talbot, Esq. Mr.
Ogilby stated that he regarded it as forming a new species, to which he gave
the name of Phalangista Xanthopus. He also called the attention of the

Committee to a second undcscribed species of the same genus, which is now
living in the Society's Gardens, and which he characterized under the name
of PhalangistafuUginusa.

Mr. Ogilby availed himself of the same opportunity to describe a new
species of Indian Deer, belonging to the section of which the Axis (Cervus

Axis, Linn.) may be regarded as the type. He characterized it under the
name of Cervus niidipalpebra.

Of
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of Swan River by Lieut. Matthew Friend, R.N., Corr. Memb. Z. S.,

and presented by him to the Society. Mr. Ogilby expressed his

belief that both these animals had been hitherto unnoticed by
systematic writers, and read the following descriptions of them.

Hypsipkymnus setosus. Hyps, pills supra selusis,Jiisco-ci}te-

reis, JnJ'ra canescentibus ; auriculis latis, midis, nigris; Cauda pie-

diocri, gracili, squamatu, pilis bi-evissimis rigidis vestita.

" Of the different species of Hypsiprymii inhabiting the continent

and dependencies of Australia, and of which the characters are

but little known, many have been hitherto confounded with the

Kangaroos. That to which I have given the name of Hyps, setosus

is known in the colony of New South Wales by the native name of

Betiong Kangaroo. The specimen now described is believed to

have been brought from the Swan River ; an interesting circum-

stance, since it shows that some, at least, of the species common to

the eastern shores are found equally upon the opposite coast.

" This species is about the size of a small Rabbit, with a larger

head, and comparatively shorter tail and legs, than are generally

found among other Saltigrade* Marsupial animals. It has a small

muzzle ; round naked ears like those of a Rat, but almost concealed

in the long shaggy fur which surrounds them; a tail not quite two
thirds the length of the body, of a dark scaly appearance, spa-

ringly provided with a ^cw coarse black hairs. The legs and feet

are also dark, and covered with very short coarse hair. All the

upper parts, the head, neck, shoulders, back and loins, are co-

vered with long shaggy hair, of a rude bristly quality and a dark

ashy-brown colour, thinly interspersed with single hairs of a light

bay or sandy gray colour. Beneath, on the chin, breast, and belly,

the fur is of a very fine close quality, and of a uniform light ashy-

brown colour ; and it is to be observed, that a thick coat of the

same fine fur is found beneath the coarse hair upon the upper sur-

face of the body."
Ornitiiouii V'NCHUS BREViROSTRis. Oni. roslro brevi ; vellere

deyisissbno, supra fusco-riifo, infra albescente.

"At first sight this animal might be regarded as identical with

Orn. rttfus, which it closely resembles in the quality and fineness

of the fur, as well as in the general colour of the body ; but a

careful comparison of these circumstances, and particularly of the

proportions of the bill and other parts, is sufficient to establish the

specific difference of these two animals. The fur of the new spe-

cies is tliickly furnished, rather longer, and of a softer quality than

in the other Ornitliorhynclii, and presents something of a shining or

metallic lustre when rubbed smoothly down with the hand. It is

of a uniform dark vinous red colour on the upper parts of the body,

and of a silvery white beneath ; the head is dark brown ; and the feet

are light gray. 15ut the peculiar character of Orn. brcviroslris is

found in the bill, which is very nearly as broad as it is long, whilst

• A notice of Mr. Ofjiihy's new arrangement of the ]\Iarxupinlia, from
which the application of this term may be seen, will be found in our last,

p. 60.

in
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in the other species the length of this organ is at least double its

breadth. In other respects its characters, as far as they can be
ascertained at present, agree with those of its congeners. The bill

is of a very dark colour, approaching almost to black ; the skin

remarkably thick for so small an animal. The following are its

principal dimensions :

—

ft. in.

Length from the base of the bill to the origin of the tail. . 1

of the tail '6\

of the bill 1|
Breadth of the bill 1|."

Stuffed specimens of Orrt. rujus and Orn.fuscus having been placed

on the table, the distinctions between these and Orn. brevirostris

were pointed out by Mr. Ogilby.

About thirty Bird-skins, collected during the last summer in Shet-

land by Mr. William Lord, and presented by him to the Society, were
exhibited. The most worthy of particular notice were a specimen of the

long-tailed Duck, Anas giacialis, Linn., in its summer plumage ; and
an example of the brown-headed Gull, Lams capistratus, Temm. As
this Gull has received but little notice as a British bird, Mr. Yarrell

added tlie following description of the specimen, also in its summer
plumage.

"This bird is at once distinguished from Larus atricilla, Linn., and
Larus ridibundus, LeisI,, (both also British Gulls, and with both of

which it has been confounded,) by its more slender as well as shorter

beak, shorter tarsi, and smaller feet. The whole length of this speci-

men from the point of the beak to the end of the tail feathers is 15
inches; from the point of the beak to the first feathers, 1 inch and
half a line ; from the point of the beak to the rictus, 1 inch 10 lines

j

from the carpus to the end of the first primary (which is the longest),

1 1 inches 8 lines ; length of the tarsus 1 inch 7 lines ; of the middle

toe and nail 1 inch 6 lines. The beak brownish red; the head and
upper part of the neck brocoli-brown, bounded by blackish brown,
descending lowest at the fore part, some of the dark feathers at the

margin in front tipped with white ; the remaining portion of the neck,

the breast, abdomen, vent and tail, pure white; upper surface of the

wings pale ash-gray, under surface grayish white
;

primaries white,

edged and tipped with black, broadest on the inner web, shafts white;

legs and toes brownish red, webs of the feet chocolate-brown.
" Inhabits the Shetland and Orkney islands."

At the request of the Chairman, Mr. Gould exhibited about thirty

recent specimens of the Stormy Petrel, Thalassidroma pelagica, Vig.,

received by him from the eastern coast of England; and a recent spe-

cimen of the Pomarhine Gull, Lestris Pomarhinus, Temm., obtained
from the same locality. A living pair of the latter bird have since

been added to llie Society's Menagerie by the kindness of James
Cornish. Esq. who obtained them on the coast of Devonshire.

Some Notes by Mr. Owen, taken at the dissection of two Seals

{Phoca vitulina, Linn.), which died at the Society's Gardens, were
read ; for the details of which we must refer to the Proceedings of

the Committee separately printed; noticing, however, the structure

of
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of the circulatory organs, &c., and an interesting analogy with the

Mole, pointed out by Mr. Owen.
"The kidneys were conglomerate and of large size. The veins

ramify on the exterior, but are different both in the manner of ramifi-

cation and in proportionate size from those of the feline tribe. In the

latter animals about one fourth only of the venous blood is thus re-

turned, and the veins put on an arborescent appearance ; but in the

Seal the whole of the blood is carried back along the e.xterior of the

kidney, and the veins form a network around the gland, filling up the

interstices of the lobules.
" The viscera of the chest were disposed in the usual manner.
" The pericardium was attached by cellular membrane both to the

sternum and to the diaphragm. The inferior cava was consequently

shorter than in most quadrupeds 3 it was also smaller above than be-

low the diaphragm, where it appeared to form a capacious sinus by
the union of the large hepatic veins. The heart was flat and broad,

much resembling in figure the ventricular part of the Turtle's heart

;

its apex obtuse. The appendix of the right auricle had two processes,

one covering in the usual manner the origin of the pulmonic artery,

the other lying upon the right ventricle. In the interior of this cavity

are seen in a striking manner the original relations of the inferior cava ;

the septum of the auricles appears to be formed by a continuation of

the left parietes of the superior cava, and terminates in an arched form

to the right of the orifice of the inferior cava. This vein in consequence

appears to open directly into the left auricle. In the younger of the

two Seals the valve which cuts off this original communication {val-

vula foraminis ovalis) was incomplete, and a \i\xge foramen ovale was
the consequence : in the other Seal it was complete as to its forma-

tion, but not with respect to its adhesion,—an oblique aperture, suflS-

cient to admit a goose-quill, still remaining at its upper margin. I

should not imagine an o^cn foramen ovale to be an essential condition

in the structure of the adult Seal.

" In the younger Seal the ductus arteriosus had still a smooth cavity,

but was closed at the extremities, so as to prevent any admixture of

pulmonic and systemic blood through this passage. In the older ani-

mal the cavity was totally obliterated.

" The lungs were of large size, and had the same livid, gorged ap-

pearance as in the Porpoise. They were partially divided into two

lobes on each side ; the upper being half the size of the lower lobes,

and the left lung somewhat larger than the right.

"The muscles of the fore and hind-flippers were dissected : in the

latter are two peculiar muscles for ex|)anding the web of the foot,

which have been described in detail by Carus*. The extent of origin

of the pectoralis major is increased by a cartilaginous process, 3

inches long, continued from tlie manubrium, or first bone of the sternum.

This circumstance involuntarily reminds one of the iMole, where a

similar structure exists, also in connexion with vigorous rotatory

movement of tlie anterior extremity : but in that animal the structure

is by so much the more marked, as progressive motion is attended

• Sec his Tabida: Anatomiam Comparativam I/hislraufcs, Tab. vii. p. H.
ei seq.—Edit.

with
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with the displacement of denser and more resisting matter ; it may
be said, indeed, to swim in the earth,

" The following admeasurements are from the larger of the two

animals.
ft. in. lines.

From the snout to the end of the hind-flippers 3

tail 2 7 6

commencement of the fore-

flippers 10

Circumference of the body, taken behind the fore-

flippers 1 10

of the tail, behind the hind-flippers .030
Length of the stomach 1 5

Circumference of widest part, when distended, .... 1 2

Length of intestinal canal. 42 10

of ccecum 10

of large intestines 2 0."

Mr. Owen also read " Notes on the anatomy of a young TVeasel-

headed Armadillo, Dasypus G-cirictus, Linn., which was brought forth at

the Society's Gardens on the 3rd of September, and died on the 16th
of November. It had nearly acquired its full growth, and had increased

in weight during that short periofl 52oz. 2dr.
" Its admeasurements were as follows :

—

in. lines.

From the end of the nose to the setting on of the tail 1 1 3

to tlie vertex 3 6

From the vertex to the first band 2 6

Breadth of the head across the eyes 2 3

"This species is of a darker colour and more hirsute character than

the nine-banded. Armadillo, recently described (p. 65.). Its head is

shorter and broader, and the coronal plate of a triangular, instead of

an oval, form. The middle bands also become more gradually blended

with the last portion of the armour, and the tail is much shorter, mea-
suring only 4| inches in the present species, while in the nine-banded

it is nearly 9 inches in length. The ears, tliough of the same form,

are also proportionally shorter, being but 1 inch in length and half an
inch in breadth. The most important differences, however, are in the

additional toe on the fore-foot of tlie Weasel-headed species, and the

additional teeth implanted in the intermaxillary bones. Of these this

young animal had already acquired its full complement, having 9—

9

in the upper jaw, and 10— 10 in the lower, all of one character, sim-

ple, cylindrical, and separated by interspaces. There are also remark-
able diff^erences in the forms and proportions of the scales in different

parts of the armour of the two species.*
" With respect to the large intestines a remarkable difference pre-

sented itself in the presence of two short but wide cceca, between
which the small intestine entered the colon, and terminated. The
largest of these pouches was very thin in its coats, and its length was

* For the anatomical details which immediately followed this descrip-
tion, we refer to the " Proceedings " of the Committee.—Edit.
A^ -S. Vol. 11. No. 62. Feb. 1832. T an
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an inch ; the parietes of the smaller pouch were thicker,'and exhibited

patches of glands on the inside j its length was h:ilf an inch. The
terminal orifice of the ilium is in the form of a slit with tumid margins

situated on the middle of the ridge which separates the two pouches,

and therefore liable to be closed by the lateral pressure of the fpecal

matter distending those pouches.

"Should this structure be confirmed by subsequent examinations

of other individuals of the six-handed species, the absence of a ccecum

can no longer be admitted among the generic characteristics of Dasy-
pus. And it is interesting to observe, that the absence or presence

of a ccecum as a generic distinction holds with as little force in the

allied genus Mijrmecopha'^a : for according to Daubenton there exist

in one species {Myrin. didactyl(t,\AX\n.) two small cccca ; while the

Tamandua (Myrm. Tamandua, Cuv."*, we are assured by M. Cuvier,

has not any. In these apparently capricious variations of structure

among the Edentata, it is impossible not to observe a tendency or an

approximation to the structure of another class; which I ara inclined

to think is that of Birds. For in addition to the double ca'c.um, a

peculiarity so remarkable in that class, we have also a gizzard-like

structure exhibited in tlie tendinous external appearance and thickened

muscular coat of the stomachs of the Dasypodce, and a still neorer

approximation to that form ofstomach in the Manis, where the muscul.ar

coat at the pyloric end is 5 lines in thickness, and the inner surface is

defended by a strong cuticle, roughened w'nh pnpilirc. A similar struc-

ture exists also in the Myrniecophagce, which moreover supply the want
of grinders in the mouth bv swallowing, in the same manner as the

Gallinaceous Birds, small j)ebbles for the purpose of bruising and de-

stroying the vitality of the insects which constitute their food. (See

Burt in Asiatic Researches, vol. ii. p. 354, with respect to the fact of

small stones and gravel being swallowed ; and Lawrence's Rlumen-
bach, Comp. Anat. 2nd edit. p. 89. for the true physiology of the fact.)

In this genus also we find mucous glands about the os hyoides, of the

nature of those follicles which in Birds take the place of the conglo-

merate salivary glands of the Mammalia, and the secretion of wliich

serves in the Ant-eaters, as in the JVoodpeckcrs, to lubricate a pro-

jectile tongue. In another group of the Edentata, viz. the Bradypodce,

we are presented with a still more marked affinity to the structure of

birds, in the abnormal number of cervical vertebrce exhibited in the

three-toed Sloth, a piodiarity which it is difficult to refer to any other

circumstance than the dis])osition of nature to pass by moans of this

anomalous order from the Mammalia to the Birds. The transition is

indeed nearly completed bv the Monotrcmata ; for of tlie two genera

contained in this order, Echidna presents us with the quills, and

Ornithorhynrhns with the beak, of a bird ; and it is far from being

proved that the mode of generation is not the same *.

December !,''>.—The Chairman (The Hon. Twisclton Kienncs)

exhibited a specimen oi'a hybrid D;/(7.- bred between a male Pintail

and a common Duck. It was one of a brood of six, several of which

were subsequently confnied with the male Pintail from which

• See p. 117.

—

Edit.
thcv
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ihey sprung, and produced young. A specimen of a female of this

second brood was also exhibited.

A specimen was exhibited of a young Puma, Fells concolor, Linn.,

which had recently been brought forth at the Society's Gardens,

but had immediately died. Like the young of the other species

oi Fells it was variously spotted and striped, the depth of its mark-
ings approaching nearly to black, and being more intense than that

observed in the Lion. The muzzle was nearly black, as was also the

greater part of the tail. The young specimen was strongly con-
trasted with a specimen of the adult, which was placed on the table

for comparison.

Preparations were exhibited of the swimming-bladder and of a

portion of the roe of a female Conger Eel of considerable size (Co?i-

ger vulgaris), presented to the Society by Wilham Gladdish, Esq.
j

and Mr. Yarrell read Notes of his examination of the individual from
which the preparations were obtained ; showing particularly the dif-

ferences, internal as well as external, between the salt-water Conger
and the sharp-nosed and broad-nosed freshwater Eel.

A preparation was exhibited of the organs of generation of a
female Kangaroo; and iMr. Owen explained many of their peculia-

rities. He referred particularly to the supposed existence of peri-

toneal canals, and pointed out on the preparation the appearances

which seemed to him to have deceived the only observers by whom
the presumed canals had hitherto been noticed.

In illustration of the subject he read the Notes from which the

following are extracts.

" The interest which attaches to everything relating to the gene-

ration of the Marsupial animals, induces me to offer the following

observations on the anatomy of the Kangaroo, although they do little

more than i-ecord a negative fact.

" Having had opportunities ofverifying the discoveries ofM.Geof-
froy-Saint-Hilaire of the peritoneal canalsinthe Crocodile* and Tor-
toise, I felt desirous of putting also to the test of observation his

more recently recorded discovery of similar canals in the Kangaroo.
The accidental death at the Society's Gardens of a fine female of

the common species (Macropus major, Shaw,) aftbrded a favourable

opportunity of making the investigation, and the following result*

were obtained.

"The disposition o^ the perito7ieiim at the pelvic region of the ab-

domen is as follows : an anterior fold of the membrane is reflected

from the mesial line of the abdominal parletes upon the anterior part

of the urinary bladder ; two lateral folds are continued from the

sides of the bladder to the posterior part of the middle uterus, from
whence they are reflected to the iliac and lumbar regions of the

abdomen, representing the broad ligaments, and including the uterine

vessels, Fallopian tubes, and ovaries. In the pouch thus formed be-

hind the bladder, the lateral uterine tubes and body of the iderus

are contained. From the posterior part of the neck of the uterus

the peritoneum is reflected upon the rectum, and as it is in this situa-

* See our last Number, p. 64.

—

Edit.

T 2 tion
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tlon that the peritoneal outlets exist in the Crocodile, the membrane
was here first examined, but without the slightest appearance of an

aperture being detected. The peritoneal cavity between the uterus

and bladder was next examined, and particularly where the mem-
brane is reflected from the lower part of the lateral tubes (ad ute-

rums, Geoff.), this being the situation where the description of

M. Geoffroy-Saint-Hilaire would lead us to expect them. There
was, indeed, in the angle between the lateral and middle uterus a

narrow peritoneal pouch, which seen from above appeared like the

orifice of a canal; but on sounding this witii an eye-probe, uniform

resistance was met with, and on laying the cavity carefully open the

membrane was found to be entire and imperforate at the bottom.

Tile remainder oi i\\e peritoneum in this neighbourhood was searched

over, but with the same want of success.

" The female was adult, but was believed never to have been with

young.
"I repeated the examination on the female parts of an adult

Kangaroo (also without young), which had been preserved in spirits

from a former dissection, and in which the peritoneal connexions

between the bladder, uterus and rectum were entire. The same
small blind pouches were found in the situation indicated above,

but not any trace of the orifices of canals. M. Geofl'roy-Saint-Hi-

laire acknowledges he was unable to find analogous canals in a male

Kangaroo that he examined subsequently to the female; and as the

dissection on which his supposed discovery is founded appears not

to have been performed by himself, these canals, unless confirmed

by further observation, must be considered as at least of doubtful

existence.

Mr. Owen also read Notes on the anatomy of the American Tapir,

Tapir Americanus, Gmc\., observing, in his introduction,

"The death of the male American Taitir having afforded an oppor-

tunity of examining its anatomical structure, I proceed to lay before

the Committee a portion of the notes taken on that occasion, confi-

ning myself to such additional circumstances as have not appeared in

previous accounts. Of this species the latest anatomical description

js that which is given by Mr. Yarrell in the 4th volume of the ' Zoolo-

gicalJournal ' to the accuracy of which this dissection bore ample testi-

mony."
At the request of the Chairman, Mr. Spooner adverted to the case

of a Leopard lately living at the Society's Gardens. It h;ul been
suspected to be labouring under ascites, but on its death its bulk

was found to have been occasioned by an excessive deposition of fat

both in the abdomen and thorax. A conversation ensued among the

Members present ; and Mr. Spooner having stated his belief, corro-

borated by his having observed similar results in Dogs, that distant

periods of feeding with full meals occasioned corpulence and disease

of skin, while frequent and more sparing meals led to the recovery

of health and activity, it appeared to the Committie desirable that

this proposition should be submitted to the test of direct experiment.

It was therefore ordered,

That it be suggested to the Council to select, tor the purpose of

ex peri-
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experimenting as to the best mode of feeding them, at least two
feline animals: that one be fed in the manner now practised at the

Society's Gardens, viz. with one full meal daily, and that the other

be fed twice a day with one half the quantity of flesh now given for

a meal ; that notes be made of the circumstances of the animals at

the time of commencing the experiment, of the quantity of food

taken daily by each, of the times of feeding, and of the results;

and that reports thereon be made monthly during the continuance

of the experiment : that to render the results of the experiment
more conclusive it be tried on the greatest number of any one spe-

cies that the state of the Society's collection will permit : and that,

so far as the collection will allow, similar experiments, varying only

according to circumstances, be tried on animals of other carnivorous

genera.

ROYAL SOCIETY OF EDINBURGH.

Dec. 19.—A paper on Spherical Loci, by T, S. Davies, Esq. F.R.SE.
F.R.A.S. was read. The earliest attempts to investigate the proper-

ties of figures traced on the surface of the sphere were made
in consequence of the celebrated challenge of Viviani to the ana-

lysts of his (lay, to find a portion of the sphere which admitted of

accurate quadrature. The processes generally employed by those who
attempted its solution consisted in impressing the orthogonal projec-

tion on the plane of the equator, and combining this with the corre-

sponding value of the vertical ordinate, to obtain an integrahle expres-

sion for the area in question. A corresponding problem to find a line

traced upon a spherical surface which should be rectifiable, was also

proposed some time afterwards by M. Oft'enberg ; and though the so-

lution was unsuccessfully attempted by Hermann, it was solved by

John Bernoulli, Maupertuis, Clairault, and Mirle, in the Paris Mc-
moires for 1732. About this period attention was diverted from

the inquiry under this aspect by the general method developed by
Clairault in \\\^ Analyse des Lignes Courbes, in which he proposed the

method now universally adopted of expressing all curves of double

curvature by two equations between three variables. On this princi-,

pie all spherical curves were considered as the intersection of a sphere

with some other given surface : and no change of method from that

period to the present seems to have been contemplated by any geo-

meter.

It will be recollected that the nature of the hour lines upon the an-

tique sun-dials has been a subject of discussion amongst astronomers
and geometers from the time of Commandine to our own day. De-
lambre returned to the inquiry repeatedly, and to the last without
any satisfactory results. Mr. Cadell in the eighth volume of the Edin-
burgh Transactions showed by actually tracing them upon a polar

dial, that in that case they were sensibly curved j and he hence in-

ferred that the lines on the sphere of which these were the projections

were not great circles. He stated also that this variation was visible

when the lines which n sected the semi-diurnal arcs were traced on
the sphere ; but he failed in showing the nature of the lines them-

selves.
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selves. In February 1830, Mr. Davies transmitted to the Royal So-

ciety of Edinburgh a paper containing a complete investigation of

the course of these lines upon the sphere, as derived from a spherical

equation of the curves themselves, between the variable right ascen-

sion and declination of the points which compose it. Of the various

deductions and methods contained in that paper we do not propose

here to give any account, as the paper itself forms part of the volume

which the Society will shortly publish : and we allude to it merely as

furnishing the motive which induced the author to examine the ge-

neral character of spherical loci by means of equations between the

spherical co-ordinates of their points.

The first pari of the paper is devoted to establishing the equations

of great and less circles, so as to fulfill certain assigned conditions,

—

such as passing through given points, making given angles with given

great circles, the transformation of the equations which result from

change of origin and direction of the axes of co-ordinates, &c. Amongst
these we noticed a curious theorem, icliich assigns the area of a sphe-

rical triangle in terms of the co-ordinates of its three angles. The chief

part of the paper was, however, devoted to other loci, and the results

which the author obtained were well calculated to show the value of

the method which he employed. We can only allude to a few. The
locus of which the oval window of Viviani, the spiral of Pappus, and

the sun's annual vertical path over the earth, were cases dependent

upon the values of the constants, was discussed at great length 5 as

was the spherical epicycloid, in which it was shown that the case

pointed out by John Bernoulli was the only one whose arcs were rec-

tifiable. The loxodromewas also investigated at considerable length,

and amongst the results obtained was an afiirmative answer to the

question, '* Whether a ship sailing on a particular rhomb would ever

return to the same place r"—a question which in former times was

often unsatisfactorily discussed. Mr. Davies showed that it would

return after passing through both poles. The beautiful theorem of

Lenell, which states that " the locus of the vertex of a spherical tri-

angle whose base and area are given is a circle," was here amongst

others, for the first time, the author thinks, investigated in a legiti-

mate manner : this consisted in finding the equation of the vertex, and

showing that this equation represented a circle,—a process directly

opposed to those hitherto employed, they being calculated only to de-

termine whether a previously suspected locus be the true one, not to

discover from first princi])les what the locus actually is.

Mr. Davies also touched upon the spherical conic sections, though

but slightlv, on account of his intention of treating the subject at

length in a separate dissertation. The extent to wliich the present

paper had already gone jirevented his doing more than mentioning

one or two of their ])roj)erties ; especially as the complete investiga-

tion re(|uirc(l him first to lay down some tlieorems respecting the dif-

ferental co-efficients which enter into the expression of the tangents,

normals, JvC: and as this would still furtlicr have lengthened the

pajjer, he judged it better to defer tlieni till a fuluie occasion.

The jjaper has been ordered by tlie Council of the Society to be

printed in the forthcoming (twelfth) volume of il.-i Transactions.

hklk.^st
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BELFAST NATURAL HISTORY SOCIETY.

The newly erected Museum of this Society, in College Square,

Belfast, was opened on the ^7th of October. On that occasion the

following Report of the Council was read by Mr. Getty, one of the

Vice-Presidents.

The Council of the Natural History Society have been directed

by their fellow-members to bring forward on the present occa-
sion a concise report of their past progress, their present state,

and their future prospects ; for the information of those friends by
whose aid the present building has been erected. The Natural
History Society was first formed at a meeting held in the house of
Doctor Drummond, on the 5th of June, 182 1 . At this time it con-
sisted of only eight members, who met at stated periods at the
house of Doctor Drummond, under whose care and zeal, as Presi-

dent, it has continued gradually to advance ; while the number of
members has regularly increased, and now amounts to 91, exclu-

sive of those residing in other parts of the kingdom, and in foreign

countries. The objects for vvhich they were established, were the cul-

tivation of Zoology, Botany, and Mineralogy, in all their branches,
and more especially the investigation of the Natural History
and Antiquities of Ireland. At first, as might be expected, the
papers read consisted of little else than compilations from authors
of established character, and of discussions and inquiries arising out
of the matter thus brought forward. It was not until a more ad-
vanced state of existence, that original information was introduced,
except that communicated by their President Dr. Drummond. The
Council dwell with pleasure on the unassuming commencement
thus made, in hopes that the friends of science in other parts may
be encouraged to begin a similar career, although their numbers
may be small, and their knowledge circumscribed. On the 16th of
October, 1822, as Dr. Drummond was then removing from the
house he had been occupying, application was made to the mana-
gers and visitors of the College, for permission to hold the future
meetings of the Society in one of the Class-rooms. This was
granted in the kindest manner ; and for twelve months the meet-
ings were accordingly held in tliat place. During that time, how-
ever, many donations of specimens had been received, suitable to a
Museum, and the number ofmembers belonging to the Society had
considerably increased. Accordingly, on the J 2th of November
1 823, they removed once more, and rented as a Museum and a Meet-
ing-room two small apartments in the Commercial Buildings. Here
their progress was in every respect most gratifying; but at length
they began to experience inconvenience both from the smallness of
their Meeting-room, and the over-crowded state of their Museum.
The inconvenience increased as the collection of their specimens
was augmented, until they were obliged to look around them for
larger and more commodious apartments. They were unable to
meet such as in every respect they wished to have, and at length

they
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they came to the resolution of erecting a building, on a moderate

scale, tor themselves. It was at this period that the idea ofextend-

ing their plan was suggested, and that they were recommended by

some of their members and scientific friends to attempt the erec-

tion of such a building as would be creditable to the taste of the

town, and useful as a public institution to this part of the country.

A circular stating the objects of the Society was published ;
in

which the importance of public Museums was pointed out, and a

plan for raising a sufficient fund for the purpose of erecting this

building developed. In this the members of the Society dis-

claimed any individual right of property in their collections. They
were anxious to diffuse, as widely as circumstances would permit,

the benefits it was calculated to confer ; and they undertook to

maintain the Museum at their expense. Subscri[)tion lists were

now opened, a spirit which had until then lain dormant was roused,

and above 1000/. was in a short time subscribed. A Conmiittee to

carry the plan into etiect was appointed ; a design of the building

was agreed on ; and the edifice in which we now assemble was
commenced ; the foundation stone having been laid on the 5th of

May, 1830, by the Marquis of Donegal, who by this act, by a

liberal subscription to the undertaking, and by enrolling his name
among the honorary members of the Society, evinced his desire to

promote the literary advancement of the town. Since that time,

additional subscriptions have been received ; and the list now
amounts to 1445/. 105. 6d.: of this sum, \^QU. 125. 6^. has ac-

tually been collected and paid into the hands of the Treasurer,

which still leaves a sum of 40/. uncollected. As circumstances

have occurred which may prevent the payment of part of this sum,

it is probable that not nmch above 1400/. of the present subscrip-

tion can with certainty be calculated upon. Such parts oi' the

building as are immediately retiuired are now completed ; the total

sum expended, including all the incidental expenses inseparable

from a new undertaking, amounts to 1900/. or nearly t^OOO/. ; so

that a debt of between 500/. and 600/. has, tin the whole, been in-

curred. Such is the slight sketch prepared by the Council, of the

origin, progress, and present state of the Natural History Society.

The future prospect is one on which they feel pleasure in dilating;

in confidence, that the liberal and enlightened spirit which has car-

ried them thus far, will bear them onward in a prosperous, useful,

and honourable career. It is most desirable that their efforts

should be imfettered by debt, and that tlie most scrupulous ceco-

nomy should be employed in the expenditure. The latter has

been uniformly observed, and will, if possible, be even more rigo-

rously attended to for the future; with respect to the former, they

have good ground for sanguine expectations. Many liberal and
wealthy persons have not yet been applied to for subscriptions

;

some have signified their intention of increasing the sum originally

bestowed, and all seem willing to aid in a greater or less degree.

Several persons also, anxious to avoid burthening the Society with

the payment of interest on the debt, have proposed that the amount
should
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should be lent on debentures, in small sums, free of interest, until

legitimate funds for annulling it can be procured. Until this

be done, it is intended by the members to hold out the same in-

ducements to subscribers which they did at first. The subscri-

bers of 5 guineas will have the privilege of visiting the collection,

and of introducing an unlimited number of their friends. The
subscribers of 10 guineas will, in addition to this privilege, have
the power of attending the various meetings of the Society, of

bringing a friend with them, and of making use of the Library, now
containing a considerable number of books, and which continues

gradually to increase, both by donations from members and friends,

and by purchases. To a subscriber of 20 guineas or upwards, a

vote in all proceedings, and every privilege enjoyed by members,
is allowed in the fullest extent. In addition to the ordinary mem-
bers of this Society, by whom the business is conducted, and who
are bound by rule to read in rotation at the meetings, a class of

members has for some time existed, called Visiting Members, who
are exempt from any of the labours to which the others are subject.

These formerly paid a higher subscription, but they are now ad-

mitted at the same rate as the ordinary members, Hi \s. per an-

num,—becoming a very numerous class. Since the commencement
of this Society, a considerable Museum has been collected; some
progress in the formation of a Library has been made, and 222
papers have been read at its various meetings. It is intended that

the regular meetings of the Society should be held, as they have
always been, once each fortnight, on Wednesday evening, at eight

o'clock. To these no person will be admitted except members,
subscribers of not less than 10 guineas, and gentlemen introduced

by them ; for a large audience is unsuited, by its very nature, to the

calm and deliberate investigation essential to natural science. But
the members, in order to extend a taste for those pursuits in which
they are themselves engaged, have agreed to give occasional popu-
lar lectures on various subjects, and to give increased powers of

introduction on those occasions both to membei's and lO-guinea

subscribers, according to the number which their rooms can con-

veniently accommodate; and they expect at these meetings to be
honoured with the presence ofladies as well as gentlemen. The first

of these Lectures will be delivered on Wednesday evening, theSOth
of November, 1831, by Professor Stevelly, on the Winds. The col-

lection of objects of Natural History now belonging to this Society

consists of about S?000 specimens of minerals; a nearly complete
collection of native and a considerable number of foreign shells ;

200 native and foreign birds; about 3000 insects; an extensive

Hortus Siccus of indigenous, as well as ofAmerican, and other exotic

plants; about 200 snakes and lizards ; with some skins, coins, an-

tiquities, and miscellaneous articles. Unexpected delays in finish-

ing the building have prevented the collection from being now ex-
posed to view, and the dampness of the newly finished walls for-

bids any of the most perishable from being removed here for some
time to come. They are now, however, in progress for being sci-

N.S. Vol. 11. No. 62. Feb. 1832. U entifically
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entifically arranged, properly labelled, and exhibited in suitable

cases ; so that in a very few months the Council expect to have the

entire collection displayed in the large room in which we are now
assembled. To effect this object, to liquidate the debt incurred,

and to render the establishment of the Museum coeval with the

diffusion of a taste for natural science in this part of the country,

are the purposes to which all their energies are now directed. Be-
fore concluding their Report, the Council wish to call the atten-

tion of members and friends to the necessity of exertion in procu-

ring additional subscriptions to the building-fund, so as to leave the

Society unimpeded in their efforts to render the Museum of the

greatest possible advantage; and also to the propriety of endea-
vouring to obtain additional specimens for the collection. To aid

persons going abroad, or living at a distance, full directions for

preserving and preparing specimens have been published ; many
copies of these liave been circulated with good effect ; and the

Secretary is always willing to supply others lo any person wishing

for such information. In calling to this subject the attention of all

persons having friends residing abroad, the Council wish particu-

larly to address those who have friends in the Royal Navy on any
of the foreign stations ; merchants having ships going to foreign

countries; and masters of vessels belonging to this port. All these

have great opportunities of contributing largely lo such an under-

taking ; and the Council have no doubt that this appeal will be

sufficient to ensure their co-operation and assistance. As regards

the Society, they can promise that every necessary attention will

be paid to selecting, arranging, and preserving all donations sent

in for this Museum. It is not merely to persons residing abroad

that this appeal is directed ; even those living at home have fre-

quent opportunities of aiding such an Institution as this. Speci-

mens of a kind suited to a Museum are always occurring, which,

though of little value to the possessors in their detached state, may
be of great use in a Museum, by enabling the Directors to com-
plete their series, or by comparison with specimens already there.

Antiquities, also, connected with the history of our own country,

are always presenting themselves. These, from not being col-

lected into one place, lose a great part of their value: they are

neither useful to elucidate the general history of the arts, nor the

particular antiquities of Ireland. The circuuistances, idso, under

which they are found, and the locality, are soon forgotten ; and
thus a great part of the interest connected with them is lost. The
Council having now concluded their Rt|)ort, beg leave, in the name
of the Society, to return their thanks to those noblemen and gen-

tlemen who have contributed to the erection of the present build-

ing, and to the collection of specimens; and to assure them, that

it will always be the great object of the members to fullil, as far as

in their power, the plan of the original prosjicctus, by endeavour-

ing to render the Museum worthy of the liberal sjiirit by which it

has been so far supported.

The
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The President, Dr. Drummond, afterwards delivered a lecture

on the study of Natural History, in which, among other important

topics, he considered the respective advantages and value of the

actual investigation of nature,—of personal observation,— and of

the study ofspecimens in Museums and of books,—showing that all

were indispensable to the advancement of natural knowledge. He
argued, that every branch of science was useful to every other

branch ; and he urged the propriety of adding a knowledge of

Natural Philosophy, Physiology, and Chemistry, to that of Natu-

ral History. The subject of the germination of seeds was entered

into, and illustrated by magnified drawings ; the chemical condi-

tions requisite for that process being experimentally illustrated.

Before concluding his lecture. Dr. Drummond expressed a hope

that, in addition to the attraction which the building would present,

from containing a collection of objects of Natural History, an oc-

casional exhibition of the Fine Arts might be held in the large

upper room of the Museum, which, from the manner in which the

light is supplied, is particularly well adapted for such a purpose.

—

The gentlemen of the neighbourhood, he felt confident, would

cheerfully lend their paintings for six or eight weeks, and co-ope-

rate with the artists of the town for an object so desirable. Dr.

Drummond concluded an address, which was heard throughout

with the greatest attention, by recommending to the members of

the Natural History Society the utmost liberality in granting oc-

casionally the use of their rooms to any individual whose attain-

ments qualified him to give lectures on any branch of science, whe-
ther immediately connected with their pursuits, or otherwise.

The Museum has been erected under the superintendence of

Messrs. Duff and Jackson, .Vchitects, of Belfast. The idea of the

order of the lower story is taken from the Choragic monument of

Thrasyllus. The portico is an exact copy of that of the cele-

brated octagonal tower of Andronicus Cyrrhestes, at Athens, com-
monly called the Temple of the Winds; and the order of the supe-

rior part is taken from the Temple of Minerva Polias.

XIX. Intelligence cmd Miscellaneous Articles.

ON A COMBINATION OF THE PROTOXIDE AND PEROXIDE OF
IRON. BY MM. WOHLER AND LIEBIG.

THE perfect success attending the method (described in our last,

p. 76) for obtaining protoxide of copper, rendered it probable
that protoxide of iron, which has not hitherto been obtained pure in

a separate state, might be procured in the same manner. With this

object, sublinv^d chloride of iron was prepared, by calcining iron

vf'we in muriatic acid gas. This chloride, crystallized in white mi-
caceous scales, was fused at a low red heat with dry carbonate of
soda. The residual mass being treated with water, there remained
a dense black powder.

This substance was strongly attracted by the magnet, and dis-

U 2 solved
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solved in muriatic acid without evolving any gas : nevertheless it

was not protoxide of iron, but a mixture of protoxide and per-
oxide, as w.is ascertained by the increase of weight which it ac-
quired by calcination in the air. The solution of this substance in

muriatic acid is yellow ; when ammonia is added to it, a black pre-

cipitate is formed, which appears brown when it is more divided :

it may be filtered and washed in the air without any change of
colour, that is to say, without becoming a hydrate of the peroxide,
as might be expected. After drying, the precipitate is in small
brittle pieces of a black-brown colour, and of a deep brown when
powdered: it is a hydrate of a compound of the protoxide and
deutoxide, becoming black and losing its water by heat.

This hydrate possesses another unexpected property,—that of
being attracted by the magnet as strongly as the intermediate com-
pound, or the magnetic iron ore. If a magnet be immersed in the

liquid, while the precipitate is in a state of suspension, a great part
of it is collected round the magnet.

Magnetic iron ore acts in a precisely similar way to the artificial

substance just described. Some crystals of it were dissolved in

muriatic acid, without the contact of air, and the yellow solution

was precipitated by ammonia. The same black precipitate was
obtained, which did not oxidize more in the air, and was equally

magnetic. It is well known that the white precipitate formed by
an alkali in a solution of a protosalt of iron becomes black when
it is boiled in the liquid, and it was apparently admitted that this

precipitate was anhydrous protoxide of iron: this is a mistake, for

it is also a hydrate of the protoxide and peroxide formed by contact

of the air during ebullition.

The white protohydrate of iron is not magnetic, at least while it

remains in the liquid. i'his fact appears surprising, if it be admit-

ted that in the magnetic compounds of oxides of iron the property
of being attracted depends upon the cpiantity of protoxide which
they contain. Reasoning in this way, the hydrate of the protoxide
ought to be more magnetic than the hydrate of the mixed oxides.

METHOD OF OBTAINING PROTOXIDE OF MANGANESE. BY THE
SAME.

By Arfwedson's method, which consists in heating carbonate of

manganese in hydrogen, the protoxide is obtained in a certain and
easy manner: it would therefore he useless to describe the following

method, if, while it is as easy, it had not also the advantage of pro-

ducing a protoxide which is unalterable in the air at common tem-
peratures. This method consists in heating together fused chloride

of nianganese and carbonate of soda, and fusing the mixture at a
red heat : when the mass is treated with water, protoxide of man-
ganese is obtained, of a greenish-gray colour.

ON THE KEDICIION OF NICKKI,. BY THE SA.AIE.

Richter, as is well known, placed nickel among the noble metal?,

because he found that its oxide was reduced by the heat o^ w porce-

lain
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lain furnace. More lately Gmelin attributed this reduction joer sc

to the presence of gaseous oxide of carbon in the furnace, and
assigned the same cause for the reduction of oxide of iron in a

porcelain furnace observed by Proust. In fact, it appears con-

tradictory tiiat a metal which oxidizes so readily as nickel, by cal-

cination in the air, which burns in oxygen gas with disengagement
of light, and is even susceptible ofspontaneous combustion at com-
mon temperatures when it is much divided, should be reduced from
its oxide merely by the action of a strong heat. Nevertheless, it

does not appear that direct experiments have been made on this

subject, although it has often been remarked that during the re-

duction of nickel in porcelain furnaces, without the use of charcoal,

less metal was always obtained when the crucible was well closed.

The following experiments will undoubtedly suffice to justify the

opinion, that the reduction of m'ckel per se is only apparent, and
that it is in fact due to the oxide of carbon disengaged in the fur-

nace.

Two equal portions of oxide of nickel, equally pure and treated

in the same manner, were placed in two crucibles and exposed to-

gether to the most intense heat of a porcelain furnace. One of

the crucibles was lightly covered, whilst the other was covered in-

ternally and externally, with a coating which was vitrifiable by
heat ; it was not only covered with a smaller crucible, rendered
equally impervious to air, but it was put into another of larger di-

mensions, also covered with a second, and well luted. The in-

terval was filled with fine sand. When these crucibles were taken
out of the furnace after calcination, that is to say, after a fire of
eighteen hours, there was found in that which had been lightly

covered nearly five grammes of white metallic malleable nickel,

incrusted with much fused and unreduced oxide. On the other
hand, in the coated crucible, mere fused oxide was found, or con-
taining only small globules of metal, of the size of a pin's head ; and
their reduction merely proves that it is impossible to render a clay

crucible impermeable to gases, in a violent and long-continued heat.—^nn. de Chim. et de Phys. xlviii. p. 257.

ANALYSIS OF CAMPHOR AND CAMPHORIC ACID. BY M. LIF.BIG.

Camphor, taking the mean of two analyses, appeared to consist

of Hydrogen ".
. 9 702

Oxygen 8-535

Carbon 8I-7()3

100000
According to Bouillon-Lagrange the camphorates of soda, pot-

ash and barytes are so little soluble in water that one part requires
from 200 to 300 parts for solution, whilst according to Brandes these
salts are deliquescent. According to M. Liebig, these differences

depend upon the different kinds of camphoric acid on which the
experiments were made.
When camphor is treated with concentrated nitric acid, a yellow

liquid
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liquid is formed j by long continued digestion, there is obtained

on cooling a large quantity of white opaque crystals, which when
boiled in water yield a smell of camphor. These crystals are the

camphoric acid of Lagrange, vvliich gives with all bases insoluble or

slightly soluble salts.

These crystals are a chemical compound of camphor and cam-
phoric acid, which may be prej)ared directly by dissolving camphor
in camphoric acid melted at a very low heat

If this substance be treated a second time with concentrated

nitric acid, more transparent crystals of camphoric acid are ob-

tained, which give precisely the salts described by Brandes: when
a boiling solution of this camphoric acid was poured into one of

acetate of lead, camphorate of lead was formed, 100 parts of which
gave67'7 of sulphate of lead ; analysis, however, rendered it probable

that the camphoric acid still retained some camphor in combina-
tion ; it was tlierefore again treated with nitric acid, and the action

was continued until no smell of camphor was perceptible when the

acid was boiled in water; 1105 parts of camphorate of lead gave

760 of sulphate. By analysis it yielded

Hydrogen 6-981

Oxygen 36-852

Carbon .56167

100000
Ibid, xlvii. p. 95.

ON LACTIC ACID. BY BLRZELIUS.
Berzelius having ascertained that lactic acid is not acetic acid

and an animal matter analogous to the sulphovinic acid, nor a com-
pound of acetic acid and non-volatile animal matter, gives the fol-

lowing methods for obtaining it in purity : the acid alcoholic extract

obtained from milk or meat is to be dissolved in alcohol ; the solu-

tion is to be mixed with one of tartaric acid in alcohol as long as

precipitation takes place ; the mixture is to remain for t^-i hours in

a cold place, in order that all the double tartrate which it contained

may deposit. The alcohol is to be evaporated, the residue dissolved

in water, and well powilered carbonate of lead added to it as long as

it dissolves, and until the solution has a sweet taste; it is then to be

treated with animal charcoal, and afterwards with sulphuretted hy-

drogen gas to remove the lead. The liquor is to be evaporated

until all the sulphuretted hydrogen is expelled, and then mixed with

well washed, moist, recently precipitated protohydrate of tin, with

which it is to remain for several days, and sometimes to be stirred.

The sublactate of tin formed is to t)e well washed and decomposed
by sulphuretted hydrogen, ami the lactic acid resulting is the |)urest

which Berzelius has hitherto obtained: in this process umch acid

however remains in solution, and is lost.

Another method is to saturate the iree acid of the alcoholic ex-

tract by nieans of carbonate of soda or potash ; the solution is to be

dried, and the ma^5 heated on a sand-bath until it fuses, becomes
brown.
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brown, and gives a urinous smell ; and when this has been succeeded

by that of herring or roast meat, the mass is to be taken from the

fire and treated with animal charcoal till it becomes colourless; it
•

is then to be filtered, evaporated to dryness, and dissolved in alco-

hol ; the solution is to be decomposed by tartaric acid, the excess

of which is to be removed by carbonate of lead, and the lead by sul-

phuretted hydrogen, and the residual solution then evaporated. In

this way colourless acid is obtained, but it contains extractive mat-

ter, and is less pure than by the first method.
Lactic acid obtained by either of these methods is colourless,

inodorous, has a sharp burning taste, which is quickly diminished

by the addition of water; so that after having slightly diluted the

acid, it has scarcely any taste. Evaporated at 212° till it loses no-

thing more, the acid obtained with protoxide of tin flows with diffi-

culty like a fat oil ; that procured by the second process may be
inverted in the containing vessel without leaving it; both liquefy in

the air; the first becomes fluid, the second syrupy. When strongly

heated it becomes brown, boils slightly, and gives a suffocating smell

like that of heated oxalic acid ; it then blackens, swells, smells like

burnt vegetable matter, and leaves a porous coal. It dissolves in

alcohol in all proportions, but sparingly in aether.— ^t/?2?z. de Chim.
et de Ph. xlvi. 4-20.

ON THE PROPliRTJES OF THE LACTATES. BY THE SAME.

The lactates obtained by Scheele were all like gum and uncry-

stallizeable, except the lactates of magnesia and zinc, which mav be
crystallized; they are generally soluble in alcohol, but sometimes
rather slowly, on account of the different extractive animal matters.

When they contain an excess of base they dissolve with difficulty

in alcohol, but readily when saturated. By destructive distillation

they yield an acid liquor, the smell of which resembles that of the

tartrates [pyrotartrates?], an inflammable oil and various gases.

The lactate of potash prepared with lactic acid purified by protox-
ide of tin gives, when evaporated at 175°, a saline crystalline mass,
which li(juefies in the air.

Lactate of soda does not crystallize as long as the acid is in

excess ; but when it is saturated by carbonate of soda, dried and
dissolved in alcohol evaporated at 1 54'°, a crystallized salt is obtained

,

covered with a hard colourless transparent mass, which becomes
moist in the air.

Lactate of ammonia, provided excess of ammonia be retained

during the evaporation, exhibits traces of crystallization. The am-
monia is dissipated, and leaves an acid deliquescent salt. By dis-

tillation it loses the greater part of its ammonia before it begins to

decompose, as Scheele has already observed.

The lactates of barytes and lime are known only as non. deliques-
cent transparent gummy masses; the magnesian salt, evaporated at

a gentle heat, yields granular crystals, as Scheele has remarked;
but by amor? rapid evaporation it becomes a gummy non-deliques-
cent mass. The lactate of ammonia and magnesia crystallizes in

acicular prisms, which do not alter in the air. It may be obtained

by
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by decomposing a solution of the magnesian salt with solution of

ammonia, as long as precipitation takes place ; then filter and eva-

porate. Lactate of lead is also a gummy salt ; but having left a

syrupy solution for a long time, a granular salt was obtained, which

by drying became light and as brilliant as silver. It does not alter

by exposure to the air, and dissolves in alcohol. In general lactic

acid has the property of yielding a salt of lead, which is soluble in

alcohol, a character by which it is distinguished from many other

acids. When the neutral salt is decomposed by a small quantity of

ammonia, a subsalt is precipitated ; it is also obtained by digesting

the neutral salt with an excess of oxide of lead, which swells up.

The subsalt dissolves with difficulty in water; it is most frequently

coloured with extractive matter ; its aqueous solution is rendered

turbid by the carbonic acid of the air, has an alkaline reaction,

and an astringent taste. When it is boiled in water, and the boiling

solution is filtered, the greater part of the salt is precipitated in the

state of a light yellow powder. If this subsalt be dried, it becomes

farinaceous and soft to the touch ; and if it be ignited, it burns like

amadou, and leaves metallic lead amounting to about ^Vo of the salt

employed.
Lactate of copper is green, and does not crystallize. According

to Scheele the lactate of zinc crystallizes. The perlactate of iron is

of a red brown colour, gummy and insoluble in alcohol. The proto-

lactate of mercury is deliquescent, and dissolves in alcohol ; but it

is easily decomposed by it, yielding carbonate of mercury, and the

liquid acquires an sethereal odour. The perlactate of mercury is

red, gummy, and delique^cent. After some weeks it deposits a semi-

crystalline powder, which has not yet been examined. Lactate of

silver is a soft transparent gummy mass, which has a disagreeable

taste, is soluble in alcohol, and is slightly decomposed by it; it be-

comes greenish-yellow by drying, and red when redissolved in water;

it then deposits a brown precipitate.

What has now been stated refers to lactates more or less mixed

with alcoholic extract; they are yet unknown in a state of purity.

Those who may occupy themselves with this subject in future, ought

principally to direct their attention to determining whether what is

called lactic acid is a mixture of two acids, which resemble each

other, but which give different salts.

—

Ann. de Chim. et de Ph. xlvi.

420.

ACETATE OF LEAD AND PYROACETIC SPIIIIT. BY M. MA'JTEUCI.

Acetate of lead, when exposed to a gentle heat, bei^ins to fuse at

136° Fahr. ; the liquid mass boils at '2I'i\ and afterwards condenses

into a very white mass, at nearly the same heat. During this first

fusion of the acetate of lead, it loses merely the three atoms of water

which it contained. When heated above the temperature at which

it becomes solid, it undergoes a second fusion, and at r)36 it is com-

pletely liquid. It boils for some time, and alter having acquired a

brownish colour, it again becomes solid, and has a dirty white co-

lour, without any appearance of crystallization ; this mass is trisa-

cetate
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cetate of lead. During this operation it yields only acetic acid and
a little pyroacetic spirit; afterwards the latter product only is ob-

tained, mixed with much carbonic acid. Analysed by means of

oxide of copper pyroacetic spirit yielded

Oxygen 33-7361 = 2 atoms.

Hydrogen 64039 = 3 do.

Carbon 59-8600 = 5 do.

1000000

When pure pyroacetic spirit rapidly decomposes : by exposure to the

air for a few minutes it becomes acid and milky, acetic acid and a

substance of an oleaginous appearance are produced. It is rapidly

decomposed by potassium with the disengagement of much heat

;

the spirit thickens and becomes of a yellowish-brown ; soon an olea-

ginous substance collects on the surface, which has a fine green
colour and a smell like that of mint ; the liquid from which it sepa-

rates contains acetate of potash. Chlorine occasions the formation
of a similar oil,

—

Jnn. de Chim. et de Ph. vol. xlvi. p. 429.

REDUCTION OF TITANIUM. BY M. LIEBIG.

M. Rose has observed that the chloride of titanium and ammonia
discovered by him did not sublime when heated, and that at higher

temperatures a part of the salt was reduced to metallic titanium, a
very thin plate of which covered the place previously occupied by
the salt. It is upon this obstrvation that the following method is

founded, by vvhich any quantity of this metal may be obtained at a
moderate expense.

Put into a glass tube of two or three feet long and half an inch in

diameter, recently prepared chloride of titanium and ammonia. This
substance, vvithout being pressed, ought to fill about half the tube,

which is then to be placed horizontally on a furnace, and connected
with an apparatus for disengaging ammoniacal gas, which is to be
well dried by being passed through a tube containing caustic potash.

The empty part of the tube is then to be surrounded by burning
coals, and a gentle current of ammonia is to be passed through it.

The part which contains the salt is to be gradually heated, and the
heat is to be insensibly increased until the tube begins to soften. The
chloride of titanium and ammonia is entirely reduced; and when the
tube is cooled, the metal may be taken out in the state of powder,
and possessing a deep violet-blue colour, or in cohering scales with
the appearance of copper. Care must be taken not to expose it to
the air before it is cold, because it readily burns, and is converted
into titanic acid. In using sublimed chloride of titanium and ammo-
nia for the reduction of titanium, the metal is obtained in the form
of very brilliant crystalline groups.

The part of the tube which is least heated is sometimes stopped up
by the muriate ofammonia which collects in it ; on which account it is

useful to introduce a small tube about 6 or 8 inches in length, and
to remove the muriate of ammonia which adheres to it occasionally.

N,S. Vol. 11. No. 62. Feb. 1832. X Probably
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Probably tungsten, molybdenum, silicium, aluminum, &c. may be

reduced in the same way.

—

Ann. dc Ckini. et de Ph. vol. xlvii. p. 108.

REDUCTION OF CHROMIUM. BY THE SAME.

When a current of dry ammoniacal gas is passed over the chlo-

ride of chromium and ammonia, heated to redness in a glass tube, it

is perfectly decomposed, and black pulverulent metallic chromium is

obtained, which acquires the metallic lustre under the burnisher
j

it burns at a red heat, and is converted into a brown powder.

When ammoniacal gas is passed into chloride of chrome, the com-
bination sometimes occurs with the disengagement of light, the

vessel is filled with a purplish-red flame, which continues until the

chloride of chromium is entirely saturated.

Metallic chromium is obtained in a still simpler mode, by redu-

cing chloride of chromium with ammonia, under the same circum-

stances; but then the metal, instead of being black, is ofa chocolate-

brown colour.

The preparation of chloride of chromium is so well known, that

it would appear superfluous to say more respecting it, if it were not

in itself a subject of so much interest.

When a neutral solution of muriate of chrome is evaporated, a

green mass is obtained, which undergoes no change, and does not

yield water at some degrees above 212^. It swells at a temperature

of from 400° to 570°, and is converted, by losing its water, into a bril-

liant, spongy, crystalline mass of a peach-blossom colour. This

mass does not sublime, as usually supposed, for it is not at all vola-

tile. The conversion ofa muriate into a chloride cannot be shown
in so convincing a manner with any other compound.
By calcining the chloride in contact with the air, the oxide of

chromium is usually obtained of so fine a colour, that this method
of preparing it for porcelain painting may be advantageously em-
ployed. If Frik's method be employed, it is sufficient to evaporate

the muriate without precipitating it, and without calcining the dried

salt. By passing sulphuretted hydrogen gas over heated chloride

of chromium, crystalline sulphuret of chromium is obtained of a

brilliant black colour.

Metallic chromium, prepared in the method above described,

burns in the air during calcination, but it does not become green
j

the oxide thus obtained was not examined as to whether it differed

in composition from common green oxide.

—

Ibid.

Mil. Audubon's scientific expedition.

We are re

Mr. Ai

from ti.wv. uv, ^, ^ — « ^ „. ..... * v.«w.^.o.v.....c.v.^.. o wv,...-

nal of Geology, published at Philadelphia*. lie has already passed

through Virginia on his way to Florida, accompanied by an assistant

draughtsman and a collector.

Mil. AUDUBON S SCIENTIFIC EXPEDITION.

'e are requested to state that information of the -progress of

Audubon the naturalist will be given to the scientific world,

time to time, in tlic columns of Mr. Feathcrstonhaui;h's Jour-
.fn.,^l,w,,r .^..Ul.M.,,,! ,.^ l)K.l,>,I.,l..l.:., * II., !,..„ „1..^„.I.. „„,!

• See Phil. Mag. and Annals, N.S. vol. x. p. .'^l.'').

The
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The American Government, as the British Government had pre-

viously done, has given to Mr. Audubon the most friendly letters to

their military posts at the distant frontiers ; and, aided by the assist-

ance he will receive, expectations are entertained that he will be
able to penetrate into California, according to his intention, and
effect important geological and zoological investigations in that

hitherto unexplored quarter.

NEW C03IETS.

His Majesty the King of Denmark, who enters with a lively and
personal interest into every subject connected with science, has re-

cently founded a Gold Medal, of the value of 20 ducats, to be given

to the first discoverer of a comet, not of known revolution, nor
visible to the naked eye 5 subject to the following conditions: viz.

1. The medal is to be given to any person who may first discover

a telescopic comet (that is, not visible to the naked eye), and not
of known revolution. If any doubt should arise as to what class it

belongs, the decision is to be left to Professor Schumacher.
2. The discoverer must send notice to Professor Schumacher by

the first post after the discovery, and fix the time of the discovery

as well as he can ; in order to enable Professor Schumacher to de-

cide between several discoveries, and fix the absolute time of the

first discovery, with regard to the longitude of the place; when the

comet shall have been seen by more than one person on the same
night.

3. This notice must contain the best possible determination of

the position of the comet, and the direction of its course, if this can
be ascertained from the observations of one night.

4. If the first night's observations are not suflScient to determine
the direction of its course, the discoverer must, as soon as he gets

a second observation, communicate it to Professor Schumacher.
5. Professor Schumacher is to decide whether a discovery is to

be considered as established, or not.

6. The medal is to be adjudged six months after the discovery.

7. All astronomers out of Europe may therefore enter into com-
petition for the medal if the above-mentioned notice comes to the

hands of Professor Schumacher within six months after the discovery.

But after that time no claim can be allowed, nor any medal given.

NEW SCIENTIFIC BOOKS.

In a few days will be published, the Second Edition of Mr. De la

Beche's Geological Manual, revised and augmented ; with additional

wood-cuts, <Src.

Mr. Wood is preparing for the press a Complete Illustration of
the Lepidopterous Insects of Great Britain, upon the plan of the
Index Testaceologicus.

LIST OF NEW PATENTS.

To T. Brunton, Park-square, Regent's Park, esq., for an im-
provement in certain apparatus, rendering the same applicable to

X 2 distilling.
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distilling. Communicated by a foreigner,—Dated the 28th of March
1831.—6 months allowed to enrol specification.

To T. Coleman, St. Alban's, training groom, for an improved
roller for horses.—29th of March,—6 months.
To .'\, Ure, Finsbury Circus, M.D., for an improved apparatus

for distilling.—Slst of March.— 6 months.
To J. Wallace, Leith, brazier, for an improvement or improve-

ments upon the safety-hearth for the use of vessels.—31st of March.
—6 months.

To James Slater, Salford, Lancashire, bleacher, for certain im-

provements in the method of generating steam or vapour applicable

as a moving power, and to arts and manufactures, and also for im-

provements in vessels or machinery employed for that purpose.

—

2nd of April,— 6 months.

To W. Rutherford, jun., Jedburgh, Scotland, writer and bank
agent, for a combination or arrangement of apparatus or mechanism
to be used by itself, or applied to locks and other fastenings for

better protecting property.—14th of April.—6 months.

To S. Morand, Manchester, merchant, for an improved stretching

machine.— 14th of April.—6 months.
To T. Brunton, Park-square, Regent's Park, esq., for an im-

provement in certain apparatus rendering the same applicable to

steam-engines. Communicated by a foreigner.— 14th of April.

—

—6 months.

To T. Brunton, Park-square, Regent's Park, esq., for an im-

provement in certain apparatus rendering the same applicable for

making or refining sugar. Communicated by a foreigner.—Hth of

April.—6 months.

To T. Gaunt, Chapman-street, Islington, gentleman ; and G. F.

Eckstein, Holborn, stove and grate manufacturer, for an improved
fire-grate.—14th of April.—6 months.

To W. Dixon, Walsall, Staffordshire, brass-cock founder, for an

improvement on the cock or tap applicable to fluids, liquids, and

gases. Communicated by a foreigner.—21st of April,—6 months.

To J. T. Beale, Church-lane, Whitechapel, engineer, for an im-

provement in certain apparatus for separating a portion of aqueous

vapour from the vapour of alcohol in the process of distilling and

rectifying spirituous liquors.—30th of April.—6 months.

To G. Stephenson, Liverpool, civil engineer, for an improve-

ment in the mode of constructing wheels for railway carriages.

—

3'ith of April.—4 months.

To W. Gutteridge, Clerkenwell, civil engineer, for certain im-

provements in apparatus for distilling and other purposes.— ISth of

May.— 6 months.

To R. B. Cooper, Battersea Fields, Surrey, esq., for an improve-

ment or improvements on a cock or tap applicable to fluids, lii]uids,

and gases, and for applying the said improvement or improvements

to other useful purposes.— ISth of May.—6 niontlis.

To J. P. Westhead, Manchester, manufacturer, for certain im-

provements in the manufacture of small wares.—23d of May.

—

6 months.
To
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To T. Knowles, Charlton Row, Lancashire, cotton-spinner, for

certain improvements in certain machinerj', by aid of which ma-

chinery machines commonly called Mules are or may be rendered

what is termed self-acting; that is to say, certain improvements in

certain machinery, by aid of which machinery spinning machines,

commonly called Mules, are or may be worked by power, without

acquiring the usual application of strength of the spinners, to give

motion to the handles or wheels, and to such other parts of mules

as are commonly worked by the strength of the spinners.—23rd of

May.—6 months.

To G. Barnard, Bristol, builder, for certain improvements in

locks and other spring fastenings for doors and other places.

—

23rd of May.— 6 months.

To T. Westrup and W. Gibbins, both of Bromley, gentlemen,

for improvements in converting salt or other water into pure or

other water.—24th of May.—6 months.

To R. Wood, New York, but now of Bishopsgate-street Without,

for an inking apparatus, to be used with certain descriptions of

printing presses.—24'th of May.—4- months.

To R. Fell, Fountain-yard, Vauxhall Bridge-road, plumber, for

improvements in machinery or apparatus for raising water, and in

the application thereof to certain useful purposes.—24:th of May.
—6 months.

Extract from the Meteorological Journal kept at Penzance by Mr.
Giddy.
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LUNAR OCCULTATIONS FOll FEBRUARY.

Occultations of Planets and jixecl Stars by the Moon, in Fehrtinry

1832. Computed for Greentvich, by Thomas Henderson, Esq. ,-

and circulated by the Astronomical Society.

1832.
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Scale ofthe prcvniling Winds,

N. N.E. E. S.E. S. S.W, W. N.W. Days.

2 3| 144 12| 2A 5 31

General Observations.— This month was very wet and boisterous till the

winter solstice, then dry and fine to the end. Such a Jong continuance

of gales from the South and South-west in December we have not expe-

rienced for many years ; and they were found very strong in the Atlantic

Ocean and in the British Channel, where they did some damage. On the

12th, after several days of heavy rain, a strong gale blew from the South
in the day, and from the South-west in the evening, accompanied with

vivid lightning from 6 P.M. till 4 o'clock the next morning, when it ter-

minated in a thunder-storm, with heavy hail. The lightning in the first

part of the evening was unusually strong at this season of the year, and
most of the vivid flashes seemed to be generated by the inosculation of the

passing clouds, which often collapsed from the suddenness of the squalls.

So mild has been the autumn in comparison of the two preceding ones,

that we have not yet had any snow here, and but little frosty weather; but

as the sun is now returning to the equinoctial, with a daily augmentation

in his diurnal arch, we may soon expect cold weather to set in, especially

as nearly a foot in depth of rain has fallen during the last three months.
The mean temperature of the external air this month is two degrees

and a half higher than the mean of December for many years past.

The atmospheric and meteoric phaenomena that have come within our

observations this month, are, one lunar halo, one meteor, lightning and
thunder on the 12th, and fourteen gales of wind, or days on which they

have prevailed, namely, five from the South, and nine from the South-

west.

REMARKS.

London.— December 1— 4. Foggy. 5. Clear : hazy. 6. Fine : cloudy.

7. Boisterous wind, with rain. Barometer very low. 8. Heavy rain.

9. Cloudy. 10. Rain: fine. 1 1. Cloudy : stormy, with rain. IS.Rain:
stormy, with heavy thunder showers at night. 1:?. Fine. 14, 15. Clear.

16,17. Fine: rain at nights. 18. Heavy rain early a.m.: very clear.

19. Clear and fine. 20. Foggy : rain at night. 21. Foggy. 22, Hazy:
min. 23. Hazy: clear and frosty. 24. Extremely thick fog at night.

^5, 26. Foggy. 27. Drizzly : very dense fog, even at noon. 28. Drizzly

:

fine. 29, SO. Damp in the mornings : fine. 31. Clear and frosty.

Penzance.—December 1, 2. Fair. 3. Fair: misty rain. 4. Misty rain.

5, 6. Fair: rain. 7, 8. Rain. 9. Fair: rain at night. 10. Fair: rain.

11,12. Rain. 13. Fair: showers. 14. Showers. 15. Fair: showers.

16, 17. Fair : rain. 18. Fair : showers, hail and rain. 19. Fair: showers.

20. Rain. 21. Fair: showers. 22. Rain. 2.'3. Showers. 24, 25. Fair.

26. Rain : fair. 27. Fair. 28. Clear : fair. 29, 30. Fair. 31. Clear.

Boston.— December 1. Cloudy- 2. Cloudy : rain p.m. 3, 4. Cloudy.
5. Fine. 6— 8. Cloudy. 9. P'ine: heavy rain early a.m. 10. Cloudy.
11. Cloudy: rain early a.m., and p.m. 12. Cloudy: rain p.m. 13— 15. Fine.

16. Fine : rain at night. 17. Fine. 18. Cloudy : wind and rain early a.m.

19. Fine. 20.Cloudy: rain at night. 21. Fine. 22. Cloudy. 23— 25. Fine.

26. Cloudy: rain at night. 27. Cloudy. 28. Cloudy : rain p.m. 29, Fine :

rain P.M. 30. Cloudy. 31. Foggy.

Meteor0-
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XX. Theory ofthe Transmissio7i of Light through Medmms,
and of its Rejlection at their Surfaces^ according to the Hy-
pothesis of Undulations. Bi/ the Rev. J. Ciiallis, Fellow of
the Cambridge Philosophical Society^.

TN a communication to the Philosophical Magazine and
Annals for May 1830, I ventured to suggest that the dimi-

nished velocity of the ti-ansmission of light in the interior of

mediums might be solely owing to the obstacles to the free mo-
tions of the ethereal particles, occasioned by the presence of

the atoms of the mediums. This idea was not supported by all

the reasons that may be advanced in its favour, because I was
not then prepared with a simple mode of exhibiting them. I

hope now to be able to show in an intelligible manner how the

cause alleged in this view may produce the effect ascribed to it.

The suppositions that will be made for this purpose are

the same that I stated in a previous communication to this

Journal, respecting the different refrangibility of the rays of

lightt ; viz. that the sether, which is the vehicle of light, is con-

stituted like air; that it permeates all mediums, and has the

same density in them as out of them ; and that uniform and
homogeneous mediums (which for the sake of simplicity are

the only ones here considered) consist of very minute material

atoms, definitely arranged, all of the same weight and size,

spherical in shape, an d so close to eachother that a very

great number are included in a cubical space the side ofwhich

is a 50,000th part of an inch, yet on account of their small

magnitude occupying a portion of space very small compared
to the intervening spaces.

* Communicated by the Author .

t See Phil. Mag. and Annals, N.S. vol. viii. p. 172.

N. S. Vol. 1 1. No. 63. March 1832. Y For
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For the object in view it will be necessary to solve the fol-

lowing problem. A disturbance is made in an elastic fluid

like air, by means of a s))licrical ball, which is supposed to

contract and expand in a given manner, its form remaining

spherical and its centre fixed :—what will be the consetjuent

motion of the fluid at any distance from the centre of the ball

at any time? The velocity of the surface of the ball must be

conceived to be small compared with the velocity of propa-

gation in the fluid. I'he following equations, applicable to this

case, are well known :

d\r^ „ d\r<^ .,. cH (cy\

a- Nap. log ? + -^y = ; (3)

In which ;• is the distance from the fixed centre, t any time,

V the velocity of the fluid at the distance 7-, q the density,

«- X § = the pressure, and <$) is a function of r and /, deter-

mined by the equation (1).

The general integral of (1) is,

7-(p = ¥ {r-at) +/(;•+ « 0;

and r (^ = Y [r—at) is a particular integral. Let us see wliat

may be inferred from this latter. By differentiating we obtain,

d^ ¥ {r-at) ¥\r-at) ,.,-y^, or V = —^ '- :5l_^ A)
dr r r-

d(p '>XT 1
F (?•-«/)

or —a- JNap. log g = — a
dt r

whence a Nap. log q = —^^ (B)

We have now to consider what the equations (A) and (B)

inform us. There is a difficulty here in interpreting the lan-

guage of analysis, and ascertaining the physical facts it ex-

pounds, especially as they are of such a nature that they can-

not be objects of sight. I laving met with nothing on this i)oint

that appeared altogether satisfactory, 1 offer the following

reasoning for the consideration of mathematicians. The pre-

ceding values of v and q, because they contain arbitrary func-

tions, will apjily to that jiart of the motion which is arbilrary;

viz. to the motion of the jiarticles which are immcdiatehj dis-

turbed; and this is true if the disturbance continues during

any given time. The denominators ;•, ;•-, not being involved

in the arbitrary fimctions, show that in passing at a given in-

stant from the ilislurbed [)articles to those indt;finilcly near,

the
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the velocity varies in a manner independent of the arbitrary

disturbance, and also point out the laws of this variation.

But the equations (A) and (B) do not immediately apply to

points at anyfnite distance from the disturbance, because the

motion at such points is not stricdy arbitrary, but depends on

the laws of the propagation of motion through a continuous

mass. Hence we have need of an independent theorem re-

specting propagation of motion, of the same nature as the

theorem, vel. = —.— , regardina; motion itself. Such a one
time ^ °

will be found in the paper referred to at the beginning of this

communication, in which it is shown generally and indepen-

dently, that the velocity of uniform propagation

_ the velocity of the fluid
~ Nap. log of the density

Now in the case before us, we infer from the equations (A)

and (B), that,

-, ,
Y{r-at)

nj =. a . Map. log § — —'^—^
.

We may therefore conceive v, as soon as it is impressed

on the fluid, to resolve itself into two parts, v and tj", of which

p if at\
•d = a . Nap. log g, and u" = — —^^—^

—

. The theorem

above informs us that t/ begins to be propagated with the

velocity a. The propagation wiM go on with this velocity

continued uniform, because by the incipient propagation, the

particles next in succession are brought into the same state, as

to the relation of velocity and density, as those immediately

disturbed; and so on successively through all the particles of

the fluid. For a like reason the varying of the velocity in-

versely as the distance from the centre of the sphere, indepen-

dently of the form of F, holds true for any distance : for this

law is true with respect to an indefinitely thin spherical shell

of fluid immediately contiguous to the disturbing surface;

and so for every similar portion in succession. Hence at a

^ "d r , jv r
distance R the velocity is -^^ after a time from the

instant that v is impressed. The other part of the velocity t;",

not being accompanied with change of density, is transmitted

instantaneously, as if the fluid were incompressible, but varies

at different distances inversely as the square of the distance

;

for this law obtains at the disturbed points, and, as may
readily be seen, must obtain in incompressible fluids. Hence

Y 2 the
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1^'r-
the velocity from this cause at tlie distance R is -rrcf- at the

instant that v is impressed.

If the functiony had been treated in the same manner,

like results would have been obtained ; but the direction of

propagation would have been towards the centre of the dis-

turbing sphere. In fact, this finiction would apj)ly to a dis-

turbance made by a hollow spherical shell, and to the motion

it would give to the fluid in its interior. The function F is

plainly that which suits the case of disturbance we have sup-

posed, which is of such a nature as to determine but one arbi-

trary function.

Suppose now that F{r— at) = msin — {r— at)
A

Then ¥Hr — at)— cos

—

(r— at)

rlence v = cos — (r—at) r s'n (r— at)
rX \ ^ ' r- \ ^

'

m i TTr Tt , , . TT , .1
—rj— cos — {r-at) - sm — {r-ai)

^

If we consider r, the radius of the disturbing sj)here, to be
at all times very small compared to A, then whatever be /, we

shall have = sin and cos = 1 nearly. Hence
A A A -^

m . i:a t .

v = —^ sm nearly.

Instead of supposing, as above, an expansible sphere to

disturb the fluid, conceive a series of waves to be incident on
a sphere of constant radius at rest. The fluid will be rela-

tively disturbed, and the preceding investigation will enable

us to determine the effects that will iollow. Draw a diameter
of the sphere parallel to the direction of the incident waves

:

at that extremity of it on which the waves are incident, the

fluid will be stationary; at all other points of the heniisiihere

on which the waves are incident, the fluid will glide along the

surface. Let ju, sin be the velocity which would have

taken place at any time /, at the point where the centre of the

sphere is situated, if the sj)here had been removed. We sup-

pose r the radius of the sphere to be exceedingly small com-
pared to A. This will therefore be the veU)iity without sen-

sible error, which wouki have taken place at the bame time

at
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at any point of its surface. Let 9 = the angle which a line

drawn I'rom any point of the surface to the centre makes with

the diameter. Then /x cos 9 sin is the velocity which

must be compounded with the velocity along the surface at

that point, to produce a resultant equal to the velocity which
would have taken place but for the presence of the sphere.

Consequently jo. cos 9 sin is relatively impressed on the

fluid in the direction of the radius. This quantity is different

for different values of 9. But the results obtained by consi-

dering the disturbance made by the whole surface of the ex-
pansible sphere, are applicable to the disturbance made by
every very small portion of the surface of this stationary sphere.

Hence we may say, that v = (m cos Q sin ; for because
A

in this case r does not vary, --r is constant. It follows from
r~

what goes before, that v the impressed velocity resolves itself

into —-— cos 9 cos — {r—a t) and — jw, cos 9 sin — {r — at).

The former of these, which is much less than the other on
r

account of the factor— , is propagated with the uniform velo-

city a, and is accompanied by change of density ; the latter is

transmitted instantaneously without change of density. At
the distance R from the centre of the sphere, these velocities

respectively become —-ri
— cos 9 cos — (r—at), and

P^cosfl sm — [r—at).
ix" A

These conclusions will not be sensibly affected if the ex-
cursions of the particles of the incident waves be considerably
larger than r.

The limits within which this paper must be confined allow
me only to state the theory in regard to light which I found
on the preceding mathematical reasoning, and on the hypo-
theses that preceded it.

The two-fold reflection from small spherical bodies, as above
exhibited, may have reference to the two-fold modification
which light receives on entering any medium (for instance, in

a direction perpendicular to the surface), viz. its reflection

and the diminished velocity of its transmission. Its reflection

may
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may be owing to that part of the reflection of the ethereal

waves from the atoms, which is accompanied by change of
density;—not from the atoms at the surface only, but fx-om

those at finite depths, for thus may the total effect become of
sensible magnitude. It might be shown, on this supposition,

that the reflection will be a maximum when the thickness of

the medium is —-, or -— , or -^, &c. ; and that it will be

when the thickness is X, or 2 A, or 3 X, &c., and this may ac-

count for the loss of half an undulation. The mean effect of

the other part of the reflected velocity, which is unaccom-
panied by change of density, may be to diminish in a given

ratio the velocities of the ethereal particles as soon as the waves
enter the medium, without producing change of density: so

that if the equations

V = a. Nap. log q = m s\n — [x—at)
A

applied to the waves before intromission, the equations

a ., , m . "Jt , a .

V = —j- Map. log q — -J- sin— [x y t)

will apply after intromission. This effect depends on the di-

minution of the velocity being always in the same ratio; and

this again depends on the particular constitution of the me-
dium which determines it to be transparent.

Papvvorth St. Everard, Feb. 13, 1832.

XXI . Of the Susceptibilities of Living Structures. Bij the

Rev. Patrick Keith, F.L.S.*

THE susceptibilities of living structures are demonstrated

to the eye, or to the understanding, by the peculiar and

palpable movements which all such structures exhibit, whether

spontaneously or through the intervention oi' stiinuli; whether

in the vital or in the ccrebi-al system, or in the tissues compos-

ing them. Hence the susceptibilities of living structures are

either tissual, vital, or cerebral.

I. TissualSusccptibility.—Tissual susceptibility, or elasticity,

is the physical capacity of extension, and of sjioiUaneous con-

traction, which is ibund to be inherent in }niiiKuy tissues or

fabrics. The cellular tissue, from its great abumlance in all or-

ganized bodies, aflbrds a good and ready example. You may

easily detect it, by placing under the microscope a line and nii-

• ConiiTiunicatcd In the Autlior.

luite
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niite slice taken from the skin or fat of an animal recently

slaughtered, or from the pulpy part of any plant or fruit. It is

composed, according to Bichat*, of an assemblage of whitish

filaments traversing a fine and filmy membrane, or of thin and
transparent films, which with the filaments form little cells.

The film is as fine as a soap-bubble, and resembles, by the

crossing of the filaments, a sort of irregular net-work. This
description is equally correct whether we regard it as applying

to plants or to animals. In the living animal they contain a

serum and fat; in the living vegetable, a limpid juice; and in

the healthy condition of either, they are to be seen in what
may be called their natural state,—that is, in a state occupy-

ing a space that is comparatively very small. But the tissue

which they form is capable of a considerable degree of exten-

sion, as is evident from the increase of fat which enlarges the

bulk of the body ; and from the occurrence of tumours and
swellings, whether of the animal or vegetable subject, as well

as from the movements of every limb or branch. Thus in

elevating the arm to a perpendicular position, the tissue of
the arm-pit is extended to more than double its former length

;

and in the forcible bending of the bough of a tree there oc-

curs an extension of a similar sort. If the extension is pushed
too far the tissue will break, but in the natural and ordinary

movements of the fabric it is not pushed on to rupture.

As this tissue is capable of a considerable degree of exten-

sion, so it is capable of a correspondent degree of contraction.

For as soon as the distending cause has ceased to act, the
tissue shrinks again, spontaneousl}^, to its original dimensions;

as in the case of the loss of cmbonjwint, or of the resolution

of tumours or swellings, or of the shrivelling np of the re-

laxed scrotum, or of the contraction of the abdomen and uterus

when the period of gestation is past. This is what Bichat
calls contractility parfaut d'exte7ision\. It is always greatest

in young subjects. Thus though a young person may become
thin, still the skin lies close to the interior organs, because the
cellular tissue possesses yet the power of contracting itself

completely ; but if an old man becomes thin, the skin hangs
loose and in wrinkles, because the cellular tissue has lost its

power of recoil.

In the ordinary state of the living fabric there is a certain

degree of tension to which every organ is subjected : the loco-
motive muscles by their antagonists; the hollow muscles by
the substances which they include ; the veins and arteries by
the circulating blood ; and the alveolar processes by the teeth.

Divide a locomotive muscle by means of a transverse section,

* Rechcrches P/it/s. p. 66. f IbuL p. 77.

and
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and the divided portions will immediately contract towards
their points of insertion. Exhaust the iun^s of air, and the

cells will immediately collapse. But though the contractility

or elasticity in cjuestion resides in the tissues of living fabrics,

it does not depend solely upon their life; for their death does

not destroy it. It depends rather upon the texture of the

parts in which it inheres, and upon the arrangement of their

integrant molecules, and is not destroyed but by their putre-

faction. It is not even peculiar to living fabrics; for many life-

less and inorganic bodies possess it in a greater or in a less de-

gree, particuliirly such as are notably elastic, as caoutchouc or

Indian rubber. It seems to be merely a recovering of the

natural state of the fabric when its extension or compression

ceases, and a regaining of its former shape or size. Hence the

recoil of a bent bow, and the shrinking of a muscle that is

divided by a transverse section even after death.

Contraction yar racornisscment, or by crispation,—that is,

the peculiar shrinking up of organized substances when sud-

denly exposed to the action of fire or of highly concentrated

acids,—is merely a variety of tissual contractility confined to

animal fabrics.

II. Vital Susceptibility.—Vital susceptibility, or tonicity, is

that capacity of the organs of vegetables, or of the nutritive

organs of animals, which enables them to receive and to obey

the impulse of 5/zm?^//, of the impression and operation of which

the individual knows nothing. The stimulant may be mecha-

nical, as in the case of the collapsing of the leaves of Dioncca

Muscipula if a fly but alights on them. It may be chemical,

as in the case of the lacteals when stimulated to action by the

contact of chyle. It may be visible, as when the sensitive plant

shrinks from the touch of the finger. It may be invisible, as

when an organ is excited by means of the agency of galvanism,

or stimulated to action by a volition : or, lastly, it may be al-

together unknown.
If the impression is occasioned by the gentle operation of

natural stimuli, that is of stimuli suited to the constitution

of the organ, impelling it to sound and healthy action, and

terminating merely in the organ aflectod, without being con-

veyed to any common centre of feeling ui" organ of sensation,

it is a case of vital excitability, and is imperceptible. The
result of the impression may be eitlier the extension or con-

traction of the organ, as the case may be; for these opposite

conditions mutuall}' involve one another, as well as a mean or

middle condition, in which the organ may be (luiescent. In

animals it is the muscular fibre that is cntlowed with the sus-

ceptibility in (juestion, the nuiscles that are thus afiectetl being

situated
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situated internally; and being chiefly vascular, as the heart,

stomach, and intestines, occupying the cavities of the tliorax

and abdomen, not symmetrical in their shape or form, not

obedient to the will, not attached to bones. In plants it is

the organs generally, whether central or superficial. Thus
the flowers of many plants, stimulated by the agency of light,

open their petals when the sun shines, and shut them when
he shines no long-er. Thus the fluids that are lodged in theO .... . . I

soil, exciting the susceptibilities of the extreme fibrile, or

spongeolte, of the root, are first admitted into, and then pro-

pelled and distributed throughout, the plant, carrying nutri-

ment to every part, and giving energy to every organ. Thus
also the stomach of animals is excited to action by the pre-

sence of aliment, and the heart by the ingress of blood ; and
thus are digestion, circulation, and nutrition maintained in

the fabric, without either our knowledge or our notice. The
stomach is indeed susceptible or sensible to the presence of

aliment, and the heart to the ingress of blood, and the flowers

and rootlets of plants to the access of light and of mois-

ture; but the susceptibility is merely organic, as terminating

in the organ affected, and is accompanied with no sensation

and no perception of change. This is the organic sensibility

of Bichat, having in the animal subject the heart for its prin-

cipal organ*.

If the impression is occasioned by the violent operation of

un-natural causes, that is, of stijuuli foreign to the constitu-

tion of the organ or fabric, or of natural stimuli in excess, it

is a case of vital irritahilitij ; in the plant imperceptible,—in

the animal, often p)erceptible. Thus although the leaf of

Dionaa Muscipula is not consciously sensible to the impression

of the fly that alights on it, nor the leaflets of Mimosa to the

touch of the finger, and though they cannot be irritated so as

to excite sensation
;
yet the lungs, stomach, and intestines of

the livinfT animal, though altogether insensible to the natural

action of chyle, food, or inhaled atmospheric air, are found

to be very irritable and very easily irritated by means of the

action of emetics, purgatives, or inhaled carbonic acid gas,

—

stimulants that we must regard as un-natural ; as well as by
means of the action of an enormous load of food that gluts

and oppresses them, a stimulant not un-natural, but admini-

stered in excess.

III. Cerebral Susceptibility.—Cerebral susceptibility is that

capacity of the sensorial organs of animals which enables them
to receive and to obey the impulse of stimuli and to transmit

* Considerat. Gen. p. 53,

N. S. Vol. 1 1 . No. 63. March 1832. Z the
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the impression made to or from a common centre of feeling and
of consciousness. It is a case of excitability or of irritability

peculiar to animal structures, and is essentially perceptible.

—

Perceptible impressions are either external or internal, and
the movements which they occasion are either voluntary or

involuntary,—voluntary if they originate in the brain, invo-

luntary if they originate in any other organ.—External im-

pressions are either general or particular. Thus there is a

general susceptibility that extends over the whole surface of the

animal fabric, which physiologists denominate tact, by which
we are apprised of the presence and influence of such bodies

or accidents as approach and affect us,—as heat, cold, mois-

ture, pressure,—producing pleasure, or producing pain. But
there are also peculiar susceptibilities which are confined to

peculiar organs. Thus the eye is adapted to receive, exclu-

sively, the impression of light; the ear the impression of sound,

the nostril the impression of smell, the tongue the impres-

sion of taste, and the hand or the finger the impression of

touch.—Internal impressions may originate in, or be trans-

mitted from, any or all of the internal organs, if not in their

natural, at least in their morbid state. Thus the empty sto-

mach perceives and transmits the sensation of hunger ; the

exhausted lungs that of the want of a due supply of air;

the distended bladder that of the necessity of being emptied

;

and the excited sexual organs that of the urgency of the ve-

nereal desire.—^The muscular mechanism of the organs is

the means by which the impression is received, and the nerves

of sensation are the instruments by which the received im-

pression is transmitted to the brain. This is a truth that

cannot be controverted. For if the nerve of sensation leading

from the organ to the brain is injured, there is no more sen-

sation ;—no seeing without an optic nerve; no hearing without

an auditory nerve; and no touch nor tact without the integrity

of the nerves that terminate in the skin.

A nerve as seen in its course in the human body is a dense

white cord covered with three membranes corresponding with,

and traceable to, the membranes of the brain. The cords

consist of a number of distinct filaments, each composed of a

fine membrane inclosing a soft and pulpy matter, and each

endowed with its own specific capability. It is either a fila-

ment of sensation only, or of motion only,—and that through-

out the whole of its course. The filament of sensation can-

not act as a filament of motion, nor the filament of motion as

a filament of sensation*.

* Bell on the Nerves, p. 18.

If
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If nerves transmit impressions to the brain, how is the

transmission effected ? On this question physiologists are

divided. Some have supposed that the impression is trans-

mitted by means of a sort of vibratory or molecular motion

that is communicated to the extremity of the nerve, and pro-

pagated throughout its whole extent with great rapidity. This

opinion was adopted by Hartley in his celebrated work (Jn Man;
but it is supported by no admissibleproof, and has consequently

no legitimate claim upon our belief. Others think that the

impression is transmitted by means of a subtle and peculiar

fluid which the nerve secretes*, by means of a chemico-vital

process, and deposits in the longitudinal tube that it is sup-

posed to form, or which if it secretes not, it at least conducts,

—analogous to the electric or galvanic fluid, or to a fine

and subtle aether. This opinion may perhaps be correct; but

still it is only an opinion : we cannot receive it as an esta-

blished fact. Hence, though it is certain that nerves transmit

impressions, yet the actual mode of their transmission is al-

together unknown ; and the difficulty attending the elucidation

of the subject is increased by the fact, that impressions made
upon organs that are even destitute of nerves are still found
to be conveyed to the brain. Thus injuries done to the ten-

dons, cartilages, or ligaments, are quickly followed by pain, as

well as inflammations incidental to other parts, where no nerve

enters, or rather where no nerve is known to enter.—Is this

pain produced in any way independent of the brain ? We
may rest satisfied that it is not : for if the brain is stupified

by wine, or by opium, or by any other means, the pain is no
longer felt.—Bichat thinks that where nerves are wanting, the

impression is transmitted by means of the operation of the

vital energyf . It is at least as good a conjecture as that of

Reil's nervous atmosphere, but it is no solution of the diffi-

culty.

But though the mode of the conveying of impressions is not

known, yet the perception that we have of tlie impression

made is well known. It is a noble and exalted attribute, ele-

vating the subjects of the animal kingdom to the dignified

rank which they hold in the scale of earthly being, and en-

dowing them with the knowledge of good and of evil. Yet
all animals are not endowed with this attribute in the same
degree. The lowest tribes of animals exhibit but slight indi-

cations of sensibility, and but a small proportion of brain.

Animals that are placed higher in the scale, exhibit stronger

indications of sensibility, and a larger proportion of brain.

• Cuvier, Rcgnc Animal: Inirod. f Ariat. Gen. p. 188.

Z 2 Man,
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Man, who stands at the head of the animal creation, exhibits

the strongest indications of sensibility, the largest propor-

tion of brain, and the most complicated structure of organs,

rendering him capable not only of sensation and of perception,

but also of volition and of intellection.—This is the animal
sensibility of Bichat, having the brain for its principal organ*.

It is direct, or it is sympathetic. The gratification of the

sexual appetite gives direct pleasure;—the sensation of hun-
ger or of thirst gives direct pain. Labour induces the direct

feeling of fatigue;—sleep and rest induce the direct feeling of

recruited or renovated streno;th. If the nerve leadinir to the

one eye happens to be affected, the nerve leading to the other

eye is apt to become sympathetically affected also. If we see a

fellow-creature in distress, or if we see even a brute animal
exposed to torture, or convulsed in the agonies of death, we
cannot divest ourselves of a feeling of sympathy.

Such are the two sensibilities corresponding to the two
lives of Bichat. Organic sensibility is the faculty of receiving

an impression ;—animal sensibility is the faculty of receiving

an impression, and of transmitting it to a common centre of

feeling. Organic sensibility lingers for a time in the several

organs, even when life is gone;—animal sensibility is extin-

guished with life, be the extinction ever so sudden. Organic
sensibility commences with the foetus;—animal sensibility not

till after the birth. The former regards the preservation of

the individual, and cannot intermit ;—the latter regards its

communication with the external world, and has frequent

intermissions. Organic functions are perfect at once, and are

not performed better in the mature individual than in the

infant animal or plant;—animal functions are perfected by
experience and education. The eye does not at first distin-

guish specific objects, nor the ear specific sounds, nor the

palate specific tastes; but the habit of using the several organs

of sense gives at last the power of due discrimination, and the

tact necessary to quick perception.

From the above contrast it is evident that animal sensi-

bility is of a grade superior to organic sensibility: and yet

there are cases, as we have already seen, in which the latter

may be exalted into tlie former by the application of certain

means, or the intervention of certain causes. A certain dose

of sensibility gives organic feeling,—a certain other dose gives

animal feeling.—The blood traverses the veins, heart, and
arteries without being felt. In its pure and uncontaminated

state it merely excites the organs to healthy action. But

augment its sensibility by the admixture of certain foreign \n-

• Rcdtcrchts P/ii/s. p. fi.'V

gredients,
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gredients,—introduce into the veins a portion of atmospheric

air, or into the lungs an undue portion of carbonic acid gas,

and pain and death ensue. The lacteals in their healthy state

admit only chyle ; and the lymphatics, lymph : but in an ex-

cited state, that is, in a more sensible state, the former will

admit also bile, and the latter blood. Hence the origin of

disease : but hence also the possible and occasional means
of remedy. Suppose it to be a case of tumour : Give a higher

dose, or give the proper dose, of sensibility to the lymphatics,

so as to take up and carry off the extravasated matter, and
the tumour is resolved. If they will not admit blood in their

ordinary state, it is not that their calibre is too small for the

globules, as Boerhaave thought ; but because they have not,

says Bichat, the proper degree or dose of sensibility*. Add
that, and the effect is irresistible.

Thus there is a degree of sensibility proper to each organ,

below and above which its action is faulty, and to which it has

a tendency to return. This is its healthy state of action, or its

tone or tonicity, by which it resists, to a certain degree, the

agency of such causes as are not in unison with that tone, or

not materially connected with its functional operation.—Thus
also the impressions which are conveyed to the brain through
the medium of the external senses, or otherwise, are alto-

gether involuntary: they come without our knowledge, and act

without our bidding: they are the means by which the in-

dividual communicates with the external world, or becomes ac-

quainted with the state of the several organs of his own fabric.

If the intelligence seems unimportant the individual remains
quiescent, and the impression passes off without having pro-

duced any notable effect: but if it promises pleasure, or if

it portends pain, it instantly generates a volition, and the vo-

lition instantly generates some specific action or movement
which is rightly said to be voluntary. Thus stimulants from
without, and volitions from within, produce upon the several

organs a similar effect. Stimulated by the impression of the

rays of light, the optic nerve exerts its energies; the impres-

sion made is communicated to the brain, and the brain ex-

periences the sensation of sight. Stimulated by a volition,

the brain, under certain circumstances, exerts its capability of
reflecting on its own feelings and ideas. Hence the phaeno-
mena of thought and of intellection. It examines, it com-
pares, it deduces a conclusion. Under certain other circum-
stances, it exerts its capability of generating organic motion

;

and hence the phaenomena of muscular function as origi-

nating in the will. The muscles that are thus excited are

* Rechcrches Phj/s. p. G6.

chiefly
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chiefly those that are composed of bundles of red, minute, and
parallel tibres, symmetrical, operating as levers, opposed by
antagonists, and often attached to bones. We do not at

present inquire into the mode of muscular contraction, we
merely avail ourselves of the fact. The brain wills, and the

volition is instantaneously conveyed through the medium of

the fit and appropriate nerves—the nerves of motion—to the

fit and appropriate muscle. The muscle by its contractility in-

stantaneously obeys the impulse, and the organ instantaneously

acts, whether it be the hand to handle, the foot to walk, the

ear to listen to the modulations of melody, or the throat and

mouth to utter articulate sounds. In either case the impulse

is accompanied with a consciousness of the state and degree

of the contractility of the muscle that is stimulated, or of

the operation that is performed : and hence the contractility

of volition, or the function of which it is the cause, is also

essentially perceptible.

This is what Bichat calls animal contractility, in contra-

distinction to what he calls also organic contractility,—the

former originating in the will, the latter in tissues, or organs.

He regards them as corresponding to the two sensibilities,

—

the organic and animal,—with this difference, that the one can-

not be transformed into the other, as we have seen that the

sensibilities may*. Yet this rule, though sufficiently general

and sufficiently well founded, is not without its exceptions.

For on the one hand, undue and violent contractions of the

voluntary muscles do often occur, or may be excited in the

system, as in the case of spasm, paralysis, convulsion, which

are not at all regulated by the operations of the will ; and,

on the other hand, it appears that there are some persons who
have the faculty of vomiting or regurgitating when they please,

—thus converting an involuntary into a voluntary movementf.

The several species of the contractility of living fabrics are

thus briefly characterized by Bichat.— If a muscle is put into

action by a volition, it is animal contractility ; if by a physi-

cal or mechanical stimulus applied to it, it is organic sensible

contractility or irritability ; if by the contact o!' nutritive fluids,

it is insensible contractility or tonicity ; and if by a transverse

section, it is the contractility of tissue:};. Such are the leading

susceptibilities that are discoverable in living fabrics,—the tis-

sual, the vital, and the cerebral : the two former common both

to plants and to animals, and connected chiefly with nutrition

;

the latter peculiar to animals, and connected with sensation.

[To be continued.]

• Rcrhcrchcs Pftj/x. p. 7^- f Magenciic : by Milligan, p. i'86.

t Rcchcrchcs Pliys. p. 77.
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XXII. On the Calculation ofthe Orbits of Double Stars, Bj/

Professor Encke.

I

[Continued from p. 109.]

N making the transition to the true ellipsis, we may now

first apply the formulae (46)

4- sin F = 4- sin (P-o.) /' sin (Q -P) = - 4 ^^^^ sin 2

F

to *

4-cosF =— cos(P-«;) /'cos(Q-P) = -4-'la i

whence
log I = 0-572544; F = 21G° 10' 38"-4

log /' = 0-523534; Q .= 177 24 50 -8

The three formulae

b'- sin i'^ sin 2^ = (a^— 6-) sin 2w— R- sin 2 P
b'- sin i''^ cos 2 ^ = {a'^—b-) cos 2cu— R^ cos 2 P
Z»'^ _j_ J'- cos i'^ = a* + 6^— R- give

log 6' = 0-591921, ^ = 122°47' 54"-7, i' 46° 24' 56"-9.

Lastly, the formulae (39) and (40) give with perfect agree-

ment of sin <f' and cos <p' ... log a' = 0-636332

TT = 166° 56' 44"-5, <p' = 25° 28' 19"-8.

For determining the epoch, we have

sin E' = §[9-505808] sin {336° 35' 19"'5-J9}

cos E'= §[9-456798] cos{ 177 24 50 -8-;?} +0-430073,

whence applying the preceding value of ju-', we obtain

T = 1806-877706; 1806-87695; 1806-87697; 1806-87700;
the mean of which is T = 1806-877. We obtain

k' = 0-158010, and consequently we have the following

elements

:

T = 1806-877

TT = 166°56'44"-5)
, a r ,1. * n i

Q _ 129 47 54 -7 > counted trom the eastern parallel.

i' = 46 24 56 '9

<P' = 25 28 19 -8; log a' = 0-636332; ft' = 4° 52' 26"-2

mean annual motion. Motion westerly.

Calculating with these values the constants v, V, v', V, by
(47) we obtain the following equations for the computation
of the place

:

E'-{24°38' 28"-8} sin E'= (^-1806-877){4° 52' 26"-2}

g slnp = [0-562364] sin (E'+ 155° 59' 57"-2)— 0-638606
gcos^ = [0-535651] sin (E' + 267 29 6 -9) + 1-474941.

For
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For the greatest and smallest distance the following equa-

tion is to be solved :

sin(2E' + 72°21'16"-8) = [0-131624] sin (E' + 17° 37' 7"-8)

a few trials give: 1809*6152 ... smallest distance = l"-8332:

E' = 22° 57' 26"-3, greatest angular velocity = 16°-911 an-

nually: 1835-5026 ... greatest distance _ rJl. 6573: E'

=

151° 20' 18"-3 smallest angular velocity = l°-776 annually.

Finally, the two planes in which the motion takes place are

found parallel to these planes :

Ascending node on the equator = 138° 4' 2l"-0

Inclination = 6S 49 32 '^

Ascending node on the equator = 41 3 2 '4

Inclination = 64 59 26 -9

or, referred to the ecliptic:

9, = 141° 23' 2l"-6 Sa = 52° 23' 8"-9

J = 86 50 30 -5 J = 48 42 18 '1

for which we have adopted the position of the star agreeably

to Piazzi ... a = 268° 50' 18"-0 8 = + 2° 33' 3l"'5.

If we now compare the observations above given with this

orbit, we find the followinir differences

:

Year.
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On the other hand, an excellent series of observations made
by Bessel, by means of his great heliometer, agrees perfectly

with regard to the distances, and deviates in the angles of po-

sition.

Year.
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g sin;? = [0-56697] sin (E'+ 166° 59' 24") — 0-28859

qcosp = [0-6576cS] sin (E' + 29S° 18' 42") +1-39075,
and tiie agreement of the orbit with these observations may
be seen from the following ephemeris :
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be considered uninterestinc: to the readers of the Phil. Majr.

and Annals
; particularly as the results are not only curious,

but may probably lead to useful and important investigations,

as connected with the introduction into and the growth of
foreign timber in thiscountry, as well as to important improve-
ments in the present system of planting. Under this impression

I have been induced to send them to you as an addition to the

.several others on the same subject which have appeared at dif-

ferent times in this Journal.

The experiments originated in an investigation of the com-
parative properties of acacia and oak by W. Withers, Esq,
of Norfolk, whose object a])pears to have been to encourage
the planting of the former in many situations instead of the

latter, as a wood of great durability, and of quicker growth.

In order to have a comparison made of their relative strengths,

he forwarded specimens of both woods to Woolvvich, and the

results of the experiments will be seen in the following Table.

Another question arose with Mr. Withers relative to the

strength of oak, the growth of which had been encouraged by
culture, compared with oak of the ordinary slow growth *.

The specimens connected with the latter subject, the author

informs us, were received from Mr. W. Boorne of Erpingham ;

the one from a fast and the other from a slow ffrowinor tree.

They ai*e marked Nos. 3 and 4 in the Table of Experiments.

The former was grown on a very good strong soil, its age

was supposed about GO years, and it contained from 38 to 40
cubic feet of timber: the other. No. 4, was about 120 years

old, and was grown upon light soil, with gravel about 2 feet

below the surface. This tree contained about 80 cubic feet,

but Mr. Boorne considers that if No. 3 had stood to attain the

same age, it would have made at least 40 feet more than that

tree. The other two specimens were from trees hiniished by

Mr. Samuel Farrow of Diss, Norfolk, grown on the same
piece of land : that from which No. 5 was cut, stood near the

rack-yard of the farm by the side of a ditch, into which ran a

great deal of moisture from the yard; and he has no doubt

that, independently of the nourishment obtained by it from

the ditch, very many of the smaller roots reached as far as the

rack-yard; and the ti'ce grew rapidly, and contained when cut

down 120 I'eet of timber. The tree from which No. 6 was

cut, grew, as before stated, in the same fielil, but had none ot

the advantages above spoken of; but still the soil was good,

with a lightish blue clay bottom. The tree grew well, but not in

any degree so fast as the other : it contained about 90 feet of

* See a Letter to Sir Henry Stewart, Bart, on tlic iinpruvcmcnt in tlir

quality of timber, by W. Withers, Esq.

timber.
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timber, and it is the opinion of persons on the spot that they
were both planted together.

Thus far the experiments were made with a particular ob-
ject; but as there were in store, in the Royal Arsenal, many
.woods, not in very common use, but which are grown abun-
dantly in some countries, and from the appearance of which
great strength was anticipated, Mr. Bossey, foreman in the

carriage department, was requested to prepare specimens,
which were submitted to the same test as the former ones.

These results are interesting, some of the woods being more
than double the average strength of oak : several of these spe-

cimens were sent from Berbice by Capt. Gipps of the Royal
Engineers, who speaks very highly of their durability.

The apparatus made use of in the experiments consisted

simply of two upright posts, fixed securely at one end in the

ground, and at the other to the tie beam of the roof of a shed;
on each of these were firmly attached two pieces of hard wood
formed to an edge, on which the specimens to be experimented
upon were placed, and a scale suspended from the centre to

receive weights. To ascertain the relative stiffness or elasti-

cit}?^, the weight which caused a deflection of one inch, was
registered, which was denoted by a rod attached to the tie

beam so as to point downwards in front of the middle of the
specimen, and one inch below the upper surface; so that when
one inch of deflection had taken place, it was shown by the
rod just passing clear of the piece under experiment.

In the Table, the 1st column contains the names of the
woods; the 2nd the specific gravity; the 3rd the weight which
caused 1 inch deflection, or j^th part of the length ; the ith,

the breaking weight; the 5th, the relative elasticity from the

formula E = —^^^ ; the 6th. the strength from the formula

S = ——
-J2 ; where / is the length, a the breadth, d the depth,

8 the deflection in inches, and to the weight in pounds; by
which they become comparative with the various experiments
in Barlow's Essay on the Strength of Timber ; and the last co-
lumn contains any requisite description or remarks.
The pieces were each accurately cut and planed 2 inches

square, and 5 feet in length ; and the distance of the props on
which they were broken was exactl}' 50 inches: they were
selected with great care by Mr. Bossey, who assisted at the

experiments, and registered and delivered the following re-

sults.

Table
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Table of the Strength and Elasticity of various Woods of
English and Foreign Growth.

Names of Wood.

n

H II

°
s.

2 S

> a

•^ W3

Remarks.

Acacia, English growth
Ditto

Oak, fast grown
slow grown ....

fast grown
slow grown . .

.

—— superior quality

ditto

Tonquin < middle

Bean ^outside

r ^ V middle
Locust -J . -J

I
outside

T> II xT S middle
Bullet Tree. . < •

,

^ outside

_ , ^ < middle
Greeuhcart. . . < ^ •

( outside

Cabacally... j^^,j^ij^J

r middle!

African Oak. J
^^"^j^^Jj'l^

L outside!

r middle

American j outside

BlackBirchl middlci

[^outside

Common
J
middle

Birch ^outside

, , < middle
Ash <

,

f outside

„, r middle
Elm {

,

I
outside

Christiana S middle

Deal } outside

Memel Deal \
'

'

,

i outside

710
710 bore

903 660
856 414
9T2\ 550
8351 439

1195 1867
1084 ""ope brok e, the

999; 5156250 1561

3234375' 1058

4296875; 1561

3437500; 1473

677

999
943

748 8961447

756; 6801304
1036 13882414
108013322228
97210522116
936, 940 2284
1029 13601724
1029 1332 1668

101513521892
9861388 1612

907 95216681
892 940 1556

972 1168 1447I

972 1168 I657I

10151288 1643

97210971643
6481 7751279
633' 775 915
648. 6441027
669| 8311433
792| 800 1164

630 8841304
727 6601304
702 6601304
554 436 772

532| 324 660

698; 856 1052

680, 772 940
590 786 1108
590' 8561108

7000000 2261

5312500
10843750
10406250
8007812

7343750
10625000
10406250
I0406250
10843750
7437500
7343750;
9132812
9125000!

10062500
8570312
6054687
6054687
5031250
6492 187
6250000
6908250
5156250!
5156250'

3406250
2531250
6687500
6031250
6140625[
6687500;

2037
3850
3481

3303
3568
2696
2606
2956
2562
2606
2431
2261

2589
2567
2567
1967
1430
I6O4

2239
1820

2037
2037
2037
1206

1031

1644
1 480
1731

1731

piece little injured.

[

I Specimens sup-

-^plied by W. Wi-
thers, Esq.

{Very fine speci-

men ; been in

store two years,

been in store 16 yrs.

1

This timber was
sent from Bcr-

bice by Capt.

Gipps, R. E.

From a very fine

timber long in

store.

A long time in

>• store, very dry;

the same tree.

Dry, and of the

same plank.

Dry, and of the

same tree.

Dry, and of the

same deal.

Dry, and of the

same deal.

It is to be refrretted that the results of the acacia were not

more particularly noted; but not having in view at that time

to carry on so extensive a course of exi)eriments, means were

not taken to ascertain its stiflhess. The second siiocinien, after

the rope broke, was found but little injured by the experi-

ment, which certainly indicates considerable power of elasti-

city,
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city, although the exact amount was not numerically ascer-

tained. This specimen was preserved unbroken. Upon the

whole, however, it has the advantage of the oaks in strength,

except those marked No. 7 and 8, which were remarkably fine

specimens; but it will be found by referring to Barlow's Essay

to gready exceed the strength of oak in general.

The results of the oak experiments seem certainly to be in

favour of the fast grown. " These experiments, " Mr. Wi-
thers observes, " throw new light upon the subject, and lead

to the most important conclusions. They prove not only that

fast growing timber is superior in quality to that of slower

growth, but that by the constant application of manure to the

roots of trees planted even in good soil, nearly double the

quantity of timber may be obtained in the same period, while

its strength instead of being diminished will be thereby in-

creased."

XXIV. Papers relating to aDesignfor the Nexv London Bridge,

on the Principle of Cementitious Architecture

:

—exhibited to

the Committee of the House of Commons, on the Wth ofApril

1823. By John White, Esq.'^

[With a Plate.]

Contents.—Mr. White's Letter to the Comptroller of the Estates of

London Bridge.—Mr, Newman to Mr. White.—Mr.White toDr. Gre-

gory.— General Observations on the Designs for London Bridge.—Dr.

Gregory's Reply.— Dr. Gregory's Observations.—Mr. White to the

Editor of the Quarterly Journal.—Account of Experiments on Ce-
ments.—Inference from these Experiments.—Extract from the Me-
moirs of Savary, Duke of Rovigo.

I. To the Comptroller of the Estates of London Bridge.

Sir,

—

T BEG leave to submit to your notice the following sugges-
-* tions upon the subject of the removal of London Bridge,

to which the mind of the public is at the present time so much
directed, premising that I agree with the Second Report of the

Committee of the House of Commons, that a work of such

public importance as the plan of 1814' should not be under-

taken without the greatest and most unequivocal certainty of

ultimate success, and that it is, as the Committee conceived, ex-

tremely doubtful whether a New Bridge would not ultimately

be found less expensive than the proposed alteration.

The River Thames is considered as a river liavingan arti-

ficial obstacle, producing a rapid and exti'emely irregular fall

* Communicated by the Author.— Mr. Telford's Report, in 1823, on the

effects on the Thames of rebuilding London Bridge, and another paper on
the same subject, will be found in Phil. Mag. vol. Ixii. p. 21, 28.

at
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at London Bridge, differing only from rapids as generally un-
derstood, on account of its double action, viz. upwards and
downwards according to the state of the tide whether ebbing

or flowing; the ebbing tide producing the more violent rapid,

from two causes, tiie one an increase of the water from the

upper country, the other the greater ease of discharge from the

widening of the river and its greater depth towards its mouth.
The City of London has most judiciously improved the

rapids of the river upwards as far as their conservancy of the

navigation extends, by constructing locks and weirs.

It seems somewhat singular that the improvement of the

rapid at London Bridge should not have been publicly dis-

cussed otherwise than by investigating the question whether

the removal of the dam of the Bridge itself were a safe and
prudent measure.

Having been much impressed with the necessity of an

ample consideration of the measure in all its bearings, I vi-

sited Holland in July last, conceiving that before I communica-

ted my sentiments on the subject, it would be desirable I should

make personal observations upon the large Dutch sluices,

particularly that of Catwyk, which is situated at the ancient

discharge of the River Rhine into the sea at a part of the

coast where the ocean is nmch agitated, and where there is

much difficulty of approach. The lockage I found to be of a

different construction to that of the locks in England, but

adapted to the passage of vessels, and easily worked.

By the determination of the Committee to prepare plans

for rebuilding London Bridge, it must be obvious that the in-

tended sclieme of a five-arched bridge is not calculated on a

system of regulating the tide, but on the contrary, favours the

conclusion that the removal of the dam of London Bridge is

the more desirable step, as its reconstruction will aflbrd a

water way of 690 feet, the minimum prescribed by their pro-

spectus for designs.

I am of opinion that the fears entertained by many per-

sons of the increase of the height of s})ring tides in the river

above the bridge are greater than they reasonably ought to

be, because no alteration of the river at London will increase

the height of the tide at the Nore, which height when ex-

cessive is caused by sudden changes of the wincl, and which

in its endeavour to equalize itself, flows up the channel of the

river, and so causes extraordinary high tides therein. An op-

posite effect is produced by the wind, causing extreme low water

in the river, especially when there is little upland water. This

extreme low water is probably more detrimental to the conve-

nient navigation of Loudon; for it is a very common complaint

witJ)
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with bargemen that they cannot get their craft to float, as they

term it. This last consideration is very important in determin-

ing the question, whether London Bridge is beneficial or other-

wise, as it acts as a dam, or an imperfect regulating lock.

Supposing the new bridge, or the present bridge to be
assimilated to the sluice at Catwyk, but regulating in a dif-

ferent mode and degree the fall and the quantity of water

issuing through it, would its operation be advantageous or

detrimental? This question appears to me worthy of discus-

sion in several points of view :
—

First. Whether the navigation upwards is improveable by
admitting a greater or less quantity of water at London
Bridge, or at any higher part of the river, according to

its fuller or emptier state ?

Secondly. Whether the passage through the bridge itself is

capable of improvement by lockage ?

Thirdly. Can the present bridge be rendered equal to such

a system, and at the same time improved in character

and utility as to the passage over it ?

Fourthly. Can a new bridge be constructed to have these

advantages ?

Fifthly. Would the health of the metropolis, as it relates to

the current of air caused by the tides, and the discharge

of its sewage waters, be injured by the measure ?

Sixthly. Taking it for granted that a regulation of the flux

and reflux of the tide is beneficial, ought such a regula-

tion to be a partial one or otherwise ?

The River Thames receives no consideral:)le accession of

water between London Bridge and the first lock on its course

at Teddington, excepting that arising from the flowing tide,

and from the rivers Colne, W^andle, Brent, and a few smaller

streams which do not drain a large district of country, and
of which the waters can easily be ascertained, as well as the

magnitude of the lockage which would be required to transmit

them rej^ularly into the Pool below London Bridge.

The lock and weir at Teddington might afford data which

would be useful in the above calculation ; but would not of

themselves authorize the conclusion, that the navigation of

the river above Westminster would be improved by regula-

ting the flow of water at London Bridge, or at any rate by
reducing its progress, which is perhaps essential to carry up
the craft until they are in a situation to be towed by horses

;

though such regulation might be essential or beneficial in im-

proving the passage through London Bridge, and the parts

immediately upwards.
The consideration of the preceding six points may possibly

N. S. Vol. IL No, 63. March 1832. 2 B throw
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throw some light on the subject it" they liave not before been
agitated. 1 am wiUing to contribute with the greatest plea-

sure my further ideas, which from an attention to tlie matter

are somewhat matured, and which I am nearly prepared to

communicate in a more perfect form.

1 have the honour to be, Sir, your most humble servant.

New lload, Marylcbone, Jan. 14, 18i>3." JoHN WlllTE.

II. To John IVJiite, Esq.

Sir,—Your favour of the 14th instant, relative to the im-

pi'ovement of the River Thames at London Bridge, has been
laid before the Committee for letting the Bridge House Estates,

who have directed me to inform you, that as soon as they shall

have awarded the premiums for the designs furnished for re-

building London Bridge, which will in all probability be done
in a few days, they will take your letter into consideration.

I have the lionour to be, Sir, 3'our obedient servant,

Sion College Gardens, Jan. 2i3, 1853. \\. F. NewMAN.

III. To Dr. Olinthus Gregory, Royal Military Academy,
Wool\aich.

Sir,—My brother has had the goodness to introduce to your

observations the accompanying papers respecting London
Bridge, which were written to elucidate my design for the new
structure.

I am desirous of obtaining the judgement of a [previous]

stranger [to my plans] of your well known abilities, and I shall

consider it an eminent iavour if you would condescend to

communicate to me your sentiments thereon at an early

period, whether for my private sati^5faction, or to show to my
friends, as may be agreeable to youi'self.

I have the honour to be, with the greatest respect,

Sir, your most liumble servant.

New Road, Marylebone, March 3, 1823. JoHN White.

IV. On the Plans for erecting a New London Bridge, distin-

guished h)j the Signature " Amicus."
The author of the accompanying plans (marked [Plate II.]

1, 2, 3, 4, 5) is of opinion that in the construction of bridges the

following particulars deserve esjiecial attention, viz.

First. The pressure or gravitation of the component ma-
terials.

Secondly. The cohesion of those materials, the principles

of gravitation and cohesion being, in practice, in many respects

essentially different.

A bridge dei)ending principally on the gravity, and conse-

quently on the pressure or equilibration of its constituent parts,

in order to be perfectly durable, must be formed of the most

cost I v
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costly materials, must be contrived with the greatest skill, and
must be executed with the utmost nicety ; yet such a bridge

will from its very nature be ill adapted for great adventitious

and unequal weights; and a design upon that principle has not

been pursued, but one on the cohesive chosen.

If we reflect upon the durability of edifices, and judge from
the remains of former times, we shall perceive that cohesive

buildings are of three distinct formations

:

The first denominated the " Cyclopian," and considered to

be the most ancient of Grecian erections, has the stone or

marble so exquisitely wrought where the joints are made, or

otherwise so fitted as to form an almost homogeneous sub-

stance*.

The second, the " Cementitious" consists of small materials

of almost every form and quality, so vveil united as in fact to

approach to a perfectly solid congruent body.

The third, the " Bonded," may be seen in many works, ap-

parently ofmore recent date, having squared stone and marble.

These sometimes remain well united, and at other times are

so separated and injured by the action of the atmosphere and
vegetation, that in fact they cease to be, if ever they actually

were, adhesive to each other.

Of these three methods of building, the Cyclopian is now
hardly practicable, on account of the vast labour it would re-

quire. The writer does not attempt to recommend its adop-
tion, but alludes to it, because whoever contemplates the pe-

culiarity of this mode of structure may better understand his

ideas. He therefore proceeds to advert to the system of
uniting substances of various forms and of small dimensions

by the intervention and assistance of cement, which appears

to him particularly desirable not only on account of superior

durability, but also on account of greater ease and rapidity of

execution at a comparatively small expense. The question

is whether we possess a perfect uniting body.

The ancient buildings in this country' as well as in others,

sufliciently manifest the indurating nature of lime f. Modern
discoveries have introduced various preparations of it and
combinations with it, which lead us to conclude that we are

tolerably well acquainted with its judicious employment. The
Dutch 'ferras is unquestionably durable and excellent. Par-
ker's and Mulgrave's cements| possess eminently the setting

* It is denied [by some] that cement is at all used.

t This may in some measure be doubted, if Waterloo Bridge is to serve

as an example; for in it the cement or mortar is so ill compounded, as to

suffer the lime to escape through the arches, where it ibnus incrustations

on tlie outside of the stone. X Or Atkinson's.

2 B 2 power

.
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power; and the Pozzolano the greatest disposition to indurate

with time.

The third mode of construction, viz. that of Bond, must de-

pend upon llie strength, durabihty and form of the stone, as

well as the workmanship. If the work is laid in horizontal

beds, parallelopipedons of the proportions of .5, 10 and 2 will

make excellent bond ; and the same forms laid vertically will

answer for the arches, if radiated. It must be evident, how-
ever, that these stones, whatever their sizes may be, must
have evenly tooled surfaces, or cement, to make the joints in-

compressible after the stones are set; perhaps where the stones

are vertically placed,^/?i/ dowels ought to be employed.

In order to ajiply the preceding observations to the designs,

it may be proj^er to explain that the elevation A is drawn
with little distinction in the stone-work, upon the presump-
tion of our possessing a proper cement, and that there is no
difficulty in obtaining a sufficient quantity, which indeed ap-

pears unquestionable, if Parker's or Lord Mulgrave's be em-
ployed where immediate adhesion is recjuired, and Pozzolano

where time for setting can be allowed. None of those cements

will shrink ; they attach well to each other, to sione, and to

brick ; so that if the stone or brick-work is well set and fitted

in, an almost homogeneous structure will be obtained. Ad-
mitting this to be the case, the form of the edifice itself can

only be so far important as that it should afford sufficient

substance to be united capable of carrying its own weight,

and the adventitious weight which public traffic may impose

upon it; the shape and size of the united materials not being

of much importance, provided they do not approach to re-

gular squares, or that rounded bodies are not introduced in too

large proportions. Perfectly vitrified brick may be equally

employed with stone, but not to form the external face, which

is supposed to have a moderately tooled plain-work surface,

and the arch-stones following the curve as secants to the cir-

cumference.

The second design is upon the third mentioned formation,

viz. that of Bond, and is arranged so as to jiermit an inter-

weaving of the stones without endangering their being crushed

by the incumbent weight. It is obvious that the thinner the

stones are in their beds, the greater will be the bond; and

the better tooled and the fairer the surfaces where they meet,

the less likely will the stones be to ride, and conseciuently to

be broken*.
Much

* Oilier modes of ohtaiiiing boiul have been employed, besiilcs that

derived from the rorm ot" stones; |)artitularly tlie iiilroihiclioii oiiiietallic
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Much consideration has been bestowed upon the shape of

aixhes and arch-stones; but if the observations be correct, at-

tention has been directed too largely to what is called the

equipoUence of arches, and too little to the intersection and
perfect union of the materials themselves. Were the whole
structure of a bridge completely united in its parts and any
adequate foundation obtained, it would hardly be possible that

it should fail even in the degree which Westminster or Black-

friars Bridges already have done. In Westminster Bridge the

arch-stones are larger and less numerous than the filling in

of the spandrels, though both are radiated. In Blackfriars

only the arch-stones are radiated, the filling in is in nearly

horizontal courses, and consequently not bonded with the

arch-stones.

It may seem very difficult where labour is so dear as it is

in England, to woi'k stones with the fair faces suggested ; but
there can be no doubt that this may be easily accomplished
by the employment of a steam-engine for the purpose of
tooling.

Having made these observations on the cementitious and
bonded designs, a brief explanation may be necessary of the

situation of the bridge. This is perhaps sufficiently shown by
the plan, which represents a nearly square space on the Lon-
don side, and a lengthened parallelogram on the Southwark

;

the houses to be removed being shown by a fainter shade of
ink than the old buildings, which are not interfered with, a
full detail of the buildings to be removed beinfj a distinct mat-
ter Irom the construction of the bridsje itself.

Proceeding to the aspect of the bridge*, the data given by
the Committee have limited in a certain degree the views of
the writer. As it is wished to make the expense of the structure

as small as may be consistent with the dignity of the work,
the balustrade so frequently employed in England is wholly
omitted. It is in fact no necessary part, and in itself an ob-
struction to the passenger

; yet as some decoration is desirable,

four metriB are introduced, one at each corner of the bridge,

on which may be inscribed the distances to various parts of

the kingdom as they respectively bear on each quarter ; and

plugs and cramps, and dovetails and joggles cut in the stones themselves

:

but all these appear inferior to a judicious interlacing of the materials
themselves.

* The writer would not have chosen for this situation a bridge of five

arches, but preferred one of seven arches, which would have possessed
every advantage necessary as a water way, and be without the excessive
span of u five-arched bridge.

ail
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an ornamental figure is introduced at each pier on a base
elevated above the high-water mark.

Simple segments of circles are used for the form of the
arches; first, on account of the imperfection which appears in

the outline of elliptical arches when viewed from below; and
secondly, because the same centering may be used in their

erection.

Elliptical openings are shown over each pier, not only for

the purpose of saving materials, but weight, and in order to

give lightness and elegance of effect.

The faces of the bridges are proposed to be of tooled stone,

without chamfering or any roughness, which retains the dust
or smoke.
With regard to the stone itself, the cementitious or adhesive

bridge may be of best Kentish rag, best Dartmoor [gi-anite],

best Aberdeen [granite], selected Portland stone or brick

mixed, all in small sizes. The only essential point is, that

there should be an uniform external facinij of best rag or gra-

nite, well united with the internal materials. The stones of the

bonded bridge should be the shapes described by the draw-
ings, and of dimensions to lie in equal layers or beds.

As to the pavements, the carriage way should be made with

best granite stones of the proportions following; viz. 10 to I't

inches, by 4^ to 5 inches on the face, and 12 inches deep; the

foot pavements laid with six-inch gianite slabs.

The centering is suggested to be of cast-iron ribs supported

by piles until the arches with part of the superstructure be
completed, these ribs to be removed as the work advances.

There now appears so much science in Ibrming caissons

and coffre-dams, that it only remains to notice that the double

coffre-dam appears to the author essential in the situation

pointed out, on account of the rapidity of the current ; the

interval between the piling to be filled with the toughest clay

intermixed with gravel, and well rammed. As to the ex-

])ense, the length of the })iles must determine the amount in a

great degree, and therefore it would be imprudent to offer

any calculation thereon, without an oppoitunity of making
trial of the bed of the river.

yls to the Expe)ise of the C()IJre-dam.—The expense of the

coffre-dams cannot be estimated without drawing several proof

piles; the timber and workmanship can hartlly be less than

10/. per load for best Dantzic, Memel, or Riga timber, and

11. lO.v. for American yellow fir, which is conceived to be (|uite

goixl enough for the purpose.

As totheExpensc ofEyeetim^ the Bridge, ineludiiig the Paving.

—The
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—The Cementitious Bridge is calculated at 246,085/. with-

out the statues.

The Bonded Bridge is calculated at 359,550/. without the

statues.

Add to either the expense of the statues done by a first-rate

artist, of granite including bases.

Number, 8, at 400/.... 3200/.

Neither the preparation for lamps nor the making the access

or paving beyond the abutments of the bridge are included.

Cementitious Bridge. Bonded Bridge.

Brought down ^240,085 ^359,550
Statues 3,200 3,200

Coffre-damsand accidents"!

to be supposed, and in- I
^^

cludmg part calculated
[

to be used again,

Add piling if requisite, ) <j^ ^^„ c,r nnn
1 1 1 ,l1- u J c 36,000 36,000

calculated throughout

^357,285 ^470,750

V. To John Wiite, Esq.

Sir,—Your packet reached me safely yesterday ; and I em-
brace the earliest leisure opportunity ofexamining your papers.

Ifany motives in addition to those furnished by the interesting

nature of the papers themselves, and the momentous topics to

which they relate, had been needed to draw my attention to

them, the name of my greatly esteemed friend your excellent

brother would at once have turned the scale.

Complying so far as I am able vvith your wish, in reference

to promptness, I have examined the papers this evening. The
thoughts suggested by their perusal have been put down much
more crudely and hastily than I could wish ; but I had no
alternative between writing thus, and availing myself of a de-

lay of some days, perhaps weeks.

Both departments of your researches lay open a wide field

for inquiry. I hope you will explore them thoroughly. My
hints will I fear be of little, if any, utility in your pursuit : such

as they are, they are at your service. I regard myself, how-
ever, as quite incompetent to speak of your designs for the

bridge unless I could see the drawings. And even if I had
that advantage I am b}^ no means certain that my humble
judgement in the general question would be of any value. I

have a great fondness for this class of researches, but no time

to pursue them.
" The
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" The City," I fear, tlo not proceed in tiie wisest possible

way with regard to this important edifice.

I have the honour to be. Sir, yours very faithfully,

Royal Military Academy, Olinthus Gregory.
March 13, 1823.

Observations suggested by the perusal of Mr. John White's
Paper on the Waterfall under London Bridge, and of
his general Remarks on Designsfor London Bridge. Bij

Olinthus Gregory.
In reference to the first of these, I have long felt surprised,

as Mr.Wliite seems also to have done, that in the various

proposals for erecting a new bridge, it seems scarcely ever, if

at all, to have been thought worth inquiring how far the river

itself may be improved or injured by peculiarities in the struc-

ture that shall be adopted.

My opinion has long been, that whether the number of

arches be five or seven, it would be by no means difficult to

adopt such a system of lockage, by sluices under the several

arches (sometimes to be all open, at others all shut, at others

part open, the rest shut), as would serve greatly to improve the

state of the river, especially above Bridge, by removing de-

posits of sand and filth, and giving greater uniformity to the

bed of the river than it has, perhaps, possessed for centuries.

It would be easy to elucidate the comparative effect of dif-

ferent schemes, by models constructed " to scale," in which

water should be conveyed mechanically with assigned velo-

cities through a channel in which obstacles precisely analo-

gous to the piers and sluices should be placed; and the ope-

ration of the moving stream (whether upward or downward)
upon artificial sand or mud banks might be shown.

I have heard nothing but very vague accounts of the sluices

of Catwyk, of which Mr. White speaks ; and therefore am
incompetent to speak of the way in which sluices at the pro-

posed new bridge might be assimilated to it.

With regard to Mr. White's questions, I should be inclined

to answer the first in the affirmative; the second in the affir-

mative; the third, negative ; fourth, affirmative; fifth, nega-

tive; sixth, answer not partial.

The questions, however, deserve an ample consideration;

and I am glad to learn that Mr. White's ideas on a subject

so momentous are nearly matured.

I am quite of opinion with Mr. White, that the fears enter-

tained by many persons as to the increased height of tide

above the bridge, if the present structure were removed, arc

in a great measure groundless. The reasoning of Mr. Robert-

sou
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son of Chi'ist's Hospital, in 1754, as to this point, still retains

all its force: " Whatever obstacles (he says) are laid in the way
of the tide, across any channel, the utmost rise or high-water

mark at different times will be respectively the same ; because

the water will continue to rise till the fixed quantity of tide is

disposed of and no longer, and in like manner the low-water

mark will not be affected by such obstacles."

If the present London Bridge were away, the tide of flood

would be disposed of, and attain its greatest height sooner

than it now does ; and below Bridge the water would not rise

quite so high. The ebb-tide would in like manner be disposed

of sooner; so that the general effect would not vary materially

from what it now is. By regulating sluices applied to a new
bridge, both the rise and the fall might be so modified as to

produce the most salutary results.

With regard to the proposed designs for the new bridge,

it seems quite impossible to speak with adequate precision,

independently of an inspection of the plans, elevations, Sic.

Thus much, however, may be remarked ; viz. that whether
the " cementitious," or the "bonding" principle be adopted,

it will not be safe in arches of so large a span as from 120 to

IGO feet, to disregard the consideration of the gravitating ten-

dency of the superincumbent masses and the resulting theory

of equilibration. In arches of small or moderate spans, con-

siderable deviations from the relative dimensions prescribed

by the theory of equilibration are admissible ; because the in-

equalities of pressure thereby introduced are always far within

the measure of the modulus of fracture. But in very wide
arches, I should entertain considerable apprehensions of risk in

any case where the curve of equilibration due to the structure

did not actually fall within the materials of the arch.

The cementitious principle is doubtless susceptible of a

more extensive application than it has met with in modern
times. Have any experiments been instituted with a view to

determine after two or more masses of stone have been thus

united (say for a month or six weeks), what weight will tear

the particles of cement asunder by hanging ; or what will de-

stroy the useful cohesion by pressing downwards upon the

substance united ?

On the whole, I should, for so capacious an arch, be disposed
to prefer that upon the principle of bonding, provided the

materials of the structure can be so arranged (which is a prac-
tical question) that no one or more of the separate stones shall

be allowed to act with a mechanical disadvantage upon others

whether near or remote.
N.S.WoL II. l<^o. 63. March 1832. 2C If
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IF the plan and elevation show the dimensions of the con-

stituent parts, and the disposition of tiie several courses, they

will at once remove all doubts on this head.
April o, 1823.

If the paper on the plans for erectin<jj a new London Bridge,

distinguished by the signature " Amicus," and the letter ad-

dressed to the Comptroller of the Bridge House Estates, be

laid before the Committee of the House of Commons, they

will of course be accompanied by the requisite plans and ele-

vations. But besides these, I think it would be adviseable

to send with them a letter, addressed to the Chairman of the

Committee of the House of Commons, in which he should be

informed as briefly as possible, that these two papers were laid

before the Bridge House Committee, and that the author of

them offered to lay before that Committee a third communi-
cation, in which his ideas should be further developed ; but

that they refused to receive any further communication. That
you now, therefore, beg to solicit the attention of the Com-
mittee of the House of Conmions to the same subject, hoping

that you will be able to convince them that a bridge upon the

cementitious principle, while it should possess all desirable

elegance, would be at least as durable as any other structure

that could be proposed, and would also be cheaper by about

a fourth of the whole sum, than an elegant, commodious and
durable bridge, erected upon any other plan. You should

also advert concisely to the advantages that woukl result I'rom

the adoption of a proper system of lockage, as more fully ex-

plained in the second paper. And query,—should you not add
that you are ready to give the Committee personally any

further explanations they may recjuire?

Dr. Gregory also suggests, that it would be a very great

advantage if the road could be carried nearly on a level to a

point someway up Fish-street Hill, with an arch underneath,

allowing carts, &c. to pass from Thames-street, without ob-

structing the passengers over the bridge.

[To be continued.]

XXV. On ElectrO'Magncts. /??/ W. Sturgeon, Lecturer on

Experimental Philosophy at the Honourable East India Com-
pani/s Militarij Academy^ Addiscombe.*

l^THEN first I showed that the magnetic energies of a gal-

^ ^ vanic conducting wire are more conspicuously exhibited

* Coniniunicatcd Iiv the Author.

by
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by exercising them on soft iron than on hard steel, my experi-

ments wei'e limited to small masses, generally to a few inches

of rod iron about half an inch in diameter. Some of those

pieces were employed whilst straight, and others were bent

into the form of a horse-shoe magnet, each piece being en-

compassed by a spiral conductor of copper wire*. The mag-
netic energies developed by these simple arrangements are

of a very distinguished and exalted character, as is conspicu-

ously manifested by the suspension of a considerable weight

at the poles during the period of excitation by the electric in-

fluence.

An unparalleled transiliency of magnetic action is also dis-

j^layed in soft iron, by an instantaneous transition from a

state of total inactivity to that of vigorous polarity, and also

by a simultaneous reciprocity of polarity in the extremities of

the bar;—versatilities in this branch of physics to which soft

iron is preeminently prone, and which by the agency of elec-

tricity become demonstrable with the celerity of thought, and
illustrated by experiments the most splendid in magnetics.

It is, moreover, abundantly manifested by ample experi-

ments, that galvanic electricity exercises a superlative degree

of excitation on the latent magnetism of soft iron, and calls

forth its recondite powers with astonishing promptitude, to an

intensity of action far surpassing anything which can be ac-

complished by any known application of the most vigorous

permanent magnet, or by any other mode of experimenting

hitherto discovered. It has been observed, however, by ex-

perimenting on different pieces selected from various sources,

that notwithstanding the greatest care be observed in prepar-

ing them of an uniform figure and dimensions, there appears

a considerable difference in the susceptibility which they in-

dividually possess of developing the magnetic powers ; much
of which depends upon the manner of treatment at the forge,

as well as upon the natural character of the iron itselff.

The superlative intensity of electro-magnets, and the faci-

lity and promptitude with which their energies can be brought

into play, are qualifications admirably adapted for their intro-

duction into a variety of arrangements in which powerful

magnets so essentially operate, and perform a distinguished

part

* The pieces of soft iron which were first magnetized in this way are

members of an electro-magnetic apparatus, wiiich I had the honour to pre-

sent to the " Society of Arts, &c." in the spring of 1825; for which the

Society [)resented me with tlieir large silver medal, and a purse of thirty

guineas.

t I have made a number of experiments on small pieces, from the re-

sults of which it appears that much hammering is highly detrimental to

2 C 2 the
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Fis. 1.

part in the production of electroma<jnetic rotations; whilst

the versatilities of polarity, ol' which they are susceptible, are

eminently calculated to give a pleasing diversity in the exhi-

bition of that highly interesting class of phaniomena, and lead

to the production of others, inimitable by any other means.

An experiment of this character is noticed in the Phil. Mag.
for January 1825 ; but as the arrangement by which it is ac-

complished has not yet been })ublislied, a descri})tion of it in

this place may perhaps still be interesting, especially as it

affords a clue to several others which may be exliibited in

this curious branch of science.

Experiment.— Fig. 1. is a representation of the apparatus

complete. It consists of a cylindrical rod of soft iron, sup-

ported in a vertical position by a

round wooden foot, into which its

inferior extremity is inserted. The
superior extremity of the iron rod

passes through the centre of a shal-

low wooden dish, which is kept

firmly in its place by means of ce-

ment. The inside of this dish, and

also the iron rod, is covered with

sealing-wax varnish. A copper wire,

one end of which passes through

tlie bottom of the dish and appears

at the upper surface, is wound se-

veral times round the iron cylinder

between the dish at its upper extre-

mity, and the wooden foot in which

it is supported. The other extre-

mity of the wire terminates in a small

cup, as is seen in the figure.

A stout brass wire, one end of

which is screwed firmly into the up- L

per edge of the wooden dish, rises

vertically about five inches ol" its length, at which place it is

bent at right angles, and continued in a horizontal direction

over the axis of the iron rod. A small brass wire screw, tiie

upper end of which is inserted in a sn)all cup, jjasses duough
the

the development of magnetism in soft iron, whether the excitin;,' cause

be galvanic or any otiier. And altiioiigh good annealing is always essen-

tial, and facilitates to a considerahlu extent the disjilay of jjolarity, that

process is very far from restoring to tiie iron that degree ot suserptHnltlif

which it fre(|nently loses by the operation of the hannncr.

Cylindric rod iron of small dimensions may very easily be bciit into the

required form, without any hanjuicrini; whatever, and I have found that

sn\all
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the horizontal arm, and terminates with a hook at its lower

end. A light copper wire, having a hook at one end, is by
this means suspended to the hook of the screw. The inferior

extremity of the pendent wire is pointed, and reaches into

the wooden vessel, but not sufficiently low as to touch its in-

ner surface.

Wiien an experiment is to be made with this apparatus, the

extremities of the helical wire which pass through the dish

and the lower cup, and also the extremity of the short wire

which passes through the bottom of the upper cup, are to

be well amalgamated. Mercury is now to be placed in the

two cups for the convenience of connection, and also in the

wooden dish, until the point of the pendent wire (which must
also be amalgamated) dips slightly into it. By this means
there will be formed a complete metallic connection between
the mercury in the upper cup, and that which is placed in the

lower.

If the connecting wire from the copper plate of a single gal-

vanic pair be now permitted to enter the upper cup, and that

from the zinc to enter the lower, then the direction of the electric

current through the system of conductors will be from the

upper to the lower cup. The cylindrical rod of iron, inclosed

in the spiral, will become highly magnetic, and the suspended
moveable wire will perform its revolutions round the upper
pole.

With this arrangement the direction in which the pendent
wire performs its revolutions will entirely depend upon the

character of the spiral, or upon the direction in which that

part of the conductor passes round the iron rod from the up-
per to the lower extremity, and not upon any other circum-

stance whatever. For, it being an establislied la-io in electro-

magnetics that the direction oj its revolutions is not altered by
simultaneously reversing the magnetic polarity and electric

current; and as, in the present arrangement, the character of

small electro-magnets made in this way display the magnetic powers in a
vei7 exalted degree.

An electro-magnet of the above description, weighing 3 ounces, and
furnished with one coil of wire, supported 14 pounds. The poles were after-

wards made to expose a larger surface by welding to each end of the cy-

lindric bar a square piece ofgood soft iron : with this alteration only, the
lifting power was reduced to about 5 pounds, although the magnet was
annealed as much as possible.

It appears to me that the superior magnetic energies displayed by these
cylindric rods of iron whilst subjected to the electric influence, are owing
in a great measure to the peculiar fibrous texture which the metal is made
to assume by the process which brings it to their particular shape.

the
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the magnetic poles in the extremities of the bar will at all

times be determined by the direction of the electric stream,

and that no vicissitude can possibly take place in the one

without a corresponding and simultaneous vicissitude in the

character of the other,—it follows that the revolving wire will

uniformly proceed in one and the sa7ne direction, whatever

may be the nature of the electric stream ; and that no vicissi-

tudes in the direction of motion can possibly be accomplished

by any similar arrangement.

Now, as the direction in which the wire revolves will be de-

termined by the direction in which the spirals encompass the

iron, it is plain that the apparatus may be so constructed as

to perform its revolutions in any direction the experimenter

may think proper to select : but the selection once made, and

the standard spiral determined on, the ajiparatus becomes in-

capable of exhibiting that beautiful diversity of revolving mo-
tions which proceed from various combinations of the electric

and magnetic forces.

If, however, the electric current were not to be continuous

from one of the extreme cups to the other, the a])paratus

might then be made to perform the usual variety of electro-

magnetic rotations; because in that case one current might

be employed to give polarity to the iron, whilst another could

be transmitted in any required direction through the pendent

revolving wire.

Upon the same principle a bar of soft iron, properly

connected, will rotate on its axis with an

astonishing velocity ; the direction of mo-
tion being always determined by the cha-

racter of the helical conductor. The appa-

ratus which I use for the exhibition of this

interesting pluunomenon is similar to that

by means of which I showed the rotation

of a steel magnetic bar on its axis, by

the influence of two electric currents

(Phil. Mag. vol. Ixiv. p. 246) ; the transient

electro-mai>net in this case beinn; substi-

tuted for the permanent steel magnet m the

other experiment. The manner in which

the spiral is ai ranged will be understood

by contemplating fig. 2. The ends of the

spiral are soldercil to the cyHnchical bar of

iron at the points a a, and to the centre is

soldered a short wire with a descending Y

j)oiiit for the purpose of maintaining an

uninterrupted conncclit)n with an annular niaij> of mercury in

which

Fi<r. 2.
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which it revolves. The direction of motion is constantly the

same whatever may be the nature of the galvanic connec-

tions.

It does not appear that any very extensive experiments were

attempted to improve the lifting powers of electro-magnets

from the time that my experiments were published in the

Transactions of the Society of Arts, &c. for 1825, till the latter

part of 1828. Mr. Watkins, Philosophical Instrument-maker,

Charing Cross, had, however, made them of a much larger

size than any which I had employed; but I am not aware to

what extent he pursued the experiment.

In the year 1828 Professor Moll of Utrecht, being on a

visit to London, purchased of Mr. Watkins an electro-magnet

weighing about five pounds ; at that time I believe the largest

which had been made. It was of round iron, about one inch

in diameter, and furnished with a single copper wire twisted

round it 83 times. When this magnet was excited by a large

galvanic surface, it supported about 75 pounds.

Professor Moll afterwards prepared another electro-magnet,

which when bent was 12| inches high, 2| inches in diameter,

and weighed about 26 pounds
;
prepared like the former with

a single spiral conducting wire. With an acting galvanic sur-

face of 11 square feet, this magnet would support 154 pounds,

but would not lift an anvil which weighed 200 pounds.

The success of these experiments, which established the first

grand step in exalting the attractive powers of electro-magnets,

gave anew impulse to the inquiry, which the American philoso-

phers have pursued to an extent that will not be very easily sur-

passed. By dividing about 800 feet of conducting wire into 26
strands, and forming it into as many separate coils round a bar
of soft iron about 60 pounds in weight, and properly bent into

the horse-shoe form. Professor Heni-y has been enabled to pro-

duce a magnetic force which completely eclipses every other

in the whole annals of magnetism ; and no parallel is to be
found since the miraculous suspension of the celebrated Orien-
tal impostor in his iron coffin *.

This electro-magnet is said to have supported nearly two
tons when excited by about five square feet of galvanic surface,

an extent comparatively trifling, when compared to the pro-
digious magnetic force which it is capable of calling into

action.

The largest electro-magnet which I have as yet exhibited
in my lectures weighs about 16 pounds. It is formed of a
square bar of soft iron, H inch across each side: the poles

* Sillinian's Journal,

are
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are separate from each other \\ inch; the cross piece which
joins the poles is from the same rod of iron, and about 'S\

inches long.

Twenty separate strands of copper wire, each strand about

50 feet in length,'are coiled round the iron one above another,

from pole to pole, and separated from each other by inter-

vening cases of silk; the first coil is only the thickness of

one ply of silk from the iron, the twentieth or outermost
about half an inch distant from it. By this means the wires

are completely insulated from each other without the trou-

ble of coverinfT them with thread or varnish. The ends of

the wn-es project about two feet, for the convenience of con-

nection.

With one of my small cylindrical batteries, exposing about

150 square inches of total surface, this electro-magnet supports

4-00 pounds. I have tried it with a larger batter}', but its ener-

gies do not appear to be so materially exalted as might have
been expected by increasing the extent of galvanic surface.

Much depends upon a proper acid solution : good nitric or ni-

trous acid, with about six or eight times its quantity of water,

answers very well. With a new battery ofthe above dimensions,

and a strong solution of salt and water at a temperature of about
190° Fahr., the electro-magnet supported between 70 and 80
pounds, when the first 17 coils only were in the circuit. With
the three exterior coils alone in the circuit, it would just sup-

port the lifter or cross piece. When the temperature of the

solution was between 40° and 50°, the magnetic force excited

was comparatively very feeble. With the innermost coil alone,

and a strong acid solution, this electro-magnet supports about

100 pounds : with the four innermost wires, about 250 jiounds.

It improves in power with every additional coil until about the

twelfth, but not perceptibly any further: therefore the re-

maining eight coils appear to be entirely useless ; allhough

the last three of them, independent of the innermost seventeen,

and at the distance of half an inch from the iron, produce in

it a lifting power of 75 pounds.
It is evident from these results, that the exciting power of

this miniature battery becomes improved by muhiplying the

number of conductinfT wires as far as twelve at least, altliouiih

the greater jiart of them be at souie considerable distance trom

the iron ; and it is highly jirobable, although the experiments

which I have made on this bar do not satisfactorily prove the

fact, that by employing a larger galvanic surface, a much
further addition to the number of conducting wires may be
advantageously introduced into the circuit for the excitation of

the
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Fig. 3.

the magnetic energies of soft iron. Perhaps the best arraiige-

ment would be to have a separate small battery to each wire.

Mr. Marsh has fitted up a bar of iron much larger than

mine, with a similar distribution of the conducting wires to

that devised, and so successfully employed, by Professor Henry.

Mr. Marsh's electro-magnet will support about 560 pounds

when excited by a galvanic battery similar to mine *. 1 hese

two, I believe, are the most powerful electro-magnets yet pro-

duced in this country.

A small electro-magnet,

which I also employ on
the lecture-table, and the

manner of its suspension,

is represented by fig. 3.

The magnet is of cylindric

rod iron, and weighs four

ounces : its poles are about

a quarter of an inch asun-

der. It is furnished with

six coils of wire in the same
manner as the large electro-

magnet before described,

and will support upwards
of 50 pounds.

I find a triangular gin

very convenient for the

suspension of the magnet
in these experiments. A
stage a a of thin board, supporting two wooden dishes, is

fastened at a proper height to two of the legs of the gin. Mer-
cury is placed in these vessels, and the dependent amalgamated
extremities of the conducting wires dip into it; one into each
portion. The vessels are sufficiently wide to admit of con-

siderable play for the wires in the mercury without interrup-

tion of contact, which is sometimes occasioned by the swing-

ing of the magnet and attached weight: the circuit is com-
pleted by other wires, which connect the battery with these two
portions of mercury. When the w eight is supported as in the

figure, if an interruption be made by removing either of the

connecting wires, the weight instantaneously drops on the table.

The large magnet I suspend in the same way on a larger gin ;

the weights which it supports ai'e placed one after another on
a square board, suspended by means of a cord at each corner
from a hook in the cross piece, which joins the poles of the

magnet.

* See the Report of Proceedings at the Royal Institution, in our present

Numler.

—

Edit.

N. S. Vol. 11. No. 63. Marc/i 1832. 2 D With
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Witli a new battery, and a solution of salt and water at a

temperature of 190° Fahr., the small electro-magnet supports

16 pounds.

I noticed in some of my earliest experiments, that a bar of

soft iron which had been intensely magnetized by galvanic

action, retained a considerable degree of polarity when the

exciting cause had been long removed,—a phaenomenon now
more conspicuously displayed by the emplo3inent of larger

masses; nor does it appear to be an easy matter to subdue,

entirely, this residual polarity. The poles may be reversed

as frequently as we please; but still some, and frequently a

considerable degree of polarity remains unneutralized. If the

cross piece be permitted to remain attached to the poles when
the galvanic connection is broken, the residual polarity will

still keep them together with an astonishing force; as is mani-

fest by the very great weight which the magnet continues to

sup[)ort before the cross piece is disengaged Irom its poles. A
residual polarity, however, still remains; but so enfeebled are

its energies by the slightest interruption of polar contact, that

the cross piece will seldom be supported a second time with-

out a renewed excitation by the battery.

The vigorous residuum of polarity which retains the cross

piece to the magnet arises from a continued mutual attraction

between the two ; for whilst the battery operates upon the

magnet, and excites it to action, the latter in its turn also

excites the magnetism of the iron connecting its poles, which

iron becomes as decidedly polar as the magnet itself; a

north liole being determined in that end of it which is in con-

nection with the south pole of the magnet, and a south -pole

in the other end, which is connected with the north pole of

the magnet. The four magnetic poles thus brought into play,

and in vigorous operation on each other, will, if not sej)ar:ited,

retain their })ositions at the points of connection, even though

the first exciting cause be entirely withdrawn. But if the

connection of the two pieces of iron be in the least interrupted,

their magnetism immediately recedes from the extremities, and

becomes equally distributed in the metal ; the vigour of the

poles vanishes, and their magnetism becomes totally incapable

of keeping them attached to each other.

Precisely the same kind of reasoning will cxjilain the cause

of that well known deterioration of magnetic force which inva-

riably takes place by removing the cross })iece from a highly

excited steel magnet. The excitation in this case, whether it

be p(Mlormed by the ojieration of a magnet, or by the more

uradunl process of achling small weights to those already sus-

pended, is carried on whilst the j)oles and the cross jiiece are

in contact ; and both become cxciteil at the same time. The
magnet
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magnet and cross piece now operate on each other with a

gradually increasing vigour; the poles of the one becoming

more and more energetic as the power of the opposing poles of

the other become further exalted. And this reciprocal increase

of action will be exercised on each other till a maximum of

mutual attraction is obtained, at which time the magnet will

support its greatest load. 11" more weight be added, the mutual

attractive forces of the magnet and cross piece will be over-

powered, and the two will separate. The magnetism of the

iron no longer displays polarity, and that of the steel partially

recedes from its extremities ; but in consequence of the charac-

ter of the metal, a considerable polarity is still displayed by the

magnet : its energies, however, are very much diminished ; and
when the cross piece is replaced at the poles, the effort to stimu-

late it to polarity is proportionably diminished. The reciprocal

attractions now operate with impaired forces, and consequently

the load which can be supported is much less than before.

A compound steel magnet in my possession weighs 9 pounds,

which, when well magnetized will support 120 pounds; but

if weights be added till the cross piece falls otF, the power is

reduced to about 75 pounds.

Fig. 4. is a representation of an electro-magnetic sphere,

mounted on a mahogany frame, consisting of a stout base board

and two upright pillars, to the upper extremities of which is

fixed a cross piece or stage. On the centre of the stage, and
directly over the sphere, is placed a dipping needle ; and near

to the extremities are inserted the lower ends oftwo wires bent

twice at right angles, as seen in the figure; the upperextremities

of these wires are finely pointed, and support two horizontal

needles.

The sphere NS is a cast-iron shell, about 8 inches in diameter,

and weighs about 68 pounds. Its surface is divided into three

parts, which for convenience may be called tropical and polar^

having one of the former and two of the latter. The tropical re-

gion is covered with four coils of copper wire in separate strata,

insulated from each other, and also from the metallic sphere,

by means of slips of silk; the exterior coil, being uncovered, is

seen in the figure. The coils are prevented from slipping to-

wards the poles by means of stout iron rings soldered to the

sphere, one at each tropical circle.

The two sets of extremities of the conducting wires are sol-

dered, one to each of the two copper discs or wheels bh, through
the centres of which the extremities of the horizontal axis of

the sphere pass. The lower edges of the wheels dip into por-

tions of mercury placed in two semicircular vessels c c, which
slide into the side of the pillars a little below the holes which
receive the axis of the sphere.

2 D 2 By
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By this arrangement the extremities of the wires which
encircle the globe will constantly be in connection with the

mercury in the two cups, in whatever position the poles may
be placed. The connections with the battery are accom-
plished by two wires joining its plates, and the two portions of
mercury in the vessels c c.

Fiff. 4.

If this apparatus be so placed, before the battery be attached,

that the needles stand at right angles to the vertical j^lane of

the frame, and the dip of the central needle is counterbalanced,

they will be arranged nearly parallel to each other, as their

distance })revents them being affected by the ball.

If the axis joining the poles of tiie sphere be now brought

into a horizontal position, by turning the key /, which enters

the horizontal axle, the equator will be directly under the dip-

ping needle. With this position of the ap})aratus, make the

galvanic connections so that the pole of the sjihcre which faces

the north may assume north polarity, or that species of polarity

which
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which is natural to the northern regions of the earth. The two
horizontal needleswilldeviate from their former positions, having
their north ends drawn towards the sphere : the central needle

being placed on the equator will remain undisturbed. If the

north pole of the sphere be now gradually turned upwards, the

horizontal needles will be directed still more towards this pole,

and the north end of the central needle will incline. The
angles of deviation and dip will increase more and more as

the north pole of the sphere advances towards the zenith; and
when it has arrived at that point, those angles will have arrived

at their maximum. The central needle will stand vertically,

exhibiting a dip of 90° over the pole ; and the two horizontal

needles will point almost directly towards it. By permitting

the sphere to resume its first position as gradually as it left it,

the needles which are influenced by it will be observed to re-

cede as gradually to their former positions.

If now the galvanic connections be reversed, the whole of
the needles become reversed also, because of a change in the

polarity of the sphere; and the dipping needle, after a few
oscillations, will settle in a horizontal position.

By experimenting in this way with various positions of the

sphere, it will be found to operate on the needle in a manner
highly imitative of the earth's magnetism on different parts of

its surface.

The two polar regions of the sphere exhibit a diffused pola-

rity, the centres of which are nearly, perhaps exactly, in the

poles of its equator. There are, however, in the polar regions

several points which exhibit distinct polarity; and although of

the same character as the general pole in which they are situ-

ated, will draw a delicate needle held near to them, from the

direction which it takes when held at a greater distance from the

action of the general or aggregate pole of that particular region.

These local poles, I imagine, arise from a want of uniformity in

the character ofthe iron. There are on the earth's surface aber-

rations of this kind arising from the local attractions of certain

islands, and from causes not easily determined ; which, as it

happens, these accidental poles may serve to imitate.

XXVI. Letter from Dr. Henry on a Modified Disinfecting

Apparatus,

To the Editors of the Philosophical Magazine and Annals.

Gentlemen,
TT was my intention to have postponed any further com-
•^ munication respecting disinfection, until a series of experi-

ments, which 1 had hoped would, ere this, have been made
by
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by direction of some of the public authorities, had supplied

data for determining/ not only the best vehicle of heat, and
the best construction of apparatus, but (what is of more im-

portance) had placed beyond doubt the eflicacy of high tem-

peratures in destroying the contagion of cholera; for this

effect, though rendered extremely probable by experiments

on the infections of cow-pox and of scarlatina, still, it must

be remembered, rests only on analogy. The causes that

have delayed the investigation of these points will probably

be obviated by the enlarged powers recently given by Parlia-

ment to the executive government. But as applications are

constantly reaching me, from various quarters, respecting the

form of apparatus which I now recommend, I beg leave to

reply to them (and, by anticipation, to other similar in-

quiries) through the medium of your Journal.

Having had no fresh experience to guide me to actual im-

provements, I may nevertheless venture to suggest an ap-

paratus, which appears to me better adapted than the one

figured in your Number for November, for cholera-hospitals,

To the Flue

Door.
Receptacle.

7 feet.

Slecnn

From the Boiler

-^

Door.

lazarettos, and stations where large quantities of articles are

intended to be disinfected. It may consist of two cylinders

(see the sketch), an inner and an outer one, the cheapest ma-

terial for which will probably be cast iron, five-eighths of an

inch thick. Between the two may be a space of two inches

for
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for containing steam, supplied by a boiler. The inner cylin-

der, when in use, may be closed at each end by a door made
of wood or any other slow conductor of heat; and the outer

cylinder should be surrounded by a thick casing of any fit

substance, to prevent the loss of heat. From the receptacle,

the upper pipe may convey to the flue of the chimney any

undecomposed infectious effluvia. At a may be a tap for the

escape of air and of uncondensed steam. The outer cylinder

may rest, about the middle, on a wall, dividing the place

where it is fixed into two apartments. By this arrangement

all risk will be avoided of mistaking infected for disinfected

articles. The temperature, it is obvious, may easily be exa-

mined, by introducing a thermometer into tlie receptacle,

through a hole in one of the doors.

The sketch is intended to convey merely a general notion

of the modified apparatus, the magnitude and proportions of

which may of course vary with the kind and quantity of the

articles requiring disinfection. The consumption of coal, by
an apparatus of the specified size, is calculated at 2S0 pounds
weight daily; and the cost of the whole, including the boiler,

&c. is stated by Messrs. Galloway, Bowman, and Co. of this

town at 50/.

I am, Gendemen, your obedient servant,

Manchester, Feb. 30, 1833. Wm. Henry.

XXVII. An Estimate of the Philosophical Character of Dr.
Priestley. By William Henry, M.D. F.B.S. S^-c.S^x. Read
to the First Meeting of the Bi^itish Associationfor the Promo-
tion of Science, at York, September 2Sth, 1831 *.

HE principal source ofthe materials of the following pages,

is the work in which the discoveries of Dr. Priestley

were originally announced to the public. It consists of six

volumes in octavo, which were published by him at intervals

between the years 1774- and 1786; the first three under the

title of " Experiments and Observations on different kinds of

Air ;" and the last three under that of " Experiments and
Observations relating to various Branches of Natural Philo-

sophy, with a continuation of the Observations on Air." These
volinvies were afterwards methodized by himself, and com-
pressed into three octavos, which were printed in 1790. As
a record of facts, and as a book of reference, the systematized

work is to be preferred. But as affording materials for the

* From the First Report of the Association : the Preface to the Report
and the Recommendations of the Committees will be found at p. 223 of

the present Number.
history
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history of that department of science, which Dr. Priestley cul-

tivated with such extraordinary success ; and still more, for

estimating the value of his discoveries, and adjusting his station

as an experimental philosopher,—the simple narrative, which
he originally gave in the order of time, supplies the amplest
and the firmest ground-work.

In everything that respects the history of this branch of

experimental philosophy, the writings and researches of Dr.
Priestley, to which I have alluded, are peculiarly instructive.

They are distinguished by great merits, and by great defects

;

the latter of which are wholly undisguised by their author.

He unveils with perfect frankness the whole process of reason-

ing, which led to his discoveries; he pretends to no more
sagacity than belonged to him, and sometimes disclaims even
that to which he was fairly entitled ; he freely acknowledges
his mistakes, and candidly confesses when his success was the

result of accident, rather than of judicious anticipation ; and
by writing historically and analytically, he exhibits the pro-

gressive improvement of his views, from their first dawnhigs
to their final and distinct development. Now, with whatever

delight we may contemplate a systematic arrangement, the

materials of which have been judiciously selected, and from
which everything has been excluded that is not essential to the

harmony of thegeneral design, yet there can be no question that

as elucidating the operations of the human mind, and enabling

us to trace and appreciate its powers of invention and discovery,

the analytic method of writing has decided advantages.

To estimate justly the extent of Dr. Priestley's claim to

philosophical re})Utation, it is necessary to take into account

the state of our knowledge of gaseous chemistry at the time

when he began his inquiries. Without underrating what had
been already done by Van Helmont, Ray, Hooke, Mayow,
Boyle, Hales, Macbride, Black, Cavendish, and some others,

Priestley may be safely affirmed to have entered upon a field,

which, though not altogether untilled, liad yet been very

imperfectly prepared to yield the rich harvest which he

afterwards gathered from it. The very implements with

which he was to work were for the most part to be invented ;

and of the merits of those which he did in/ent, it is a suffi-

cient proof that they continue in use to this tlay, with no very

important modifications. All his contrivances lor collecting,

transferring, and |)reservingdilIcMent kinds of air, anil for sub-

mitting those airs to the action of solid anil liquid substances,

were exceedingly simple, beautiful, and eflectual. They were

chiefly, too, the work of his own hands, or were constructed

under liis directions by unskilled persons; for the class of in-

genious
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genious artists, from whom the chemical philosopher now
derives such valuable aid, had not tlien been called into

existence by the demands ot tlie science- With a very

limited knowledge of the general principles of chemistry,

and almost without practice in its most common manipula-

tions;—restricted by a narrow income, and at first with

little pecuniary assistance from others ;—compelled, too, to

devote a large portion of his time to other pressing occupa-

tions, he nevertheless surmounted all obstacles; and in the

career of discovery, outstripped many, who had long been ex-

clusively devoted to science, and were richly provided with all

appliances and means for its advancement.
It is well known that the accident of living near a public

brewery at Leeds, first directed the attention of Dr. Priestley

to pneumatic chemistry, by casually presenting to his observa-

tion the appearances attending the extinction of lighted chips

of wood in the gas which floats over fermenting liquors. He
remarked, that the smoke formed distinct clouds floating on the

surface of the atmosphere of the vessel, and that this mixture
of air and smoke when thrown over the sides of the vat fell

to the ground ; from whence he deduced the greater weight of

this sort of air than of atmospheric air. He next found that

water imbibes the new air, and again abandons it when boiled

or frozen. These more obvious properties of fixed air having

been ascertained, he extended his inquiries to its other quali-

ties and relations ; and was afterwards led by analogy to the

discovery of various other gases, and to the investigation of

their characteristic properties.

It would be inconsistent with the scope of this Essay to give

a full catalogue of Dr. Priestley's discoveries, or to enumerate
more of them than are necessary to a just estimate of his philo-

sophical habits and character. He was the unquestionable
author of our first knowledge of oxygen gas, of nitrous oxide,

of muriatic, sulphurous, and fluor acid gases, of ammoniacal
gas, and of its condensation into a solid form by the acid gases.

Hydrogen gas was known before his time ; but he greatly ex-

tended our acquaintance with its properties. Nitrous gas,

barely discovered by Dr. Hales, w^as first investigated by
Priestley, and applied by him to eudiometry. To the chemi-
cal history of the acids derived from nitre, he contributed a
vast accession of original and most valuable facts. He seems
to have been quite aware that those acids are essentially gaseous
substances, and that they might be exhibited as such, provided
a fluid could be found that is incapable of absorbing or acting

upon them *. He obtained and distinctly described f the cu-

* Series I. Vol. ii. p. 175. f Series II. Vol. i. p. 2

N.S. Vol. 11. No. 63. March 1832. 2 E
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rious crystalline compound of sulphuric acid with the vapour
of nitrous acid, or, more correctly, of sulphuric and hyponi-
trous acids, which b(;in;^ of rare occurrence, was forgotten, and
has since been rediscovered, like many other neglected anticipa-

tions of the same author. He greatly enlai-ged our knowledge of
the important class of metals, and traced out many oftheir most
interesting relations to oxygen and to acids. He unfolded,

and illustrated by simple and beautiful experiments, distinct

views of combustion ; of the respiration of animals, both of

the inferior and higher classes; of the changes })roduced in

organized bodies by putrefaction, and of the causes that acce-

lerate or retard that process ; of the importance of azote as the

characteristic ingredient of animal substances, obtainable by
the action ofchlute nitric acid on muscle and tendon; of the

functions and ceconomy of living vegetables; and of the rela-

tions and subserviency which exist between the animal and
vegetable kingdoms. After trying, without effect, a variety of

methods, by which lie expected to purify air vitiated by the

breathing of animals, he discovered that its purity was restored

by the growth of living and healthy vegetables, freely exposed
to the solar lijrht.

It is impossible to account for these, and a variety of other

discoveries, of less importance singly, but forming altogether

a tribute to science, greatly exceeding in richness and extent

that of any contemporary, without pronouncing that their

author must have iieen furnished by nature with intellectual

powers far surpassing the common average of human endow-
ments. If we examine with which of its various faculties the

mind of Dr. Priestley was most eminently gifted, it will, I be-

lieve, be found that it was most remarkable for clearness and
quickness of apprehension, and for rapidity and extent of

association. On these qualities were founded that apparently

intuitive perception of analogies, and that hajipy facility of

tracing and pursuing tliem tiirough all their consequences,

which led to several of his most brilliant discoveries. Of these

analogies many were just and legitimate, and have stood the

test of examination by the clearer light, since reflected upon
them from the improved condition of' science. But, in other

cases, his analogies were fanciful and unfounded, and led him
far astray from the ]iath which might have conducted him
directly to truth. It is curious, however, as he himself observes,

that in ntissing one thing, of which he was in search, he often

found another of greater value. In such cases, his vigilance

seldoni failed to put him in full jiossession of the treasure upon

which lie had stumbled. Finding by experience how much
chance had to do with the success of his investigations, he re-

solved
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1

solved to multiply experiments, with the view of increasing

the numerical probabilities of discovery. We find him con-

fessing, on one occasion, that he " was led on by a random
expectation of some change or other taking place," In other

instances, he was influenced by theoretical views of so flimsy

a texture, that they were dispersed by the first appeal to ex-

periment. "These mistakes," he observes, "it was in my
power to have concealed ; but I was determined to show how
little mystery there is in the business of experimental philo-

sophy ; and with how little sagacity discoveries, which some
persons are pleased to consider great and wonderful, have been
made." Candid acknowledgements of this kind were, however,
turned against him by persons envious of his growing fame;
and it was asserted that all his discoveries, when not the fruits of

plagiarism, were "lucky guesses," or owing to mere chance *.

Such detractors, however, could not have been aware of the

great amount of credit that is due to the philosopher, who at

once perceives the value of a casual observation, or of an un-
expected result ; who discriminates what facts are trivial, and
what are important; and selects the latter to guide him through
difficult and perplexed mazes of investigation. \w the words
of D'Alembert, " Ces hazards ne sont que pour ceux qui jouent
bien."

The talents and qualifications which are here represented

as having characterized the mind of Dr. Priestley, though not
of the rarest kind, or of the highest dignity, were yet such
as admirably adapted him for improving chemical science at

the time when he lived. What was then wanted, was a wider

field of observation ;—an enlarged sphere of chemical phas-

nomena;—an acquaintance with a far greater number of in-

dividual bodies than were then known ; from the properties

of which, and from those of their combinations, tentative ap-
proximations to general principles might at first be deduced

;

to be confirmed or corrected, enlarged or circumscribed, by
future experience. It would have retarded the progress of
science, and put off to a far distant day that affluence of new
facts which Priestley so rapidly accumulated, if he had stopped
to investigate, with painful and rigid precision, all the minute
circumstances of temperature, of specific gravity, of absolute

and relative weights, and of crystalline structure, on which
the more exact science of our own times is firmly based, and
from which its evidences must henceforward be derived. Nor

* These ch:irges, especially that of plagiarism, which had beei"! unjustly

a-Jvauceil by some friends of Dr. niszirins, were triumphantly iLpelkd lir

Dr. Priestley, in a pamplilet entitled '' I'hilosojihical Empiricism," published
in 1775.

2 E 2 could
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could such refined investi<^ations have then been carried on
with any success, on account ol" the imperfection of philosophi-

cal instruments. It would have been fruitless also at that

time to iiave indulged in speculations respecting the ultimate

constilution of bodies;—speculations that have no solid ground-
work, except in a class of lacts (leveloj)ed witliin the last thirty-

five years, all tending to establish the laws of combination in

definite and in multiple proportions, and to support the still

more extensive generalization which has been reared by the

genius of Dalton.

It was, indeed, by the activity of his intellectual fticulties,

rather than by their reach or vigour, that Dr. Priestley was
enabled to render such important services to natural science.

We should look in vain in anything that he has achieved,

for demonstrations of that powerful and sustained attention,

which enables the mind to institute close and accurate com-
parisons ;—to trace resemblances that are far from obvious ;

—

and to discriminate differences that are recondite and obscure.

The analogies which caught his observation lay near the sur-

face, and were eagerly and hastily j)ursued ; often, indeed,

beyond the boundaries, within which they ought to have been
circumscribed. Quick as his mind was in the perception of

resemblances, it appears (probably for that reason) to have

been little adapted for those profound and cautious abstrac-

tions which supply the only solid foundations of general laws.

In sober, patient, and successful induction, Priestley must
yield the palm to many others, who, though lar less fertile than

himself in new and happy combinations of thought, surpassed

him in the use of a searching and rigorous logic; in the art

of advancing, by secure steps, from phenomena to general con-

clusions;—and again in the emj^loyment of general axioms as

the instruments of further discoveries.

Amf)ng the defects of his ])hilosophical habits, may be re-

marked, that he frequently pursued an object of in(]uiry too ex-

clusively, neglecting others, which were necessarily connected

with it, ami which, if investigated, would have thrown great

light on the main research. As an instance, may be mentioned

liis omitting to examine the relation of gases to water. This

relalioi), ol' which he had indistinct glimpses, was u source of

perj)etual embarrassment to him, and led him to imagine

changes in the intimate constitution of gases, which were in

fact due to nothing more than an interchange of place between

the gas in the water and that above the water, or between the

former and the external atmosphere. Thus he erroneously

supposed that hydrogen gas was tranvnuitrd into azotic gas,

by remaining long confined by the wau r of a pneunuitic cis-

tern.
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tern. The same eager direction of his mind to a single object

caused him also to overlook several new substances, which

he must necessarily have obtained, and which by a more
watchful care he might have secured and identified. At a

very early period of his inquiries (viz. before November,

1771,) he was in possession of oxygen gas from saltpetre,

and had remarked its striking effect on the flame of a candle

;

but he pursued the subject no further until August, 1774,

when he again procured the same kind of gas from the red

oxide of mercury, and, in a less pure state, from red lead.

Placed thus a second time within his grasp, he did not omit

to make prize of this, his greatest, discovery. He must
also have obtained chlorine by the solution of manganese in

spirit of salt; but it escaped his notice, because being re-

ceived over mercury the gas was instantly absorbed *. If he
had employed a bladder, as Scheele afterwards did, to collect

the product of the same materials, he could not have failed

to anticipate the Swedish philosopher, in a discovery not less

important than that of oxygen gas. Carbonic oxide early

and repeatedly presented itself to his observation, without

his being aware of its true distinctions from other kinds of in-

flammable air ; and it was reserved for Mr. Cruickshank of

Woolwich to unfold its real nature and characters. It is re-

markable also that in various parts of his works. Dr. Priestley

has slated facts that might have given him a hint of the law,

since unfolded by the sagacity of M. Gay Lussac, ' that

gaseous substances combine in definite volumes.' He shows
that

1 measure of fixed air unites with If measure of alkaline air,

1 measure of sulphurous acid with 2 measures of do.

1 measure of fluor acid with 2 measures of do.

1 measure of oxygen gas with 2 measures of nitrous, very

nearly

;

and that by the decomposition of 1 vol. of ammonia, 3 vols,

of hydrogen are evolved.

Let not, however, failures such as these, to reap all that

was within his compass, derogate more than their due share

from the merits of Dr. Priestley ; for they may be traced to

that very ardour of temperament which, though to a certain

degree a disqualification for close and correct observation,

was the vital and sustaining principle of his zealous devotion

to the pursuit of scientific truth. Let it be remembered that

philosophers of the loftiest pretensions are chargeable with

similar oversights ;—that even Kepler and Newton overlooked

* Series II. p. 253.

discoveries,
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discoveries, upon the very confines of which they trod, but
which they left to confer glory on the names of less illustrious

followers.

Of the general correctness of Dr. Priestley's experiments,

it is but justice to him to speak with decided approbation. In

some instances, it must be acknpvvledged that his results

have been rectified by subsequent inquirers, chiefly as respects

quantities and ])roportions. But of the immense number of

new facts originating with him, it is surprising how very few

are at variance with recent and correct observations. Even
in these few exam})les, his errors may be traced to causes con-

nected with the actual condition of science at the time ; some-

times to the use of impure substances, or to the iinjjerfection

of his instruments of research ; but never to cart-lessncss of

inquiry or negligence of truth. Nor was he more remarkable

for the zeal with which he sought satisfactory evidence, than

for the fidelity with which he reported it. In no one instance

is he chargeable with mis-stating, or even with straining or

colouriug, a fact, to suit an hypothesis. And tliough this

praise niay, doubtless, be conceded to the great majority of

experiuiental philosophers, yet Dr. Priestley was singularly

exempt from that disposition to view plucnomena through a

coloured medium, which sometimes steals imperceptibly over

minds of the greatest general probity. This security he owed
to his freedom from all undue attachment to hypotheses, and
to the facility with which he was accustomed to frame and
abandon them ;—a facility resulting not from habit only, but

from princi[)le. " Hypotheses," he pronounces, in one place,

"to be a cheap commodity;" in another to be "of no value

except as the parents of facts;" and so far as he was himself

concerned, lie exhorts his readers "to consider new facts only

as discoveries, and to draw couclusions for themselves." The
only excejition to this general ])raise is to be found in the per-

tinacity with which he adhered, to the last, to the Stahlian

hypothesis of phlogiston ; and in the anxiety which he evinced

to reconcile to it new pha?nomena, which were considered by

almost all other philosoj)hers as proofs of its utter unsound-

ness. But this anxiety, it must be remembered, was chit-fly

apparent at a jieriod of life when most men feel a reluctance

to change the })rinciple of arrangement, by which tlicy have

been long accustomed to class the multifarious j
articulars of

their knowledge.

In all those feelings and habits that connect the ))urest

morals with the highest philosophy, (and that there is such

a comiection no one c.iu doubU) I))'. Priestley is entitleil to

unqualified esteem and aduiiralion. Attached to science by
the
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the most generous motives, he jAirsued it with an entire dis-

regard to his own peculiar interests. He neither sought, nor
accepted when offered, any pecuniary aid in his philosophical

pursuits that did not leave liini in possession of the most
complete independence of thought and of action. Free from

ail little jealousies of contemporaries or rivals, he earnestly

invited other labourers into the field which he was cultivating;

gave publicity, in his own volumes, to their experiments ; and,

with true candour, was as ready to record the evidence which
contradicted, as that which confirmed, his own views and re-

sults. Every hint which he had derived from the writings

or conversation of others, was unreservedly acknowledged.

As the best way of accelerating the progress of science, he
recommended and practised the early publication of all dis-

coveries; though quite aware that, in his own case, more
durable fame would often have resulted from a delayed and
moi'e finished performance. " Those persons," he remarks,

"are very properly disappointed, who, for the sake of a little

more reputation, delay publishing their discoveries till they

are anticipated by others."

In perfect consistency with that hberality of temper which
has been ascribed to Dr. Priestley, it may be remarked also

that he took the most enlarged views of the scope and objects

of Natural Science. In various passages of his works he has

enforced, with warm and impressive eloquence, the considera-

tions that flow from the contemplation of those arrangements
in the natural world, which are not only perfect in themselves,

but are essential parts of one grand and harmonious design.

He strenuously recommends experimental philosophy as an
agreeable relief from employments that excite the feelings or

overstrain the attention ; and he proposes it to the young, the

high-born, and the affluent, as a source of pleasure unalloyed

with the anxieties and agitations of public life. He regarded
the benefits of its investigations, not merely as issuing in the

acquirement of new facts, however striking and valuable; nor
yet in the deduction of general principles, however sound and
important ; but as having a necessary tendency to increase the

intellectual power and energy of man, and to exalt human
nature to the highest dignity, of which it is susceptible. The
springs of such inquiries he represents as inexhaustible ; and
the prospects that may be gained by successive advances in

knowledge, as in themselves " truly sublime and glorious."

Into our estimate of the intellectual character of an indivi-

dual, the extent and the comprehensiveness of his studies must
always enter as an essential element. Of Dr. Priestley it may
be justly affirmed, that few men have taken a wider range over

the
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the vast and diversified field ofhuman knowledge. In devoting,

through the greater part of his life, a large portion of his at-

tention to theological pursuits, he fulfilled what he strongly

felt to be his primary iluty as a minister of religion. This is

not the fit occasion to {)ronounce an opinion of the fruits of

those inquiries, related as they are to topics which still con-

tinue to be agitated as matters of earnest controversy. In

Ethics, in Metaphysics, in the philosophy of Language, and
in that of General History, he expatiated largely. He has

given particular histories of the Sciences of Electricity and of

Optics, characterized by strict impartiality, and by great per-

spicuity of language and arrangement. Of the mathematics,

he appears to have had only a general or elementary know-
ledge; nor perhaps did the original qualities, or acquired

habits, of his mind fit him to excel in the exact sciences. On
the whole, though Dr. Priestley may have been surpassed by
many in vigour of understnnding and capacity for profound

research, yet it would be difficult to produce an instance of a

writer more eminent for the variety and versatility of his

talents, or more meritorious for their zealous, unwearied, and

productive employment.

APPENDIX.

Since the foregoing pages were written, I have added a

few remarks on a passage contained in a recent Avork of Victor

Cousin, in which that writer has committed a material error

as to the ori<nn of Dr. Priestley's philosophical discoveries.

" La chimie,''^he observes, "est une creation du dixhuiticme

siecle, une creation de la France; c'est I'Europe entiere qui

a appele chimie Francaise le mouvement qui a imprime a

cette belle science une impulsion si forte et une direction si

sao-e; c'est a I'exemple et sur les traces de Lavoisier, de

Guyton, de Fourcroy, de Berthollet, de Vauquelin, que se

sont formes et que marchent encore les grands chimistes

etrangers, ici PriesUey et Davy : la Klaproth et Berzelius."

{Cours de I'llistoirc de la Philosophic, tom. i. p. 25.)

It is to be lamented that so enlightened a writer as Victor

Cousin, yielding, in d)is instance, to the seduction of national

vanity, should have advanced pretensions in behalf of his

countrymen, which have no foundation in truth or justice.

Nolhiu'r can be more absurd or unprofitable than to claim

honours in science, either for individuals or for nations, the

title to which may be at once set aside by an appeal to public

and authentic records.
i

•
i •

It was in England, not in France, that the Inst decided

advances were niade in our knowledge of elastic fluids. To
say
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say nothing of anterior writers, Dr. Black had traced the

causticity acquired by alkalies, and by certain earths, to their

being freed from combination with fixed air ; and Mr. Caven-
dish, in 1766, had enlarged our knowledge of that gas and
of hiflammable air. In England, the value of these discoveries

was fully appreciated ; in France, little or no attention was
paid to them till the philosophers of that country were roused
by the striking pha^nomena exhibited by the experiments of
Priestley. Lavoisier, it is true, had been led, by an examina-
tion of evidence derived from previous writers, to discard the
hypothesis of phlogiston. The discovery of oxygen gas by
Dr. Priestley not only completed the demonstration of its fal-

lacy, but served as the corner-stone of a more sound and con-
sistent theory. By a series of researches executed at great

expense, and with consummate skill, the French philosopher
verified in some cases, and corrected in others, the results of
his predecessors, and added new and important observations

of his own. Upon these, united, he founded that beautiful

system of general laws, chiefly relating to the absorption of
oxygen by combustible bodies, and to the constitution ofacids,
to which alone the epithet of the Antiphlogistic or French
theory of chemistry is properly applied. Of the genius mani-
fested in the construction of that system, and the taste appa-
rent in its exposition, it is scarcely possible to speak with too
much praise. But it is inverting the order of time to assert,

that it had any share in giving origin to the researches of
Priestley, which were not only anterior to the French theory,

but were carried on under the influence of precisely opposite
views. This, too, may be asserted of the discoveries of
Scheele, who at the same period with Dr. Priestley was fol-

lowing in a distant part of Europe a scarcely less illustrious

career.

It is the natural progress of most generalizations in science,

that at first too hasty and comprehensive, they require to be
narrovved as new facts arise. This has happened to the theory
of Lavoisier, in consequence of its having been discovered
that combustion is not necessarily accompanied with an ab-
sorption of oxygen, and that acids exist independently of
oxygen, regarded by him as the general acidifying oiinciple.

But after all the deductions that can justly be made on that

account from the merits of Lavoisier, he must still hold one
of the highest places among those illustrious men who have
advanced chemistry to its present rank among the physical
sciences. It is deeply to be lamented that his fame, otherwise
unsullied, should have been stained by his want of candour
and justice to Dr. Priestley, in appropriating to himself the

N.S. Vol. IL No. 63. March 1832. 2 F discovery
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discovery of oxygen gas. This charge, often preferred and
never answered, would not have been revived in this place,

but for the claim so recently and indiscreetly advanced by M.
Victor Cousin. To the credit of Dr. Priestley it may be ob-

served, that in asserting his own right, he exercised more
forbearance than could reasonably have been expected under
such circumstances. In an unpublished letter to a friend, he
thus alludes to the subject of M. Lavoisier's plagiariism.

" He" (M. Lavoisier) " is an Intendanl of the Finances, and
has much public business, but finds leisure for various philo-

sophical pursuits, for which he is exceedingly well qualified.

He ought to have acknowledged that my giving him an account
of the air I liad got from Mercnrins Calci?iatns, and buying a

quantity of M. Cadet while I was at Paris, led him to try what
air it yielded, which he did presently after I left. I have,

however, barely hinted at this in my second volume *." The
communication alluded to was made by Dr. Priestley to M.
Lavoisier in October, 1774<; and the Memoir, in which the

latter assumes to himself the discovery that mercurius calci-

natus (red oxide of mercury) affords oxygen gas when distilled

per se, was not read to the Academy of Sciences before April,

1775f. In evincing so little irritability about his own claim,

and leaving its vindication with calm and just confidence to

posterity, the English philosopher has lost nothing of the

honour of that discovery which is now awarded to him by
men of science of every country as solely and undividedly

his own.

XXVIII. Analytical Investigation of a Formula which shall

express the relative Importance of a certain number of the

Boroughs in England and IVales. By A CouREsroNDENr.

nPHE Reform Bill, now under discussion in the House ol

-* Commons, requires that a certain number of the smaller

borouirhs of En<>land and Wales shall be arrantjed in ilie

order of their imj)ortance, with respect to tlie number of houses

they contain, and the amount of assessed taxes the}' jxiid in

the year ending April 1831, jointly.

The proposed arrangement presents no difliculty, nor does

it involve any political (juestion by which men's minds u)ay be

biased; it is |)urely a n)atter of calculalioii, and yet different

* Letter to tlie latu \Ir. nemy, duted Calnc, Dec, 'M, 177«"».

f See an Abstract of this Memoir in the .Journal dc liozicr, Mai, 177«'»-

persons
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persons have proposed very different methods of accomplish-

ing it.

Lieutenant Drummond of the Royal Engineers, to whom
the arrangement of the boroughs according to the proposed

scale was entrusted, proceeded according to the following pre-

cepts :
—

" I. Take the average number of houses contained in the

boroughs to be arranged : divide the number of houses in

each borough by this average number, and a series of numbers
will be obtained denoting the relative importance of the diffe-

rent boroughs with i*espect to houses.

" II. Take the average amount of the assessed taxes paid by
the same boroughs, and proceed precisely in the same manner
as described with respect to the houses : a series of numbers
will result, showing the relative importance of the different

boroughs with regard to assessed taxes.

" III. Add together the numbers in the two lists which relate

to the same borough, and a series of numbers will be pro-

duced denoting the relative imiwrtance of the different boroughs
with respect to houses and assessed taxes combined."

These very simple precepts were objected to in the House
of Commons as unnecessarily complex ; and it was affirmed

that the scale might have been formed with the boroughs in

the very same order, by simply taking the sum of the numbers
expressing the houses and taxes : probably this assertion was
made without due consideration, for certainly the boroughs
would not have been placed in the same order by this process

as by Lieutenant Drummond's rules.

The subject has also been handled in the newspapers ; and
in one it has been proposed to construct the scale of disfran-

chisement by taking a geometrical mean between the number
of houses and assessed taxes of each borough. The author of

this rule, said to be a scientific friend of the editor of the news-
paper, affirms this to be " by far the most simple and accurate

way of proceeding."

It could hardly have been expected that there would be such
a difference of opinion on so simple a question. The subject

is by no means difficult ; truth is but a little way below the

surface. Since, however, the matter to which it relates is of
the highest importance, it is most desirable to place it beyond
further conti'oversy, by discussing it on principles strictly ma-
thematical.

But before the subject can be brought within the power of

mathematical investigation, the things to be considered must
be mvested with the propertiesof mathematical quantity. This
may be done by the following principles :

—

2 F2 1. Boroughs
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1. Boroiitrhs composed of the same number of houses, and
})ayin<>; the same sum in taxes, must be consitlered as equal in

importance.

2. If one borou<^h contain double the number of houses in

another borough, and pay twice as much in taxes, the import-

ance of the former must be reckoned double that of the latter.

And, in general, if the number of houses in one borough be
any multiple of the number of houses in another borough, and
tlie taxes paid by the first the same multiple of the taxes paid

by the second ; the importance of the first must be the same
multiple of the importance ot the second,

3. 1\ a town contain as many houses as are in any number
of boroughs, and pay as much in taxes as they all pay, its

importance will be equal to the united importance of all these

borouohs.

We are now to determine by the application of these priu-

ciples the comparative importance of the boroughs, that is,

speaking mathematically, the ratio which the importance of

any one borough has to that of any other borough : now this

will depend on, and must in some way be expressible by the

ratio of the number of houses in the one borough to the

number of houses in the other borough, antl the ratio of the

sum paid in taxes by the one to the sum paid in taxes by

the other.

Let H denote the number of houses in a town or borough,

T the sum it pays in assessed taxes,

B a numeral measure of its importance.

Also, let /i, /, b, and //', /*', U denote the same things of any

other two boroughs. The mathematical problem to be resolved

is to find a formula which shall express the ratio w by the

two ratios n"> ttt- For the sake of brevity, let us put

h t h' , t' ,- = ... ,^=y; _=., ^=y

In the language of analysis, - is a function of x and y; and

b'
-^- the same function of .r' and i/. We are now to infiuirc, what
B
is the form of this function ?

b I)'

The tiependence of -rz on u: and j/, antl that ol .. on .i' and

7/ may be expressed thus :

tlie

-y=/(',2/), '^=/ix\,/).
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the prefixy being put to denote, generally, a function of the
(juantiiies x and y. By our third principle we must have also

Now h + y _b b'
^ j_/-/ r ,N

Therefore,

f{=c,y)+f{x\y^)=f[{x + x'),{y + y')} (1)

We may consider x and y as two variable quantities which
are independent of each other, and susceptible of all degrees
of magnitude by increase or decrease, the symbols x and a^

denoting succeeding values of one of the variables, and 3^,3/'

succeeding values of the other.

Our analytic expression (1) may now be regarded as an
identical equation which must be satisfied, whatever values be
given to the quantities x, x', y, y' which compose it.

For the sake of brevity, let us put

f{{x + .v'),{y + y')}=:u.

Equation (1) will now stand thus:

f(x,y)+f{x',y')=u.

Hence, by differentiation, on the hypothesis that x, y, x\y' are
in succession variable, we f^et

dx dx'
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If y, if he other values of the variables expressed generally

by X and j/, we must have, in like manner,

df{x',y) _d{x\y")^ df{x>,y>) _df(x",y")^
dx' dx" ' dy' dy" '

and so on. Hence it follows that the functions

df(x,y)
^

df{x,y)

dx ' dy

are constant quantities ; let these be m and w, so that

dfjx.y) _ ^,
df{x,y)—

—

J
— "'j - — n ,dx dy

we have now

ifi^dx + 'Lli^dy = mdx+ndy;
dx dy

and by integration,

f{^T-'>y) = mx +ny,

b h , t

or — = wi — + n — :oi
g H ^ T

The integral requires no arbitrary constant, because when
k = and ^ = 0, then we must have b = 0.

We have now obtained a function which expresses the im-

portance of a borough, viz.

b ==b{»-^ + 4}
We have put B for the importance of a town that contains

il houses, and pays T pounds in taxes. Let us now suppose

that this town is as large as all the boroughs taken together,

and that it pays as much in taxes as they all pay; then h, h', h",

&c. denoting the houses in the boroughs, and ^, f, t", &c. the

sums they pay in taxes, we have

U = h + h' + h", &c. T=zt + t' + t", &c.

Thus H and T are known (juantities: as to B, it may be any

number we j)lease; we shall assume that B = lOOOOOO.

There are yet two quantities, vi and ;/, but concerning these

we can pronounce nothing: we may regard the fraction t as

the index of that part of the importance of the borough which

depends on houses, which we shall call its house-importance;

and the fraction tt t's the index of its importance resulting

from the jiavment of taxes, which will tlieiefoie be its (ax-

in)portance ; ihebc by their union coublilute the inrportance of

the
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the borough. If the Legislature shall be of opinion that the

importance of a borough depends more on one of the two
kinds of importance above defined than on the other, and shall

declare that an assigned numeral value of tax-importance is

equal to an unit of house-importance, then m and n will be-

come known ; at least their ratio, which is all we want. Un-
til this is done, we may make any supposition we please. Lieu-
tenant Drummond assumed that an unit of house-importance
had the same isoeight as an unit of tax-importance ; on this sup-
position m and n are equal, and the formula may be expressed
thus

:

= B{^+^}.

This is just the analytic expression of his rule. But whatever
assumption be made, the importance of a borough can be ex-

pressed correctly in no other way than by the formula

= b{.^ + „^}.

It perhaps may be supposed that so refined an analysis was
not required to establish so simple a truth. To this we answer,

that a truth may be sufficiently obvious, and yet may require

the most I'efined mathematical theory to establish it on the

basis of demonstration. The calculus of variations is wanted
to determine by analysis the nature of the shortest line that

can be drawn between two given points in space
; yet none re-

quire to be told that a straight line alone can satisfy the pro-

posed condition.

The assertion, that the importance of a borough can be ex-

pressed by a mean proportional between the number of houses
and the amount paid in taxes may be proved to be erroneous by
a very simple process indeed. Were it true, then, putting h and
/ for the houses and taxes of one borough, and h' and t' for

those of another, we should have, by our third principle,

h' t'

This can only be true when -j- = — , that is, when the towns

are constituted exactly alike in respect to power to pay taxes.

In this particular case, either the houses alone or the taxes

alone would serve to indicate the relative importance of the

two boroughs. G. V.

XXIX. Notices
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XXIX. Notices respecting New Books.

Tables of Simple Minerals, Rocks, and Shells ; toiih Local Catalogues

of Species. For the use of the Students of Natural History in the

Belfast Academy. By James Bryce, Jun. A.B., Master of the

Mathematical School in tlie Belfast Academy, and Member of the

Society of Natural History of Belfast. Belfast, 1831. Post 8vo,

pp. 32, interleaved blank.

THESE Tables, we are informed by the compiler (a notice by
whom on the discovery of the plesiosaurus in Ireland was

given in the Phil, Mag. and Annals for May last), in the Preface,

are printed for the use of the students of Natural History in the

Belfast Academy. The following is a list of them and of the au-

thorities on which they are founded:

—

Table of Simple Minerals, in which the classification published

in the " Conversations on Mineralogy" has been adopted, with a

i'ew alterations and additions; the synonymes of English authors

added in notes : Appendix, I. Minerals analysed, but not placed

in the system, including several new species discovered by Mr.
P. Doran, and analysed and named by Dr. Thomson, (Antrimolite,

Erinite, Harringtonite, Lehuntite, Mornite, and Stellite ?) : II. Mi-
nerals not analysed—Table of Rocks, with synonymes in notes

—

Tabular View of the Classification of Shells, from Lamarck

—

Lists of the Simple Minerals and Rocks of the Counties of Down,
Antrim, and Derry, drawn up from the observations of Dr. Hamil-
ton, Dr. Berger, Sir Charles Giesecke, and of Mr. Bryce himself

—

Shells of the same counties, those of Down and Antrim from a

catalogue by Dr. Magee and Mr. Ilyndman, and Capt. Brown's

paper on Irish Te^tacea, and including a copious list of those found
in a dead state at the New Dock of Belfast by Dr. William Magee
— Fossils of the same counties : this list, it is stated, " must be re-

garded as much more incomplete than any of the others. The se-

condary Rocks which exist in the district are not, as far as they

have yet been examined, productive of a great variety of Fossils;

and many of those which have been discovered are in so imperfect

a state, that it is very difficult to determine their specific names.

Those identified with known species are named from Sowcrby's

Mineral Conchology."

Om Compasscts Misviisning. The Variation of the Compass. Co-
penhagen, ISI'I, Danish and English. 8vo, pp. 10, two Maps,
one folding Table.

The following extract from this memoir will explain the views of

the author respecting the variation of the Needle; it gives the tenour,

he informs us, of his theory on that subject, delivered in two other

pani|)hlets, entitled " The Construction of the World," and, " Tlic

Relation of the Magnet to its Poles."

" There are two magnetic j)oles in each hemisphere, of which

however but one is moveable, the other being the cosmical pole of

the hemisphere. As to the moveable poles they arc diametrically

opposite
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opposite to each other, and are always in the polar circles, which
they traverse from W. to E. during a space of 600 years ;—or rather

but appear to do so, as the eartli during about the same space of

time performs a revolution from E. to W. Hence follows that the

compass points to the true north in the meridian circle all around
the earth, on which the moveable pole at that moment is situate,

except however the arch between the fixed and moveable poles,

where the variation alters according to the different distance from
the respective poles. Hence further fo]lo\«6, that to the east of the

meridian of the moveable north pole the variation is west, and to

the west of it east 3 whereas, of course, the reverse is the case with

the meridian of the moveable south pole. Fmally, the greatness of

the variation depends upon the angle which the moveable pole

makes with the meridian of every given place, and this greatness

must, if my theory be right, at any time be calculable; for if the

moveable poles absolve their course in 600 years, the compass must
point to the true north at any place between the polar circles every

300 years, whereas within the polar circles this only takes pISce

once during 600 years. Here (namely, within the polar circles),

when the compass has pointed to the true north, the variation (E.

in the southern, and W. in the northern hemisphere) during 300
years ascends to its maxinmm, and then, the moment the moveable
pole crosses the place's meridian, leaps to as great opposite varia-

tion, which then in its turn decreases during 300 years until it

again points to the true north."

XXX. Proceedings of Learned Societies.

BRITISH ASSOCIATION FOR THE ADVANCEMENT OF SCIENCE.

VI^E are happy to announce thattheFirst Report of this Association,
* consisting of the Proceedings and Transactions of the Meeting

held at York in the autumn, and of the Recommendations of the Com-
mittees, is printed, and will shortly be published. In the mean time
ive have permission to give the Preface to the Report, and the Recom-
mendations of the Committees. We have also transferred to our
pages Dr. Henry's interesting estimate of the scientific character of
Priestley, which will be found at p. 207 of the present Number : this

was the only memoir read to the meeting, which is given entire in

the Report.

Preface.—In giving to the public a Report of the Proceedings of
the British Association for the Advancement of Science, it has been
considered an important object to add to the account of the past
meeting a distinct view of what is to be expected from the next, and
to announce the result of the applications which have been made to
individuals, requesting them, in the name of the Association, to
undertake the reports and researches recommended bv its commit-
tees in different branches of science.

The success of these applications will appear from the following
statement.

N.S. Vol. 11. No. 63. March 1832. 2 G Reports.
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Reports.— 1. The Rev. George Peacock has undertaken to present

to the next meeting a report on the recent progress of Mathematical

Analysis, in reference particularly to the differential and integral

calculus.

2. Professor Airy has undertaken a report on the state and pro-

gress of Astronomical Science, in reference particularly to Pliysical

Astronomy.

3. J. W. Lubbock, Esf]. has consented to furnish such information

respecting the data and desiderata for calculating the time and height

of High-water as he may be able to offer.

4. James D. Forbes, Esq. has undertaken to present a report on

the present state of Meteorological Science.

5. Dr. Brewster has undertaken a report on the progress of Opti-

cal Science.

6. The Rev. Robert Willis has undertaken a report on the state of

our knowledge concerning the Phenomena of Sound, in reference

especially to the additions recently made to it.

7. The Rev. Professor Powell has undertaken a similar report re-

specting the Pheenomena of Heat.

8. The Rev. Professor Gumming has undertaken a report on

Thermo-Electricity and on the allied subjects, in reference to the

discoveries recently made in them.

9. James F. W. Johnston, Esq. has undertaken a report on the

recent progress of Ghemical Science, especially in foreign countries.

10. The Rev. Professor W'hewell has undertaken a report on the

state and progress of Mineralogical Science.

11. Robert Stevenson, Esq. has undertaken the report recom-

mended by the Geological and Geographical Committee, on the

waste and extension of the land on the east coast of Britain, and on

the question of the permanence of the relative level of the sea and

land.

J 2. Professor Lindley has undertaken to give an account of the

principal questions recently settled, or still agitated, in the Philo-

sophy of Botany.

Researches.—There is reason to hope that the earnest wish ex-

pressed by the Mathematical and Physical Committee, that a Register

of the Thermometer, during every hour of tiie day and night, should

be kept at some stJition in the South of England, will be realized at

Plymouth under the superintendence of Mr. Harvey, with the en-

lightened Concurrence of those who have the power of enabling him

to render ^his public service to science.

The law of the decrease of Temperature with increasing elevations

in the atmosphere, will be illustrated by a Cijntinuation of experi-

ments with balloon s by the Earl of Minto.

The secretaries of the Yorksliire Philosophical Society have com-

menced the observations recommended, on the comparative quanti-

ties of rain falHng on tiie top of York Minster and near its ba-e ; and

the Society has formed a Meteorological Committee, by wiiose labours

other researches, which have been recommended in tliat branch of

science, may be expected to be advanced.
The
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The observations on the intensity of terrestrial Magnetism, pro-

posed by the Mathematical and Physical Committee, have been un-
dertaken by Dr. Traill ; and the Royal Society of Edinburgh ha%'e

lent for his use their Standard Needle, constructed under the super-

intendence of Professor Hansteen.

A summary of the observations which Mr. Henwood is making on
the electro-magnetic condition of metalliferous veins will be presented

to the meeting; and it is probable that the suggestion of the Com-
mittee may be followed, in regard to the extension of these experi-

ments to veins which traverse horizontal and dissimilar strata.

There is reason to expect that the objects contemplated by the

Chemical Committee, in recommending a revision of some of the

primary data of chemistry, will derive light from the labours of Dr.

Prout and Professor Turner, in addition to those of the eminent phi-

losopher from ivhom the recommendations originated.

Professor Daubeny and Mr. Johnston have undertaken the analy-

tical researches respectively entrusted to ihem ; and specimens of

iron in difl'erent stages of its manufacture have been transmitted to

the latter gentleman from the principal iron works in Yorkshire.

In Geology, the inquiry respecting parallelism in the lines of dis-

turbance of the British strata will receive, it is hoped, the joint con-

side.-ation of the Rev. Wm, Conybeare and the Rev. Professor Sedg-
wick.

In Botany, the comprehensive inquiry proposed by the Committee
will be illustrated by contributions which Professor Henslow proposes

to add to the Flora Cantabrigiensis, and by a systematic catalogue of

the native plants of the county of York, which the sub-curator of the

Yorkshire Philosophical Society is preparing for the press.

Lastly, in Zoological research, for which no provision was made
at the late meeting, the officers of the Association have received from

Dr. Knox the promise of a memoir on the natural history of the

Salmon.

It will be observed that the object to which the Committees have in

general paid the first attention has been, to procure reports on the

state and desiderata of the several branches of science, preliminary

to measures which may be hereafter adopted to advance them. To
the investigation, however, of a few points of prominent interest and
importance they have at once proceeded to invite attention ; and of

these there are some which it is highly desirable should receive the

consideration of experimenters and observers who cannot be indi-

vidually solicited to take a share in them. Such is the examination
of those first data of c\-\em\i^txy {Recommendations, \i. 2^4), which,

lying at the very foundation of the science, are proposed to be settled

by the common consent of experienced chemists, and to which it is

hoped that every one possessing the necessary means and habits of

accurate experiment will lend his assistance ; such, also, are those

meteorological and botanical researches {Recommendations, p. 233,
236), which, belonging to a lower order of facts, are open to a much
wider class of observers, and are capable of being extended through

2 G 2
"

all
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all parts ot the comitry by the exertions of individuals, and still more
effectually by those of societies.

The nature and value of the aid which provincial societies might

render to science through the system of the British Association, and

the advantages which they may themselves derive from it, have been

lately adverted to by the Council of the Yorkshire Philosophical So-

ciety in the following manner*.
" 'J'he effect of such a system will be not only to give connection

to the efforts of insulated inquirers, but to link societies themselves

together in unity of purpose, and in a common participation and

division of labour. There are many important questions in philoso-

phy, and some whole departments of science, the data of which are

geographicullij distributed, and require to be collected by local ob-

servations extended over a whole country; and this is true not only

of those facts on which single sciences are founded, but of many which

are of more enlarged application. Thus, for instance, were the ele-

vation above the sea of all the low levels, and chief heights and emi-

nences, of a country ascertained so generally, that every observer of

nature might have a station within his reach from which he could fix

the relative position in this respect of whatever might be the object

of his research, of how many questions, in how many sciences, would

these facts contribute to the solution ? Again, supposing it to be

ascertained also, at these stations, what is the temperature of the air,

and of the water,—as it falls from the sky, and as it is held in the

reservoirs of the earth— these are data of the same kind, interesting

not only to meteorological science, but to the philosophy of organized

and animated existence. Yet, extensive as might be the importance

of such facts, and simple as are the processes for ascertaining them,

and numerous as are the individuals capable of contributing to their

investigation, how little, nevertheless, eves of this elementary work

has yet been accomplished, either by insulated observers, or by those

who are associated together for the express purpose of advancing

those sciences to which it is of so much interest !

*' None of our Societies has ever pretended to collect observations

of this kind on a regular system, nor to form a national catalogue

of the scattered partietilars of any one science, accurately detailed ;

and yet the great value which would attach to such collections of

facts, when reduced and analysed, must often have occurred to the

enlightened conductors of such institutions; but that which has pre-

vented any single body from venturing on tlie undertaking, has been

the impracticability of carrying it on over so extensive a territory

as an entire kingdom. There is a method, however, by which these

important objects might be achieved. Were there in every county

one or more provincial Societies, having some members competent

to superintend, and others ready to execute, the observations within

definite limits, and were these societies willing to work together

under a comtnon plan, the natural history of the country, and all

the geogiaphical data<'of philosophy included within it, might easily

• Report of the Council of the Yorkshiic riiilosophical Society for

18.31— 18.32.

be
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be collected ti a nsanner far more perfect than has ever yet been
attempted.

" With a just sense, therefore, of the consequence to science of
combining the Philosophical Societies dispersed through the pro-

vinces of the empire in a general co-operative union, the British

Association has not only invited them to join its meetings, but has
given to those whom they may specially depute to represent them,
the privilege of becoming members of the Committee by which its

affairs are conducted.
" It appears to the Council that in availing themselves of the bond

of connection thus offered, Societies, at the same time that they will

contribute most essentially to the success of this extensive plan,

will add greatly to their own efficiency. When individuals meet for

scientific objects, the effect of the general effort, emulation, and
example, is to produce a spirit of exertion which gives to such
meetings their principal value. And if Societies shall concur in thu$
meeting each other, in proposing certain common objects, in com-
municating from year to year the means which they are employing
and the progress whicTi they are making,—it seems impossible that

this should be done in the presence of an assembly concentrating a
great part of the scientific talent of the nation, without kindling an
increased ardour of emulous activity ; it seems impossible that the
deputies of any Society should attend such meetings without bringing
back into its bosom an enlargement of views and communicating to

its members new lights of knowledge, new motives for inquiry, and
new encouragement to perseverance.

"The actual assembling of one of the meetings at the place in

which any Society is established, has a tendency to produce the same
effect in a still more powerful degree, and the Council does not hesi-

tate to state that this Institution has received a sensible impulse in

all these respects, from the visit with which it has recently been
honoured. The plan indeed on which it was first founded, and on
which it has been since conducted, was in the spirit of the design
which may now be contemplated for the whole kingdom. Its especial

aim has been to collect information respecting its own county, and
the end to which it aspires has been described in a former Report to
be the execution of such a history of Yorkshire as the natural phi-
losopher and the antiquary may be contented to possess. But how
greatly will the importance of this object be heightened when it is

incorporated into a national system, and when all the results of our
inquiries become part of the materials of a far more extensive ana-
lysis ! It could not but be felt before by a provincial Society, that
in executing the task which it had undertaken, advice and consul-
tation were wanted. With how much more confidence may it pro^
ceed when it has the advantage of consulting with the Committee of
this great national Association ! In comparing the views which it

entertains, and the methods which it employs, with those that may
be offered to its consideration, how largely may it profit by such a
commerce, without sacrificing any portion of its real dignity or in-

dependence !

"

Should
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Should views like those which are here expresseil he generally

adopted,—should the societies established in different districts be

disposed to combine their exertions through the medium of this

Association, for the purj)ose of carrying a general system of obser-

vations into effect, each Society would then become a centre of in-

struction to its own neighbourhood, from which correct means and
methods of investigation might be derived. Thus, for in>tance, a

large proportion of the philosophical instruments at presi-nt in use

are so imperfectly constructed, and so discordant in their indications,

as to be of little service to science; but if Societies will send to the

next meeting of the Association the thermometer or portable baro-

meter which they employ, in order that they may be examined, and
that any error which may be found in them may be rectified or esti-

mated, the instruments will thenceforward not only speak the same
language among themselves, but will become standards with which
in every part of the kingdom those of insulated observers may be
compared.
The principles which have been already noticed as having regu-

lated thechoiceof some of the subjects of investigation recommended
in the present Report, are important to be borne in mind at the en-

suing meeting by those who may take a share in proposing matter

of inquiry or discussion. To come to a common understanding on
unsettled questions of general interest ; to fix the data on which im-

portant points of theory hinge; to collect and connect extensive

series ofobservations,—these appear to be the objects which pecu-
liarly belong to the Association, and which should therefore be
chiefly, if not exclusively, contemplated. It is also very material

that those who propose any subject of inquiry should have con-
sidered it well in a practical [joint of view. It is not enough to put
forth general recommendations of inquiries without making specific

arrangements for their being actually undertaken. The Committee
which met for the first time at York laboured under a disadvantage

in this respect, from not knowing on what auxiliaries to reckon.

Much was in consequence left to subsequent correspondence with

the members of the different Sub-committees, which, had it been
possible, ought to have been settled at the meeting itself

These deficiencies, however, have been so far surmounted, that a

highly valuable store of appropriate scientific conmiunications, as

has been seen, is already provided for the approaching meeting; and
in this respect also it will possess a great advantage over the last.

The Transactions, of which an account is given in the Report, were
miscellaneous contril)utions not expressly designed for the use of

this Institution, and in consequence they occupy but a small space

in the present publication. It is a principle of the .Association to

claim no right of pro])erty in the paperswhich it receives; and, with

the exception of one essay, which, by leave of the aeci)mi)lished

writer has been printed at length, the remainder of this part of the

Report consists of abstracts or notices of memoirs which will he com-
municated to the [>nblic through other elianiuls. \ h-w interspersed

memoranda of the occasional discusbions which followed the reading

of
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of the papers have been inserted, chiefly to illustrate the plan of
proceeding which was pursued at the meeting.

It only remains to be added, that the time which has been 6xed
upon as that on which it will be most convenient for the Association
to assemble at Oxford, is the 18th day of June, 1832.

York, February. 1832.

RECOMMENDATIONS OF THE SUB-COMMITTEES.

Committee ofMathematical and Physical Science.

Mathematics.—The Committee recommend that the Vice-Presi-

dent of the Association residing at Cambridge be requested to use
his utmost efforts to procure, from some competent individual, a
report to the next meeting on the progress of Mathematical Science,

Astronomy.—That Professor Airy be requested to favour the As-
sociation with a report on the state and progress of Physical Astro-
nomy, together with such remarks on the improvements of Practical

Astronomy as he may deem it useful to add.

Theory of Tides.—That J. W. Lubbock, Esq. be requested to
furnish a statement of the means which we possess, or which we
want, for forming accurate tables for calculating the time and height
of High-water at a given place.

Meteorology.—That James D. Forbes, Esq. be requested to draw
up a report for the next meeting, on the present state of Meteoro-
logical Science.

The Committee, considering that the science of Meteorology is

in more want than perhaps any other, of that systematic direction

which it is one great object of the Association to give, has thought
it advisable to propose the following points for investigation.

I. That the Association should employ all the means in its power
to procure a Register of the Thermometer during every hour of the

daj' and night, to be kept at some military or naval station in the

South of England.

Note*. Until the phaenomena and distribution of diurnal tempe-
rature are more thoroughly understood than at present, we can
hardly hope that any very sure footing has been obtained in the
study of meteorology. The hourly register kept for several years
at the military station of Leith Fort in lat. 56°, has shown that we
want nothing but the combination of a sufficient number of trust-

worthy observations, in order to obtain results of primary importance
to the science, and which may one day enable us to arrive at the
true form of the daily and annual curves of mean temperature with
a precision almost mathematical. In order, however, to extend the
benefit of such investigations, it is absolutely necessary that they
should be pursued in different latitudes. The application to ren-

dering available registers otherwise almost without value, from not

* The notes appended to the Recommendations have been drawn up by
some of the members of the Committees since the meeting.

being
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being made at the proper liours, will be best illustrated by a refer-

ence to the account of the Leith observations.

—

Trcnisactions of the

Royal Society of Edinburgh, Vol. X.

II. That the establishment of such an hourly meteorological re-

gister be pointed out as a highly interesting object, in reference

es|)ecially to the im|)ortant point of intertropical climate, to the

Committee of the Association in India.

III. That the Committee in India be requested to endeavour to

institute such observations as may throw light on the phoenomena of

the horary oscillations of the barometer, near the equator. Should
the concurrence of the Committee on these points be obtained, it

HrQuId probably be desirable that the Association should take mea-
sures for sending out delicate and accurate instruments.

IV. That Mr. Phillips and Mr. William Gray, jun. of York be
requested to undertake a series of experiments on the comparative

quantities of rain falling on the top of the great tower of York
Minster, and on the ground near its base. The Committee has been
induced to propose this specific question in consequence of the local

fitness of the situation, and the facilities offered for its solution by
the authorities ; but it is to be wished that similar experiments should

be made elsewhere, that by an extended comparison of observations

light may be thrown upon the anomalies which have been observed

at Paris and in other places.

V. That the Association should express its desire to receive a

satisfactory exposition of the theory of the moistened bulb hygro-

meter, and that observers be also invited to institute seises of com-
parative experiments on the indications of the moistened thermo-
meter and the temperature of the dew point.

Note. These indications may be ascertained by Mr. Dalton's pro-

cess, or by Mr. Daniell's hygrometer, or by both. Notwithstanding

the ingenious and laborious researches of Hutton, De Saussure,

Leslie, Anderson, and Gay Lussac upon this subject, scientific de-

ductions drawn from more extended experiments are greatly wanted.

The simplicity and certainty of the experiment by which the cold

produced by the evaporation of water is measured, renders an ac-

curate theory of the result peculiarly desirable. The experimenter

would do well to consult Mr, Dalton's views on the theory of Ily-

grometry, contained in his Meteorological Essays, and in the Man-
chester Transactions, and to examine the investigations of Professor

Leslie, (Relations of Heat and Moisture, and Supplement to the

Encyclopaedia Britannica, Article Meteorology ;^ of Dr. .Anderson,

/Edinburgh Encyclopaedia, Article Hygrometer,) and of M. Gay
Lussac, (Biot, Traite de FJnju'ujue, Tom. II.) ,\ good series of

observations at high temperatures will be found recorded in Nos. II,

and III. of a Calcutta Journal, entitled Gleanings in Science.

VI. That experiments on the Decrease of Jemperatureat increas-

ing heights in the .\tmosphere be recommended as an important sub-
ject for the contributions of observers.

Note. Series of observations for considerable periods of time on
the mean temperature of the air at fixed hours, and at stations of

which
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which the difference of height has been accurately measured, are

the most valuable. The best hours for observation are those which

give most accurately the mean temperature of the period of obser-

vation. The hourly observations at Leith Fort have determined the

hours which give the aimual mean temperature in this country to

be about 9^ AM. and 8i P.M. Experimental balloons have lately

been employed to assist th3 solution of this problem which is one

of the most interesting in ^Meteorology ; but the investigation of it

is nearly brought to a stand for want of sufficiently numerous obser-

vations. The observer may be referred for information to Ramond,
Manoires sur la Formide Barometrique de la Mecaniqiie Celeste ; to

the researches of Humboldt; to Professor Leslie, Supplement to

the Encijdopcedia Brilannica, Article Climate ; to Pouillet, Elemens

de Physique ; to INIr. Atkinson's paper on Refractions in the Memoirs
of the Astronomical Society; and to iMr. Ivory's Memoir on the

same subject in the Philosophical Transactions, and his papers in

the Annals of Philosophy.

VII. That the observation of the Temperature of Springs at dif-

ferent heights and depths should be pointed out as an object of

great interest, in prosecuting which insulated inquirers may render

essential aid to science.

Note.—When springs are copious, a few observations in the course

of the year suffice to give with great accuracy their mean tempera-

ture. The height of the springs above the mean level of the sea,

and the depth of Artesian wells, should be carefully observed, and

where the corresponding mean temperature of the air can be ob-

tained, it should be stated. In two points of view these observa-

tions are important, independently of the inferences which they may
furnish as to the decrease of heat in the atmosphere. The great

interest attached to the phaenomenon of the progressive increase of

temperature of the globe, as we descend through the strata, ren-

ders of value observations on the temperature of springs at con-

siderable heights, of springs in mines, and of those brought to the

surface from some depths by the process of boring. This question

has been treated with great success by M. Cordier, in several Me-
moirs, some of which have been translated into English. Again, the

researches of Humboldt, Buch, Wahlenberg, and most recently

Kupffer in a Memoir on Isogeothermal Lines, read before the Aca-
demy of St. Petersburg in 1829, have shown that the temperature

of the earth differs in many parts of the globe from that of the air,

being generally in defect below lat. 56°, and in excess beyond it.

The progressive increase of temperature with that of the depth in

Artesian wells, and the deviation of the mean temperature of the

earth from that of the air in different latitudes, have opened new
fields for discussion; and by the zealous co-operation of observers

cannot fail to present results, of which at present we can form but
an imperfect i lea.

Magnetism.— It appears to the Committee highly desirable that a

series of observations upon the Intensity of Terrestrial Magnetisnti

in various parts of England be made by some competent indivi-

N.S. Vol. 11. No. 63. March 1832. 2 H dual,
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dual, similar to those which have recently been carried on in Scot-
land by Mr. Dunlop.

Should the Committee succeed in finding some individual ready
to undertake the task, they propose that an application should be
made to the Royal Society of Edinburgh, for permission to make
use of the Standard Needle belonging to them, and constructed
under the direction of Professor Hansteen of Christiania.

It appears to the Committee of considerable importance that a
certain number of observations should be made throughout Britain

witii the Dipping Needle, in order to reduce the Horizontal to the

true Magnetic Intensity.

Note.—The time of three hundred vibrations should be observed,

and the methods of observation and reduction should be the same
as have been employed and described by Humboldt, Hansteen, and
others.

Electro- Magnetism.—The Committee recommend as an important
subject for further prosecution, the examination of the Electro-

Magnetic condition of Metalliferous Veins. The Committee would
refer for the details of what has been already done upon this sub-
ject, to the paper of Mr. Fox in the Philosophical Transactions for

1830, and would propose that the experiments should be extended
to veins which traverse, as in some of our mines, horizontal and dis-

similar strata.

Optics.—That Dr. Brewster be requested to prepare for the next
meeting a report on the progress of Optical Science.

Acoustics.—That the Rev. Robert Willis be requested to prepare

for the next meeting a report on the state of our knowledge con-

cerning the Phagnomena of Sound, and the additions which have
beeji recently made to it.

//efl^—That Profiessor Powell be requested to prepare for the

next meeting a similar report respecting Heat.

Electricity.—That Professor Cumming be requested to prepare

for the next meeting a similar report on Thcrmo-Electricity, and
the allied subjects in which recent discoveries have been made.

Chemical Committee.

It appears to the Committee of supreme importance that chemists

ghould be enabled, by the most accurate experiments, to agree in

the relative weights of the several elements, hydrogen, oxygen, and
azote, or, which amounts to the same thing, that the specific gravity

of the three gases should be ascertained in such a way as would
insure the reasonable assent of all competent and unprejudiced

judges.

They think it highly desirable that the doubts which remain

respecting the proportions of azote, oxygen, &c. in the atmosphere
should be removed ; that the |)roportions of azote and oxygen in

nitrous gas and nitrous oxide should l)e strictly determined ; and
that the specific gravities of the compound gases in general should

be more accurately inve.^tigated.

They recommend that the members of this Committee, ard British

chemists
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chemists in general, be invited to make experiments on these sub-

jects, and communicate their results to the next meeting at Oxford.

That Mr. Johnston be requested to present to the next meeting a

view of the recent progress ofChemical science, especially in foreign

countries.

That Dr. Daubeny be requested to undertake an investigation into

the sources from which organic bodies derive their fixed principles.

That Mr. Johnston be requested to undertake the inquiries which
have been suggested to the Committee into the comparative analy-

sis of iron in the different stages of its manufacture.

That Mr. West be requested to pursue the experiments contem-
plated by him into the combinations of gaseous bodies when passed
through heated tubes.

That the Rev. W. Vernon Harcourt be requested to prosecute

the inquiries contemplated by him into the chemical phaenomena
from which the materiality of what are sometimes called ethereal

substances has been inferred.

Mineralogical Committee.

The Committee recommend, that the Rev. ProfessorWhewell be
requested to present to the next meeting a report on the state and
progress of Mineralogy.

Geological and Geographical Committee.

The Committee recommend, that geologists be requested to ex-
amine strictly into the truth of that part of the theory of M. Elie de
Beaumont, in its application to England, Scotland, and Ireland,

which asserts that tlie lines of disturbance of the strata assignable

to the same age are parallel, and that a report to the next meeting
on this subject should be procured

:

That Mr. Phillips be requested to draw up, with such co-opera-
tion as he may procure, a systematic catalogue of all the organized
fossils of Great Britain and Ireland, hitherto described, with such
new species as he may have an opportunity of accurately examining,
with notices of their localities and geological relations.

The Committee propose, that Mr. Robert Stevenson, civil en-
gineer, be requested to prepare a report upon the waste and exten-
sion of the land on the east coast of Britain, and the question of the
permanence of the relative level of the sea and land; and that indi-
viduals who can furnish observations be requested to correspond
with him on the subject*.

The importance which, especially of late years, has been attached
to facts of this nature, in illustration of the scie.'^ces of hj'drography
and geology, and the mass of uncombined materials which have
recently been accumulating, have induced the Committee to make
the present recommendation ; and in doing so it feels pleasure in
being able to have in its view an individual whose practical acquaint-
ance with the coast in general, and more particularly the minute

* Communications may be addressed to Robert Stevenson, Esq., En-
gineer to the Northern Lighthouse Board, Edinburgh.

2 H 2 survey
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survey made by him some years since, gives reason to expect from
his report much important and accurate information.

Botanical Committee.

The Committee recommend, that Professor Lindley be requested

to prepare for the next meeting an account of the principal ques-

tions recently settled, or at present agitated, in the philosophy of

Botany, whether in this country or abroad;

That botanists in all parts of Great Britain and Ireland be invited

to compose and communicate to the meetings of the Association

catalogues of county or other local Floras, with indications of those

species which have been recently introduced, of those which are rare

or very local, and of those which thrive, or which have become or

are becoming extinct, with such remarks as may be useful towards

determining the connection which there may be between the habitats

of particular plants and the nature of the soil and the strata upon
which they grow; with statements of the mean winter and summer
temperature of the air and water at the highest as well as the lowest

elevation at which species occur, the hygrometrical condition of the

air, and any other information of an historical, oeconomical, and
philosophical nature.

Note.— If upon this plan a complete botanical survey of the British

islands could be obtained, the results would be important when the

Flora in the aggregate came to be compared with its relations of

soil, climate, elevation, &c.

XXXI. Intelligefice and Miscellaneous Articles.

QUARTERLY JOURNAL OF SCIENCE.

MR. FARADAY, finding that he has been considered, both abroad

and at home, as the Editor of the Quarterly Journal of Science,

has requested us to state that he has never in any respect stood in

that position, except in part for the Miscellanea only :—that he de-

serves no praise for the good it may have done to science ; and that,

on the other hand, he is not responsible for anything but the papers

and notices which bear his name or initials,

—

Editors.

LETTER FROM DR. HODGKIN SUGGESTING PARTICULAR OBSER-
VATIONS OF ATMOSPHERIC PHjENOMENA DURING THE PRE-
SENT SEASON.

To Richard Taylor, Esq.

Res])ccted Friend,

I shall be much gratified bv thy introducing into thy forthcoming

Number an invitation to thy philosophical and observing readers, to

contribute notices of any phtenomena which they may have had the

opportunity of remarking, in connection with the j)resent season.

It has frequently been stated that a variety of pha;nomena, meteo-

rological, zoological, botanical, and chemical, liavo jiresentcd them-

selves
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selves in periods distinguished by the generality, fatality, or singula-

rity of their diseases. As the present time will be admitted by most
to belong to one of these descriptions, it becomes highly interesting

to ascertain how far the remark in question will be borne out ; and if

it be in any degree confirmed, it is highly important that tlie facts

should be properly recorded whilst recent, rather than left to a fu-

ture day, when the fruits of a fertile imagination may be substituted

for those of a too barren memory.
I have no doubt that thou wilt willingly permit thy Journal to be

the medium through which observations of the kind of which I am
speaking may be communicated to the public. But if any individual

should in preference be disposed to transmit to me any well-attested

facts, bearing on the subject, I shall be obliged and gratified by re-

ceiving ihem.

I am thy respectful Friend,

New Broad Street, Thomas Hodgkin, M.D. &c.
2nd month 24th, 1832,

LIST OF NEW PATENTS.
To S. Hobday, Birmingham, steel snufFer and toy manufacturer,

for a certain improvement in a machine to be worked by steam, that

may be applied for the moving of ships' boats and barges on the

water, and to carriages either on the road or tram-ways, and in a
fixed position may be applied to all the purposes that steam-engines

are now used for.^—Dated the Sith of May 1831.—6 months al-

lowed to enrol specification.

To N. H. Manicler, 5, Union-road, Southwark, chemist, and
J. Collier, Canal Grove, New Peckham, civil engineer, for a new
manufacture of useful products from a certain oleaginous substance.

—3ist of May.—6 months.
To S. Lambert, Regent-street, St. James's, Westminstei", gold

laceman, for an improvement in throstle spindles for spinning and
twisting silk, cotton, wool, flax, and other fibrous substances.—
2nd of June.—4 months.

To T. Spinney, Cheltenham, gas engineer, for certain improve-

ments in apparatus for manufacturing gas for illumination.—'tth of

June.—2 months.

To J. Pearse, Tavistock, ironmonger, for certain improvements

on wheeled carriages, and on apparatus to be used therewith,—7th

of June.—6 months.

To E. N. Fourdrinier, Hanley, parish of Stoke-upon-Trent, Staf-

fordshire, paper maker, for a certain machine for an improved mode
of cutting paper.—20th of June.—6 months.

To J. L. Stevens, auctioneer, and P. Waycott, clock and watch
maker, both of Plymouth, for certain improvements in mangles.

—

22nd of June,—6 months.
To W. G. Kneller, Hackney, esquire, for certain improvements

on stills, or apparatus for distilling.—29th of June.—6 months.

To J, Perkins, Fleet-street, engineer, for improvements in gene-

rating steam.—2nd of July.—6 naonths.

LUNAR
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LUNAR OCCULTATIONS FOU MARCH.

Occidtations of Planets and fixed Stars by the Moon, in March
1832. Computedfor Greenwich, by Thomas Henderson, £55-. ;

and circulated by the Astronomical Society.

1832.
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Clouds.

Cirrus. Cirrocumulus, Cirrostratus. Stratus. Cumulus. Cumulostr. Nimbus-

6 1 31 1 4 7 10

Scale of the prevailing Winds.

N. N.E. E. S.E. S. S.W. W. N.W. Days.

2 5.| 4 4i 5 31 2^ 4 31

General Observations.— This month has been generally mild and calm,

with a humid atmosphere; but a few sharp frosts have occurred at intervals.

Though very little rain has fallen, yet the evaporation has been very slow.

On comparing the mean amount of evaporation for January with the

mean of July for a series of years, the quantity in the former month is not

the one-sixth part of that in the latter; the great difference arises from
the obliquity of the sun's rays, and the consequent absence of solar heat

in January,— circumstances which bring the vapour plane to its lowest point.

The difference of evaporation between December and June is nearly the

same.

The ground having been but slightly penetrated by frost this winter, only

a small number of insects will be destroyed: both the ground and winged
insects are beginning to make their appearance, the same as they ge-

nerally do a month later.

Tiie mean temperature of the external air for this period is about one
degree higher than the mean of January for many years past.

The atmospheric nhaDnomena that have come within our observations

this month, are, one lunar halo, and four gales of wind, namely, two
from the North-east, one from the East, and one from the South-west.

REMARKS.

London. — January 1— S. Frosty with fog. 4. Dense fog : clear at night.

5. Overcast. 6. Hazy. 7. Foggy : rain at night. 8. Foggy. 9. Hazy,
rain. 10. Rain. 1 1. Heavy rain : clear at night. 12. Fine : rain at night.

13. Showery, 14, Clear and frosty. 15. Foggy. 16, Slight fog; fine.

17, 18. Nights and mornings foggy: days fine. 19. Dense fog. 20,21. Foggy.
22. Overcast. 23. Rain : frosty at night, 24. Fine, 25. Rain : clear.

26. Foggy, 27. Snow : rain : clear at night. 28. Fine, 29. Drizzly.

30, 31. Overcast.—With very few exceptions, the atmosphere has been at

all times completely saturated with moisture throughout the month.

Penzance.—January 1. Clear: fair. 2. Fair. 3, Fair at times: clear.

4. Fair: clear. 5 Fair. 6. Rain: fair, 7. Fair: showers. S.Fine throngh-
oot. 9. Rain: fair. 10— 12, Showers, 13, Showers: hail and rain,

14— 16, Clear. 17. Clear : fair. 18—21. Fair, 22. Showers. 23. Fair:
24, Fair : rain, 25. Showers. 26. Rain : fair: rain at night, 27, Showers :

hail and rain. 28. Fair, 29, Showers, 30, 3 1. Fair.

Boston. — January 1. Fine. 2,3, Cloudy. 4. Fine, 5— 7, Cloudy.
8. Cloudy: rain early a,m. 9, Cloudy: rain early a.m, and rain at night.

10, Cloudy: rain at night, 11, Fine: rain p.m. 12. Fine. 13, Rain.
14, Fine: rain P.M. 1.5. 16, Fine. 17, Foggy. 18. Fine, 19, Rime frost.

20, 21. Foggy. 22, Fine, 23. Cloudy. 24. Fine: rain early a.m.
25, Cloudv. 26, Fine, 27, Rain. 28. Fine. 29. Cloudy. 30. Fine.
31. Cloudy,

Meteoro-
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XXXII. Observations on Mr. Barlow's Experiments on the

Strength of different Kinds of Wood. By B. Bevan, Esq.

To the Editors of the Philosophical Magazine and Annals.

Gentlemen,

T HAVE perused the valuable communication of Mr. Bar-
-^ low in your last Number, on the strength and elasticity of
several species of wood ; and join in regret with Mr. Barlow,
that the experiments on Acacia were not more complete.

Some time since, an opinion was held by some carpenters in

Northamptonshire, in favour ofthe superior strength and dura-
bility of Acacia, and a prime specimen was sent to me for trial.

I found it inferior to good oak in strength, and something in-

ferior in elasticity; but as to durability, I am not aware of any
proper test ; but from the texture and appearance on fracture,

I should esteem it very inferior.

From my experiments on that species of wood, I can supply
the omission in the fourth column of Mr. Barlow's table.

The modulus of elasticity of Acacia by my experiments being

4,560,000 feet, from which it will be easy to deduce the de-
flection of any scantling under a given pressure, and for the

particular case of Mr. Barlow, whence Z = 50 6 = c?=2
,j , 1 -c. % -lA u 710x4,560,000

and 5=1, and speciiic gravity 710, we have —^—
4500

= 720 nearly for the weight required to produce a deflection

of one inch.

It will be observed by persons accustomed to experiments

of this nature, that the deflection of one inch approaches too

near the ultimate flexure to give a fair measure of the elastic

force of the sjiecimen ; the average of Mr. Barlow's experiments

N. S. Vol. 1 ] . No. 64. April KS32. 2 I being
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being nearly two-thirds of the ultimate strain, instead of one-
third, which would have been less likely to have impaired the

texture of the specimen.

In experiments of this nature, it would have been more
satisfactory if Mr. Barlow had said something about the time

during which the specimen was underpressure; as the deflection

increases with the time, especially when the load bears so great

a proportion to the breaking weight.

Instead of the proportional numbers, adopted by Mr. Bar-

low to express the elasticity, I beg leave to suggest that it

would have been more generally useful if the modidus of elasti-

city had been given. And to enable your readers to compare
the relative stiffness of the several species of wood in his ex-

periments, I hereby send you the approximate result as de-

duced by a very simple application of the slide-rule. Thus

a
I

4500 Feet modulus of elasticity

i
I

Specific gravity. weight in lbs.

from which it will be found that the mean modulus of the

several species of wood in the table of Mr. Barlow will be

nearly as follows :

Feet. Feet.

American Birch... rj-SgsOOO

Common Birch.... .3- 1-20000

Ash 4-150000

Elm 3-135000

ChristianiaDeal... 5-305000

Memel Deal 6*260000

Oak 3-303000

Tonquin Bean . . 5*795000

Locust 4-695000

Bullet 5-890000

Greenheart 6-105000

Cabacally 4-730000

African Oak.... 5*532000

Hence it appears that when compared with their own weight,

(although probably the specimens were superior to the ordi-

nary quality,) none of those tried by Mr. Barlow possess a

greater degree of stiffness than Memel deal.

It would have added much to the value of the above expe-

riments if Mr. BarloAV had given the ultimate deflection. If

he has the means of giving this information, it will add to the

gratification of many of your readers; and to none more than

to your humble servant,

B. Bevan.

P. S.—If the price per foot, at which the new species of

wood above named can be procured, could be communicated,

it would be an additional favour.

[Various papers by Mr. Bevan, detailing the results of iiis experiments on

the strength ot cohesion, elasticity, and modulus of torsion ofdiU'crcnt •^|)ecics

of wood, will be found in I'iiil. Mag. vol. Ixviii. pp. ll'^, llSl, and ','(!!»; and

in Phil. Mag. and Annals, N, S. vol. v. p. 51, and vi. p. 41!».— Kmr.]

XXXIII. An
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XXXIII. An improoed Demonstration that Air expands in

Geometrical Progressionfor equal Increments of Heat. By
Mr. H. Meikle*.

A CONSIDERABLE time has elapsed since I first pointed

out the mistake + into which MM. de Laplace and Pois-

son had fallen, in attempting to investigate the true scale of

the air-thermometer j. Whoever attends to the subject will

have little difficulty in perceiving that these great mathema-
ticians misled themselves by affecting to treat the question too

profoundly, and by unnecessarily employing some of the more
indeterminate branches of the differential calculus. They no
doubt set out with data amply sufficient for their purpose;

but after proceeding so far, they contented themselves with

the humble shift of assuming that the common mode of gra-

duating the air-thermometer forms a true scale of temperature.

That they should have failed to prove such a scale to be a

true one, need excite no surprise; for we shall soon see that

it is utterly incompatible with the vei'y principles from which

they attempted to deduce it. It will also be seen, that had
these philosophers used a much more simple mode of reason-

ing, somewhat of the geometrical form, and aided by a diagram

or two, they might have arrived at the only legitimate result

of which the data will allow. But it is too well known that

a French mathematician would much rather run the risk of

losing himself than employ any such means.

While many discoveries are attributable to the differential

calculus and the theory of functions, it is to be regretted that,

of late, the unnecessary and incautious employment of their

more abstruse branches for almost every purpose has tended

greatly to obscure science, to retard its progress, and to sanc-

tion errors :—this, the subject before us will illustrate.

My object at present is to show in a still more elementary

way than I have yet done, that, without the aid of any assump-

tion, the very data used by the French philosophers, when
properly managed, necessarily lead to the conclusion, that,

under a constant pressure, the expansions or contractions of

air form a geometrical progression, whilst the increments or

decrements in its quantity of heat are uniform. But prepa-

ratory to this, I must premise the following

* Communicated by the Author.

t Editi. Phil. Journ. for July—September 1826; Annals of Phil, for No-
vember 1836,'and afterwards more particularly, Quart. Journ. of Science

for January—March 18i39.

X Mecnnique Celeste, tom. v. p. 127 ; Annates de Chimie for August 1823,

p. 337 J Phil. Mag. for November 1823.

2 I 2 Lemma.
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Lemma.—If the area of a curve between every two ordi-

nates be such, that when cut by a third ordinate in a given

ratio, the corresponding differences in the logarithms of the

abscissae are in the same ratio, the curve is a liyperbola.

Let the curve ABC be such, that when AHKC its area

between any two ordinates AH, CK is cut by a third ordi-

nate BI, in the given ratio of m to n, the tliree corresponding

abscissas reckoned from G on the straight Hne GH, are related

thus : lojT GK— log GH : log GI— log GH : : m : ?i :: area

AHKC : AH IB, the curve is a hyperbola.

For if not, with G as a centre, GH as one asymptote and
the other parallel to AH, describe through B the hyperbola

aBc cutting AH and CK in a and c.

By the well-known property of the hyperbola, area a HKc
: a HIB : : log GK-log GH : log

GI-logGH. But AHKC :AHli3
: : loo; GK— loi; GH : log GI— log

GH; wherefore by equality of ra-

tios, alternation and division,

BIKC:BIKc:: AHIB:aHIB.

If c K< CK, and flH>AH, and
if the curves do not again meet be-

tween A and C, the hrst term of

the analogy last stated must exceed

the second while yet the third is less

than the fourth, which is absurd.

The like would obviously follow,

were cK > CK and aH < AH.
In however many points the curves might intersect each

other, yet three ordinates may always be drawn so close to-

gether that the former absurtlity will recur. For in every
case, two ordinates may be drawn at pleasure, and die abscissa

which gives the position of the third, obtained from such an
analogy as

lo'r GK— lof; GH : log GI— log Gil : : 7n : ?io o o o

Still it is a supposable case, that the hyperbola might only

touch the other curve in B; but this curve coulcl not be
touched and only touched in every point by such hyperbolas.

Supi)ose, however, the curve ABC were touched by two of

them; then because these two have the same asymptotes, they

do not meet, and therefore any third hyperbola described be-

tween them must cut the curve ABC in at least one point B'.

Of course, other two ordinates being drawn near enough to

B'

^-V^
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B' would still produce the former absurdity. Hence ABC
can only be a hy{ierbola.

Otheriinse directly.—Let a new ordinate cut the area BIKC
in the given ratio, and consequently the differences in the lo-

garithms of the three abscissae concerned are in that ratio.

Do the same with area AHIB, and the like follows. In short,

it is evident that in the area AHKC, new ordinates might be
interpolated successively, each to divide an interval between

two ordinates in the foresaid ratio, till the whole space be-

tween AH and CK, no matter how extensive, be divided

into parts less than any given area, and each of them, or its

numerical value, having the same ratio to the corresponding

difference in the logarithms of the abscissas, that the whole
space AHKC has to log GK-log GH.
Hence the variations in the area of the curve ABC are

everywhere proportional to the corresponding variations in

the logarithms of the abscissie; and, therefore, so are any
spaces into which that area may be divided by ordinates:

which is a property characteristic of a hyperbola having G for

its centre, and GH for an asymptote.

I shall now distinctly state the physical principles employed
in this investigation, and which are essentially the same as

those used by Laplace and Poisson.

1. The law of Boyle and Mariotte, that under the same
temperature the elasticity or pressure of air is as its density,

or inversely as its volume; and consequently while air under-

goes the same change of temperature, its volume varies, under

a constant pressure, precisely in the same proportion as the

pressure would do, were the air confined in an inextensible

vessel.

2. It has been ascertained by Mr. Dalton, M. Gay-Lussac,

&c. that on heating air, under a constant pressure, from 32°

Fahrenheit to 212°, its bulk acquires an increase of three-

eishths. Such increase in the common graduation of the air-

thermometer is divided into 180 equal parts or degrees for

Fahrenheit's scale ; and the like divisions, corresponding to

equal variations of bulk, are continued both above 212° and
below 32°. Now as three-eighths are to 180°, so is the whole

bulk at the freezing point to 480°; and tlierefore there can-

not be more than 480 degrees below 32° on the Fahrenheit

scale of an air-thermometer.

3. The freezing-point being marked 32°, it is obvious that

480 degrees below this will be at —448°. The bulk of a given

mass of air, therefore, under a constant pressure, varies as its

temperature reckoned from —448° on the common scale; that

is as 448° -F t^ the degrees of Fahrenheit being t. Hence by
art.
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art. 1. the pressure of air confined in an inextensible vessel

likewise varies as 448°+ t*.

4. If m denote the specific heat of air, or the quantity of

heat which would raise its temperature one degree, under a

constant pressure, and n the specific heat of the same mass of

air if confined in an inextensible vessel, then ?n always ex-

ceeds ?i in a constmit ratio. This is inferred from its being

ascertained through a great range of temperature and pres-

sure, that when the density of air suffers a minute and sud-

den change, m times such variation of density is to the whole
density as n times the accompanying variation of pressure

to the whole pressure f. Or, g being the density and p the

pressure,

, , , ndp m dp
mdg : P :: ndp : p; and ^ = —

.

5. The last equation evidently expresses the relation be-

tween the fluxions of the logarithms of the pressure and den-

sity of air, when the quantity of heat in it is constant. The
fluent is n log p = m log g + C. If j)' and §' be put for the

initial values of p and g, we have C = n logp'— ?« log g', and

n log^ = m log |-~; or (-^) = [-^)

which is the relation between the pressure and density of air,

when the quantity of heat in it is invariable.

Now, to apply these principles to determine the scale of

temperature for air : Let ABC be a curve, such that whilst

* Strictly speaking, art. 2 and 3, especially in so explicit a form, are

not essential to the final result ; but they serve to trace more readily, in

known terms, the relation between the common scale and the one we are

investigatinir. The whole force of the reasoning depends upon the law of

Boyle, and the constancy of the ratio of ni to n as defined in art. 4.

\ The first experiments of this sort seem to have been made in 1813

by MM. Clement and Desormes, in their researches after the absolute

zero. But it was the illustrious Laplace who, several years after, showed
their use for computing the ratio of in to n. At his suggestion, those able

chemists MM. Gay-Lussac and Welter undertook a much more extensive

series of experiments, throughout which the ratio of in to n was found to

he comtnnt. However, from employing a needlessly abstruse mode of in-

vestigation, the French mathematicians entirely lost sight of the more im-

portant consequences necessarily resulting from the ccwj/c/Hcy of that ratio;

and, among others, tliat the (/nan/itics m and n must themselves he constant.

This, I presume, was first demonstrated in the Edinb. Phil. Journ. for

September l.S2(;, and afterward more at length in the Quart. Journ. of

Science for March 1S2!).

Ill the Edinl). I'liil. .Journ. for March lH'27, I described an apparatus for

such experiments. I have since had another one constructed, of which

I intend soon to give some account. Fron> many experiments, I have

little doubt that the true ratio of w to n is lliat of 4 to 3.

the
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the temperature of a mass of air, under a constant pressure,

undergoes any change indicated by HI on the common scale

of an air-thermometer, the corresponding change in its quan-

tity of heat may be denoted by the area AHIB between the

ordinates BI and AH; and let DEF be a similar curve cut-

ting all the ordinates and areas of ABC in the ratio of

AH : DH : : m : 71, and consequently making area DHIE

s= — (AHIB), which therefore represents (art. 4) the

change which the quantity of heat would have undergone had
the air been confined in an inextensible vessel during the

change of temperature HI. Let the common scale, of which

HI is a part, be continued downward to the point G answer-

ing to — 448° Fahrenheit; then (art. 3) the volume had
changed, under a constant pressure, in the ratio of GH to

GI whilst the temperature shifted from H to I. But now
suppose the air, which has acquired the temperature I and
undergone a change of heat equal to AHIB, to be instantly re-

stored to its original volume, whereby the temperature reaches

the point K on the scale. It is evident that the air is now
brought to the same temperature as if the quantity of heat in

it had undergone the change DHKF = AHIB, with its ori-

ginal volume all the while invariable.

During the restoration of the air to its original volume, its

quantity of heat is supposed constant ; but the density has

been changed in the ratio of GH to GI, and the pressure

(art. 1) in the same ratio compounded (art. 3) with the ratio

of GI to GK for change of temperature ; that is, as GH to

GK. Hence (art. 5)

GK _ p GI _ e , GK , GI

GH GH = 7' " ^°^ = 7n loir

and thereforeW GK— log GH : loi

GH
GI-logGH

GH
: m :; w.

But
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But since DHKF = AHIB, the area AHKC is cut in the

game ratio by BI as by,the curve DEF; that is, in the con-

stant ratio of m to n. Consequently, by the lemma, each of

these curves is a hyperbola, havin<^ G for its centre, and GH
for an asymptote.

Since, in either curve, the variations of the area denote

variations in the quantity of heat, while the corresponding va-

riations of the abscissa; denote variations of temperature on

the common scale, it follows, from the known property of the

hyperbola, that while the variations of the quantity of heat in

air, under a constant pressure, are uniform, those on the

common scale of an air-thermometer form a geometrical pro-

gression. Or, more generally, when the variations in the

quantity of heat are uniform, those of the volume, under a con-

stant pressure, form a geometrical progression ; as do likewise

the variations of pressure under a constant volume.

Such is the necessary result of the very principles from

vs^hich MM. de Laplace and Poisson failed to deduce a cor-

responding scale of temperature. Had the defect of their

procedure been that, instead of fairly deducing, they hatl as-

sumed the proper result, such a shift would neither have been

half so blameable in itself, nor so injurious to science, as an

erroneous assumption must always be when sanctioned by high

authority. However, from their not only assuming a very

different result, but one which is very erroneous if their data

be true, it is evident that these philosophers had not had so

much as a conjecture of what the necessary result should be.

So nobody wonders when a research of this sort fails in the

hands of an inexperienced tyro ; but if those who are de-

servedly regarded as at the head of their profession be liable

to deceive themselves in so remarkable a manner, how cau-

tious ought we to be in receiving even what emanates from

high authority, if supported by nothing deserving the name of

argument or intelligible evidence.

Upwards of twenty years ago, that distinguished philoso-

pher Mr. Dalton proposed what he alleged to be the true scale

of the mercurial thermometer, founded on the supposition that

the expansions of mercury were as the squares of the true

temperatures reckonetl from its freezing-point. With this lie

coupled another sjieculation : he sujiposcd that relatively to

equal increments on his new scale, the exjiansions of air under

a constant pressure formed a geometrical progression. These

views, however, were soon found to be incompatible : but of

the two hypollu'ses, that regarding the expansion of mercury

being the" greater favourite with Mr. Dalton, he rather chose

to retain it, and ab:Mulon the geometrical expansion of :iir.

It was absolutely necessary that one of them should be relin-

(juished ;
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quished ; for they not only diverged widely from the supposed
law, at extreme temperatures, but they required the common
mercurial and the common air scale to differ about 5° at J 22°

Fahrenheit; whereas at that point, the most eminent of the

French chemists declare they could find no diflerence at all

;

and in their decision Mr. Dalton now acquiesces.

XXXIV. Of the Susceptibilities ofLiving Structures. By the

Rev. Patrick Keith, F.L.S.

[Concluded from page 17'4.]

Vl^E have said that the sensible and voluntary susceptibi-
^^ lities of living fabrics are peculiar to animals. Yet they

have,been claimed for plants also, and the claim has been ad-

vanced by botanists of the highest celebrity, as well as by
physiological inquirers of no mean reputation. Dr. Watson,
Bishop ofLlandafl'; Dr. Darwin, the author of The Loves of
Plants; Dr. Percival of Manchester; and Sir J. E. Smith, the

founder and late President of the Linnaean Society of London,
—have each of them been advocates for the doctrine of vege-

table sensation. Now a doctrine supported by writers of such
eminence and distinction must surely have something in it,

if not very convincing, at least very plausible.—Let us see on
what foundation the doctrine is made to rest.

One of the several arguments adduced in defence of the

doctrine, is that of the fact of the excitability of plants by the

natural stimuli of light and of heat, and, as it is also alleged,

of cold and of darkness.— 1st. A plant placed in a dark room
with a small and single aperture for the admission of light

will bend itself towards that aperture. The cutting of a po-

tatoe left to vegetate in a cellar, or other dark apartment
where there is but little access of light, will be found to be a
very good subject of experiment.—2ndly. Leaves, if not pre-

vented by the operation of some accidental or intentional

cause, do uniformly turn their upper surface to the light.

Look at the leaves of trees trained to a wall, and you will find

the upper surface uniformly directed to the light—on a south
wall to the south—on a north wall to the north; and if the

leaf is forcibly bent so as to turn that surface towards the wall,

and is compelled to remain so for any given length of time, it

will soon resume its primitive position upon regaining its li-

berty.— Srdly. The leaflets of winged leaves, which expand
during the light ot day, begin again to droop and to bend down
about sun-set, or during the deposition of the evening dew, till

they approach or meet together on the under side of the leaf-

stalk ; or to close and fold themselves up till they approach or

N. S. Vol. 11. No. 64. April 1832. 2 K meet
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meet together on the upper side of the leaf-stalk. The first

case is exemplified in the leaflets of the common Acacia, Aca-

cia pseudacacia ; the latter in the leaflets of common clover.

This phaenomenon, as occurring in the night, received from

Linnaeus the appellation of the Sleep of Plants.—4thly. The
flowers of many plants are also susceptible to the stimulus

of light, and do not fully expand their petals except when the

sun shines. The Papilionacecc expand their delicate wings

only during the light of day, and close or fold them up again

as the darkness of the night approaches. But the most sin-

gular case of this kind is, perhaps, that of the iMus of the

Euphrates, as described by Theophrastus*. The flower of

this celebrated plant, which floats on the stream during

the day, closes and sinks down beneath the surface of the

water during the night, so as to be beyond the grasp of the

hand, and emerges, and rears itself up again in the morning,

to present its lovely and expanded petals to the sun.—But

though many plants open their blossoms during the day, yet

all do not open them at the same time. Some^ open them at

sun-rise ; some not till the sun has attained a considerable

altitude; others not till noon. This sequence in the time of

the opening of the blossom has been designated by botanists

the Horologium Fierce.—5thly. The vegetative powers of the

plant which have been dormant during the colds of the winter

begin again to revive, and to resume their wonted activity

as the warmth of spring advances, forwarding the process of

germination, and the protrusion of the leaf and flower, and

the development and maturation of the fruit, according to the

season or temperature proper to each species. Thus the

honeysuckle protrudes its leaf in the month of January; the

gooseberry, currant and elder, in the end of February or

beginning of March; the willow, elm and lime-tree in April;

and the oak and ash in jMay. A similar se(juence takes place

in the time of the flowering of the plant, and of the ripening

of the fruit, showing that vegetables are susceptible to, and

much affected by, the stimulus of heat, and Ibrming what bo-

tanists have been pleased to denominate the Calendarium

Floric.

To account for these pha'nomena, Darwin claims for vege-

tables the laculty of sensation, and gratuitously assigns to

them a sensorium, or uni(.)n of nerves residing in each l)udf.

"We may fairly contend, however, that the mere susceptibility

of the vegetable to the stimulus of light and heat is no proof

of its being endowed with the faculty of sensation : because

• n»f/ <I>yT<iii( 'Ii7Too. Aldu 106. t Zoom. vol. i. Sect. 13.

even
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even in animals, which evidently possess sensation, there are

still many movements of which the individual is not conscious.

Take the case of the circulation of the blood, or of tlie processes

of digestion, absorption, and nutrition, and you have a good
example of the fact. Besides, the action of light and of heat

would amount to something, even upon bodies destitute both

of life and of feeling. Some it might cause to expand, others

to contract, and others it might affect in a different way.

—

Expose a piece of dyed cloth to the action of the direct rays

of the sun, and you will soon see its colour begin to fade.

Hold a sheet of paper, or of parchment before a brisk fire,

and it will immediately roll itself up into a scroll. Place a

snow-ball in the same situation, and it will quickly dissolve

into water. Try the experiment upon a piece of wet clay,

and it will shrink in all its dimensions. Repeat the experiment

upon a lump of wax, and it will speedily expand in volume.

—

Hence we regard the bendin"; of the stem towards the small

aperture in the dark room, and the unfolding of the flower at

a given temperature, as being nothing more than the chemical

action of light, or of heat attracting or expanding the vegetable

fabric, and thus facilitating the growth and nutrition of the

plant *. But vegetables, says Darwin, perceive not only the

impressions of stimuli, they perceive also negatives, and are

consequently endowed with sensation.—Cold and darkness are

negatives f.— I am not quite sure that chemists have decided

whether cold is a negative or an affirmative:]:. Darkness we
may regard as a negative. But if Me regard them both in

that light, or if we regard them both in a contrary light, what
do we gain by it after all?—If the stimulus of heat or of light

is withdrawn, its effect must necessarily subside, whether its

withdrawal is perceived by the body that has been stimulated

or not If the paper or parchment is withdrawn from before

the fire, and placed in a cooler atmosphere, it gradually re-

covers its former shape without any perception of the nega-
tion of cold. So also the flower closes, and the leaves fold up
without being conscious in any degree of the cause of their

own movements.
If we do not concede the attribute of sensation to the phse-

nomenon of the excitability of vegetables by the action of the

natural stimuli of light and of heat, it has been thought that

we must at least concede it to the phaenomenon of their irrita-

bility by the action of accidental and extraneous or artificial

* An excellent view of the subject, harmonizing with that taken by Mr.
Keith, will be found in Sir H.Davy's Agricultural Chemistry, Lect. V.

—

Edit.

t Zoon, vol.i. Sect. 13.

X Surely it has been decided that cold is a negative.—Edit.

2 K 2 stimuli-
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stimuli.— 1st. If a leaflet of the sensitive plant Mimosa pudica

is but touched, however slightly, by any extraneous body, it

immediately shrinks into itself, and communicates the impulse,

if strong, perhaps to the whole wing, each pair of leaflets col-

lapsing in succession till they meet on the upper side of the

leaf-stalk, and the leaf itself sinking downwards, as if by a

joint, at its point of union with the stem. If a \eai o^ Dioncea

muscipula is touched with any sharp-pointed instrument, or if

an insect but alights upon it, the segments immediately col-

lapse, and adhere together so closely that the insect is gene-

rally squeezed to death in their grasp, or at the least detained

a prisoner.—The leaves of several species of Drosera have a

similar susceptibility, and act also as fly-traps.—Sndly. If the

inner side of the filament of Berberis co?nmu?iis, at or near the

base, is accidentally or intentionally touched with the point

of a quill or bristle, or other suitable instrument, it imme-

diately bends itself inwards, and descends till its anther strikes

ao^ainst the stigma^.— Srdly. If the stigma of the naturally re-

flected pistil of StylidiumJhiticostim is touched with the point

of the finger, the style is immediately put into motion, and

flies over to the contrary side of the flower, till it becomes re^

fleeted on that side as much as it was on the other side.

Still we have no certain or decided proof that plants are

endowed with the attribute of sensation. The irritability which

they exhibit upon the application of extraneous or artificial

stimuli does not prove the fact. Sir J. E. Smith found that

the stamens of the flower of the Barberry retained their con-

tractile power even when the petal with its annexed filament

had fallen to the ground, and could no longer be said to be

in a living statef . But a faculty which plants may retain even

when dead, is surely no proof of their having been endowed

with sensation when alive. Besides, they present no apparatus

whatever of feeling, or of perception,—nothing that is ana-

logous to the brain, nothing that is analogous to the nerves,

of animals.—But does not the Mimosa^ it may be said, even

shrink from the touch?—There is a great difference between

a mere shrinking from the touch, and a shrinking from danger

apprehended, as in the case of animals. —Tiie harlequin that

is made of "•oldbealer's skin shrinks from the touch or heat

of the hand, and tumbles about as if it were actually alive;

but no one, in spite of all its apparent freaks, supposes liiat it

feels.—Might not the phaMiomcnon of the irritability of plants

be accounted for from the influence of the electric or gal-

vanic fluid, without having recourse to the faculty of sensa-

• Smith's Iiitrod. p. .T3.5. Edit. prim. f Ibid. p. 3^3(1.

tion .''
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tion?—If a dead frog has been made to leap by means of the

agenc}' of this power, and a dead man to shake his fist in the

face of the experimenter, well might we ascribe the shrinking

of the Mimosa, the collapsing ofDioiicca, and the elastic spring

oi Stylidium, to a similar cause.

Further, the advocates of the doctrine of vegetable sensa-

tion have claims of a still higher order, which they advance in

addition to those already stated. They contend that they

find in vegetables movements that indicate not only sensa-

tion but also instinct*.— 1st. When a seed is deposited in

the soil, in whatever position, the radicle as it elongates will

descend in a perpendicular direction and fix itself in the earth,

and the plumelet issuing from the opposite extremity of the

seed will assume a vertical position, and ascend into the air.

This is the natural order of the development of the parts of

the seminal germ, and no human art has ever been able to

make them assume contrary du'ections, or to convert the one

into the other. — 2ndly. In the spiral ascent of the twining

stem, the winding is never effected at random, but always in a

determinate manner in the same species. Some stems wind
round their prop in a direction from left to right, or according

to the apparent motion of the sun, and never otherwise, as in

the cases of the honeysuckle and hop. Others wind round in a

direction from right to left, or contrary to the apparent mo-
tion of the sun, and never otherwise, as in the case of Convol-

vulus Senium and the scarlet kidney-bean.—Srdly. The tendrils

of many plants requiring support, are not satisfied to embrace
their prop by taking merely a single turn around it, but are

found to multiply their circumvolutions till they have got a

hold that is inseparable ; and there are cases in which, after

taking a certain number of circumvolutions in one direction,

they are found to turn suddenly round, and to take as many
more in a contrary direction.

What less than instinct, it has been said, could direct them
in these unerring and unalterable movements ?—The fact is

indeed inexplicable, and yet the admission of instinct is but

a confession of our ignorance of the cause. Neither do we
think that the term is rightly applied to express the growth
of any organ or fabric. The legitimate use of it seems rather

to be confined to the expressing of the act of an individual

being regai'ded as sentient. \Ve might as well say that the

upward growth of the teeth of the lower jaw, and the down-
ward growth of the teeth of the upper jaw, and the twisted

and spiral growth of the horns of the ram, are the result of

an instinct born with, and inherent in these organs. But

* Darwin's Zoon. vol. i. Sect. 16,

findinff
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finding that plants do not furnish us with any satisfactory

symptoms of sensation in their ordinary movements, we can-

not concede it to them in a particular case, merely to help

out the defective proof of their being endowed with instinct.

Lastly, the advocates of the doctrine in question regard cer-

tain vegetable movements as affording indubitable indications,

not only of sensation and perception, but of volition, desire,

and design*.— 1st. When the roots of vegetables are lodged

in the earth, they are found to have the power of protruding

their fibres in the direction of the best soil, and of changing

that direction when they meet with an obstacle which they

cannot penetrate, or cannot remove.—2nd]y. If a vessel filled

with water is placed at any point within six inches of the stem

of a jrrowinfj cucumber, the shoot will elonfjate in the direc-

tion of the vessel, and follow it till it reaches the water.

—

3rdly. The leaves of Hedysarum gyrans, a plant that grows

on the banks of the Ganges, are all of them in perpetual

motion up and down, sometimes equably, and sometimes by
jerks. If their movement is stopt by grasping them in the

hand, they resume it when the hand is removed, and quicken

it as if to make up for lost time. It does not depend upon
the application of any external stimulus, for it takes place by
night and by day, in the dark and in the light, and requires

only a very warm and fine day to be effected in the best style.

—4thly. The water-lily does not put forth its blossom till it

reaches the surface of the stream in which it grows, be it shal-

low or be it deep.—5thly. At the period of the maturity of

the flower the stigma of some plants opens as if to receive the

pollen, or becomes moistened with an exuding and viscous

fluid, as if to attract and detain it. The style of Gloriosa

supcrba bends itself towards the stamens, and the stamens of

the genus SaxiJ'raga bend themselves down to the stigma, in

obedience, as it has been supposed, to a sort of amorous de-

sire. But the most remarkable example of this kind is that

of Valisneria spiralis, a plant that grows in the ditclics of

Italy. It is well described and figured by Michelif, and is

dioecious, producing its fertile flowers on a long and slender

stalk, twisted sjiirally like a corkscrew, which uncoiling of its

own accord, about the time of the opening of the blossom,

elevates the flowers to the surface of the water and leaves

them to expand in the open air. The barren flowers are \no-

duced in great numbers upon short upright stalks issuing liom

a different root, from which they detach themselves, about

the time of the expansion of the blossoms, mounting up like

* Darwin's Zoon. vol. i. Sect. l."?. t Nov. Gen. Plant, p. 12. tab. x.

little
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little air-bubbles, and suddenly expanding when they reach

the surface, where they float about in great numbers, among
the female blossoms, and often cling to them in clusters, so as

to cover them entirely; thus bringing the stamens and pistils

into immediate contact, and giving the anthers an opportunity

of discharging their pollen over the stigma. When this ope-

ration has been performed, the now uncoiled stalk of the fe-

male plant begins again to resume its original and spiral form,

and gradually sinks down, as it gradually rose, to ripen its

fruit at the bottom of the water.

Such are the indications which are thought to demonstrate

the existence of vegetable volition, desire, and design. Yet
the direction of the root proves only the agency of a sort of

physical, or chemical attraction between its extreme fibrils

and the soil; and the direction of the stem proves only the

agency of a similar attraction between the young and tender

shoot and the water, like the attraction of the magnet for iron,

or of a rubbed cylinder of glass for a tuft of thistle-down.

At the best it is but a vegetative loco-motion. The shoot does

not walk towards the water, it only grows towards it.—Does
it seem strange that the water should act on the tender shoot

at the distance of six inches ?—Let it be remembered that

there are many much more wonderful cases of distant action

in nature, that do not at all involve the idea of volition. The
agency of gravitation extends even to the heavenly bodies,

binding and uniting them together in one entire and connected
whole. The attraction of the sun keeps the earth in its orbit.

The attraction of the moon causes the tides of the ocean*.

—

The phaenomenon of the self-moving leaves of Hedysariim

gyrans participates more of the character of animal sponta-

neit};^ than any other movement hitherto observed in vege-

tables; and yet it is but a single fact, and cannot establish a

position that must rest on a copious induction 'of particu-

lars. How is it that its movements never intermit?—In this

they resemble rather those movements of the animal system

that are wholly involuntary, for such have no intermissions;

whereas the movements that proceed from volition soon begin

* Tt appears to us that the elongation of the shoot of the cucumber to-

wards the vessel of water, does not present even so much as a case of distant

action, in the sense in which that term is used above. The water will neces-

sarily diffuse around itself a sphere of vapour, which will extend to the shoot,

and of course promote its growth on that side with which it is principally in

contact, that is on the side towards the water. This growth will proceed
in the direction in which the vapour is supplied, that being the direction in

which the greatest quantity of moisture will be afforded to the plant. The
direction in which the vapour is supplied will be that of a radius from the

water to the plant. Hence the shoot, as it appears to us, must necessarily

elongate ia the direction of the vessel, and finally reach the water.

—

Edit.

to
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to induce fatigue, and have frequent intermissions.— If we
were to grant that tiie water-lily grows by volition, we should

be granting too much. For even man, who stands at the head

of the animal creation, cannot grow by volition, and cannot

add an inch to his stature. The plant grows on to length of

stem because there is nothing to excite the protrusion of the

flower till the bud comes into contact with the air of the at-

mosphere. But if you had the means of adding more and
more water, and of deepening your pond at pleasure, the stem

would not follow it for ever, but would doubtless stop short

at last, without having reached the surface.—The sympathy

subsisting between the stamens and pistils is very singular,

and very surprising; but the amorous desire which it has been

thought to indicate, and the consequent movements which

it has been thought to cause, are merely the work of a glow-

ing imagination. It was a fancy entertained by some of the

earlier of the Greek philosophers, as we learn from Aristotle*,

and it has been sung most delightfully among moderns, by

Dr. Darwin in his poem ofThe Loves of Plants. The reader

is overwhelmed with the beauties of diction, with the haimony
of numbers, and with the novelty and apparent plausibility of

the doctrine, and is almost persuaded to become a convert to

it; though it is anything but a legitimate deduction from the

phaenomena of vegetable life. It is a very pretty poetical fic-

tion, but a very unfounded philosophical tact. Let us regard

the phjEUomena in question as inexplicable, rather than admit

a solution that is unwarranted, and unwarrantable.

Some have thought that we ought to ascribe sensation to

vegetables from the similarity of their structure to that of

animals. But their structure is, in fact, not similar, ^^'hat

though Darwin + has called certain vegetable organs veins,

others nerves, and others arteries; their functions are in no

respect similar to those of the veins, nerves, and arteries of

the animal system. You cannot prove the existence of a

real circulation; you cannot point out the propelling organ.

Where is the heart, where is the stomach, where are the in-

testines?—Where is the proof that nerves reside in the bud,

and where are the muscles which they put into action ?—Even
the analogy of leaves to lungs is very faint; but it is better

founded than that of the veins and arteries ; and hence leaves

have been regarded from time immemorial as being the veri-

table lungs of plants.

Finally, some jihysiologists, among whom wc may place Sir

J. E. Smith:}:, have believed that a legitimate argument for the

• Utoi fVviuv, lib. i, f Phyiologia, Sect. iv. X hUrod. to Bot. p. 4.
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sensation of vegetables might be drawn from the fact of the

benevolence of the Deity, regarding the endowment as having

been conferred for the purpose of extending the blessing of

conscious existence to an additional and incalculably numer-

ous class of individual beings, which are rendered peculiarly

interesting to man, both from their beauty and utility.—But

as vegetables are exposed indiscriminately to the perpetual

attacks both of men and of animals, without having any effec-

tual means whether of defence or escape,—sensation could

hardly be regarded as a benefit to them, if they were even

endowed with it: it would rather be the means of affecting

them with pain. They are cut, and cropped, and mangled,

and mowed down, and still they are obliged to live and to

suffer. If you say that animals suffer also, and that God is yet

good,—we answer, that the cases are not altogether the same.

The lowest animal that exists has always some means or other

of defence against, or of escape from, the attacks of other ani-

mals or of man. The animal has consequently a chance for

the preservation of its life, which the plant has not. If you
say that the strongest still prevails, or that man, who is placed

at the head of the animal creation, does not scruple to slaugh-

ter such as are good for food, or to destroy such as have the

means of annoying him ;—we acknowledge it to be a law of

nature, that one species of animal shall live at the expense or

by the destruction of another. Man is even the destroyer of

man
; yet it is not often by a destruction that is piece-meal

;

it is not by the cutting off' of one slice today and another slice

tomorrow from the hip of the devoted victim, as the savage

Abyssinians are said to do to their cattle,— a cruelty which the

inferior animals, and even civilized men, inflict most unmerci-

fully upon vegetables, (if it be true that vegetables feel,) in the

many mowings of the green lawn, in the perpetual bite or

browsing of the tender herbage, in the pruning or nailing of

the annual shoot, and in the periodical clippings or loppings

of shrubs or of trees. It is rather by a destruction that is

prompt and sudden that man assails his victim, extinguishing

life, and causing death in an instant;—and it is certain that

an animal can suffer death but once ; though a plant, upon this

supposition, might have many deaths to suffer.—As it is, we
have a sort of instinctive apprehension that plants do not feel:

hence we cut and chop them up without mercy. Hence also

the mower whets his scythe, and the reaper his sickle, and
the woodman his axe, without experiencing any emotions

whether of sympathy or of sorrow ; and hence we can bear

to witness or to contemplate the havock that is annually com-
mitted in the meadow or in the corn-field, or in the wood

N. S. Vol. 1 1. No. 64. April 1832. 2 L or
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or forest, without having our feehngs outraged, or our sym-
pathies excited, though we cannot bear either to witness or

to contemplate the pains and sorrows of suffering animals but

with the tear of sympathy, or the cry of commiseration.

From the above premises, it follows irresistibly that plants,

though exhibitinjT indubitable indications of such tissual and
organic susceptibilities as are proper to their rank in the scale

of life, do not after all exhibit any satisfactory indications of

the sensible or voluntary susceptibilities of animals, and do
not in fact either feel, or will, or desire, or design. The move-
ments which they display are singular indeed and surprising;

but they are not such as evince any n)anifcst token whether

of pleasure or of pain, or any legitimate evidence whether of

sensation or of intellection. These are attributes that reside

only in animals, and reach their highest degree only in man.

Ruckinge Rectory, Kent, P. Keith.
June 25, 1831.

XXXV. Demonstration of t/ie greatest Area of Jsoperimetri-

cal Polygons. By A Correspondent*.

T^HE well-known theorem, that of polygons of the same
-*- perimeter, that which has the greatest number of sides

has the greatest area, is a proposition of considerable import-

ance in reference to several investigations of geometry. But
though it has been demonstrated by several methods

;
yet all

the proofs which have fallen in the way of the writer of these

lines appear to him lengthy and tedious, as well as deficient

in directness and simplicity. He is therefore induced to offer

the following, which has occurred to him, grounded on a very

elementary expression for the area, and depending only on the

simplest consideration of ratios, and which he thinks will be

found to combine exactness with brevity.

If in any polygon h = base 7i side, n = number of sides,

and a = area; tlien by a well-known formula (See Hind's

Trigonometry, p. 132.) we have

nb J
TT

a = b cotaPij—

.

4- '^ n

If in two polygons the perimeter be the same, we have

71 b = n,ii

or.
b _ n^

/;, n

(where n^ > u and .•, />, < b)

* Coinmuiiicattd l»y the Author .

But
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But since the tangent varies faster than the arc, and the
arc varies as its complement, the cotang. varies faster than
the arc

;
that is, increases faster than the arc decreases. Thus

we have in the present case, since

-f- < -^ and cot (— ] > cot f—

^

cot (^\ (^\ ,

Whence the ratios of the areas, or,

a_^ b_ '-^"^(-f )

cot

since the last factor is a fraction less than -j- gives us the

second side of the equation a fraction less than unity ; or we

have < 1.

That is a^ > a; or we deduce the conclusion that under
the same perimeter, the polygon with the greatest number of
sides has the greatest area.

XXXVI. Table of the Suvis Semi-diameter. -Sj/ S. Sharpe,
Esq. F.G.S.

To the Editors of the Philosophical Magazine a7id Annals.

Gentlemen,

T^HE planetary perturbations which alter the earth's radius
-' vector are so small, as never, I believe, in the case of the

sun's semi-diameter, to amount to the tenth of a second, and
hence in that element are neglected. And a table of the sun's

semi-diameter, in which the argument is the mean anomaly,
is nearly perpetual. And in the same way a table, in w hich the

argument is the day of the month, will serve for any number
of years, if we do but make a small correction each year, de-

pendent on the mean anomaly at the beginning of the year.

Such a Table I have here constructed out of Tables I. and
XXIV. of Vince's Astronomy, vol. 3rd. And although the
sun's semi-diameter is always given in the Nautical Almanac,

2 L 2 still
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still the simplicity of this Table is such as may perhaps gain ad-

mission for it, and make it useful when the Nautical Almanac
is not at hand. Yours very truly,

Canonbury, Nov. 2, 1831, Samuet. SharpE.

Date.
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1

calculations having been made to nine places of decimals, the

seventh figure will be correct. If

a = linear expansion of glass ... = j^Iqo^^"''" ^^^^^ degree of

h = cubical dilatation of mercury = jjVo yhe centigrade scale.

k = observed heijiht of the barometer.

/ = the temperature by the centigrade scale.

h' = h when reduced to 0° of the same scale.

A'

-1 + at^

\1 + bt/

log h' = log h + log 7n

m

In the following Table m and its logarithm are given for

each quarter of a degree of the centigrade scale between —12
and +52.

Hayes, Kent, March 1, 1832.

T.
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Table continued.

T.



observed at any other Temperature.

Table continued.
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XXXVIII. Papers relating to a Designfor the Ne^^o London
Bridge^ oil the Principle of Cementitious Architecture:—ex-

hibited to the Committee of the House of Commons, on the

1 \th (fApril ]S23. By John Whitk, Esq.

[Continued from p. 194.]

VI. To John Wiite, Esq.

My dear Sir,

—

HEREWITH send you the papers I mentioned, wliich

I shall be obhged to you to return at your convenience,

and I wish you may find them of any use in your new project.

It would have given me pleasure to have had an opportunity

of conversing with you on the subject of cement previous to

your attendance on the Committee ; but I am on the Grand
Jury this week, and cannot get excused.

I beg leave to offer my best wishes for your success; and am,

Dear Sir, very faithfully yours.

Start!ford- street, April 7, 1823. James Wyatt.

Experimentsfor ascertaining the Sti-ength of Cements.

For making these experiments, a wooden mould was made,
20 inches long, 1 inch wide, and 1 inch deep, for the purpose

of forming the cement into sticks or bars, all of which were
made under the same circumstances, except when otherwise

mentioned. The cement was Ibund to set in 6^ minutes, and
the quantity required for making a bar of the above dimen-

sions was 15'6 ounces, taking also 7'3 ounces of water to make
it moderately stiff".

On the 10th of October, 1811, a number of bars were made,

which were disposed of as follows:

—

1st. Some were left in an airy room without being touched

afterwards.

2nd. Others wei'e laid down in a spout, and were occasion-

ally wetted by the rain.

3rd. Others were put at the bottom of a cistern, and con-

stantly kept covered by water.

These three dis})ositions of the bars were intended to show

the difference or effect of having them kept constantly dry,

occasionally wet and dry, and constantly wet. The method

of trying the strength was by seeing what weight it recjuired

to break the bars when sus|'.ended at one inch from the i'ul-

crum, which was accurately ascertained by a machine made
for the i)urp()sc.

On tile HJtIi of October (the bars !>cing six days old), the

2Gth of November, 1811, 2ith of January, auil l.lth of April,

1812,
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1812, the specimens were tried, and the result was as in the

foliowin<; tables.

N. B. The figures 1, 2, 3, denote where the bars were
taken from; i.e. the room (1), the spout (2), or liie cistern (3):

and those underneath denote the number of pounds required

to break them.

^
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of three measures of cement and two measures of sand, mixed
with an unknown quantity of water, but which was stiff' enough
to make the mass moderately plastic. On the 15th of April

it was tried, and broke with pounds as follows:

Bar with three measures cement and two sand :

74-. 90. 91. 76. 50. = 76 mean.

On the same 10th of October was made a bar of two mea-
sures cement and two measures brick-dust, which, tried on
the 15th of April, broke with pounds as follows:

43. 45. 50. 59. 58. = 52 mean.

These two last experiments cannot be compared together, as

the cement was not in the same quantity in each ; but it is likely

that brick-dust is not so tit for mixing with it as sand.

Besides the bars used, others are in reserve for future trials.

Bricks-—Some bricks were made in July 1811, of three

measures cement and two measures sand, and were broken,

27th of January 1812, by a weight ])laced on the middle, the

supports being 8 inches asunder ; 6 of them were thus broken

sepaiately, and the following were the number of pounds re-

quired to do it

:

454. 514. 584. 544. 520. 524. = 522 mean.

At the same time as the above were made and tried, as many
bricks composed of three measures of mineral cement and
two of sand, which broke with pounds as follows:

534. 589. 409. 518. 442. 534. = 505 mean.

At the same time were made some bricks of Roman cement

only, but which were not tried till March 1812, being three

months older than the preceding, and broke with pounds as

follows:

536. 536. 456. 501. 470. = 500 mean.

Thus it ap]:)ears that these latter are not so strong as if sand

bad been used in diem, which is contrary to the results obtained

from the bars ; but in the cement bricks were a number of very

fine cracks, and which did not happen in those where sand

was used. Otherwise the cement is much harder when used

by itself; but the cracks can hardly be avoided in large masses,

and therefore are made in a brick, though not in a bar, of

the foregoing dimensions.

N.B. These bricks were 4 inches wide and 2i thick.

N^^xt was tried the strength of common bricks, the sup-

ports being 7 inches asunder instead of 8.

1st. Five of the soundest paving bricks were selected, which

broke with the following pounds:

1254. 78 ^. 332. 761. 890. = 804 mean.
2ndlv,
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2a(Jly. Four of the soundest seconds were selected, which
broke with pounds as follows:

605. 617. 719. 605. = 611 mean.
Srdly. Some of the commonest bricks were tried, but the

strength was so very unequal that it precludes any dependence
on this kind of brick.

Common bricks: St. 394-. 50. 125. 30. &c.
Pipes.—A pipe 8 inches internal diameter, and made of

radiated bricks joined with cement, the bricks with an internal

coating of cement, making the thickness 3 inches, was stopped
at both ends, and by means of a pijie attached to it was filled

with water and burst by a forcing-pump, having a column of

mercury rising in a glass tube to indicate the force employed.
It sustained a pressure of 42 inches, (equal to a column of
water 47 feet high,) and then burst.

The bricks used in this pipe were very sound and hard, as

was also the cement; and had it been properly applied, a much
greater force would have been necessary to break the pipe

;

—so that this experiment shows the negligence in constructinf

it, and not the strength of brick and cement. The pipe had
been made for years.

At the beginning of February 1812, some pipes were made
of three measures of cement and two measures of sand, 8
inches internal diameter, 2 inches thick, and 5 feel long; the

thickness was not indeed uniform, owing to accidents in the

making; but this will be noticed in relating each experiment.
At the beginning of May following, some of them were burst

by the means above mentioned, having the tube of mercury
attached.

The first pipe tried sustained a momentary pressure of 70
inches, but it afterwards burst with 5Q inches mercury, = 63
feet water; it broke from top to bottom, having a very straight

crack on one side only, and there the thickness was 1*6 incii.

A second pipe burst with 42 inches mercury, and the frac-

tured part was 1*75 inch thick.

A third burst with 47 inches mercury, and the thinnest

part was 1*8 inch thick.

In January 1812, around brick tank was made, 41 inches in

diameter and 42 inches deep, of the thickness only of a brick

thick, i. e. 2\ inches, with an internal coating of cement half

an inch thick ; a brick head was made to it, so that every part

was water-tight. In JNIay following it was tried by the forcing-

pump, when the head (which might have been expected to

give way first, as the obstacles in putting it on did not admit
the cement to be properly applied) parted from the sides with

1 7 inches mercury.
2 M 2 Specific
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Specific Gravity, c^r. nfCement.— Specific gravity of Roman
cement made up along time was 1'16, vvhicli was also that

of mineral cement the same as the bricks were made of.

100 parts of Roman cement stone absorb of water 15.

100 parts of mineral cement absorb of water 17*6 to 18'5.

A cubic foot of Roman cement forms 2rds of a foot of

stone, shrinking ^rd by its being mixed witli water, ot" which

it takes ^Y of its own weight.

A bushel of mixture composed of 3 measures of cement

and 2 of sand forms 1 cubic loot of stone.

A cubic foot of cement brick-work weighs 105 pounds.

VII. Memorandum of an Experiment wai^e ij/ Mr. Southern,

November 12, 1800, "joith a close brick box made iicith Parker's

and Wyatt's Cement.

The box is 5 inches square within, 17 inches long, and the

brick-work round it 4i inches simplyjoincd. The valve, of 1 j\

Valve.

ly\ diameter.

inch diameter, was loaded with 58lbs.

3oz., and a forcing-pump was em-
ployed to force water into the box till

the valve and its load were lifted, and

the water issued out. This pressure

is equal to a pillar of water of 120 leet

in height, and is equal to 2 tons upon
the inside surface of 5 inches wide,

and 17 inches long :

62 X'ij = about 280 inches, equal to the square of the sec-

tion of the brick-work. 44',000lbs. —- 280 = nearly to 16lbs.

per square inch. The box did not fail with this pressure, but

Leather pipe to the forcing-
pump, which W.1S 2 inches di.i-

meter, exactly worked hy a lever
of 5 to 1, which 4'.' lbs, forced
down pretty readily.

the })ipe which conducted the water to tlie box was forced out

of the pipe.

This
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This experiment was made before Mr. Jessop and Mr.
Southern.

Dear Sir, Oakhill, August 27, 1811.

I yesterday made three experiments on the strength of

common bricks. They were made at Heath, and pretty well

burnt.

In the experiments the supports were 7|ths asunder, and

the pressure was aj)plied in the middle.

In the first experiment the brick was broken, after waiting

a short time, by 930 lbs.

In the second, by 977
In the third it sustained 1095lbs. for some "^

minutes without breaking, but broke almost >1313
immediately with 1313lbs )

3)3220

Mean 1073

Suppose your cement bricks as strong as the mean of these,

or say it would require lOOOlbs. to break it. Then a brick of

70 feet span (supported at that distance) would be 110 times

the extent of the common bricks above, and would be

110x110 = 12,100 times as strong, or would require to

break it 12,100 x 1000 = 12,100,000lbs.

The weight of that part of the experiment brick interposed

between the two supports would weigh about 6lbs. ; of course

the weight of one 110 times the lineal dimensions would be

110 X no X 100 times 6lbs. or 1,331,000 X 6 = 7,9S6,000lbs.

say 8,000,000lbs. Half this, or 4,000,000 only, would have

an action on the brick to break it, consequently it would carry

8,000,000 besides itself.

This brick would be 38 feet wide and 24- feet deep. If a

brick of the same span and width (70X38), but half the depth,

were made, it would be only \ the strength whilst it would be

\ the weight; or

Its strength would be 3,000,000

Its acting weight 2,000,000

So that it wOuld bear 1,000,000

I sides its n weight.

If a brick were 8 feet deep, its strength would

be ^th of 12,000,000 = 1,333,333

and its acting weight ^rd of 4,000,000 = 1,333,333

leaving no weight to carry, or it would just carry itself.

But such a brick would carry more than itself, inasmuch

as the part (a a) which would be beyond the supports would
help
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help to balance the middle part (<5») : — a circumstance not
considered in the ex- .

;
. ^ .

periment brick, and in- U
deed too trifling to af-

fect the conchision here

drawn. So that a brick

82^ feet long

38 — wide

8 — deep, of the same strength of materials as

the experimental bricks, would carry something more than its

own weight, but would weigh 1340 tons.

Yours truly, John Southern.
N.B. The common bricks were about 6^ inches long, ^^-^

broad, and 2f deep.
[To be contimictl.]

XXXIX. On the Distrihtition and Retention (if Magnetic
Polarity in Metallic Bodies. By W. Sturgeon, Lectm-er

071 Experimental Philosophy at the Honourable East India

Company's Military Academy^ Addiscombe*.

[With a Plate.]

T^HE retention of magnetic polarity in hardened steel is so
-*- very strikingly manifested in artificial magnets of various

forms, and the circumstance is so well known, that it would be

quite unnecessary in this place to advance any remarks con-

cerning it, further than merely to name it, for form sake, in

the order in which it stands, and the pre-eminent rank which

it universally holds amongst the metals, as to the display of

this mysterious faculty.

The retention and distribution of magnetic polarity in other

metals, however, are by no means of such general notoriety

;

peculiar modes of experimenting are required for their exhi-

bition, and but very few of their phasnomena have yet had

recognition beyonti the sweep of the curious eye of the phi-

losopher.

In my last connnunicationf I had occasion to allude to the

retention of magnetic |)olarity, (or the residual polarity, as I

there called it,) displayed in soft iron, which had previously

been excited to an exalted degree of intensity. JNIy remarks

in that communication, however, were confined to soft iron in

bars, in the various forms in which it is usually emjiloyed as

electro-magnets. In the present, my observations will be ex-

tended to the retention, and also to the distribution of magnetic

• Coninninicatcd by the Author.

f See our last Number, p. 104.—Eiur.

polarily
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polarity in thin sheet-Iron, and in other metallic bodies, when
in the shape of discs.

The distribution and retention of magnetic polarity in thin

discs of soft iron by rotation, when placed in various positions,

with reference to the magnetic meridian, &c., were first no-

ticed and investigated by Mr. Christie, in an extensive series

of highly interesting experiments which were publlslied in the

Phil. Trans, for 1825*. Mr. Christie very politely showed
me several of his experiments at the time he was carrying

them on ; and when published, presented me with a copy of

the paper in which they were described. In a very short time

afterwards I repeated some of those experiments with a tem-
porary apparatus which I fitted up for the purpose, and ob-

tained the most satisfactory and corroborative results. Besides

repeating the original experiments, however, I was led by cu-

riosity to institute others, which, as some of the results are

rather curious, I now propose to detail.

Experiment 1.—Let abed (Plate III. fig. 1.) represent a
disc of sheet-iron, about fifteen inches in diameter, placed
south of, and in the same horizontal plane as, the needle ii s,

with its centre in the magnetic meridian ; and a neutral point

a, in its northern edge, about one inch distant from the

pole n.

If the north f pole of a powerful bar-magnet, having its

axis vertical, be now passed over a diameter of the disc from c

to a, as indicated by the arrow, and about half an inch above
it:}:, and taken away suddenly from the point a, the plate will

exhibit south polarity at that point; and the pole ?i of the

needle will be attracted with a considerable force. If now a
small delicate dipping-needle be carrietl gently over the sur-

face of the plate, feeble poles of both characters will sometimes
be found in various parts of the iron, varying in power and
situation almost every time the magnet repeats the excitation

;

but in no case will a north pole be found of equal vigour with
the south pole determined at the point a. In several instances

I have found no regular pole only at a; all the rest of the
plate exhibiting a diffused polarity without any apparent cen-
tral pole. It sometimes happens, however, that all the south
polarity of the plate is separated from its north polarity by
an irregular curve line, as represented by the dotted line e q
(fig. 1.), which line may be regarded as a magnetic equator;

* Mr. Christie's paper was read before the Royal Societv, May 12, 1825.
[An abstract of it will be found in Phil. Mag. vol. Ixvi. p. 95.

—

Edit.]

t That pole of the needle which is solicited by the southern parts of
the earth is here called north.

X A round piece of board of the same diameter as the iron plate, and
of a proper thickness, I have found very convenient to prevent the magnet
from touching the plate.

everv
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every pari of the plate on n side of that line being north polar,

and all that part on s side of the Vine c q being south polar;

5 the situation of the principal pole.

Experiment 2.—Let the north pole of the magnet be car-

ried once round, and just wiihin the edge of the disc, at the

same distance above it as before, and in the direction of the

arrows (ivr. 2.\ comnienciiifj and terminatinir the revolution at

the point a, and suddenly C]uitting it as betore.

The plate will again exhibit polarity; but the north pole of

the needle, when reconciled, will be deflected towards the

ivest, as n' s' (fig. 2.), showing that the attracting pole is situated

in the limb a d.

Experiment 3.—Let the same pole of the magnet be now
carried round the plate in the opposite diiection, from the

point a to the same point again, quitting a as in the last

experiment. The north pole of the needle will now repose

towards the east of the magnetic meridian, indicating the at-

tracting pole to be in the limb ab.

It appears by the plunenomena exhibited in the last two

experimeiits, that there is a peculiar distribution of magnetic

polarity by passing the pole of the magnet round the e(.\ge of

the disc, differing considerably from that occasioned by passing

the pole over a diameter. There is, however, as decided a re-

gularity in the distribution of polarity by this process as by

the former; for, although the j:iole Idst excited be not deter-

mined in tlie point a where the magnet quits the plate, its

position is invariably found in that limb which was last passed

over by the magnet. The other species of polarity is diffused

over a great part of the area of the plate, without any appa-

rent determinate pole.

The north pole of the magnet when first brought over the

edge oi the disc at the jjoint «, excites south polarity in the

iron iunnediately beneath it; in which point the disc would

remain polai-, if the magnet were to be withdrawn without

passing over any other part of it. When, however, the pole

of the magnet is permitted to pass round the plate, the parts

over which it passes will become polar in succession, and the

point a will receive the terminal exciting impression.

Now, as every point near to the edge of the disc may be

supposed to be equally disposed to retain polarity, it is evident

that as the exciting pole proceeds in its revolution, the succes-

sive poles which it generates will have an equal tendency to

a permanent habitation : but in the same gradual succession as

the excitino- pole abandons them, and calls forth others in its

prcxnx'ss, the primogcnial poles will become entcebled,— ju-o-

gre.s.sivclv vanish, and eventually give place to a display ol

polarity "of the other kind; which polarity, however, for want
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of an exciting pole to collect and condense it, is found scat-

tered promiscuously in the area of the plate.

This being understood, it is plain that the parts over which
the exciting pole last passes, will exhibit a series of polar points

more powerful than any other which it had previously aban-

doned; and those near to a on the last excited limb, a more
powerful series than any other. The series of polar energy

will, therefore, be subordinate from some point near a, towards

b or d, according to the direction in which the revolving pole

proceeds round the disc. The needle will, therefore, not be
under the immediate influence of any individual point in the

iron, but will be operated on by the conjoint forces of the vi-

cinal poles, the aggregate of which is in the limb last excited ;

and the pole of the needle being of an opposite character, will

be attracted towards this aggregate pole.

Experiment 4.—Let the south pole of the magnet be now
carried round the plate, from a to «, in the same manner as

the north pole was employed in Experiments 2 and 3, and in

the direction of the arrows in fig. 4. The needle will be
much agitated, but will eventually repose with its north pole

deflected towards the east of the magnetic meridian.

In this case the aggregate pole of the last excited limb b da,

being of the same character as the vicinal pole of the needle,

the deflection is produced by repulsion. The needle is there-

fore driven from the last excited limb b of the plate, instead

of being attracted by it, as in the former cases when the de-

flections were produced by repulsion.

Five separate revolutions of the south pole in the direction

of the arrows in fig. 4. gave the following results :

—

Degrees.

1st round 35"^

l""'^

'°""^j
f,

I Deflection of the north pole,
3rd round 33 > ^

*

4th round 50
5th round 40

east.

Mean ... 40
When the revolutions of the magnet were performed in the

contrary direction, the results were as below :

—

Degrees.

1st round 40*]

?"f
^'^""^

f?
I Deflection ofthe north pole,

3rd round 4a ^
^

4th round 48
j

5th round 65

J

Mean ... 49-6

N. S. Vol. 1 1 . No. 64. April 1832. 2 N The
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The opposite polarity is promiscuously scattered in the area

of the plate.

Experiment 5.—In this experiment the magnet is laid upon
a round board above and parallel to the plate; it must also be
something shorter than a diameter of the plate.

Let the magnet be placed over the diameter ac, with its

south pole at a. Now cause it to revolve on its centre until

each pole has completed one revolution, and remove it quickly

from the plate parallel to its last position.

By this process the iron plate will become decidedly and
regularly polar; and when the revolution of the magnet is in

the direction of the arrows (fig. 5.), an aggregate north pole

will be determined in the limb d «, and an aggregate south

pole in the limb he. The centre of force in those limbs will

frequently be found in one and the same diameter of the plate,

at a short distance from its edge, and generally between 5^

and lO'^ from the diameter a c. These poles are easily dis-

covered by holding a small dipping-needle over the plate.

The equator of the plate which separates its two polar re-

gions is also found in this way. The needle remains hori-

zontal over this line, which is frequently an exact diameter of

the plate, at right angles to its magnetic axis. If the needle

be held on either side of this line, one pole or the other will

dip, according to the polar character of the iron, beneath it.

Fig. 5. will give a pretty exact representation of the distribu-

tion of polarity of the plate by one revolution of the magnet.
The dotted line eq \'s, the equator, or line over which the

needle exhibits no dip. From this equatorial line the dip in-

\ -eases towards S. and N., over which })oints it stands vertical,

showing the point 5 to be the south pole, and n to be the north

pole. The plate is, therefore, a very regularly polarized mag-
net; and if means be not employed to disturb it, this distri-

bution of polarity will be retained by the iron for some consi-

derable time.

If the magnet were to perform its revolution in the opposite

direction, the polarity would be distributed as represented by
fig. 6.

When the plate is of good iron and well annealed, these

pha^nomena are very uniformly exhibited; but ifit has been

much hammered without subsequent anncahng, tlic equatorial

line is found variously curved, and the poles are not exactly in

one diameter. In most cases, however, if the experiments be

dexterously performed, there will be found a tolerably regu-

lar distribution of magnetic polarity. The disc may be placed

in any other position either vertical or sloping, whilst the mag-
net revolves round it, and the same kind of distribution will

be
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be effected. In several cases, I have found that one revo-

lution of the magnet will excite a polar energy in the disc,

which, at six inches distance from the pivot of the needle,

would be a counterbalance to the magnetism of the earth at

this place.

Experiment 6.—In this experiment the disc is made to re-

volve in its own plane on a vertical axis, by means of a multi-

plying wheel and band. Over the plate is a light stage, on
which is placed a powerful bar-magnet, with its centre over

the centre of motion, and its poles reaching nearly to opposite

edges of the plate.

In this experiment the distribution of polarity is very sin-

gular and curious, and the retentive faculty of the iron is beau-

tifully displayed.

Let s n, (fig. 7.) represent the magnet placed on the stance

over the revolving plate, proceeding in the direction of the

arrows. In this case it will be found, by holding a dipping-

needle over the plate whilst in motion, that north polarity is

distributed over every part of the plate on N. side of the mag-
net, and south polarity over the other half on S. side of the

magnet. When the velocity is considerable, the polarity ex-

cited by one pole of the magnet has not time to change its

character, before the same point of the plate arrives imme-
diatel}' at the opposite pole ; so that the intensity of polarity is

pretty equal in every part of the circle, excepting the two
points under the poles of the exciting magnet, at which points

the transitions of polarity are continually going on, with a
celerity proportioned to the speed of the plate.

When the plate revolves in the contrary direction, the two
halves of it on different sides of the magnet change their

polar character, as represented by fig. 8.

These versatilities have a very pleasing effect when a dip-

ping-needle is placed on each side of the magnet. The alter-

nations of dip in the two needles are simultaneous, and as

prompt as the mutations of motion.

Experiment 7.—Place the north pole of a magnet directly

under the edge of the iron plate, so as not to touch it: in this

case every part of the plate appears to be possessed of north

polarity, and the south pole of the dipping-needle inclines

towards every part of its surface. This at first sight seems
rather curious, because a south pole ought to be exhibited

near to the edge where the exciting north pole is placed ; and
indeed this is the fact, for if a slight motion be given to the

plate, south polarity is easily detected. Whilst the plate is

at rest, the south pole of it being stationary, and directly over

the north pole of the magnet, and also ot" inferior force, it is

2 N 2 over-
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over-powered by the exciting pole, and the needle obeys the

influence of the predominating polar energy. No velocity, how-
ever, that I can give the plate will produce a change in the

character of" the dip. The angle certainly varies by placing

the needle in various positions with regard to the magnet, and

by varying the course of the plate ; but in no instance has the

character of the dip been destroyed. The same thing takes

place when another north pole of a magnet is placed over the

former and above the plate.

When the plate is rotated between the poles of a horse-

shoe magnet, the distribution of polarity depends upon the

nearest jiole, and is regulated as if that pole alone were pre-

sent. There are, however, some other curious facts to be ob-

served in these experiments, which are not easily described.

They may perhaps be of the same character as those which

appear in copper and zinc, &c., and which are more easily

traced, in consequence of the polarity excited in those metals

being distributed in a peculiar manner, less vigorous, and the

needle consequently more manageable.

Experirnents on Copper, Zinc, <$•€.—We are indebted to the

successful investigations of M. Arago for directing us to an

experimental demonstration of the presence of magnetism in

copper, zinc, and all those metallic bodies in which, till then,

plausible conjecture alone had supplied all the knowledge we
possessed respecting its existence.

The experiments of that celebrated philosopher were first

known in London in the early part of 1825. The}' consisted

of a judicious application of the magnetic momeiitwn generated

by the rapid motion given to those metals copper, zinc, &c.

in which the magnetic force is too feeble for detection by the

simple presentation of the most delicate needle. Plates of

those metals were rotated with great velocity, in their own
planes, on a vertical axis, while a magnetic needle was deli-

cately suspended over them. The magnetic force of the me-

tals by this process became exalted in proportion to the ra-

pidity of their motion ; and generated to a suflicient degree

of intensity to deflect the needle from its natural position, and

even to cause it to perform complete revolutions in the direc-

tion of those given to the plate beneath it*.

The experiments of M. Arago were immediately repeated

with a great deal of interest in this country, particularly by

* The earlier ex|)criments of M. Ara^o were made by vibratinp a magnetic

needle in tlic centre of a riiiii or hoop of each of the nictals examined.

Mr. Barlow had discovered that brass possessed magnetic properties, some

years before I\I. Arago's experiments were knowu. (See Barlow's Essay on

Magnetic Attractions, 'vended. 18x'3. p. 17.)

Messrs.
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Messrs. Babbage and Herschel, by Mr. Christie, Mr. Barlow,

Mr. Marsh, and by myself; and variously modified according

to the views of the respective experimenters. The experiments

and observations of Messrs. Babbage and Herschel, and those

of Mr. Christie, were published in the Philosophical Transac-

tions for 1825, and those of Mr. Barlow and Mr. Marsh in

the Edinburgh Journal of Science *.

I repeated M. Arago's experiments about the same time that

they were repeated by those gentlemen, and the observations

which I had made were intended for early publication ; but

whilst drawing up an account of the experiments, and diversi-

fying them in variousways, I found reason not to publish

them quite so hastily. Some of my experiments, however,

were well known to several scientific gentlemen in London and
its vicinity in 1825, and, without my knowledge, were published

in the Edinburgh Journal of Science. Since that time I have
frequently exhibited such of them as are calculated for the

lecture table; and on that account they may not, perhaps, be
quite so interesting to some readers as they otherwise would
have been.

The novel phaenomenon of a magnetic needle rotating on its

pivot by simply placing it above a revolving plate of copper,

had something in it so exceedingly fascinating, and presented

so strikino; a similitude to the electro-mao;netic rotations with

which the minds of philosophers were at that time so familia-

rized,—that for a while it seemed doubtful whether or not the

revolving plate possessed electric properties. If not, another

question presented itself: Does rotation produce magnetism?
Another mode of solving the problem was,—that the copper
plate, like all ferruginous bodies, actuated the needle by what
is frequently called induced magnetism by the influence of the

earth ; and that the needle was put into motion by a rapid

succession of transient magnetic poles induced in the plate.

When, however, it was tound that the revolutions of the

needle became more decisive, and were performed with greater

promptitude in proportion to its polar energies, and that rapid

revolutions were accomplished in light copper discs delicately

suspended over a revolving horse-shoe or other powerful mag-
net,—it readily occurred that all the phsenomena emanated
from the action of the magnet employed exciting polarity in the

metals under examination ; and that those metals possessing

some degree of retention of magnetism, the poles excited in

them, although transient, would necessarily lag behind when-
ever the celerity of motion exceeded the decay ofpolarity. The
poles thus excited being of an opposite character to those of the

* Abstracts of all the papers in which these experiments are described,

will be found in Phil. Mag. vol. Ixvi. p. 97—99.—Edit.
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exciting magnet, they would reciprocally attract each other

;

consequently, in whatever direction the one was made to re-

volve, the other would Ibllow aiter it.

This, I believe, was the explanation generally advanced,

and it is perhaps, to a certain extent, very correct : but from
the peculiar mode of experimenting which I had devised and
pursued, I had an opportunity of observing certain phasno-
niena,which I considered that hypothesis inadequate to explain.

I was, however, for a long time perplexed with irregularities

in their exhibition, and unable to reconcile them to any deter-

minate law. Nor was it till I was pursuing my inquiries con-
cerning the thermo-magnetism ofsimple metals, in 1830*, that

I could trace the plui,'nomena I had observed to anything
like uniformity: but by pursuing a hint afforded by the dis-

covery of the curious distribution of the force excited by heat,

which actuates the needle, on the flat surfaces of simple me-
tals, I became enabled to trace a similar, though distinct, dis-

tribution of force in thin discs of copper, zinc, &c. when
under the influence of powerful magnetic poles.

I was first prompted to inquire into the distribution of

magnetic polarity in discs of thin copper, by a strange discord-

ance of results, which were obtained by vibrating it within the

influence of magnetic poles variously arranged with regard

to its surface. Fig. 9. is a representation of the apparatus

which I employed, and whicii first showed the anomalies in

cjuestion. B 13 is a rectangular mahogany board, on which
are erected the two brass pillars i^ p, one of which supports

the horse-shoe magnet M. The other carries a pair of pa-

rallel projecting arms, on the extremities of which the axis of

a copper disc c is supported. To the lower edge of the disc

is attached a weight or bob to give it a vibi'ating tendency

;

so that by this arrangement the disc can be made to vibrate

freely in its own plane between the arms of the apparatus.

A (|uadrantal screen s e, of thin brass, is attached to the front

arm, and consequently a quarter of the disc is hid behintl it.

When at rest, and in the position represented by fig. 9, the

quarter behind the screen is divided equally by a radial line

drawn on its surface.

When an exj)eriment is to be made with this instrument, the

bob is first to be l)rought to the point o of the arms, where there

is a contrivance lor retaining it in that position, or releasing

* My [jiipcr on tlie tlicrmo-magncti-iin of simple metals was not pub-
lished till July and August I8.*n (in the Piiil. Mag. ami Ainials for those

moiitlis): l)ut had it not been tor certain impeiliments which hajjpcncd to

he thrown in the way, it would have been published nuich sooner; and this

paper, which was then intoudeil to follow inuncdiatL-ly alter the i'ormer,

would have been published in an early part ol" last sununcr.

it
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it at pleasure. When in that position, the index line le ap-

pears from behind the screen. The first part of the experi-

ment is made without the presence of the magnet M. When
the trigger is pulled, the bob falls from the point o, and per-

forms a certain number of vibrations before the total disap-

pearance of the index line / e. This number being noted, the

bob is again brought to the drop at o. The magnet is now
placed on the stage, with its poles close to the surface of the

disc. (The figure represents the magnet in such a position that

the disc may vibrate between its poles.) The trigger is again

pulled, and the vibrations are counted till the index line is

again lost sight of behind the screen.

With a thin copper disc, eight inches in diameter, vibrating

between the poles of a horse-shoe magnet, the mean of six

trials without the magnet, and of six with the magnet, were

as below :

Experiment 8.—Without the magnet... 160 vibrations.

With the magnet 60 vibrations.

Experiment 9.—With a similar disc of zinc:

W^ithout the magnet... 150 vibrations.

With the magnet 60 vibrations.

It would appear by these two experiments, that copper

is more affected by the presence of the magnet than zinc.

This, however, is not always the case, for I have frequently

found discs of zinc more affected than copper. There is also

a difference even in the same kind of metal: and since a great

deal depends upon the power of the magnet, as well as upon
the character of the metal, it is plain that in all experiments

of this kind, especially when intended for comparing the re-

sults with different metals, the same magnet ought to be em-
ployed, and the experiments made whilst it has the same

standard power. With a very powerful magnet I have fre-

quently reduced the number of vibrations from 150 to 30, and

in some cases still lower.

[To be continued.]

XL. Notices respecting New Books.

South-African Quarterly Journal. No. III. From April to July, 1830,

Edited at the South-African Institution, Cape Town, 1830. 8vo.

pp. 225 to 344;.

WE have just received this Third Number of the South-African

Journal, of which the two preceding Numbers were noticed

in the Phil. Mag. and Annals for September 1830, under the head

of South-African Institution. It may be obtained, in London, of

Mr.
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Mr. Richardson, Cornhill. The Number contains the following

original communications :

Continuation of Dr. A. Smith's Description ofthe Birds inhabiting

South Africa, containing the conclusion of the Stirps Accipitrina,

and a portion of the Stirps Falconina, and including the following

species stated to be new ; viz. Accipiter melanoleuciis, Falco chique-

roides, Falco peregy-inoides, and Falco rupicoloides.— Historical Ac-

count of the Formation, Progress andpresent State of the Furopean
Colons/ at the Cape of Good Hope, by the Rev. M. Borcherds, Corr.

Memb. of the S. African Inst.

—

Remarks on the Geology of South

Africa, by George Thorn, D.D. Corr. Memb. S. African Inst.

—

Observations on the Seal Fishery of the Colony, and some of the physio-

logical Peculiarities of Seals, with Remarks on Dyer's Islands, &c., by
Mr. A. J. Jardine, Memb. S. African Inst.

—

Continuation of Mr.
Bowie's Remarks on the Ctdture of Exotic Vegetables adaptedfor the

Soil and Climate of South Africa.—Annual Report of the South-

African Instittdion for 1830 (the contents of which we shall notice

in our reports of the proceedings of learned societies).

Besides the original communications just enumerated, there are

four useful articles reprinted from the Scientific Journals of London
and Edinburgh ; among which we observe Mr. Murchison's paper on

the Tyrolese Alps near Rassano, from the Phil. Mag. and Annals for

June, 1829. How far the objects of that paper may bear upon the

geology of South Africa we are not aware ; but as it describes a

series of interesting facts in the relations of the tertiary and secon-

dary rocks to each other, from which several important cautions in

the examination of those rocks may be drawn, we are glad to see it

rendered available by geological inquirers in a portion of the globe

so little known to geology as South Africa. Miscellaneous Intelli-

gence, principally selected from British Journals, and a medical re-

port on the lunatics in Somerset Hospital at Cape Town, conclude

the Number.
On the whole we cannot but deem the South- African Journal a

very useful work, and it has our warmest wishes for its success. We
would suggest, however, that the occasional introduction of con-

densed views (such as Dr. Smith must be fully competent to furnish)

of some of the important researches and reforms of science proceed-

ing in Europe, and detailed in our Scientific Journals and Transac-

tions of Societies, would considerably augment its utility to the in-

vestigators of nature at the Cape, by tending to preserve them from

the errors and inconveniences which to some extent are inseparable

from their distance from the centres of scientific knowledge in

Europe.
We have also received Nos. 8. to 1 1 , of '^'The Cape of Good Hope

Literary Gazette, devoted exclusively to Literature, Criticism, Sci-

ence, and the Advancement of Useful Knowledge." This, we doubt

not, must j)rove to the colonists a useful and agreeable means of diffu-

sing and receiving information. We notice in its pages several ar-

ticles of a scientific nature, but none that contain any novelties for

our readers,

XLL Pro-
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XLI. Proceedings of Learned Societies.

GEOLOGICAI, SOCIETY.

Jan. 4, 1832.— A PAPER "On the stratiform basalt associated
^^ with the carboniferous formation of the North

of England," by William Hiitton, Esq., F.G.S., begun at the meeting

of the 14lh of Dec. 1831, was concluded.

The author's object in this memoir is to detail the range, con-

nexion, and phienomena of the whin sill, which occurs in the lead mea-

sures or carboniferous limestone of the North of England.

He commences his observations by enumerating the points at

which the basalt is visible within the escarpment of the limestone

between Knaresdale and Lunehead j then traces it along the outcrop

of that formation from Murton to the Roman wall, near Haltwhistlej

next along the wall itself j and afterwards by Gunnerton Crags,

Little Swinburne, Hartington, Newbigging, Shield's Dykes, Rugby,
and Greenfield, to the Ahi near Denwick. Besides the whin thus

traced along the escarpment of the limestone, the author includes in

this sill or stratum the basalt which occurs in the series of beds dis-

played on the coast of Northumberland from the Aln to Bamborough
Castle ; likewise that which appears in the interior between the last

point and Belford and Kyloe; and the basalt of the Fern Islands and
Holy Island. During the course of this extensive survey the author

made the following observations :
—

That ihe basalt within the escarpment, as on Alston Moor and the

neighbouring mining districts, dips regularly with the strata of the

metalliferous limestone.

That the whin sill in general constitutes but one bed, though
sometimes two, and near Bavington three beds ; and is found in

contact with every stratum belonging to the limestone formation.

He noticed that great irregularity prevails in the thickness of the

whin ; and states that it varies from one to thirty or forty fathoms,

sometimes swelling out into dome-shaped masses, though without

producing any disturbance in the strata in contact with it.

The igneous action of the basalt he observed to be principally ex-

hibited on the subjacent strata; but he mentions four instances where
the incumbent beds of shale or limestone had assumed the same al-

tered characters as the beds below; and one. Gallows-hill near Hat-

lington, where the limestone above the whin is much contorted.

Lastly, the author draws the following conclusions :
—

That the whin is a stratum included in the limestone series, and
was deposited subsequently to the beds on which it rests, but ante-

cedently to those which rest upon it : that it was not injected laterally,

as Professor Sedgwick has proved to be the case with the whin at

High-Teesdale, but was produced by an overflowing of lava during the

deposition of the limestone group; and that the alternations of basalt,

limestone, sandstone or shale, where they occur, indicate a succes-

sion of overflowings at different periods.

A paper was then read entitled " Zoological observations on a new
N.S. Vol. 11. No. 61-. April 18.32. 2 O fossil
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fossil species of Chelvdra from CEningen," by Thomas Bell, Esq.

F.G.S. F.R.S., fi.c.

In this notice the author gives a description of the osteological

structure of a fossil tortoise, which was found in the upper quarries of

the lacustrine limestone of CEningen, near the lake of Constance.

He ])roves that the fossil belongs to the genus Chelydra, by

showing that it possesses the characters which distinguish this genus

from every other form of Testudinata ; but he determines, by a table

of comparative measurements, that the Q^ningen specimen is a

species distinct from Chelydra serpentina or the snapping tortoise of

North America.

He concludes his memoir by describing the habits of the recent

animal.

Jan. 18.—An essay" On the geological structure of the Crimea,"

by Baron Stanislaus Cbaudoir, communicated by Sir Alexander

C'richton, K.W.S. F.G.S. F.R.S., was read.

The peninsula of the Crimea is described by the author as being

naturally divided into two districts j—that of the plain, and tliat of

the mountains. The plain commences at the isthmus and terminates

near Slmpheropol, following the direction of the mountains from

south-east to north-west. It is level, and watered by very few

streams, which are generally dry during the heats of summer. The

surface is so uniform and unbroken that the author did not find a

single opportunity of observing any rock below tlie superficial stra-

tum, which belongs to the most recent formations, and consists of

shells, analogous to those now living in the neighbouring seas, ce-

mented by sand, lime, and marl. The mountainous district extends

along the sea-shore, varying in breadth from 15 to 70 wersts, the

principal ranges being those of Ischaterdagh, and Yaila. The rocks

of which they are composed the author considers as belonging to the

following formations :

—

1. Cretaceous deposit with large strata of flints, but which resembles

the chalk neither of England nor of France, being always marly. It

is the principal formation near Karasoubazar.

2. A limestone accompanying the above, containing in the neigh-

bourhood of Simpheropol great numbers of univalves, and very large

oyster-shells.

3. Another calcareous rock,of a compact close grain, and yellowish

smoky colour. It is found near Soudak.

4. The jura or oolitic formation, which the author considers to

rest on hard, cellular, magncsian limestone (rauchwacke) and on

mountain limestone.

5. Rauchwacke, porous, globular, and of a yellow colour, occurring

in perfectly horizontal strata on the road from tlie German colony of

Rosenthal to Koutschouk-Kousin.

6. Cavernous limestone, wliich, as well as the rauchwacke. is

found in parallel strata of very great extent, and forms chains of hills,

which are less elevated than those of the magncsian limestone.

7. Variegated sandstone in alternate thin strata of a green, brown,

red, and vellow colour : it is well develoi)ed at Sably and Alma.

y. Con-
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8. Conglomerate limestone, which forms the greater part of the
environs of Theodosia.

9. Magnesian limestone, constituting the highest mountainsof the

Crimea. Near Koutlak it rises above all the other formations, having
very elevated and isolated cupolas and rounded summits. The flanks

of the mountains are generally steep, and often perpendicular, as is

well seen at the Falkenberg near JSoudagh, and in the mountain chain

ofYaila.

10. Red sandstone conglomerate, the component parts of which vary
from very small grains to blocks of six feet in diameter'. It lies under
the magnesian limestone, and is found in very large masses at Koos.
Fragments of quartz, flinty slate, limestone, slate-clay, greenstone,

and sandstone are contained in it.

11. Quartzy sandstone found at Nikita. The author suspects

that this rock was mistaken by Pallas for the old red sandstone. It

is always more or less interstratified with wood-coal.

12. Slate-clay, which begins behind Koutlak, on the road from
Kapsiter, and ranges towards Gouak, Koutschouk-Kousin, and Kou-
rousin on the road from Alouschta. Throughout its whole extent,

the author found it to contain alum, derived from decomposing pyrites.

This slate-clay also contains a considerable bed of wood-coal, and
masses of clay-ironstone.

13. Basalt, occurring only in beds of inconsiderable thickness

and small extent, as at Sably and Kikineis j also near Kozloft", Se-
bastopol and Theodosia.

14. Greenstone, which occurs on Mount Aioudagh near Koutschouk-
Lambat. The serpentine described by Pallas was merely decomposed
greenstone,

15. Wacke, accompanied with basaltic hornblende and crystals of

black mica, occurs in the greenstone just mentioned.
16. Amygdaloidal basalt, greenstone, and wacke. These rocks

are met with near the convent of St. George, on the sea-shore.

1 7. Argillaceous or clay-stone porphyry, remarkable for its columnar
appearance, occurs above Alma, three wersts above Sably.

Feb. 1.—A paper was read "On the deposits overlying the car-

boniferous series in the valley of the Eden, and on the north-western
coasts of Cumberland and Lancashire," by the Rev. A. Sedgwick,
F.G.S. F.R.S., Woodwardian Professor in the University of Cam-
bridge, &c.
The author states that this paper is a continuation of two former

communications *, and that the details, now laid before the Society,
define the geographical limits of the central Cumbrian ?Jountains

;

a general description of which will form his next object.

§ 1. He first traces the geographical distribution of the new red
sandstone series, which commencing near Kirkby Stephen is ex-
panded, between the central Cumbrian chain and the carboniferous
chain of Cross Fell, to the Solway Firth. He then traces the mem-
bers of the same series along the north-western coasts of Cumber-
land and Low-Furness

;
pointing out their modifications of structure

* See Phil. Mag. and Annals, N.S. vol. ix. pp. 211, 377.

2 O 2 —the
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—the analogies they present to other British formations of the same
age—and their relations to the older rocks on which they rest.

The author describes some protruding masses of the carboni-

ferous series within the area of the new red sandstone. Of these

he enumerates three examples:— 1st. A contorted mass of car-

boniferous limestone in the plateau of Broadfield, about five miles

south of Carlisle.—Sndl}'. A mass of yellow magnesian limestone

at Chalk Beck to the east of the village of llosley. From its fossils,

structure and position, he concludes that it is an outlying mass of

the carboniferous limestone.—'5rdly. Some masses of carboniferous

limestone, sandstone and shale near Aketon, about three miles north

of Wigton : and he states his belief that in no place within the area

of the red sandstone, could a search for the small beds of coal which

alternate with the limestone be made with a greater probability of

success than near this place.

§ 2. He then describes in detail the successive deposits exhibited

in a coast section extending from the cliffs north of Whitehaven
to St. Bee's Head. They are enumerated in the ascending order as

follows :

—

(1.) Great carboniferous system of Whitehaven ; of which some
of the great faults and dislocations are briefly noticed.

(2.) A coarse sandstone of great thickness, generally with a red-

dish tinge, containing, though rarely, traces of calamites, and some-

times appearing to graduate into the true coal measures. It is, how-
ever, shown to be on the whole unconformable to the carboniferous

series, and to be the exact equivalent of the " lower red sandstone,"

described in a former paper (Geol. Trans. 2nd Ser. vol, iii. part I.

p. 6 1 )

,

' which separates the magnesian limestone and conglomerates

from the Yorkshire and Durham coal-fields. It is further compared
with a red sandstone, which in Shropshire separates the true coal

measures from the magnesian, porphyritic conglomerates.

(3.) Magnesian conglomerates, sometimes ofconsiderable thickness,

and formed in the hollows and irregularities of the "lower red sand-

stone" (No. 2.). They are identified with the similar conglomerates

of the valley of the Eden, and of various parts of Yorkshire and of

Shropshire; and they appear to be on the exact parallel of the

similar conglomerates of the Mendip Hills, Exeter, and the south-

western coal-fields.

(4.) Magnesian limestone—sometimes replaced by, or alternating

with/ magnesian conglomerate.

(5.) Bed marl and gypsum—supposed to represent the " lower

red marl and gypsum" of the Yorkshire sections. (Geol. Trans.

2nd Ser. vol. iii. part I. p. 101.) f

(6.) Cxreat, red and variegated sandstone of St. Bee's Head.

From these facts the author draws the following conclusions :
—

1st. That in Cumberland, Durham, Yorkshire, and Shropshire,

there is the same succession of deposits overlying the carboniferous

order—that in all these regions the "lower red sandstone" (No. 2.)

represents the roike iodic lirv^eudc or Io« est division of the red sand-

• See Phil. Ma-;, and Aniiah., N.S. vol. iii. p. ao:. t Ibui. p. .'{(•n.

stone
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stone series— and that in some cases thesamegroup (No. 2.) appears

to graduate into the true coal measures.

2ndly. That the magnesian conglomerates are an integral part of

the formation of magnesian limestone, are superior to the " lovcer red

sandstone," and sometimes unconformable to it.

Srdly. That the succession of deposits overlying the south-

western coal-fields of England is imperfect; inasmuch as the low-

est division of the new red sandstone series (No. 2.) is entirely

wanting ;—a fact easily explained by the discordant position of the

overlying groups, and ihe entire break of any continuity between
them and the coal measures.

'ithly. That the magnesian and porphyritic conglomerates of

the south-western districts of England (being in their mineral

structure and in their relations apparently identical with the mag-
nesian conglomerates of the northern counties) do not represent

the rothe todte Uegende, but are on the higher parallel of the mag-
nesian limestone.

§ 3. The author then briefly considers the classification adopted by
several continental writers, in which the old red sandstone, the car-

boniferous series, and the lowest division of the new red sandstone

series are regarded as one great complex group ; and he endea-

vours to show, that, however adverse the English succession of the

older secondary formations may be to this view, it receives some
countenance from the development of the red sandstone and car-

boniferous series of Scotland.

Lastly, he notices the great masses of red sandstone and conglo-

merate which fringe the Highland coasts, and doubling along the

south flank of the Grampians stretch from one side of Scotland to

the other. It is inferred, from their mineral structure and conti-

nuity, that they are of one epoch : and as one portion of them is

proved by Dr. Fleming to pass under the carboniferous series of

Fifeshire, it is inferred (in conformity with an opinion already pub-
lished by Mr. Murchison and the author*) that, considered on the

whole, they are nearly on the parallel of the old red sandstone. It

is further shown that the Ichthyolites of Caithness and the Orkneys
cannot be separated from the same ancient group, and that they

are probably on the parallel of other ichthyolites discovered by Dr.

Fleming under the carboniferous series of Fifeshire;—a conclusion

which does not appear to be invalidated by a single opposing fact.

LINNiEAN SOCIETY.

Feb. 21, and March C.—The reading of Mr. Ogilby's paper on the

Marsupial Animals was resumed. In continuation of the portion of

this paper already before the Society, and noticed in our Journal tor

January, Mr. Ogilby proceeds to describe the Scansorial family of the

Marsupials, confining his attention, in the present portion, after some
general observations on the family, to the Phalangers, or genus

Phalangista, and the Petaurists, or genus Petaurus. The Scansores

* See Phil. Mag. and Annals, N.S, vol. iv. pp. 223-2s?5.

are
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are first characterized as follows : Toes long,flexible, and armed with

sharp crooked claws ; hind feet provided witli a large thumb, without

a clan', directed backwards, and opposible to the other toes. The Mar-
supials of tiiii family, Mr. Ogilby observes, notwithstanding a con-

siderable diversity in their organs of mastication, which has led the

advocates of the exclusive or predominant influence of the dental

system to place the genera they constitute widely apart from each

other, are yet united by a chain of affinities so intimate and unbroken,

that he cannot hesitate to approximate them thus closely. Hitherto,

the Didclplies and Clieironectcs liave been arranged in the same fa-

mily with the Hylacines, Dasyures, and Perameles, and characterized

by the insectivorous form of their dentition ; whilst the Phalangers,

Petaurists, and Phascolarcti, have been distributed throughout diffe-

rent groups, under the denominations of Carpophaga, Phijllophaga,

Frugivora, &c., all pretending to the rank of natural families. The
distinctions derived from the nature of the food, however, agreeably

to which the Didelphes have been separated from the Phalangers,

and the latter from the Petaurists, Mr. Ogilby affirms to be totally

inconsistent with nature ; since, as he has strong reason to believe,

from repeated experiments on all the species which have at different

times belonged to the collection of the Zoological Society, all tl:esc

genera are equ:dly omnivorous, and (excepting perhaps certain mi-

nute species,; exhibit no predilection for an insectivorous regimen. A
more minute exammation of the modifications of their different or-

ganic systems, confirmed the accuracy of the approximation deduci-

ble from observations on the nature of tlieir food. The remaikable

form, and perfect similarity in all the genera, of their organs of loco-

motion, compel them to lead a purely arborial liie, for which the

great majority of the species are still further qualified by their power-
ful prehensile tails. Of the five natural genera composing this fa-

mily, two only are proper to New Holland, and ai-e common to that

country and the islands of the Indian Ocean : the remaininu; two are

peculiar to America, and differ, in some degree, from the Australian

genera, both in the conformation of the extremities, and in the num-
ber and arrangement of the teeth. These differences, hov\cver, are

not productive of a corresponding change of function, or of any very

marked difference in the habits and occonomy of tiie animals. With
respect to the analogies of the Scansores with other groups of Mam-
mals, it is observed that the Didclj.iies and Clieironectcs are nearly

allied to the Cursorcs of Mr.Ogilby (see Phil. Mag. and Annals, Jan.,

p. 60.) in their dentition, but in no other respects except those which

depend upon the marsupial conformation connnon to the two families.

The alleged analogy between these animals and the Inscclirora of Cu-
vier is altogether unfounded ; but an afiinity may be tr.lced between

the Petaurists of the present family, and the Pteromice oi Flying

Squirrels among the liodentia, and in a slighter degree with the Ga-
leopitheci among the Cheiroptera of Cuvier, in the lateral mem-
branes with which they arc all provided. 'J'he Phalangers are allied

to Cliiirotnys, and the I'ha.scolarcti to the Lemures, and also to the

Tardifrradi.
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Tard'igmdi. The Didelphes and Cheironectes being American ge-

nera, and having also been fidiy described by M. Temminck,—Mr.
Ogilby, after the foregoing remarks on tl;e Scansores in general,

proceeds to consider the third genus, constituted by the Phalangers,

whicli is thus characterized : Five toes on the forefeet, long, separate,

and armed with sharp crooked clans; on the hind feet four s'nnilar

toes, the two interior united, and a large opposible thumb without a
claw; tail long and prehensile. The characters, as well as the habits

and oeconomy, of the Phalangers are next minutely detailed ; Mr.
Ogilby acknowledging his obligation to Allan Cunningham, Esq,
for much valuable inibrmation on the latter and other subjects con-

nected with the Mammalogy of Australia. In the course of this de-

tail, he relates experiments demonstrating the carnivorous appetite

of the Phalangers and Petaurists ; and also shows the great impro-
bability of the received notion that the former burrow during part

of their lives. The Phalangers have been divided into two subor-

dinate groups or subgenera, of which one contains the Australian

species, and the other those which inhabit the Moluccas and other

islands of the Indian Archipelago. The Australian Phalangers are

next described in detail, and in the following order : P. Vulpina,

Desm., P. Lcmurina, Ogilb. (formerly described as P. Xanthopus,
in Proceed, of Comm. of Zool. Soc, Phil. Mag. and Annals, Feb.

p. 133.), P. Melina, Ogilb. (formerly described as P. fuliginosa ;

Ibid.), P. Cookii, Cuv., and P. gliriformis. Bell, (see Phil. Mag.
and Annals, N.S. vol. iv. p. 455.). To these are added P. Nana,
Geoff, and P. Bougainvillii, Cuv., which the author considers as of
doubtful authenticity. The generic character ofthe Petaurists is next
given in the following terms : Five toes on the fore feet, long, sepa-

rate, and armed with sharp crooked claws ; on the hind feet four si-

milar toes, the two interior united, and a large opposible thumb, without

a claw ; the anterior and posterior members united by a lateral ex^

jmnsion of the skin. Some general observations on this genus con-
clude the present portion of the paper.

March 20.—A paper was read, entitled, " Description of the Organ
of Voice in a new species of Wild Swan, the Cygnus Buccinator of
Dr. Richardson's Fauna Boreali-Americana," by W. Yarrell, Esq.,

F.L, and Z,S.

This species, which on account of the peculiar tone of its voice

is called the Trumpeter, is the largest of all the known swans, and
inhabits the fur countries of North America. The beak is wholly
black, without any of the yellow colour so conspicuous in the Hooper
and Bewick's swan, which is one of the most obvious external specific

distinctions. The general plumage white, tail feathers twenty-four
in number. The trachea has two convolutions in its course within

the sternum, the first of which is horizontal, at the depth of six

inches, the second occupies a hollow protuberance, elevated an inch

and a half above the dorsal surface of the sternum itself. The
bronchiae are only two inches in length, small at their origin and at

their junction with the lungs, but greatly dilated and depressed in

the
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the midille. All the parts, external as well as internal, in which the

Cygnus Bewickli differs from the Hooper, are observed in this new
species to be equally distinct from both. The author acknowledges
his obligations to Dr. Richardson for the specimen, which is proba-

bly unique, and from which the description and drawings were taken.

ZOOLOGICAL SOCIETY.

Dec. 27.—Mr. Vigors reported that the Resolution agreed to at the

last Meeting of the Committee had been communicated to the Coun-
cil ; that the Council, fully concurring in the propriety of instituting

the experiments suggested therein, hud directed that they should

be tried on two Leopards, two Ocelots, and two Hytenas ; and that

instructions had been accordingly given to the Head-keeper to carry

them into effect.

A collection of animals preserved in spirit, and recently presented

to the Society by Charles Barclay, F^sq., was exhibited. It was col-

lected by Charles Telfair, Esq., of the Mauritius, Corr. Memb. Z. S.,

and contained specimens of Mammalia, Fishes, Reptiles, and Insects.

Among the former were inchviduals of two species of Tenrec, Ccntenes,

Illig., which were pointed out as the Cent, selusus and Cent, semispi-

nosus, and reference was made to the habits of the animals of this

genus as described by Mr. Telfair in a communication read to the

Committee on June 14 *. The apparently good state of preservation

of the specimens authorized the hope that their anatomical structure

might be properly investigated.

The remaining portion of the collection of Fishes formed at the

Mauritius by Charles Telfair, Esq., Corr. Memb. Z. S., and presented

by him to the Society, was exhibited. The species contained in it

were brought in succession under the notice of the Committee by Mr.
Bennett, who pointed out more particuhuly those which he believed

to be new to science. As such he named and characterized the fol-

lowing :

ScoLOPSiDKS PH.^ops. Scol.lohispinncecnudalisjilamentosis: rostro

superciliisqne alepidotis, nigrescentibus, illo vittd argentea infra

oculuni prudiicld inferuc marginato ; lined obliqud pallide argen-

ted ah oculn ad prceoperculi unguium decurrente ; operculo toto

squamato ; vittd dorsali utrinque argtnled supra lineam lateralem ;

Cauda superne viaculd nigrescenti notatd.

D. V"- A. i &c.

Scol.frccnato, Cuv. Sz \'al., videtur maxime affinis. DifTert vitta

dorsali argentea et operculo toto squamato.

Amphh'rion fuscivknter. Amph. niger, ventre parum pallidiori

;

fascia angusld operculari, altera laternli media, tertidque obsoletd

caudali albis
; pinna caudali poslice pinnarumque dorsalis nnalis'

que parte molU alio Jimbria lis
;
pinnis ventralibus interne dimi-

diu tim Jiuvis

.

D. \i. A. tV &c.

• See Phil. Mng. and Annals, N. S., vol. x. p. 22'd.

Amph.
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Amph. chrijsogastri, Ciiv. & Val., simillimus. Differt ventre, pinnis

pectoralibus, ventraliumqiie dimidio externo corpori concoloribus.

Obs. InAmph. chrysogasfre nidii spinosi pinnpe dorsalis variant 10

vel 1 1

.

Fam. MtGiLiDiE.

Genus Agoxostomus.
Rostrum subproductum.

Os inferum.

Dtntes in utraque maxilla minimi, acuti, pluriseriati.

Maxilla inferior rotundata.

Genus Mugili, Linn., maxime affine. Forma et pinnis simillimum.

Differt tantummodo figura et situ oris, dentibusque pluriseriatis,

Agonostomus Telfairii. Ag. supra nigrescens, infra fusco-argen-

teiis.

D. 4, i^. A.i-. P. 14.

Atherina affixis. Ath. pinnis pectoralibus caudalique apicem

versus nigro irroratis.

D.5, 11. A. 15.

Affinis, ut videtur, Ath. Neso-Gulliccp, Cuv. Differt numero radio-

rum a figura Cepediana.

GoBius coalitus. Gob. pinnis dorsalibus subcontinuis, 2dd priore

paullo altiore: brunneus, nigrescenti macula tus cccruleoque punc-

tatus, punclis ventralibus caudalibnsque longitudinaliter seriatis

;

pinnis cinereis, radiis nigrescenti punciatis.

D. 6, 10. A. 8. P. 16.

Gob. Giuri, Ham., ut videtur, affinis.

Eleotris Mauritianus. El. niger ; pinnci caudali rotundata;

(hrsali 2dd priore altiore.

D. 6, 9. A. 9. P. 14.

An ver^ distinctus ab El. nigricante, Quoy et Gaim.? Membrana
branchiostega maxima, infra operculum longe lat^que producta, mem-
branse lateris oppositi marginem internum tegente.

Labrus axillaris. Labr. rostro subproducto ; pinncB dorsalis (per

partem spinosam) membrana profunde excisa ; pinna caudali

rotundata : antice et ad dorsum brunneus, infra posticeque pallid^

fuscus ; macula rotundd ad basin pinnarum pectoralium, secundd

irregular i ad initium pinncB dorsalis, tertid ad apicem rndiorum

quatuor priorum mollium ejusdem pinnce, quartdque ad apicem

radiorum sex priorum mollium pinnce analis atris ; hac {pinna)

prceterea pinnisque ventralibus nigrescenti guttatis ; caudali pec-

toralihusque Jiavescentibus immaculatis, ilia nigrescenti superne

inferneque marginatd: dentibus quatuor anterioribus in utrdque

maxilla majoribus, alteroque magno ad commissuram utrinque.

Di -' A3
. -TO-. A.. XT'

Forma, incisura membranee pinnas dorsalis, numero radiorum, den-
tibusque Labr. Dianam, LaCep., refert: coloribus omnino differt.

Labrus leucosticticus. Labr. pinna caudali sublunatd : auran-

tiacus? ; maculis dorsalibus parvis albis utrinque quatuor ; axilld

punctisque numerosis subseriaiis humeralibus nigris.

D. u. A. -,V-

N. S. Vol. 11. No. 64. April 1832. 2 P Praecedenti
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Praecedenti affinis ; cui similis forma (prseter caudalis pinnas), den-

tibus, numero radiorum, &c.

CiiEiLiNUS PUNCTATUS. Cheil. fuscus, antlce virescens ; capite

superne rubro liluratim vario ; genis pectoreque fulvo-guttatis

;

corpore miniaceo lineatim punctato ;
pinnis pecloralihus rotundatis

Jluvidis y axiUis miniaceis ; dorsali J'usca, purpureo sparsim punc-

tata, ad marginem, posticique late, rubra, vittd intra marginem
punctisque plurimis carideis ; ventralibus elongatis purpureis

;

anali saturate miniaced, intra marginem ccvruleo vittatd ; caudali

rotundatd versus apicem rubrd ibique oceLlis mimitioribus cceruleis

numerosis ornatu : dentibus viridibus, duobus intermediis maxilla in-

ferioris unoque laterali antice utrinque maxilliE superioris maximis.

D. V". A. i. P. 11. C. 11.

Affinis, ut videtur, Cheil. Innulato, Cuv., (Labrus lunulatus, Forsk.).

Differt es;regie coloiibus.

Far. Pinnis anali cauduli parteque dorsalis moUi postice viridibus.

Pictura Sparu chloruro, Bl. baud absimilisj sed forma pinnse caudalis

maxime diversa.

CiiEiLiNUS CoMMEKSONii. Cheil. pinna caudali rotundatd: fusceS'

centi-brunneus ;
pinnis anali caudali dorsalisque parte molli viri-

dibus; capite pone et ante oculos vittato ; operculo pnroperciiloque

castaneo oblique lineatis ; dentibus duobus anterioribus in utrdque

maxilla viaximis, maxillce superioris exterioribiis.

D 9 A ^

Maxime affinis videtur Cheil. Digrammcp, Cuv., (^Labrus Digramma,
haC6p.) : Differt praecipue numero radiorum.

JuLis scAPULAKis. JuUs pbiud caudali rotundatd : capitis rivnlis,

corporis lunulis, tceniu pectorali pone pinnas oblique ad ventrem

ducta, vittaque pinnce analis roseis
;

pinnis dorsali caudalique

roseis, hue cozruled transversim rivulatd, ilia lunulis baseos, vittd

medio!, apiceque partis mollis cceruleis ; pinnd pectorali hyalind,

ad basinJlavd ; vitta lata humerali, ad apicem pinnce pectoralis

truncata, nigra.

D. yt» a. -rr-.

Jllis bicatenatus. Julis pinna caudali quadrata : capite dorso-

que viridibus? ; lateribus rubris, tceniis utrinque duabus e serie

viacularum grisearum oblongarum transversalium constantibus

ornatis ; pinnis dorsali analique flavo ad apicem latp vittatis;

caudali'! apicejlavo ; pectorali nigrd, macula magna basali mar-

ginem inferiorem altingente aurantiacd ; ventralibus Jluvidis.

U. xj-. A. Tn-"

Crenilaurus AxTtiioiDES. Crcn. capite brevi, fronte subderlivi ;

pinna rnudali hirundinacea : capitr nigro ; corpore aurnntiaco

;

cauddJlavd, supra infraque vittd laid nigrd per caudalis pinnce

margines excurreute notatd
;
pinna dorsali macula anticd plaga-

que laid posticd partis spinosce unticdque partis mollis nigris in-

sig7iitd.

Dl 3 A ^

Cyprinus Mauhitiaxl's. Cypr. ore baud barhato; pinnd caudali

lunatd ; anali breviore ; corpore subalto, subcompresso ; squarnis

majoribus :
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majoriOus : supra plumbeus, infra argtniens; pintiis, prcesertim

versus apices, rti^ricaniibus.

D. tV- a. f. ^C. 19. P. 19. V. 9.

Clupka uelicatula. Chip, elongata, lata ; pinna dorsali in equu
librio positd ; ventralibus sub basin posticam dorsalis.

D. 11. A. 9.

Numero radiorum parvo a congeneribus differt. Corporis longitude

in specimine parvo (3-poll.) sextu;,lo altitudinem superat.

Engraulis Neso-Gallicus. Engr. elnngatus, compressus, ventre

serrato : supra plumbeus, infra et ad lattra argenteus.

D. 14. A. 32. V. 7. P. 14.

Bblone platyura. Bel. durso subplano ; cauda depressd, {altitu-

dine latitudinis dimidio subcequaLi) ; pinna caudali bifurcd ; pinuis

dorsali analique subelongatis, antice falcatis, anali longiore: supra

plumbeo-virescens, infra dimidiatim argenteo-fiavicans.

D. 14. A. 18. P.'l2.

Long, rictus, 4 poll, j a rictu ad orbitam, 4 lin.j orbitae, 8 lin.;

operculi, 1 poll.; pinnse pectoralis, ] poll. .") lin.; pinnae dorsalis, 1 poll.

9 iin. ; alt. ejusdem pinnte, 1 poll. ; long, pinnae anaiis, 2 poll. 2 lin.

;

alt. ejusdem, 1 poll. 2 lin.j long. tot. 20 poll.

Rhombus parvimaxus. Rhomb, oculis sinistris parum distantibus,

interstitio excavato : fusco nigrescentique marmoratim varius, gut-

tisque pallidis parvis adspersus.

P. 10.

Forma et pictura Rhomb, mancum, Cuv., (Pleuronectes niancus,

Brouss.,) refert, sed os inerme oculique approximati.

CoxGKK flavipinnatus. Cong. dentibus maxillce superioris ante-

rioribus tanttan, vomeris ossiumque palntinorum 7ninitnis in areis

tribiis latis asperis dispositis ; pinna, dorsali suprd. medium pectora-

liiim incipiente; lined laterali conspicna, impressd: pinnis omnibus

Jlavis, anali postice dorsalique nigra marginatis, hdc insuper ad
basin fusctscente.

P. 15.

Mur^na fimbriata. Mur. dentibus maxillaribus aattis uni-seriatis,

anterioribus longioribus ; vomerinis anticis duobus elongatis acutis:

castaneus; nigra subseriatim crebre guttatus
,
pinnarum guttis ali-

quando infascias conjiuentibus; pinnis fiavojimbriatis.

Balistes auromarginatus. Bal.ovalis; squamis omnibus, jirtzter

capitis dorsique anterioris, tuberculo parvo snbspinoso armatis:

pinna caudali subquadratd, superne inferneque paullum producta ;

nigrescens, pinnarum dorsalis 2dce analisque antice falcatarum
marginibus,caudalisque marginibus apice guttiique subbasali,Jlavis.

D. 3, 28. A. 25. P. 13. C. 12.

Coloribus Bal. flavimarginato, Rupp., similis : differt armatura
caudae. Lateribus corporeque toto postice spinoso-scabris convenit

cum Bal. Willughbeii, Benn., {Guaperua longa, Will., Ichth., tab. I.

20) ; cui tamen forma corporis pinnarumque valde dissimilis.

Balistes Lima. Bal. ovalls, fuseus ; squamis omnibus, prceter

capitis dorsique anterioris, in medio pallidioribus ttiberculatisque

}

pinna caudali subouadratd, in medio, superni et inferni paullum

2 P 2 producta

;
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producta
; plnnarum dorsalis 2dce analisque antice magis elevata-

Tutii Jimbria, caudalisque marginisfascia lunata, nigrescentibus.

D. 1?, 29. A. 2G. P. 13.

PriEcedenti valde affinisj sed pictura alia, pinnae antic^ minus
elevatae, numerusque radioriim paullo major.

Balistks mitis. Bal. late ovalis; pinnd caudali rotundatd, ertre-

milatibus paullum productis ; seriebus septem vel octo nculeorum
caudalium minimorum: palUd'e brunneus, pallidiori varius.

D. 3, 30. A. 28. P. 15. C. 12.

Mr. Bennett availed himself of the opportunity to remark that the

Serranus, characterized by him from this collection on the 23rd of

August, as the Serr. Telfuir'u^- , had been described about the same
time by MM. Cuvier and Valenciennes under the name of Serr.

argyro-grammicus. He also stated, that those eminent zoologists

having used as the designation of a distinct genus of Scombridce from
that to vvliich he had applied it f, the classical name Apoltctus,

he proposed, with the view of preventing confusion, to tipply to the

group indicated by him the name of Jpodontis.

Mr. Bennett subsequently observed, that the Birds described by
him I, had during the summer completed the change of their plumage,
and had thereby assumed the full adult characters of the Angola
Vulture of Pennant, Vultur Angolensis, Gmel. The Pohjborus?
hypoleucus sinks therefore into a synonym, and the description of it

is that of the Angola Vulture in its change from immature to adult

plumage.

Mr. Owen read the following additional Notes on the anatomy of

Crocodilus acutus, Cuv., taken at the dissection of the female of that

species, which lately died at the Society's Gardens.
" The same subdivision of the serous membranes, as was noticed

in the dissection of the male§, was again observed ; and in addition

to those cavities previously described, another distinct one was found
between the back part of the liver and a;sophagus.

"The interior of the stomach did not present the distinct patches

observable in the previous dissection (and still obvious in the prepa-

ration), which must therefore be considered as an accidental variety :

but the lining membrane was a smooth uniform, villous surface, stained

of a yellow colour, and highly vascular, as is proved by injection of

size and vermilion.

" The small intestines presented a dilatation immediately bevond
the folds of the duodenum ; which is most probably a normal structure,

and not de))ending on the accumulation oijlatus, as was supposed in

the dissection of the male.
" The spleen was in the same relative situation, and exhibited the

same loose mode of connection, but the process of piriloneutn was
somewhat broader. On holding it up to the light an equally satis-

factory view of its contents was obtained j and I am therefore inclined

• See Phil. Ma-:, and Annals, N. S. vol. x. p. 4(il.

t See supra, p. (i/- t ^ce supra, vol. ix. p. C?.

§ See supra, p. 6x'.

to
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to consider it an experimentum criicis on tlie negative side of the

question regarding the duct of the spleen.

" In the trachea of this species, we have an additional instance of

the resemblance between the structure of the Crocodile and that of

Birds. It is folded on entering the chest like that of the Demoiselle,

Ardea Virgo, Linn., as regards the extent of the loop, which is, how-
ever, disposed on a horizontal instead of a vertical plane, inclining

first to the left side, then turning towards the right, and ascending

for the extent of 3 inches, where it divides ; the bronchia descend-

ing to the right of the loop, and separating on a level with the lower

part of it to pass to their respective lungs.

"The ovaries formed two thin granular patches, of a gray colour,

attached, like the ovary of the common Fowl, to the sides of the vena

cava. The oviducts were of a flattened puckered form, not unlike a

tape-worm ; they terminated in the genito-urinary cavity."

Mr. Vigors exhibited the sixth and last portion of the species com-
prising the ' Century of Birds from the Himalayan Mountains,' drawn
and lithographed by Mr. and Mrs. Gould, the publication of which
was now drawing to a close. Among them were the following species

apparently new to science ; the first of which exhibited a striking

diversity of form among the Eagles, which was characterized as fol-

lows under the generic name of

HiEJIATORMS.

Rostrum subforte, satis elongatum ; mandihula superiori ad basin

recta, ad apicem valde curvata ; naribus ovalibus oblique in ceru

positis.

AliB longse, subrotundatag; remige prima subbrevi, secunda tertia-

que longioribus, quarta quintaque fere aequalibus longissimis, ceeteris

gradatim decrescentibus.

Pedes subdebiles, subelongati; tarsis rugosis squamatim reticulatisj

digitis subbrevibus, reticulatis ; itnguibus fortibus.

Cauda satis longa, subrotundata.

H.EMATOKNIS uNDui>ATus. Hcpmat. suprH intense brunneus, sublus

brunnescenti-rvfus; pectore fusco undnlatim fasciato ; abdomine
ocellis albis brunneo circumdatis noiato ; capite cristato caudaque
nigro-hrunneis, illius plumis ad basin albis, ad apicem rufescenli

marginatis, hdcfascia lata in medio, margineque gracili ad apicem
rufescenli albidis, notatu ; regione carpali ocellis albis maculaia.

Longitudo 2 ped. 7 unc.

This group was observed to bear a near affinity to the genus Pan-
dion in the shape of the bill, wings, and the rugose reticulated scales

of the tarsi, but to differ from it in the comparative length and weak-
ness of the legs and claws, as well as in having the nails grooved
underneath, and not convex, as in the latter group. To this genus
belongs the Falco Bacha, Lath.* of Africa, and the Manilla bird lately

* Mr. Vigors expressed his doubts whether the Falco Bacha, Lath., and
Falco Bido, Horsf., were the same species, althoui.'h they were generally

supposed to be identical. He had not the opportunity of examining a suf-

ficient number of African specimens to determine the point.

described
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described in the 'Proceedings' of the Committee (page 96) under

the name of Buleo holospUus. These, from the apparent weakness of

their limbs, had hitherto generally been ranked among the Buzzards;

although from the description of the courageous habits of the Barhn

Falcon, the only one well known of the group, doiU)ts had been ex-

pressed of the propriety of ranking them with that tribe. Mr. Vigors

suggested the subfamily of Eagles as a more appropriate station for

them ; whore, united by many important characters to Pandion, they

apparently led off by the length of their tarsi to the genus L.imnaelus

(' Memoirs of Sir S. iiaffles,' Aj)pend. p. 648.) and others of the long-

legged Eagles. The three species of the group were exhibited ; their

general similarity in colour and markings pointed out ; and their s|je-

cific differences explained. These consist chiefly in size, the Ihcmat.

holospilus being one-third smaller than H. Dacha ; while //. undulatus

considerably exceeds the latter. The first is spotted all over the

body, the second only on the abdomen ; while the third is marked

by spots on the wing-coverts, and by ocelli bearing an undulated

appearance on the abdomen^ the breast also being crossed by undulat-

ing fascicp.

MuscicAPA MELANOPS. y[?L?,. Musc. unicoloT ccesio-coeruleo ; regione

riciali circumoculnrique alris; cauda subtils fusco-atra.

Foem. minus intense colorata ; viridisque magis quam ccerulea.

Species Muse. Indigo, Horsf. simillima, ejusdemque staturae : differt

colore magis intenso, notaque capitis atra.

TuRDUS ERYTiiROGASTER. Mas. Ttivd. griscscenti-cceruleus ; geuis,

colli lateribus,remigibusque airis; pectore, ahdomine, crissoqnerujis.

Foem. Cinerascenti-brunnea, dorso imo obscure fusco fasciato ; collo

infronte albesceiiti, fusco-brunneo notato ,- pectore, abdomine, cris'

soque rufescenli-albo undulatim notatis.

Statura Turdi saxatilis, Linn.

CiNci.osoMA ERYTHROCKPiiALUM. Cinclos. supra cineraceum , sub-

tiis pallidius, colore rubro levifer tinctum ; nucha tnaculis atris

semilunaribus grandibus, pectore graciUuribus notatis
;
guld notis-

que auricularibus nigris ; capile notaque alarum castaneo-rujis.

Longitudo 9l unc.

Myopiionus Temminckii. Mijoph. ater, azureo nitens, corporis in

fronte plumis in medio metaltice splendenfibus ; abdomine fusco-

atro ; capite supra in fronte regioneque carpali alarum lazulinis

;

tectricihus alarum parce casio-albo maculatis; rostraJiavo.

St:ituTiiMyoph.JIavirostris(metallici,Temm.),cm simillimus : diffeit

rostro graciliori, colore splendidiore corporis caudaeque, capitisque

vertice lazulino.

A species belonging apparently to the family of Merulidce, and to

that portirjn of it which, from their long legs and short wings and tails,

indicate their station to be on the ground, afforded an o])portunity of

characterizing a form which seems hitherto to have been unnoticed.

The length, strength, and arcuated culnitn of the bill, and the length

and strength of the hallux, formed the most distinguishing points of

modification.

ZoOlNERA.
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ZoOTHERA*.

Rostrum forte, elongatum, subcurvatum, subcompressum, culmine

elevato ; mandibula superior! subemarginata, dente subapicali vix

decernenda ; naribus ovalibuSj lateralibus ; rictu vibrissis rigidis

munito.

Alee subbreves, subrotundatse ; remigihus prima brevi, secunda

multo longiore, tertia quarta quintaque fere iEqualibus longissimis,

sexta his breviori at prima longiori, ceeteris gradatim decrescentibus.

Pedes sube'.ongati, subfortes, acrotarsiis integris ; digitis anteriori-

bus subfortibus, externis ad basin membrana connexis, internis liberis,

medio longissimo ; halluce elongato fortissimo, ungue forti elongato.

Cauda subbrevis, eequalis ; rectricibus duodecim.

ZooTHKRA MONTicoLA. Zoolli. Saturate brunnea; colli in front

e

notd longiludinaU, pectoris nolis parcis, ubdomineque albis, hoc

brunneo squamatim notato ; femorum lectricibus, crissoque fuscis,

hoc albo maculato.

Longitudo corporis, II 4- unc. ; rostri, 1 1; alee a carpo ad apicem
remigis 4tas, 6; tarsi, \i-; caudce, 4.

Pktuocixcla cixclorhyxciia. Petr. genis, dorso, alis cauddque
7iigris

; peciore, ubdomine, crisso, uropygioque rujis ; capite suprd.,

jugulo, regioneque carpali alarum cano-lazulinis ; macula alarum
alba.

Longitudo 64 unc.

This bird was observed to bear an affinity to the family of Merulidar

by the strength and Thrushlike form of the bill ; and by its general

character of form and colour to that portion of it which includes the

Rock Thrushes ; where it was provisionally placed, until more accurate

comparison of the species with contiguous groups determined its

station. Its bill was more that of the true Thrush, than of the Rock
Thrush. Its colours w^re those of Phcenicura ; under which genus it

was erroneously ranked by accident on the plate. The bill is too
powerful to admit the species among the SylviadcE.

PucENicuRA FRONTALIS, Phoeu. fusco-atra ; abdomine, crisso, uro-
pygio, rectricumque apicibus, duaruin mediarum exceptis, ruJis

;

fronte lazulino splendente

.

Longitudo, 54 unc.

Picus NANUS. Pic. superne fusco-brunneus, alis cauddque maculis,

dorso fasciis albis, notatis; subitis albescens, fusco-brunneo lati

striatus; striga superciliari niteraque suboculari albis ; capitis

fronte verticeque brunneis, occipile nigra, strigd gracili auriculari

coccined.

Longitudo, 4^ unc.

CucuLus HiMALAYANUs. Cuc. corpore supra rufo,fusco fasciato ;

subtiis albo, nigra fasciato, pectore rufo tincto ; remigibus rectrici-

* The group seems to have many characters in common with Pomato-
rhinm, Horsf. The strong and elevated bill constitutes the chief mark of
separation. The alliance between the two groups may serve to indicate the
general affinities of the latter genus, whose place in the system has been
hitherto undetermined.

busque
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basque fusc'is, illis extern^ rufo, interni albo niaculatis, his duabus
viediis rnfo obliquefascia to, ccclerisalbo, rufo variegato, maculatis.

Longitudo 1 1 unc.

CucuLUS spARVKRioiDES. Cuc. coTpore snpru brunnescenti-cinereo,

capite plumheo-cinereo ; suhtus alho, collo rufo striata, abdomine
bninneo fasciato, pectore rufo tindo ; remigibus externe leviler

rufo maculatis ; leclricibus fasciis brunneis latis rufo marginalis
quatuor notatis.

Longitudo 1 6 unc.

PojiATORHiN'US ERYTHROGENYS. Pom. cinevescenti-hrunneus, suh-

tus albescens -jfroute, capitis colli abdominisque lateribus, crissoque

riifis; Cauda fusco obscurefasciatd ; roslro pedibusque pallidis.

Longitudo 1 1 unc.

ViNAGO spiiEXURA. Fin. supra olivaceo-, suhtus flavo- , viridis; capite

in froute pectoreque aureis ; alarum tectricibus, regioneque inter-

scapulari vinaceo-purpureis ; Cauda cuneatd.

Longitudo 15 unc.

ToTANUs GLOTToiDES. Tot. supra fuscesccnti-griseus, capite collo-

quefusco striatis, dorso alisque strigisfasciisque fuscis undulatis

;

fronle corporeque toto subtus niveis ; rectricibus duabus viediis

grisescentibus , lateralibus albis
; quatuor medils utrinque, cceteris

externe, fusco fasciatis.

Statura formaqueT'o^ glottidis ; differt notis supernis gracilioribus,

corporeque subtus toto niveo, baud notato.

The number of species exhibited at the present and former Meet-
ings, which were considered to have been hitherto undescribed,

amounted to sixty. To these were added the following species, which,

although previously described, had either remained unfigured, or had

not been figured with sufficient accuracy for the present state of

science, or which had been figured elsewhere during the progress of

the work ; viz. Falco Chicquera, Daud. ; Otus Bengalensis, Franklin

('Proceedings,' No. X. p. 115.)j Muscipeta peregrino, S ^ P ;

Cinclosoma leucolophum ; Pitta brachijura ; Ciiiclus PallasiiyTemm.;

Pica erythrorhyncha, Wagl.j Pica vagabunda, Wagl. ; Pica Sinensis,

Hardw. & Gray ; Buceros cavatus, Shaw ; Bncco grandis, Gmel.
;

Picus Mahrattensis, Lath. S ^ Pi Vinago militaris, Cuv. c? & p;
Lophophorus Impeyanus, Cuv. S ^ P '^ Tragopan Satyrus, Cuv.

;

Phasianus Pucrasia, Hardw. & Gray, c? & P; Perdix Chucar, Hardw.

& Gray
J
Parra Sinensis, Gmel. j Vanellus Goensis ; Jnser Indicus.

The foregoing species completed the series of the Himalayan col-

lection wliich had originally formed the basis of the ' Century ot

Birds.' All of these, Mr. Vigors observed, had been most liberally

presented by Mr. Gould to the Society, and were deposited in the

Museum as authentic types of the species figured in tliat work. To
these species were added a few others from the same locality, which

the liberality of their owners allowed to be exhibited to the Com-
mittee, and to be made use of for the benefit of science. .Among them

were the following species, which had been kindly communicated by

Dr. Scouler of the Glasgow University.

Enicuhus Scoulkki. En. capite, collo, dorso supcriori, alts, cau-

ddque
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ddque atris; fronte, fascia alarum, dorso imo, abdomine, caudce

basi lateribusque albis ; abdomine maculis, dorso imo fascia, atris

notatis.

Longitude corporis, 5-J- unc. ; caudce, 2.

Mr. Vigors expressed his pleasure in dedicating this species to an

active and liberal friend to science.

Pyrriiula erytiirockphala. Pyrr. capite supra, nucha, pecto-

reque rujis; dorso, scapularibus, gutture, abdomiiieque imo cine-

reis ; fronte, regione riclali, guld, remigibus, alarum tectricibus,

rectricibusque intense atris ; fuscid alarum, uropygio, crissoque

albis.

Longitude corporis, 6 unc.

Certuia Himalayana. Certh. supra brunnea, capitis dorsique plu-

mis in medio albescenti-rufo lineatis, alis fascia)n medium rufim

exhibentibus ; siibtHs albescens ; remigibus, reciricibiisque palti-

diori-brunneis, fasciis fuscis gracilibusfrequentibus notatis.

Statura formaque Certh. familiaris, Linn. Differt fasciis confer-

tioribus gracilioribusque alarum rectricumque.

A very striking modification of form was conspicuous in the fol-

lowing bird, which, with the bill and plumage of some of the typical

Wading Birds, exhibited the tridactyle conformation and general

character of the legs of some of the Charadriadcc. In the former

particulars it approached to Ibis and Numenius ; in the latter to lice-

viatopus. A knowledge only, it was observed, of its habits and in-

ternal construction, at present wanting, could determine with accu-

racy the exact affinities of the group, which was thus characterized :

Ibiuorhyncha.

Rostrum gracile, elongatum, deorsum curvatum, Ibidis Numeniiquc

rostris simile ; naribus lateralibus, longitudinalibus, membrana per

totara longitudinem clausis.

Corpus gracile, Grallatorum typicorum formam exhibens.

AlcB subelongatse, subgradatse ; remigibus secundis et tertiis sequa-

libus longissimis, prima paulo breviori, caeteris gradatim decrescen-

tibus.

Pedes mediocres, tridactyli, Hcematopodum pedibus simillimi ; digitis

internis liberis, externis membrana usque ad pollicem primam con-

nexis, omnibus marginatis ; unguibus obtusis.

Cauda mediocris, aequalis.

Ibidoriiyn'cha Struthersii. Ibid, corpore suprcL colloque infronte

pallide griseis ; corpore subtils albo ; capitis vertice, facie gut-

tureque nigris albo variegatis ; torque pectorali subgracili, ad

nucham extendente latiori, uropijgioque extremo atris; rectricibus

mediis fusco obscure undulatim fasciatis, prope apicem nigra no-

tatis, lateralium pogoniis externis albis nigro fasciatis.

Longitude 14 unc.

This bird was named in honour of Dr. Struthers, a zealous natu-

ralist, who had formed the collection in the Himalayan Mountains,

out of which the four preceding species were selected.

In addition to the birds thus kindly placed by Dr. Scouler at the

N.S. Vol. 11. No, G-i. April 1832. 2 Q disposal
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disposal of the Society, for exhibition and description, Mr. Vigors

exhibited a species of Woodpecker belonging to the three-toed section

of that genus, nearly allied to Pkus Tiga, Ilorsf., but differing in its

greater size, in more intcnseness of the scarlet colour on the back

and wings, and in being marked by a light gray patch on the throat.

The species was discovered in the Himalayan Mountains by the Hon.
Frederick J. Shore of the East India Company's civil service, and

was kindly forwarded to the Society for exhibition by his brotiier, the

Hon. C. J. Shore. The species was named in honour of the disco-

verer, whose observations made on the spot on many of the Himalayan

birds will form the most valuable part of the letter-press accom-
panying the forthcoming work on these birds 3— it was characterized

as follows :

Picus Shorii. Pic. suprH auremtio-vlrldis ; capite cristato, dorso

uropygioque coccineis ; suhtus albus ; striga postoculari, altera a

rictu extendente, nucha, remigibus, rectricibus, notisque squamosis

pectoris abdominisque atris ; thorace pallide grisescenti-brunneo.

Longitudo 12 unc.

A drawing by Mr. Gould of a species in the Liverpool Museum,
which was obligingly communicated by Dr. Traill for description, was

exhibited, and the bird was characterized as follows :

Pastor Traillii. Mas. Past, supra subtusque brunnescenti-coc-

cineus ; capite, collo, alisque nigris.

Fcem. snprd. brunnea, subtiis albescens, strigis brunneis notata

;

capite, collo remigibtisque iiigris ; cauda brunnescenti-coccined.

Longitudo IO4 unc.

Mr. Vigors observed that this bird appeared to approach nearer to

Pastor than to any other known group ; but that at the same time it

exhibited some modifications of that form. As he had however only

a drawing of the bird before him, he refrained from any more detailed

observations. He expressed his pleasure in having the opportunity

of inscribing it to an active and scientific naturalist. He begged here

also to refer to a bird which he had characterized at a preceding

Meeting (Feb. 8), the description of which had been published in the

Committee's "^Proceedings' (No. III. p. 35.), the Phasianus Staceii.

This bird was to be included in the list of those which had been libe-

rally communicated by other Institutions for the general benefit of

science, having been forwarded for exhibition to the Committee by

Philip B. Duncan, Esci- Keeper of the Ashmolean Museum in Oxford,

where the specimen is deposited 3 to whom, and to whose equally

liberal brotlR-r, J. Sliute Duncan, Esq., his predecessor in the Mu-
seum, every lover of zoology is aware how deeply their science is

indebted. The species commemorates the name of Major Stacey of

the East India service, who had obtained the bird in the Himalayan

range, and had presented it, with several other valuable species, to

the Ashmolean Museum.
Mr. \'igors, in closing this subject, called the attention of the Com-

mittee to some errors vvliicii had occurred in the lettering of the plates

on which the foregoing birds had been lithograpiad. The Picus auri-

ceps (' Proceedings,' No. \y p. M.) was by some accident named Picus

brunnifrons,
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brunnifrous, which name, as it had ajjpeared on the phite, he wished
to be retained lo the species. The H'hlte-crowned Crow of General
Hardvvicke, which had been figured in the ' Century,' was erroneously

called a Garrulus. It seems rather to belong to the tribe of Denti-

rostres, and the genus Cinclosoma. Some verbal errors in the lettering

were also pointed outj all of which, together with the mistakes in

the names, Mr. Vigors attributed to the hurry in which some of the

numbers of the work were obliged to be printed off in order to answer
the demand that was made for them on the day of the monthly pub-
lication. And he concluded by trusting that the supporters of the

work, and the lovers of science would overlook these accidental ble-

mishes in the lettering of the plates in the midst of so many superior

excellencies.

FRIDAY-EVENING PROCEEDINGS AT THE ROYAL INSTITUTION
OF GREAT BRITAIN.

Jan. 20.—These meetings commenced on this evening. Mr.
Brande described in the lecture-room the process followed at the

Royal Mint, under the direction of Mr. Mathison, and also abroad,

by which small quantities of gold are extracted from silver, and
especially from our silver coinage 5 and also small quantities of
silver from gold. It consists in boiling the aiJoy of silver and gold
in sulphuric acid, by which the silver is taken out and the gold left

;

then the silver is precipitated, and made to resume the marketable
state. The influence over commerce, due to the circumstance of

these alloys occurring naturally, and to the oeconomical means of

separating them afforded by the process described, were e.xplained,

and every part of the process was illustrated by experiments.

Numerous geological, philosophical, and literary presents were
laid upon the tables at this the first meeting of the season.

Jan. ^7.—Mr. Faraday gave an account of Dr. J. R. Johnson's re-

cent researches on the reproductive power of Planarice. These
animals are allied to leeches, live in water, have a head, and usually

eyes : they feed by a kind of proboscis, which they put forth from
the middle of the under part of the body. Several species deposit

eggs
J

others increase by subdivisions of themselves, the parts se-

parated becoming perfect animals. They are from a quarter of an
inch to an inch in length, and may be found in the ponds near the

shooting-house at Battersea, and elsewhere, adhering to those parts of

the leaves of the aquatic plants which grow beneath the water.

When one of these animals is cut in halves, the anterior half gets a
new termination, and the posterior half a new head. When cut into

four, five, six, or even ten pieces, all have lived and become complete.

When partly divided, as down the head, each half frequently becomes
a complete head with the full complement of eyes ; or if the division

closes, ahead with four, five, six eyes, or more, results: in fact the

animals multiply under the knife.

Many animals were upon the table in different states, as double-

headed, double-bodied, many-eyed, &c.
Feb. 3.—Mr. Griffiths gave an account of his views of the mean-

2 Q 2 ings
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ings attached to and implied by the chemical signs and characters

used by the alchemists and the old chemists, illustrating them by nu-
merous drawings.

Afterwards, the beautiful machine constructed by Mr. Bate of the

Poultry, for producing at once engravings of medals by machinery
applied to the surface of the medal itself, or to that of a cast from it,

was shown and explained by Mr. Faraday. Drawings would be re-

quired to make the description intelligible here. A plate was partly

engraved, and many impres-^ions from other plates were shown. Mr.
Bate is still engaged in perfecting this instrument.

Feb. 1 0.—Dr. Ritchie on the Laws ofAction in an elementary Galva-

nic battery, and their application to the laws of a compound battery.

Dr. Ritchie first endeavoured to show that the experiments adduced
in support of the electro-motive theory of Volta were unfounded, and
that decided voltaic effects could be produced by one metal and one
fluid ; and then attempted to account for the deflection of the needle,

and the decomposing powers of an elementary battery, without sup-

posing any actual transfer of the electric fluid from the zinc, through

the fluid, to the copper ])late, by the definite arrangement of the mo-
lecules of water, and to show also that some of the experiments which
had been adduced to prove the existence of an actual current were in-

valid. The law which connects the conducting power of liquids in an ele-

mentary battery, with the distance between the plates, was examined.

It was shown that for moderate distances, the electro-magnetic ef-

fects are nearly inversely the square roots of the distance between
tlie plates ; but that when the distance is much increased, the devia-

tion from this law becomes apparent by a more ra])id diminution of

electro-magnetic efi'orts with every remove of the plates. He then

showed that this law lies at the foundation of the theory of the com-
pound battery j and that the effects of two unequal batteries were
nearly as the square roots of their lengths. When their lengths were
much extended, as in the case of an elementary battery, the increase

of power began to deviate from this law, and seemed to verge con-

stantly towards a limit, beyond which any increase in the number of

plates would diminish their powers.

Feb. 1/.—Mr. Faraday gave an account of the first two parts of his

recent researches in electricity ^ namely, volta-electric induction, and

magneto-electric induction.

If two wires, A and B, be placed side by side, but not in contact, and

a voltaic current be passed through A, there is instantly a current pro-

duced, by induction, in B, in the opposite direction. Although the

princi])al current in A be continued, still the secondary current in Bis

not found to accompany it, for it ceases after the first moment ; but

when tlic principal current is stopped, then there is a second current

produced in B, in the opposite direction to that of the first produced by

the inductive action, or in tlie same direction as tiiat of tiic principal

current. These induced currents are so momentary that their effect

on the galvanometer is scarcely sensible ; but when they are passed

through helices containing unmagnctized steel needles, they convert

them into magnets.
If
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If a wire connected at both extremities with a galvanometer be

coiled, in the form of a helix, round a magnet, no current of electricity

takes place in it. This is an experiment which has been made by vari-

ous persons hundreds of times, in the hope of evolving electricity from

magnetism, and, as in other cases in which the wishes of the experi-

menter, and the facts, are opposed to each other, has given rise to very

conflicting conclusions. But if the magnet be withdrawn from or in-

troduced into such a helix, a current of electricity is produced rvhilst

the magnet is in motion, and is rendered evident by the deflection of

the galvanometer. If a single wire be passed by a magnetic pole, a

current of electricity is induced through it which can be rendered

sensible.

Thus is obtained the result so long sought after,—the conversion

of magnetism into electricity. Whenever a piece of metal moves near a

magnet so as to intersect the magnetic curves, electricity is evolved

according to very simple laws. Similar results have been obtained even

with the magnetism of the earth ; but these, and many others, a paper

on which has been very recently read before the Royal Society, will

be brought forward experin'ientally on future evenings.

A powerful electro-magnet constructed by Mr. Marsh ofWoolwich
was then shown in action ; being excited by a rough pair of small

plates it supported between 300 and 400 pounds, though before the

application of the voltaic power it did not support an ounce.

XLII. Intelligence and Miscella?ieous Articles.

ON THE PROBABILITY THAT THE INCRUSTATIONS FROM WHICH
MR. WHITE HAS INFERRED THAT THE CEMENT OF WATERLOO
BRIDGE IS ILL COMPOUNDED, ARE IN REALITY STALACTITES.

IN Mr. White's observations on his plans for erecting the New Lon-
don Bridge, published in the last Number of the Philosophical

Magazine and Annal^, he remarks, in page 1S7, that "the ancient

buildings in this country as well as in others, sufficiently manifest the

indurating nature of lime :" but to this remark the following note is

appended : "This may in some measure be doubted, if Waterloo

Bridge is to serve as an example
_: for in it the cement or mortar is so

ill compounded, as to suffer the lime to escape through the arches,

where it forms incrustations on the outside of the stone."

It occurred to me on perusing these remarks that in all probability

the incrustations alluded to by Mr. White were in reality stalactites,

and that their formation was due to causes altogether independent of

the quality of the cement, and certainly leading to no inference that

it is ill compounded. Stalactites are frequently formed in arches and
vaults, by a modification of the same process to which they owe their

origin in caverns and fissures, the lime they contain being in certain

instances derived from the mortar of the structures, and in others, it

would seem, from the superincumbent soil. When formed on the sof-

fites of the arches of bridges and similar edifices, they appear to be

produced by the drainage through the joints of the masonry of rain-

water
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water charged with carbonic acid, which, dissolving a portion of the
lime of the cement, percolates with it in solution in the form of bicar-

bonate, until it reaches the air by arriving on the face of the soffite,

when the water and the second atom of carbonic acid evaporate, leaving,

wherever the solution has penetrated the joints, a stalactite of carbon-

ate of lime. But in some cases where the arches are of brick, or of

porous stone, the drainage appears to take place through the substance
of the bricks or stones themselves, when stalactites are produced on
their exposed surfaces, independently of the joints. And in some cases

of this description the lime, or its carbonate, (since the latter becomes
soluble in the excess of carbonic acid,) a[)pears to be derived from the

stones or bricks themselves, while in others, as just mentioned, it comes
from the superincumbent soil.

In Hill's History of Fossils, (a work which, however antiquated in

point of science, as a system of Mineralogy, yet contains some inter-

esting and authentic information,) we are informed that stalactites re-

sembling those in the caverns of the Mendip Hills, are not unfrequent-

ly found hanging down from stone arches, and those such as have not

been long built j
" even the arches of our new bridge over the Thames at

Westminster," it is stated, " tho' that building is hardly yet finished,

are already hung with small ones." In the same work, another variety

of stalactite, frequent in caverns and on the roofs of old mines in the

Hartz, is related to have been found in great quantity in a brick vault

supporting part of the terrace at Windsor Castle ; the vault being in

a manner filled up with it, some stalactites hanging down for many
feet in length from the roof, others standing erect on the floor, and
others coating the walls. In this case the stalactites hung more from

the bricks themselves than from the mortar in thejoints, and they nearly

amounted in quantity to that of all the mortar in the vault ; so that the

drainage appears to have taken place through the substance of the

bricks, and the lime or its carbonate in the stalactites appears to have

been derived either from them, or from the superincumbent soil,

—

most probably, however, from the latter. Hill's History of Fossils,

forming the first volume of his proposed General Natural History,

London, 1748, fol. p. 36S, 369.
In the magnificent range of bridges and aqueducts which cross the

new cut, as it is called, of the Birmingham Canal, between the Ikenield

Street and the village of Oldburv, a few miles from Birmingham, is a

brick arch carrying a rivulet, or another branch of the canal, I am un-

certain vvhicli, over the new cut. In September 1830 I observed on

the soffite of tho arch a multitude of small stalactites, attached chiefly

to the joints, the formation of which was evidently still going on from

the drainage through the brick-work. In this case the water of the

aqueduct must have furnished the carbonic acid, and the lime must

have been derived from tlie materials used in puddling the aque-

duct, or from the mortar of the joints, and in part also from the water

itself.

Sir II. Davy has stated, in his Agricultural Cliemistrv, Lect. vii.

that" when hydrate oflime becomes carbonate of lime by long exposure

to air, tho water is expelled, and the carbonic acid gas takes its place.''

It
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It does not appear to have been ascertained whether this substitution

occurs with the hydrate of lime as existing in mortar or cements, or

whether the water of the hydrate is retained, and a hydrated carbonate

consequently formed, in the induration of mortar. If, however, as is

perhaps most probable, the combined water in mortars is replaced by
the carbonic acid, agreeably to Sir H. Davy's statement respecting the

hydrate of Wme per se, the action which must be going on during this

exchange of principles, may of itself tend to the production of stalac-

titical incrustations. Upon the whole, therefore, it may safely be in-

ferred, that no conclusion unfavourable to the quality of the mortar

used in the erection of Waterloo Bridge, can fairlv be deduced from the

existence of calcareous incrustations on the soffites of the arches of

that structure. The tendency to the production of stalactites, how-
ever, in such situations, renders attention to the means of carrying off

the surface water from the superstructures of arches and vaults, addi-

tionally important ; as the amount of drainage consequent on theim-
perfection of those means, might, in the course of time, impair the

stability of the arches, by constantly extracting lime from the mortar.

Where, however, the obvious means of doing this are well employed,
as they doubtless have been in the construction of Waterloo Bridge,

no danger can be apprehended from the process by which stalactites

are formed.

March 28, 1832. E.W.B.

NEW LAMP.

In the course of the first meeting, at York, of the British Associa-

tion for the Advancement of Science, the Rev. Wni. Vernon Har-
court, on the 1st of October last, showed a lamp constructed upon
a new principle, and explained the principle and construction of it

:

he gave it the name of an oil gas lamp; not because it was lighted

by gas formed at a temperature below that of flame, (for this was
common to all lamps,) but because, as in the gas-lights of the streets,

the gas issued from a reservoir, and owed the perfection of its com-
bustion not to an ascending current of hot air, but to the force with

which it was propelled from the reservoir and carried the air along
with it. It differed, however, from the common gas-lights in these

circumstances:—that the reservoir formed part of the burner ; that

the gas was formed as it was consumed ; and that it was propelled,

not by a vis a tergo, and in a state of condensation, but by the ex-
pansive force of its own heat. In consequence of this circumstance,
the current of the gaseous jet was more rapid in proportion to the
quantity of matter contained in it than in the common gas-lights,

whilst it was also at a much higher temperature, so that it could
issue with a greater velocity without being liable to blow itself out.

The practical difficulty of the construction consisted in the obtain-
ing a steady supply of oil, especially with the cheap oils. This dif-

ficulty had been in a great measure surmounted ; but the instrument
was still imperfect, and had been charged by some accident that

evening with a vegetable oil, from which a clear light could not be
obtained.

—

First Report of the British /Association Jbr the Advance-
me7it of Science.
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ON THE DETECTION OF THE TRACES OF WRITING FRAUDU-
LENTLY ERASED.

Professor Gazzari of Florence, having been frequently appointed

by the Tribunals to give professional evidence on trials of this nature,

instituted experiments on the subject, which, by showing him the

possibility of removing not only the ink, but also the materials em-
ployed in its removal, proved that cases might arise when the fraud

could not be detected in any other manner than by examining the

condition of the paper or other material written on. For this pur-

pose optical means were tried in vain, and immersion in water did not

show such a difference in the absorptive power of the written and
unwritten parts, as happens in the employment of certain sympathe-

tic inks; but on exposure of the suspected paper to a moderate
fire, the paper, which in consequence of the corrosive effects of the

ink was in those parts altered in its nature, was unequally acted on

b)^ the process of carbonization, and thus the number and length

of the lines, and often the whole of the erased portion, were distinctly

revealed.

—

First Report of the British Association Jor\ the Advance-

ment of Science.

ON THE COMBINATIONS OF CHLORINE. BY M. SOUBEIRAN.

The author of this paper (Ann. do Chim. et de Phys. torn, xlviii.

p. 1 1 3 ) states the following as the compounds of chlorine and oxygen
at present admitted to exist

:

Protoxide of chlorine 2 vols, chlorine + 1vol. oxygen.

Deutoxide of chlorine ] vol, -f- 2 vols.

Chloric acid 2 vols. -\- 5 vols.

Oxichloric acid 2 vols. + 7 vols.

And he adds that some chemists admit hypothetically another com-
pound, viz.

Chlorous acid, consisting of 2 vols, chlorine + 3 vols, oxygen.

This is supposed to exist in the compounds called chlorides of

oxides. Stadion supposed he found it in the gas formed when con-

centrated. Sulphuric acid acts upon fused chlorate of potash.

From numerous experiments M. Soubeiran arrives at the follow-

ing conclusions :

1st. That the gas called protoxide of chlorine is a mixture of

chlorine and deutoxide of chlorine;

2ndly, That the compounds known by the name of chlorides of

oxides are mixtures of a metallic chloride with a chlorite;

3rdly. That chlorous acid is undoubtedly formed of 2 volumes

of chlorine and 3 volumes of oxygen
;

4-thly. That mineral or organized bodies put in contact with

chlorites are oxidized by the oxygen of the chlorous acid, and some-

times by that of the base;

5thly. That the bleaching by chlorites results from the oxidize-

ment of the elements of the colouring matter by the oxygen of the

chlorous acid
;

(ithly. That chlorine has astronger bleaching or decolouring p wer

than the chlorites

;

7thly. That the chloride of lime, in decomposing alcohol, gives

rise
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rise to a new aether, represented by 2 atoms of chlorine and 1 atom

of percarburetted (carburetted ?) hydrogen, or

1 atom of carbon 14-39

2 atoms of hydrogen 2-35

2 atoms of chlorine 83'26

100-00

8thly. That chlorous acid and ammonia may combine without

decomposition, but the compound which they form undergoes spon-

taneous decomposition into water, chlorine and azote.

9thly. That the oxide of chlorine obtained by Stadion's method

is composed of I volume of cldorine and 2 volumes of oxygen; the

same as that obtained by Davy.
lOthly, That chlorous acid may form a constituent part of an

jether, which is singularly disposed to be converted into acetic

ajther.

HYDROCHLORIDE OF CARBON CHLORIC jETHER.

M. Morin of Geneva, having lately published a memoir on this

substance, and given the following as the result of his analysis,

M. Dumas has again undertaken to examine it. According to

M. Morin it consists of

Carbon 38-4', which are nearly equivalent to 4 atoms.

Hydrogen 48 3 atoms.

Chlorine 568 1 atom.

100-0

M. Dumas remarks that these results differ most materially from

those obtained by other chemists. It had been shown by Messrs.

Robiquet and Colin that it consisted entirely of carbon, hydrogen
and chlorine: and a short time after, M. Gay Lussac determined the

density of its vapour, which he found tobe exactly equal to the sum
of the densities of chlorine and bi-carburetted hydrogen ; and he as-

certained it to be a compoundof equal volumes of these gases. These
conclusions were confirmed by the direct analysis of M. Despretz ;

and M. Dumas finds this to be its true composition, and that it con-

sists of

Carbon Si-S, which are nearly equal to 2 atoms.

Hydrogen 4'1 2 atoms.

Chlorine 71-3 1 atom.

100-0 Ann. de Ch. et de Phys. xlviii. 185.

ON THE DECOMPOSITION OF ALCOHOL BY CHLORINE.

M. Liebig has been occupied with researches into the nature of

the action of chlorine upon alcohol, aether, and pyro-acetic spirit.

The following are the results of his experiments :

1st. When chlorine is passed into absolute alcohol, the latter is

fjhanged entirely into a white crystalline mass

;

2ndly. Tiiis crystalline matter is a hydrate of a new coml)in:'.tion

formed of chlorine, carbon and oxygen, and which M. Liebig has

provisionally termed chlond.

N. S. Vol, 11. No. 64. Ap-il 1832. 2 R Srdly.
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3rdly. Chloral deprived of water is a liquid heavier than water, and
unites with it. In combination with water it changes after some
time into a white powder, which is insoluble in water ;

4thly. The anhydrous alkalies do not decompose chloral, but with

the addition of water it is converted into formic acid, and a new
chloride of carbon ;

5thly. This new chloride of carbon is produced also in great quan-
tity by distilling alcohol with chlorite (chloride) of lime.

6thly. By the action of chlorine upon aether and pyro-acetic spirit,

compounds analogous to chloral are produced.

—

Ann. de. Ch. et de

Phys. xlviii. p. 223.

ON HYDRURET OF SULPHUR.
M. Thenard has lately published a very remarkable work on the

hydruret of sulphur; this substance, obtained by Scheele, and ex-

amined by Berthollet and Borzclius, acquires great importance from
the observations of M. Thenard, who remarks that a perfect analogy

exists between its properties and those of oxigenated water.

The composition of hydruret of sulphur is very variable: M.
Thenard found in it one atom of sulphuretted hydrogen, or its ele-

ments, and 6 or 8 atoms of sulphur. To prepare it, M. Ihenard
employs muriatic acid diluted with twice its weight of water, and
the hydruretted sulphurct of lime obtained by boiling lime, with at

great excess of sulphur, in water. Tlie acid being poured into a

funnel, the aperture of which is corked, the sulphuret is afterwards

very slowly added, taking care to stir the mixture continually. The
hydruret of sulphur, which separates first, is more fluid than that

which is afterwards obtained. Nothing is easier than to procure it

in separate portions.

The hydruret of sulphur is liquid, but its consistence is very vari-

able; it is yellow, sometimes with a tint of greenish brown. It

vfhitens the tongue in the same manner as oxigcnated water, and
occasions a smarting sensation. It whitens and alters the skin ra-

pidly. The colour of turnsole is immediately destroyed by it.

Its smell is peculiar and disagreeable ; at 110° to 160° of Fahr.

it begins to decompose into sulphur and sulphuretted hydrogen.
When suffered to remain, it gives out from time to thne bubbles of

sulphuretted hydrogen, and sulphur only remains. Charcoal and
several metals in powder disengage sulphuretted hydrogen. The
same occurs with a great number of oxides, as the peroxide of man-
ganese, silica, the alkaline oxides ; and, what is very remarkable,

potash and soda in solution produce the sanve effect.

The easily reducible oxides, as those of gold, t^ilver <!v.c., occasion

instantaneous ignition ; the oxide is reduced, and water is formed.

All the sulphurets tend to disengage sulphuretted hydrogen. This
effect is especially remarkable with tlie alkaline persulphurets in so-

lution ; but then sulphur is deposited. Some o'-ganic matters decom-
pose hj'druret of sulphur but slowly. The action is rather stronger

with animal substances; wafer and alcohol do not dissolve it ; but
it decomposes in them, though but slowly. Sulphuric a>ther dissolves

it, and soon leaves crystals, which appear to be sulphur.

.\cid
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Acids impart stability to the hydruret ofsulpbur^ a little acidulated

water is sufficient to produce this effect. In this case it not only

does not decompose spontaneously, but the peroxide of manganese

ceases to act upon it.

—

Jownalde Pharmacie, Feb. 1832.

ANALYSIS OF MAILLECHORT.

An alloy which resembles pretty well silver and polished platina

has been manufactured for some years at Paris : it evidently resem-

bles the German silver, now extensively employed in England. M.
Duraas (Journ. de Pharm. Feb. 1832,) gives the annexed analysis,

which will show that it differs not very materially from that of the

German silver, given some time since in the Mechanics' Magazine.
Maillechort. German Silver.

Copper 6Q Copper 53-9

Zinc 13-6 Zinc 2913
Nickel 19-3 Nickel 17-48

Iron and sulphuret of arsenic.

.

trace

Loss M 10000

100-0

Papers on White Copper, which is an alloy similar to the above,

will be found in the Phil. Mag. vol. Ixiii. p. 1 19, and vol. Ixvi. p. 73.

TRIAL OF CHRONOMETERS AT GREENWICH IN 1831.

We can advance no better evidence of the advantage of the Go-
vernment ottering rewards for the improvement of science than the re-

sults of the last year's trial ofchronometers at the Royal Observatory,

and contrasting with them the particulars of the trials in former years,

showing the gradual improvement and accuracy of performance of

the several chronometers that gained the respective prizes. The
public are aware that the Lords of the Admiralty give annual pre-

miums to the three artists whose chronometers perform with the

least variation from mean time, within prescribed limits. In Decem-
ber terminated the ninth annual trial of skill of the numerous artists

employed in the construction of chronometers. The prizes were

awarded to the following makers, whose chronometers at former

periods have been repeatedly purchased by the Government. The
errors at the close of the trial, as computed by the Astronomer
Royal, and determined by what is termed the trial number, were as

follows

:

^,

Mr. Cotterell, Oxford Street 2-93 -)

Mr. C. Frodsham, .Tun.,Change Alley. . 3'65 STrial Number.
Mr, Webster, Cornhill 3-73 J

But the actual error on any of their rates during the year did not

amount to one second of time;—a degree ofaccuracy unprecedented
in three chronometers in former trials, in which more than five hun-

dred have been submitted for observation : so perfectly were they

adjusted, thai either would have enabled a mariner to navigate a

2 R 2 vessel
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vessel round the world with less than one mile error in longitude at

the close of such voyage The errors in their rates were

Mr. Cotterell's 0-70

Mr. C. Frodsham's .. 0-S6

Mr. Webster's 089
leaving a difference in the whole year, between the first and last, of

nineteen hundredths of a second. To prove the accuracy and at-

tention of the gentlemen of the Royal Observator}' ;—a question

having arisen as to the justness of awarding one of the prizes, the

sum of the year's errors was revised, and the result was a difference

of 'OGG decimal, or sixty -six thousandths of a second in the year's

calculation ; determining the prize to Mr, Webster, as proposed in

the first instance.

We subjoin the perforniance of the chronometers for the last

eight years' trials:—
1823. First Prize 1 1-29

Second ditto 12-87

1824. First ditto 4-44'

Second ditto 6 84

1825. First ditto 5-44

Second ditto 61

2

1826. First ditto 2-62

Second ditto 3 46
1827. First ditto 4-68

Second ditto 5'Q5

1828. First ditto 4-41

Second ditto 4-.52

1829. First ditto 2-27

Second ditto 3-80

Third ditto 4-00

1830. First ditto 3-59

Second ditto 4*04

Third ditto 4-34

ON THE "double WATEU-SCKEW " OF THE "CENTURY OF

INVENTIONS."

To the Editors of the Philosophical Magazine and Annals.

Gentlemen, Jan. ^\3, 18.T2.

The Marquis of Worcester's Century of Inventions has peculiar

interest, especially to Englishmen. 1 will not, tliereforc, make any

apology for otfering you an explanation of one of them.

No. LV.—"A double water-screw; the innermost to mount the

water, and the outermost for it to descend more in number of tlueads,

and consequently in (luantity of water, tliough much shorter than the

innermostscrew, bv whi(-h the water asrendeth,—a most extraordinary

help for tlie turiiin'tc of the screw to make the water rise."

Upon this, Mr. Partington (in his edition of the work) has the

following note :

—" This appears oncuf those extraordinary slcight-of-

hand
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hand discoveries, in which the noble author is too apt to indulge
;

and though we may readily admit that two water-screws may be most
advantageously employed in turning of any water-wheel, where an
abundant supply is found at the top of the machine, it yet requires a
greater share of penetration than we choose to take credit for, to

discover how a larger quantity of water can descend than has been
previously raised ; or, if so, how the machine could be at all applied

to the raising of water."

I am well aware that particulars will often occur to a casual reader,

which may escape the studious application of one who is employed in

compiling a continued comment on any work, I do not, therefore,

quote Mr. Partington's failure, that the contrast may raise the credit

of what I have now to suggest. All the conclusion which I wish to

draw from it is, that some obscurity evidently exists in the original,

which requires elucidation ; and this, I think, may be derived from
the established principles of hydrostatics.

In the same manner that a rotatory motion applied to Archime-
des's screw will raise water, so the descent of water down the screw

may give it a rotatory motion round its axis. If, therefore, we sup-

pose two screws to have a common axis, with their threads winding
in contrary directions, the water which descends in one will tend to

produce a motion which would raise it in the other. Now let the

screw through which the water descends have two threads, while the

raising screw has but one : and it is clear (if the bores are the same)
that the force of the one will be double that of the other, and that the

descending water may consequently turn llie " double water-screw"

so as to cause "the innermost to mount the water " from the lower

level to more than the height from which it has descended in the out-

ermost. Even if the friction, inertia, &-c. should be greater impe-

diments than could be overcome by the given expenditure of water,
" a most extraordinary help " might still be obtained "for the turning

of the screw " in the proper direction " to make the water rise."

N. R. D.

NEW SCIENTIFIC BOOKS.

Just published.

Zoological Researches and Illustrations ; or Natural History of
nondescript or imperfectly known Animals, in a series of Memoirs,
illustrated by numerous Figures. By J. V. Thompson, F.L.S. Cork,
1830. Vol. i. Part I. 145.

A Descriptive Cataloge of Optical, Mathematical, Philosophical,

and Chemical Instruments and Apparatus, constructed and sold by
Watkins and Hill, Curators of Philosophical Apparatus in the

University of London, 5 Charing Cross, London.

Preparing Jor Publication.

We are requested to announce that the Council of the Royal
Society intend publishing a new Catalogue, arranged according to

the subjects, of the scientific works in the Library of the Societ}',

forming one thick volume ; the price of which to Subscribers will

be,
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be, in octavo, 10*., in quarto, 1/. The Council also propose pub-

lishing the Abstracts of the Papers read at the evening meetings

oi the Society, from the beginning of 1800, and which have been
printed in the Philosophical Transactions, provided two hundred

copies are subscribed for. The price of this work to Subscribers

will also be, in octavo, lO*., on large paper, 1/.: printed uniformly

with those which are now published for the present year. Persons

intending to subscribe are requested to inform the Assistant Secre-

tary, Mr. Hudson, whether it is their wish to subscribe for either or

both of these works, and whether for the octavo or the quarto

edition; and in such case their early answer is particularly desired.

No subscriptions will be received after the 1st of July 1832.

Mr. Babbage is preparing for the press a work on the " Economy
of Machinery and Manufactures." It is intended to comprise in a

small volume the results of his observations in the various mecha-
nical processes used in the arts, and also to explain the domestic

economy of the interior of our great manufactories, by which the

cheapness of their products is insured. Ihe latter chapters will be

devoted to the political economy of manufactures; and the prin-

ciples will be delivered in a form rendered popular by a continual

reference to practical illustrations.

Mr. Bakewell has prepared for the jiress a fourth edition of his

Introduction to Geology, considerably enlarged by an account of

the most remarkable facts in the science that have been ascertained

since the date of his third edition, and by a review of modern geo-

logical theories.

Elements of Mechanics ; comprehending the Theory of Equili-

brium and of Motion, and the first principles of Physical Astro-

nomy, together with a variety of Statical and Dynamical Problems.

By J. 11. Young.

OBITUARY.

Died on the 20th of February 1832, at his residence in Cold

Harbour, (josport, Hants, in the seventieth year of his age, William

Buriiey, LL.D., and for many years an active magistrate ofthe county.

In early life he established a school at Gosport for the education

of young gentlemen destined for the navy and army j and during

the war many of his pupils attained a sufficient age to appreciate

his valuable services as an accomplished scholar and a patient tutor.

Dr. Burncy was the author of an extensive marine dictionary, and

other valuable works; and the astronomical and meteorological

observations inade at his observatory have long been familiar to the

readers of this Journal; but we lament to say, that, on account

of his decease, they will be discontinued after the present Number.

He has left a widow, with a large family, and an extensive circle of

friends to deplore his loss: and his son. Dr. Henry Burney, has

succeeded him in the Royal .Academy at Gosport, an institution

well known to the jjublic. which, as mentioned above, he founded

in the year 1791, and which has flourished unprecedentedly to the

present tiu)e.

Results
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ANNUAL RESULTS FOR 1831.

Barometer. Inches.

Greatest pressure of the atmosphere^ January 7. Wind N.E. 30'640
Least ditto ditto Dec. 7. Wind S.W. 29-012
Range of the mercury 1-628

Annual mean pressure of the atmosphere 29-914"

Mean pressure for 183 days with the moon in North decl. 29-888
for 201 days with the moon in South decl. 29-917

Annual mean pressure at 8 o'clock A.M 29*917
at 2 o'clock P.M 29-900

at 8 o'clock P.M 29-917

Greatest range of the mercury in January 1-565

Least range of ditto in June 0-560

Greatest annual variation in 24> hours in January 0-828

Least of the greatest variations in 24 hours in July 0-259

Aggregate of the spaces described by the rising and falling

of the mercury 60-432

Number of changes 219-

Six's Thermometer. r*Degrees.

Greatest thermometrical heat, July 9. Wind W 79— cold, January 25. Wind N 25
Range of the thermometer between the extremes 54.

Annual mean temperature of the external air 53*00— — at 8 A.M. .

.

51-43
at 8 P.M. .

.

51-88
at 2 P.M. .

.

57-16
Greatest range in May 37-00
Least of the greatest monthly ranges in August 25*00
Annual mean range 28*83
Greatest monthly variation in 24 hours in April 24-00
Least of the greatest variations in 24 hours in December .

.

13-00
Annual mean temperature of spring-water at 8 o'clock A.M. 51-22

De Luc's Whalebone Hyvrometer. t-»-'" Degrees,

Greatest humidity of the atmosphere in July 100
Greatest dryness of ditto in June 40
Range of the index between the extremes 60
Annual mean state of the hygrometer at 8 o'clock A.M..

.

72-2
at 8 o'clock P.M. .

.

75-7
at 2 o'clock P.M. ,

.

Qo-^
-; at 8, 2, and 8 o'clock 71-2
Greatest mean monthly humidity of the atmosphere in Dec. 82-1

dryness of ditto in June ........ 60*9

2V. ^S. Vol. 11. No. 64. 4/?;77l832. 2S Position
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Position of the Winds. Days.

From North to North-east 28^
North-east to East 39i

East to South-east 27:1

South-east to South 40i

South to South-west 34j
South-west to West 80^
West to North-west 60
North-west to North 541

365

Clouds, agreeably to Howard's Nomenclature, or the Number ofDays
on ivhich each Modification has appeared.

Days. Days.

Cirrus 216
Cirrocumulus.

.

107
Cirrostratus . .

.

334
Stratus 6

Cumulus 225
Cumulostratus ... 198
Nimbus 201

General State ofthe Weather. Days.

A transparent atmosphere without clouds 41

Fair, with various modifications of clouds ..... 164^
An overcast sky without rain 96^
Foggy-

•. U
Rain, hail, and snow 61|

365

Atmospheric Phcenomena. No.

Aurorae Boreales 15

Parhelia, or mock-suns on the sides of the true sun 4

Solar halos 16

Lunar halos 12

Rainbows 7

Meteors 58
Lightning, days on which it happened 23
Thunder, ditto ditto 17

Evaporation. Inches.

Greatest monthly quantity in May 6*35

Least monthly quantity in December 0*80

Total amount for the year 33*70

Jlain.

Greatest monthly depth in October 4*835

Least montlily depth in June 1*555

Total amount for tiie year, near the ground .... 32*936

The instruments with which the observations were made are the

same as those used last year.

BA ROME-
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Barometrical Pressure.—The mean pressure this year is

comparatively low, and the number of changes small.

The annual mean pressure at 8 A.M. and that at 8 P.M. coincide

with each other. The mean at 2 P.M. is-ri-^o^ of an inch lower than

the annual means of 8, 2, and 8 o'clock, in consequence of their

having all been corrected for capillarity, and external temperature;

viz. by reducing the temperature of the mercurial column to 32° of
Fahrenheit.

Temperature.—The annual mean temperature of the external

air is about one degree higher than the mean for the last si.xteen

years. The difference between the annual mean temperature at

8 A.M. and 8 P.M. is ^^ of a degree, the latter being the highest.

Winds.—The South-west and West winds were, as usual, the

prevailing ones this year, and those from the North and East the

least, but nearly the same in duration. The North-east and South-
east winds were also nearly the same in duration, but each less

than that from the North-west.

The number of strong gales of wind, or days on which they have
prevailed this year, is as in the following scale

:

N.
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22nd and 23rd, about one o'clock P.M. heavy storms of hail and
rain occurred, accompanied with lightning on the latter day, when
some of the hailstones measured seven-tenths of an inch in diameter.

Three auroras boreales appeared this month.
May commenced with warm showers of rain till the 5th. F"rom

this time till the 19th the air became arid, with a blighty north-east

wind, accompanied with the greatest monthly evaporation. The
latter part of the month fortunately turned out wet, but the blight

was irreparable, and the trees were much thinned of their fruits.

June was alternately dry and showery, with a powerful solar in-

fluence at intervals, which accelerated the growth of the crops.

Haymaking began in the middle of the month; but notwithstanding

the interruptions from frequent showers, average crops were ob-

tained.

Jah/ was fine, with the exception of four or five days, when much
rain fell here. Thunder storms were frequently experienced in

most of the counties. The last seven days were dry and warm.
August was very fine, dry and warm, so that scarcely any inter-

ruption occurred in this county in getting in the corn crops, which,

although light and blighted in some places, in general yielded an
average quantity. The quality of both the wheat and barley, from
the quickness of their maturation, was not so good as in some years

;

l)ut the complaints in the agricultural reports were, as usual, more
bitter than the truth of the case allowed.

September was alternately wet and dry, calm, and the nights were
generally warm. Nearly an inch in depth of rain fell on the 1st,

and it was heavy on several other days, with much vivid lightning

and thunder at intervals, when the clouds appeared overcharged
with electrical matter.

October was the wettest month this year ; the rain was often accom-
panied with strong gales of wind, and the mean temperature of the

air was unusuallv high, as there was no frost throughout the period.

November was very changeable in pressure, temperature, and in

the general state of the weather ; the alternations from warm to

cold, and from dry to wet, were sudden and often.

December was very wet, boisterous, and mild till the 22nd, then

dry and fine, with some sharp frosts to the end. Such a long con-

tinuance of hard gales from the S. and S.W. had not been experi-

enced for many years.

1,1ST OF NEW PATENTS.
To 15. C. Wetterstedt, Whitechapel-road, for a composition or

combination of materials for sheathing, painting, or preserving ship

bottoms, and for other purposes.—Dated the 6th of July lb3J.

—

— ('•> months allowed to enrol specification.

To K. Hicks, Wimpole-street, surgeon, for certain improvements
in culinary apparatus.—6th of July.—6 months.

To A. Jacquesson, es(]., Leicester-square, for certain improve-

ments in machinery applicable to lithographic and other printing.

Connnunicated bv a foreigner.—6lh of July.—6 months.
To
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To R. Prosser, Birmingham, civil engineer, for certain improve-

ments in manufacturing nails or tacks tor ornamenting boxes and
articles of furniture.— 13th of July.—2 months.

To J. iMilne, Shaw, parish of Oldham, Lancashire, cotton-spinner,

for improvements on certain instruments or machines, commonly
called roving frames, and slubbing frames, used for preparing cot-

ton wool for spinning.—13th of July.— 2 months.

To M. Poole, Lincoln's Inn, gentleman, for certain improvements
in steam-engines, and in propelling boats and other floating bodies,

parts of which improvements are applicable to other purposes.

Communicated by a foreigner.—13th of July.—6 months.

To A. Demondion, Old Fish-street Hill, for certain improve-
ments on guns, muskets, and other fire-arms, and in cartridges to be
used therewith, and in the method of priming the same; and in the

machinery for making the said guns, muskets, and fire-arms; also

the cartridges and priming: which improvements are also applica-

ble to other purposes. Communicated by a foreigner.—13th of
July.—6 months.

To J. Pycroft, Rolleston, near Burton-on-Trent, gentleman, for

certain improvements connected with grates and other fire-places.

— 13th of July.—6 months.

To S. Mordan, Castle-street East, Finsbury, engineer, for cer-

tain improvements in writing- and drawing-pens and penholders,

and in the method of using them.—•13th of July.

—

2 months.

To W. Batten, Rochester, gentleman, for an apparatus for

checking or stopping chain cables, which apparatus may be applied

to other purposes.— 13th of July.—6 months.

To J. de Burgh, Marquis of Clanricarde, for certain improve-
ments in fire-arms, and in the projectiles to be used therewith.

Communicated by a foreigner.— 15th of July.—6 months.

To W. Allen, Catherine-street, Strand, piano-forte maker, for

certain improvements upon piano-fortes.—20th of July.—2 months.
To H. L. Maw, South Molton-street, lieutenant in the Royal

Navy, for an improved method of using fuel so as to burn smoke.
—20th of July.— 6 months.

To J. Bauce, Moscow Cottages, Bayswater, parish of Padding-

ton, gentleman, for an improvement in the construction of heads or

hoods for cabriolets, gigs, or other open carriages, whereof the

heads or hoods are required to fold down behind the back of the

seat when out of use. Communicated by a foreigner.—27th of July.

—2 months.

To J. Young, Wolverhampton, locksmith, for certain improve-

ments on locks and latches, with regard to the security of the same,

and the construction of the interior and exterior parts thereof.

—

27th of July.—6 months.

To M. Robinson, Great George-street, Westminster, navy agent,

on behalf of W. A. Archball, esq., lieutenant in the Royal Navy,
at present residing at Louisiana, America, for certain improvements
in the making and purifying of sugars. Communicated b}' the said

W.A. Archball.—27th of July.

To
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To W. Church, Heywood House, Bordsley Green, Birmingham,

gentleman, for certain improvements in machinery for making nails.

—27th of July.—6 months.

To A. M. Perkins, Harper-street, Middlesex, civil engineer, for

certain improvements in the apparatus or method of heating air in

buildings, heating and evaporating fluids, and heating metals.

—

30th of July.—6 months.

LUNAR OCCULTATIONS FOR APRIL.

Occultntions of Planets and fixed Stars by the Moon, in April

1832. Computedfor Greenivich, by Thomas Henderson, Esq.

;

and circulated by the Astronomical Society.

1832.
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Clouds.

Cirrus. Cirrocumulus. Cirrostratus. Stratus. Cumulus. Cumulostr, Nimbus.

5 2 28 1 9 9 10

Scale ofthe prevailing Winds.

N. N.E. E. S.E. S. S.W. W. N.W. Days.

4i 73 3 5 13 3 2 29

General Observations.— The first part of this month to the 8th was mild

and mostlj' wet, the latter part was rather cold and remarkably dry—as

heavy rains and floods, in accordance with the old adage, generally happen
in February. The month, like the preceding one, passed off without frosty

weather, the external thermometer having only receded twice to the

freezing point. Hoar frost appeared several mornings before sunrise, but
scarcely any ice, and no snowj nor did any atmospheric pha;nomena pre-

sent themselves.

From the dryness of the period the mean barometrical pressure is com-
paratively high, and the mean temperature of the external air nearly coin-

cides with the mean of February for a series of years. Much low haze
appeared on eleven days while the sky was overcast. The maximum tem-
perature for the twentj-four hours occurred in the night of the 3rd, which
was followed by rain. On the 16th the vane revolved round the compass
several times,—a circumstance that rarely happens, and which was also

succeeded by rain.

On the 23rd, 24th, and 25th, the fog was so ihick here, particularly in

the mornings, that it was unsafe to attempt crossing the ferry. Business

was much retarded in London, and on the Thames; and several persons
who had lost their way, were drowned.

Only three gales have occurred this month, viz. two from the North-
east, and one from the South-east.

REMARKS.
London.—February 1. Cloudy, 2. Fine. 3. Hoarfrost: fine. 4. Windy,

with slight rain. 5. Cloudy. 6. Overcast : rain. 7. Fine : frosty at night.

8. Frosty: fog in the morning: fine. 9. Hazy. 10, Frosty: fine.

11. Clear in the morning: cloudy and cold at night, 12. Drizzly, 1:3. Hazy
and cold. 14. Cloudy. 15. Cloudy: frosty at night, with dense fog.

16. Foggy: fine. 17. Drizzly: fine. 18. Fine. 19. Cloudy and cold.

20. Rather foggy. 21. Clear: foggy at night. 22—25. Dense fog.

26. Hazy. 27. Foggy. 28. Cold'and cloudy. 29. Overcast.—The at-

mosphere has been, as in the last month, almost continually saturated with
moisture, although at the same time an extremely small quantity of rain
has fallen.

Penzance.— February 1. Rain: fair: rain at night. 2. Fair: showers:
hail and rain. 3. Fair: rain: fair. 4. Fair: rain at night. 5 Fair:
showers : rain at night. 6. Fair: rain. 7. Clear : fair. S.Rnin. 9. Fair.

10, 1 1. Clear. 12. Fair: clear. 13— 15. Fair. 16. Fair : rain : showers:
hail and rain. 1 7. Fair : clear : hail-shower. 1 8. Fair. 1 9, 20. Fair : clear.

2 1

.

Clear : fair, 22. Fair. 23. Clear. 24. Clear: rain. 25. Rain : fair.

26—28. Fair. 29. Fair : rain.

Boston.—February 1, 2. Cloudy. 3, 4. Fine. 5. Cloudy. 6. Stormy.
7, 8. Fine. 9. Ra"in. 10— 12. Fine. 13, 14. Cloudy. 15. Fine.
16— 19. Cloudy. 20. Fine. 21— 23. Foggy. 24, Fine. 25. Foggy.
26—28. Cloudy. 29. Foggy.

Meteor0-
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XLIII. Ati Accoimt ofthe Russian Method ofrenderingPlatinum

malleable. By W. IVIarshall, Esq. F.G.S. M. JV.S. S)-c*

COME apology may possibly be required from me, upon^ laying before the meeting a short account of the process,

used in the Imperial Academy of Mines at St. Petersburg, for

j'endering platinum malleable. I am induced to make this

communication, because I consider that the curious method
reconmiended by Dr. Wollaston for the reduction of this ore,

by which its application to scientific and occonomical purposes

has been so much extended, is not so easily manageable in

other hands ; and also because the method, as practised in the

Russian Mining Academy, differs in many respects from the

one used by himf. This difference arises partly from employ-

ing other mechanical means than those he advises, by which
the process is much shortened ; and partly by not using such

extreme nicety in the reduction and refining of the ore. Much
experience upon a large scale has proved that the method
which I am about to describe produces the metal in a suffi-

ciently pure state for practical purposes.—The ore is first dis-

solved in aqua regia, in a retort with a recipient attached to

it, with the aid of heat gradually applied : the duration of

this digestion is indefinite, being regulated according to the

greater or less quantity of metal under operation, and of aqua
regia employed in its digestion; to the size and state of cohe-

sion of the particles of platinum ; and to the degree of tem-
perature and the method of applying it. This part of the pro-

cess is carried on in a room detached from the laboratory,

and inclosed with glass doors; for although by the simple

contrivance of inserting a bent tube into the neck of the retort,

* Read before the Yorkshire Philosophical Society, February 7, 1833;
and connnunicated by the Council,

-|- Dr.WoUaston's Bakerian Lecture on his Method ofrendering Platinum

malleable, will be found in Phil. Mag. and Annals, N.S. vol. vi. p. 1.

—

Edit.

N.S. Vol. 11. No. 65. May 1832. 2 T and
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and conducting it into the fire-place underneath, the chlorine

and nitrous gas are conveyed off^ yet sufficient fumes find their

way into the room to render the atmosphei'e very disagree-

able. The solution, now finished, is, by means of" a syphon,

drawn off from the black sediment, and contains muriate of

platinum, which upon the evaporation of the liquid remains in

the form of a mass, showing some tendency to crystallization.

This mass is now dissolved in rain-water, and precipitated

with sal-ammoniac. The precipitate presents the appearance

of a yellow powder, being a muriate of platinum and ammo-
nia, containing a small portion of iridium. This yellow pre-

cipitate is again clean washed and dried, and then, in a cast-

iron pan, brought to a red heat, by which means the ammonia
and muriatic acid are volatilized, leaving the platinum of a

gray colour and in a metallic state, but combined with a small

portion of iridium. Three pounds of this gray platinum are

now ground in an iron mortar, it being found, (contrary to the

experience of Dr. WoUaston, who used a xvooden mortar and
pestle,) that even the small lumps which are formed by the

action of the pestle, thus receiving a certain polish, will not-

vvithstanding cohere or weld perfectly well together. The
fine ground gray powder of platinum is now wrapped in paper,

in order to keep it together, inclosed by a thick iron ring,

placed upon an anvil, and by the force of two men slowly and
gently pressed with a powerful screw-press into a compact
mass. This cake is now again subjected to a red heat in a

charcoal fire, and, being a second time })laced under tlie

action of the press, is very quickly, forcibly and repeatedly

pressed, in order to bring it into as compact and dense a mass
as possible;—and thus is the platinum brought to a perfectly

malleable state.

During the digestion the osmium, or at least the greatest

part of it, finds its way into the recipient; the palladium arid

rhodium, with a small portion of iridium, remain in the black

sediment. The portion of iridium which remains in the rain-

water after the precii)itation of the platinum with sal-ammo-

niac, may be afterwards obtained, by evaporation, in the shape

of suiall red crystals of muriate of iridium and ammonia; if

these crystals be subjected to a red heal, the auunonia and

muriatic acitl will be volatilized, and the pure iridium will re-

main as a gray powder. The osmium is not used in the arts;

the rhodium and iritliuin form very good alloys with steel

;

and the paHadiuin may for many jnnposes be used in the

place of platinum. The iridium whicli remains in the pla-

tinum is not detrimental: it is even allirmed that a small pro-

portion is beneficial, ibr which reason j)robably the old pla-

tinum vessels made by Ciianetti of Paris were so lasting.

The
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The round cake or ingot of platinum is now sent to the Ini-

peiial Iron Works, a few wersts from St. Petersburg, wliere it

is passed between the rollers used for making bar iron, anil is

thus rolled into thin bars ; after which that which is intended

for coinage is taken to the mint, to be converted into ducats of

the value of ten roubles each. These ducats are allowed to pass

conventionally, any person being at liberty to refuse them

;

they are principally cun-ent in the southern governments of

the empire, being seldom to be met with near St. Petersburg.

It is near Yekaterineburg, in the government of Perm,
in the Oiiral Mountains, but on their western face, in a dilu-

vial soil, that the platinum- and gold-washings are situated : the

principal ones belong to private individuals; among whom the

heirs of the celebrated merchant Demidoff have the greatest

sluire. All the produce of the mines must, however, be sent to

the Imperial Academy of Mines at St. Petersburg, where it is

paid for at a certain fixed rate, and resold at the price of three

roubles per zolotneek, equal to two drams and a half avoir-

dupois, English.—1 am not enabled to give an account of the

))roduce of the respective mines later than 1827 ; but this will,

however, show the relative proportions furnished by each :

The Crown mines in that year gave near 90 poods of gold.

— — — — 2j- poods ofplatinum.

The private workings furnished about J 92^ poods of gold.

— — — — 23^ poods of platinum.
Pounds, English.

Together, about 282| poods of gold = to about 10168

25| poods of platinum = 917
The discovery of these workings has had a great tendency

to injure the Russian iron mines; for so much capital and
labour has been allured to these goldeji mines, as very ma-
terially to cramp the still young Russian iron trade, which, in-

dependent of these great difficulties, has other very consider-

able obstacles to contend against.

The piece of platinum which I now present to the Museum
of the Society weighs 22 zolotneeks, or 2 oz. 11 dwt. troy,

English; the largest mass in the Museum of the Imperial

Academy of Mines in 1830 weighed 10 pounds 45 zolotneeks,

Russian weight: but I am jriven to understand that one weiiih-

ing nearly 20 pounds has lately been discovered.

[Notices of the original discovery of platinum in theOurals, of large masses

of it, of the circumstances under which it is found, and of its coinage, have
been given in Phil. Mag. vol. Ixviii. p. 30(5, and Phil. Mas. and Annals, N.S.
vol. iii. p. 232; iv. pp. 308 and 4.58, and vii. p. .^0.—Notices of the new
metals alleged to have been discovered in it by Prof. Osann, and of its miner-

alogical characters and chemical composition, have been given in Phil. Mag.
and Annuls, N.S. vol. ii. p. 291 ; iii. [>. 72 j v. p. 'v33, and vi. p. 146.]

—

Edit.

2T2 XLIV, On
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XLIV. On the Distribution and Retention ofMagnetic Polarit ij

in Metallic Bodies. Bij W. Sturgeon, Lecturer on Expe-
rimental Philosophy at the Honourable East India Company's
Military Academy, Addiscombe.

[Concluded from page 279.]

TTEARING that Messrs. Hersclicl and Babbage had ob-
'-^ tained some curious results by cutting the revolving disc

in several of its radii, I also made some experiments with a

disc of copper similarly cut. Fig. 10. (Plate III.) will repre-

sent the manner in which the disc was cut. An experiment
was first made whilst the disc was whole, and the means of

six trials were as below

:

Experiment 10.—Without the magnet, 150 vibrations.

With the magnet, 45 vibrations.

The disc was now cut with a pair of scissors, as at No. 1.

fig. 10, and an experiment made; next at No. 2, and another

experiment made ; and so on till nine slits were cut in the disc :

and in every case the vibrations were performed between the

poles of a horse-shoe magnet, as shown in fig. 9.

Vibrations.

rWith 1 slit

With 2 slits

With 3 slits

With 4- slits

Experiment 11. <( With 5 slits

With 6 slits

48

54
55
59
65 y
67
70

70
70

The slit side of the

disc vibrating be-

tween the mag-
netic poles.With 7 slits

With 8 slits

With 9 slits

I also tried an annular disc of copper, the inner diameter of

which was six inches, and the external diameter eight inches.

This rim was cemented to a disc of pasteboard, and vibrated

between the poles of a horse-shoe magnet.

Experiment 12.—Without the magnet, 178 vibrations.

With the magnet, 140 vibrations.

The results of this experiment show that the central parts

of copper discs are very much concerned, either in receiving

or in transmitting the magnetic impressions ; for those im-

pressions, in whatever way they may operate, were mucli less

elficient in this annular rim than in any of the former modi-

fications of the disc.

Experiment 13.—A discof /.inc was vibrated in this ex{)eri-

mcnt; and the horbc-slioc magnet, when employed, was laid

on
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on its edge on tlie stage, so that both poles were presented to

the same side of the disc.

Without the magnet, 120 vibrations.

Witli the magnet, 90 vibrations.

Two bar-magnets were next employed, the disc first vi-

brating between their north poles, and afterwards between a

north and a south pole.

JExperimejit 14.—Between two north poles, 112 vibrations.

Between a north and a south pole, 80 vi-

brations.

The bar-magnets were next placed with both north poles

on one side of the disc, and afterwards with both south poles

on one side of it.

Experiment 15.—With north poles, 109 vibrations.

With south poles, 102 vibrations.

I need not here remark that no other experiments in this

interesting inquiry have presented such an extraordinary dis-

cre})ancy of results as those 1 have just described. They prove
in the most decisive manner that the energies of the magnet
become curiously modified by every change of its position, with

reference to the vibrating plate on which they are exercised
;

notwithstanding which, there does not appear to be any po-
sition in which it can be placed (provided it be sufficiendy

powerful) that would entirely neutralize its influence on the

metal.

The most favourable position in which the magnet can be
placed for displaying its influence, appears to be that in which
its north and south poles are presented to opposite sides of the

disc; and the position of the poles, which appears to be the least

favourable for such a display, is when the poles that are pre-

sented to the opposite sides of it are of the same nature. This
curious circumstance is very different from anything which I

had observed in my experiments on discs of iron; for with
that metal it had always appeared that when poles of the same
name were presented to any point in the edge of the disc, the
one above and the other below, the dipping-needle invariably

indicated the greatest polarity in the iron ; and least of all when
the edge of the disc was placed between the poles of a horse-
shoe magnet. Besides, the iron exhibits vigorous polarity

whilst at rest; but not a trace of polar action could be detected
in copper or zinc, unless those metals were in motion. The
only opportunity then of discovering the distribution of po-
larity in them, was whilst they were in that condition, either

vibratin<j or revolvinir on an axis.

I began this tedious inquiry by suspending a magnetic needle
near to a vibrating disc of topper, sometimes when the magnet

was
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was in one position, and sometimes when in another. The
needle was evidently affected in whatever j^osition tlie magnet
was phiced ; but I soon found that it would oscillate with the

plate whether the magnet was jiresent or not. I might per-

haps liave expected that this would be the case, by taking into

consideration that the needle itself would magnetize the disc.

I observed, however, that the needle was not only more pow-
erfully affected during the presence of the magnet, but that it

would, in some positions, move in an opposite direction to that

of the disc. INIoreover, the deilections evidently varied by
placing the needle on ojjposite sides, indicating something

like a north polarity on one side of the disc, and a south po-

larity on the other side. Neither were these appearances

uniform in all parts of the same side ; for in some places

there appeared a north polar action, and in others as decided

a south polar action. It would be unnecessary, however, to

describe the various observations which I made b}' these first

experiments ; it will be sufficient to remark, that it was soon

discovered that this mode of experimenting was by no means
the best adapted for such an inquiry; for alihough this ar-

rangement of the apparatus showed most decidedly that the

magnetic force in the copper was distributed in a very pecu-

liar manner, yet, for want of conmiand over the vibratory

motions of the disc ami the needle, it was impossible to trace

it with precision in the area of the metallic surface.

I next placed a disc of copper horizontally, so that it could

be oscillated or rotated in its own plane on a vertical axis;

and by erecting a thin stage over it, a common compass needle

could be j^laced over any part of its surface ; and as the axis

was connected with a multiplying wheel and banil, a motion

of any required velocity could be given to the disc. By this

apparatus most of my experiments were made; and I very

soon found that no very great delicacy in the suspension of

the needle was necessary, and that one mounted on a pivot

was nnich better adaj)ted for the investigation than one sus-

pended by a silken film. The investigation, however, was ex-

ceedingly tedious, and re(|uircd the most ligid observation to

reconcile the pha.Miomena to any determinate law, or to trace

the various curves on the surface of the discs, over w Inch the

needle would tleviate in any recjuired direction witii reference

to these lines, by a constant standartl direction in the motion

of the disc. And what still further increased the diHiculty, it

was found that the distribution of the magnetic polarity varies

with almost every dilference in the dimensions of the })late.

It also varies by the velocity, and again by the di.slance of the

magnetic poles from the centre of motion ; so that upon (he

whole.
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whole, although some rule may be observed by any one ar-

rangement, yet the same rule is not applicable in all cases.

A few experiments will show in what manner the distribution

of polarity in the surface of the disc may be ascertained.

Experimeiit 16.—Let a copper disc of about eighteen inches

in diameter be placed so as to be rotated in its own plane on
a vertical axis ; and let a horse-shoe magnet be placed with

its south pole above, and its north pole below the edge of the

disc, reaching about two inches beyond the edge towards the

centre. Let a compass-needle be placed on a stage directly

over the centre of the disc ; and by a proper arrangement of

magnets, let its south pole be directed to the south pole of the

magnet. Turn the wheel, and the needle will move in the di-

rection of the plate, but will not perform a revolution. If the

vibrations of the needle be attended with corresponding mo-
tions of the plate, it may be made to sweep half a circle.

Experiment 17.—Let now the north pole of the needle be
turned towards the south pole of the magnet, and again turn

the wheel. Li this case the needle will move in the opposite

direction to that of the disc.

Experiment 18.—Let the needle be placed over, and just

within the left edge of the disc, and not more than 90° from
the magnet, fig. 11. Let it also be permitted to repose with

its axis at right angles to the diameter over which its pivot is

placed. Turn the disc in the direction indicated by the large

exterior arrow, and the south pole will be deflected towards

the edge ofthe disc. Reverse the revolving motion of the plate,

and the south pole will be deflected towards the centre of it.

Experiment 19.—Let the needle be placed below the plate,

and in the same vertical plane as before. The deflections

answering to the motions of the disc in this case will be op-
posite to those when the needle was above.

In this way the needle may be placed opposite to various

parts of the disc, and it will be found that the deflections vary
in different places; and over some places no deflection will be
observed by the motion of the disc in one direction, although
a considerable deflection will be given by the motion being
reversed

.

It would be very difficult to account for these extraordinary

pha?nomena by any known laws of magnetics, and almost as

difficult to reconcile them, with our present knowledge, to the

laws of electro-magnetism. When these experiments wei'e

first intended to be published, I had arranged them under the

head o{Polar Magnetic Strea7nsi but I have since thought that

the Distribution ofMagnetic Polarity \\'\\\ be a much more ap-
propriate term.

It
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It would, however, be no great stretch of the imagination to

suppose a disturbance of the electric fluid by magnetic action,

as it would be only a kind of re-action to that which takes place

in electro-magnetism. If this be really the case, (although I do
not at present assert that it is so,) the electric force would
rush from the magnetic poles in the direction of the small

arrows in fig. 11, when the plate rotates in the direction in-

dicated by the large exterior arrow. This force is the most
energetic, or intense, on that side which is nearest the poles

;

it becomes diffused in the other parts of the disc, especially if

it be large, and attenuated so as to have scarcely any action

on the needle on the extreme parts opposite to the magnet.
It returns to the magnet again by various windings, and be-

comes more compact in proportion to its approach.

This is what the needle indicates to be taking place in the

general surface of the disc; so that the deflections near to the

left edge are different to those which are observed nearer to

the centre on that side of the magnet. The force, therefore,

appears as if it were first projected, or driven^/)o?/?. the mag-
netic poles in an opposite direction to that in which the ])late

revolves, but soon divides itself into two distinct tides, which
sweep the area of the plate, recurving to the poles again in

opposite directions, as indicated by the two systems of arrows

in fig. 1 1

.

The line o^ greatest energy is the resultant of the two systems

of forces emanating from the left side of the magnetic pole

;

and is a curve determined amongst the feathers of the ascend-

ing arrows. It branches off' with the affirreoate of each of the

two I'ecurving systems of force, returning near to the edge on

the left hand, but more in the area of tlie plate on the right

hand, side of the magnet.

There are also neutral lines^ or lines in which tiie needle

would constantly be arranged by the operation of these forces,

if unsolicited by any other. These lines are determined at

rifjht angles to the resultant of the curve forces, indicated bv
the arrows over which the needle is placed ; then- positions

will consequently appear to vary with almost every variation

in the length of the needle employed.

This curious distribution of magnetic polarity, or whatever

force it may be that actuates the needle, by the present ar-

rangement, is decidedly peculiar to the direction of motion

indicated by the exterior arrow, fig. 11 ; there being no simi-

lar distribution, as in fig. 12, by simply reversing the direction

of revolution. If, however, the magnelic poles and the direc-

tion of motion be both reversed at the same time, then there

is, on the ujiper surface, a distribution of force in every respect

similar
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similar to that represented by fig. 11. Hence, if in fig. 12.

the 7iorth pole of the magnet were to be placed above the disc,

instead of the south pole as there represented, the distribution

of force would be indicated by the two systems of arrows in

that figure; the revolution of the disc being in the direction

of the large exterior arrow.

Now, as every condition, both of arrangement and motion,

has been considered to be inverted to produce the distribution

of force represented by fig. 12, that figure may very well repre-

sent the lower side of the plate turned upwards, when the con-

ditions of arrangement and motion are represented by fig. 1 1.

Indeed it is more convenient to examine the two sides of the

disc in this manner; for when the needle is placed below, its

motions cannot be very well observed, except at a short di-

stance within the edge.

When the plate is not very large, this force is more equably
distributed over the surface, as indicated by the distribution

of the arrows in fig. 13; but in no case is it exactly so.

I have examined the distribution of magnetic polarity in

discs and other forms of metallic surfaces with a good deal

of attention, whilst the magnetic poles were variously posited

with regard to them, and I have collected a number of curious

facts; many of which are exceedingly difficult to arrange, on
account of the singular windings of the force which actuates

the needle. I have, however, succeeded in tracing the dis-

tribution in some instances by experiments, which will be de-

scribed in an early communication.

Errata and Corrigenda in the former portion of this paper.

Fig. 3. of the Plate is illustrative of Elxperiment 3, page 273,

Page 274, line 22: for bda read da.

Transpose the letters S N in Fig. 5, 6, and 8 of the Plate.

XLV. Derivation ofMonge's Fonnulcejbr the Transformatioji

ofCoordinates in Space. By Professor Encke*.

TN the transition from one system of rectangular coordinates
-- in space x\y^z to another likewise of rectangular coordi-

nates :r',y, s', the latter, being functions of the former, are

found by these formulae, the point of beginning of the two
systems being supposed the same

:

.r' = a jr + dy + a" z

y' = bx + b'y + b" z

z' = ex + d y + d' z

The coefficients «, 3, c, &c. are the cosines of the angles

which the axes of the coordinates respectively form together.

* From Encke's Epheraeris for 1832, p. 305.

A^.5. Vol. 11. No. 65. il%1832. 2U If
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If we designate the angle which the axis of .r forms with that

ofy by (.i.r'), and in hke manner the angle between the axes

of a: andy by (^y) &c., we shall have

a = cos {x x') ; b = cos {^j/') ; c = cos {x z')

a' = cos (j/ jr') ; b' = cos (j/.?/') ; c' = cos (?/ z')

a" = cos (;: x') ; Z>" = cos {zy') ; c" = cos (z 2/).

Among these nine coefficients there exist these six equa-
tions of condition :

a^ + h' + c' = 1; a'- + b"+ c" = 1 ; a'" + b'" +c"^= I

aa' + bb' + cc' = 0; aa"+ bb" + cc" = ; a'a"+ b'b" + €>€"=

And among the coefficients there are consequently only three

independent of one another. If three of them were assumed
as known, and if the other six were to be expressed imme-
diately by the three known ones, the formuhe would prove to

be too complicated for use. For this reason Monge has

formed from the three coefficients supposed to be known,
other functions M, N, P, Q, and has by means of them ele-

gantly represented all the other coefficients. He employs
these expressions

:

I + a + b' + c" = M
I + a~b'- c" = N
I -a + b' -c" = V
1 — a — b' + c" = Q ; then

2 «' = -v/ PN + -/ QM
2c = ^/Q^ + ^/ PM
2b"= ^/PQ + ^MN
2^. = ^/PN- >/QM
2a"= V' QN - ^/ PM
2 c' = ^ PQ - v/MN

Lacroix gives these expressions in his " Differential Cal-

culus" (vol. i. p. 533.) as an example how symmetrical expres-

sions may be obtained by a proper choice of the given quan-
tities. He proves their correctness, but does not show the

manner in which they may be obtained ; nor has Monge him-

self made known the way by which he has been led to them.

These expressions may be derived directly by considering

the nine coefficients as functions of three other variable quan-

tities. Let us suppose that about the jioint of beginning of the

coordinates a sphere be described of any assumed radius.

Let the points in which the axes of a, j/, ~, x'yi/\ z' meet this

sphere be called X, Y, Z, X', Y', Z'. Let the line of inter-

section of the two planes of x,y and x', }/ meet the sphere

in the point N. Let the arcs of great circles be denoted

That from X to N by \I/, and that

from X' to N by <p, and the angle formed by

the two planes by 9.

For
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For the sake of the generality of the following formulae,

let the direction in which, in the two systems, the angles are
counted from X to Y and from X' to Y' be always the same

;

and let the angles <$> and vj/ be counted in the same direction.

Let the points X, X' and N be so chosen among the two points

in which each axis and the intersection of the two planes meet
the sphei'e, that both f and \J/ are less than 180°; and for Z
and Z', the prolongations of the positive z and 2^, let those
points be taken which are situated on the contrary side of
the plane xjj to that on which X' which has been selected has
its place. From the consideration of the different spherical

triangles between the seven points X, Y, Z, X', Y', Z', N, the

following expressions will be derived

:

a = cos (cTjr') := cos vf/ cos <p + sin vf/ sin -p cos Q

b = cos {xy) = cos \I/ sin <p — sin \I/ cos <^ cos 9

c = cos (xz') = sin ^ sin 9

a' = cos (i/x') = sin vf/ cos <p — cos \|/ sin ^ cos 6

b' = cos {yf) = sin \I/ sin ip + cos vp cos $ cos 9

c' = cos {yz') =— cost!/ sin d

«"= cos {zx') =— sin ($! sin 9

y = cos (zf) = cos (p sin 9

c" = cos (zz') = cos 9.

Introducing into these formulae the semi-angles, by putting

in the combination of ^ and <p, for instance, instead of cos ^|;

cos f, &c. their equivalents, as :

cos 4/ cos
;fj
= i COS (\^— <?>) + -^ COS (^^ + ^)
= I cosi(^-4>)'-|sini(vI/-4>)^

+ 1 COS i (4/+ <f;)^
- I sin i (vj/ + <f>)^

And in like manner the analogous values for the other pro-

ducts. The preceding expressions will then assume these

forms

:

cos {xx') = COS h f cos^ i\p
—

(pf
— COS J f sin i (i//— (p)*

+ sin i ^ cos i (^+<p)-— sin A ^2 sin ^ (4'+^)^

cos (xt/') =z 2 sin w ^ sin hi'^+'P) cos h (^^/^(p)

—2 cos h f sin i (^— ?) cos 4 (y— ?i)

cos {xz') — 2 sin I ^ cos 4 tf sin 4 {4^-\-<P) cos i (-ip—tp)

+ 2 sin I ^ cos i^ cos 5 (a/z+i^) sin 5 (J^— ip)

cos (jTJ'') = 2 sin 2 ^" sin 4 (4-+ <P) cos i (^/^+lp)

+ 2 cos 5 ^- sin i (p—(p) cos ^ (-i'— (p)

cos (j/y) = cos I 6- cos 4 (-v^— <p)-— cos i ^- sin ^ (^/z— (p)^

— sin h $' cos h (^//+(p)-+ sin 4 ^~- sin i (i/'+<P)-

cos (_7/c') = 2 sin i ^ cos^ ^ sin J C^+fp) sin i (^— <P)

—2 sin 5 ^ cos 2 ^ cos | (i/^+ip) cos i (1^— <p)

cos C^A'') = 2 sin i ^ cos 5 ^ sin h (x/^— <p) cos^ (4'+<P)

—2 jin I ^ cosi d cos 3 (v/^— ^) sin ^ (vP+ipl

2 U 2 cos
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cos(zy) =. 2 sin .^ d cos}, 6 sin ^ (^+<Z') sin ^ (;//— (p)

+2 sin -i^ cos^ ^ cos .^ (^+<?') cos | (.yp—ip)

cos (zz') = cos ^ ^^ cos I i-^y—ip)- +cos ^ ^- sin ^ {-^—(pf-
— sin ^ ^ cos ^ (^+<p/- —sin ^ ^2 sin i (;/'+(?>)•'.

On a closer inspection of these formulas it will be seen that

they may all be represented by four functions, which we shall

denote by m, n, p, q, viz.

m = cos \ Q cos 1(^1/— <p); n = sin ^ 9 cos i (^^^-<p)

p = sin ^ 9 sin i
(vl/ + f) ; <? = cos I 9 sin i (4/— i)

We shall then have
cos {xx') = 7)1- + 7^- — p' —

<f
COS (>r?/) = 1p H — 1 qm
cos (^s') = Iqn + 2pw
COS {yx^) = 2/? n + ^qm
cos (t/j/') = 7W^ — n^ + J5^

— gr-

cos (j/2;') = 2 j5 ^ — 2 mn
cos (:::a;') = "^l qn — 'ipm
cos (:;y) = '^Vq + 2w. w
cos (2:2:') = m' — 7z'^ — jp^ + ^'

Combining these with the equation of condition which exists

between 7rt, «, j^^q: 1 = ??«'" + if -\- p" -\- q'

We shall obtain from the four equations in which the squares

of 77J, 11, p^ q occur by simple addition and subtraction :

4 vi^ = 1 -f cos (-r j:') + cos {yif) + cos {z d)

^ n^ = 1 + cos {x x^) — cos (j/y) — cos(ss')

4.jo^ = 1 — cos {x 3^) + cos (j/y) — cos (sz')

4 5'" = 1 — cos [x x') — cos (.^y) + cos(~^')

By a comparison of our notation with that of Monge, we
have 4 w- =; M; 4 W' = N; 4;/- = P; 4 q' = Q and by

substituting these values, we obtain,

2cos(jr?/) = a/PN - a/QM
2 cos (^V) = ^/QN + -/ PM
2cos(7/i-') = ^/PN + -v^QM
2 cos lyz^) = ^PQ - -v^MN
2 cos {zx') = a/Q\ - a/PM
2 cos (^ 7/) = ^PQ + ViNIN

Which agree with the values given by !Monge. The cjuan-

tities m,n,p,q are the values which in Gauss's Ibiiuuhv for

the calculation of sjihcrical triangles from two sides and the

inclosed angle, stand on one side of the e(|uations; and as

the triangle XX' N contains the assumed angles in such a

manner that those formula' may be a})plieil without any further

alteration, these quantities may likewise be expressed by the

other parts of the triangle. li" we therefore suppose a plane

to pass through llie axes of X and X', if we call the angle

between
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between the two axes 6, where t) is always to be < 1 SC,
and next designate the angle which this plane forms with the

plane of ocy by *?>, and the angle of the same plane with the

plane of x'y' by *, both so taken as to be the interior angles

of a spherical triangle, we shall have

m= cos I e sin \ {^J\.(p) = | ^M
n = cos ^ e cos \ ('^' + 0) = \ \/N

J}
= sin 1 ecosi (*-0) = I x/P

q = sin i e sin ^ {^—'P) = i v'Q
And thence we obtain the values of all other angles, in which

the situation of Y and Y', the prolongations of the positive y
andy, depend on the side of the plane passing through x and

x'y on which the angles have been taken, and in whicii also the

points Zand Z', which are in the prolongations of the positive

z and z', fall on the contrary side of the plane of xt/ to that

on which X' is situated.

XLVI. Papers relating to a Design for the Nexo Ijondon

Bridge, on the Principle of Cementitious Architecture:—ex-

hibited to the Committee of the House of Commons, on the

1 \th ofApril ] 823. % John White, Esq.

[Concluded from page 2/0.]

VIII. On Calcareous Cements,

To the Editor of the Quarterly Journal^.

Sir,

TTAVING for nearly thirty years experienced practically
--- the imperfections of the various cements in use in Eng-
land, I have been led into a variety of examinations of them,
and do not hesitate to communicate to you (as a portion of
the papers on my design for New London Bridge), an account
of a series of experiments which will, in my opinion, con-

tribute essentially to a knowledge of the subject.

The first endeavour at investigation was made by a com-
parison of various burnt clays obtained in the neighbourhood
of London and in Kent, with the imported pozzolano, as sold

in London : but the imported material was so variable in its

nature, that little resulted beyond a knowledge that it pos-

sessed more calcareous matter, and that it was more uncertain

and variable in the sizes of the grains, than that of British

manufacture.

The next endeavour was to ascertain what practically were
the best sizes of the particles to be used with lime, and in what

* We were not aware, when these papers were communicated to us by
the author, nor indeed until they had been made up for the present Num-
ber, that this section " On calcareous cements'^ had already appeared in the
Quarterly Journal of .Science, vol. xx. p. 50.—Ecir.

state
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state and what species of lime entered best into combination
with them.

It appeared that either the foreign or British pozzolano, if

reduced into a very fine powder, lost considerably its power
of adhesion, though it was more plastic. It necessarily was in-

ferred that the greater the variety of dimension of the par-

ticles, the greater would be the entanglement of the asperities,

and consequently the greater the adhesion. Of the mortar
made, it also appeared that the finer the lime could be ground,

the more perfect would be the combination, and the harder

the mortar obtained ; because the hard particles of pozzolano

being in a state of actual contact, no compression was likely

to take place ; and which, in fact, upon the subsequent investi-

gations, proved to be the case*.

My reasons for trying the pozzolano were these.— I con-

ceived that I should have two causes for the induration of the

mortar : one, the disposition which many burnt materials have

to unite intimately with lime ; the other, the variety of form

which the fracture of bm-nt clay produces: the real difficulty

which existed, was the obtaining a perfect knowledge of the

best state, and the best mode of indurating properly the clay

itself. For if the burning of the clay was such as to cause

vitrification, an imperfect mortar was made; perfect glass,

scoria, and pumice-stone produce very inferior mortar; per-

fect pozzolano appeared to be made when a chalky clay was

so indurated by fire as to put on the appearance of an inci-

pient vitrification only.

First Expermciit^ tried 9th of August, 1824'.—A pier three

feet four inches wide, one foot ten inches and a half thick,

five feet eight inches high, was built on the 9th of July, 1824,

and was composed of hard sound London burnt stuck bricks,

and mortar of one part ground lime, one part and a half

sand, and two parts rough pozzolano. It was elevated by

applying screw-jacks on each side, course by course, be-

ginning at fifteen courses, or three feet nine inches from the.

bottom : this elevation from its foundation took j)lace without

any separation of the courses until ihe screw-jacks were placed

two courses, or six inches from the top, when these two courses

separated from the remainder of the pier.

The remainder of the pier was then thrown down, when it

separated at eight courses from the foundation, and siiowed

that the middle was not dry.

This experiment was tried in the presence of Mr. Brunei,

Mr. MathewWyatt, Mr. Smirke, and many other gentlemen.

* The facts here infcriTd au'rcc, miitnlhi vuilninlis, with llic rtsults of ihc

experiments of Dr. Uiizgins and others, on the coniposiiion ol common
morlar:— sec Dr, rhoniion'^ Iin>ri;aiiic C'hcnii>try, \l'I. i. |). 110.

—

Edit.

Second
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Second Experiment, tried 2\st of April, 1825.—A pier of
thirty-five courses of brick-work high, being six feet wide, three

feet thick, and eight feet ten inches in height, was built also

9th of July 1824, of hard sound London stock bricks, and of

a cement composed of three parts British pozzolano, ground
and sifted, having no particles bigger than one-eighth of
an inch, and one part of ground Dorking lime, unslaked,

fresh mixed. This pier was first elevated from its base by a
strong chain, grappling it at nine coui'ses of brick-work from
the top ; again, in the same way, at six courses from the top

;

and at last the whole pier was suspended by a set of lewises, let

into the middle of the top of the pier, about fifteen inches

deep ; the weight of the pier was about nine tons.

This experiment was tried in the presence of Mr. Brunei,

Sir Thomas Baring, Admiral Sir Edward Codrington, Colonel

Lowther, Mr. Smirke, Dr. Chumside, and nearly two hundred
spectators.

Third Experiment, made Vlth of May, 1825.—It having
been suggested by Mr. Brunei and Mr. Smirke, that it would
be useful to try the comparative adhesive properties of these

cements by building other piers of such dimensions as might
enable them to be laid liorizontally, and have weights placed
on them in the middle,—nine piers were constructed on the

21st and 23rd of April, in a verdcal position, and of the fol-

lowing dimensions ; namelvj six feet high, and about fourteen

inches square.

The cement of the first pier (A) which was tried was of pure
fresh Roman cement, and was accidentally broken in laying

down, at a place where the cement had partially set in the joint

of brick-work, before the adhesion had taken place. A frag-

ment of the pier, three feet six inches in length, being laid

down as here represented,
A

30 inches.

was carefully loaded at A with weights, a half-hundred at a

time ; it supported eleven hundred weight, and broke under

eleven hundred weight and a half.

The cement of the second pier (B) was composed of three

parts pozzolano, and one part stone-lime, reduced to putty as

common mortar. This pier was similarly placed in the sup-

ports ; it broke in the middle ; and a fragment was similarly

loaded,
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loaded, when it supported four iuuidred weight, and broke
under lour Iuuidred weiglit and a lialf.

Ihe cement of the third pier (C) was composed of three
parts pozzohino and one part stone-lime, ground and fresh.
This pier broke in turning it round, and the fragment was
laid by for further experiments.

In the fourth j)ier (D) it was composed of th.ree parts pure
sharp sand, and one part stone-lime. This j)ier broke into

three pieces on attempting to lay it on the su})ports.

In the fifth and sixth piers (EF), it was composed of three
parts sharp washed sand, and one part chalk-hme; ihev
crumbled to pieces on attempting to place them.
The seventh pier (G) had of Atkinson's Roman cement one

part, pure sand one part.
I

Weights being carefully and successively apj)lied at A, half-

liundred at a time; it supported five hundred weight, and
broke under five hundred weight and a half at B. On exami-
ning the separated parts, it was evident that the mortar had
not equally adhered to every brick.

The longest end being tried in the same way as in the first

experiment, vi/.

It was left nearly half an hour with one ton weiglit at A, and
broke in consecjuence of a shock it experienced by the break-

ing of the pier subjected to the next experiment.

In the eighth )iier(M)thc cement was composed of four parts

pozzolano, and one part air-slaked stone-lime. This broke in

laying down. A second experiment was made as in the pre-

ceding
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ceding pier ; it supported five hundred weight and a half, and
broke in two pieces.

The ninth piei', built of rough lumps of pozzolano, in imita-

tion of Roman walling, nine parts pozzolano and one and a

half part stone-lime, was not sufficiently dry to be experi-

mented upon.

Continuation of Experiment^ No. II. Maj/ \2th.—Two
wrought iron wedges were driven with sledge hammers at

two points equidistant from the centre of a transverse line

bisecting one side of the pier, for the purpose of splitting this

pier. It resisted very long ; and when separated, it was found
that many bricks had not taken the mortar.

The mortar was not completely dry; it would require another

summer to give it all the toughness and tenacity it can acquire.

The same wedges were afterwards driven with the same
hammers, and greater effort, longitudinally. It resisted and
repelled the wedge several times; but when separated, the

mortar and bricks appeared to have resisted alike.

A third attempt was made by driving the wedges vertically

;

when a new separation took place, exhibiting the same ap-

pearance as in the first separation.

This experiment was made in the presence of Lord South-

ampton, Mr. Brunei, Lieutenant-Gen. Sir Alexander Bryce,
and many others.

Fourth Experiment^ May ^0, 1825.—The adhesion of the

materials being in some measure ascertained by the foregoing

experiments, it appeared desirable to learn how far the appli-

cation of weight vertically M'ould affect them, when the fol-

lowing trials were made at Mr. Bramah's at Pimlico, by sub-

jecting portions of the first-mentioned piers to the hydrostatic

press.

First trial, pier A. Roman cement. Section one hundred
and ninety-six inches superficial. Cracked with 48,960 lbs.,

the compression being continued until it was entirely destroy-

ed with 92,160 lbs., or 41 tons 320 lbs.

N. S. Vol. 1 1. No. 65. May 1832. 2 X Second
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Second trial, pier B. Pozzolano three parts, lime one
part. Section one hundred and eighty inches superficial. This
being overlaid with sand at top, the same escaped compres-
sion ; so that the result was uncertain.

Third trial. Small fresh built pier nine inches square

:

pozzolano three parts, ground lime one part. Compressed a

very litde with 18,720lbs. ; entirely destroyed with 24,480lbs.

Section eighty-one inches superficial.

Fourth trial (G). Atkinson's Roman cement and sand, equal

measure. Cracked on two sides with 3,744 lbs. ; entirely de-

stroyed with 80,640 lbs. Section one hundred and ninety-six

inches superficial.

Fifth trial (H). Pozzolano four parts, lime one part.

Cracked with 28,800lbs. ; fracture increased with 48,960 lbs.

;

entirely destroyed with 51,840 lbs. Section eighty-one inches

superficial.

Sixth trial (C). Pozzolano three parts, Dorking lime one
part. Fractured one side with 31,680 lbs. ; fracture increased

with 43,200 lbs. ; fracture again increased with 48,960 lbs.

This experiment was not pursued until the pier was entirely

destroyed as in the preceding one. Section as the last.

Seventh trial (D). Sand three parts, one part stone-lime

putty. Compressed on application of weights one-eighth of an
inch ; cracked with 40,320 lbs. ; fractured in five places with

46,080 lbs., which entirely destroyed it. Section as the last.

Eighth trial. Pier of Portland-stone fourteen inches by
twelve inches, two feet seven inches high, A sudden fracture

was pi'oduced which divided the stones into two pieces in the

centre of the widest side, with one hundred and seventy-three

tons and a half; the upper end of the stone was bedded in poz-

zolano, which was compressed into a cake of five-eighths one-

fifteenth thick, in a wet state, which cake remained quite

solid after the fracture of the stone.

These trials were made in the presence of Mr. Smirke,

Mr. Brunei, Lieutenant-General Sir A. Bryce, Mr. T. L. Do-
naldson, and many other gentlemen.

hifereiicesfrom theforegoing Experiments.

It may be inferred from the foregoing experiments, that an

important adhesion of brick-work had taken place by the use

of pozzolano, sand and lime, in the short period of thirty

days.

That from the use of pozzolano and lime in the proportions

specified, almost all the advantages retjuired from a good
building cement were obtained.

That Lord Mulgrave's or Atkinson's cement had, in the

short
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short period of twenty-three days, produced an induration

which was sufficient to maintain almost any weight brick-work
was capable offer openings in buildings. The effect probably
would have been the same with Parker's had the materials not

set before the bricks were fixed in it : further, that pozzolano

had not in that period produced an equal adhesion, and that

common mortar had produced hardly any. And it appears

from the splitting of the large piers thrown down on the 21st

of April, that an increasing induration took place; this was
evident from the nearly equal fracture of the bricks and ce-

ment.

The incompressibility of mortar being one of its most va-

luable qualities, it results that Parker's, and Mulgrave's ce-

ments, and pozzolano, are so far equally useful, that brick-work
constructed with them will bear on each superficial foot be-

fore the bricks will crack, about twenty-three tons ; that fifty

tons will totally crush such brick-work ; that Portland-stone,

of the best quality, will not split with less than one hundred
and seventy-three tons and a half; and that a bedding or joint

ofpozzolano mortar is not destructible with that weight.

John White.

IX. Exti-act from the Memoirs of Savary, Duke of Rovigo.

{Vol. ii. j^age 53.)

" The bridge of Ratisbon is the only stone bridge on the

Danube, from Ulon where the river is not of any great width,

to the sea. It is of Roman origin, and is constructed of gray
freestone and thin bricks bound together with pozzolano ce-

ment. This monument will stand the ravages of time.

" He informed me that Marshal Davoust had left that very
morning with his whole army, in consequence of its being re-

ported to him that the Archduke was manoeuvring to turn

his right ; that every effort had been made to destroy the

bridge, but the masonry work resisted every attempt to break
it down; it had therefore been necessary to give up the idea."

XLVI I. On the Summation of Series. By the Rev. George
Phillips, B.A. Fellow of Queer^s College^ Cambridge*.

nPHE summation of infinite series, from its connexion with
-*- some of the most difficult branches of physical science,

has always been regarded as a subject of great importance.
In these pages are summed some very general series by means
of definite integrals; their sums are made to depend upon

• Communicated bv the Author.

2X2 the
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the summation of others, which is performed by the ordinary

methods. The principle here employed is of very extensive

application, and may be applied to examples whose sums it

will be extremely difficult to obtain in any other way.
The following series are of very considerable generality,

and are also remarkable for the neatness of their results.

] . To sum the series 1 ^- \- &c., &c.
l'".2 2"*.

3

3'".4

Jy y Jy y Jy i-y i^ 2"*
s'"

And

'^ yJ y y Jy y '" ^ Jy^-y 1^.2 2"*. 3 f^.x

+ &c.

Let now / — / — &c. ... m—\}f -. = w„i_i^y yjy y Jy ^-y

'fyfy- -yfy-T "' "^^^ly^ i-y'^Iy''-'

Now fyUrrx-l = "m-1 y-fy]'^n-1

y^.«.»-3 = «m_3 ^-J^yy-4
&c.

fy^S= ''3-y-fy,^.

fy.^.^n,.y-fy^ u,

Jy. "' = "'-^'^ -Jy. ''^Uy.fi. T-y )
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+ H.y ± u,.y + u,.y ±fyjy^ -y^
which between the limits of j/ = and 3/ = 1,

1 1 1 o
gives -j^^- + "2^ + ~^nr^ + ^^•

= (-T^r- + ^^ + -j^r- + &c.
)

_ . 1 1_ 1 \

/ 1 1 1 »

+ ( jw—2 "r 2»j—2 "T gwi—2 + '^^'
j

- &C.

± (-^ + -^ + -^ + ^C.
)

+ (-^ + 4- + "i + &^-

)

± 1.

The sums of which series can be obtained by the common
methods.

2. To sum the series -^^ + -^^^ + -^^ +&c. &c.

Jy.Jy.\-y 1.2 "^2.3 "^ 3.4 "^ 4.5

Jy.yJy.Jy- i-y i .
2^ "^ 2.3^ "^ 3.4'^ "^ 4.5^

+ &c.

r L r }- r /* -L = j^ + -j^ + j^
^y- y -^y- y Jy- ^y-^-y 1.2^^2.33 ^3.4^

+ —35 + &c. And
4 . 5

Jy-yJy-y ""' Jy.Jy^\-y~ 1.2- "" 2.^6-

y'- -r •^v.

Now,

+ 3^ + ^''^
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^°^'Jy.J,j. \-y - 1.2 + 2.3 + 3.4 ^ ^^•

. r :l r c-^-^ + ^^-^+^lc
"Jy, yJyJy \~y " 1.2 ^ 2.3 ^ 3.4 ^ *

r 1 r ± r /• ^ ^ -v'
,

^'
,
/ ,

o,.

^i/. j//y- yJyJy^\-y 1.2 "^ 2.3 "^ 3.4 "^ ' *

And, generally? / — / — ... n— ^ f /
^ Jy yJy- y Jy- y^-y

-(l-^l' + i^ + N-^-
V 2" 3" 4" /

And if the integrals be taken from 3/ = to^ = 1,

we have ^7^ + 273^ + sTT" + ^^'^•

/ 1 1 1 . \
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2*

&c.

- (^ + -^ + -^ + &c.
)

3. To sum the series -p^p^^ + ^^^^ + -^^r:^, + &c.

If in the first article / u ,
= w

Jy. wi-l

1"'. 2 2'". 3 3"'. 4

• V =

,r ,
y^

,
y^

T" o»n oS "r" om < S I ^C.
y- yJy- y ^""-^^ 2'". 3* 3'\4^

Jy. y Jy yJy-y i'". 2" 2'«.
3"

+^ + &c.

Now we have shown that

Jy.Jy 1-j/.^j/ 1-3/

- &;c.
ni—

J

•'. / V = / U .— I It „ + / M

Jy- Jy- y^y-Jy- ^-y

— u ..y—2u r,.y + Su „.y—Sic.

X m— \ U] .y -t- m / — / /
' ^ - Jy- ydy-Jy- 1-3/

r — r - V — c u , —2 r u ^ -^^r u , —
Jy-yJy-y Jy- "'-^ Jy- '"-^ Jy- "*-^

... + m—^ I u^ ± m I — f — I I -^

Jy- Jy- yJy- yJy-Jy- ^-y
= u
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— u ,.y— 3ii -.7/ + 6M -.?/

_ s m in + \ r* \ /^ I r* p I

+ 77Z— 1 . - 71. .y + 171 . —rr— / / — / / -:;

Similarly,

Jy- yJy- yJy- y "^"^ ""' ""^

_ m— \\m.m-\-'C' m.m + i^.7n-\'2 ^/* I C^ C ^ P /*_J__^ 1.2.3 ^^' '•^- 1.2.3 ^j/.yjy,yjy^yjyjy^^

and r}-ri^ri^
Jy- yJy- yJy-y

— m . m-r]}.m->r^ ... — 7»+ «— 2^

+ 17273 " -^

~ 1.2.3... —?i Jy.yjy. y '" Jy.Jy . Y—y

which between the limits of j/ = and j/ = 1 gives

f _L _L J S: ^

+ n . wTT^(
Y^i:::2

+ 2^2 + ^^jito + &c.
)

&c.

^"^ + 1.2.3 .rTT" ( 1^ + ¥ + "3^' + ^^"'
)

Also 4-
m .m + r* . . . 7« +w— r /» 1

= +

- 1 . 2 . 3 ... 7i ^3/. ^J^y . y -yy.Jy. 1 -y

m.m+l ...m + n— V
f

1 1 ^
« \

\ iT2»
*"

2773" "^ 3Tv "^
)1 . 2. 3 ... 7i

which series is sumnied in second article

[To be continiiccl.]
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XLVIII. On some Phcenomena of Heat, By R.W. Fox, £s^.*

ALTHOUGH several years have now elapsed since I

made a series of experiments on what is termed the

Radiation of Heat, I venture to hope that a brief statement

of some of the results may not be unacceptable to those who
take an interest in this subject.

I suspended by a thermometer in an exhausted glass re-

ceiver, a small cylindrical bright tin-plate vessel, of the capa-

city of about two cubic inches, containing hot sweet-oil, and

carefully noted its time of cooling. To avoid needless repe-

tition, 1 shall call this vessel of oil No. 1.

The experiment was repeated with a similar vessel ex-

ternally coated with lamp-black. This vessel of oil I shall

call No. 2.

They were afterwards each respectively inclosed in cylin-

drical tin-plate cases, |ths of an inch larger in diameter and

depth, so as to leave a space between them and the latter of

y^ths of an inch ; and in this position they were retained by a

small pin, fixed at the bottom of each, and penetrating the

cases. When more cases than one were used, the intervals

between them were also at least y\ths of an inch.

The glass receiver I employed was 3fths inches in diame-

ter, and it was enveloped with damp linen, at the temperature

of 60°, and the air exhausted to nearly yoo^^^ ^axi. The fol-

lowing Table shows the times of cooling from 220° to 170^

[i.e. from an excess of 160° to 110°) ; and in order to insure

the I'egular diffusion of the heat, the oil was poured into the

vessels Nos. 1. and 2. at the temperature of 320° to 34-0°.

Most of the experiments were repeated in air confined under
the receiver, and the results are given in the second column.

a.
A
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These results show;
1st. That the times of cooh'ng differed but little, whether

bright surfaces were opposed to each other, or bright
and black ones alternately.

2dly. That when No. 1 was inclosed in a case externally

bright, its cooling was not thereby retarded, but rather

the reverse.

3dly. That when two more cases were added to the above,

No. 1. cooled more rapidly i7i vacuo, even when all the

cases were bright,although they wei'e,I thinii, together,

nearly equal to the former in their capacity for heat.

4thly. That the cooling of No. 1, in vaaio was still further

accelerated when the outermost case was black.

5thly. That the cooling of No. 2. was retarded in every in-

stance by the addition of a case.

6thly. That when the outside of a case was black, and the

inside bright, the times of cooling of Nos. 1. and 2. in

air, and in vacuo, were not very widely different.

The fact last mentioned may, I think, be attributed to the

influence or resistance of the air included between the inner

vessels and the cases. In corroboration of this explanation,

I found that when No. 1. was placed in a bright case, and
hermetically soldered to it at its upper rim, so as to prevent

the escape of the intervening air, it cooled more slowly in vacuo

than it afterwards did with a perforation in the case which ad-

mitted of the included air being exhausted under the receiver;

the ratio of the former to the latter having been as I'l to I'O.

When No. 1. was jnit into the large outside case, used in

Experiments, it cooled more s\o\\\y in vacuo than it did in

a smaller bright case ; and when an intermediate one was
added, the cooling was accelerated thereby.

The size of the glass receiver seemed also to affect the time

of cooling of the included body iii vacuo, it having been re-

tarded when a larger receiver was employed. I therefore

inter that the results of experiments on the transmission of

heat without the intervention of air will always have some re-

lation to the distances of the bodies at diflerent temperatures

from each other; and that those I have staled would have

been subject to modifications, not only from using a larger re-

ceiver, but also from a more perfect exliaustion of the air than

I could obtain.

I also made various experiments on the rate at which bodies

liavinii- diflerent surfaces were healed in close vessels sur-

rounded by steam, which kept them at an unitorm lemjiera-

lure; and on the effects of heat, accompanied by light, on po-

lished and unpolished metals:—one of the latter description

I may briefly mention. My apparatus consisted of two cylin-

drical
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drical tin-plate vessels, one highly polished, and the other

coated with lamp-black. These were placed in a frame near

a bright steady fire, and protected by a reflector behind them
from currents of cold air, an equal quantity of water having

been poured into each vessel, and a kvr drops of oil, which
formed a film on its surface, and effectually prevented the

evaporation of the water till it reached nearly the boiling

point.

Thus circumstanced, I found that the water in the black

vessel heated, and afterwards boiled off, six and a half times

faster than it did in the other ; but when the polished vessel

was put into a case, blackened externally, and with a space of

^th of an inch between them, the water was heated nearly

twice as rapidly as it was without the case.

It may be best for me to abstain, for the present at least,

from entering on any theoretical views on the subject of heat,

further than just to remark, that I do not see how the facts

I have mentioned are to be accounted for on the hypothesis

of exchanges of temperature between bodies, not in contact,

taking place on the principle of radiation merely, and not of

attraction between matter and heat. R.W. Fox.

XLIX. Chemical A)iali/sis of the Blood of Cholera Patie7its.

Bj' Thomas Thomson, M.D. F.R.S. Regius Professor of
Chemistry iii the University of Glasgow*.

T AVAILED myself of the opportunity presented by the

existence of cholera, during the months of February and
March 1832, in Glasgow and the neighbourhood, to examine
the composition of blood drawn from the patients in well-

marked cases of the disease. Abundance of opportunities for

this kind of investigation were afforded ; because bleeding

had been recommended by the almost united testimony of the

Indian practitioners as the most powerful means of checking

this formidable disease. It was employed, of course, when
cholera first bi'oke out in Glasgow, by almost all the medical

practitioners. At first bleeding was considered as beneficial.

It was said that the patients more frequently recovered after it,

and that even when death followed (as was the case with more
than one half of those who caught the disease), the patients

who had been bled continued to live for a much longer time

than those who had not been so treated. By degrees, how-
ever, confidence in the efficacy of this remedy began to be

* Communicated by the Author.

2 Y 2 shaken.
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shaken. Cases occurred in which bleeding was evidently in-

jurious; and when the number of cases multiplied, it became
evident that bleeding had got credit for prolonging life with-

out deserving it. For many who had not been bled were
observed to linger fully as long as those who had : in short,

it began to be believed that bleeding might be injurious in

cholera, and that there was no evidence of its being ad-

vantageous.

Daring the latter end of February and the early part of

March, 1 got a number of specimens of cholera blood from
the cholera hospital in Albion-street. Patients were rarely

taken to this hospital till the disease had made considerable

progress. The cases were all well marked, and in several of

the specimens the blood had been drawn when a pulse could

scarcely be perceived at the wrist.

The blood, when it came to me, was in the usual tin-plate

cups employed in hospitals, into which it had been allowed to

flow. Its colour was always a very dark red, almost black

;

much darker than venous blood usually is; and it did not

acquire a scarlet colour, as blood from a person in health does

when exposed to the air. It coagulated as usual, and separated

into serum and crassamentum ; but the serum was much less

in quantity than it usually is. It was always (except in one

instance) more or less tinged with colouring matter; often so

deeply as to rival the colour of the crassamentum itself. The
following table exhibits the specific gravity of various spe-

cimens of serum from diflerent cholera patients.

Sp. Gravity.

This was pure yellow serum.

Very slightly tinged red.

Very red.

Very red.

A very deep red.

A specimen taken out of the cavities of the heart after death

was imperfectly coagulated. Being poured on a cotton cloth,

a very dark red liquid dropped through, the specific gravity

of which was 1-0938.

I got a specimen of blood from the cerebral vessels of

another cholera patient after death : it was not coagulateil

;

nor did it coagulate, though I allowed it to stand in an open

vessel for thirty-six hours. After standing at rest for thirty-

six hours, 1 observed that the ujipermost portion was very

fluid and apparently watery ; and though it had a deep red

colour, it (litl not tinge a glass rod di|i|)ed into it. The por-

tion at the bottom was thick and viscid, and stained strongly,

sticking to everything like tar. The sjiecific gravity of the

uppermost

1.
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uppermost portion was 1-0533, while that of the undermost
was 1-0699.

I got another specimen of blood from the heart; it was
very imperfectly coagulated, and very viscid : its specific gra-

vity was 1-1020. This blood did not by standing separate into

two parts. The portion at the surface, after standing twenty-

four hours, was as heavy as tliat at the bottom.

The great difference between the specific gravity of the

serum of cholera blood and that of the serum of healthy blood

is very remarkable. The mean specific gravity of the serum
of healthy blood is 1-0287; while that of the five specimens of

the serum of cholera blood stated above is 1*0506.

Cholera serum coagulates at the usual temperature, namely,

when heated to 159°.

II. Proportion between the Serum and Crassamentum of
Cholera Blood.

No doubt the proportion between the serum and crassa-

mentum varies somewhat in different specimens of healthy

blood. However, this variation is confined within very narrow
limits; and perhaps we shall not deviate from the truth if we
state the quantities of serum and crassamentum in one hun-
dred parts of healthy blood as follows :

Serum 55
Crassamentum 45

Too
But in blood drawn from cholera patients these proportions

are very nearly reversed. The method which I emplo^'ed to

determine the proportion of these two constituents was this.

The blood was allowed to coagulate, and its weight deter-

mined b}' weighing it in the vessel in which it was contained.

As much of the serum was then poured off as possible : the

crassamentum was then poured upon a cotton cloth, and left

for twenty-four hours till all the serum that would had dropped
through the cloth. The weight of the remaining crassamen-

turn was then determined. This deducted from the original

weight of the blood gave the serum which had been separated

from it.—The following Table exhibits the proportions be-

tween the serum and crassamentum of the five specimens of

cholera blood, the specific gravities of the serum of which are

given in the preceding page.

1. Pure yellow serum, except the last drop or two, which
were tinged red.

Serum 32-34

Crassamentum 67*66

100*00

2. The
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2. The serum slightly red.

Serum 32
Crassamentum GS

100

3. Serum very red.

Serum 3S-4-2

Crassamentum 61 "58

100-00

4. Serum very red.

Serum 35'66

Crassamentum 64''34'

100-00

5. Serum a very deep red.

Serum 27*59

Crassamentum 72-41

100-00

The mean of these five gives the ratio between the serum and
crassamentum in cholera blood as follows

:

Serum 33-2

Crassamentum 6(5-8

100-0

If in healthy blood we suppose the serum to amount to 33'2,

the crassamentum will be only 27'16: thus it appears that in

cholera blood the crassamentum is more than twice as much
as in healthy blood,

III. Of the Composition of Cholera Serum.

It is well known that the serum of blood has the property

of rendering cudbear paper violet, and that it therefore con-

tains an alkali, which according to the experiments of Marcet
and Berzelius is soda. It contains also common salt and some
other saline bodies, the nature of which has not yet been ac-

curately determined. It contains also albumen and a quantity

of water, amounting at an average to about nine-tenths of the

serum.—The Ibllowing Table exhibits the constitutMils of hu-

man serum as determined by Berzelius and Marcet

:

Berzelius. Marcet.

Water 90-5 90 00
Albumen .... 8-0 868
Salts 1-5 1-32

1000 100-00

So
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So that the albumen and salts together constitute 9'5 or 10
per cent, of the whole serum.

The following Table exhibits the proportions of water, al-

bumen and salts, in the different specimens of cholera serum,
whose specific gravities have been given in page 348.

1. Pure yellow serum.

Water 83-95

Albumen and salts . . . 1605

100-00

2. Serum slightly tinged red.

Water 83-96

Albumen and salts . . . 16-04-

100-00

3. Serum very red.

Water 8M7
Albumen and salts . . . 18-83

100-00

4. Serum very red.

Water 81-1

Albumen and salts ... 18*9

100-0

5. Serum of a very deep red.

Water 80*82

Albumen and salts ... 19-18

100-00

The first two of these were so nearly pure that we may
consider them as exhibiting very: accurately the constitution

of the serum. The last three were tinged with colouring

matter, to which probably the increased weight of the solid

portion was at least partly owing. If we suppose the water
in the serum of healthy blood to be 100, the albumen and
salts will be ll'll ; while if we make the proportion of water
in cholera serum the same, the albumen and salts will be
19*11. So that the solid constituents of cholera serum are

to those of healthy serum nearly as 1'74 to 1.

IV. Salts ofCholera Serum.

To determine the quantity and nature of the salts contained

in cholera serum, 304*36 grains of serum were exposed to the

temperature of 159^ in order to produce coagulation. The
coagulum thus obtained was dried in a heat of about 200° till

it ceased to lose weight. The whole was now reduced to

48-85
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48'85 grains. This dry matter, in the state of a coarse powder,
was digested for two days in a Florence flask on the sand-

bath. The whole was then thrown on a filter, and the liquid

which passed through was evaporated to dryness. This water

had dissolved a notable quantity of albumen, which was se-

parated during the evaporation in a hard transparent crust.

I endeavoured to separate it as completely as possible by
dissolving the salt three times successively in water, and eva-

porating the solution to dryness. By every successive eva-

poration some albumen was separated ; but after the third

evaporation I could obtain no more albumen by this process.

The saline matter remaining weighed 2*39 grains : it was
gray, acted powerfully as an alkali, and by the test of chloride

of platinum appeared to contain both potash and soda. The
salt contained no sensible quantity of sulphuric acid, nor of

lime, nor of phosphoric acid: there existed in it T-i? grain of

common salt; the remaining 0*92 grain was alkali and a
brown-coloured salt, which deliquesced, and which dissolved

in alcohol : it doubtless also contained some albumen.

The albumen thus freed as completely as possible from salt

by digestion, was dried and exposed to a red heat for half an

hour in an open platinum crucible; it left a gray ash, weighing
0*77 grain : this ash was partly soluble in water. The portion

dissolved was common salt and an alkali, weighing 0*53 grain.

The remainder dissolved in nitric acid, and was precipitated

in white flocks by ammonia and by caustic potash added in

excess; it was therefore phosphate of lime: it weighed 0-24'

grain*. Thus the salts in 304-'36 of chulera serum were 3'16

in weight, and consisted of

Common salt, with some potash and soda 1-98

Phosphate of lime 0'2l<

Salts soluble in alcohol, with albumen 0*92

Peroxide of iron 0*02

3-lG

The saline contents of the 32*3 1 grains of serum, given in

page 34-9, will be 0*33;'5 grain, and will consist of

Common salt, with some potash and soda 0-210

Phosphate of lime 0'025

Salts soluble in alcohol, with albumen 0*098

Peroxide of iron , 0*002

0-335

* There was 0-07 grain of this white matter which did not dissolve in

nitric acid. Tested by tlie blowpipe it contained no sihca ; the quantity

was too small to enable me to ilcterniine what it was,—|)robablv a phos-

phate. It contained a trace of iron, probably derived from the colouring'

matter of the blood, from which it was not quite free.

The
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1

.

The composition of that serum, therefore, was,

Water 83-950

Albumen 15-015

Salts 1-035

100-000

The following Table exhibits the composition of the four other

specimens of serum given in p. 351, supposing the salts of all to

bear the same proportion as in the preceding.

2. Serum slightly tinged red.

Water 83*9600

Albumen 15-0057

Salts 1-0343

100-0000

3. Serum very red.

Water 81-170

Albumen 17*615

Salts. 1-215

100-000

4. Serum very red.

Water 81*100

Albumen 17-681

Salts 1-219

100-000

5. Serum of a very deep red.

Water 80-820

Albumen 17*9 1'3

Salts 1-237

100*000

V. Composition of the Crassamentum.

To determine the composition of the crassamentum, I made
choice of the crassamentum from No. 1 (p. 349), because the

serum of that specimen was quite free from colouring matter.

One hundred parts of it were dried in a temperature of about
200° till they ceased to lose weight : the residue weighed 35*43.

—Hence this crassamentum was composed of

Water 64-57

Solid matter 35-43

100-00

N. S. Vol. 11. No. 65. May 1832. 2 Z One
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One hundred parts of the crassamentum, No. 4 (p. 350. )> were

treated in the same way. The constituents were,

Water 6066
Solid matter 39'34

10000
The dried crassamentum was of a very dark brown colour:

it contained (as is known) fibrin, colouring matter, albumen,

and certain salts. The proportion of fibrin was determined

by washing- a certain quantity of the crassamentum (usually

about 1700 grains), placed while moist on a cotton cloth.

Water was passed over it as long as it acquired a red colour,

and care was taken to break all the clots in the crassamentum,

so as to enable the water to carry off the whole of the colour-

ing matter. The fibrin thus left on the cotton cloth was buff-

coloured, the quantity of it from 1752-69 grains of moist cras-

samentum was 9'76 grains. This was from the specimen of

blood marked No. 1 (in p. 349.). When this fibrin was dried it

became brown; it was not in strings as common fibrin usually

is, but in scales, which were translucent and brittle, and very

similar in appearance to albumen dried by exposure to heat

upon a glass. It was insoluble in water. When digested in

acetic acid it became a white jelly ; this jelly dissolved when
digested in water, and the solution was precipitated white by

prussiate of potash. These characters belong to fibrin, and
not to albumen.

The colouring matter was determined by evaporating the

water employed to wash the crassamentum to dryness in a

temperature rather under 212°. This water had at first a

fine red colour; but in a day or two it became blackish red,

and continued so till evaporated to dryness : the dry mass was

dark brown.

To determine the quantity of saline matter, a portion of tiie

dry colouring matter was burjit in a platinum crucible. Tlie

residue, which was black, was washed with water, and digested

in muriatic acid, and again heated to redness. By repeating

this process, almost the whole of the ashes were dissolved either

in water or muriatic acid ; the watery solution contained com-
mon salt and traces of an alkali. The portion dissolved in mu-
riatic acid consisted of

Peroxide of iron 057
Phosphate of lime 040

0-97

It contained also a trace of a sulphate.

The
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The following Tables show the composition of one hundred

parts of the two specimens of crassamentum subjected to ana-

lysis. No. 1.

Fibrin 0-56

Colouring matter, with albumen 40*57

Salts* 1-27

Water 5760

10000
No. 4.

Fibrin 2 08
Colouring matter, with albumen 35*99

Salts* 1-27

Water 6066

100*00

VI. Composition of Cholera Blood.

We may now exhibit in one view the constituents of the

two specimens of cholera blood subjected to analysis.

1. Blood, No. 1.

Albumen 4*856

Fibrin 0-378

Colouring matter, with albumen 27*450

Salts 1*195

Water 66 121

100*000

2. Blood, No. 4.

Albumen 6*305

Fibrin 1.340

Colouring matter, with albumen 23 160

Salts 1-255

Water 67*940

100*000

To enable us to compare this blood with that of persons

in health, the following Table, exhibiting the constituents of

healthy blood, will be of use.

Albumen 8*47

Fibrin 4*45

Colouring matter, with albumen 7*39

Salts 1 -SO

Water 78*39

100*00

* Among the salts the peroxide of iron is included.

2 Z 2 The
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The following Table will show the proportions of the con-

stituents on the supposition that the water in each amounts

to 100.

Water
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the blood of cholera patients, either during life, or at least soon

after death: 22-12 grains constitute but an inconsiderable

portion of the fibrin of the whole blood. If we admit a full-

grown individual of the mean size to contain thirty pounds of

blood, the whole fibrin in that fluid must amount to 1*7 pound,
or 1 1 "900 grains : but it is possible that similar polypi may
be contained in the large blood-vessels. This, however, was
not verified by dissection ; for the blood contained in the

sinuses of the brain in one case was found quite liquid, and
did not coagulate ; though it was almost as black as ink.

The great excess of colouring matter in cholera blood is no
less remarkable than the deficiency of fibrin. If we make
allowance for the albumen and salts still contained in the

colouring matter, and take a mean of the quantity of colouring

matter in Nos. 1. and 4, we shall find it to be little short of

four times the quantity of colouring matter in healthy blood.

Whether this increased quantity of colouring matter may be
partially accounted for by any alteration in the fibrin, such as

to make it soluble in water, it is impossible to say. But be
this as it may, it is obvious that there is a great increase

of colouring matter : for the fibrin and colouring matter of
healthy blood added together do not amount to so much as

one half of the colouring matter in cholera blood.

From the preceding account of the nature and composition
of cholera blood, it is evident that this disease has deranged
the functions of the lungs so completely that the blood no
longer undergoes the change induced in healthy blood by
respiration. Hence it ceases to stimulate the heart; the cir-

culation is impeded and finally stopped, and death follows as

a necessary consequence. There must exist, therefore, some
lesion of the eighth pair of nerves, upon which the function

of respiration depends.

Frora the researches of Dr. Wilson Philip and others, it

seems established that when the eighth pair of nerves is cut,

the function of I'espiralion is so much impeded that death is

speedily induced. But if a current of galvanic electricity be
made to pass through the lungs, the function of respiration is

renewed, and becomes as periect as ever, as long as the elec-

trical current continues to pass through the lungs. Is it not
likely that if a current of galvanic electricity were made to

pass through the lungs of those who labour under cholera,

it would revive the energy of that indispensable organ, and
enable it to induce the requisite change on the blood? The
heart would be stimulated, the circulation renewed, and
very probably the other organs when supplied with blood in

the proper state would begin again to act. Might not the

kidneys
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kidneys be in this way induced to do their duty and renew
the secretion of urine? And might not the whey-looking matter,

which is thrown out of the body by vomiting and purging,

and which obviously consists chiefly of the serum of blood,

cease to be thrown into the stomach and intestines ? Were a

current of galvanism passed for a few hours at a time through
the lungs, it is probable that such a change would be induced
in the blood as would lead to the restoration of health. The
symptoms of cholera are very similar to those from poison,

and are probably connected with the same cause, namely, lesion

of the nerves of respiration. It is not improbable that a gal-

vanic current passed through the lungs might produce bene-

ficial effects in cases of mineral poisons : at any rate, the effect

of it in such cases deserves a fair trial.

All the medicines tried in cholera in Glasgow were of little

or no value. Emetics, opium, stimulants, heat and blood-

letting, were tried in vain. Galvanism, which I consider as the

most promising medicine of all, was scarcely attempted; yet

it surely deserves a fair trial, and seems to me more likely to

produce beneficial consecjuences than any other mode of treat-

ment hitherto proposed.

L. Oil the Formulafor expressing the relative Importance of
the Boroughs. By A Correspondent.

To the Editors of the Philosophical Magazine and Annals.

Gentlemen,

TPHE article in your Journal for March last, " On the
-- Formula for the Boroughs," is a very learned production.

Most probably it was a nise contrived by some anti-reformer

to mystity and suggest objections in order to lengthen debate,

and delay the progress of the Bill through the Ilouse. The
scientific talents of the author are displayed in the investiga-

tion of a rule for the relative importance of two boroughs.

Now let us apply the rule to the case of three:—arrange these

in any three ways so that each shall stand first in its turn
;

then, in every separate order, coin})ute by the rule the im-

portance of the first borough relatively to the other two, and
we shall find three different scales, instead of one scale, ilif-

ferently arranged. The rule of the two boroughs may there-

fore be set aside, and in effect it is lost sight of by introdu-

cing a supj)osititious borcjugh e(]ual in amount of houses and
taxes to all the boroughs; by which ingenious device the scale

demanded is at hist Ibund l)y adding the respective numbers
in two lists, one proportional to the houses, and ihe other pro-

portional
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portional to the taxes, ofthe several boroughs. This new prin-

ciple is extensive enough, and may be sufficient ; but as the

numbers of each list may be infinitely varied, at the same time

that their propoitionaUty is preserved, it is puzzling how to

choose ; as we have no clew to guide us.

Let us try to throw some light on this matter. Find a mul-
tipHer m equal to the number of houses that produce £l of
taxes on an average of all the boroughs ; that is, let

Number of Houses of all the Borou£;hs

Amount of Taxes of all the Boroughs in Pounds '

then the importance of a borough may, with sufficient exact-

ness, be represented by {h +m xt), h being the number of its

houses, and / pounds its taxes. If this formula be computed
for every borough, the results, or any set of numbers propor-
tional to the results, will be the scale demanded.
To point out the reason of this rule, it is to be observed

that if the same taxes were levied on every house, we should
have mt = h, and the scale would be proportional to the

number of the houses of the several boroughs, as ought to

be the case: but the taxes varying with the quaHty of the

houses, according as t is less or greater than the average
taxes belonging to the number of the houses of a borough, m t

will be less or greater than h ; so that a borough will be de-
pressed a little on the scale by low taxes, and elevated a little

by high taxes. Whether the depression and elevation be ex-
actly according to the rules of distributive justice, there is no
means of inquiring; they are proportional to the defect and
excess of the taxes which the boroughs actually pay below
and above the sum which the number of their houses would
pay at the average rate of all the boroughs, which seems suffi-

cient for the practical purposes of Government.
Be it now observed, that the above simple calculation, which,

it may be presumed, is level to every capacity, will bring out
the very same scale as Lieutenant Drummond's rules : so

that it may be doubted whether the results obtained by that

gentleman, when made intelligible, and stript of the covering

of functions and variations, can be practically improved.
April 1832.

LL On the obtaining of an Electric Spark from a Natural
Magnet. By James D. Forbes, Esq., F.R.S.E., F.G.S.,

Hon. M. Y.P.S.

To the Editors of the Philosophical Magazine and Annals.

Gentlemen,

TF not too late for that purpose, you will oblige me by
-* making public in the Philosophical Magazine and Annals

for
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for May, this announcement of the fact that I have succeeded

in obtaining an electric spark from a natui'al magnet.

I only know of the reported success of Signor Nobili, the

active philosopher of Reggio, in the same experiment, from the

vague notice which has appeared, without any statement of its

source, in the public prints; nor has even there any clew been

given to the mode of his procedure. It is of course, however,

upon the recent discoveries of our distinguished countryman
Mr. Faraday, that any experiments on this important point

must rest.

I beg you to consider this as a simple notification. In a very

short period a full account of the experiment will appear in

the Transactions of the Royal Society of Edinburgh, before

whom it was read on the 16th instant, and which I shall have

much pleasure in forwarding to you.

The first spark I obtained was upon the 30th of March.
I had not the experiment, however, completely under my com-
mand until Friday the ISth instant. Since that period I have

shown it repeatedly to Sir John Leslie, Professor Hope, and
a number of other gentlemen, who have all expressed them-

selves completely satisfied with the experiment.

I remain, Gentlemen, your obedient Servant,

Gieenhill, Edinburgh, April 18th, 1832. James D. ForbeS.

LI I. Remarks on an Article in the PhilosopJiical Magazine
and Annals for March *, in which if is atteinptcd to deinon-

strate the Truth o/^Mr. Drummond's Rulefor calculating the

relative Importance of certain Boroughs. By Dr. M'In-
tyre, F.L.S. f

T^HE subject of the boroughs must be too generally known
-*- to need any introductory explanation here; especially as

the article on which I offer those remarks commences with a

correct statement of the problem, and of Mr. Drummond's
rule for its solution.

Against that rule, various objections have been strongly

urged, and different solutions confidently oifored
;
yet G. V.'s

" Analytical Investigation of a Formula, S,-c." is the only at-

tempt that I have seen to prove its correctness.

Having laid down certain principles, and enunciated the

problem mathematically (p. 220), the writer proceeds, with

the aid of the ca/c?</7« of variations, to search for a formula

that may enable us to solve this problem conformably witli

his " third principle."

• N. S. Vol. xi. No. G.3. March 1832.

t Communicated by the Author.

"H
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" H denoting the houses, T, the taxes, B, the relative im-
j>ortance of any borough ; also, h, t, b, and h', t', b' denoting
the same things of two other boroughs; the problem requires

h Ji t

the ratio ^- to be expressed by the two ratios -yt" ^"^ ^y'^

b' H t'

(p. 220*); and ~^, by^ and -^.

This I allow to be a correct view of the question.

The result, however, to which we are conducted, by an
ingenious use of the calculus, is thus expressed (p. 222):

cc ^ ^ t
^ / -n < ^-^ ^ V »

"o" = ^-tt + 'i -iyT, whence 6 = B 2m -jr + w -™- ^

.

Again (p. 223), " Lieutenant Drummond assuming m and n

to be equal, the formula becomes 6 = B -! -yy + -rp- |-
•

This is just the analytic expression of his rule."

Since (1) -g- = -- + -^ = ^,^ , and

,^, B H T 7^T+/H ,. B , ,

smce (2) -y- = -= u — = ^ ( for -^ depends
^ ' b h ^ t lit ^ b

*

H , T
h

on -T^ and —— j ; we have

.-. h^T-^fW^lthTY^ = thTH, orh'T' + t'H^
-ht/iTH = o!

Otherwise, lest equation (2) should be said to be a forced

construction of the rule,

b hT+tU , b' h'T+t'H
bmce -^ = —

jpp
—, and -g- = -

—

h^j^ 5

we have, by addition, —^— = —^j~ —

.

But, by "the third principle" (seep. 221),b + b' == B, h+h'
= H, and t+ t' = T.

Therefore, by substitution, -^- = „ r..— ; that is,

-L = All
1 1

* These quotations are somewhat shorter than the original sentences.

N.S. Vol. 11. No. 65. Mat/ 1832. 3 A It
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It appears, then, that ratios may not be combined by addi-

tion.

I have elsewhere* endeavoured to show that multiplication

is the riffht rule, and that i— = tj r^,.

Multiplication, it is true, will not suit G. V.'s third assump-
tion (or principle, as he calls it), because it places borough
importance in the same predicament as any other function of

two independent ratios; but it will do better. It will arrange

the boroughs in the true order of their relative importance,

—

so far as that importance depends on the ratio of their houses

combined with the ratio of their taxation.

LI II. Proceedings of Learned Societies.

ANNIVERSARY OF THE GEOLOGICAL SOCIETY.

Feb. 17, 1832.— A T this meeting, after the Report of the Coun-
-^^ cil hud been read, and other business trans-

acted, the Society proceeded to ballot for the Officers and Council

for the ensuing year, when the following gentlemen were elected :
—

Offickrs.— President: Roderick bnpev Murchison, I'2sq. F.R.S.

& h.^.— Vice-Presidents: Rev. William 'Buckland, D.D. V.P.R.S.

F.L.S. Professor of Geology in the University of Oxford ; Rev. W^il-

jiam Daniel Convbeare, M.A. F.R.S. Instit. Reg. Soc. Paris. Corresp.;

William Henry Fiuon, M.D. F.R.S. & L.S.;'Rev. Adam Sedgwick,

M A. F.R.S. Woodwardian Professor in the Universitv of Cambridge.—Secretaries: William John Hamilton, Esq.; Edward Turner, M.D.
F.R.S. L. & E. Professor of Chemistry in the University of London.

—

Foreign Secretary: Charles Lyell, Esq. M.A. F.R.S. & L.S. Pro-

fessor of (ieology in King's College, London,— Treasurer : John Tay-
lor, E.sq. F.R.S.

Council.—William John Broderip, Esq.B.A. F.R.S. c^- L.S. ; Wil-
liam Clift, Esq. F.R.S. ; Mscount (.'ole, MP. F.R.S. ; Henry Thoma.s

De laBechc, Esq. F.R.S. & L.S. j Sir Philip de Malpas Grev Eger-

ton, Bart. F.R.S. j Davios Gilbert, Esq. M.P. NLA. \'.P.R.S. lion.

M.R.S. Ed. F.S.A. L.S. & ILS. M.R.I.A. ; Robert Edmund (.rant.

M.D. F.R.S. Ed., Professor of Comparative Anatomy in tlie University

of London; George Bellas Greenough, Esq. F.R.S. L.S. & ILS.
M.R.A.S. ; Basil Hall, Esq. Capt. R.N. F R S. L. A: Ed. NLR.A.S.

;

William Somerville, M.D. F.R.S. ; Charles Siokcs. Esq. F.R.S. S.A.

&- L.S. M.R.A.S. ; Henry Warburton, Esq. M.P. F.R.S. L.S. .S; H.S.;

Rev. William Whewell, M.A. F.R.S.; and Rev. James Yates, NLA.
F.L.S.

* Examination of the Oflicial " Rchitivc ],ht of Horouirhs."

.Address
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Addreas to the Geological Society, delivered on the Evening of the An-
niversary, by the President Roderick Impky Mubchisox, Esq,

F R.S. LS. Sfc.

Gentlemen,

From the Reports which have just been read, ii appears that,

flourishing- as our condition may have been under my distinguished

predecessors, this Society is moving onwards in a course of con-
tinued and increasing prosperity.

Our list of Fellows has been augmented by thirty-five new names :

and our foreign list has been honoured by the accession of \'on Hoff

and Mitscherlich ; the first of w horn has much enlarged our know-
ledge of the causes in operation upon the surface of the earth ; the

latter is known to you by his great discoveries in analytical mine-
ralogy.

We have to regret the loss of only two English members of our

body. In our foreign associate, the venerable Sommering, death ha.s

indeed deprived us of a most invaluable coadjutor 5 but he has fallen

ripe in years and loaded with honours*.

Our collections and library have received most important additions
;

and these, together with the whole of our property, have been incal-

culably increased in value by the lucid arrangements and unabated

zeal of our curator.

The Council have attentively considered the most befitting appro-

priation of the proceeds of the Wollaston Fund for the present year;

and in their wish to comply with the spirit of the bequest of the illus-

trious testator, who has charged them " not to hoard these dividends

parsimoniously, but to expend them liberally, and, as nearly as may
be, annually," they have resolved to adjudge them on this occasion to

Mr. Lonsdale, to enable him during the ensuing summer to continue

his researches in the oolitic formations, and to detect the variations

of mineral and zoological character, which mark this series in its

range to the North of England. By this award of the Council, I

feel satisfied, that the science will derive much real benefit in con-

sequence of the closeness of geological observation, and accurate

knowledge of natural history, which are so happily combined in the

person of our curator.

The earliest communication during the last session, on secondary

deposits, was from the pen of Mr. Poulett Scrope, who, although so

well known by many able writings on volcanic subjects, had not

previously directed much of his attention to the nature of sedimentary

formations ; and his accession, therefore, to the small number of

working contributors in this branch of inquiry, is to be hailed with

satisfaction. From the rippled and wavy markings upon the surfaces of

certain beds of the forest marble in Wiltshire, and from the apparent

impression of the feet of animals thereon, Mr. Scrope infers, that this

* We may rejoice that some of the most precious monuments of Sdm-
mering's skill in fossil comparative anatomy, have been happily secured to

the English student by the exertions of Mr. Konig, and are now exhibited

in the British Museum.
3 A 2 deposit,
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deposit, though now in the centre of England, was accumulated upon
a line of coast, and must have been formed in shallow water, subject

to the flux and reflux of tides. Though we admit, in this case, the

littoral nature of the deposit, there are many other strata, the rippled

surfaces of which, cannot be received in proof of the same mode of

accumulation ; since, like appearances occur in rocks, which from their

imbedded fossils, as well as from their structure, seem to have been
formed in very deep seas*.

Your late President, Professor Sedgwick, after an interval allotted

to the study of the Eastern Alps, has resumed the arduous task,

which he had brought so nearly to completion, of explaining the

varied and complicated relations of the oldest secondary and transi-

tion rocks of the North of England. His first memoir during the

past session, is a description of longitudinal and transverse sections,

through a ])ortion of the carboniferous chain between Penigent and
Kirkby Stephen. In this communication he shows that the mountain

limestone, though consisting of many beds separated by shales and
sandstones, may be divided into two groups, of which the " great

scar limestone " is the lower, having an average tliickness of more
than five hundred feet, and containing Ortliocerata, Trilobites and
Ammonites. The younger group contains five beds of limestone, of

which the highest, or twelve fathom limestone of the miners, is asso-

ciated with many strata of sandstone and shale, and three or four seams

of workable coal. The whole of this calcareous system is overlaid

by a complex group connected with the millstone grit, and in-

terlaced with beds of shale and one or two seams of coal. By five

transverse sections drawn across tlie prolongation of the great Craven
fault, described by Mr. Phillips, as well as by himself in Ibrmer me-
moirs, the author points out the peculiar relative movements of tlie

carboniferous and grauwackc chains, anterior to the depositof the new
red sandstone.

From his general conclusions we learn,—that the carbonaceous for-

mations become much more calcareous in their range to the north

—

that from the nature of the associated organic remains, coal !;as, in

some places, been produced in deep seas, and in other places in shallow

estuaries—that changes in the mineral character of the contempo-

raneously formed strata, are usually accompanied by changes in the

species of the fossils, whether animal or vegetable—and, lastly, that

the valleys in the carboniferous chain, near the lines of section, are

not fissures which have been deepened by erosion, but true valleys of

denudation.

The last paper, by Professor Sedgwick, is on the red sandstone of

the valley of the Eden, and of the coasts of Cumberland and Lanca-

shire. In a section from Wliitehaven to St. Hee's Head, he describes

the carboniferous strata as being overlaid by a lower red sandstone,

• Abstracts of the papers reviewed by Mr. Murchison in this Address,

which have been read before the (Jeological Society, will be found in our

reports of the Procccdinj];!, of tliat bodv, in I'liil. Mai.', and Annals, vol. ix.

pp.;57G— 380, 445—149; vol. ix. pp. 4,)—.'il, N;J— 1 1.'), l.'J.S— 4:57; and

the present volume, pp. 55— 58, and "^Sl—iZSo.

—

Edit.

routaining
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containing a few coal -plants, which, though sometimes conformable

to, and appearing to graduate into, the coal measures, is more fre-

quently in an unconformable position to them, and therefore is the

true base of the new red sandstone series. This lower sandstone is

succeeded, in an ascending order, first by a magnesian conglomerate,

quite identical with that which overlies the south-western coal-fields
;

then by magnesian limestone; afterwards by red marl with gypsum and
bands of carbonate of zinc ; and, lastly, by the new red sandstone of

St. Bee's Head. The identity of different parts of this succession

with the groups overlying the carboniferous system of Yorkshire and
Durham, is described in detail ; and by further comparisons we learn,

that the great member of the red sandstone, described in this and
former memoirs by the same author, as the equivalent of the rothe-

todteUegende and the Gresde Fosges, is entirely wanting in tlie south-

west of England, the conglomerates of which (near Exeter and the

Mendip Hills) stand in the place of the second member of this series,

as existing in countries where the system is fully developed.

The concluding part of this valuable memoir is occupied with a

brief reconsideration of the red sandstone formations of Scotland ; and
the author confirms the views, published by him and mvself, respecting

the great antiquity of the vast range of red sandstone and conglome-

rate surrounding the highland regions of Scotland—by pointing out

the continuity and mineral identity of the whole range, the south-

eastern limb of which has been shown by Dr. Fleming to pass under

the coal-fields of Fifeshire—by stating that it has not a single fossil

in common with the magnesian limestone series—bv instancing a

case where a newer red sandstone is found overlying the old red in a

transverse position : Finally, from a consideration of the coast

sections of Arran, the nature of the carboniferous series of Scotland,

and the apparent passage from the coal measures of the North of

England into the lower part of the new red sandstone, he concludes,

that the succession of the lower, secondary formations of the northern

parts of Great Britain, lends some support to the classification adopted

in Germany, by which the carboniferous series is placed subordinate

to a vast formation of red sandstone.

Mr. W. Hutton has communicated an elaborate memoir on the

Whin Sill of Northumberland, which he conceives to have been one of

the oldest basaltic eruptions of that neighbourhood, and to have been

poured forth at a period, when a great number of the strata of the

metalliferous series were not in existence, these having been subse-

quently deposited on the unequal surface of the basalt.

Professor Sedgwick, many years ago, arrived at a different con-

clusion. From repeated and careful examination of the southern

branch of this great mass in High Teesdale, he ascertained it to have

there a wedge-shaped form—to have acted mechanically and chemi-

cally upon the strata above and below—and to be interstratified with

different beds of limestone and sandstone
;
—and thence he inferred,

that the igneous matter must have been injected laterally between
those beds subsequently to their consolidation. He had previously

given a masterly view of the great trap dyke of Bolam, which

pointing
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pointing to High Teesdale as the seat of its origin^ traverses the

southern coal measures of Durham, and seeming to plunge beneath

the magnesian limestone, re-appears and continues its course even

through the lias and inferior oolite of the Yorkshire Moorlands.

From my own observation in Teesdale, I am of opinion that Pro-

fessor Sedgwick has faithfully described the facts j and has irresistibly

proved the basalt of that district to have been injected laterally; be-

cause the overlying depositary beds are quite as muchaltered in struc-

ture, as those immediately below the basalt.

In this discussion, however, we should recollect, that Mr. Hutton

has drawn his inferences chiefly from the Northumbrian district, and

Professor Sedgwick solely from High Teesdale; whilst the truth may
be, that no one portion of this vast range of country can be selected

as a type, whereon a theory explanatory of all the phenomena
can be constructed ; and, as there are independent proofs of seve-

ral distinct periods of volcanic action in those northern coun-

ties, we may feel warranted in endeavouring to explain the phseno-

mena of the whin sill by reference to volcanic operations of compa-

ratively modern date. In central France, for example, not only do

we see that basalt, in the form of dykes, has cut through strata previ-

ously consolidated ; but we have in the very same district, evidence

of a continuous series of igneous operations, exhibited in nearly every

possible form, from the outburst of sub-lacustrine volcanic ejections, up

to sub-aerial craters, which have vomited forth scorige and streams of

lava: and hence we may, without a strained hypothesis, be disposed

to think, that in the elevated region of Western Nortliumberland,

currents of submarine volcanic matter found issue at intervals, which

were continued even beyond the period when the oolitic deposits

were accumulated.

Mr. Phillips, so well known to vou all as the author of that excel-

lent work 'The Geologv of Yorkshire,' the second volume of which I

rejoice to say is now in preparation, has given us an interesting prelude

to a more detailed memoir upon the various modes by which the

atmosphere wastes the surfaces of rocks and buildings ; a subject

which he intends to follow up with copious details, and which must

be of essential use in serving to explain many changes continually

operating upon the crust of the globe.

A series of observations, made by Mr. William Bland, on the wells

in the strata above and below the chalk, both in the ^V'eald of Kent

and on the adjacent hills, acquaints us with the curious fact, that the

water is always highest about the summer solstice, and lowest about

("hristmas; and that throughout the district examined, the same law

prevails in the waters derived from all the strata, whether consisting

of chalk, sand, or clay*.

At the conclusion of our last session a letter from Mr. Trimmer

to Dr. Buckland, gave us an account of certain diluvial deposits of

Caernarvonshire, between Snowdon and tiie Menai Straits, and of the

discovery of marine shells in diluvial sand and gravel on the summit

* Mr. Bland's observations will be found in our Number for February.—

Edit.
of
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of Moel Tryfane. It is stated, by this author, that gravel, sand, and
clay are heaped up, not only in the valleys, but on the sloping sides

and summits of the hills, and that the transported materials consist of

pebbles and blocks of Caernarvonshire rocks, mixed up with other de-

tritus, derived from formations foreign to this district, and drifted in a

direction contrary to the courses of the rivers which now descend

from Snowdonia. Mr. Trimmer discovered on the summit of Moel
Tryfane, one thousand feet above the level of the sea, broken shells

of recent species of the genera Buccinum, Venus, Natica, and

Turbo, beneath twenty feet of sand and gravel. The same shells have

also been seen by him, in similar accumulations, in the low cliffs of

Beaumaris. It is likewise mentioned that the slate-rock, when laid

bare, frequently exhibits on its surface, scratches and furrows, like

those which have been described in Scotland.

This striking phsenomenon, of the sea having overspread the western

parts of this island at a period so comparatively recent, led me in a

late journey along the north-west coast, to endeavour to ascertain

whether the lower country of Lancashire had partaken of similar

operations ; and I was induced to suppose this might have been the

case from the occurrence, as stated by Mr. Gilbertson, of marine shells

of existing species near Preston in Lancashire. I was fortunately

able to confirm this discovery ; and to observe similar phaenomena
over a very considerable tract of country, occupying the ancient

estuary of the Ribble. Sands, marls, and gravels, occasionally

constituting terraces, are spread over this great area, sometimes in

finely laminated beds, but for the most part loosely aggregated, and
bearing a great resemblance to the arrangement of the same materials,

now in the act of formation, on the adjoining shore. Many of the

shells found in these beds, far inland and at heights extending to

three hundred feet above the sea, are perfectly identical with existing

species. These circumstances have induced me to dissent from the

theory, which would refer all these deposits to a diluvial current ; and
1 have inferred, that the ancient shore of Lancashire, and the es-

tuary of the Ribble, in which the above materials had accumulated
during a long protracted epoch, were elevated and laid dry after the

creation of many of the existing species of mollusca.

Of communications descriptive of foreign countries, 1 have first to

notice two papers by Fellows of this Society on different parts of

distant colonies in Australia. One of them by Archdeacon Scott,

accompanied by instructive specimens, is interesting, as being

the first attempt at a geological sketch of the country around
the new settlement of Swan River. This tract, we are told, has

a granitic nucleus, which towards the coast is overlaid by sandstone
and limestone ; these being succeeded along the shore by coralline

and shelly deposits of very modern date.—The other memoir, from
the pen of Major Mitchell*, Surveyor-General of New South Wales,

gives
* The authorof this memoir, wlio acquired such deserved scientific repu-

tation in the peninsular war by his beautiful mi!itar\' drawings of the Pyre-
nees, has lately announced to me his completion of the Trigonometrical
Survey of an important part of our eastern colonies in Australia; after

the
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gives an account of the limestone caves in Wellington Valley,

and of tlie bones of quadrupeds, which occur in clefts or cavities con-

tiguous to them. Some of these bones, which were procured on the

surface, have experienced little or no change, whilst others inclosed

in the breccia, are very much in the state of those found at Gibraltar.

The examination the bones have undergone since their arrival in

Europe shows that, though belonging chiefly to the Marsupial tribes,

abounding in that country, there are also remains resembling those

of a cetaceous animal, and of the elephant and rhinoceros. If the

presence of the bones of these great mammalia be well established,

changes must have occurred in the distribution of animals in New
Holland, analogous to those which have taken place in other quar-

ters of the globe.

In the absence of better information, I endeavoured to lay before

vou, in a synoptical form, the knowledge I had acquired during

various journeys, of the nature of the different sedimentary deposits of

central and north-eastern Germany. In this sketch, the systems of

iodte-liegende, zechstein, kupfer-schiefer, &c., were rapidly passed

over, as I considered them to have been alreadv correctly identified, by
Professor Sedgwick, with the magnesian limestone series of England.

The muschelknlk was shown to be a great calcareous formation in the

middle of the new red sandstone, having the hunter sandstein below, and

the keuper red sandstone and marl above it ; and the organic remains

of this tripartite group were shown to possess a common family charac-

ter. Banz-on-the-Maine was instanced, as well meriting to be visited

by English geologists, because it offers a true lias shale and limestone,

(abounding in all the species of Ichthyosauri* known in Dorsetshire)

capped by the sands of the inferior oolite; thus presenting a strong re-

semblance, both in order of position and zoological character, to these

formations in England. The gorge called the Porta Westphalica,

previously described bv Hausmann, was cited, as offering a clear

and instructive section of nearly the whole of the oolitic series from

the lias upwards; and it was mentioned that here, as in many other

places, the inferior oolite has the same arenaceous type which

distinguishes it throughout so great a part of its range in the Bri-

tish Isles f.

The Jura limestone and dolomite of Franconia, occupying the

place of our middle oolites, was shown to be overlaid by the Solen-

hofen slate, so well known in lithography, and so rich in organic

remains; and its age was proved to be coeval with the upper

the accomplishment of which he proniiscs to devote much of his time to

the examination of the geological structure of those districts.

* Of the Ichtliyosauri at Banz, the /. tenu'iroxtri.i is by far the most
abundant, whilst the I. nmiwunix, so common at I^ymc, is very rare. There
are also two species of Pterodactyli at Ban/,, one of which is the P. Ma-
crnni/x of the P^ngiisli lias; the other is a new species. 1 believe it is the

intention of M. Tlieodori to publish engravings and descriptions of these

fossils.

f Yorkshire, Brora, the Hebrides, cVc. See Geol. Trans. 2nd series,

vol. ii. pp. 293, .'^.').'?; also C'onybearo ami Phillips's Outlines of Geology,

&c.
part
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part of the oolitic series, by sections on the Danube, marking
its passage beneath the green sand. Various districts, chiefly in

Hanover and Westphalia, were described as consisting of a lower

green sand {quader sanJstein), an upper green sand {plliner kulk),

and true chalk ; and the memoir terminated with an account of

one of the most remarkable of the numerous tertiary formations of

Germany. It is a deposit oi" lacustrine limestone and bone breccia,

covering the tops of the undulating hillocks of keuper red sand-

stone, in the plains south of Roth and Nuremberg, and near the villages

of George's and Frederich's Gemund. In the breccia, Palaeotheriaand

Anoplotheria, identical in species with those of the Paris basin,

are associated with the Mastodon of Auvergne, the Rhinoceros in-

cisivus and pygmccus, with remains of the bear, the stag, the horse, the

fox, a new genus of Carnivoia, and other undescribed animals*.

The associated limestone being finely laminated and charged with de-

licate and well preserved freshwater and land shells, seems to indicate

a long period of accumulation, during which, certain animals hitherto

considered to have been peculiar to an ancient tertiary age, appear

to have been co-existent with species nearly analogous to the pre-

sent races.

This sketch was prepared, principally, with the view of directing the

attention of English geologists to the structure of countries simi-

lar to their own ; some of which have been described by native

authors of great merit, whose works ought to become familiar to us

all : for it is indeed of high interest to observe the astonishing pro-

gress, which our German fellow-labourers have made within the last

few years in the study of fossil zoology. In alluding to the necessity

of cultivating a more intimate acquaintance with the works of

German authors on geology, I may be allowed to say, that this

Society conferred a most appropriate honour, when it added to its

list the name of Count Miinster of Bayreuth ; who, though isolated

and unassisted, has by spirited exertions augmented his collection of

fossils to the extraordinary number of five thousand species, and who
has detected in the limestone of Franconia nearly all the characteristic

Ammonites, and many other shells of the English oolites. His

original communications, explanatory of a vast number of new
fossils, of which I will here mention only three species of Ptero-

dactyli, can be known only by consulting various German and
French periodical publications. The splendid work of Professor

Goldfuss, of the University of Bonn, to which Count Miinster has

also contributed so largely, deserves, on this occasion, a special

notice ; for though not yet sufficiently known in England, it may
safely be pronounced to be the most comprehensive and instructive

* When this memoir was read, I was unacquainted with the prior obser-

vations of M. Von Meyer of Frankfort, upon these osseous remains (see

Karsten's Archiv. vol. vii. p. 181); and it is with great pleasure I now
learn from Count Miinster, that the same ingenious naturalist is occupied
in preparing a complete monograph of the whole of the contents of this

deposit.

N. S. Vol. 1 1 . No. 65. May 1 832. 3 B description
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description of fossil Zoophytes and Radiaria, which has yet issued

from the continental press*.

Among- the periodical works of Germany, the new series of

the Jahrbuch fur Mineralogic und Geologic mu^t be mentioned as

being of that clear arrangement, and of that great general utility to

the geologist, which might have been expected from the association

of one like M. Leon hard, so deeply versed in the inorganic processes

of nature, with so able a naturalist as M. Bronn. Karsten's Berlin

Journal must also be noticed; for every Prussian work connected
with our science cannot but excite interest among us, so long as

that country shall continue to send forth such geologists as Hum-
boldt, Von Buch, Hoffmann, Dechen, and Oyenhausen ; all of whom
add lustre to the foreign list of our Society.

The fossil tortoise which 1 had mentioned in a memoir upon
CEningen, has found its way to this country, owing to the liberality

of Mr. Bell, who proves it to be a Chelydra, allied to the C. Ser-

pentina, or Snapping Tortoise, of North America. The paper of

this excellent zootomist is of great interest in completing the proofs,

that all the animals of this rich deposit, whether fox, tortoise, or

lagomys, as well as the insects, were such as would naturally have
been associated together on the shores of a freshwater lake, and
might have been tranquilly deposited at its bottom in alternating

layers with a variety of fishes and lacustrine shells f.

Sir Alexander Crichton has favoured us with a communication
from the Baron Chaudoir on the Crimea, containing much valu-

able detail of the mineral structure of that Peninsula. This essay

will, I trust, incite some of our enterprising associates to explore

that region, for the purpose of affording us a clear insight into the

precise geological relations of the strata, which, from the general data

in Baron Chaudoir's Memoir, we may infer to be very analogous

to those of the Morea and parts of Greece, as described by M. de

Boblaye; and of the north-western flanks of the Caucasus, as

sketched by M. Kupffer.

Dr. Christie has communicated to us some good observations, made
by him last summer, during a rapid journey through Sicily ; and they

give us a fair promise of what we may expect from this accomplished

traveller, when he shall have examined the geological structure of

those parts of the Peninsula of Hindostan, to which he is now pro-

ceeding by the route of Egypt. He describes the general structure

of the sedimentary formations of the island, as consisting of an axis of

old, secondary sandstone, the two princijjal chains of which have dis-

cordant directions, overlaid by limestone, frequently dolomitic, yet

often stratified, of the age of that of the Jura or the Apennines.

Marls and limestone, containing Ilippuritcs and Nunimulites, con-

stitute the youngest secondary group, and are referred to the green

sand and chalk. The oldest tertiary deposits, made up of limestones

• A notice of this work of Professor Goldfuss appeared in the Phil.

Mng. and Annnis for February last.— Edit.

f Sec Memoir, Gcol. Trans, vol. iii. part ii. p. 277.

and
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and marls, are succeeded by an extensive calcareous /"ormation, which

is charged with raanv species of existing shells, the beds of which are,

in some places, elevated to a height of several thousand feet above the

level of the sea. Of still more modern date, and chiefly composed of

the detritus of the last-mentioned limestone, is a conglomerate, which

also contains recent shells, and which has been extensively perforated

by Lithodomi. Of similar age with this conglomerate, is a bone brec-

cia observed by the author in three different caves, one of which is a

hundred feet, and another three hundred feet above the sea. As tiie

bones belong to extinct species of the elephant, hippopotamus, &c., and
as they are intimately mixed up with recent sea shells, he infers, that

these races of large quadrupeds, now extinct, prolonged their dura-

tion in Sicily, after the Mediterranean became inhabited by its pre-

sent species of marine animals ; and he proves, by the workings of Li-

thodomi, that some of the breccia, as at St. Ciro, vvas long washed
by the waves. The detritus of the island is divided by this author

into two periods, the older of which is marked by large rolled blocks,

and is supposed to be of the same age as the bone breccia; while the

smaller and younger occupies the bottoms of valleys.

The venerable Count Montlosier,— desirous of proving to us that

the fire of his youth, during which he gave to the world so clas-

sical and original a sketch of the old volcanoes of Auvergne*,
still burns within him,— has sent us a lively account of the im-

pressions made upon him by a first visit to Vesuvius in 1813, It then

appeared evident to him, that the present mountain is a parasitic

cone, established on the flank of Somma, which he considered to have

been the true Vesuvius of the ancients ; and that its vast crater must
have been produced by one great explosion : a mode of formation to

which he assigns the existence of the lake-craters of the extinct vol-

canoes of the Eyfel and of Auvergne.

Dr. Daubeny, having for some time paid much attention to ther-

mal springs, has lately published it as his opinion, that they all owe
their origin to volcanic agency, whether they issue from the neigh-

bourhood of active and extinct foci of eruption, or upon linear fis-

sures and dislocations of the ancient strata, produced by expansive

forces during former periods of elevation. The views of this able ex-

positor of igneous operations, are entitled to our deepest attention: and
in regard to the last-mentioned class of them, it is highly gratifying

to observe that the numerous facts adduced by him of the source of

thermal waters upon lines of elevation, and at points of fracture, are

remarkably supported by the observations of M. Stifftf in the Duchy
of Nassau. Dr. Daubeny supposes that the forces which give rise to

volcanoes, are at work throughout the globe; and that the evolution of

gases and increased temperature of springs may be looked upon
in the light of volcanic phcenomena, with the same propriety as

eruptions of lava and shocks of earthquakes ; and having repeatedly

detected the presence of nitrogen gas in thermal waters, he concludes,

* A notice of Count Montlosier's work, as given by Dr.Fittoii, in a former
Anniversary Address to the Geological Societ}', will be found in Phil. Mag.
and Annals, No. 5, vol. v. p. 46;3.

—

Edit.

t Ferussac, Bulletin da Sciences NaturcUcs, Juillet 1831, p. 7—12.
3 B 2 that
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tliat the chemical theory of the orisjin of" volcanoes is still to be
maintained, as being more philosophical and more consistent with

facts and experiments, tlian the hypothesis of a central ignited fluid,

which has been, from time to time, mechanically forced up to the

surface of the earth.

Whilst on volcanic ground, I must remark, that the records of

the past year have been impressively marked by the appearance and
disappearance of an island in the Mediterranean, which, notwith-

standing its ephemeral existence, fortunately engaged so large a

share of scientific attention, as to have afforded some important data

for the explanation of geological phsenomena. In these inquiries our

countrymen at Malta, appear to have been most active. Sir William

Hotham, the Admiral commanding on that station, directed un-

remitting observations to be made, from the first appearance of this

islet above the sea, when visited by Captain Swinburne, to its com-
pletion and passage into a quiescent state, when examined and accu-

rately su'vcyed by Captain Wodehouse : and, fortunately for science,

the latter officer was accompanied by a distinguished chemist,

who has been the first to furnish his countrymen with a good
account of the volcano. Although this able memoir of Dr. Davy
has been read before the Royal Society, and will shortly be given

to the public, I may here be permitted to state, that a careful ex-

amination of all the products of this eruption, both solid and
gaseous, has convinced the author that of all the hypotheses of vol-

canic action, that which was last adopted by his great and lamented

brother, and which refers such paroxysmal elevations to the expansive

power of steam and gas, generated within the earth by the percola-

tion of water upon an ignited nucleus, is the most easily reconcilable

with the phaenomena observed upon this spot. We also learn from Dr.

Davy that, besides the scoria and cinders of which this island was

chiefly constituted, various fragments ofdolomiticlimestoneand sand-

stone, similar to those forming the nucleus of ihe adjacent island of

Sicily, were brought up in the ejections ; and it is further important

for geologists to know, that from the accurate surveys of sub-

marine levels in these seas, previously made by Captain Smyth,

R.N., as well as from more recent soundings, this island was

elevated from beneath a deep sea, and not upon the site of a

pre-existing reef of rocks, as had been asserted. Whilst our

countrymen were visiting this island, the fortunate proximity of

M. Hofi"mann on the adjoining coast of Sicily, enabled this merito-

rious Prussian geologist to visit it on two occasions ; and an

abridged account of his observations has been transmitted to us

by our Vice-President Mr. Horner, and read before tlie Society.

At a later period the French Government sent out M. Constant

Prevost, an observer well known for the accuracy of his researches and

the ingenuity of his speculations; and we arc therefore entitled to hope,

that his detailed accounts will throw much additional light on the re-

lations of this new-born island, to manv volcanic piuxnomcna of more

ancient date. The examination of M. Moftmann has, indeed, already

proved of singular interest, in showing that tliis eruption occurred

on a line which has been subject to volcanic action from remote an-

titiuify.
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tiquity, ranging from the extinct volcanic island of Pantellaria by the

sulphureous springs of Sciacca to Mount Etna. This author further

presents us with the first published explanation of the mineral

structure of Pantellaria ; although it must be here mentioned^ that

this island was, some years ago, visited by one of our fellows, the

Duke of Buckingham *, who brought home with him a rich collection

of its minerals.

A year has elapsed since Dr. Buckland, owing to his incessant

labour in the completion of other geological works, has favoured

this Society with any written communications. Still, 1 have to re-

cord from his pen a lively and instructive account of the geological

phaenomena, observed by Captain Beechy in his late Polar voyage.

The existence of the remains of great fossilized mammalia in

Escholtz Bay, had been noticed by the Russian navigator, Kotze-
bue, who had described them as being commingled in this spot with

the bones of quadrupeds now inhabiting those regions. Our skil-

ful Vice-President, having specifically described these fossil bones,

infers that the animals to which they belonged, lived at an
sera antecedent to the creation of existing species, with which they
have recently been mixed up in this locality, simply by the falling

away of the ancient cliffs in which they were imbedded. The memoir
also contains some excellent remarks on the evidence afforded by
these fossils, that the former temperature of this high latitude, on the

west coast of America, was similar to that which once prevailed in

the northern parts of Europe and Asia \.

It is needless, at this period, to expatiate upon the essential va-

lue of fossil vegetables in the identification of strata ; or to trace

the rise and progress of this branch of our science, from those

early days when Scheuchzer published an nssemblage of plants

from rocks of every age under the chaotic title of Herbarium Dilu~
v'uinum, down to the year 1822 j when Count Sternberg gave a
new impetus to this study by his Flora der Vorwelt. The splendid
work of the Bohemian nobleman, was followed by attempts of other
naturalists to illustrate the fossil plants of their respective districts

;

among which must be mentioned the English work of Mr. Artis, as

explanatory, to a certain extent, of the plants of the Yorkshire coal-

field. It is, however, to the more recent efforts of M. Adolphe Bron-
gniart, that we owe the general classification of fossil vegetables,

founded on their resemblances to existing genera, as well as on their

peculiar characters in certain groups of geological formations. You
must have read, with instruction and delight, the Prodromus of this

author ; and there can be no doubt that the continuation of his inter-

esting illustrations, will fulfill the hopes geologists so justly entertain.

The bright example of the French botanist soon produced its due

* M. Donati, a scientific mineralogist, attached to His Grace's suite,

has prepared, in the Italian language, an elaborate and correct description
of the mineral structure of this island, but unfortunately it has not yet been
translated.

t Some observations on the conclusions arrived at by Dr. Buckland, in

this memoir, will be found in Phil. Mag. and Annals, vol. ix. p. 411.

—

Edit.

effects
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effects in this country ; and four years have now elapsed since a pro-

ject was conceived for the publication of a Fossil Flora of the British

Isles, by the union of Mr. Lindley (author of the Introduction to the

Natural System of Botany), with Mr. W. Flutton, an active geo-

logist, peculiarly fitted for such a task, by his habits of accurate ob-

servation, and his residence in the Northumbrian coal-field. The
appearance of this useful and desirable work, was a long time de-

layed, owing to the difficulty, I regret to say, of procuring a suffi-

cient number of subscribers. Three fasciculi have, however, now been

brought out ; and in an ensuing number we shall be presented with

an explanation of the general views of the authors. The serious ob-

stacles which oppose themselves to the elucidation of this obscure

path in our inquiries, in many cases requiring a perfect acquaint-

ance with existing species of rare exotic and tropical plants, must
be appreciated by every one who has laboured in the same field

;

and working geologists, who are compelled, in the absence of

such instruction, to obtain data by slow and imperfect means, are

called upon warmly to support those, who, like Messrs. Lindley and
Hutton, have thus come forward to lighten their labours. The zeal

of Mr. VVitham in this department, and his ingenious method of

assisting inquiry into the true characters of fossil wood, have been

already noticed by my predecessor j and, as other naturalists seem
inclined to interest themselves in this pursuit, we may say that fossil

botany is ai length taking root among us.

In mineral conchology, that most important branch of our fossil

evidences, the year has not j)assed over without its fruits j and

those who know the devotion which Miss Benett has bestowed upon

this study, and how largely she has thereby contributed to the

successful progress of Sowerby's text-book of the science, must
have witnessed with sincere pleasure the appearance of the organic

remains of Wiltshire, as collected and illustrated by that accom-

plished lady.

I must now advert to those works of a more comprehensive cha-

racter, which have been produced in the last year by Fellows of this

Society. The English student in geology had so long felt the want

of a practical work, which should embrace and systematize all the

well authenticated data on which the science is founded, that tlie

warmest thanks of every one of its cultivators are due to Mr. De la

lieche, for the ability and perspicuity with which he has compress-

ed them into a j)ortable volume, entitled ' Tlie Manual of the

Geologist.' Notliing short of this compendious and instructive

digest, in which, without losing sight of general principles, the

author has endeavoured to adhere to the impartial rule of siium

i'uujue, was to have been expected from the pen of so experienced

and acute a geologist; and so eager is the demand of the ])ublic for

a really good work on tiiis subject, that a second eililion has been

called for, and is already published*.

In noticing the appearance of the second volume of the " Principles

• A review of Mr. De la Bcchc's Geological Manual will be found in the

IMiii. Marr. and Annals for .January last.

—

Edit.
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of Geology," I cannot but feel my inability to do justice to the merits

of a work, which, in the powerful language of the late Professor of

Mineralogy in the University of Cambridge, has been termed the

" Dynamics of Geology."

As a fellow labourer with Mr. Lyell in France and the North of

Italy, when the first idea of this arduous task began to germinate in

his mind, 1 hope to be excused from the charge of vanity on my own
part, or of undue bias towards my friend, when I say that I antici-

pated no less than this productive harvest from his projected labour

in hitherto uncultivated ground j because I had seen in him the most
scrupulous and minute fidelity of observation, combined with close

application in the closet and ceaseless exertion in the field. Imbued
with the prevalent doctrine of the English school of geology, which

has worked its way to distinction by a steady accumulation of facts,

Mr. Lyell first visited the region of extinct volcanos in central France
j

where, I might almost say, in the nervous language of Professor

Sedgwick, " he acquired a new geological sense, and a new faculty

of induction."

In our tour along the southern shores of the Mediterranean, and
subsequently in the North of Italy, Mr. Lyell's particular attention

was directed to the distribution of the tertiary strata into new groups,

according to the proportional number of shells, identical with living

species found fossil in each formation. We had convinced ourselves,

that the highly inclined strata of the valley of the Bormida, consisting

chiefly of green sand, and the same beds, which re-appear in the Su-
perga near Turin, constituted a tertiary group of higher anticjuity than

the more horizontal Sub-Apennine marls which skirt the southern

borders of the plains of the Po ; and we were informed by that

lamented zoologist, Signor Bonelii, that the fossil shells of the Su-

perga differed, as a group, from those of Parma and other parts of the

Sub-Apennines. On the other hand, Signor Bonelii had identified a

great portion of the shells of the Superga with the characteristic tertiary

shells of the Bordeaux basin and the South of France. In confir-

mation of these views, he exhibited to us the shells collected from

France and Italy in the Museum at Turin, pointing out at the same
time that, although some recent species occurred in the Superga
beds, they were fewer in number than those in the blue marl and
yellow sands of the Sub-Apennines.

When I recrossed the Alps, Mr. Lyell directed his course to the

south, and first carefully examined the great collection of Sub-Apen-
nine shells of Professor Guidotti of Parma, amounting to more than

one thousand species, with a view of obtaining from that comparison

the proportion of living analogues. He next proceeded to interro-

gate nature in Naples and Sicily, where disturbing forces have been

continually in action from remote antiquity ; hoping to ascertain

whether successive and distinct creations of organic remains, might

not have been elevated from beneath the sea, b)'^ a series of sub-

terranean convulsions, continued from the period of the mixed

Sub-Apennine deposits, uninterruptedly to the historic sera. By
letters addressed to myself and others from Naples, it was clear

that
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that Mr. Lyell was beginning to unfold the true papyri of geo-

logical history ; and his subsequent discoveries in Sicily proved,

that there were many places in which the extinct species had nearly

disappeared, and that amid vast accumulations of marine shells,

entering into the composition of mountains of no inconsider-

able altitude, nearly all were specifically identical with those now
inhabiting the adjoining sea. At this period, therefore, he had, by a

series of inductions, completely eftaced from his mind as arbitrary and
untrue, those lines of demarcation between, what had been termed,

the ancient and existing orders of nature,—fixed by those who had

observed the results of her subterranean workings only in countries,

where her internal energies have long been dormant.

On the return of Mr. Lyell to Paris in February 1829, M. Desnoyers

had just published the first part of his invaluable memoir " On
the Tertiary Formations, more recent than the Paris Basin." From
that gentleman he learnt, that M. Deshayes, from a mere inspection of

the fossil shells of his rich collection, had already conceived the idea of

classing the tertiary formations chronologically, according to the re-

lative number of species in each group, which could be identified

with those now living*. Henceforward, Mr. Lyell became anx-

ious to obtain the co-operation of M. Deshayes in his intended clas-

sification of the tertiary strata, and therefore submitted to him

the shells which he had procured from Sicily, Italy, the South of

France, and the English Crag. M. Deshayes at the same time under-

took to hasten the completion of a series of tables of tertiary fossils,

intended to form part of a '^ Manual of Fossil Conchology," in order

that they might accompany Mr. Lyell's forthcoming volume. I am
happy to announce to the Society that these tables have been for

some time printed, and that we may expect them to be soon com-

municated to the English public in the third volume of the " Princi-

ples of Geology."

After the study of these modern deposits, Mr. Lyell was prompted

to examine, with increased attention, the effects of the various causes

now in operation on the surface of the globe, and it is the execution

of this task which has delayed the publication of his views relating

to Italy and Sicily.

In the former volume we were made acquainted with his ideas upon

the operations of the inorganic forces of nature ; and in the present

he offers to us his interpretation of an abundant collection of facts,

connected with the fluctuations in the organic world. So ample are

the data in natural history, upon which the author has established

his conclusions, that tiiey cannot fail of relieving him from the charge

of visionary speculation. They must indeed demonstrate— that he has

anxiously sought for the truth of the laws of Nature in her own works

— that he has not only led the way in pointing out a method of inquiry

hitherto almost untried, but has, with great skill and patient resc-arch,

brought the detached accounts of naturalists in every branch of their

* See M. Desnoyers, Sur tin ensemble S;c. Ann. des Sci. Nat. torn. xvi.

pp. 216. 441. (1829), in whicli he announces the views of M. Deshayes and

of Mr. Lyell.

respective
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respective sciences, to bear upon and to illustrate his geological views.

Adequate justice cannot be done to a work of this grasp by any obser-

vations on unconnected passages ; but I cannot avoid noticing the

clear and impartial manner in which the untenable parts of the dogmas,
concerning the alteration and transmutation of species and genera,

are refuted ; and how satisfactorily the author confirms the great

truth of the recent appearance of man upon our planet.

The late elevations and depressions of land in the delta of the In-

dus are well introduced, as correlative of similar phaenomena in the

Mediterranean and in South America, so much insisted upon in the

first volume : and, whatever discrepancies of opinion may still exist

among geologists, in reference to various questions—such as, the true

origin of elevation-craters—the mode of action by which sedimentary
deposits have been altered and crystallized,—the cause of metallic

veins—and other obscure problems still remaining to be solved

;

all inquirers agree in this fundamental opinion, that the earth's surface

has been mainly brought into its present condition by numerous
changes of relative level between the land and the sea : we must
therefore cordially thank Mr. Lyell for his energetic attempt to

elucidate the modes of action by which, in the ordinary course of
nature, such revolutions may have been effected.

The last of the English works on geology, which I am called upon
to notice, proceeds from an eminent writer, who greatly distin-

guished himself by his scientific contributions to this Society during
its earlier years. I allude to a System of Geology recently pub-
lished by Dr. Macculloch. Instructed as we have all been by the

writings of this author, particularly by those which elucidate the

origin of the crystallized, igneous, and altered rocks, we have ever

been ready to acknowledge the full sense of our obligations to him.

Not content, however, with that share of fame to which his ex-
ertions justly entitle him, Dr. Macculloch has now put forth a system,
written, as he states, in 1821 ; adding, " that he has waited ten

years in the hope that some better man would stand forward to re-

present geological science as it is ; but he grieves to say, that during
that long period geology has scarcely received a valuable addition,

and not a single fundamental one."

This is an aspersion so groundless, that I should be unworthy of

the Chair with which your kindness has honoured me, were I not to

repel it. Gentlemen, if you wish to study geological science " as it

is," in the writings of your own countrymen, you will naturally

consult the works of Lyell and of De la Beche. But for a knowledge
of what " it was," I may request you to peruse these volumes of

Dr. Macculloch : for in truth they are chiefly made up of views pre-

viously expressed by himself, with the exception of certain passages.

I will not now fatigue you with quoting, the sense and bearing of
which are, however, at direct variance with the author's published

opinions in 1821, although they are transcripts of the opinions of

other observers recorded in your Transactions within the last five

years. This work, in short, is so far from being a new system, that

il can hardly be said to enter into the boundless field now opened
N. S. Vol. 1 1. No. 65. May 1832. 3 C to
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to modern geologists—the evidence derived from organic remains,

the very key-stone of our fabric, being either slightly touched upon,

or its value derided. It is, however, a matter of notoriety among
working geologists, that even within tlie limited field of this

author's personal observation, a specific acquaintance with such re-

mains has alone been the means, and this within the last five years,

of fixing the ages of the secondary deposits in the Hebrides and
around the shores of the Highlands of Scotland. Had Dr. Macculloch

read the Geological Transactions, published within the anathema-
tized period, he must have been made conscious of the truth of

this statement.

It is indeed by the help of zoological distinctions that modern
geology has been carried onwards far beyond the original scope of

certain earlier observers, who now seem to feel regret that they can

no longer confine vt witliin tiiose mineralogical barriers with which

they had endeavoured to surround it. 1 shall not, however, longer

occupy your time with detailed criticisms of the parts of this system
;

though I must be permitted to advert to two sentences. The first

of these is a pointed sarcasm, describing as a person " preferring

ancient ignorance to modern truth," that accomplished philosopher,

the author of the Geology of England and Wales, whose election as

a Corresponding Member of the Institute of France has been hailed

with gratitude by every English geologist. Yet it is to this very work
of the author so stigmatized, that Dr. Macculloch himself actually

refers his readers for zoological information*,—a reference the more
remarkable, inasmuch as the authority so cited was produced within

that time which Dr. Macculloch characterizes as the period of

darkness.—The otlier sentence is to be found in the title-page, which

declares, that this system is followed by an " Explanation of the

connexion of a theory of the earth with the sacred records." In the

face of this assertion, the work itself goes distinctly to prove the

entire f/i.vconnexion of our science with the inspired writings,—

a

point, however, on which the author can claim no originality ; as

the same doctrine was several years ago dwelt upon most energeti-

cally by the Rev. Dr. Fleming, who has been followed by other

writers, and by no one more eloquently or more conscientiously,

than by our President on the occasion of the last Anniversary.

Finally, if there be any geological student who should have been

led away by the assertions contained in the preface to this "System,"

let him reflect, that our present line of research has received the ap-

proving stamp of a Wollaston ; and tliat still more recently, we have

been urged onwards by the cheering encomium of a Ilerschel, who in

his Discourse on Natural I'hilosophy has told us " that in the magni-

tude and sublimity of the objects of which it treats, geology ranks

next to astronomy, and that at length it is brought effectually within

the list of the inductive sciences."

I would now call your attention to the establishment of nu-

merous Provincial Scientific Institutions, for further proofs of that

general and increasing taste for natural knowledge, which is sprcad-

Vol. ii. p. 243.

ing
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ing so fast througliout this kingdom *. 1 vvill not attempt to mention

the proceedings of all these bodies, but will confine my remarks to

such of them as have more particuhirly originated in the efforts of geo-

logists, miners, and fossil collectors.

The Royal Geological Society of Cornwall is to be revered as the

precursor of all these provincial institutions ; and the value of its

Transactions must have been fully appreciated by many whom 1 now
address.

The Philosophical Society of York may be said to owe its origin to

the ardent and enlightened views of its first President, the Rev. W.
V^ernon Harcourt, who succeeded so far in rousing the public spirit

of that opulent county, that an elegant building has arisen, which

is now stored with specimens of natural history and geology,

rendered highly instructive by the skill and good arrangement of the

Secretary, Mr. Phillips.—A perusal of the annual discourses of Mr-

Vernon Harcourt, will enable you to judge of the many advantages

which have flowed from this Institution. To the same individual,

philosophy has now to record a deeper obligation, for his unremit-

ting exertions in modelling and giving permanency of character to

that national Institution "The British Association for the Advance-

ment of Science," the first meeting of which was held at the Museum
at York in September lastf.

The Institutions of York and Whitby have been imitated by the

establishment of others at Leeds, Hull, Halifax, &c. ; and at Scar-

borough, where the oolitic series is so admirably and clearly exposed

upon the coast, the scientific traveller will now find a new and ap-

propriate building, filled with all the local fossils, stratigraphically ar-

ranged upon a plan of Mr. W. Smith, by an intelligent curator, Mr.

Williamson. The Scarborough coast merits to be specially visited by

those geologists, who have had the advantage of studying the oolitic

series only on our southern shores, where it puts on a type of so

very different a mineralogical character. All zoological analogies can

now, how-ever, be promptly and clearly established by a comparison

of the contents of the museums of Scarborough and Whitby with

that of Bath, which owes its value to the arrangement and zeal of

Mr. Lonsdale 5 and with that of Bristol, which has been rendered

* Since this address was written I have been delighted to learn, that a

Geological Society has arisen at Dublin ; and the science cannot but

derive most important benefits from the efforts of some of those en-

lightened men whose names are already enrolled in it.

t It is to another Fellow of the Geological Society, Dr. (now Sir David)

Brewster, we are indebted for the first suggestion of this admirable mode
of concentrating the scientific power of the United Kingdom. (See

Mr. Harcourl's discourse in the first report of the British Association.)

—

Geologists will recur with pleasure to the Meeting atYork , because in bring-

ing the working men of science into communication with individuals ot

rank and property, it was the means, through the exertions of that ac-

complished nobleman, Lord Morpeth, of inducing His Majesty's Govern-

ment to grant a well-merited pension to our distinguished fellow-labourer,

Mr. W. Smith,

3 C 2 truly
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truly important by the penetrating skill and incomparable collec-

tions of Mr. Miller, whose loss we all so much deplore.

The limits of this address ])revent my enlarging upon the fossil

wealth of many of these Institutions ; and 1 have, therefore, con-

fined myself to the mention of those with which I am personally

acquainted. This scientific emulation is indeed now spread from one

end of Great Britain to the other ; Inverness, the chief town of the

Highlands of Scotland, having been for some years the seat of the
" Northern Institution of Science," which includes in the number
of its contributing members the names of Sir George Mackenzie

and Sir Thomas Lauder Dick*.

"The Natural History Society of Northumberland, Durham, and

Newcastle-on-Tyne," though of so modern a date, has, within the

brief space of one year, promulgated a mass of useful and practical

mineral knowledge, in a quarto volume of Transactions. This work

contains eighteen communications connected with geological in-

quiry: the greater number of these are explanatory of the structure

of Northumberland and Durham, districts which, however great their

national importance, have been till now very imperfectly known in

their geological details. The accumulated data of the working men
of science in the northern coal-fields were so numerous, that they

called for some special organ of communication with the public
;

and having found one, we are now presented with a surprising mass

of underground knowledge, illustrated by sectional drawings and ad-

measurements of great accuracy and beauty. I can here do little

more than enumerate the valuable memoirs comprised in this volume.

Several are from the pen of that eminent colliery viewer, Mr. Buddie
;

among which, the synopsis and sections of the Newcastle coal-field,

are invaluable mining and statistical documents. His sketch of the

undulatory course of a basaltic dyke may serve to explain many pre-

vious difficulties, occasioned by the anomalous appearances of this

class of rocks ; and his account of the explosion in Jarrow Colliery

is of paramount interest to the miner and the philanthropist. Two
sections, witli full explanatory details by Mr. Nicholas Wood, exhibit

the succession of strata along the eastern coast of Northumberland,

from the Tyne to the Tweed ; and from the sea at Tynemouth to the

new red sandstone plain of Carlisle. Messrs. Witham and Winch,

in two separate papers, have completely proved the red sandstone

of the Tweed to be a subordinate and inferior member of the car-

boniferous limestone, and not the new red sandstone, to which,

from mineral characters, it had formerly been assigned. Mr. Hut-

ton has made an important addition to the former discoveries of Pro-

fessor Sedgwick, and has traced a great and continuous extension

of the white and red sandstone, or todtliegende, beneath the mag-

nesian limestone, and overlying the coal strata. The volume con-

* The Northern Institution of Science, &c., owes no sniai! share of its

success to the zeal of its able Secretary Mr. J. Anderson, whose know-
ledge of the structure of the eastern Highlands has proved sy advan-

tageous to every geologist who has visited that country.

tains
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tains two memoirs by Messrs. Nicholas Wood and Witham, illus-

trative of fossil vegetables. Mr. W. C. Trevelyan and Messrs. F.

and M. Forster have contributed interesting notices of trap-dykes,

and of their effects when in contact with limestone, sandstone, and
coal : Mr. Williamson Peile, a description of a group of dvkes in

the Whitehaven Colliery. The Lothian coal-field in Scotland is

sketched by Mr. W. Dunn, who also gives an account of a colliery

explosion : and Mr. Francis Forster, a colliery viewer of Northum-
berland, has communicated a memoir on the South Welsh coal-basin,

which contains much practical information, and evinces considerable

knowledge in chemistry and mineralogy. I would here, however,

remark that this district has for many years been under the exami-
nation of Mr. Conybeare, some of whose views of the relations of

that most remarkable basin have already been recorded in the Par*

liamentary Report of 1830 upon the coal trade*.

During a late visit to this district, I found with much pleasure, that

our Vice-President had already nearly perfected an extensive geolo-

gical map, and had ascertained the existence of a most important
anticlinal line, which had been overlooked by Martin and older ob-

servers, and of which Mr. Forster, whose personal examination has

been confined to the region west of Swansea, seems to have been
ignorant. 1 hope that another Anniversary will not pass away before

the appearance of the long expected memoir of Mr. Conybeare.
Notwithstanding the magnitude of the project, the Natural History

Society of Newcastle-upon-Tyne, supported by the proprietors of

the adjoining counties, has resolved to undertake the completion of a
geological and mineral map of Northumberland, Cumberland, and
Durham, with a part of Westmoreland, on which are to be desig-

nated all the mines worked out, and the probable range of coal and
other minerals yet unexplored.

A similar praiseworthy spirit had previously actuated the proprietors

of the county of Mayo in Ireland, who, by a happv choice, employed
Mr. Bald to prepare an original map of their county, on the scale of
two inches to a mile ; and to trace upon accompanying sections the

whole of its ascertained mineral structure—a task which has now been
accomplished by that most able surveyor in a style of so great beauty
and accuracy, that I have no hesitation in pronouncing it to be unique
in this department of art. A deep conviction of the value of such
surveys, could alone have stimulated individuals to engage in such
arduous undertakings : and their accomplishment affords a tri-

umphant answer to those who, in their ignorance, have scoffed at

geology as a science of no practical application.

Having touched upon the subject of maps, I am sure that I express
the feelings of every geologist, in saying, that we have derived the

greatest aid from many of the gentlemen employed in the Ordnance
Survey. The necessary and intimate connexion between their voca-
tion and our own, is too apparent to require any comment ; but in

proof of it, I may cite one of my predecessors. Dr. Fitton, as having

* See Mr. Couybeare's letter on this subject, in our Number for Febru-
ary.

—

Edit.

been
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been einincntly successful in his exertions for the promotion of

geological inquiry, through the means of the Ordnance surveyors.

Even whilst I am penning this address, (Colonel Colby and Captain

Itobe, as if to sanction these statements, have deposited in our ar-

chives the new sheets of Herefordshire, the border of Wales, and part

of Shropshire, correctly and geologically coloured bv Messrs. Wright
and Maclauchlan, two gentlemen of the Trigonometrical Survey. For

a long time this Society had been regularly supplied with each pub-

lished sheet of the Ordnance map. Anxious for the restoration of so

useful a gift, which had been discontinued, 1 made application to the

Master-General and Board of Ordnance, and rejoice in now an-

nouncing to the Society, that they have complied with this request,

in a manner the most prompt and liberal.

From the continent we have just received a map of Tenerifi'e,

which completes the labours in that isle of the great and disinterested

geologist. Von Buch. I commend it to your admiration for its beau-

tiful execution, and for its singular value as an accurate delineation

of an ancient volcano*.

The works relating to our science, which have issued from the

French press during the past year, are numerous and important; at

the same time they are of so easy access, that 1 shall, on this occasion,

simply advert to a few of those which appear to be more connected

with inquiries, in which English geologists have been recently oc-

cupied.

The vast importance of comparative lists of fossil shells, on which

I dwelt when speaking of the " Principles of Geology," has been

])laced in a new and striking light by that profound conchologist

M. Deshaycs, for a full comprehension of whose tables I refer you to

the report of the Academy of Sciences f ; and I have no hesitation in

declaring, that since the appearance of the fossil osteology of Baron

Cuvier, no work has ])laced in so strong a light the mutual and in-

separable connexion whicli must ever exist between the ))rogress of

zoology and the science which we are associated to cultivate. I trust

that the example of M. Deshayes will stimulate naturalists of other

countries to prosecute the study of organic remains with the same

attention to minute details, united with an enlightened and philo-

sophical regard to the general views of geology.

The theory of that eminent geologist, M. Elie de Beaumont, which,

at our last Anniversary, was so fully and clearly expounded by my
predecessor, although supported by some distinguished names, has

since been warmly contested by M. Boue and otlier able writers;

who, in denying to the author the merit of having been the first to

point out that different formations and masses of land have been ele-

vated at distant and separate periods, reject that i)art of his system

• To another distinguished Prussian geoloj^ist, the Baron A. Humboldt,

we arc indel)te(l for a new map of the (.'ordillcras of the Andes, d'cnnany

seems to l»e annually giving birth to many departmental geological maps;

whilst the Empire of Russia has, I am informed, produceil no lc>s than

sixteen such works w itliin a very short period.

t Ann. dcs Sc'uiurs, loni. xxiv. p. 1 7<j.

which
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which asserts the synchronous elevation of distant mountain chains,

parallel to each other.

As the latter part of this subject will, I doubt not, still undergo

ample discussion, both on the continent and in England, we must

wait for the development of numerous facts before we can be

warranted in arriving at general conclusions ; and I need scarcely

urge all our working brethren, to try the adequacyofM.de Beaumonfs
ingenious theory by an appeal to nature in our own country.

The new work of M. de Humboldt (" Fragmens Asiatiques") pre-

sents us with some striking phaenomena.

This illustrious traveller, not content with having been the first to

clear away the mists which obscured our knowledge of the physi-

cal structure of the great continent of South America, has, with all

the energy of his character, embarked in the attempt to throw light

upon the unexplored regions of the continent of Asia; and we
have now before us the outline of his own observations and inquiries,

together with those of MM. Rose and ?]hrenberg, made during a

journey to the Tartarian frontiers of China, under the auspices of the

Government of Russia.

Of the four great mountain chains which traverse Asia from west

to east, one of them, the Thian Chan, is said to be marked by a

line of active volcanos, the chief of wtiich is situated at a distance

of from three hundred to four hundred leagues from any sea. This

])haenomenon is in strict accordance with the recent observations of

M. Riippel, in the interior of Africa, and M. de Humboldt infers

from it, that the received doctrine of the sea being nece.^sarily a

proximate agent in the causation of volcanic outbursts, is errone-

ous ; and he conceives that the greater frequency of active volcanos

along maritime tracts, depends on the less thickness and conse-

quently greater weakness of the earth's crust upon such lines of

coast, than in those parts where massive continents have been
raised ; and that when they occur in the centre of continents, as in

central Asia, the molten and gaseous matters find vent through

deep rents and fissures.— I need scarcely remind you that the same
view had previously been entertained by Mr. Poulett Scrope.

M. de Humboldt believes that the four great chains of Asiatic

mountains are parallel to each other 5 and that this circumstance

tends powerfully to confirm the theory of M. Elie de Beaumont.
As, however, the personal observations of the author have not ex-

tended beyond the Altai, we are as yet wholly unprovided with

evidence, whereon the synchronism of the elevations of these moun-
tains, so distant from each other, can be established ; for should their

parallelism be confirmed by subsequent observations, geologists are

still compelled to pause in drawing conclusions as to their contem-
poraneity of elevation, until the precise nature of the sedimentary
deposits on the flanks of each chain, and the manner in which these

sediments have been affected, shall have been clearly ascertained.

The existence of a vast depression on the earth's surface, extend-

ing beyond the Caspian and the Oural, which had been partially

noticed by Englehardt and old travellers, and recently, as re-

spects
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spects the former, by Colonel Monteith*, is now fully explained and
much extended by tne publication of M. de Humboldt f, who
states that he has already ascertained it to extend over at least

18,000 square leagues, reaching to Saratof, Orenburg, and the

low regions of the Oxus and Jaxartes, This great basin, the

lowest level of which is about three hundred feet below the Medi-
terranean, is filled with tertiary deposits ; and, according to the

speculations of M. de Humboldt, is supposed to have been formed by
a subsidence, accompanying the elevation of the great table-land of

Teheran, whilst the Oural mountains, which traverse the depression

from north to south are referred to a more ancient period.

By consulting these volumes you will find valuable information

not only respecting the frigid climate of central Asia, as determined

by the great mass of land and other geological causes ; but you will

learn that the metallic veins in the Oural occur only on its eastern

flank, and that remains of large extinct mammalia have recently

been found on the very summits of the chain.

Another part of Asia has lately been explored. The Russian Go-
vernment, with its chrracteristic enterprise, being desirous of ac-

quiring accurate information respecting the structure, natural

history and heights of the Caucasus, sent thither in the summer of

1829, under a strong escort commanded by General Emanuel, u

party of men of science, the chief of whom, M. Kupfter, has given

in his report to the Academy of Sciences of St. Petersburg.

From the geographical and geological chapters of this interesting

report, we learn, that the low hills which rise above the steppes of

the Black Sea and Sea of Azof, are composed of limestone filled with

littoral shells, the collections of which made by M. Pander, on this

and on a former occasion, must prove of great geological importance.

On ascending from the steppes towards the Caucasus, grits and older

limestones with Ammonites occupy an undulating country, diversi-

fied by several peaks of trachyte, the principal of which, the Bechtav,

or Five Mountains, is stated to be -4,000 feet above the sea. The

outer zone of the Caucasus is described as being a rugged and lofty

plateau, from 8,000 to 9,000 feet above the sea, tlie strata of which

present tabular summits, chiefly composed of calcareous grit and

conglomerates nearly horizontal, or rising at only a gentle angle

towards the central ridge. This table-land is fissured by deep, trans-

verse rents, in which the rivers flow ; and one of the lowest forma-

tions is a limestone, which the author compares with the cal-

caire it grijphitcs. These secondary strata are separated from the

central mountains by a band of transition and old slaty rocks, which

have been dislocated by the contact of certain green-stones and

basalts. The loftiest part of the central chain, culminating in the

• In a memoir lately read before the Geographical Society, and about

to he published by that body.

t 'i"he Academy of St. Petersburg, at the instigation of M. de Hum-
boUlt, is now engaged in directing snrveys and barometrical "soundings,"

as they are emphatically styled, by which the precise extent, depths,

and true shore of this dry Caspian will be accurately defuicd.

double
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5

double peak of Mount Elbruz at the height of 15,400 French feet

above the Black Sea, is entirely of igneous origin, being principally-

composed of a dark-coloured, porphyritic trachyte*. The volcanic

rocks of this region are shown to be of considerable antiquity, because
the secondary deposits rest upon them in undisturbed positions, the

transition formations having alone been dislocated.

Of the memoirs read before the Geological Society of France, you
will find a clear account in the annual reports of its Secretary, Dr.
Boue ;—those of Count Miinster and M. Deshayes on Organic Re-
mains, of Dufrenoy upon the Pyrenees, of Botta upon Mount Lebanon,
and of De Boblaye upon Greece, are specially entitled to your at-

tention. The last mentioned of these works might be cited as cor-

roborating an opinion entertained by Professor Sedgwick and myself,

—that in parts of Eastern Europe, there exists a series of beds inter-

mediate between the chalk and those deposits, to which the name
of tertiary has been commonly assigned. M. de Boblaye, after de-

scribing the various primary and secondary rocks of which the Morea
is composed, points out the existence of coarse conglomerates and
clays, posterior to the green-sand and chalk, and elevated to heights

varying from 2,400 to 4,500 feet above the sea, and he regards them
as occupying the oldest stage of the tertiary series. These deposits,

so little known in the West of Europe, seem to occupy the same
geological horizon as the formations of Gosau ; whilst the other

groups of true tertiary deposits, which succeed at lower levels on the

flanks of the Eastern Alps, have also their analogues in corresponding
younger deposits on the shores of the Morea.

It must indeed be gratifying to all whom I now address, to note
the rapid progress of this infant society of the metropolis of France,

founded as it has been upon the model of our own ; and you will

hear with increased satisfaction, that its zealous and indefatigable

Secretary, Dr. Boue, to whom so much of its success is due, has

announced the early publication of a first volume of their Trans-
actions

-f".

Having glanced at the strides vv'hich geology has made on the con-
tinent of Europe, 1 would say a few words on the increasing taste for

the science, which has lately appeared in the United States of Ame-
rica. You have long gathered instruction from the periodical work
of Professor Silliman, whom we have to thank for many valuable me-
moirs, particularly on the mineralogical structure of his country :

but within the past year one of our own body, a man possessed of

great energy of mind, has been endeavouring, by lectures given in

* According to M. de Humboldt this rock is undistinguishable from
that of Pinchincha, in the Cordillera of tlie Andes.

"f This volume will contain the Memoirs ot Von Liil, on Gallicia;

Botta, on Mount Lebanon ; Bertrand Geslin, on Val d'Arno ; Pareto,

on the Sub-Apennine Mills; Steininger, on the Transition Fossils of the
Eifel ; and De Grateloiip, on the Tertiary Fossils of Dax. The meeting
of French Geologists, which took place last summer at Beauvais, has af-

forded fresh proof of the zeal which actuates our neighbours, and particu-

larly that excellent observer M, Graves of Beauvais.

N. S. Vol. 1 1 . No, 65. May 1832. 3 D Philadelphia,
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Philadelphiii, to rouse the educated classes of the southern states

to a sense of the importance of modern geology. Having suc-
ceeded in creating a love for the subject, Mr. Featherstonhaugh has
followed up his first labours by the publication of a new monthly
work *, the leading object of which is to propagate the principles of

modern geology. A few numbers only of this useful work have yet

appeared, and I refer you to their contents for several spirited de-

scriptions of parts of the United States, and their peculiar organic
remains; whilst I earnestly hope that this effort of an unassisted

Fellow of our Society, who is labouring to implant in that great

country of our kinsmen the principles and nomenclature of the

science, as adopted in England, will meet with general encourage-
ment.

Lastly, I have the pleasure to inform you that a new Part of our
Transactions will shortly be laid upon the table ; and I trust this

publication, from the quantity of new and important matter which it

contains, will support the reputation to which the Transactions of

the Geological Society have so justly attained f.
These volumes must ever be valuable as the true records of our

scientific progress. But great as may have been the acquirements of

their authors, few indeed are the memoirs which have been com-
pleted without the aid of other distinguished Fellows of the Society?

who, each in the branch of natural knovvledge for which he stands

pre-eminent, comes to the assistance of his wandering associate, and
enables him to clothe his memoir in an appropriate dress. For where
is the working geologist who, unassisted, can unravel the delicate

and obscure complications of fossil organic structure? Do his fossil

shells require to be identified,—has he not the assistance of a Sowerby?

and if these types of former states of nature call for a comparison

with modern species,— is not a Broderip ever prompt in affording him

the results of experienced discernment, and in unfolding the riches

of his unrivalled cabinets ? If he meet with difficulties in the deter-

mination of mammalia,—are not a Mantell and a Clift at hand to

explain their relations and define their characters? Or if bewildered

in the obscurity of fossil vegetation,—is he not assisted by a Lindley ?

Have not, in fine, a Turner, a Prout, a Faraday, and a Herschel,

been willing instruments in enabling him to explain those laws of

chemical change, without which the recondite parts of the science

might have remained in utter darkness ?

Surely every contributor to our Transactions will acknowledge with

• The Montlily American Journal of Geolojiy and Natural Srieiiccy

—

Philadelpliia.— (A notice of this work will be found in the Phil. Mag. and

Annals, N.S. vol.x. p.."$15.

—

Edit.)

tThis Part contains the following Memoirs :

cnsdale on the Oditic District of Hath.

Miirchison on the Fossil Fox foinul near GCningen, and the Deposit in

wliicli it was imbedded.

Mantell, Ostcological Description of the Fox.

Herschel on the Astronomical Causes which influence Cieological

Phenomena.
Scd'^vvick and Muichiion on the Eastern Alps.

gratitude
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gratitude the aid he may have received from several of our most

gifted members, who, unambitious of personal fame, have been

contented with the delightful consciousness of being sure, though

silent instruments, in urging on the advance of truth ;—and were I to

single out one individual specially characterized by this high quality,

I should name your first President, Mr. Greenough, who by the de-

votion of the best years of his life to our science, and by an unbounded

liberality in throwing open to every student the vast accumulations of

his knowledge in geological geography, has produced results of which

no one can form an estimate who is not acquainted with the interior

workings of our Society from its earliest beginnings. It is this kindly

principle of co-operation, the true latent heat of the Geological So-

ciety, so ready to manifest itself on every occasion fitted to call it

forth, which, warming and vivifying our endeavours, gives us our

consistency and our strength, and enabling us to grapple with our

hundred-headed science, constitutes the main -spring of our pros-

perity.

Permit me, Gentlemen, in concluding this address, to offer you my
heartfelt wishes for the continuance of your triumphant career, and

to assure you that I consider myself truly ennobled in having been

placed, for a time, at the head of a brotherhood united for purposes

so great, and knit together by such lofty and enduring sympathies.

LINN^AN SOCIETY.
March 20.—Description of a new species of Parrot from New Hol-

land ; by Mr. Lionel Dietrichsen, F.L.S.

The following are the characters of this bird, which is called Psit-

tacus purpurea, or Purple-crowned Parrakeet : front yellow, crown

purple ; neck, back, wings, and tail, green ; throat, breast, and belly,

French gray ; shoulders blue -, and a nuchal collar of pale yellow-

brown.
Descriptive Catalogue of the Composite contained in the herba-

rium of Dr. Gillies ; with some additions from other sources ; by

Mr. D. Don, Libr. L.S.

This paper (the author observes) may be considered as supple-

mentary to, rather than in continuation of, his former communica-

tion on the CompositcB, which has already appeared in the Society's

Transactions, vol. xvi. and which was noticed in the Phil. Mag. and

Annals, N.S. vol. v. p. 384. It is designed to include some further addi-

tions to the two families contained in that memoir, name]y,Cic/!orocecE

and LahiatifiorcE. To the latter family there is given in the present

paper a very considerable accession of new species, for the greater part

of which the author is indebted to his friend Dr. Gillies. These were

principally collected by that zealous naturalist on both flanks of the

Chilian Andes, between the parallels of 32° and 35° south, and west

longitude 34° and 72°
5 and they comprise some of the most singular

and striking forms in this family. Some interesting species derived

from other sources, but particularly from the extensive Chilian col-

lections of Mr. H. Cuming, (some of whose interesting additions to the

sister science will be noticed in our report of the proceedings of the

3 D 2 Zoological
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Zoological Society, in future Numbers,) are also added. To the

Cichoraceee, of which the number is very limited in the South Ame-
rican Flora, five new species, two of them constituting the types

of new genera, are described in the present paper. The Conipositce

in the new continent, it is remarked, arc nearly double the number
of those in the old. The Vernoniecv, Jacobece, and Lahiati/lora, ap-

pear to be the most extensive families in the South American, and

the Asteresp, Euputorece, and llelianthea; in the North American

Flora. Further observations on the geographical distribution of the

Composi/rt?, and an alteration in the description of the Class contained

in the former communication of the author, conclude the introduc-

tory portion of this paper. Of the Descriptive Catalogue itself the

following is an abstract

:

Fam. I. ClCHORACEiE. Linn. Trans. IG. p. 173.

Dendroseris.

Receptacidum nudum. Pappl radlis triplici ordine subsetaceis,

scabris, caducis. Involucrum polyphyllum, imbricatum ; J'oliolis

intimis elongatis, radiatis.

1. D. macrophylla.

MiCKOSERlS.

Receptacidum nudum. Pappi radiis simplici ordine paleaceis, arista-

tis, persistentibus. Involucrum simplex, basi bracteolatum.

1. M.. pygmcea.
Oreophila. /. c. 16. p. 178.

1. O. taraxaco'ides, foliis radicalibus runcinatis, involucri squamis

interioribus acuminatis, caule unifloro.

2. O. picroides, hispida ; foliis runcinatis, involucri squamis omnibus

ligulatis obtusis, caule ramoso.

3. O. apargioides, glabriuscula ; foliis radicalibus runcinatis, invo-

lucre tomentoso, paleis aristatis, caule subsimplici.

Fam. II. LABIATI FLORAE. Linn. Trans. 16. j). 184.

Trixis. I. c. 16.
J).

186.

1. T. papulosa, glanduloso-pubescens; foliis sessilibus lanceolatis

inucronatis integerrimis, floribusbracteatis, involucri squamis lan-

ceolatis acuminatis.

—

Ilerh. Gdlies.

2. T. discolor, foliis lanceolatis acuminatis denticulatis subtus niveo-

tomcntosis, floribus corymboso-paniculatis, involucri squamis li-

neari-lanceolatis acuminatis.— Herb. Gillies.

Clarioni.a. /. c. p. SO-t.

1. C. /)i/(/t'rrt, subacaulis ; foliis subpinnatis glabris : sogmentis de-

cussatis cUipticis bilobis aristatis, involucri squamis lanceolatis

aristatis marginc scariosis.

—

Herb. (Jillies.

2. Ccarthamoides, foliis radicalibus bipinnatilidis crispatis niargine

spinulosis, invokuris foliaceis inibricatis, caule unilloro.

—

Herb.

Gillies.

3. C. pungens, foliis indivisis; radicalibus petiolatis spathulatis

;

caulinis
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caulinis amplexicaulibus involucri foliolisque deiitato-spinulosis,

caule paucifloro.

Leuceria. /. c. p. 212. Lasiorhiza. Lag. ChabrjEA. DeC.

* Involucri squamis multiplici serie imbricatis ; intimis intra-margi-

nalibus scariosls, paleas mentient'ibus . Propriae,

1. L. rM«cm«/a, glanclulosa; foliis luncinatis subtus lanatis, involucri

squamis lanceolatis acuniinatis, caule paniculate.

—

Herb. Gillies.

2. L. congesta, foliis pinnatifidis subtiis lanatis basi decurrentibus,

capitulis glomeratis, involucri squamis lanceolatis acuminatis.

—

Herb. Gillies.

** Involucri squamis duplici ordine dispositis, subcsqualihus, Cassiopea.

3. L. hieracioides, niveo-lanuginosa ; foliis petiolatis acuminatis in-

ciso-dentatis integerrimisve ; supremis amplexicaulibus, corymbo
paucifloro.

—

Herb. Gillies.

*** Involucrum duplici ordine polyphyllum, suheequale. Herhce
jjerennes, caulibiis unijloris. Lasiorhiza.

4. L. candidissima, niveo-lanata ; foliis inciso-pinnatifidis : segmentis

ovato-oblongis acutis integerrimis, caule nudiusculo unifloro.

—

Herb. Gillies.

5. L. scrobiculata, virens ; foliis profunde pinnatifidis : segmentis tri-

lobis decussato-imbricatis, caule subnudo unifloro.

—

Herb. Gillies.

**** Involucri squamis duplici ordine dispositis, subcequalibus ; pajipi

radiis duplici serie digestis copiosissimis subsimplicibus. Aplomeria.

6. L. echioides, virens, aspera ; foliis lineari-lanceolatis dentatis,

acheniis muricatis, pappo scabro.

—

Herb. Gillies.

7. L. conyzoides, glabriuscula ; foliis amplexicaulibus oblongis den-

tatis, involucri squamis obtusis, pappo scabro.

—

Herb. Gillies.

DoLicHLAsiuM. Lag. et DeC.

Flosculi uniformes. Achenia fusiformia. Pappus persistens : radiis

subplumosis, duplici ordine copiosissimis. Involucrum imbricatum.

1. D. Lagascce.—Herb. Gillies.

SpHjErocephalus. Lag. et DeC.

Caloptilium. Lag. Amen. i. p. 34.

Receptacidum nixdum. Flosculi 5. Pappus plumosus, multiradiatus.

Involucrum 8-—10-phyllum.

1. S. Lagascce, foliis cuneatis limbo spinuloso-serratis costatis revo-

lutis, fasciculo subroturido, involucri foliolis intimis tridentatis.—

Herb. Gillies.

Nassauvia. Commers. Triptilion. Ruiz, et Pavon.

Flosculi 3 V. 5. Pappi radiis paleaceis definitis. Involucrum 5— 15-

phyllum, squarrosum.

* Receptaculo nudo, acheniis glabris, pappi radiis 5 v. & apice tenu-

issimi serrulatis. Herb(Efuliisimbricatis,Jloribusspicatis. Propriae.

1. N. suaveolens, virens; foliis lanceolatis acuminato-spinosis inciso-

serratis : costia subimmersis, spica subrotunda foliosa.

2. N^
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2. N. pinnigera, hirsutissima ; foliis lanceolatis reflexis : costis pla-

nis subdistantibus, spic^ oblonga.

—

Herb. Gillies.

3. N. revoluta, pubescens ; foliis ovatis revolutis : costis rotundis

contiguis, spica subrotunda.

—

Herb. Gillies.

** Receptaculo 7iudiusculo, acheniis villosis, pappi radiis 3 v. 5 apice

ciliatis. Plantce suffruticosce, foliis subulatis spinosis
, Jloribus sub-

soUiariis.

4. N. axillaris, foliis primariis subulatis trigonis spinoso-mucronatis

basi cucullato-vaginatis ; secundariis fasciculatis recurvatis, capi-

tulis subternis.

5. N. slomcrulosa.

*** Receptaculo villoso, acheniis glabris, pappi radiis 3 penicillatis

V. ciliatis. HerbcefoUis sparsis, Jloribus corymbosis. Triptilion.

6. N. spnnosa.

7. N. diffusa.

8. N. cordifoUa.

9. N. capillata, foliis lanceolatis serratis aristatis, floribus subternis,

bracteis subplumosis, pappi radiis penicillatis.

Panargyrum.

Receptaculiim nudum. Flosculi 5. Pappus paleaceo-setaceus, multi-

radiatus. Involucrum polyphyllum.

* Pappi radiis duplici ordine copiosissimis perststentibus denticulate-

ciliatis,

1. P. glomeratum, foliis lanceolatis dentatis subimbricatis, capitulis

conglomeratis.-

—

Herb. Gillies.

2. P. unijlorum, foliis pinnatifidis, capitulis solitariis.

—

Herb. Gillies.

** Pappi radiis simplici ordine digestis, deciduis. Piptostemma.

3. P. spinosum, tomentosura ; foliis lanceolatis elongato-ucuminatis

dentato-spinosis, capitulis subspicatis, pappi radiis pubescentibus.

—Herb. Gillies.

JuNGiA. I. c. 16. p. 224.

1. J. axillaris, foliis cordatis acute lobato-dentatis pubescentibus,

panicula foliosa, floribus radiatis, acheniis fusiformibus.

PoLYACHYRUS. /. C. 16. p. 229.

1. P. awrtiMs, glabriusculus; foliis runcinato-pinnatifidis basi auri-

culato-dilatatis membranaceis, flosculis suba?qualihus.

2. P. multifdus, niveo-tonientosus ; foliis bipinnatifidis subtus to-

mentosis : lobis obtusissimis margino revolutis.

Ch.ktanthera. Ruiz et Pavon.

Involucrum multiplici ordine polypliylluni, imbricatum ; squamis in-

timis scarioso-menibranaceis, simplicibus, apice coloralis. Pappus

pilosus, deciduus.

* Iiwolacri squamis cxlcrioribus appcndicuhttis. Hcrbcs plerumquc

annucc, foliis cuncalis dcntalo-spinulosis, Jloribus plerumquc uurcis.

Proi)ria'.

1. C.
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1. C. c'lUata, involucrl appendicibus lineari-lanceolatis elongatis fo-

liisque setaceo-ciliatis, radiis involucri longitudine, caule erceto.

2. C. ramosisshna, involucri squamis subulatis tridentatis, radiis in-

volucro ter brevioribus, caule erecto.

S. C. Jlahellata, glabra ; involucri appendicibus foliisque cuneatis
subplicatis argute serratis, radiis abbreviatis, caule procumbente.

4. C. scariosa, involucri appendicibus rotundatis scariosis inteorer-

rimis, radiis elongatis, caule procumbente.
5. C. villosa, subacaulis ; involucri appendicibus foliisque lineari-

cuneatis apice 3—5-dentatis, radiis involucre subaequalibus co-
piosissimis.

—

Herb. Gillies.

6. C. eryngioides, involucri squamis exterioribus obeordatis scario-

sis : appendicibus foliisque lineari-spathulatis apice serratis, caule
simplici unifloro.

—

Herb. Gillies.

7. C. prostrata, glabra; involucri squamis oblongis coriaceis: appen-
dicibus foliisque cuneatis serratis, caule ramosissimo procumbente.—Herb. Gillies.

** Involucri squamis simplicibus adpressc imbricatis. PlantcB suf-

fruticoscs, ccBspitoscB, caulibus unijioris, foliis cuneatis dentato-spi-

nulosis,Jloribus aureis. Proselia.

8. C. serrata, foliis lineari-cuneatis apice serratis, involucri squamis
lanceolatis mucronatis, pappo subsetaceo.

9. C. tenuifoUa, foliis lineavibus canaliculatis apice serratis, caulinis

bracteolisque subulatis, pappo capillari.

—

Herb. Gillies.

10. C. argentca, involucri squamis dilatatis scariosis, foliis cuneatis

apice serratis.

BiCHENIA. /. c. \Q. p. 236.

1. B. shiuata, foliis lanceolatis sinuatis planis, ligulis C-nerviis.

—

Herb. Gillies.

2. B. Cineraria, foliis ovalibus crenatis rugosis, ligulis 6-nerviis.

—

Herb. Gillies.

Brachyclados.

Involucrum imbricatum. Pappi radiis duplici ordine copiosissimis,

capillaceis.

Frutex rigidus, ramosissimus. Folia fasciculata, Unearia, mucronu-
lata, marginc revoluta, integerrima. Flores albi.

1. B. lycioides.—Herb. Gillies.

Tylloma. I.e. \6. p. 238.

1. T. pusillum, niveo-lanatum ; foliorum lamina ovata mucronata,
involucri squamis ovato-lanceolatis acuminatis coloratis, labello

bidenticulato.

—

Herb. Gillies.

EUTHRIXIA. I. c. 16. 25- 2.57.

1. E. affinis, involucri squamis lanceolatis acuminatis, radiis labello

interiore bipartite, pappo colorato.

MuTisiA. I. c. 16. p. 259.

1. M. ulicina, foliis subulatis mucronatis glabris, involucri squama-
rum
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rum appendicibus lineari-elongatis, ligulis unilabiatis, caule erecto

rainosissimo.

Chuquiraga. /. c. 16. p, 282.

* Capitidis solitariis, sessilibus. Antlieris hasi hisetosis. Propriae.

1

.

C. oppositifolia, armata ; foliis oppositis ! lanceolatis trinerviis,

spinis rectis geminatis.

—

Herb. Gillies.

2. C. ruscifolia, inermis ; foliis ovatis aveniis glabris, receptaculo

favoso.

—

Herb. Gillies.

3. C. hystrix, foliis subulatis ramulisque subsericeis, capitulis axilla-

ribiis multifloris, receptaculo alveolato.

—

Herb. Gillies.

4. C. acicularis, foliis subulatis ramulisque hirsutis, capitulis multi-

floris, receptaculo villosissimo.

5. C. erinacea, foliis subulatis ramulisque pubescentibus, capitulis

sexfloris, receptaculo piloso.

—

Herb. Gillies.

6. C. incana, foliis subulatis rainulisque tomentosis, capitulis multi-

floris, receptaculo nudiusculo.

7. C. anomala, annua ! foliis linearibus planis spinuloso-mucronatis,

spinis fasciculatis, involucri squamis longissimis recurvatis, recep-

taculo glabro.

—

Herb. Gillies.

•* Capitulis paniculalis. Antheris basi bidentatis : appendiculd ter-

minali scepius bilobd. Erinesa.

8. C. excelsa, foliis obovatis oblongisve saepe muticis pubescentibus,

spinis solitariis.

Cyclolepis.

Stamina fauci inserta. Pappi radiis duplici ordine copiosissimis,

apice penicillatis.

Frutex ramosissivius, canescens. Folia sparsa, lincari-lanceolata,

acuminata, iiitegerrima. Flores sjxirsi, subspicati.

1. C. gcnistoides.—Herb. Gillies.

Pentapiiorus. /. c. 16. p. 296.

1. P. pyrifolius, foliis elliptico-oblongis scrrulatis venosis parce la-

nuginosis, floribus corymbosis.-

—

Herb. Gillies.

2. P. glutinonus, viscosissimus ; foliis lincari-lanceolatis acuuiinatis

intcgerrimis aveniis, floribus fasciculatis.

—

Herb. Gillies.

3. V. fascicularis, foliis lanceolatis acutis denticulatis utrinque resi-

noso-punctatis venulosis, floribus fasciculatis, floseulis iudefinitis.—Herb. Gillies.

April 3.—A paper was read, entitled, "A DeseiiiJtion of n new
species of Pinus, by Mr. David Douglas, F.L.S. ; communicated by
the Horticultural Society."

The subject of tliis paper, one of the most beautiful and interesting

species of ]'iiuis yet known, was discovered by Mr. Douglas, in the

autumn of ]S2fi, in the country southward of the river Columbiu,

in Northern (^alifornin. The specimens, and the description drawn
up on the spot, having l)een lost, together with tlie most important

part of the entire collection made at tliat time, the tree has hitherto

remained unknown to .science. The author, however, having re-

discovered
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595

discovered it, communicates the present notice of it to the Society.

This Pine is smaller than the other species inhabiting California
j

attaining the height only of from 40 to 1 20 feet, and a circumference

of from 2 to 12 leet. The largest and most handsome trees inhabit the

aqueous vegetable deposits on the western flanks of the Cordilleras

of New Albion, at a great elevation above the level of the sea. Mr.

Douglas designates it P. Sahiniana, in honour of Jos. Sabine, Esq.,

FR.S. L.S. &c. ; and he e.xpresses his hope that it will shortly be

one of the greatest ornaments in the British Sylva.

April 3.—A paper was read, entitled, " Some Remarks upon the

Llama, Alpaca, Vicuiia, and Guanaco j by Mr. W. BoUaert, formerly

Chemical Assistant in the Royal Institution 5
" communicated by

A. B. Lambert, Esq. V.P.L.S. &c.

The object of these remarks is stated to be to rectify the confusion

existing among the various writers on South America, respecting the

animals to which they relate. From personal inquiries made of the

natives and others, Mr. BoUaert infers that they are all distinct

species, a point, he observes, which may now be easily decided, as

living specimens of all are in the possession of the Zoological Society.

It would seem (he states) that there are two domestic animals,—the

Llama and the Alpaca ; and two wild ones,—the Guanaco and the

Vicuiia. He next gives a general account of each, especially with

regard to its use as a beast of burden, &c., and to the wool it affords.

Among other particulars contained in this paper, we are informed

that the Guanaco furnishes bezoars, consisting chiefly of the am-
monio-magnesian phosphate ; and that a small quantity of the wool

of the Vicuna was lately imported into this country, and brought a

good price in the market.

CHELMSFORD PHILOSOPHICAL SOCIETY.

We have received a printed Report of the proceedings of this So-

ciety for the past year, dated Feb. 23, 1832, and signed Thomas C.

Neale, Secretary. The Society, it is stated, is in its fourth year,

having been instituted on the 7th of October, 1828, and it has had

forty-one lectures on various subjects delivered before it, which will

be continued occasionally. The main object is to procure apparatus

and books, to enable the Society to repeat many of the beautiful ex-

periments which have been performed by philosophers in various parts

of Europe, and which cannot be done by persons residing in "the
country," unless they individually possess, or belong to a Society

possessing, such apparatus. The principal subjects to which the

Committee are at present directing their attention, and to which

they invite the attention of the Society, is a repetition of some of

those interesting experiments on Galvanism, which were lately ex-

hibited before the French Academy of Sciences and the Royal Society

of Medicine at Paris, with others, which have been subsequently de-

scribed in various scientific works. They are also repeating such of

Oersted's and Barlow's Experiments in Electro-magnetism as they

have the means of performing, and Sturgeon's Experiments in

'N. S. Vol. 11. No. 65. May 1832. 3 E Thermo-
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Thermo-magnetism*. From the list of lectures annexed we find that

the most extensive series has been delivered by Dr. Venablcs, chiefly

on Chemistry and the Philosophy of Botany. Among them we ob-

serve a lecture on the use of the blowpipe, its application to practical

medicine, and the mode of distinguishing different species of gravel

and calculi, and other animal concretions,—a subject which we are

aware that Dr. Venables has directed much of his attention to, having

not long since detected a case of siliceous calculus. Lectures on Phy-

siology, Astronomy, and Mechanics, have been given by Mr. King;

on Ornithology, by Mr. T. Cowland ; on Geology, by Mr. Neale;

on the History and Working of English and Foreign Mines, by the

Rev. Isaac Taylor, of Ongarj and on Pneumatics, by Mr. Fenton.

LIV. Intelligefice and Miscellaneous Articles.

MEETING OF THE BRITISH ASSOCIATION FOR THE ADVANCE-
MENT OF SCIENCE AT OXFORD, JUNE 1832.

AGENERAL meeting of the friends and cultivators of science having

been held at York in September last year, it was deemed advisable

to unite the individuals assembled into an Association, having for its

object the union and cooperation of all persons engaged in scientific

pursuits, or desirous of encouraginc: such pursuits, in different parts

of the kingdom ; and more particularly for the purpose of holding an-

nual meetings successively in the different principal towns throughout

England, at which the cultivators of science^, from remote districts

might have the opportunity of meeting, and bv the interchange of

observations and communication of ideas the diffusion of science

might be promoted, and the ardour of research stimulated and en-

couraged. The Report of the Committee, which has been printed and

circulated among the members and their friends, points out the lead-

ing objects to which it is considered desirable that the attention of the

.Association should be directed. Sub-committees have been organized

for each department ; and one principal feature of the next meeting-

will be the reading of reports on the present state and recent progress

of each branch of science by individuals who have devoted particular

attention to that department. It having been suggested at the last

year's meeting that Oxford would be an eligible place for the next, it

has accordingly been fixed upon, and a local committee there has un-

dertaken the preliminary arrangements. They have circulated among
the existing members of the Association, as well as other friends of

science, whose cooperation is hoped for, a letter, of which the follow-

ing copy is subjoined with the view of more widely disseminating its

contents :

Sir,—We beg leave to inform you, that in pursuance of a resolu-

tion of the Committee ofthe British .Association for liie Advancement of

* Mr. Sturgeon's account of his experiments in Thcrmo-magnetisni will

be found in the Phil. Mai:, and Annals, N.S., vol. x. pp. 1, IIG.

Science,
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Science, which assembled for the first time at York in September 1831,

the next meeting of that society is appointed to be held at Oxford

during the week beginning on Monday the 18th of June j and re-

quest that vou will signify as early as possible, by a letter addressed

to the Secretaries at the Museum, Oxford, whether it will be con-

venient to you to attend ; and whether you have any paper to com-
municate, specifying its length, and the subject to which it relates

;

also, that you will have the goodness to intimate the contents of this

letter to any of your scientific friends to whom we may have inadvert-

ently omitted to write.

Strangers on their arrival in Oxford will find at the Museum a per-

son appointed by the local committee, who will give them intelligence

respecting the meetings, references to lodgings, and other requisite

information.

We have the honour to remain your obedient Servants,

C. Daubenv, Professor of Chemistry, 1 <, .

B. Powell, Professor of Geometry, J
Oxford, April 16th, 1832.

NEW SUBSTANCE PROCURED FROM OPIUM. BY J. P. COUERBE.
In 1830, while superintending M. Pelletier's chemical works,

M. Couerbe, while treating opium for the separation of morphia, ob-

tained a substance which appeared to be new; and he mentioned it

to M. Robiquet in a letter. Since that period, he had not observed

this substance, and it had, as it were, escaped him ] when co-opera-

ting with M. Felletier in an analysis of opium, he again found it, and

can now always obtain it. The distinguishing characters of this body
are the following: it is perfectly white, and crystallizes in needles.

Boiling water, aether, and alcohol dissolve itj it crystallizes equally well

in all these liquids. It fuses readily, the temperature of boiling water

being sufficient. When heated in a bent tube and fused, it is per-

fectly transparent, and a higher temperature than that required for its

fusion renders it slightly yellow, distils a great part of it, and occa-

sions a slight carbonaceous deposit. Distillation does not appear to

change its nature ; for by re-dissolving in any of the above-mentioned

fluids it again crystallizes in its original form.

This substance is called by its discoverer Meconin : when burnt with

oxide of copper it yields only carbonic acid and pure vvater ; these are

properties which distinguish it essentially from narcotine and mor-

phia. It is acrid, and on this account is suspected to have some action

on the animal oeconomy.

It appears that this substance had been previously discovered by
M. Dublanc, who about four years ago read an account of it to the

Academy of Medicine. M. Couerbe having examined the product

obtained by M. Dublanc, finds that it is identical with meconin.

—

Journal de Pharmacie, Mars, 1832.

ON BROMIDE OF SILICIUM, &C. BY M. SERULLAS.
This substance is prepared very readily in the same manner as

that employed by M. Oersted for the corresponding chloride ; that is

3 E 2 to
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to say, by mixing hydrate of siiica, dried to a certain degree, with

lamp-black, powdered sugar, and a sufficient quantity of oil to form

u uniform paste, which is to be calcined in a covered crucible. The
quantity of carbon contained in the difterent mixed substances ought
to be equivalent to at least half the weight of the silica employed.

The carbonaceous residue of the calcination is introduced in small

fragments into a porcelain tube; to one end of which is adapted a

small retort containing bromine, and to the other a tube, v\hich is

put into a receiver surrounded with ice, and having at its tubulure a

long tube, terminated by a capillary opening. When the porcelain

tube is incandescent, the bromine is gradually volatilized by heat.

The bromide of silicium is in a liquid form. When the operation

is over, it is to be re-distilled, as the chloride is, after it has been
agitated with mercury in the retort in which the operation is to be

performed, to separate the excess of bromine ; the temperature is

considerably raised, and a magma is formed, which appears to con-

tain scarcely any of the liquid, though a considerable quantity is ob-

tained by distillation.

When the bromide of silicium is taken out of the receiver, it ex-

hales copious vapours, which are accompanied with a very marked
aethereal smell of bromide of carbon.

Distilled bromide of silicium is colourless, forming by exposure to

the air dense vapours : when subjected to a freezing mixture it

solidifies at about 10° Fahr., being similar in this respect to bromine ;

when shaken with a little water it decomposes that fluid readily, and

much heat is produced. It boils at about 30U° Fahr. ; its density is

greater than that of sulphuric acid, for it falls readily through the

acid, in which it is slowly decomposed ; and after some days it is en-

tirely converted into silica and bromine ; the latter resulting from the

subsequent action of the sulphuric acid upon the hvdrobromic acid.

Potassium acts vividly upon bromide of silicium when slightly

healed ; detonation results, which frequently breaks the tube in

which it takes place. I took advantage of this opportunity to com-
pare some of the properties of bromide of silicium vvith those of the

chloride ; and I found,

1st, That the boiling point of chloride of silicium, (which had not

previously been determined,) is 124° Fahr., whilst that of the bro-

mide is 302°
;

2ndly, That chloride of silicium, which sinks in water, floats in

sulphuric acid, by which it is decomposed into silica and muriatic acid
;

while the bromide is heavier than sulphuric acid ;

Srdly, That potassium undergoes no sensible change in boiling

chloride of silicium ; whereas a slight increase of temperature oc-

casions this metal to act violently on the bromide ; this appears to

depend upon llie fusing of the potassium, before the ebullition of the

bromide 3 and on the contrary, the chloride boils before tlie fusion,

and which indeed docs not occur in the latter; finally, if potassium,

which is beginning to fuse, be dropped into bromide of silicium, de-

tonation immediately occurs
;

4thly, That chloride of silicium may be cooled to zero without

becoming
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becoming solid j whereas the bromide is rendered solid at about IC^
Fahr.

The details now given on the bromide of silicium, independently of

the new facts which they disclose, naturally indicate what remains to

be done in order to complete the history of the bromides of the same
kind, and which are unknown to us.

M. Darcet, jun. has mentioned the existence of a bromide of alu-

minum, the properties of wliich nearly resemble those of chloride of

aluminum : it is, however, very probable that they differ, if it be
merely in the boilinc; point, seeing the enormous diflerence which
exists between the chloride and bromide of silicium in this respect.

Bromide of magnesium may be obtained in the same mode as the

bromide of silicium, by mixing intimately charcoal, carbonate of mag-
nesia, &c. ; but it is difficult to obtain it perfectly pure, because it is

not volatile, and requires a red heat to fuse it. It is a whitish mass
of a crystalline appearance, which powerfully attracts moisture from
the air, and dissolves in water with heat and noise.

—

Ann. dc Ciiim. ct

de Pliijs. vol.xlviii. j). S7

.

DESTRUCTION OF FRESH-WATER FISH BY THE ADMISSION OF
THE SEA INTO A LAKE.

The following particulars of the phoenomena attending the open,
ing of Lake Lothing, at Lowestoft, to the sea, when sea-borne vessels

were first received into the new harbour at that place, on the 3rd
of June last, may prove of interest in geology : they are extracted
from the East Anglian newspaper of June 7th, 1831. "Some of
the circumstances attending the junction of the salt and fresh waters,
in the first instance, are remarkable. The salt water entered the
lake with a strong under-current, the fresh water running out at

the same time to the sea upon the surface. The fresh water of the
lake was raised to the top by the irruption of the salt water beneath,
and an inmiense quantity of yeast-like scum rose to the surface of
the lake. The entire body of the vvater in the lake was elevated
above its former level ; and on putting a pole down, a strong under-
current could be felt bearing it from the sea ; and at a short distance
from the lock next the lake, there was a perceptible and clearly

defined line where the salt water and the fresh met, the former
rushing under the latter ; and upon this line salt water might have
been taken up in one hand, and fresh vvater in the other.
" The consequences of the admission of the briny waters have been

fatal to thousands of the former inhabitants of the peaceful lake.

On Wednesday and Thursday last its surface was thickly studded
with the bodies of pike, carp, perch, bream, roach, and dace, mul-
titudes of which were carried into the ocean and thrown afterwards
upon the beach ; most of them having been bitten in two by the
dog-fish, which abound in the bay. It is a singular fact, that a pike of
about '/O pounds weight was taken up dead near the Mutford end of
the Lake ; and on opening the stomach, a herring was found in it

entire. The waters of the lake exhibited the phosphorescent light

peculiar to sea water on the second or third night after the opening."

ERRORS
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EERORS IN THE FLANF.TARY DISTANCES FOR 1833*.

Ephemeris of the Distances of the Four Planets, l^enns, Mars, Jupiter,

and Saturn, from the Moon's Centre; together tcith their Placesfor

evenj Day in the year 1833, S^c.f Calculated under the direction

of il. C Schumacher. London, 1831.

Page
3 head of the column for XXI^ read XXI""
fi.... July 10, Noon — 41° 39' 8" — 41° 39' 38"

7 in column of dates — June 28 — June 23

9... September 17, XX I" — 105° 5' 15" — lOO" 5' 15"

14....January 27, I" — 35° 3' 15" — 35° 8' 15"

17... .line 11, in column of dates. — May — April

17..'.'.line 12, XXl" — 38° 44' 29" — 88° 44' 29"

18.... May 31, IX" — 69° S' 39" — 109" 3' 39"

19. .. .line 14, in column of dates. — June 24 — June 14

21 !... September 11, XV' — 41° 51' 53" — 41" 51' 35"

27 :Mavll,XVf — 5fi° 55' 33" — 5fi° 25' .33"

27!!'. .INIiiy 24, XXP — 115" 34' 19" — 115° 34' 9"

39 ...March 27, XXI" — 8.3° 39' 20" — 83" .39' 0"

39 April 7, XV^ — 70° 76' 33" — 70° 26' 33"

40 July 26, VP — 73° 45' 0" — 73° 45' 10"

43 November 5, XV " — 38° 28' 39" — 38° 28' 59"

46 January 22, Log. Dist — -95266 — O -05266

51 June 2,' Longitude — 52° 42' 4" — 54° 42' 4"

52 Right Asccns. at the head . — o / // _ h " •

56*.*.". .Novenib, 30, Right Ascens. — 17" 39" 9",2 — 17" 38™ 9',2

56 {
^^^^-gU Declination Insert S

58 January 10, Declination .... — in° .W 57" — 12° 50' 57"

60 March 5, Log. Dist — 6 'S3656 — 9 85656

63 June 12, Right Ascens. .. — 35" 6'" 20%

2

— 3" 6" 20',

2

66 ! ! . . Sept. 20, • — 9" 42™ 37',7 — 9" 22™ 37',7

68 . . . Nov, 3, — 12" 33™ 5.3',9 — 12" 43™ 53',9

69 December 19, Log. Dist. ... — 0-19897 — 0-19879

70 Jan. 24 to 31, — in the index — 9

71. ..February 7, Declination ... — 23' 28' 37" — 22° 28' 37"

73 April 20, Log. Dist — 6 -24665 — 24665

74 ..Mayl. .. — 0-27055 — 0-27005
74**., May 4, Declination — 34° 13' 48" — 24° 13' 48"

74..*!. May 31, Right Ascens. ... — S" 13™ 24',8 — 8" 13™ 24',8

79 October 31, Declination... — 14° .5' 6" — 14° 5' 16"

82 January 26, Right Ascens. . — 23" 50™ 23',6 — 23" 50™ 28',6

85. . . April 20, Log. Dist — 6 -77222 — O -77222

87... .June 18, Latitude — 1° 10' 53" — 1° 10' 55''

88 July 19, Log. Dist — 0-63651 — 0-69651

88 July 26, — 0-98710 — 0-68710

89 Aug. 7, — 6 -67053 — -67053

98.... IVIay 31, Declination — 4° 35' 10" — 5° 35' 10"

99 June 7, Log. Dist — 6*97029 — 0-97029

110 ...May 11, Longitude — 322° 26' 46" — 322° 27' 46"

m August 2.';, Right Ascens... — 21".SO™ 7',8 — 21" 31™ 7»,8

113 August 31, Declination. .. — 21" 34' SI" — 15° 34' 31"

114 Scplcmb. 25, Right Ascens. — 21" 27™ 2',3 — 21^27™ 2',8

• Sec our Number for January, p. 73,

f This work is now united with the Nautical Almanac for the year 1833,

and not published separately, as heretofore.

LIST
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LIST OF NEW PATENTS.
To Sir J. C. Anderson, Bultevant Castle, county of Cork, bart.,

for certain improved machinery for propelling vessels on water,

which machinery is applicable to other useful purposes.—Dated
the 2nd of August 1831.—6 months allowed to enrol specification.

To J. Hall the younger, Dartford, engineer, for an improvement

in machinery used in the manufacture of paper. Communicated by
a foreigner.—3rd of August.—6 months.

To J. M. E. Ardit, Newman -street, Oxford-street, printer, for

a machine or apparatus for drawing, and for copying and reducing

drawings and other objects or subjects, and for taking panoramas.

Communicated by a foreigner.— lUth of August.—2 months.

To A. Cochrane, Norton-street, Great Portland-street, esq., for

certain improvements in machinery for propelling or moving loco-

motive carriages, and giving motion to mills, and other machinery.
— 10th of August.—6 months.
To W. Mason, Margaret-street, Cavendish-square, patent axle-

tree maker, for certain improvements in the construction of wheeled
carriages.— 10th of August.—6 months.
To D. Selden, Liverpool, merchant, for certain improvements

in metallic mills for grinding coffee, corn, drugs, paints, and various

other materials. Communicated by a foreigner.—llth of August.

—

6 months.

To A. W. Gillet, Birmingham, merchant, for a new or improved
machine or instrument to measure, beat, and give the accents in all

the different moods of time, with any degree of velocity required,

applicable to the teaching of music. Communicated by a foreigner.

13th of August.—6 months.
To J. Perkins, Fleet-street, engineer, for his improvement on his

former patent, dated July 2, 1831 ; making the same applicable to

the evaporating and boiling of fluids for certain purposes.—27 th of
August.— 6 months.
To B. Aingworth, Birmingham, button-maker, for an improve-

ment in the making and constructing of buttons.—30th of August.—6 months.

LUNAR OCCULTATIONS FOR MAY.
Occultations of Planets and fixed Stars by the Moon, in May

1832. ComputedJor Greenivich, by Thomas Henderson, Esq.

;

and circulated bij the Astronouiical Society.

1832,
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THE

PHILOSOPHICAL MAGAZINE
AND

ANNALS OF PHILOSOPHY.

[NEW SERIES.]

JUNE 1832.

LV. On the Electro-motive Force of Magnetism. By Signori

NoBiLi and Antinori; {from the Antologia, No. 131):
isoith Notes hy Michael Faraday, Esq.^ F.R.S., M.R.I.
Cor?'. Memb. Roy. Acad. Scieji. of Paris, Sj-c*

TV/TR. FARADAY has recently discovered a new class of
"^ -"- electro-dynamic phsenomena. He has presented a me-
moir on this subject to the Royal Society of London, which is

not yet published, and of which we have received the simple

notice, communicated by M. Hachette to the Academy of

Sciences at Paris on the 26th of December last, in consequence
of a letter which he had received from Mr. Faraday himself+.

This relation induced Cav. Antinori and myself immediately

to repeat the fundamental experiment, and to study it under
its various aspects. As we flatter ourselves we have arrived at

results ofsome importance, we hasten to publish them without

* Communicated by Mr. Faraday.

[t I am glad of an opportunity of adding a few notes to a public version

of Sig. Nobili and Antiiiori's paper. My hasty letter to M, Hachette, in

consequence, probably, of my bad writing, has been translated with some
errors; and has been, by Sig. Nobili at least, seriously misunderstood. Had
it remained private, it would not have been ofmuch consequence : but as it

has appeared in three or four languages, and forms the text of all subsequent

papers on magnetic electricity, it is very requisite to correct certain errors

which have arisen from it, especially that of Sig. Nobili relative to Arago's

rotation.

My first paper was read to the Royal Society, November 24, 1831 ; and
my letter to M. Hachette was dated the 17th of December 1831; my
second paper was read January 12th, 1832. Sig. Nobili's paper is dated
January 31st, 1832. Sig. Nobili and .'\ntinori worked only from the letter

to M. Hachette ; but as I hope I may claim whatever is contained in my
two papers, I have introduced into the present paper references, in figures

included within parentheses, to paragraphs in my papers, wherever the ex-

periments described are either altogether, or only to a partial extent, repe-

titions of my results.—M. F.]

N.S. Vol. 11. No. 66. June 1832. 3 F any
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any other preamble than tlie same notice which has served as

the point of departure in our researches.
" The niemoirof Mr. Faraday," so says the notice, "is divided

into four parts. In the first, intitled ' Production of Vohaic
Electricity* ', is found the following important fact,—that a

voltaic current which traverses a metallic wire produces an-

other currentin a neighbouring wire, that the second current is

in a direction contrary to the first, and continues but for a

moment; that if the producing current is removed, a second

current is manifested in the wire submitted to its action con-

trary to tliat which was first formed in it, i. c. in the same di-

rection as the producing current.

" The second part of the memoir treats of electric currents

produced by the magnet. On causing helices to approach to

magnets, Mr. Faraday has prothiced electric currents ; on

removing the spirals, currents in the contrary direction were

formed. These currents act powerfully on the galvanometer;

pass, though feebly, through brine and other solutions, and in a

particular case Mr. Faratlay has obtained a spark. Hence it

follows that this philosopher has by using a magnet only pro-

duced the electric currents discovered [studied] by M. Ampere.
" The third part of the memoir is relative to a particular

electric state, which Mr. ¥i.\vvi(\ay ci\\\s eleclromo state\. He
intends to write of this another time.

" The fourth part speaks of the experiment not less cu-

rious than extraordinary ofM. Arago, which consists, as is

known, in making a magnetic needle revolve under the in-

fluence of a rotatory metallic disc, and vice versa. Mr. Fara-

day considers this phjenomenon as intimately connected with

that of the magnetic rotation,which he had the fortune to dis-

cover about ten years ago. He has ascertained that by the

rotation of the metallic disc under the infiuence of a magnet,

there may be formed electric currents in the direction of the

rays of the disc in sufficient number to render the disc a new
electrical machine."

—

Lc Temps, Dec. 28, 1831.

1 . Ordinary Magnetism^ Phil. Trans. 1 832. Part I.
(
Experimen-

talResearches in Electricity, 27 to 59: 83 /o 1 38 : 217 to 264).

We had no occasion to make trials before we succeeded in

the experiment of Mr. Faraday. The first spirals which we
brought near to the pole of a magnet quickly manifested their

influence on the galvanometer. W'^e observed three facts in

succession {Exp. lies. 30. 37. 47.). Whilst apj)roaching the

[* Tills sljoulil be induction of voltaic elcctricHi/,—M, F.]

[f This slioiild l)C ctcctronic state, I said I sliould write to my friend

about it another time.—M. F.]

magnet,
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magnet, the needle of the instrument is in the first place seen to

deviate a certain number of degrees,which indicates a current

excited by the magnetism, in the spirals previously made to

communicate with the galvanometer. This current lasts but for

a moment, and is then completely extinct, as is proved by the

needle returning to its first position: this is the second ob-

servation. The third (finally) occurs when the spiral is taken

from the magnet: the needle of the galvanometer then de-

viates on the other side, demonstrating the development of a

current contrary to that excited in the first instance.

On experimenting with an annular spiral between the poles

of a horse-shoe magnet, we observed that the action was much
less than that produced with the same spiral when the lifter

of the magnet was put to it or suddenly taken from it {Exp,

Res. o^.). This fact suggested the idea of rolling a copper wire

covered with silk round such a magnet, so as to have an ap-

paratus always mounted for the experiment in question. The
spiral to be subjected to the magnetic influence is then always

upon the magnet, and the immediate cause of the phfpnomena
resides in the lifter, because of the property which that little

piece of soft iron possesses of being magnetized and de-mag-
netized rapidly. When the lifter is detached, the spiral which

before was in the presence of this piece of iron strongly mag-
netized, is suddenly removed from its action, and represents

the case of a spiral which having been first approximated

to a magnet is then removed. When the lifter is replaced, it

is as if a magnet were caused to approach the spiral, for the

lifter becomes magnetic on being attached to the poles of its

own magnet.

7"his arrangement, besides being very active, has the advan-

tage of supplying the philosopher with a constant source of

voltaic electricity [Exp. Res. 46 note). The want of a constant

current is often felt in such researches; and if thermo-magnet-

ism offers a plausible means of satisfying such necessities, as

I have indicated elsewhere*: yet the new method offered us by
a magnet covered with electro-dynamic spirals is not to be de-

spised. Here the currents are always ready to be manifested.

Suppose, as is usual, the lifter of the magnet is in its place,

nothing more is required to obtain a current in the spiral

than to detach the lifter, the current in the wire being, as it

were, at first in a latent state.

There are two modes of using this arrangement : the one by
attaching the lifter; the other by detaching it. When the two

* This means consists in having a thermo-electric elementary combina-
tion composed of two metals only, and heated at one juncture to 0° Fahr,,

at the other to 2\2°Ya\iT.—Ann. de Chhnic, Feb. 1830, p. 130.

3 F 2 motions
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motions ai*e made with the same rapidity, and with relation to

the same points of the magnet, the deviations are in the inverse

directions to each other, but precisely of the same value. The
detachments are, however, always equally instantaneous, and
for constancy of effect are preferable to apjiroximations ; for

the latter to be always equally successful would require a

mechanical arrangement, which it is not worth while either to

imagine or to execute. By taking care that the lifter is con-

stantly in its right place and position, there will always be

produced the same deviation of the galvanometer when it is

detached from the magnet. This we repeat is a valuable re-

sult applicable in numerous cases, and perhaps proper to mea-
sure the force of large magnets in a more exact manner than

by the ordinary mode of ascertaining the weights sustained.

The arrangement described is highly advantageous ; but

does it produce the maximum of electro-dynamic effects?

There is indeed another much better {Exp. Res. 46 note), which

consists in applying the electro-dynamic spiral to the central

part of the lifter, corresponding to the interval which separates

the poles of the horse-shoe magnet. In this position a spiral

of a few turns is able to surpass the effects of a far greater num-
ber of spirals otherwise disposed. Behold then the arrangement

which it is convenient to make to obtain all the effects of a

magnet. The central part of the lifter is to be entirely covered

with wire, leaving exposed only the extremities, which are to

come in contact with the pole of the magnet. The ordinary

form of the lifter is not the most convenient upon which to

arrange this species of large electro-dynamic ring, but upon
conveniently modifying its shape the wire may be applied with

facility, and thus the effect be obtained at its highest degree of

intensity. The reason is evident; for two conditions in fact

require to be fulfilled : one, that the spiral should be subjected

to all the influence of the magnetic force; the other, that this

influence should be abstracted in the shortest possible time.

Now the wire round the lifter is exactly in the most favourable

position for the magnetic force to be concentrated upon it;

and this force vanishes the instant the lifter is detached, as is

required by the second condition.

Spirals of various Metals {Exp. Res. 132. 139. 193. 208. c^r.).

The metals with which we have experimented are four,

—

copper, iron, bismuth, and antimony : iron is interesting as the

foremost amongst magnetic iU(iiiih{Exj). Res. S. 9.211.); bismuth

and antimony for the distinct i)()silion they hold in the tliermo-

magnetic scale. h\ experiments made under circumstances

approximating to equality, it appearetl that copper was the

most
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most active in the present point of view ; then at a little ^\-

stance iron (£:rp. ^f5. 207. 212.); afterwards antimony; and

finally, bismuth. But in truth the fragility of the tM'o latter

only allowed us to give them the spiral figure by fusing them.

For this method, which was long and difficult, we supplied

another; which was, to make quadrangular spirals of a num-

ber of rods of these metals soldered at their extremities, or else

merely held and pressed the one against the other, to ensure

contact. It is scarcely necessary to say, that in order to obtain

comparative results the same quadrangular form was given to

the spirals of copper and iron.

2. Electric Spark {Exp. Res. 32. 57.*).

The relation placed at the head of this article, says ^^ tJiat in

a pajticular case Mr. Faraday had obtained a spark " {Exp.

Res. 32.). Although this expression gave no light on the sub-

ject, and rather rendered doubtful the constancy of so extra-

ordinary a phsenomenon, we nevertheless did not suspend our

researches, and have been so fortunate as to succeed beyond

our hopes. The following are the theoretical views which

have conducted us to this important result, but which, we
fairly say, at first gave us but very little confidence.

The voltaic pile gives a spark only when composed of a cer-

tain number of pairs of plates. A single Wollaston's voltaic

element yields it ; and when of a certain activity produces it

constantly

[* Being much engaged in the investigation and confirmation of the laws

of magneto-electric action, terrestrial magnetic induction, &c. &c. some
of the results of which are contained in my second paper (The Bakerian

Lecture), it will be seen that in the race which Sig. Nobili and Antinori

(probably inadvertently) ran against me (see the last paragraph of their

paper), they obtained the electric spark from the common magnet before

me. I have great pleasure in bearing witness to the accuracy of their rea-

soning on this point, and also to the success of the result. Having made
a variation of the experiment by obtaining the spark from the action of a
common loadstone, in which their most perfect mode could not be applied,

I will take theopportunity of describing the simple adjustment I have devised.

A helix was fixed round the lifter, the wire

ends were raised upwards ; one, which
may be called a, was bent into a hook
as in the figure; the other, b, after

rising was bent at a right angle, and had
a thick small circular plate of copper
fixed to it, which was made by the
spring of the wire to press in the mid-
dle slightly against the rounded end of
a; this plate and the end of a were
amalgamated. On bringing the lifter

down suddenly upon the poles in the position figured, the momentum of
the plate caused it to separate from the end of a, and the spark passed.

On lifting it up the concussion always separates the end of a from the plate,

and
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constantly at the surface of mercury, to which the conjoining
wires destined to close the circuit are conducted. In the voltaic

pile having a certain degree of electric fc?ision, the sparks pass

between the zinc and copper poles, either in the case of open-
ing or of closing the circuit. In a single Wollaston's element
the tension is feeble, and the spark occurs only when the cir-

cuit is interrupted. At that moment the current which before

was moving, accumulates as it were at the place of interruption,

and acquires the intensity necessary to cause the spark. Such
tension is wanting in the other case of closing the circuit, and
the spark also is absent.

The currents developed in the electro-dynamic spirals by
virtue of nmgnetism are also in motion, but circulate only for

the moment during which they are approaching to or receding

from the magnet. It was therefore, we concluded, in one
of those two moments that we ought to open the circuit in

making the experiment for the spark.

Thus we arranged our ideas relative to the best disposition

of the electro-dynamic spirals : nothing therefore remained
but to select a good horse-shoe magnet; to surround the

lifter with a copper wire in the maimer before described: to

immerse the extremities of this wire in a cup of mercury, and
to raise the one or the other extremity at that precise mo-
ment when the lifter was attached to or detached from the

magnet. When two persons operate without any kind of

machinery, it is more easy to lose thnn to catch this moment.
But when the movements were simultaneous, which happened
every now and then, we had the satisfaction of seeing a spark,

which left nothing to be desired.

Such was the mode by which we saw the first spark : but

as this beautiful result deserved to be produced at pleasure,

and a spark is again seen. When the plate and tlic point are well amalga-
mated, the spark will not fail once in a hundred times either at making or

breaking contact. I have shown it hrilliantly to two or three hundred per-

sons at once, and overall parts of the theatre of the Royal Institution.

As Professor Ritchie expresses it, the spark has not yet been obtained
except from a temporary magnet, i. e. from a magnet in the act of being

made or destroyed. 1 obtained the first spark from a soft iron magnet
made by the well-known intlnence of electric currents. Sig. Noiiili and
Antinori obtained the second spark from a soft iron magnet made so l)y

the influence of a connnon artificial steel magnet; their result has ixen re-

peated by a great lunnber of persons. Mr. Forbes of iMliuliurgh first

obtained the spark from a soft iron magnet made so by the influence of

the natural hnidstone. The latter ex|)eriment is also that which I have

made with Mr. DaiiieU's loadstone, lifting only about thirty pounds, and in

the manner dc^;cribed. I was not aware of any other modes of performing

tiie experiment except mv original one, and Sig. Nobili and Antiuori's.

—M. F.]

it
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it claimed an appropriate apparatus; and after various ar-

rangements more or less complicated, we stopped at the fol-

lowinrr, wiiich has the advantage of being very successful and
very simple.

The whole of the contrivance is attached to the lifter of the

magnet. This piece, which is aparalleiopiped, is surrounded in

the middle by the eleciro-dynamic spiral, to which it is firmly

attached by two pieces of brass, so that the latter can enter

between the magnetic poles whilst the lifter comes in contact

with the poles in the ordinary way. The extremities of the

spiral come in contact one with each magnetic pole by means
of two little springs in the form of wings attached to the lifter,

and which press slightly against the poles when the lifter is

in its place. To leave room for these springs, the lifter is

narrower than usual, covering about half the poles; the re-

maining space serves for the contact of tlie springs, which are in

this way isolated as it were from the lifter; and yet by means
of the magnet itself serve to complete the electro-dynamic
circuit. Suppose that the lifter is in its place, the springs

touch the poles, and the circuit of tlie spirals is metallically

closed by the magnets: on detaching the lifter, the circuit

opens in two places; and either at the one or the other inter-

ruption the spark almost constantly ajipears. When the

effect does not take place, it is because the separation has not
been well effected; but it is so easy to repeat the experiment,
that it is useless to think of a piece of mechanism to remedy
an inconvenience which is so easily remedied.

In this apparatus the spiral on the lifter was of copper. On
substituting an iron wire the spark also occurred. This ex-
periment was interesting in illustration of any influence which
the ordinary power of the magnet over iron might exert upon
the electro-dynamic influence. It did not appear that the one
action disturbed the other; but before positively affirmin<T the

independence, it will be necessary to obtain other proof, which
we shall endeavour to do at a more favourable opportunity
{Exp. Res. 9. 254..).

3. Terrestrial Magnetism [Exp. Ees. 137. 140. &c.).

We took a paper tube two inches in diameter and four inches

long, a copper wire i'orty metres long was coiled round it, the

two ends being left at liberty to connect with the galvanometer
;

the tube was trimmed at the ends, so that it could be placed
upright upon the table either in one direction or the other at

pleasure [Exp. Res. 142.). A cylinder of soft iron, as is well

known, placed parallel to the dip is subject to the terrestrial

magnetic influence; the lower part becomes a north pole, the

upper
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upper a south pole. This is a phaenomenon of position always
occurring in the same direction with this kind of iron, which is

as incapable of retaining the magnetism received, as it is dispo-
sed to receive the new magnetism to which it may be subjected.

In our latitudes the inclination of the needle is about 63°.

The paper tube with its spiral was therefore arranged in that di-

rection, and an iron cylinder introduced; whilst in the act of
introducing it, the galvanometer was seen to move {Exp. lies.

146.)) owing to the presence of an electric current excited by
the magnetism. On taking out the cylinder the motion was re-

versed : there is no doubt, therefore, that terrestrial magnetism
is sufficient of itself to develope currents of electricity. It should
not be concealed here, that in the above experiment the elec-

tricity is developed by the intermedium of soft iron intro-

duced into the spiral : this without doubt is true, but it is also

true that it is not essentially necessary to recur to this aid

to obtain unequivocal signs of the influence of which we
speak. On placing our cylindrical spiral so that its axis should
be parallel to the magnetic dip, and then inverting it by a
half revolution in the magnetic meridian [Exp. lies. I'iS.), we
observed at the compai'ative galvanometer the signs of a cur-

rent excited in the spiral by the sole influence of terrestrial

magnetism.
It is not even necessary for this effect to place the spiral in

the direction of the dip : the experiment will succeed in the

vertical position; the effect is less, but always so distinct as

to remove every error [Exp. Res. 153, &c.).

We experimented with three copper wires of different

diameters, the smallest was 0'5, the second 0*66, and the third

1" millimetre in diameter. The effects increased with the size:

—

the first gave deviations from 2 to 'l; the second from 4 to 8;

and the third from 10 to 20. To obtain these great motions,

we operated in the usual way of inverting the current at the

most favourable moment, which is easily learned by repeating

the experiment a few times.

In the present state of science this is most certainly the sim-

plest mode of obtaining the current *
; all is done by terres-

trial magnetism, which is everywhere. We jiurpose hereafter

to study the manner of increasing the effect, and of making
some useful applications, if certain apparatus which we pur-

pose constructing should meet our wishes [Exp. lies. HT. l/J*,

&c.). The first thought is that of using it to measure the ter-

restrial magnetic intensity; but what precision the mode may
be capable of, remains at present to be determined.

[• A much more simple mode is described in my paper at (1/0, <S.'cO> 'or

neither spiral nor soil iron is necessary.— M. K-]

The
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The galvanometer which should be used for the experiments
of this section should be very sensible. And I repeat on
this occasion what I have elsewhere said relative to these

instruments : two systems may be adopted to obtain maxi-
mum effects ; the one for hydro-electric currents, the other
for thermo-electric currents. The galvanometer of my ther-

mo-multiplicator is of the latter kind, and precisely that which
is best in the present researches*. The reason will be evi-

dent, by observing that the new currents of Faraday are en-

tirely developed in metallic circuits, like the thermo-electricity

of Dr. Seebeck, and that, also like those of thermo-electricity,

they pass with difficulty through humid conductors.

4. Electric Tension.

The trials which we have as yet made on this new class

of currents, to obtain by the electrometer the ordinary signs

of tension, have not conducted us to any jwsitive result : but
the means which we have employed are far from satisfying us

fully. We are preparing others for the purpose of attacking the

question with more efficacious means. We shall then extend
the research to thermo-electric combinations, which deserve
to be studied in the same point of view, as they have never
yet presented sensible signs of electric tension. We shall also

try with these latter currents to obtain the spark under fa-

vourable circumstances ; but we cannot but confess that at

present we doubt, and consider the thermo-electric currents

as in their nature the least fitted to produce either tension

or a spark, as we will explain in due time and place.

5. Chemical and Physiological Effects {Exp. Res. 22. 56. 133.).

The new currents of Faraday pass, although with diffi-

culty, through humid conductors. So says the notice ; and
such is the fact, as may be readily verified by introducing a

conductor of that kind into the circuit of the electro-dynannc

spiral {Exp. Res. 20. 23. 33. 56.). In the case of other known
currents, I have demonstrated elsewhere that there is always
chemical decomposition when they pass liquid conductors: and
that however feeble they may be, the decomposition is alwavs
assured by their transit through the fluid. It is therefore very

probable that the new currents will produce the phenomena
of decomposition, but their distinctive character of brief dura-

tion must not be forgotten {Exp. Res. 59, &c.). I believe that

the time, however short, is still sufficient for decomposition ;

but I will not venture anything before I have interrogated that

grand master in everything,—experiment.

* Xobili, BA. Univ., JuUlet 1830, p. 275.

.V. S. Vol. 11. No. 66. Jimc 1832. 3 G The
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The physiological effects {Exp. lies. 22. 56, &c.) consist, as is

well known, in the shocks or contractions of tlie muscles, the

acrid and acidulous taste on the tongue, and the light before

the eyes*. For obtaining these effects, it is absolutely neces-

sary that the electricity should penetrate into our organs

;

these latter belonging to humid conductors. This path, as we
have seen, is very difficult for the new currents ; nevertheless,

the frog put into the circuit of our electro-dynamic spirals, ar-

ranged around the lifter of our magnet, was powerfully con-

vulsed each time that the lifter was separated or attached {Exp.

Res. 56.). The experiment is beautiful and instructive; beautiful,

because of the energetic convulsions produced apparently by
the innnediate action of the magnet; and instructive, because

it confirms the fact of the passage of these currents through

humid conductors, and because also it shows that the frog is

in all cases the most delicate galvanoscope f . This is a fit oc-

casion to say what I have already said elsewhere, relative to

the discovery of Dr. Seebeck, that it was not necessary that

Oersted's discovery and the following one of the galvanometer

should be known, to arrive at the knowledge of the thermo-

electric currents:}.. The frog properly prepared was suffi-

cient for the purpose, and the same animal would have been

quite sufficient to discover the new currents of Faraday.

Although it is not by this road that these two discoveries

liave been arrived at, still it is not less true that they might

have been made by the simple assistance of this interpreter,

which astonished Europe in the first times of galvanism.

6. Magnetism of Bofation {Erp. Res. 81 /o 139 : 149 to 169 :

181 to\92: 217 to 250: 244 ^o 254, &c.).

"What will happen when an electro-dynamic spiral is ap-

proached to the pole of a bar magnet? A current is pro-

duced in its successive spirals, which enters upon itself in

consequence of the conjunction of the extremities of the

wire. l?ut if in place of the spiral a mass of copper is sub-

mitted to the influence of the same magnetic pole, what

will happen? It would appear reasonable to admit in this

mass the same developement of currents, with tliis difference

only; that in the spiral they cannot re-enter ujion themselves

in each spire ; whilst in the mass the currents will re-enter

directly into themselves, on the circle or zone of matter in

which they arc tletermined by the influence of the magnet:

these currents, in the present state of science, cannot be con-

[• The sensation on the tongue and tlie lijjht before the eyes I believe

I have ol)tained. Sec (.')(>) of my papers.— M. K]

t Bib. Univ. xxxvii. 10. " ; T(>iil.

sidered
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sidered as other than the consequence of a movement of the

same nature which takes place around each particle of the

magnetic metal. This induction seems sufficiently natural

;

and for its greater confirmation we have instituted the follow-

ing experiment:—a ring of copper was taken, and the two con-

joining wires intended to complete the communication with the

galvanometer soldered to it at the extremities of one of its

diameters. On placing this ring between the two poles of a

horse-shoe magnet, in the place where we introduced our

electro-dynamic spiral, motions were instandy manifested at

the galvanometer, due to the presence of currents excited by

the magnetism in the copper ring *.

Our ideas being thus fixed i*elative to the circular currents,

vv'hich we believed ought to be produced in the mass of cop-

per submitted to the influence of the magnetic pole, let us pass

to the question of magnetism by rotation, the wonderful dis-

covery of M. Arago. Here we have magnetic poles in pre-

sence of a disc, which instead of being quiescent as in the pre-

ceding case, is continually moving on its own axis. The lat-

ter condition is the only one added, and by it we see that the

final result of the phenomena will be excessively complicated,

but that in reality nothing new will happen. In all cases it

is the currents developed by the magnetism at the place of

the disc which is directly acted upon by this magnetism which

are concerned. This part is rapidly removed by the rotation,

and another comes forward, which is subjected to the same in-

fluence, which always tends to form currents in the contrary

direction to those which may be supposed to exist in the mag-
netic pole {Exp. Res. 53. 255.). These currents, by their nature,

tend to be inverted so soon as they are withdrawn from the

presence of the cause which produced them, and are in fact

inverted every time that the velocity of rotation will permit

it. The theory of this species of magnetism appears mature f

;

we shall endeavour to develope its physical principles in a

more detailed manner in a separate paper, being content here

to state the particular character which distinguishes it from

[* This experiment will bear another interpretation. I do not (as I un-
derstand the description) believe the ring to have anything particular to

do with the result ; the whole appears to nie a repetition of the experiment
I have described {E.rp. Res. 109j.—M. F.]

[t Sig. Nobili and Antinori have mistaken the character of the acting

causes in Arago's experiment altogether; the view which they have briefly

expressed and mean to pursue, is precisely that which I at first enteriained

and pursued, but which I soon found experimental reason to reject. How-
ever, 1 need merely refer here to the fourth division of my first paper, ex-

pressly on that phgenomenon, and to parts of the sixth division in the con-
tinuation of the Researches, for what I believe to be a true view of the

phaenomenon (see especially Exp. Res. \2\. V2'-Z. 123.).— iM.F.]

3 G 2 all
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all other kinds, and which rendered it not easily assailable

before the discovery of Mr. Faraday. This character does

not consist only in momentary duration, which it has in common
with soft iron, but also in being a double magnetism, inverse

and direct ,- inverse, at the moment of its production, opposite

to the producing cause ; direct, at the moment after, when
this cause disappears.

Mr. Faraday considers Arago's magnetism of rotation as

entirely connected with a pha?nomenon which he discovered

about ten years ago {Exp. Res. 121.). "He then ascertained," so

says the notice, '•'that by the rotation of a metallic disc under

the injluence ofa magnet, there may heformed, in the direction

of the radii of that disc, electric currents in suffi.cient number to

render the disc a ne-oo electric machine." We are quite igno-

rant how Mr. Faraday has ascertained this fact; and we do
not know how a result of such a nature could remain so lonf;

a time generally unknown, and as it were lost in the hands of

the author of the discovery *. Besides, there is something

here very problematical to us ; and before we leave the subject

we will describe the experiment we have made relative to it.

A disc of copper was revolved, and two long copper wires

prepared, attached at one set of ends to the galvanometer,

and at the other held by the hand against the disc, the one at

the centre, and the other at the circumference, in the direc-

tion of the radii. In the rotation of the disc, the points ot

copper pressed against it will be heated, but unequally; that

})ressed against the circumference will be most heated, and
that at the centre the least. This difference is quite sufficient

to determine an electric current capable of moving the nee-

dle of the galvanometer, and retaining it after a few vibrations

at a certain degree of the division f. When the needle is

[* Sig. Nobili and Antinori here seriously mistake the sense of my let-

ter to iVJ. Hachette. I did not write *'
1 then ascertained." The French

translation of my letter in Le Lyccc, No. 35, sent to me by M. Hachette,

docs not say so. " M, Faraday considore ie phenonienc (]iii se manifeste

dans cette experience, comme intimenient lie a celiii de la rotation m,ig-

netique qii'il a cii Ic bonheiir do trouver il y a dix ans. II a rcconnu tjue

par la rotation da disc nictalli()uc, &c. (Src." I am not Italian scholar

enoniih to say how Sig. Xobili and Antinori themselves at first expressed it;

but the phrase used in the present part of their paper is, " Egli r'lconobbcfin

cf aUurachc,Sfc.-" whilst that which they used at the head of the paper, to

express the same words of my letter is, " I'^v^/iha riconosciuto chc, HfC. S^c."

It was in consequence of the recent researches detailed in my paper that

I ascertained the state of the revolving plate, and coidd then refer the effect

in its kind to that which I had so long before discovered. The succeeding

remarks of Sig. Nobili and Antinori have no reference therefore except

to their mistake of my meaning.—M. F.]

[f All these causes of error were fully guarded against in every part of

Hiy researched ( Esp. Rei. 9 1 . 113. 186.\ - .\1. F.]

thus
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thus quiescent, if a horse-shoe magnet be advanced towards
the plate so as to embrace it without interrupting its motion,
it will be seen that the deviation of the needle will augment or
dinnnish according as the poles act in the one direction or the

other. This effect is a sure proof oi the current manifested
in the disc by the action of the magnet: but because the wires
connected with the galvanometer are arranged with their ends
in the direction of the radius of the disc, are we to conclude
that they are exactly in the direction in which the current
excited by the magnetism exists * ? We do not believe it, for

the reasons given above; and though we should, with Mr.
Faraday, admit this species of irradiating currents, there

would still exist for us a great difference between this mode
of exciting electricity, and the ordinary one of our common
electrical machines. There is here a great void to fill, in

passing from a superlative conductor, like the metallic disc of
M. Arago, to the worst, such as the glass plate of an ordi-

nary machine f.

But these our particular opinions do not in any way dimi-
nish the intrinsic merit of Mr. Faraday's discovery. It is one
of the most beautiful of our time, whether it be considered in

itself for the largeness of the vacancy which it serves to fill,

or for the light which it throws over the various theories, and
especially that of magnetism of rotation.

We hope that these our first researches will justify the

lively interest which we have taken in this new branch of
electro-dynamics. We have but one regret, namely, that of
having entered into a path before we knew all the steps taken
in it by the illustrious philosopher who threw it open.

Florence, Jan. 31, 1835.'.

[* I have nowhere drawn such conclusions.— M. P\]

[f The case of the currents tending to he formed, or really existing in

the direction of the radii throughout the whole plate, occurs only when the
axis of the magnet approached coincides with the axis of the revolving

plate {Exp. Res. 156. 158.), or when the magnetic curves intersected b> the
revolving plate are of equal strength, and pass through all parts of the plate

in the same direction, as happens when the earth's magnetism is used as the
exciting cause {Exp. Res. 149. 155 ). My reasons for calling the revolving
plate an electrical machine {Exp. Res. 154. 158.) are entirely untouched by
what is said in the text.

It must not be supposed that in these notes I am criticizing Sig. Nobili
and Antinori for not understanding my views. It was impossible that I could
put forth in a brief letter, matter which, though I have condensed it as much
as possible, still occupies seventy quarto pages of the Philosophical Transac-
tions ; and I may perhaps be allowed to say, (more in reference however to

what I think ought to be a general regulation than to the present case,) that

had I thought that that letter to M. Hachette would be considered as giving

the subject to the philosophical world for general pursuit, I should not have
written it ; cr at least not until after the publication oCimJirst papir.— M.F.]

LVI. On
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LVI. On the Calctdation of the Orbits of Double Stars. By
Professor Encke.

[Conchuled from page 179.]

Auxiliarij Tables.
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LVII. A Letter to David Boswell Reid, M.D. F.R.S.E. 8fc.

By Richard Phillips, F.R.S.L.SfE.S^c.

Sir,

TN order that the reader may be acquainted with the cir-

-*• cumstances which occasion this letter to you, it is requisite

to mention that I published a criticism upon your "Elements

of l^raclical Chemistry" in the eighth volume of the Philoso-

phical i\Ia<razine and Annals of Philosojihy. To this you replied

in a pamplilet inlitled "An ICxposiu'e of the Misrejiresentations

in the Philosophical Ma^a/ine and Annals," &c., which I an-

swered in a Letter to you; and this was i'ollowcd by your

rejoinder, called " An Exposure of the continued Misrepre-

sentations, &c." I shall refer to your first pamphli-t as the

" Exposure," and to your second as the "Continuation."

Before, however, I proceed any lurlher, I beg leave to

offer
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offer j'ou my congratulations on the appearance of the se-

cond and greatly improved edition of the "Elements of Prac-

tical Chemistry;" 1 say greatly improved, for I find that

about fifty statements in the first edition, to which I objected,

have been altered, and most of them corrected, in the second.

Under these circumstances, and considering how much you
have benefited by my observations, I presume you will not

again describe me as a "totally and grossly ignorant" person.

I assure you, however, that 1 claim no credit for sagacity

in performing this exposure of your errors, for they lay upon
the surface, and he only could be inadequate to detect, who
was capable of committing them.

You complain in the Contiimation, that I have not met your
charges of misrepresentation, nor shall I do so on the present

occasion ; for I consider them no more worthy of reply than

the low invective in which you have so freely indulged; and
I shall allow both quietly to repose with such assertions, as

that I do not understand an experiment made by Dr. Priestley,

and that I state the acid which he employed in it to have been
diluted with water. {Continuation, p. 7.)

I shall now confine myself as much as possible to the results

of experiments, leaving you, wiihout further objection, to trans-

late liqueur oxigence nilrique, by oxigenated nitric acid

;

—to

maivc a third erroneous statement of the weight of a wine pint

of water;—to recommend an apparatus in p. 137 of the Ele-

me?itSf and to condemn it in p. 8 of the Exposure.

Now, Sir, to experiments ; and I think you will feel com-
pelled to repeat those which I am going to detail, and to dis-

prove or to admit their accuracy ; unless, indeed, you are sa-

tisfied that your assertions, unsupported by evidence, are more
likely to meet with assent than my opinions deduced from ob-
servation.

The subject which I shall first notice occurs in p. 10 of the

Co7itinnation, in which you still maintain that there is some
peculiarity in the action of nitric acid of sp. gr. 1*48, and that

1 was ignorant of the fact. I admit indeed my ignorance of

it, and for the best of reasons, which is, that it does not exist.

I was indeed aware that some authors had made erroneous

statements respecting it, which have been copied by you ; and
in the second edition of thei^/^???^/?/5, you have merely modified

the errors instead of correcting them. You now say, [Elements^

p. 60,) "Antimony has less action with nitric acid of the den-
sity 1'48, than when it is either a little stronger or a little

weaker." You have, however, incorrectly stated the facts of the

case. I have shown in my Letter (p. 15) that a small quantity

of antimony acts indeed immediately upon acid of 1*507, while

upon
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upon that of 1'4-S it has no effect ; but when a larger quantity

is used the action is similar, bein^^ in both cases immediate
and strong. With acid of l'44-l the action of antimony is

identical with that of 1 48, whether the quantity of metal be
small or large.

In page 1 1 of the Continualion^ you refer to the production

of nitrous acid by the action of metals upon nitric acid ; and
you mention that some metals, and esjiecially mercury, when
decomposing nitric acid, evolve nitrous acid by direct action;

while I am of opinion that whenever it is formed, it results

from the intermediate action of the nitric oxide evolved, upon
the nitric acid undecomposed.
You have correctly stated in p. 48 of the FAcmeiits, that 64

of copper, by combining with 16 of oxygen, derived from the

decomposition of nitric acid, evolve 20 of nitric oxide gas; and

I presume you will therefore admit, that 200 of mercury, in

becoming peroxide, unite also with 16 of oxygen, and give out

either nitric oxide or nitrous acid gas, during solution in nitric

acid.

To determine what occurs in this operation, I put into a

weighed two-ounce vial, to which a tube was fitted, 441*7

grains of nitric acid of sp. gr. 1*504, and 'JOO grains of mer-

cury. When the metal was dissolved, I weighed the vial and
its contents, and found the loss of weight to be four grains;

this experiment was several times repeated with very slight

variations in the results. It is then evident, that supposing

nitric oxide to have been generated, only one fifth of it was

evolved ; and let us now examine what the loss of weight would

iiave been if nitrous acid gas, as you assert, had been formed

by the direct action of the metal. One atom of mercury =
200, acts upon two atoms of nitric acid = 108, and taking an

atom of oxygen from each, is conveited into an atom of per-

oxide = 216; there then remain 8 atoms of oxygen = 64

to combine with two atoms of azote = 28, and these form 2

atoms of nitrous acid = 92.

It is therefore evident that the 200 grains of mercury, if

they had occasioned the formation of nitrous acid, would have

induced a loss of 92 grains in weight instead of only 4; and I

contend that the 16 grains of nitric oxide not evolved, com-
bined with the undecomposed nitric acid, and, as was evident

by its colour, converted a portion of it into nitrous acid, almost

the whole of which remained in solution. I contend also that

this is the cause ol tiie existence of a small portion of orange-

coloured vapour, in the experiment detailetl by you in p. 18

of the JC.i])osun'.

\\'e proceed now to consider a subject mentioned in p, 13

of
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of the Co7itifuiatio7i, viz. whether nitrate of ammonia sublimes

at a lower temperature than that at which it decomposes?
I will not again take the trouble of restating the conflicting

opinions which you have expressed on this subject; but I as-

sert that the last is the wrong one, viz. " that nitrate of am-
monia can be volatilized at the temperature below that at

which it is decomposed." In my Lclter 1 quoted Berzelius to

prove that this is not the case ; and you have adopted a new
and most ingenious expedient of discrediting his testimony,

viz. that his opinion was merely " incidentally" introduced

;

and you conclude that it is not to be credited because it is

expressed when treating of nitrous oxide. Why, Sir, your
own opinion, which is as follows, I copy from p. 41 of the

ElemcJits; and it occurs "incidentally" when treating ofnitrous

oxide: "As the nitrate can be volatilized at a lower tempera-
ture than it is decomjiosed, we must ex})ect that a portion will

escape decomposition during the preparation of nitrous oxide."

Now, if the opinion of Berzelius is of no value because it is

incidental, and expressed when treating of nitrous oxide, allow

me to inquire of what value is your own, since it is given
precisely on the same occasion ?

I will, however, now present you with the opinion of Ber-
zelius, expressed twice over. 1 care not which you deem the

"hicidental" one, for they possess the advantage of agree-

ing, which is not always the case when your "incidental"

are compared with your deliberate statements. Berzelius says

{Traite de Chimie, tome ii. p. 46), " Le sel [nitrate d'ammo-
niaque] est introduit dans uae cornue garnie d'une tube pro-
pre a conduire les gaz, et qu'on chauffe a hi flamme d'une
lampe on sur quelques charbons. 11 commence par se fondre,

puis il entre en ebullition, et ie gaz se degage en grande quan-
tite. S'il parait des vapeurs blanches dans la cornue, la cha-
leur est trop forte et une partie du sel se sublime." This you
term the "incidental" opinion. Now turn to tome iv. p. 13,

and then you will find the followiijg direct statements respect-

ing nitrate of ammonia. "Chauflle rapidement dans une cor-

nue de verre, jusqu'a 200", il fond, entre en ebullition, et perd
son eau de cristallization ; a 250°, il est decompose avec de-
gagement d'eau et de gaz oxide nitreux, comme je I'ai deja

dit page 46 du deuxieme volume. Quand le sel est pur, et

qu'on chauffe avec precaution, ils ne se forme aucun autre

produit. Mais si la decomposition s'opere avec une rapidite

telle, que le vase se remplie de fumee on trouve aussi de ni-

trite ammonique parmi les produits de la distillation, de I'am-

moniaque et du gas oxide nitrique." Now, Sir, had Berzelius

connnitted
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committed any mistake in his former statement, an excellent

opportunity occurred of correcting it here ; but instead of this,

he directly refers to and thus confirms it. I will, notwith-

standing this positive correction of your erroneous opinion,

state another experiment which I have made since I published

my Letter^ and which confirms that therein related. I put

200 grains of crystallized nitrate of ammonia into a glass tube

about 6i inches long and | of an inch in diameter; into this

I inserted a tube 16 inches long and about l-5th of an inch in

diameter. The salt was gradually heated in melting suet; at

470° to 480*^, nitrous oxide was pretty freely evolved, and at

485° it came over rapidly ; when about 40 inches had been

received I stopped the process; and I assert that not a particle

of nitrate of ammonia was volatilized,—and consequently your

opinion on this subject is totally erroneous; and I challenge

vou to repeat the experiment and fairly to state the results.

You have hitherto made only assertions; I do not believe you

have ever used a thermometer in investigating the subject, or

it would have been mentioned.

The next subject which presents itself for consideration, is

the nature of the salt which remains after obtaining suljjhur-

ous acid gas by acting upon 200 grains of mercury with 300

grains of sulphuric acid. In p. 15 of the ContimLation^ you

accuse me of "carefully keeping out of view the circum-

stance, that the product varies according as they are 'heated

together,' or 'boiled to dryness';" and you state that in the for-

mer case protosulphate of mercury only is procured, and in

the latter bi-persulphate. In my controversy with you, 1 have

always found you much more ready in making a blunder than

an experiment, and the present is an instance of this mode of

proceeding; or otherwise you would have performed one simi-

lar to that which I shall now state. I put 200 grains of mer-

cury and 300 grains of sulphuric acid (the jn'oportions which

you recommend,) into a glass tube, and gradually heated it up

to nearly 500° in melted suet : when the evolution of sul-

phurous acid had ceased, 1 found that the contents weighed

391- grains. Now had the acid and mercury been boiled to

ilryness, there would have remained an atom of bi-persulphate

of mercury weighing 296 grains; consequently the excess, or

98 grains, was owing to the presence of sulphuric acid.

1 then treated the mercurial salt with nuuiatic acid, which

left 19 grains of j)roto-chloride of mercury = about 16 of

metal : it is therefore evident, that without heating the mer-

cury and the acid to dryness, or beyond the jioint re(|iiired to

procure the sulphurous acid, more than ll-12ths of it were
converted
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converted into peroxide; and consequently your assertion,

that protoxide only is obtained, and your diagram, by which
the assertion is illustrated, are both blunders.

There now remains only one fact more for me to attend to;

and as you have not alluded to it in the Continuation, I should

have imagined that you had as tacitly admitted my correction

of this as of the fifty other mistakes already alluded to, if

you had not repeated it in the second edition of your Ele-
ments, at p. 61.

You tell us that you can see white vapours of nitrate of am-
monia blended with the nitrous acid vapours that are formed
when nitric acid is decomposed by a metal having great affinity

for oxygen. In my Letter I showed that no nitrate of am-
monia whatever was volatilized; and I challenge you to make
any experiment, to prove that nitrate of amm.onia goes off in

white fumes; or to repeat the following, which shows that it

does not. I added at intervals nitric acid, ofsp.gr. 1*237, to

1200 grains of tin in a retort, till gas ceased to be evolved;
the very dilute nitric acid thus obtained was reduced to a

small quantity by evaporation, and lime was then added to it;

but not the slightest smell of ammonia was perceptible, nor
was any change produced in the colour of moistened turmeric

paper held over the mixture. Now this dilute acid must have
condensed the vapours of nitrate of ammonia had any been
produced. The test of turmeric paper used in this way is so

exceedingly sensible, that I found it detected the ammonia
formed by the action of nitric acid upon ten grains of tin.

The white vapours then which you have seen, but which you
have never examined, are not nitrate of ammonia.

I shall now briefly state some assertions of yours, which I

call upon you to prove by experiment :

—

First : That antimony has less action with nitric acid of the

density of 1*48 than wlien it is either a little stronger or a little

weaker.

Secondly : That nitrous acid is produced by the direct ac-

tion of mercury and some other metals upon nitric acid.

Thirdly: That nitrate of ammonia sublimes at a lower tem-
perature than that required for its decomposition.

Fourthly : That when 200 parts of mercury are heated with

300 of sulphuric acid, though not to dryness, no bi-persulphate

of mercury is formed.

Fifthly : That when a metal having great affinity for oxygen
is acted upon by nitric acid, white vapours of nitrate of am-
monia are produced.

In concluding, I beg leave to assure you that I shall have

great pleasure in publishing your reply to this letter ; and
A^.S. Vol. 11. No. 66. Jime 1832. S I perfectly
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perfectly regardless of the temper in which it maybe written,

I intend to send you for your benefit, and that ofyour readers,

a private communication, pointing out upwards of eighty state-

ments in the new edition of your Elements which appear to

me to require correction. This number will probably be in-

creased when leisure will permit me to look through the re-

mainder of the work.

I remain, Sir,

Your obedient Servant,

Birmingham, May 11, 1832. R. Phillips.

LVIII. Description of the Laboratory and Lecture-Room in

the Medical Department of the University ofPennsylvania,

By Professor Hare*.
[With a Plate.]

''"'HE hearth, behind the table, is thirty-six feet wide, and
-• twenty feet deep. On the left, which is to the south, is a

scullery supplied with river-water by a communication with the

pipes proceeding from the public water-works, and furnished

with a sink and a boiler. Over the scullery is a small room of

about twelve feet square, used as a study. In front of the

scullery and study are glass cases for apparatus. On the right

of the hearth two other similar cases, one above the other,

may be observed. Behind the lower one of these is the forge-

room, about twelve feet square ; and north of the forge-room

are two fire-proof rooms, communicating with each other,

eleven feet square each, the one for a lathe, the other for a

carpenter's bench and a vice-bench. The two last-mentioned

rooms are surmounted by groined arches, in order to render

them secure against fire; and the whole suite of rooms which

I have described, together with the hearth, are supported

by seven arches of masonry, about twelve feet each in span.

Over the forge-room is a store-room, and over the lathe and

bench rooms, is one room of about twenty by twelve feet. In

this room there is a fine lathe, and tools.

The space partially visible to the right is divided by a floor

into two apartments lighted by four windows. The lower

apartment is employed to hold galvanic apparatus, the upper

one for shelves and tables, for apjxiratus and agents, not in

daily use. In front of the floor just alluded to, is a gallery for

visitors.

•Professor IIaiie Ikis furnished us with the above extract from an

Amcriciin Journal, and witii the impressions of the phUe to which it re-

fers, VjOIT.

The
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The canopy over the hearth is nearly covered witli shelves

for apparatus, which will bear exposure to air and dust, espe-
cially glass. In the centre of the hearth there is a stack of
brick-work for a blast-furnace, the blast being produced bv
means of very large bellows situated under one of the arches
supporting the hearth. The bellows are wrought by means
of the lever, represented in the engraving, and a rod descend-
ing from it, through a circular opening in the masonry.

There are two other stacks of brick-work on the hearth
against the wall. In one there is a coal grate which heats a
flat sand-bath ; in the other there is a similar grate for heatino-

two circular sand-baths, or an alembic. In this stack there is

likewise a powerful air-furnace. In both of the stacks last-

mentioned there are evaporating ovens.

The laboratory is heated not only by one or both of the
grates already mentioned, but also by stoves in the arches be-

neath the hearth; one of these is included in a chamber of
brick-work. The chamber receives a supply of fresh air

through a flue terminating in an aperture in the external wall

of the building; and the air after being heated passes into

the laboratory at fifteen apertures, distributed over a space
of thirty feet. Twelve of these apertures are in front ot" the

table, being four inches square, covered by punched sheet iron.

In the hearth there is one large aperture of about twelve by
eighteen, covered by a cast-iron plate full of holes, the rest

are under the table. By these means the hot air is, at its en-
trance, so much diluted with the air of the room, that an un-
usually equable temperature is produced, there being rarely

a difference of more than two degrees of Fahrenheit between
the temperature in the upper, and in the lower part of the
lecture-room. There ai'e some smaller windows to the south,

besides those represented in the engraving. One of these is

in the upper story, from which the rays enter at the square
aperture in the ceiling over the table on the right. Besides
these, are the windows representedin the engraving at the back
of the hearth, and four others in the apartments to the north of
the gallery. All the windows have shutters, so constructed
as to be closed and opened with facility. Those which belong
to the principal windows are hung like sashes with weights,

so that they ascend as soon as loosened ; and when the light

is again to be admitted, are easily pulled down by cords, and
fastened. In addition to the accommodation already men-
tioned, there is a large irregular room under the floor of the
lecture-room on the eastern side. This is used as a place to

stow a number of cumbrous and unsightly articles, which are,

3 I 2 nevertheless,
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nevertheless, of a nature to be very useful at times. Also for

such purposes, and for containing fuel, there is a spacious

cellar under the lecture-room and laboratory.

LIX. Description of Crow's ScamarHs Octant and Traverse

Worker*.

[With a Plate.]

TTPON introducing the Seaman's Trigonometrical Octant
^^ and Traverse Worker to the notice of that numerous and
enter})rising class of men who form the chief glory and sup-

port of the British nation, it may safely be said, without fear

of contradiction, that of all the various instruments which
have hitherto been invented for performing the practical rules

in navigation without the help of tables, the one now proposed

is not oidy the easiest for general practice, but will be found

more expeditious and correct.

This instrument is, of all others hitherto produced for the

purposes of navigation, so extremely simple in its use, that it

is presumed a very few examples will make the whole suffi-

ciently plain to the meanest capacity.

It has often been suggested by experienced navigators, that

if an instrument could be so contrived as to answer satis-

factorily all the purposes required in keeping a ship's dead

reckoning, very few seamen, if any, would })erplex themselves

with tables. An eminent author, in speaking of a table of

natural sines, tangents, &c. says : " There are few tables printed

perfectly correct: besides the trouble of taking out the loga-

rithms, adding them together and subtracting, the difficulty

there is in finding the required number answering the U)ga-

rithm at last." Now expedition recjUires that one should not

be encumbered ^with unnecessary figures; audit is also certain

that the greater the number of figures employed, so in pro-

portion is the chance of erroi\

The Seaman's Octant and Traverse Worker is deduced

from and constructed ujion principles combining geometry and

trigonometry, whence alone rest the entire fountlation of all

the various sailings ; and as we know that the sine, tangent, and

secant of an angle, is called the sine, tangent, and secant

of the arch which measures that angle; and the sides are in

the same proportion one to another as the sines of the opposite

angles;— liencc it nuisl be evident to any intelligent seaman,

that the results given by the Seaman's Octant will at all times

• From a pamphlet piibliNlicd by the Inventor.

be
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be true ; and at the same time it will doubtless detect any
errors occasioned either by miscalculation or mis-printed

figures, in any of the tables. Now as it will be readily granted
that the three sides of the octant represent the sines, tan-

gents, and secants of their opposite angles, it will therefore be
plain, that all the solutions in navigation are obtained by the

Seaman's Octant iirecisely as by calculation; in which the

artificial sines, tangents, isLC, with the table of logarithms, are

employed.

That this instrument would be found infinitely useful in

schools and academies, and particularly in naval schools, can-

not be denied. It will give facilities for more readily in-

structing youths in navigation ; and not only relieve the mind
from the various hard and dry problems in trigonometry, in-

stead of clogging it; but it would doubtless furnish the pupil

with a far better idea of the nature and properties of triangles,

than the present method of instruction is calculated to afford;

because the octant exhibits a demonstration to the sight, and
it would remind him at the same time continually of what
he was about. Hence would the youth, while he was thus

amused with the instrument, at the same time improve and
expedite his progress imperceptibly in that valuable study

trigonometry, the basis upon which all the cases in navigation

depend.

A most perfect conviction that an instrument of this kind
may safely be used at sea, and that it would be found exceed-
ingly serviceable to men of science, land-surveyors, &c. ; and
also that it is an instrument generally useful to others, are the

chief reasons of its being now produced. It is indeed truly

gratifying to add, that the Seaman's Octant has been approved
by testimonials from some of the first scientific and practical

characters of the day ; and that it also has met the liberal sup-

port and ajjproval of the Hon. East India Company, who have
favoured the inventor with an order for the same. Perfecting

the instrument has been for many years attended with incon-

ceivable difficulty and expense; it can scarcely, therefore, be
expected ever to give the inventor, in his life-time, anything
like a fair remunerating profit, from the very great pains

which have been bestowed on it. There is, however, a hope
yet to be indulged,—and it is this, to learn that Crow's Sea-

man's Octajit and Traverse Worker has come into general use

throughout His Majesty's royal navy and the merchant ser-

vice. To live long enough to know that its use has extended
thus far, would indeed be a great inward gratification, and an
ample rewai'd for any deficiency of pecuniary remuneration.

How few among that useful class of men, the plain practical

sailors^
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sailors, are able to go to any extent into the basis of the science

of navigation, and who continually are working their various

problems without ever thinking further than that they are to

add together certain numbers and subtract others ; and that

if they do this right, they at last arrive at the desired result

!

This instrument will insensibly impress upon the minds of

those who use it, that in every triangle all the parts bear a
rigid and definite relation to each other, and that having
certain things given, certain others can thence invariably be
found; and that any three things that can be brought to the

shape of a triangle, become, by that, objects of simple com-
putation, whether they are distance, difference of latitude and
departure, or the main mast, a main shroud, and the hori-

zontal line joining that mast and shroud along the deck.

I may be permitted here to recommend to the nautical

world not to correct any of the courses when the vessel has

been on one tack for the whole day, and has made the same
lee-way throughout. This will often be tlie case, and there

may be twenty courses on the log-board. Work them all,

without any correction; and having reduced them to one course

and distance, made good, then allow the lee-way and variation

upon that one course.

This instrument may be had at various prices; according to

which it is fitted up as follows, viz.

With two tangent screws, for slow motion : one to the arch

and the other to the slide.

With glasses complete, so as to be at the same time a

Hadley's quadrant.

With the slide to revolve, so as to be able to work oblique

as well as right-angled plane trigonometry.

With a scale of chords, by which it will work all cases of ob-

lique and right-angled spherical and plane trigonometry.

Testimonials have been received from J. A. Dotchen, Esq.,

Teacher of Mathematics; Olinthus Gregory, LL.D., Prof,

of Mathematics, &c. ; M. C. Friend, Lieut. Il.N. F.R.S.

;

T. L. Tiarks, F.R.S. ; P. P. King, Capt. R.N. F.R.S. &c.;

P. Lecount, Lieut. R.N. F.R.A.S.; W. G. W. Owen, Capt.

R.N. ; Thomas Lynn, Capt. Hon. East India Company's

Service; E. Riddle, Esq. F.R.A.S., Master of the Mathe-

matical School, Greenwich Hospital: From these the follow-

ing are selected.

" I have carefully examined the instrument invented by

Mr. Crow, of Gravesend, in order to facilitate the keeping a

ship's reckoning, and to supersede the necessity of recurring

to tables for that purpose. 1 have no licsitation in testifying

that the instrument is lounded upon correct princii)les, and
that
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that it will evidently furnish accurate results within the limits

which ordinary observations at sea justify us in anticipating.

It may be used either instead of computations, or to excite in

the inexperienced a confidence in their calculations, by easily

verifying their correctness ; and on both accounts it may, in

my humble judgement, be found serviceable to seamen in the

navy, East India, or merchant service.

(Signed) " Olinthus Gregory, LL.D.,
Prof, of Mathem. &c.

" Royal Military Academy, Woolwich, August 16, 1830."

"London, 11th Oct. 1831.

" In compliance with your wish that I should give my
opinion on the instrument invented by you for resolving plane

right-angled triangles, I beg to state that I think the principles

on which the instrument is constructed perfectly correct: and
I am of opinion that it will give the quantities, usually taken

out of a traverse table, with sufficient accuracy for all the

common purposes of navigation. I am likewise of opinion

that in many cases the results may be obtained more easily and
expeditiously than by a traverse table.

(Signed) " T. L. Tiarks, F.R.S."
" Mr. Crow, &c."

"Frederick Place, Hertford Road, Oct. 14, 1831.

" I have been much pleased with the instrument you showed
me yesterday; there can be no doubt of the correctness of its

principles, and it admits of quite as much accuracy in the con-

struction as is requisite; it is therefore a most valuable auxi-

liary to the plain practical sailor: with it he can readily solve

any problem reducible to plane trigonometry, and will con-
sequently be enabled to work his reckoning every day on deck,

and without the aid of books or tables; a very great conside-

ration, particularly in merchant vessels. This may in all cases

be done at noon : for he will want nothing in addition to his

meridian altitude, except the variation of the compass, which
he can get sufficiently near by taking the mean bearing of the

sun when at the same altitude, a few minutes before and after

its passage of the meridian, when its motion in azimuth is

quickest. Wishing you every success in its introduction, &c.
(Signed) "P. Lecount, Lieut. R.N., F.R.A.S."
" To Mr. Crow, &c."

" I have examined Mr. Crow's instrument, and I have no
hesitation in stating that by means of it all problems may be
resolved which are usually resolved by the traverse tables,

and that the results from the instrument will be much more
accurate than those that can be obtained from a traverse table,

in
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in which the angles are given, as they usually are, to every

degree.

(Signed) " E. Riddle, F.R.A.S.
" Master of the Mathematical School, Greenwich Hospital."
"22nd Oct. 1831."

The arch of the instrument is graduated to 45 degrees, and
these are subdivided by a vernier into minutes. The double

row of figures to the degrees denotes angles and their comple-
ments, in either case; that is, when the angle is less than 45°,

the figures of the lower row become the comjilement of the

given angle, and the contrary—only that the minutes found

on the vernier ai'e to be subtracted from 20', and the differ-

ence added to the complement will be the degrees and minutes

greater than 45°. When the given angle is less than 45°,

the index is to be placed over it on the arch, in the usual

way. For instance, let the index be placed over 38° 34' on
the arch, and it will instantly show its complement, which in

this case is 51° 26' ; for deducting 14' (which cuts a division

on the arch) from 20' on the vernier, and adding the difference

6' to 51° 20', gives the complement, as above, 51° 26'*.

Observe always to count from left to right when the angle

is less than 45°, and from right to left when it is more than 45°.

The same observation ap[)lies to the scale of rhumbs or points,

which are immediately below; for if the course be 3 points, it

shows at once its complement, 5 points, underneath; and if 5

points be the given course, then ihediff. of lat. is found on the

slide and dep. on the divided limb. Now for the three sides

of the triangle :

—

First. The diff. of lat. is on that side upon which the slide

traverses; and it is also called the divided limb. Here the

diff. of lat. is always to be found or layed oil j if the course is

not more than 4 points or 45 degi'ees.

Second. The dep. is the slide, and traverses up and down;
upon which the dep. is always to be found or set off, when the

course is not more than 4 points or 45 degrees.

Third. The Distance or Index. On this side of the triangle

the dist. is to be found in the angle of intersection with the

blide.

With respect to the diff. of lat. and dep., one general rule

must invariably be observed—it is this, That when the given

course is more than 4 points or 45 degrees, these sides change

names ; and so they always do when the dilf. of lat. is less than

the dep. For if it be a 5-point course, the dilf. of lat. is then

• To work nnd read otf Iiy tl)is iiistnimcnt, it is intended that tlic heel,

or angular point, should be towards the body.

to
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to be found on the slide, and dep. on the limb; and the same
is to be observed when the difF. of lat. is less than the dep.

:

that is, set off the difF. of lat. on the slide, and the dep. on the

limb, when these are given to find course and dist. ; and the

angle of the course thus produced will be found on the arch,

and must be read off" from right to left, as it will be more than

45 degrees. For instance, let the diff. of lat. be 60', and the

dep. 42', to find course and dist., shift the slide to 60 on the

divided limb, (the difF. of lat.,) and move round the index till

it cuts 42' on the slide, it being the dep. On the arch is the

course, 34° 58', and on the index is 73''2, nearly the dist., cut

by the division 42 the dep. Now, without altering the position

of the sides of the triangle, admit that the difF. of lat. be 42',

and the dep. 60', to find course and dist., it will be quite clear

that the difF. of lat. now is on the slide, and the dep. on the

limb; and the course corresponding to this difF. of lat. and
dep. is 55° 2', with dist. as before 73'-2.

Fourth. To find or set off any I'equired number on the sides

of the triangle on the common scale, No. 10 to 100 on the

limb and index, and to 75 on the slide. Required that the

slide should be placed to 532 on the difF. of lat. or limb. First

find 53 ; then take the first subdivision next to this last, is 3%;
to this j^lt^ce the edge of the slide, and you will then have on
the difF. of lat. side 53*2, the number required. But this num-
ber may be called 53*20, thus bringing out the result to two
decimal figures, which is equal in accuracy to the table of

logarithms, only with this great advantage, that the results are

had by the instrument tenfold easier and quicker. The same
numbers may also be counted 532. Now the large scale is

numbered 1 10 5 on the two longest sides, and 1 to 3 on the

slide. This scale is convenient when working for the meri-

dional difF. of lat. as it frequently happens to run up to thou-

sands. Example :—Requii'ed the slide to be placed to 3530
on the divided limb. Look for 3 on the large scale on the

limb; then take 5 of the longer divisions above, and it will be
500, and the next three subdivisions on the edge, will be 30.

To this bring the slide's knife edge, and that will represent

3530 as required. With the slide thus set, let it also be re-

quired to turn the index on the division of 2450 on the slide.

Find 2 on the laro-e scale on the slide, then the four longer

divisions to the right hand will be 400, and the next longer

division which is cut up to the second line will be 50. To this

last, turn the index's divided edge, and you will have 2450,
the number required on the slide, producing an angle of
34° 45' on the arch, with a dist. of 4293 on the index. If

short boards are made, as 2 to 6 miles, which often happens
N. S. Vol. 11. No. 66. June 1832. 3 K in
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in light airs and calms, any distance is readily set off, and the

corresponding results expeditiously obtained. Now to suit

our convenience, we may assume the first 10 on either of the

sides, on the common scale, as 1 or unity, and 20 above as 2,

30 as 3, &c., then will the first division which is cut up to the

second line be y^j, and the longer division y^^, &c. &c. In like

manner may the first 1 on the large scale be assumed as 10,

2 as 20, 3 as 30, &c. ; then will all the longer divisions from
1 to 2 be each 1, or unity, and the subdivisions between these

will each become y\j. Also may the 1 on the large scale stand

for 100, 2 for 200, &c. ; the subdivisions then are 1 each.

Now admit the distance run to be 6 miles on a S.W. by S.

or 3-point course—place the chamfered edge of the index to

3 on the arch, then bring the slide to cut 60, which now stands

for 6 miles, the dist. run, and it is done. On the limb is 5'

for diff. of lat, and on the slide is 3'* 3, or a little more, for

the dep.

A variety of examples are given of the use of the instru-

ment, of which we shall extract one.

Tojind the Difference ofLongitude by the Octant.

To find the diff. of long, with the dep. and comp. raid, lat.,

the proportion is,—As the co-sine mid. lat. is to dep. in miles,

so is radius or 90° to the diff. of long, in miles.

Example I.—Required the diff. of long, between Dover
and Ostend. The dep. is 60 miles, and the comp. mid. lat.

38° 45'.

Rule.—Turn the index over the comp. mid. lat. on the

arch 38° 45', and shift the dep. side with 60' thereon, to cut

the edge of the index, and it is done. Where the division 60
intersects, is 96 miles nearly, for the diff. of long, required on

the index.

The long, of Ostend is 2° 55' E.
The iong. of Dover Castle 1 19 E.

Diff. of long, as above 1)6' = 1 36

Example II.—What is the diff". of long, between An-
tigua and St. Thomas, in the West Indies; the dep. being

177 miles.

Lat. of Antigua, E. point 17° 06' N. Diff. of lat. 2) 1° 12' 17^ 6'

Lat. of St. Thomas, E. point 18 18 N. Add. 1 Diff of lat.... 36

Is mid. lat 17 42

And departure 177 miles.

Rule.—Place the index over the mid. lat. 17° 42' on the

arch, shift tlie slide to 177 miles on the limb, and it is done.

On
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On index cut by the edge of the slide, is 186 miles nearly, for

the difF. of long, required between the two places.

Thelong. of St. Thomas, E.pt 64° 40"

The long, of Antigua, E. pt 61 40

Diff. of long, as above 186'= 3 6

Note.—In like manner may the diff. of long, be found in any
other case with the above proportion.

37. Windsor Terrace, City Road, Feb. 1st, 1832.

LX. On the Summation of Series. Bj/ the Rev. George
Phillips, B.A. Felloxv of Queen's College, Cambridge.

[Concluded from page 344.]

4. J. O sum the series — + ^„, , + ^^ , + &c.

'^ 1-3/

And

Jy yJy y J y ^-y i»i ifn- 3^

y'^ Jy-yJyy '" ^ Jy ^-y !»»,„ i'^^Tfl

&c.

+ y"+^ + &c.

3'".';rf2^

If /* — f — ... m—^f = Wot_iJyyJy' y Jy i-J/

Then f V • u = ^ '
^''^ ~ ^ r I V - u

Jy' m-\ n^n^ n—uy-

, n— li

... + -^-——i_ + ——nw / ——^3^m-l - n^\^ Jy i_y

3 K 2 Now
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Now 7^^~^= +i:i-y-^^^{\-y)

± (l-i/)"-'

.*. these between the limits ofj/ = and j/ = 111 1 o
gives -—— + =^ + ==s + &c.

_ 1 / 1 1 1 .

L_ f_J_ + _J_ . _i_ . &c ^

&c.

, - f TV 7 ^«— 2 ,
n—l^ n— 2 n— 3 ^ \

1 1

5. To sum the series -._ _ „ +
l'".2.3...w S'^.S-^.S-.-w+ l

And as before

JyliJyl '" Jy- 1^ - "i^
"^ 2^ + t^ + &c.

r r ~ r ~ ... ^rrrr -i_ = _^ + _-3^
*/?/ .^^ y Jy- y Jy. 1 —j/ i"'. 2 s*". 3

Jn.JyJy y Jy y Jy. 1-7 i'".2.3
"^ 2-3.4

+ s'drs + ^^•

And
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And

^yJy Jy-yJyy Jy-^-y i^'.s.s...

»

+ -^ =^ + —=^ + &C. (1)
2'".3.4...« + l S^'.^.a^.w + S

Let / — / — ... in— \^l = «'m-i
*^ y y^y y Jy-^-y '

Suppose then \_^^J^u^_^

'''%-afi''n.-i= y'\-.3fy.'^,.-i -fy. y'n-Jy'^r.-x

- &C.

-r
y""^

1.2.3...n— 1^* ^Jy.iX) m-x

4. __^^ /*v"~^tf , (2)- 1.2.3...W— 2*/J/
'"-^ ^ ^

Now if this be taken between the limits ofj/ = and y = 1,

we have

1 1 1

1^.2.3... 71
'^

2'".3.4...w+T
"^

3"'A.5.6...n+ ^'^ ^^'

l'«.2.3...w-r 2'".3.4....w 3'».4<.5.6..'XfT

""
2 lr».2.3..?w^'^2'".3.4..^7r^'^3'".4.5...«

"^
^^'J

1 / 1 1 1

+ 2.3Vi'».2.3...w^^'^2'".3.4..,w-2^'^3'«.4..5..."7Z^^"^^*^')

- &c.

J.
2.3...W— 3'2.3...¥^^l'"-2.3 2'".3.4 "^ 3'«.4.5

^
'-^''V

"^
2.3.4... 7i— 2^^^'"«2 "^ 2'". 3 "^ 3'^A '

Also
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Also + -, . r.v'"-^.'w ,= + ^

-1.2. 3. .7^^^^ Ji/ ^ »"-• - 1.2.3..:^^

I
.

1 1

I'^.w 2"". 71+1^ 3"'.n+'2^

Hence it appears that if we can sum the series when each

term has w—1^ figures; we can when it has ?i figures, but we
have summed it when w= 2 (Art. 1.) .-. we can when n= 3,

and .'. when w= 4, and generally.

6. To sum the series j^^^. +
2.3.4.!.;^??^

+ L=-^ + &c.
3.4 ...71+ 2^

JyJy- -^y.l-y 1.2.3...«^ 2.3...rTTT

And r'^r r ,.,i^r '=_yi_^yy^y-Jy Jy-i-y" 1.2.3... «^

'y^y- </y,\^y 1.2. 3... « 2.3...rt+r

+^ —
^ + &c-

2.3... w-fT^

If r r ,..i;i-^ r J- ^u
Jy-Jy Jy- \—y «-i

We have u . — 71 .u « — ^—
. u h !L^ «n-i J n-1 2 %-3 ^ 2.3 ^-4

-&c.

2.3... n— l
~ 1.Z..,n—\Jy. 1-^

+ &C.

+ ^—. fy Uo + ^-^=^ / I

Now, ^^ 2^„_2 = «„_j
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~
2737iJ^.

•^'* "«-3
~ "~ 2T3TT "«-4 + 27i "«-3

&C. &C.

— 1 /* _/ 7/""^^

Also rVl^ =-(^ +^3 + &C.

2. 3. ..w—3^7^
n—

1

n—

2

1 /> 1_ __

1 /» 1

•^ Jy yJy^-y)
.*. between the limits of 3/ = and j/ = 1, we have

1 1 1

1.2.3...w^ 2.3.4....W+ I 3.4....W + 2

~ ^ 2 "^ 3
*"

w + 1 ^ U.2.3...W "*"
2.3.4....7Z+1'

+ ^-=: + &c.)
3 . 4 ... «+ 2^ '

^2"^ 3'*'w— H M.2.3...W— 1
"^ 2.3.4.. ..w.

+ ^-j -7 + &c.)
3.4...W-I-1 '

"^ 2^4.3"^ 4
'" n—\i M.2.3.../«— 2 2.3.4...w^^

+ &c.)

= &c.

2 . 3...7Z^^ \n-^^ n^f Vl. 2. 3^2. 3. 4^ )

^CT^^+=r^+^--4)4F+2-+>^^0
7. To
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7. To sum the series ,., ^^ ^,, -\ ^—
, + &c.

Let f = .-^r^ + ^=s + ^
, + &c.Jn 1.2. S... 71 2.3...w + r 3.4...W + 2'

where /^ may be obtained by the ordinary methods.

+ ^. + &c.

Let r r ...n— S} I Jn = u
,

/' /„JyJy Jy- ""-' Jy-"
Then as before

^2.3 ^^-AJii.^''
&c.

""
i.2.3...«-r ""/y . •^» ± i.2.3...,rrT/y. ^ -^^

.*. between the limits of j/ = and j/ = 1, we have

P.2^3^..ri^ ^ 2^3^..7Z+T"- 3-\4^..ir+?'

1^2'....n^^-.w 2^3^...n^w + i^ 3^4-....^+T^^+^

+ &c.

+ &c.

- 1 r 1
,

1

"^ 1.2.3..:^^V 1^.2.3...7i
"^

2^3.4...'7M:T

+ _ / _, + he.)
3^4.5...'w + 2'

"^
1.2.3...w-r^ 1.2.3...7Z'' 2.3.4...W+1

+ ^-=^T + -^^•]
3.4.5...n + 2^* '+ '

The
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The general expression for the first n— 1^ series of the se-

cond member of this equation is

1^. 2-. 3- ... Ic'. Ic+]}...n 2". 3^. ... f+l '"• k + 2\..n + 1

Hence if we can sum the series for k squares, we can for

k+l; we have summed it when k = I &c. .'. we can for

^4-1 or 2, &c. .". for 3, and generally.

If we pursue the methods here adopted, we may sum the

series
j 1 -

\-
,, + &c.

l"^ 2". 3P... ¥ 2"'. 3". 4P... X- + 1

where wz, 7?,/?, &c. may be any numbers whatever; the process,

however, will be much too tedious to attempt the operation.13 5

Again, fyj;ii^) = H X- + ^ + ^ + »''=)

Jy yJy yJy - y -^y Jy{^ -y)

- 2^(-^ + ^ + -^^- + &c ^""
\ 1'" 3"' 5"* «^*-'

I

&c. &c.

We see clearly that from this expression if we go through
the preceding articles with reference to the odd numbers, we
shall have the sums of the several series :

1 1 1 o
4- 4- 4- Sec.

1.3" "^3.5'" sT?*" '*'
^'

~("
'TTZ—^ "^ __, ^ ~ -{- cUC.

1*". 3" 3"\ 5" S'". 7"

-{

'

H
,
+ &c. n an odd number

1 1 1

1*". 3.5...W+1* 3'". 5 . 7...w + 3^ "^5'". 7 . 9..."w + 5^

+ &c. n an even number.

=-
_f- .g 4. r; + CCC.

1 .3.5...n+l^^ 3.5.7...n+ 3' ' 5 . 7 . 9...7Z+ 5

-

1 1 I
, «

l-.3^5^..n4-f2 ' 3^5\7-...w + 3'^ ^ 5^7-.9^..w+ 5'-

N, S. Vol. 13. No. QQ. June 1832. 5 L LXI. No-
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LXI. Notices rcspect'mg New Books.

The Dublin Journal of Medical and Chemical Science ; exhibiting a

Comprehensive Fiew of the latest Discoveries in Medicine, Surgery,

Chemlslrij, and the Collateral Sciences, No, I. Marcli 1832, 8vo,

pp. IIG.

ABOUT seven years since there was commenced at Dublin a quar-

terly periodical, entitled, "The Dublin Philosophical Journal and

Scientific Review." This work, although a variety of valuable me-

moirs in almost every great de])artment of science, mathematical as

well as physical, were first made public in it; and notwithstanding

also that it was in all other respects well conducted, was unsuccess-

ful, being discontinued after five Numbers only had appeared. We
have now before us the result of a new attempt to support a Philoso-

phical Journal in the metropolis of Ireland, which, (in order we pre-

sume that it may have claims on the attention of a larger portion of

the scientific public,) unites the general interest of Chemical science

to the professional ones of Medicine and Surgery. As recorders and

historians of natural knowledge, we hail the appearance of every new
journal intended to promote the same objects as our own, on account

of the importance of such publications to the welfare and advance-

ment of science. We do not make this remark as claiming for the

plan or conduct of our own work the rank of a model for those of

others, but because, taking an enlarged and impartial view of the

subject, we are fully convinced, with Sir Jolin Herschel, that, next to

the establishment of institutions, having the promotion of science for

their express object,— notl-.ing has exercised so powerful an influence

on the progress of modern science as the publication of monthly and

quarterly scientific journals, of which there is now scarcely a nation

in Europe which does not produce several. "The quick and universal

circulation of these," he observes, "places observers of all countries

on the same level of peifect intimacy with each other's objects and

methods ; while the abstracts they from time to time (if well conducted)

contain of the most important researches of the day consigned to ihe

more ponderous tomes ot academical collections, serve to direct the

course of general observation, as well as to hold out, in the most con-

spicuous manner, models for emulative imitation *." Entertaining

then such sentiments as these, in which we are proud to concur with

the philosopher from whose work we have derived the foregoing ex-

])ression of them, we are especially gratified with the appearance of a

new Journal in the third city of the empire, the metropolis too of a

country in which every one who claims in any degree the character

either of a philanthropist or a lover of science, must ardently desire

to see useful knowledge, of every description, widely and rapidly dif-

fused.—We proceed to notice the contents of this first Number of the

Dublin Journal, and summarily to examine its claims to encourage-

ment as founded upon them.

Leaving the purely medical and surgical papers and reviews to the

• Preliminary Discourse on the Study of Natural Philosophy, p. 351-352,

judgement
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judgement of professional men and medical critics, we shall confine

our attention to the scientific part of the work, with the remark only,

that we observe among the names of the contributors to the former,

that of one of the best anatomists and physiologists of Ireland, Mr.
Hart, whose assistance, we presume, will be a guarantee for the abi-

lity and attention with which this department of the Dublin Journal

will be conducted. The editor of tiie Journal, we are informed, by a

memorandum on the copy we have received from the publishers, is

R. J. Kane, Esq., M.R.I.A., Professor of Cl.emistry to the Dublin

Apothecaries' Hall.

The Number is divided into three sections, viz., " Original Commu-
nications," " Bibliographic Notices," and " Scientific Intelligence."

In the first section we have to mention four articles. The first of

these, on the " Effect of Prussic Acid on the Tipula or Crane-Fly," by
Maurice Scaulan, Esq., does not require particular remark : the

author found the prussic acid to excite the oviposition of the insect,

by which means he was enabled to examine the mechanism of the

ovipositor, which, he states, is not described by Kirby and Spence.

The second scientific communication is by the Editor himself, and is

entitled, " On the Composition of the Urine and Blood in Diabetes Mel-
lilus." Having examined this paper with some attention, v^e regret

that we are compelled entirely to differ from Mr. Kane in our esti-

mate of the conclusions to be drawn from his analytical experiments

on diabetic urine; while those he has given on the composition of the

blood in that disease do not afford any new information on the sub-

ject; the non-existence ot sugar in such blood having been long ago
determined by Dr. Wollaston and other chemists. On the former sub-

ject, however, we must make a few remarks. Mr. Kane's analyses,

he states, have led him to the conclusion that, in diabetes,— so far from

that alternation in quantity of sugar and urea in the urine, according

to the greater or less aggravation of the disease, really taking place,

which Dr. Prout has designated as one of the most remarkable facts in

medicine with which we are acquainted,—" the urea is not at all

diminished in quantity, but a man secretes in a given time as much of

that principle while dying of the most severe saccharine diabetes, as

he does in a state of the most perfect health." Now we infer, on the

contrary, from the analyses of diabetic urine given by Mr. Kane, that

the prevailing view of the subject is the true one ; or that if this be not

the case, his results do not support an opposite view. Dr. Prout remarks

that in diabetes "the quantity of urea is almost always very much
diminished, though," he continues, " 1 have never met with a speci-

men in which it was entirely absent." [Inquiry, <S,c., 1st edit, p. 61.)

Mr. Kane's analyses fully substantiate this remark, and this is all that

can be deduced from them, as a proper comparison of them with the

results of the analysis of healthy urine by Berzelius will evince. We
have not room to enter further into this subject.—The next scientific

paper is a translation of M. Dumas's interesting " Observations on

Isomerism" from the Annates de Chimie, but oddly enough introduced

into the section headed " Original Communications." We have to

remark that the translation of this paper is very indifferently executed,

3 L 2 it
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it being somewhat doubtful whether certain passages are not still

French ; and we observe in this article, as well as in many other parts

of the Number, the use of ' would ' for 'should ', for which the editor's

countrymen are remarkable, but which certainly should not have ap-

peared in a scientific journal. Mr. Ferguson's " Observations on the

Preparation of Soap Cerate" will probably be useful to the operator

in pharmaceutical chemistry.

Among the works reviewed in the Bibliographic Notices we find only

two of a scientific nature, viz., the second edition of Dr. Christison's

Treatise on Poisons ; and Dr. Daubeny's Introduction to the Atomic

Theory. The notice of the former shows the reviewer to possess con-

siderable acquaintance with the subject, and to have devoted jjroper

attention to the work itself. In the notice of Dr. Daubeny's work,

however, we regret to see Dr. Front's important views respecting

merorganization, termed, in derision, "the merorganized lucubrations

of Dr. Prout"; and when the reviewer observes, controverting the

opinions of that chemist, that " it is impossible to account for the dif-

ference of properties, between organized substances, by the existence

of a mere trace of inorganic matter, particularly as in most of those

cases, it is proved by the labours of our best analysts, that no inorganic

matter exists," he makes an assertion, in the words he has himself

given in italics, which is not only at variance with facts, but indicates,

we apprehend, but imperfect comprehension of this particular subject.

At the end of this notice too are some further allusions to Dr. Prout

and his views in a strain rather indecorous :—has all this any con-

nexion with the analyses of diabetic urine, and their alleged contra-

riety to Dr. Front's conclusions regarding the chemical pathology of

that disease ?

The Scientific Intelligence is arranged under the following heads :

Chemical Science, Physical Science, Botany and Natural History,

Anatomy and Physiology, Pathology and Therapeutics, Surgery, Legal

Medicine and Toxicology, Materia Medica and Pharmacy. It appears

to be well selected, and this department of the Journal is altogether

satisfactory, and very suitable to the main design of the work.—Upon
the whole we think that "The Dul)lin Journal of Medical and Che-

mical Science" deserves to succeed, and we hope it will; but we
must strongly recommend to the writers of chemical papers for it,

greater circumspection in drawing conclusions from their own experi-

ments, as well as from those of other inquirers ; and, to the editor,

more strict attention in future to the correctness of the typography.

Since the above was written the second Number of the Dublin Journal

has appeared. We have looked over it, but do not find anything tliat

demands animadversion, except that tlie chemical notices from the

Journal de Pharmacie and Annates de Chimie in the " Scientific Intel-

ligence", headed, respectively, Thcnard on Bisulphide of Hydrogen,

Decomposition ofAlcohol by Chlorine, ax\A Dumas on Chlorine [it should

be Chloric] Ether, are all copied, verbatim, but without acknowledge-

ment, from our Magazine for Aj)ril; the headings being slightly al-

tered, as if to prevent recognition. This ought not to have been.

Samouelle's
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Samouelle's Entomological Cabinet. No. III. London, March 1832,

12mo. Six coloured Engravings, accompanied with Descriptions.

Each Number of this little work contains coloured engravings of six

species of insects, and the appropriate descriptions. The former are

characteristic of the objects represented, and the latter, though perhaps

too concise, appear to be accurate. The present Number figures and
describes Carabus Hortensis, Fabr.; Cleniocerus aulicus, Leach; Gom-
phoceros riifus. Leach j Gomphus vulgatisslmus. Leach; Smerinthus

TilicB, Latr., and Reduvius personatus, Fabr. A few anecdotes of some
of these insects are given ; but as the work is principally intended for

young persons, and others only commencing the pursuit of practical

entomology, we think Mr. Samouelle would do wisely to introduce

more information respecting the habits and oeconomy of the insects

he describes, as these subjects are especially interesting to younger
students. We observe that Gomphus vulgatissinuts, Leach, {Libellida

vulgatissima, Linn.) is stated to be uncommon near London, and that

the author never met with more than one living specimen, which wa.s

taken near Coombe Wood in Surrey. It may therefore be interesting

to entomologists to remark that between seven and eight years since,

we observed this insect in a green lane or road leading from Frinds-

bury, near Rochester, to Cowling Castle, in Kent; and that, about
twenty years ago, we believe two living specimens were taken some-
where between Islington and Clapton, near London. Upon the

whole we think that the Entomological Cabinet is well calculated to

advance the cultivation of entomology ;and from its cheapness, com-
bined with its competent accuracy, we think it likely to promote the

success of young students of that science.

LXII. Proceedings of Learned Societies.

ROYAL SOCIETY.

December 8, 1831.—HPHE reading of a paper, entitled " Exneri-
-*- mental Researches in Electricity," by

Michael Faraday, Esq. F.R.S. was commenced.
December I.t.—The reading of Mr. Faraday's paper, entitled

"Experimental Researches in Electricity," was concluded.
This paper is divided into four parts: the first being on the In-

duction of Electric Currents*; the second, on the Evolution of Elec-
tricity from Magnetismf; the third, on a new Electrical Condition of
Matter; and the fourth, on Arago's Magnetic l'ha?niin)ena+.

A paper was read, entitled " Some Remarks on the internal Struc-
ture of the Platypus Anatinus {Ornitliorliyncus paradoxus, Blum.)." By
Richard Griffin, Esq. Communicated by Dawson Turner, Esq. F.R.S.

Having an opportunity of examining two specimens of the Orni-
thorhyncus, the one male, the other female, belonging to the Norfolk
and Norwich Museum, the author found in the latter two large
mammary glands, one on each side of the chest, and covering nearly
the whole under surface of the animal : numerous ducts proceeded

* See p. 300. f See p. 301, 402. J See p. 401, 462.

from
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from them, perforating the skin, at two circular portions, which pre-

sented no elevation corresponding to nipples. The Fallopian tubes

terminate by very small orifices in the cloaca : posterior to their termi-

nations the author observed two slightly projecting processes, con-
taining each the orifice of a duct which proceeds to a length of at

least two inches, but the continuation of which could not be traced in

the specimen examined, in consequence of the injuries it had received.

In the male, three pointed processes were noticed at each extremity of

the corpora cavernosa of the penis, the cavities of which do not com-
municate with one another, and are separated before their termina-
tion. The spur of the male is furnished with a sac, of the size of a
pea, containing a poisonous fluid, which by means of a canal is con-
ducted into a wound inflicted by the spur.

December 22.—A paper was read, entitled " Some Account of a
New Volcano in the Mediterranean." By John Davy, M.D. F.R.S.,

Assistant Inspector of Army Hospitals.

The first intelligence of the breaking out of the volcano, which is

the subject of the present paper, was brought to Malta, on the 16th

of July last, by a merchant vessel. It was confirmed soon after by

Captain Swinburne, of H.M.S. Rapid, who had succeeded in approach-

ing very near the island. The crater of the volcano, which was in

great activity, was then only a few feet above the level of the sea.

Several shocks of an earthquake had been felt near the same spot

about a month before the eruption. The volcano continued active

till the 1 (ith of August, and the island it was forming gradually en-

larged in all its dimensions ; but since that period there has been no
fresh eruption. In the end of August, a survey of the island was
carefully made by Captain Wodehouse, R.N. of H.M. brig Ferret

;

and a plan drawn by him is annexed to the present paper. The cir-

cumference of the island is about 32-10 feet, and its greatest height 107

feet ; the circumference of its crater is about /80 feet. The surface

of the island is composed entirely of ashes and cinders, without any

lava. The crater contained turbid salt water, having a temperature of

200° Fahr. and emitting a constant supply of gas. The water in

the immediate neighbourhood of the island was very shallow, not ex-

ceeding three or four feet, and the crater was rapidly filling up by the

falling in of its margin.

The author could not learn that anytliing unusual had been noticed

as having occurred in any of the neighbouring volcanic regions, either

at the time of the eruption or immediately antecedent to it. He de-

scribes the pha^nometia, which fell under his own observation, on a

visit which he made to the island on the .'Jth of August. During the

most violent eruptions, a large quantity of dense white vapour, re-

sembling snow or bleached wool, rose to a great height in tiic atmo-

sphere, and assumed various extraordinary forms ; this was followed by

columnsof perfectly black matter, rising to the height of three or four

thousand feet, and spreading out very widely, even to windward. The
subterranean sounds attending the eruptions were not very loud, and

were much exceeded by that of the electrical explosions accompanying

the lightning, which was seen to dart in various directions in the at-

mosphere
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mosphere of the eruption. To leeward of the volcano, the sea was

much discoloured by the admixture of ashes and fine dust, and an

abundance of light cinders were floating on its surface. Even when
the author was enveloped in the dark cloud of ashes falling from the

volcano, not the smallest odour of bitumen, of sulphuretted hydrogen,

or of sulphureous or any other acid, was perceptible ; nor was any
inconvenience felt in respiration, No appearance of flame, and but

little light, was exhibited during these eruptions.

The solid products ejected from the volcano appeared, on examina-

tion, to differ more in form than in chemical composition ; and were

found to consist of alumina, lime, magnesia, and silica, coloured by

protoxide of iron, and without any potash. With the exception of

small masses of vesicular basalt, similar to the common lava of Etna

and Vesuvius, these materials exhibited no crystalline structure. The
water taken from tlie crater appeared to consist of sea-water holding

in suspension a fine dust, together with filaments resembling vegetable

fibres, which the author supposes to have been derived from sea-weed

drawn into the water. The saline ingredients of this water differed

from that of the Mediterranean, chiefly in containing more sulphate

of lime, and a little alumina, oxide of iron, and a trace of oxide of

manganese ; all these in combination with an acid, probably the sul-

phuric or muriatic, and a notable portion of hyposulphite of lime and
magnesia. He could not detect in it any free acid or alkali, or the

presence, even in combination, of any potash or ammonia, or nitric

acid, nor the slightest trace of bromine or iodine. The gas emitted

by the volcano appeared, as far as could be determined from an ex-

amination of two specimens, to consist chiefly of carbonic acid, with

a trace of sulphuretted hydrogen.

The author observes in conclusion, that the results of his inquiry

are almost entirely of a negative kind ; and in this respect correspond

with those obtained by Sir Humphry Davy, with respect to V'esuvius,

and which are described in his paper" On thePhsenomena ofVolcanos,"

published in the Philosophical Transactions for 1828. They accord-

ingly tend to corroborate the simple hypothesis there adopted in expla-

nation of the phsenoniena of volcanic action; namely, that of the ex-

istence of an ignited nucleus of fluid matter, occasionally forced

through the cooled crust of the earth by the expansive power of steam
and gas ; and they militate strongly against the hypothesis of the che-

mical origin of volcanos, and of their being attended by a decomposi-
tion of water by the metallic bases of the earths and alkalies,

A drawing of the volcano in its active state of eruption accompanied
the paper, together with a plan, and views of the island.

January 12, 1832.—The Bakerian Lecture for 1S32, entitled

" Experimental Researches in Electricity—Second Series," by Mi-
chael Faraday, Esq. F.R.S. was read.

The success of the author in exhibiting the evolution of elec-

tricity by induction from ordinary magnets, led him to conclude
that similar effects might be obtained from the magnetism of the

earth, and even to an extent that might render it available in the

construction of new electrical machines*. These expectations have
been fully realized ; and the researches which establish the in-

* See p. 407, 465.

fluence
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fluence of terrestrial induction in giving rise to electrical currents,

form the subject of this second paper.

The author has comprised the phaenomena here related in the follow-

ing general formula. Referring to the pole of the magnet as the

centre of action, if all the parts of the metallic conductor move in

the same direction and vvitli the same angular velocity, no electric

currents are produced : but if one part cut the magnetic curves

while another part is stationary, or if the motion of the whole be

in one direction, but its angular velocity relatively to the pole of

the magnet be different, then, in either case, currents will be pro-

duced ; the maximum efiect taking place when different parts move
in different directions across the magnetic curves.

January I i).—A paper was read, entitled " On the Theory of the

Perturbations of the Planets." By James Ivory, Esq. A.M. F.ll.S.,

Instit. lleg. Sc. Paris., and Reg. 8c. Gotting., Corresp.

January 2G.—The reading of a paper, entitled " Experimental

Researches in Voltaic Electricity", by the Rev. William Ritchie,

LL.D. F.R.S. Professor of Natural and Experimental Philosophy in

the Royal Institution of Great Britain, and in the University of

London, was commenced.
Februarv 2.—Tlie reading of the Rev. Dr. Ritchie's paper, entitled

"Experimental Researches in Voltaic Electricity," was concluded.

The author adduces many facts in refutation of the theory by

which Volta endeavoured to explain the development of electricity

in galvanic circles. He shows that the contact of dissimilar metals

is not necessary for producing that effect, for galvanic action may
be obtained by employing only one metal, if the two ends of the

same copper wire be coiled into helices of different diameters, and

immersed into dilute nitric acid. The experiments of Mr. Parrot

of St. Petersburgh are cited as leading to results totally different to

those on which Volta rested the foundations of this theory =^'. The

author points out several important marks of distinction between

voltaic and common electricity, and denies that the latter is capable

of passing into the former. He shows by an experiment that the

free electricity developed by heat is independent of that developed

bv galvanic action. Chemical decompositions are effected in a

totally different manner by voltaic and by ordinary electricity; for

in the former case the two elemenis of the decomposed substance

are found disengaged at the opposite poles, but in the latter they

are developed at the same point, and apj)ear more as the effect of

a cleavage of the molecules by the mechanical agency of electricity.

The author conceives that in a galvanic circle of zinc and copper

with interposed water, the superior attraction of the zinc for oxygen

produces an arrangement of the molecules of the water such that

the particles of oxygen entering into the composition of each are

all turned towards the zinc. This definite arrangement produces

in its turn, by induction on the neutral electric fluid contained in the

metal, a corresponding definite arrangement of the two electricities

along the whole electric circuit. Hence electro-magnetic effects

may be obtained without any chemical decomposition j this latter

effect taking place only when the attraction of the metal for one

• Sec p. ."^OO.

of
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of the elements of the fluid is greater than that between the two ele-

ments of the fluid : and upon this principle the author conceives that

the phccnomena of the secondary piles of Hitter, and those observed

by M. de la Rive, may be explained. By adopting the theory of

the successive decomposition and reconiposiiion of each particle

of fluid in the line of action, we avoid the necessity of supposing

tne transference of the disengaged element through the intervening

mass of fluid. Whatever circumstance favours the decomposition

of tlie water, will also increase the power of the voltaic arrange-

ment. Conformably to these views we find that all liquids whose
component parts go to the same pole are non-conductors of voltaic

electricity. A given section of a liquid is capable of conducting

only a limited quantity of electric influence. It was also found by

experiment that when sulphuric acid was employed, the quantity

of electro-magnetic action in the connecting wire is exactly propor-

tional to the (]uantity of water decomposed in the liquid part of

the circuit. This quantity is, within certain limits, inversely pro-

portional to the square root of the distance between the plates.

In the second part ot this paper the author enters upon an investi-

gation of the fundamental principle and laws of action of the voltaic

b:ittery*. He calls in question the truth of the common theories of

galvanism, which are founded on the supposition of electricity being

accumulated in the poles of the battery before the circuit is completed,

and of its actual transfer and continued circulation through the entire

course of the circuit. In order to analyse the effect of a single gal-

vanic circle, the author made the following experiments. A com-
pound plate of zinc and copper soldered together was cemented into

a trough, and two single plates of copper of the same size were ce-

mented, one on each side of the former plate, into the same trough,

so as to form a cell on each side of it 5 and the cells were filled with

dilute acid. On connecting the extreme copper plates by metallic

wires with a delicate torsion galvanom.eter, a certain deflection of the

needle was produced. When two compound plates were placed be-

tween the terminal copper plates, the deflection was twice as great
j

when three were employed, it was three times as great, and so on.

It is thence inferred that the voltaic eflects of two batteries of the

same length, and wi(h plates of the same size, are directly propor-

tional to the number of plates. By prosecuting this inquiry, the

author finds that, within certain limits, the voltaic energies of two
batteries, consisting of plates of the same size, and placed at equal

distances, but differing in number, are very nearly proportional to the

square root of the number of plates. This result was deduced both

from the quantity of water decomposed by the apparatus, estimated

by the quantity of hydrogen disengaged, and also by the electro-

magnetic effects, as measured by the torsion galvanometer. But
when the number of plates is greatly extended, the above law of in-

crease is no longer observed, the effect being less than in proport'on

to the square root of the number. By continuing to increase the

number of plates, we at length reach a limit beyond which there w
" See p. 300.

N,S. Vol. 11. No. &&. June 1832. 3 M no
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no increase of effect, but rather a diminution. So that if the voltaic

power were represented by the ordinates of a curve of which the

abscissa denoted the number of ph^tes, the curve, from being at first

a parabola, would afterwards deviate into a form approaching to that

of an eHij)se.

In the third part of the paper the author relates experiments which

prove that every part of the galvanic circuit conducts the same quan-

tity of electricity, whatever be the material, whether solid or fluid,

composing it j for the magnetic needle is deflected in an equal

degree by every part. He succeeded in exhibiting the rotation of a

piece of charcoal, and of a column of water, while transmitting

voltaic electricity, round the pole of a magnet. Having noticed a

difl^^erence of temperature in the fluid conductor in the vicinity of the

two poles, he was led to investigate the cause of this phaenomenon.

A rectangular box being divided into three compartments by two

partitions of bladder, and filled with water, and the vvires from the

two poles of the battery being inserted into the extreme compart-

ment, the temperature of the water surrounding the positive pole was

found to be higher than that surrounding the negative pole, and that

in the middle compartment highest of all. These difterences he as-

cribes to the cooling effects of the disengagements of the several

gases at each respective pole, the volume of the hydrogen beingdouble

that of the oxygen, producing twice the efl^'ect. With metallic solutions,

the reverse takes place, the efiect depending in every case upon the

relative specific heat of the substances disengaged at the two poles.

The reading of a paper, entitled, " On the Organs of the Human
Voice," by Sir Charles Bell, Knt. K.H., F.ll.S., was commenced.

February 9.—A paper was read, entitled, " Some Remarks on an

Error respecting the Site and Origin of Graham's Island." By Capt.

W. H. Smyth, R.N. K.F.M. F.R.S.

The author rectifies an erroneous assertion, originating from the

report of Captain Larmour, who in tlie year 1800, wlien command-
ing the Wassanaer, a troop-ship on the Egyptian expedition, thought

he observed a shoal of four fathoms water with breakers, within a

mile of the latitude and longitude of the new volcanic island. The
author has determined, by his own observations, that no such reef

exists in that spot, nor is the assigned place of this shoal near that

of Graham's Island, which arose considerably to the eastward, from a

depth of above a hundred fiithoms below the surface of the water. A
knoll, witli only seven fathoms of water upon it, was discovered not

far from the sice of those reports. The Advi-nture bank extends from

Sicilv nearly to Pentellaria, where the water deepens at once from

70 fathoms to above ,S7;> fathoms, at which no bottom was met with.

But, even on the supposition that what Capt. Larmour imagined he

saw was the result of a tein|)orary subaqueous volcanic orii])tion, it

could not have justified the assertion of there being breakers with

four fathoms upon tliem ; and still less does it aft'ord any foundation

for fhe hypothesis that (iraliams Island was formed by the mere lifting

up of such shoal.

A paper was also read, entitled, " Researches in Physical Astrono-

my." Bv J. W . Lubbock, Hs(|., MA. \'.F. and Treasurer R.S.

Sir
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Sir Charles Bell's paper " On the Organs of the Human Voice" was
then read in continuation.

February Ki.—The readings of Sir Charles Bell's paper " On the

Orijans of the Human Voice." was resumed anil concluded.

The author complains that the actions of the organs of the voice

have been negligently treated by physiologists, and that many of
the offices of the structures subservient to that function have been
overlooked ; and expects that the study of them will lay a founda-
tion for prosecuting the intricate anatomy of the nerves of the

neck, which he proposes to himself as an ulterior object. The
subjects to which he particularly directs his attention in the present

paper, are the Muscularity of the Trachea, the Position of the

Thyroid Gland, and the Action of the Pharynx, which he alleges to

have been entirely omitted in previous systematic accounts of

articulate language.

The trachea is strengthened by imperfect circles of cartilage,

the ends of which are united at the back part of the tube by a
transverse layer of muscular fibres,— a structure which is very dis-

tinctly seen in the horse. This transverse muscle is an antagonist

to the elasticity of the cartilages, and the effect of its action during

expiration is, by contracting the diameter of the tube, to favour the

propulsion of the mucous secretion, which may have been accumu-
lated in the passage, and to contribute effectually to expel it by the

effort of coughing. The same action leads also to the expulsion

of foreign bodies which may have accidentally got into the trachea.

In birds, where the inner surface of the passage is without moist-

ure, no such provision was required ; and accordingly we find the
cartilages of the trachea are complete circles, not admitting of con-
traction.

The author considers the thyroid gland as serving the purpose
of interrupting the vibrations of the cartilages of the trachea, to

which it is closely attached, especially when pressed against it by
the actions of the flat muscles which extend over it. If sound
were given out by the vibrations of the trachea, it would interfere

with the distinctness of the voice. The thjroid gland is, therefore,

placed low in the larynx, and on the upper part of the trachea, for

the purpose of checking the vibrations ofth.it tube, and suppress-

ing the sounds that would thence be produced. In birds, where
the voice originates in the inferior larynx, and is propagated along
the trachea, the structure of that tube is adapted to vibration, the

circles of cartilage being complete, and there is no thyroid gland.

In man, the primary source of the voice is the vibration of the

chordae vocales, or ligaments of the glottis, acted upon by the im-
pulsion of the air passing by them. The proper degree of tension

is given by these ligaments by the action of the muscles, which
adjust their position with the greatest accuracy. The movements
of the chest, which regulate the expulsion of the air, are at the
same time adapted with great nicety to the production of the re-

quired effect. The sacculi laryngis also contribute to give greater
extent and freedom to the vibrations of the glottis. It is by the

3 M 2 concurrent
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concurrent action of these organs that the breath, which under

ordinary circumstances of respiration is inaudible, becomes vocal-

ized, or thrown into sonorous undulations.

The author then gives an anatomical dercription of the pharynx

and mouth, vvliich together constitute an irregular cavity, extend-

ing from the glottis to the lips and nostrils, and of which the va-

rious changes of dimension and of form effect corresponding

changes in the undulations into which the air is originally thrown

by the vii)ri!tions of the glottis, and produce the different modifi-

cations of the voice. The most important are those which con-

stitute articulate sounds. The simple vocal tones, or vowels, are

greatly modified by the mere elongation or shortening of this cavity.

But even in the formation of these, the contraction and appulse of

the pharynx acts an important part ; and in the articulation of the

consonants it is a principal agent; its smaller cavity being, upon a

well-known hydrostatic principle, substituted with great economy
of power for the more capacious cavity of the chest. In [)ronoun-

cing the explosive consonants, such as B, D, and G, the velum

pendulum is raised, and, acting as a valve, closes the posterior nares;

and the mouth being also closed, the vocalized breath, which con-

tinues to ascend through the glottis, sufi'ers condensation, and gives

rise to the faint sound which precedes the explosion consequent

upon the opening of the closed cavity. This opening takes place,

either by the separation of the lips, or by the removal of the tongue

from the teeth, or palate, to which it had been applied. These pre-

vious actions of the pharynx and glottis are the circumstances which

distinguish the sound of these letters from their corresponding mute

consonants, P, T, and K. Thus the consonants, classed according

to their formation in the mouth, either by the closed lips, the meet-

ing of the lips and teeth, or the meeting of the tongue and palate,

admit of varieties dependent on the actions of tlie pharynx and

velum palati. The emphasis and accent given to particular syllables

arise from two sources: nan)ely, the variation in the action of the

chest, and in the action of the pharynx.

This minute accommodation of action evinces not merely the per-

fection of the organ, but also its great subordination to the will

;

and in this respect the muscular apparatus of the throat admits of

comparison with the delicate adjustments in the eye. Stanmsering

arises, not from the defect in any single part, but from imperfect

power of combining the requisite actions.

The author concludes by enumerating the variety of actions

which must be combined before a word is uttered : namely, the

compression of thethorax, the adjustment of the glottis, the elevation

or depression of the larynx, and the contraction of the pharynx.

He also adduces proofs of the correctness of the opinions ailvanced

in this paper, drawn from the effects of accident and of disease

occurring under his own observation ; and from which he draws the

following conclusions:—That the trachea gives out no sound of

itself; that wiien the ar";i of the passage is much diminished, the

column of air has not sufficient force to move the chordae vocales
;

that
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that whatever interferes directly with the motion of the glottis re-

duces the voice to a whisper j that any permanent opening or defect

of the vekmi, which prevents the distention of the pharynx and the
closing of the posterior nares, renders articulation defective; that

the obstruction or removal of the cells of the face deprives the voice

of its body and clearness ; and that nervous relaxation of the

muscles of the throat is productive of great alteration in the voice.

Hence the author infers the necessity of the numerous nerves which
are distributed to these organs.

February 23.—The reading of a paper, entitled, " On the Inverse
Ratio which subsists between Respiration and Irritability in the
Animal Kingdom ; and on Hybernation," by Marshall Hall, M.D.
F.R.S.E., communicated by J. G. Children, Esq. Sec. R.S. was
commenced.

March 1.—Dr. Hall's paper was resumed, and read in continua-

tion.

March 8.—The reading of Dr. Marshall Hall's paper, entitled "On
the Inverse Ratio which subsists between Respiration and Irritability

in the Animal Kingdom ; and on Hybernation," was concluded.

The object of the author, in the investigation which he has un-
dertaken, and of which some of the results are given in the present
paper, is to establish a law of the animal economy, which he ex-
presses in the following terms :

" The quantity of the respiration is

inversely as the degree of the irritability." Other authors, such as

Cuvier, attaching a different meaning to the term irritabilitij, have
stated this property, in the different classes of animals, as being di-

rectly proportional to the energy of the respiratory functions ; the
purposes of which they have considered to be those of restoring to

the exhausted muscular fibre its contractile power. The author of
the present paper regards animal life as consisting in two essential

ingredients, namely, stimulus and irritability; atmospheric air being
the principal source of the former ; the heart, where it exists, being
the principal organ of the latter; and the blood being the medium
by which these are brought into contact.

For the purpose of ascertaining the quantity of respiration in any
given animal, the author contrived an apparatus, to which he gives

the name of the ^Pneumatometer '. It consists of a glass jar inverted

over mercury, and over the mouth of a bent tube, by which it com-
municates with a water-gauge of one tenth the capacity of the jar.

Annexed to this apparatus, but unconnected with it, is a glass ball,

containing ten cubic inches, and terminating in a tube, bent at its

upper part, and of the capacity of one cubic inch, and inserted into

a wider tube containing water, so as to correspond in all its pneu-
matic conditions with the jar and its gauge, and to point out what-
ever changes may have taken place in the volume of the air examined
in the course of the experiment, from circumstances extraneous to ic,

such as variations of temperature, or of barometrical pressure. The
animal, whose respiration is to be examined, is placed on a stand and
covered with a jar; and the carbonic acid produced is absorbed by
pieces of calico moistened with a strong solution of caustic potash,

fixed
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fixed by a wire frame in the upper part of the jar. The animal, at

the end of the experiment, is withdrawn under mercury, without

displacing the jar ; the space it had occupied is filled with an equal

volume of atmospheric air admitted into the jar; and the volume of

oxygen gas absorbed is estimated by the column of water which

has risen in the gauge.

From the facts detailed by Harvey, Goodwyn and others, wliich

establish that in asphyxia the left ventricle of the heart ceases to

contract before the right ventricle, the author infers that the irrita-

bility of the latter is greater than that of the former; and proposes

to distinguish the first as arterio -contractile, and the latter as veno-

contractile, from the circumstance of their being stimulated respec-

tively by arterial and by venous blood. He considers the power of

bearing suspended respiration as anneasure of irritability, which may
be expressed by the length of time during which an animal can sup-

port the suspension of this function. He then shovvs that, conform-

abl)' to these definitions, the foetus before birth, the reptile, and the

molluscous animal possess a much higher degree of irritability than

the adult, or than animals belonging to the class of mammalia and

birds ; in which the quantity of respiration being very great, the

irritability is proportionally small.

He then proceeds to consider the phsenomena of hybernation;

and shows that they are very similar to those of the ordinary sleep

of the same animals, but differ from those of the sleep of animals

which do not hybernate. In the former case the respiration is

nearly, if not wholly, suspended, and the temperature greatly re-

duced; but the circulation continues unimpaired. He notices dif-

ferences also in the habits of different hybernating animals, some of

which frequently awake fron) their slumber during the winter, while

with others the lethargy is uninterrupted. The state of hybernation

should, he thinks, be carefully distinguished from the torpor induced

by excessive cold ; the former being a conservative, the latter a

destructive process. The exclusion of atmospheric air, which is

speedily fatal to the animal in its active state, is sustained with per-

fect impunity during hybernation, the respiration being then entirely

suspended. The animal being at such times reduced to a state

analogous to that of the reptile, but in a still higher degree, the

irritability is much increased: the heart continues to beat without

the stimulus of aerated blood, and the circulation is kept uj) with

perfect regularity. This latter fact was ascertained by actual ob-

servation in the case of the bat, by adjusting the wing of the animal,

so as to admit of its being placed in the field of a microscope with-

out disturbing its repose. The experiments of Mangili are quoted

in proof of the longer continuance of the action of the heart alter

decapitation, if the experiment be made in the hyl)ernating state,

than if it be made when the animal is in its ordinary state of acti-

Animals, during hybernation, are easily roused from their le-

thargy, and restored to sensibility and activity; and the muscles do

not appear to be art'ected with the slightest rigidity : the respiration
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is immediately resumed, and the temperature rises rapidly to the

natural standard. The hedgehog and the dormouse awake periodi-

cally from the sense of hunger, and the food then taken conduces

to renewed lethargy. But frequent excitation from this state is

productive of great exhaustion, and is often fatal to the animal.

Severe cold, like other causes producing a painful impression, rouses

the hybernating animal from its state of lethargy ; and if continued,

induces a state of torpor, which ends in death.

LINNiEAN SOCIETY.

April 17.—A paper was read, entitled, " On the Imperfect Deve-

lopment of the Reproductive Organs in certain Species of Euphorbia

and Saxifraga," by Mr. David Don, Libr. L.S.

From the imperfect development or entire nbortion of the pis-

tillum, most of the perennial species of Euphorbia are polygamous
;

the terminal capitulum occupying the forks of the ramifications of

the panicle being generally male, while the lateral surrounding ones

are hermaphrodite, or occasionally female, as in Euphorbia hybema
and E. trigonocarpa. In all the plants, which the author examined,

of E. emarginata and androsccmifolia, the whole of the capitula

were male. This is not unfrequently the case also with E. Esula, E.

Cyparissias, and E. salicifolia, which, he observes, are rarely found

to perfect seeds, to make up for the deficiency of which nature ap-

pears to have supplied them with creeping roots. In the male capitula,

there is often not the least vestige of the pistillum ; but in those

that are female, which are of much less frequent occurrence, the ru-

diments of the stamina are always present.

The flowers of many species of Saxifraga, from the same cause,

are likewise often polygamous, and sometimes even dioecious. These

abortions are most frequent in the normal group of the genus.

May 1.—A letter was read, addressed to the President by Henry
Saville Foljambe, Esq., F.L.S , stating that a specimen of the Falco

rujipes oi Bechstein, was shot near Doncaster in April 1830. It is

a curious fact that three other examples of the same bird were killed

in Norfolk in the same yearj until when the species had not been

recorded as British.

A paper was also read, entitled " Some Remarks on the Plant

which yields the Cascavilla Bark," by Mr. David Don, Libr. L.S.

There is reason to believe that many species of Croton afl'ord a

bark partaking more or less of the properties of Cascarilla, but

among these the Croton Cascarilla of Linnaeus cannot be reckoned;

for although this species has usurped the name, it appears that it

possesses none of the sensible properties of Cascarilla bark. Wood-
ville and most of the more modern writers on Medical Botany
have adopted the opinion of the late Dr. Wright, that the bark in

question is derived from the Croton Eluteria, the Clutia Eluteria of

Linnaeus ; but Mr. Don inclines to the opinion of Boulduc, Spiel-

mann, and others, in regarding it as a production of the Spanish

Main :
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Main j for it does not appear that it ever was obtained from Ja-

maica, or even from the Bahama Islands (from one of which the ap-

pellation Eluteria or Eleutheria is derived) 5 and it is now ascertain-

ed from the recent observations of Messrs. Scliiede and Deppe, that

a bark a^^reeing in every respect with the Cascarilla bark of the

shops, is collected in the vicinity of Jala|)a, at Actopan, and in the

district of Plan del Rio, in the province of Vera Cruz, in Mexico,

where it is known by the names of Copalche, or Quina blanca. To
this plant Mr. Don recommends the application of the name of Cro-

ton Cascarilla, that of P^eudo- China, given to it by Professor Schlech-

tendal in his recent treatise on the subject, being in many respects

objectionable; and leaving to the Croton Cascarilla of Linnaeus the

more recent epithet of /irtearis, applied to it by Jacquin, being per-

fectly convinced of the identity of the latter with the Linnsean Cas-

carilla.

May 24.—This day the Anniversary Meeting of the Society was

held, the President, Lord Stanley, in the chair.

The President read the list of Members deceased or withdrawn

from the Society during the past year, particularizing the more dis-

tinguished individuals whose names it contained. Among the thirteen

Fellows of the Society deceased, were Sir Thomas Gery CuUum,
Bart., who contributed largely to the works of Hudson, Withering,

and Smith, and commenced himself a Flora of England ; The Rev,

T. Orlebar Marsh; William Roscoe, Esq.; Thomas Walford, Esq.
;

John \A'hite, M.D., who accompanied Governor I'hillips to New
South Wales, in the capacity of Surgeon-General to the Colony, and

published a Journal of the voyage, having made ample collections

in every department of natural history in the new colony. The

list of Foreign Members deceased comprised the names of Le Chevalier

Aubert Aubert Du Petit Thouars, Member of tlie Institute of France,

author of Nova Genera Madagascnriensia , and otiier botanical works,

and also of several works on Vegetable Physiology, in which he

was profoundly versed ; Prof. Bonelli, Director of the Royal Museum
of Natural History at Turin, a distinguished Entomologist; Mons.

le Viconipte de Cassini, Member of the French Institute, celebrated

for his profound knowledge of the Compositce, of which he was the

first to attempt a natural classification ; The Rev. J. S. Wyttenbach,

of Berne, author of a new edition of Haller's Swiss Plants ; and Mons.

le Baron Cuvier, whose lamented decease has so recently taken place.

The list of deceased Members included also that of one Associate,

the late Mr. Miller of Bristol, of whom a memoir was given in the

Phil. Mag. and Annals, N. S. vol. ix. p. 4.

Thirty-one Fellows and two .Associates have been added to the

Society since the last Anniversary.

The Society then proceeded to the election of Council and Offi-

cers for the ensuing year, vvlien the following were chosen :

Council:—Edward Lord Stanley; G. Bentham, Esq.; W.J.
Broderip, Esq. ; Robert Brown, Esq.'; W. J. Burchell, Esq. ; Edward

Forster,
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Forster, Esq. ; A. B. Lambert, Esq. ; W. G. Maton, M.D. ; VVhitlock

Nicholl, M.D.; VV.Yarrell/Esq.; F. Boott,M.D.i J. Curtis, Esq.

;

Major Gen. Thos. Hardwicke ; R. 1. Murchison, Esq. ; and R. H.
Solly, Esq.

Officers :

—

President, Edward Lord Stanley ; Treasurer, Ed-
ward Forster, Esq. ; Secretary, Francis Boott, M.D. ; Under-SecrC'
tary, Richard Taylor, Esq.

ZOOLOGICAL SOCIETY.

January 10, 1832.—Specimens were exhibited of several Birds,

Land-Shells, and Corals, together with the cranium of a Balcenoptern,

LaC^p., all collected at the Cape of Good Hope by Dr. Andrew
Smith, Corr. Memb. Z. S., and presented by him to the Society.

In illustration of the subjects exhibited, extracts were read from a

letter from Dr. Smith which accompanied his present. The Balce-

noptera was there referred to as Bed. Capensis: it is apparently the
Rorqual du Cap of M. Cuvier in his < Ossemens Fossiles,' which
has since been named by M. Desmoulins Bal. Poeskop, and by M.
Fischer Bal. Lalandii.

Specimens were also exhibited of several Mammalia, Birds, and
Fishes, collected by Mr. H. Cuming, chiefly in Chili.

Among the Mammalia, Mr. Bennett pointed out as apparently
new to science an Otter and a Mouse, which may be characterized

as follows

:

LuTRA Chilensis. Lut. supra saturate vinaceo-briinnea, infrh

pallidior ,- caudd brurmeo nigricante, corporis dimidio parum
breviore.

Hah. in aquis Chiliae.

*' The total length is 2 feet 4- inches ; from the nose to the root

of the tail, 1 foot 7 inches; girth at the belly, 9h inches."

Its habits, according to Mr. Cuming's observations, agree with

those of the European Otter; and it is equally capable of domesti-
cation.

Mus LONGiCAUDATus. Mus caudu longissimd : suprh pallide

fidvus nigrescente va?-ius ; itifra et ad pedes albescens.

Hab. in arbores Chiliae, nidum e foliis graminum construens.

The most striking peculiarity of this Mouse is the extreme length
of its tail, which approaches nearly to double that of the body

;

the length of the head and bod}'^, taken in a straight line, being 3
inches, while that of the tail is o\.

Among the Birds were two specimens of the Phytotoma Bloxhami,
Child., which having been submitted to Mr. Children, that gentle-
man reported that one of the specimens was apparently a female
or a young male of the species. It differed from the adult male in

being devoid of the ferruginous colour on the crown ; and in the
total absence of the same colour on the breast and abdomen, which
were of a dirty yellowish white streaked with fuscous. The co-
lours of the upper part of the body were also less deep than in the
adult male. Mr. Children stated that the male specimen accorded

N. S. Vol. 1 1 . No. G6. June 1832. 3 N accuratelv
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accurately with that which he originally described in Jardine and
Selby's ' Illustrations of Ornithology.' He added, that more re-

cently, in 1830, both sexes of the bird had been described and
figured in the ' Memoires presentes a i'Academie Imperiale des

Sciences de St. Petersbourg,' by M. Kittlitz, who, not being aware
that it had been previously published, had given to it the name of

Pliyt silens. As M. Kittlitz's description was subsequent to that

of Mr. Children, so also was his discovery to that of Mr. Bloxham,
whose name is commemorated by Mr. Children in that of the bird,

which was shot by him at Valparaiso certainly not later than De-
cember 1825, while M. Kittlitz did not observe the species in

Chili until INIarch or April 1827. Mr. Children added, that the
" two serrated tomice or ridges" in the margin of the upper mandible,

mentioned by him in his description o^ Fhyt. BloxhatJii, are very

distinct in both the specimens submitted to his inspection.

The following species from the same locality were apparently

new to science, and were characterized by Mr. Vigors as follows:

Cai'Ito aurifrons. Cap. occipile, genis, collo superlori, nucha,

dorsoqiie atris albido-Jiavo striatis ; abdomine albido-flavo, atro-

Jusco striata ; jugido tectricibusque alarum aurantiacis, illius

piumis siibgraciliter, hujus (alius in medio nigro striatis ; Jronte
verticeque aureis, hoc subfuscescenti ; remigibus reclricibusque

Jiiscis.

Longitudo 7x unc.

Xantiiornus CHRYSOcARrus. Mas. Xanth. ater, piumis obscur^

J'errugineo marginatis ; regione carpali aureo-fiavd.

Foem. colore superno minils saturato, dorso imo subcinerascenti

;

corpore injra albo v^aculatim notato ; strigd utrinque a rictu per

oculos ad nucliam extcndente lata, alteraque in medio verticis

gracili albis ; regione carpali Jiavescenti.

Longitudo maris 8 unc. fcem. 7^.
AglaTa Chilensis. Agl. sericeo-aier ; capite genisque Jlavo-

viridibus, colore genarum in lattra colli angidariter extoidenie

;

pectore abdomineque beryllinis ; dorso medio imoque Jlammeo-
coccineis.

Statura Tanagrce Tatao, Linn.

Picus AURocApiLLUs. Pic. supra ater, albo Jasciatus macida-

tusque ; strigaliita super oculos ad humeros extendente, alteraque

suboculari interrupta, gidaque albis
;
pectore abdomineque sor-

dide albcscentibus, strigis patxis Jiiscis notatis ; capite atro,

Jronte auren strigatim notato, vertice aureo.

Longitudo, 6 V unc.

The two following apparently new species were also in Mr.
Cuming's collection, but they had been obtained by him from

Mexico.
CoccoTiiKAUSTEs CHRYSOPEPLUS. Mas. Cocc. corporc aureo,

dorso medio nigro notato ; alis rectricibusque nigris, illis albo

variegatis ad carpumque aureo notatis, horum, qnatuor mediis

exceptis, pogouiis internis ad apices albis.

Fcem. aut .Mas jun. capite, collo, corporeque inj'r^ pal/idr aureis,

illii
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liltsJusco striatis ; dorso olivascenti-Jlavo,Jusco notato ; alis cau-

ddque olivaceo-brunneis, illis albo parce maculatis.

Longitude, 9\ unc.

Ortyx spilogaster. Ort. capite gidtiireque airis, illo strigis, hoc
maciilis, albis notatis ; collo, pectore, nuckd, dorso, alis, caudaque
palliile plumheo-cinereis ; capitis crista elongatd recuinbente,

strigis colli superioris, scaputaribus, abdominisque lateribus Jer-
rugineis, his albo strigatis ; pectore abdomineque medio albo ocu-

latim guttatis ; abdomine imo crissoque albescentibus, illo obscure

fuscofasciato, hoc intensiiis brunneo notato.

Longitude, 12 unc.

As the most interesting of the Fishes exhibited, Mr. Bennett
pointed out a new species of Scombresox, LaCep., which differs by
its less ample mouth, the number and direction of its teeth, and the

smaller extent of the bony plate behind those of the upper jaw from
the Cyclopterus Deritex, Pall. This he distinguished as the

Scombresox lemuuidens. Scomb. ore capitis dimidium latitu-

dine cequante ; labiis crassis, injeriore utrinque late lobato ; den-
tibus incisoribiis maxillcB superioris verticalibus, iiiferioris hori-

zontalibus, pone illas osse scabro utrinque parvo.

D. 8. A. 5. C. 8. P. 25.

Hab. in Oceano Pacifico, Chiliam alluente.

In maxilla superiore dentes incisores approximati, elongati, sub-
asquales, (externis longitudine parum decrescentibus,) utrinque
tres ; dein laniarius parvus discretus, quern sequitur alter minimus
dimotus : in maxilla inferiore dentes incisores utrinque tres, quo-
rum primus major, secundus minor, tertius minimus, omnes ap-
proximati

; dein laniarius parvus discretus, et ab hoc dimoti et inter

se discreti laniarii minimi tres.

An Agriopus, Cuv, and VaL^ from the same locality with the pre-

ceding fish, was shown to agree generally with the description pub-
lished by MM. Cuvier and Valenciennes of their Agr. Peruvianus

;

but a deviation occurred in the nun)ber of the fin-rays, those of the

spinous portion of the dorsal fin being one less in number, while of

the soft rays of the anal there were three more than in the species

referred to ; the rays in the specimen exhibited being D. J^. A. xV-
It appears therefore probable that the seas of the western coast of
South America, like those of the Cape of Good Hope, are inhabited

by two species of Agriopus; but it was not deemed advisable to

characterize a second until an opportunity should occur for a satis-

factory comparison of specimens.

Various specimens oi' Si/ngnathi, obtained by Mr. Cuming in the

Atlantic Ocean, were regarded by Mr. Bennett, notwithstanding

some important differences in their proportions, as belonging to one
species, which he described as new to science, although nearly

allied to Si/}ig. Acus, Linn. It may be thus characterized

:

Syngnathus FUCicoLA. Si/ng. jnnnis pectoralibus, dorsali, anali,

caudalique prceditus : rostro cylindrico, producto : scutis dorsa-

libus quatuordecim, jyrccanalibus sedecim, caudalibus viginti sex :

3 N 2 corpore
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corpore heptagono caiidCique tetragond transversim pinnaque dor-

sali oblique nigrescentifasciatis. D. 28.

Yc£n\. rostra truncoque brevioribus ; hoc latiore ; ventre {avis ex-

clusis) baud carinato ; caudd longiore.

A Si/ng. Acu differt occipite minus elevato ; fronte subaequaliter

declivi, orbitis parum elevatis j et prsesertim scutis longe pauci-

oribus.

Specimens were exhibited of several Stomapodous Crustacea, also

from the collection of Mr. Cuming, a collection extremely rich in

Crustacea, Mollusca, and other invertebrate animals inhabiting the

sea. A considerable portion of it was formed during a voyage in

the Southern Pacific Ocean undertaken by Mr. Cuming in a vessel

freighted by him for the express purpose of obtaining objects of

natural history. Among those now exhibited Mr. Owen pointed

out two new species, one of which belongs to that section of the

genus Squilla, Fabr., which is distinguished by the presence of

moveable spines at the extremity of the caudal segment, and like-

wise, as was particularly shown, by the first pair of pedipalpi being

unarmed. Of this section but one species had been previously de-

scribed, the Squilla ciliata, Fabr., (Squilla btylifera, Lam.,) a figure

of which has been engraved for the forthcoming Appendix contain-

ing the Zoology of Captain Beechey's late 'Voyage to the South

Pacific/ &c. The second species was described under the name of

Squilla spinifrons ; and in illustration of the distinctions between it

and the Fabrician species the following characters were read by

Mr. Owen

:

* xintenncB chelis breviores.

Squilla ciliata, Fabr. Squil. pollice tridentato ; corpore supra,

prceter segmentis natatoriis, la'vi ; rostro inermi; segmento idtimo

superne 5-carinato,

Hab. Oalm.
** Antenna chelis longiores.

Squilla spinifrons. Squil. pollice tridentato; corpore supra

,

prceter segmentis natatoriis, Icevi ; rostro 3-spinoso ; segmento

ultimo superne W-carinato.

Hab. Valparaiso.

Mr. Cuming's note affixed to the latter states that it was " caught

by dredging in deep water, and by the fishermen's lines."

The other new species is referable to Gonodactijlus, Latr., and is

nearly allied to Gon. Chiragra, Ejusd., for which the following

amended character was proposed by Mr. Owen with the view of

distinguishing it from Gun. ensiger.

GoNODACTYLusCiiiUAGRAjLatr. Gon. poUice cdentato, basiextils

gibbo, intiis crcnato ; rostro li-spinoso, spina intermedia producta.

Long. 4 unc.

Hab. "in insula Erromanga Novarum Hebridum Oceani Pacifici,

ubi in foramiiiibus rupiuin se eclat," teste Doni. Georgio IJcnnctt.

GoNODACTVLUS ENSIGKU. Gou. polUcc cdcntato, cnsato, intiis

acuta; rostra 'o-spinoto, spina intermedia absolctd.

Lonu.
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Long. 6 unc.

Hab. Valparaiso.

Color flavus; chelarum coeruleus.

Praecedenti valde affinis, piiesertim sculptura armat uraq ue se-

mentorum ultimorum ; sed dittert pollice ad basin non ventricoso,

ad marginem internum non crenato ; spina rostri media non pro-

ducta ; necnon magnitudine,

Mr. Cuming states that this is taken in the same manner as the

Squilla spinifrons.

Specimens were exhibited of several Humming Birds from Po-
payan, forming part of the collection of Mr. John Gould; and the

following characters, by Mr. George Loddiges, of four new species

were read.

Trochilus tyrianthinus. Troch. capita supra dorsoque aureo-

viridibus ; guld splendenti saturate viridi ; a/is bru7ineo-Ju.scis ;

Cauda subiotuudatd, latissima, aureo-purpured : rostro gracili,

brevissinw, recto.

Long, corporis, 4 unc. ; rostri, 4 lin.

Trochilus eurypterus. Troch. supraJiisco-viridis, subtiis ci~

nereo viridique variegatus ; caudd rotundatd, atro-aureo -viridi.,

rect)-icibus lateralibus apice cinereis ; alis latissimis Jiisco-atris :

rostro brevi, recurvato, mandibuld hiferiore alba.

Longitudo, \\ unc.

Trochilus flavescens. Troch. aureo-viridis ; capite guldque
splendenti am-eo-smaragdinis ; caudd subfurcatd, albo-jlave-

scenti, rectrkibus lateralibus ad margines, mediisque totis aureo-
olivaceis ; alis atro-Juscis, subtiis jyallide rujescentibiis : rostro

viediocri, recto.

Trochilus Gouldii. Troch. viridis ; jugulo pallide smaragdino

;

caudd longissimd, forjicat'i, rectricibus rotundatis, exterioribus

4^ uncialibus nigris, ad apices aureo-viridibus, mediis brevibus,

ccBteris gradatis aureo-viridi splendentibus ; alis mediocribus ro-

tundatis : rostro j)arvo, recto.

Long, corporis, 2 unc. ; rostri, 34- lin.

Preparations were exhibited of the stomach, and of the tongue,
larynx and trachea of a Jaguar, Felis Onga, Linn. They were ob-
tained from an individual which lately died at the Society's Gar-
dens, respecting the dissection of which Mr. Martin read his Notes
at the request of the Chairman*.
A preparation of the tongue, larynx and trachea of an Ocelot,

Felis Pardalis, Linn., having been placed on the table for compa-
rison with the preparation of the same parts in the Jaguar, Mr.
Martin pointed out the difference between them. He showed that
while in the Jaguar there intervenes between the base of the tongue
and the rima glottidis a distance of 3 inches, in the Ocelot the
riina and base of the tongue are in close proximity. In the Ocelot
the epiglottis is larger in proportion than in the Jaguar, is not so
acute, and has a slight indentation at the point : the rings of the
trachea are also firmer and more perfect than in the Jaguar; and

* These notes are given in the Procecdiiigs of the Committee.

the
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the edges of the rima glottidis do not protrude as in that animal and
in the Lion, The thyroid gland is double both in the Ocelot and

the Jaguar. At the commencement of the asop/iagiis the mem-
brane is puckered up in the Ocelot into a number of irregular folds

crossing ihe stria', which are there very slight and longitudinal so

as to form a kind of valve or obstruction : in the Jaguar on the con-

trary the strice are transverse, and there are no valve-like foldings

of the membrane between the pharynx and oesophagus.

The following note by A. F. Tulmedo, Esq., H. M. Consul in

Corsica, dated Bastia, Jan. 1832, was read. It was communicated
to the Committee by Mr. Barnard.

" There had been hitherto no instance in Corsica! of Mouffons
breeding in a domesticated state, nor any of their coupling with

Sheep, though the flocks of the latter not rarely approach the high

regions of the Movjflon. General Merlin, the commanding officer

of Corsica, has now, however, not only a young MouJlJlon born of

two tame MouJJions in his possession, but also an ottt^pring of the

same he-Moi[ffion and of a Ewe."

FRIDAY-EVENING PROCEEDINGS AT THE ROYAL INSTITUTION
OF GREAT BRITAIN.

Feb. 24, 1832.—The Marquis Moscati delivered a lecture on

the Genius of the Extemporaneous Poets, and on the Art of Impro-

visation, which he illustrated by improvising several specimens of

Italian poetry, at the close of the evening.

March 2.—Mr. Faraday on the Explanation of Arago's Phaeno-

mena of Moving Metals afforded by his late results obtained in inves-

tiurating magneto-electric induction. The production of electricity

from magnetism we have already briefly described in our account

of a former evening (p. 301.). Mr. Faraday now pointed out, that

when the revolving copper plate, or any piece of moving metal, was

passing by the pole of a magnet, the current of electricity, which

occurred in the metal at right angles to the direction of its motion

and at the place of the magnetic pole, was exactly such as, according

to his former discovery of electro-magnetic rotation, would tend to

make the pole move tangentially to the current produced, and in the

same direction with the moving metal. Upon hanging a powerful

horse-shoe magnet over the revolving copper plate, the magnet

tended to move with it ; but on conHning the magnet, and applying

conductors to the centre and the edge of the plate, the electricity

could be drawn off, carried elsewhere by metallic wires, and then

be mai'.e to deflect another magnet ; the latter being an exact repeti-

tion, by the current conducted from the plate, of the rotating effect

of the principal or horse-shoe magnet produced by the current in

the plate. Many other demonstrations of the same point were given*.

March 9.—Mr. Foggo upon the Causes of the Excellence of Gre-

cian Art. After which a working model of D'Arcet's apparatus, now

used extensively in Paris, for procuring jelly from bones, was put

into operation, and its parts and action were explained.

' Sec page 410, 445.

March
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March 16.—^Mr. Wheatstone on the Vibrations of Columns of Air

in cyhndrical and conical Tubes.

After enumerating the various modes by which columns of air may
be put into sonoi'ous vibration, and which constitute so many classes

of wind instruments of music, Mr. Whentstone proceeded to detail

the principal results of Bernouilli's Theoretical Investigations. When
a column of air in a cylindrical tube, open at both its ends, produces
the lowest sound it is capable of rendering, according to this theory,

the motions of the particles of air are made in opposite directions,

alternately to and from the central point or node, where the varia-

tions of density are greatest. Mr. Wheatstone gave the following

new and decisive experimental proof of this theoretical deduction.

He took a tube bent nearly to a circle so that its ends were opposite

to each other, with a small space between them ; he then took a glass

plate, capable of making the same number of vibrations as the air

contained within the tube, and causing it to sound by drawing a
violin bow across it, placed it at equal distances between the two
orifices, so that the impulses of the vibrating surface were made, at

the same instant of time, towards one, ai\(\ from the other end of the

tube : as might be expected from the theory, these effects neutra-

lizing each other, no resonance took place, and the air in the tube

remained at rest. But when (the two halves of the tube moving
round each other by means of a joint,) the orifices were brought op-

posite to different vibrating parts of the plate, so that the impulses

were made at the same instant towards or from both the orifices,

the column of air powerfully resounded.

He then proceeded to show, that when a column of air sounded
any other than its fundamental note, it did so in consequence of a

division of the column into parts of equal length separately vibrating,

in the same manner as the harmonic sounds of a string have been

explained : that the air may vibrate when divided into any number
of aliquot parts, and the corresponding sounds are as the series of

natural numbers, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, &c. : that, at the limits of each

vibrating part, a communication may be made with the atmosphere,

by an aperture, or even by entirely separating the tube, without any
injury to the sound: that, in each mode of division in which there

is a node in the centre, (i. e. in each alternate node,) a solid partition

may be placed at the centre of the tube, dividing it into two equal

parts, each giving the same sound as the entire tube when the par-

tition was removed: and that, consequently, a tube stopped at one

end gives a series of sounds corresponding to the progression 1, 3,

5, 7, &c. of a pipe double its length and open at both ends.

After verifying these established results, he proceeded to show

the error of the prevading opinion, stated by Chladni and others,

" that the end at whic'i a tube is excited into vibration, must always

be considered as an open end, even if it be placed immediately to

the mouth, as in the horn and trumpet." He showed that a cylin-

drical tube gave the same fundamental sound and the same series of

harmonics, when it was excited as a horn, or with a reed, at one end,

the
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the other end being open, as when it was excited like a flute or fla-

geolet, at one end, the other end being shut. In jiroof of this, he

adduced the cremona pipe of the organ, which is a cylindrical tube,

one-half the length of the open diapason pipe, which gives the same
note; and the clarionet, which is also a cylindrical tube, (the conical

bell which terminates it, being merely a useless appendage,) giving

a fundamental sound, and an octave below that of a flute of equal

length, and the series of harmonics of a tube closed at one end. He
then adverted to the circumstance, that, in all cases of the produc-

tion of sound at the closed end of the tube, the tone is invariably

more powerful than when the sound is produced at the open end of

the same tube ; and explained, that in the one case the impulses are

made at that part of the air where the condensations and dilatations

are greatest, and in the otlicr case where tliese variations of density

are least. This point was illustrated by some experiments with the

flame of hydrogen gas, by which means a column of air can be ex-

cited into vibration at any point, between the open end and the node,

with a corresponding alteration of intensity. At the orifice of the

tube, the smallest possible flame is sufficient to excite the sound,

which, however, ceases, if the flame be made to move towards the

node (i. e. the centre of a tube open at both ends, or the closed end

of a tube stopped at one end) ; but if, at the same time that the

flame is advanced in the tube, it be also enlarged in volume, the

sound continues, and with increased intensity; by continuing to move
the flaine towards the node, and at the same time, proportionally to

enlarge the volume, the sound progressively increases in loudness,

until it attains its maximum at the node.

By analogous experiments on the sounds produced by the flame of

hydrogen gas, in tubes ofdiffl-rent diameters, Mr. Wheatstone showed,

that the loudest tone is produced in tubes of the smallest diameter

(when a certain limit is not exceeded), which is exactly the reverse of

the generally-adopted opinion ; and he stated the following to be the

general results of numerous experiments : that the flame is required

to be larger, as the length of the tube is greater, as its diameter is

less, and as the point of excitation is nearer the node.

Mr. Wheatstone went on to give an exposition of the laws of the vi-

brations of the air, in conical tubes, and explained, that the air in a tube

of this form, excited into vibration, at its closed end, or the summit

of the cone, gave the same fundamental sound, and the same series of

harmonics, as a cylindrical tube open at both ends. To this simi-

larity of eflect, he ascribed the general error, of considering all wind

instruments as tubes open at both ends. 'I'o illustrate this subject,

lie showed that the tnmipet, French-horn, and hautl)ois pipes of the

organ, all being conical tubes, gave the same sound as the cremona

pipe (a cylindrical tube, excited precisely in the same way), which

is only one-half their length, lie compared, also, the hautbois,

which is a conical tube, with a clarionet (which is a cylindrical tube)

of the same length, and proved that, in the former, the fundament.il

sounds were the same, absolutely and rel itively, as in the fltite (a

lube
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tube open at both ends), of the same length ; and that in the latter

tliey were the same with those of a stopped pipe of the same length.

March 23.—Dr. Ritchie on the Temperature of Fluids undergo-

ing Voltaic Decomposition, and on the Equality of the Electro-mag-

netic Powers of Solid and Liquid Conductors.

Dr. Ritchie first showed experimentally that all conductors of

voltaic electricity possessed equal electro-magnetic effects. A piece

of charcoal deflected the needle as much as a metallic wire, conduct-

ing the same quantity of voltaic electricity ; and a cylinder of water

suffei'ing decomposition deflected the needle with the same force as

a metallic wire, passing through the axis of the cylinder and form-

ing a part of the same circuit. As another proof of the same fact,

two pieces of charcoal were made to rotate about the magnet, similar

to the original experiment of Mr. Faraday. But the most striking

part of the whole was the experiments on the rotation of a hollow

column of water. In one of the experiments the water was made to

rotate about the pole of the magnet, carrying the box in which it

was contained along with it. In the second the water was made to

circulate round the magnet, whilst the vessel in which it was con-

tained remained fixed.

The second part of the lecture was employed in examining the

temperature of different parts of a liquid suffering decomposition.

With regard to water, the temperature of the water in contact with

the positive pole rose higher than that in contact with the negative

pole; whilst the temperature of the water in the middle rose higher

than either of the extreme portions. The reverse was observed with

metallic solutions. These phaenomena depend on the specific heats

of the substances liberated at the two poles, and seem to open a new
field for experimental research*.

March 30.—Mr.Faraday on the Evolution of Electricity, naturally

and artificially, by the inductive action of the Earth's Magnetism f.
By dispensing with any other magnet than the earth, ]\Ir. Faraday

still found that, when moving metals cut the terrestrial magnetic
curves, currents of electricity were either produced, or tended to be
produced, in them. A piece of soft iron in the direction of the dip,

when introduced into a hollow helix, evolved a current of electricity.

The mere inversion of the helix, without iron, in the direction of the

dip produced the same effect. On revolving a circular copper plate

perpendicular to, or inclined to, the dip, electricity of one kind could,

be collected at its edges, and of another kind at its axis, thus render-
ing it a new electrical machine. Merely carrying a wire to and fro

through the air so as to intersect the magnetic curves was shown to

produce electricity.

Mr. Faraday then considered natural phaenomena probably depen-
dent upon these terrestrial actions, and stated that wherever currents

existed, as in rivers, seas, &c , electric currents might result ; and
even suggested that the lines of equal magnetic variation probably
owe some of their flexures over the ocean to these causes. In speak-
ing of the diurnal revolution of the globe, he showed experimentally

* See p. 450. | See p. 44/.
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that when a cylinder magnet was spun in the air, one kind of elec-

tricity could be collected at its equatorial parts, and the opposite

kind at the polar parts.

April ().— Mr. Thos. Bell on the recent Discoveries made by Ehren -

berff on the Structure and Physiology of the Infusoria.

By feeding these microscopic animals with coloured food, as in-

digo, carmine, sap-green, &c., Ehrenberg has been able to ascertain

wliat parts received these matters, and to prove that their organization

is far higher than has usually been supposed. Tlie substances used

must be perfectly pure, otherwise the animals will not swallow it

;

but when pure it is instantly received, and many of them become

dotted with coloured spots in those places where the food is received.

Animalcula have been arranged by Ehrenberg into two classes,

Polygastrica, having many stomachs, and Rotatoria, including the

wheel-animals, which have but one long stomach.

'i'hese animals have been proved to have mouths ;—stomachs

sometimes amounting to 200 in number ;—intestinal canals ;—anal

apertures ;— ciliffi round tlie mouths ;—muscles;—a vascular system,

and a nervous system. They propagate by direct subdivision, or

by offsets, or by eggs ;—some are viviparous.

LXIII. Intelligence and Miscellaneous Articles.

MAGNETO-ELECTRICITY.

WE have received apaperon new Magneto-Electric Experiments,

by Sig. Salvatore del Negro, of Padua, dated April 20, 1S32, in

which it is stated that terrestrial magneto-electric action was first ob-

served by Sig. Nobili andAntinori. This is a serious historical error; for

the subject will be found fully investigated in Mr. Faraday's paper, read

to the Roval Society on the I'ith Janiuiry, 1832, and lately |)ublished

in the Philosophical Transactions. Wq shall insert a translation of Sig.

Negro's paper, with historical notes by Mr. Faraday, in our next Num-
ber.

ORDNANCE GEOLO(JICAL SURVEY OF DEVONSHIRE.

We understand that Mr. De La Beche has been appointed by the

Boanl of Ordnance to survey the Geological structure of Devonshire,

together with parts of the counties of Cornwall, Somerset, and Dor-

set;—a district comprised within eight sheets of the Ordnance Map
of Great Britain, which will be coloured geologically, in conformity

with the results of this survey. W^e hail this appointment, as a pre-

lude to further manifestations of a feeling of due appreciation, on the

part of the Gu^'ernment, of the value of scientific researches and the

knowledge derived from them.

CHE.MICAL ACTION OV EIGHT, AND lORMATION OF HUMBOLDT-
INE BY IT.

If a solution of peroxalate of iron be kept in a dark place, or if it

be cxpo'^cd to LMJ" ofFahr. tor several hours, it docs not undergo anv

senbible
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sensible change in its physical properties, nor does it exhibit any phe-

nomenon which may be considered as the result of any elementary

action.

If, however, it be exposed to the influence of solar liglit on a glass

vessel, provided with a tube, the concentrated solution of oxalate of

iron soon presents a very interesting phsenomenon : in a short time,

the solution receiving the solar rays develops an infinite number of

bubbles of gas, which rise in the liquor with increasing rapidity, and
give the solution the appearance of a syrup undergoing strong fer-

mentation. This ebullition always becomes stronger, and almost tu-

multuous, when an unpolished glnss tube is immersed in it, with a

small piece of wood ; the liquid itself is afterwards thrown into ascend-

ing and descending currents, becomes gradually yellowish, turbid, and
eventually precipitates protoxalate of iron in the form of small brilliant

crystals, of a lemon yellow colour, gas continuing to evolve.

These opposing phtenomena, the disengagement of gas, and the

precipitation of crystals, continue until the whole of the oxalate of

iron is converted into protoxalate *; the liquor then becomes totally

colourless, and all internal movement ceases. The gas disengaged is

carbonic acid.

The preceding phaenomena are analogous to those of vegetation,

in which, by the action of light, carbonic acid is converted into solid

matter and oxvgen.
A solution of muriate of ))latinum is decomposed by the oxalic acid

and the oxalates, by exposure to solar light, with almost as much
energy, and almost as active a disengagement of gas, as the solution of

peroxalate of iron ; there is no precipitation of protoxalate of pla-

tinum, but some metallic platinum is deposited.

Muriate of gold is reduced by oxalic acid when heated, as first

shown by Van Mons and Pelletier; but the reduction effected by
light covers the interior surface of the vessel with a uniform brilliant

gilding, which is of a fine sea-green colour by incident light. Oxalate
of silver does not sufler any change under water by heat, but by solar

heat it is partially decomposed into metallic silver and carbonic acid.

Muriate of iridium dissolved in water acts in the same manner.
If the red brown solution of this salt be mixed with oxalic acid, and
the mixture be heated to ebullition, the colour of the liquor is not

changed, nor is any carbonic acid disengaged 3 but if the coloured

mixture be exposed to the sun, total decolouration promptly occurs.

Carbonic acid is disengaged, and in a little time the disengagement
of gas continuing, metallic iridium of a gray colour is precipitated.—

Journal de Pharmacie, Mars 1 832.

PREPARATION OF THE IODIDES OF BARIUxM AND STRONTIUM.
M. Henry, fils, recommends the annexed method of preparing the

above-mentioned compounds, which he observes is similar to the me-

* Protoxalate of iron has been found native in crystals imbedded in

nioor-coal, near Bilin in Bohemia, and has been called Humholdtine by
M. De Rivero : hence the allusion to the salt by that name in the heading
of the notice above. See Mohs's Mineralogy by Haidinger, vol. iii. p. 110.

3 2 thod
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thod proposed by M. Fan (tome xi.) for the preparation of iodide

of potassium. Decompose carefully a solution of hydrosulphuret of

barytesbv tincture ofiodine; fortius purpcsc, after Iiaving treated some
sulphate of barytes, finely powdered, with muriatic acid, and washed it,

it is to be mixed with about one-sixth of some eas^ilv decomposa-
ble organic body, as starch, sugar, oil, kc. the residuum is to be

strongly calcined, treated with pure boiling water, then quickly fil-

tered or decanted without tiie contact of the air. A strong alcoholic

solution of iodine is then ro be poured into it until a milky white pre-

cipitate ceases to be formed 5 then filter and evaporate, tis will pre-

sently be mentioned.

On each addition of the tincture of iodine, a white precipitate is

formed, which disappears when the hydrosulphuret of baryte.s is in

fxce.ss, and which then produces a greenish tint ; the sulphur depo-

sited unquestionably dissolves in the salt and gives it another degree

of sulphuration.

When the vvished-for point is arrived at, the filtered liquor is limpid and

colourless; and the alcohol must be separated by distillation. Evapo-

ration is then to be carried on nearly to dryness, a little water is to

be added, and the solution is to be quickly filtered through unsized

paper ; this solution is then to be evaporated in a flask, and without

the presence of the air of the atmosphere ; the flask is to be broken

after crystallization, and the iodide is obtained in a grayish white mass

of silky crystals. This salt is very deliquescent and soluble in alcohol,

and precii)itated by the sulphates ; when heated and exposed to the

air, it gives out iodine ; when put in contact with sized paper, it is

partly decomposed, and blues the starch which exists in it. When the

evaporation is not carried too far, the crystals are more distinct prisms.

The iodide of barium obtained by this process, dried in a tube with-

out the contact of air, yielded by analysis proportions in accordance

w ith theory : Barium Zo- 1

7

Iodine G483

100-00

Iodide of strontium was obtained in a similar manner ; its colour

was yellower than that of barium.

—

Ibid.

CHEMICAL PATHOLOGY OF CHOLERA.
Dr. O'Shaughnessy has published a mo!-t elaborate examination of

the composiiion of the blood, and of the fiscal matters in this terrific

malady ; and deduced from his results, pathologic and therapeutic

inferences cciually interesting and useful.

In his cxjjeriments, (which accord j)erfectly with those made by

Foy at Warsaw, and bv Hose and Wiltstock at Berlin,) he found tlie

principal alterations of the blood to consist in a great diminution in

quantity of the water, so tiiat the quantities of the organic ])rinciples

are relatively much augmented ; the serum being small in quantity,

imperfectly separated, and of a much higher specific gravity than in

health, usually about I 010. Occasionally, there is no .separation into

coagulum and serum, the whole mass of the blood remaining thick

like
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like tar. These cases are the most rapidly fatal. The (juantity of the

saline matters is also much diminished, particularly the carbonate of

soda, which usually disappears altogether, and hence the serum is

much less alkaline in its reaction than in the natural condition.

We subjoin a table, showing- tlie relative composition of three spe-

cimens of blood: one in health, the second in cholera, and the third

in bilious diarrhoea. It is remarkable, the totally opposite change
whi(;h takes place from the normal standard in the two last-named

diseases, and as Dr. O'S. remarks, it may form a mode of distinguish-

ing between them in case the cholera should domesticate itself in this

country.

Comparative Analysis of Serum hi Health, Blalignant Cholera and
Bilious Diarrhoea.
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or by enematas, and, if necessary, he would consider the injection of
water into the veins a feasible experiment. He proposes tliat in these

instances, the water should hold in solution a proper proportion of

those saline matters which naturally exist in the blood, as these prin-

ciples also are diminished in the diseased fluid.

—

Dublin Journal of
Medical and Chemical Science, No. II. p. 213—21 .5.

Dr. Thomson's Analysis of the Blood of Cholera Patients will be
found in our last Number, p. 347.

MR. Mackenzie's obseuvations on glaucoma.
This afleclion of the organ of vision is scarcely less interesting in

a physical than in a pathological point of view ; in fact, the eye in

glaucoma suffers more as a camera obscura than as a sentient organ.

The term glaucoma (from yXxvKo;, green or blue, the colour of the

sea) appears to have been applied by Hippocrates to every sort of

opacity situated in the interior of the eye. Rufus and his successors

limited its meaning to opacity of the crystalline lens ; and presuming
that the lens vvas the immediate organ of vision, concluded that such
opacity was necessarily a cause of irremediable blindness. One sort

of opacity, situated behind the pupil, they knew to be curable by
couching; and on this sort they bestowed the name of hypochysis, on
the supposition that it consisted in an effusion of new or morbid mat-
ter between the pupil and the crj'stalline lens. Cataract is a still more
modern term, and for a time was used synonymously with hypochysis.

It was only about the beginning of the last century that the notion of

the ancients, that cataract was in all instances an effused substance,

was refuted by the observations and dissections of MaitreJan and
others, who showed that in common cataract it is the lens itself which

becomes opake^ At the same time, as morbid effusions actually take

place in certain cases between the pupil and the lens, a distinction arose

between true and spurious cataract; the true having its seat in or within

the crvstalline capsule, and the spurious without. Brisseau, in dis-

secting the eyes of Bourdtlot, pliysician to Louis XIV., was led to

believe that, besides the opacities now mentioned, another occasion-

ally occurred behind the lens, or in the vitreous humour ; and to this

deep-seated opacity he proposed to applv the term Glaucoma. This

acceptation has accordingly been generally received. A deep-seated

opacity in the eye, of a greenish colour, is a frequent occurrence,

especially in advanced age, attended with preternatural hardness of

the eye, and more or le.ss defect of vision. These are the signs of

glaucoma, and have till very lately been attributed to an opake and
inspissated state of the vitreous humour.

Mr. Mackenzie of (ilasgow has lately explained tlie true nature of

glaucoma. His dissections of glaucomatous eyes show that the vi-

treous humour, so far from being opake in glaucoma, is perfectly

])ellucid, and so far from being inspissated, is actually di.ssolved. The
waterv fluid which occupies the jjlace of the vitreous humour is of a

yellowish hue, and from its superabundant cpiantity distends the tu-

nics of the eye more than the vitreous hinnour does in it.s natural

htate, so as to produce an unnatural firmness of the eye. The other

changes, observed by Mr. Mackcn/ic, refer to the choroid coat, retina,

and
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and crystalline lens. The choroid is pale, and deprived of pigmentum
nigrum ; and in the retina Mr. Mackenzie could detect no limbus

luteus nor foramen centrale. To the paleness of the choroid, Mr,

Mackenzie attributes in part the greenish appearance of the interior

of the eye, asserting that in all probability the light, no longer ab-

sorbed as in health by the choroid, is reflected forwards again into the

eye. The most remarkable change, however, is in the lens, which,

while it is destitute of anything like that coagulation which attends

lenticular cataract, is found to have assumed an amber, and in some
instances a reddish-amber or brownish-amber colour, especially in

its posterior lamellae. The glaucomatous lens, viewed in its natural

situation, seems of a greenish, sometimes of a deep sea-green, colour.

Remove it from the eye, the greenness is lost ; and on being viewed

against the light, the lens is found of a deep amber colour. Mr. Mac-
kenzie supposes that the glaucomatous lens, being of an amber
colour, and the vitreous humour also yellowish in glaucoma, they

probably absorb the violet and blue rays of the light entering the

eye, leaving the yellow and green rays but little affected, whence may
result the greenish appearance of the humours. He compares this

diversity of colour in the glaucomatous lens, according as it is viewed
in or out of the eye, by means of reflected or of transmitted light, to

what is observed in certain minerals, such as the crystals of certain

salts of palladium and some tourmalins, which are of a deep red co-

lour when viewed in the direction of their axis, and of a yellowish-

green when viewed in a transverse direction. "The patient with

glaucoma sees ill," says Mr. Mackenzie, " partly from the retina being

unsound, partly from the choroid being unable to absorb the rays of

light, partly from the light not being freely transmitted by the central

dark-coloured portion of the lens ; but still he sees, and sees for

many years after the glaucoma has become observable, a sufficient

quantity of light for the perception of objects being transmitted

through the circumferential portion of the lens,"

—

Glasgow Medical

Journal, Aug. 1830 ; London Medical Gazette, Oct. 8, 1831.

LUNAR OCCULTATIONS FOll JUNE.
Occultations of Planets and Jixed Stars by the Moon, in June

1832. ComputedJbr Greenxuich, by Thomas Henderson, Esq.;
and circulated by the Astronomical Society.

1832.
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TO THE

PHILOSOPHICAL MAGAZINE AND ANNALS,

NETF SERIES.

The numeral letters refer to the volumes, the figures to the pages.

Abel (Dr. C.) on the Sumatran ou-

rang outang, i. 213.

Abel (N. H.), short account of his life,

vii. 77.

Abraham (J. H.) on magnetic and elec-

tric influence, i. 266.

Acetates of mercury, i. 73.

Acetic acid, glacial, vii. 317.

Achromatic microscope, TuUey's, vii.

353.

telescopes, on Mr. Hall's discovery

of, vi. 233.

Achromatization, Rev. H. Coddington
in reply to Dr. Goring on the theories

of, X. 112.

Acid, acetic, from cinchona, v. 232.

, glacial, vii. 317.

, or vinegar, analysis of, iii.

107.

, amylic, v. 232.

, arsenic, combination ofwith sugar,

V. 232.

, arsenious, viii. 277.

, aspartic, vi. 236.

, azulmic, viii. 226.

, boracic, decomposition of by hy-

drogen, V. 233.

, butyric, viii. 297.

, camphoric, xi. 149.

, carbazotic, ii. 389 ; iv. GG.

, carbonic, agency of in decom-
posing water by the contact of iron,

iv. 381.

, and water, action of me-
tals on, vii. 317.

, atmospheric, viii. 301.

Acid, caseic, iv. 71.

, chlorocyanic, ii. 463.

, citric, iii. 109; viii. 428.

, from gooseberries, iv. 152.

, cyanic, i. 72.

, fluosilicic, ii. 426.

, formic, vii. 60 ; viii. 228.

, gallic, V. 149.

and tannin, distinctive cha-

racters of, vii. 58.

, hydrocyanic, ii. 230 ; vi. 315.
•

, hypophosphorous, iv. 383.

, hyposulphuric, v. 395.

, iodous, ii. 392.

, preparation of, iii. 146.

, lactic, viii. 297; xi. 150.

, malic, analysis of, iii. 110.
•

, manganesic, ii. 393.

, meconic, ii. 283.

, mellitic, iv. 229,

, muriatic, blue colour by the action

of, upon albumen, iv. 153.

, and sulphuric, action of

upon hydrocyanic acid, vi. 315.

, new (in Stavesacre), ii. 232.

, nitric, ii. 388, 429.

, composition of, i. 312.

-, fuming, viii. 297.

-, oxalic, analysis of, iii. 109.

-, atomic weight of, vi. 166.

-, pectic, vi. 237.

-, phosphoric, vi. 395 ; vii. 276.

~, its action on albumen.
iii. 462.— , rosacic in human urine, vi. 147,—, saclactic, analysis of, ii. 110.

A 2
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Acid, stearic, ii. 390.

, sulphovinic, v. 226.

, sulpluiric, viii. 297, 298.

ami alcohol, mutual ac-

tion of, V. 22G ; vi. 342.

, sulphuric, solution in, without

oxidizement, iv. 68 ; vii. 64.

anlu'drous, ii. 68.

, ulniic, viii. 226.

Acids, action of, on palladium, iv. 230.

, free, in the stomach, iv. 3, 120.

in castor oil, i. 313.

Acouchy, X. 147.

Acoustical figures, Mr. Faraday on a

peculiar class of, and on certain forms

assumed by groups of particles upon
vibrating elastic surfaces, x. 42.

Addison (W.) on the influence of ter-

restrial radiation in detennining the

site of malaria, iv. 272, 326.

Aerial voyage made in a balloon, Dr.

Forster on, x. 67.

Aeronautic spiders, Mr. J. Blackwall's

examination of M. Virey's observa-

tions on, X. 180.

iEschenite, H. J. Brooke on the cha-

racters of, X. 187.

iEther, action of on sulphate of indigo,

vi. 393.

, analysis of, iii. 309.

, process by which it is fonned, vi.

342.

, acetic, constitution of, viii. 155.

, hydriodic, preparation of, vii. 59.

African expedition, i. 74.

Aikin (A.) on the geological structure

of Cader Idris, ii. 433.

Air, on collecting for analysis, iv. 384.

, currents of, Mr. Younge on Ues-
orine's experiments on, iii. 282.

, on the regular exj)ansion of,xi. 243.

, on tlie vibrations of, xi. 163.

Air-pump, Mr. Dunn'simproved,iv. 145.

Airy (Prof), Mr. Ivory's reply to, ii.

16, 93.

on the motions of the Earth
and Venus, 117.

on the rays formed by the

double refraction of quartz, ix. 382.

reply to Mr. Ivory's re-

marks on tlie attraction of spheroids,

i. 442.

reply to Mr. Galbraith's

remarks on the earth's clh'pticitv, iv,

364.

Albumen, action of phosplioric acid on,

iii. 462.

Albumen and gelatine, vegetable, iv. 69.

, blue colour by the action of mu-
riatic acid oil, iv. 153.

, new principle from, vi. 316.

Alcoates, iv. 265, 33 1

.

Alcohol, analysis of, iii. 309.

, its decomposition by chlorine, xi.

305.

and sulphuric acid, the mutual ac-

tion of, V. 226 ; vi. 342.

, red colouring-matter produced by
the action of nitric acid on, x. 313.

Aldini (M.) incombustible dress for fire-

men, vii. 148.

Algaroth, powder of, its composition,

viii. 408.

Alison's (R. E.) narrative of an ascent

of the Peak of Teneriffe, viii. 23, 140,

195, 248, 433.

Alkali, new vegetable, v. 151
;
(coryda-

lin,) iv. 151; (in hemlock,) ii. 392;
vii. 233, 461.

Alkalies, vegetable, detection of by iodic

acid, ix. 149.
•

, their action on organic bodies, viii.

226.

and their carbonates, action of on
iodides, iv. 152.

Alkaline carbonates, analysis of siliceous

minei-als by, vii. 231.

AUophane, Dr. Walchner's analysis of,

ii. 310.

Alloy in silver, detected by the mag-
netic needle, viii. 230.

Alluvial deposits, formation of, ix. 48.

Almanac, Nautical, new, ix. 23.

Aloes, bitter of, iv. 66.

Alps, Mr. Bakewell on the thermal wa-
ters of the, iii. 14.

, Austrian, on the structure of the,

viii. 81.

, Austi'ian and Bavarian, on the

structure of the, ix. 213.

, Tyrolcse, tcrtiar}' and secondary

rocks of the, v. 401.

Althcin, a peculiar substance in marsh
mallow, ii. (i9.

Altitude, Oltmann's tables for calcu-

lating, iv. 194.

, an easily-constructed barometer,

for, iv. 234.

Ahnninmn, ii. 391 ; its preparation and
properties, iv. I 17.

, arseniuret of, iv. 151.

, chloride and other compounds of,

iv. 1 19.

, phosphunt of, iv. 150.
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Aluminum, seleniiiret of, iv. 150.

, telluret of, iv. 151.

Amalgamation of silver ores, iv. 234.

Amber, observations on, iv. 384.

Ammonia, decomposition of by metals,

iv. 155 ; vi. 147.

in native oxide of iron, ii. 229.

, test of its presence, iii. 466.

, bicarbonate of, on its crystals, vi.

40.

, chloride and iodide of, vi. 147.

, sulphite of, anhydrous, ii. 389.

, vanadiate of, J. Prideaus's expe-
riments on, X. 209.

Ammonites in calcedony from Haytor?

vi. 315.

Analcime, x. 187.

Analysis, collecting air for, iv. 384.

of acetic acid, or vinegar, iii. 107.

of alcohol, lEther, Src, iii. 309, 465.

of alloys of bismuth, iii. 230.

of ajiatite, ii. 31 1.

of arseniate of iron, iv. 459 ; vi.

314.

of bismuthblend, iv. 459.

of a salivary concretion, iii. 146.

of Bath water and a mineral spring

in Windsor Forest, vi. 148.

of the blood of cholera patients,

xi. 347, 46S.

, comparative, of bones, vi. 393.

of the juice of carrots, vi. 237.

of citric acid, iii. 109.

of Datholite, iv. 459.

of Fergusonite, vii. 232.

of gluten, iii. 150.

of Hausmannite, iv. 100.

of Hordein, iii. 150.

of indigo, vii. 234.

of ipecacuanha branea, iv. 459.

of malic acid, iii. 110.

of oxides and salts of manganese,
iv. 22, 96.

of manganite, iv. 97.

of minerals, iii. 460 ; iv. 22, 96,

100, 102, 113, 459; vi. 146, 314;
vii. 231, 232; x. 156.

of a mineral spring in Windsor
Forest, vi. 148.

of organized substances, obseiTa-

tions on the, iii. 33.

of oxalic acid, iii. 109.

of pistacite, vii. 232.

of platinum ores, vi. 146.

of psilomelane, iv. 102.

of pyrophyllite, vii. 233.

of pyrolusite, iv. 100.

Analysis of radiolite, iv. 459.

of saclactic acid, iii. 110.

of salts of mercury, by R. Phillips,

X. 205.

of siliceous minerals, vii. 231.

ofsome vegetable products, iii. 150.
of starch, iii. 150.

of sugars, iii. 99.

of tartaric acid, iii. 110.

of tourmaline, iii. 460.

of two minerals, consisting of bi-

seleniuret of zinc and sulphuret of
mercury, iv. 113.

of Tennantite, x. 156.

of yeast, iii. 150.

Analytical geometry, J. W. Lubbock on
some problems in, x. 81.

Anatomj' of an Egyptian mummy, v. 57.
• of the acouchy, x. 147.

of the nine-banded armadillo, xi.

65.

of the weasel-headed armadillo,

xi. 137.

of the brain, v. 278, 331.

of the chinchilla, ix. 227.

of the crocodile, xi. 62, 292.

of the flying squirrel, ix. 367.

of the foot of a Chinese female,

v. 382.

of the kangaroo, xi. 139.

of the ourang outang, i, 213; ix.

55, 225; x. 61.

of the razor-billed curassow, ix.

450.

of the gannet, x. 231.

of the jaguar, xi. 461.

of the ruffed lemur, ix. 453.—— of the ocelot, xi. 461.

of the seal, xi. 136.

of the American tapir, xi. 140.

of the suricate, ix. 367, 452.

of the Testudo Grceca, x. 59.

of the alligator tortoise, x. 462.

Andes, Peruvian, Mr. Pentland on the,

iv. 115.

Andrews (J.) on the detection of baryta

or strontia in union with lime, vii.

404.

Andrews (T.) on the action of the flame
of the blow-pipe on other flames, vi.

366.

Anemometer, on a new, xi. 100.

Anhydrous crystals of sulphate of soda,

iv. 71.

—— sulphate of ammonia, ii. 389.

Animals, on preserving a proper tempe-
rature for exotic, ix. 141.
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Animals, on tlie unity of organization in,

vii. 379.

, marsupial, of Australia, xi. 59.

Ant, black, hybernation of the, i. 314.

Ant-bear, or Myrinecophaga jubata, ac-

count of the, xi. 132.

Anticlinal line of the London and Hamp-
shire basins, on the, v. 111.

Antimonial wine and tartar emetic, ef-

fects of light on, V. 309.

Antimony, muriate of, viii. 408.

Apatite, composition of, ii. 311.

Apjohn (Dr.) on a combination of bi-

cvanide of mercury and iodide of po-

tassium, ix. 401.

Arabic names of stars, on the, viii. 368.

Arago (M.), memoir on the influence of

the polar lights on the magnetic nee-

dle. Prof. Hansteen's observations on,

ii. 334.

on the elastic power of steam, vii.

235.

Architecture, naval, Mr. Harvey's re-

searches in, X. 316.

Armadillo, ix. 457.

nine-banded, xi. 65.

weasel-headed, xi. 137.

Armagh observatory, vii. 225.

Arrangement, artificial and natural, of

plants, vii. 15, 97, 180.

Arseniate of cobalt, iv. 75.

Arseniate of iron, analysis of, vi. 314.

Arsenic acid, combination of with sugar,

V. 232.

Arsenic in sea salt, viii. 387.

, poisoning by, detection of, viii.

277.

, chloride of, i. 470.

and cadmium, ii. 231.

Arseniuret of aluminum, iv. 151.

of copper, Mr. W. Phillips and

Mr. Faraday on, ii. 280.

Arseniurets of hydrogen, viii. 302.

Artificial and natural arrangement of

plants, vii. 15, 97, 180.

Ash timber of Earls Barton, Mr. Bevan

on, v. 51.

Aspartic acid and aspartates, vi. 236.

Assam, rivers of, i. 151.

Astronomical Ephemeris, new, iv. Ill,

248.

Astronomical observations, Lieut. Beau-

foy's, i. 46, 219, 290.

AsTKONoMV, i. 19, 28, 46, 47, 55, 69,

81, 140, 212, 219, 290, 291, 310,

315, 324, 390, 455; ii. 70, 81, 142,'

140, 222, 401 ; iii. 26, G4, 136, 227,

377, 451 ; iv. 62, 73, 76, 134, 136,

141, 156, 173, 236, 248, 298, 337,

390, 392, 409; v. 28, 91, 227, 274,

465.

(/« the volumes subsequent to v. the

astronomical subjects are speciji-

calhj referred to, as follows :)

Arabic names of stars, viii. 368.

Astronomical causes, influence of, on
geological phaenomena, ix. 136.

Astronomy, Bessel's tables for calcu-

lating the places of the fixed stars,

vi. 267.

Azimuths and latitudes of two sta-

tions, on deducing the longitude

from, v. 24, 106.

Berlin Astronomical Ephemeris vii.

172; ix. 81.

Ceres, elements of, vii. 271.

Comets, ix. 154.

, in Pegasus, vii, 446 ; viii, 50
;

seen near the pole, ix. 220.

Greenwich observatory, visitation of,

ix. 27.

Guinand's glass for telescopes, vii.

351.

Hour-lines of the ancients, ix. 133.

Laplace, historical eloge of, vi. 370.

Limits on the earth's surface to a vi-

sible occultation. ix. 90.

Lunar distances, formulae for clearing,

ix. 168.

Lunar occultations, ix. 156, 318, 397,

464. —— of Aldebaran, vi.66,

223, 459; vii. 223 ; viii. 234, 465.

of stars, Bessel on

the calculations for predicting, vi.

336, 410.

of stars observed at

Dorpat, ix. 362.
. of planets and fixed

stars in May and Jime 1830, vii.

390; October 1830, viii. 316 ; No-
vember and December, 394.

Lunar theory, ix. 210.

Moon's right ascension, ix. 241.

Latitude of the Calton Hill Obser-

vatory, vii. 224.

Longitude of the Armagh Observa-

tory, vii. 225.

Longitude and latitude, conversion of

right ascension and declination

into, vii. 330.

Mercury, observations of, viii. 235.

Meridian, reduction to, ix. 270.

Nautical Almanac, New, ix. 23.
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North polar distance of stars, reduc-
tion of, ix. 335.

Sextant, Hadley's, Prof. Encke, on,

vi. 84, 181.

Solar spots, vii. 464 ; viii. 78.

Solar system, ix. 99.

South, Sir J., Royal grant to, viii.

232.

Stars, Arabic names of, viii. 368.
Stars, double, calculation of their

orbits, ix. 178.

"Stars," " Six Maps of the," ix.

202.

Telescopes, achromatic, Mr. Hall's

discoveiy of, queries respecting, vi.

233.

Telescopes, refracting, fluid, ix. 44.

Weisse's Planetary Tables, errata in,

ix. 245.

Atmosphere, effects of, on buildings and
rocks, ix. 447.
•— , finite extent of, i. 107.
—— of Mars, Sir J. South on the, x.

300.

' and the gases, electricity of the, iii.

148.

Atmospheric carbonic acid, viii. 301.
—— phasnomena, unusual, i. 79 ; ii. 78.

Atomic weight of barytes, Dr. Thomson
on the, X. 392.

weights of simple bodies, table of,

viii. 161, 423.

Attraction, capillary, i. 115, 332; iii. 1.

Aurora borealis, i. 317 ; iii. 75 ; iv. 317,

337, 392, 393, 418 ; v. 77, 153, 304

;

vii. 158, 463; viii. 316, 392, 465;
ix. 127, 233, 393, 466.

, influence of, on the magnetic
needle, ii. 334; vii. 355; ix. 151,
361.

and australis, ii. 334, 395.

Australia, on the marsupial animals of,

xi. 59.

Austria and Bavaria, geology of, viii.

64.

Azimuths and latitudes of two stations,

on deducing the longitude from, v.

24, 106.

Azulmic acid, viii. 226.

B. on the Royal Observatory at Paler-

mo, ii. 81.

Babbage (C.J his logarithms, i. 471.
—— , Captain Sabine's notice ofhis pub-

lication, viii. 44.

notes on Dr. Roget's letter to the

president of the Royal Society, viii.

72.

Babbage(C.)Dr.Roget in reply to,viii.73.

notes on Dr. Roget's reply, viii.

153.

, Socius in reply to, viii. 354.
Bache (Dr.) on the analysis of gaseous

mixtures, vi. 1 80.

Baily (F.) on new tables for determi-
ning the apparent places of the Green-
wich stars, i. 81.

on Lacaille's Catalogue of 398
principal stars, x. 52.

on Mayer's Catalogue of Zodiacal
stars, viii. 460.

on the computation of the moon's
motion in right ascension, ix. 241.

list of moon-culminating stars for

1827, i. 47.

on the simple pendulum, v. 97.
on the proper motion of the fixed

stars, xi. 130.

Bakerian Lecture on rendering platinum
malleable, by Dr. Wollaston, vi. 1.

Bakewell (R.) on the progressive de-
velopment of organic life, ix. 33.

on the thermal waters of the Alps,
iii. 14.

, his " Introduction to Geology,"
review of, iii. 289.

Barcelona and Mont-Jouy, on M. Ni-
collet's new calculations of the lati-

tudes of, V. 1 80.

Barker's Mill, Mr. Ivory's notes relating

to the theory of, iii. 425.

Barium, bromide of, vi. 143.

, chloride of, vi. 53 ; vii. 276 ; viii.

181.

, peroxide of, iii. 152.

and strontium, iodides of, xi. 467.
Barlow (P.) on fluid refracting tele-

scopes, ix. 44.

on the electric oi-igin of the phte-
nomena of terrestrial magnetism, ix.

208.

on the errors in the course of ves-
sels from local attraction, ix. 443.

(P. Jun.) Experiments on the
strength of different woods, xi. 179;
remarks on, 241.

Barometer, differential, v. 305.
, easily constructed, iv. 234.
of the Plorticultural Society, v.

236.

, mountain, a new, ix. 441.
, Oltmann's tables for calculating

heights by the, iv. 194.

, table for reducing any height of,

to 32° Fahr., xi. 260.
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Barometrical measurement of altitudes,

viii. 250.—— observers, suggestions to, v. 155.

registers, formulae for reducing, i.

15.

Barton (J.) on the inflexion of liglit,

X.300.
Baryta or strontia, detection of, in union

Thomson on, 392.

, sulphate of, in cannel-coat, viii.

304.

Basalt, magnetic polarity of two rocks

of, near NUrberg, vii. 174.

, on the stratiform, of the North of

England, xi. 281.

Bassano, Mr. Murchison on the tertiary

and secondary rocks of, v. 401.

Basterot's observations on fossil shells,

ii. 102.

Bat, Mr. Gray on the genera of, vi. 28.

, common, v. 227.

Batchelor (T.) on a species of Musccb
volitantes in the aqueous humour of

the eye, ix. 1G5.

Bath, the oolitic district of, v. 338.

water, analysis of, vi. 148.

, on the presence of iodine, &c. in,

vii. 9.

Bath, mode of heating water for a, i.

104.

Bavaria and Austria, on the geology of,

viii. 64.

Beachy Head, Mr. Ivory on a perpen-

dicular degree at, iv. G.

Beaufoy's (Lieut.) astronomical obser-

vations, i. 4G, 219, 290.

Beaver, dissection of a, ix. 142.

Becquerel (M.) on the electrical for-

mation of crystallized sulphurets, vii.

22G ; Mr, R. Phillips's remarks on,

vii. 227.

Bees, some circumstances relating to,

iv. GO.

Belfast Natural History Society, xi. 143.

Bell (Sir C.) on the nerves of the face,

vi. 135.

, Mr. Davics Gilbert's address on
delivering the Royal Society's medal
to, vii. 43.

on the human voice, xi. 451.

Bennett (Mr.) on new species of Upe-
neus, ix. 4G0.

Ben-Nevis, geology of, v. 385.

Berthicrite, a new mineral species, ii.

4 GO.

Berzclius (M.), analysis of platina ores,

vi. MG.

Berzelius (M.), observations on amber,
iv. 384.

on thorina and thorinum, vii. 388.

on thorite and thorina, vi. 392.

on Vanadium, 7.

on vegetable albumen and gela-

tine, iv. 69.

, attack of, on Dr. Thomson, iv.

450.

, Dr. Thomson's reply to, v. 217.

Bessel's (Prof.) additions to the theory

of eclipses, viii. 2G8, 342, 417.

calculations for predicting occulta-

tions of stars by the moon, vi. 336,

410.

on Mr. Hasler's plans, &c. for a sur-

vey of the coast of the United States,

vi. 401.

pendulum experiments, v. 312.

tables for calculating the places of

the fixed stars, \\. 267.

Bevan (B.) on the ash timber of Earls

Barton, v. 51.

on the draught of carriages upon
common roads, vii. 286.

on the cohesion of cast iron, i. 14.

notice of an error in Mr. Gal-
braith's Mathematical Tables, iii.

153.

on the power of horses, viii. 22.

on measuring the force of pressure,

vi. 284.

on register rain gauges, ii. 74.

on Mr. J. Taylor's rain-gauge, iii.

29.

on the relative hardness of road-

materials, ix. 164, 317.

on the adhesion of screws, ii. 291.

on the modulus of torsion, v. 378
;

vi. 419.

on Mr. Barlow's experiments on
wood, xi. 241.

Bible geology and zoology, vii. 8, 193,

310, 435.

Bicarbonate of ammonia, on the crystal

of, vi. 40.

Bigsby (Dr.) on the topography and
geology of Lake Ontario, v. 181, 263,

339, 424.

Biclicno (J, E.) on systems and methods
in natural history, iii. 213, 265.

, letter to, by W. S. MacLeay, on
that subject, vi. 199.

on the use of the English language
in natural history, iv. 454.

(in tlie ])lant intended by the sham-
rock of Ireland, vii. 289.
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Bicyanide of mercury and iodide of

potassium, on a combination of, ii.

401

Bilin, mineral waters of, ii. 310.

Binary or dichotomous system, vii. 450.

Bird of the family /"a/cowic/rtP, Mr. Black-

wall on an undescribed, x. 264.

Birds from the Himalayas, ix. 58, 145,

231,370, 453; xi. 293; Gould's Cen-
tury of, xi. 293.

^^ from the Straits of Magellan, ix.

64, 226.

of Mexico, synopsis of the, i. 364,

433.

, respiration of, ii. 126; vi. 51.

, organs of voice in, vi. 136.

of passage, v. 196 ; vi. 110, 276;
viii. 444 ; xi. 82.

— and Mammalia, aquatic, Mr. Ed-
monston on their power of suspending

respiration, ii. 126.

Bismuth, crystallization of, ix. 392.

, alloys of, iii. 230.

, submuriate of, viii. 409.

, subnitrate of, viii. 409.

, sulphuret of, artiiicial and native,

Mr. Phillips on the crystalline forms

of, ii. 181.

, sulphuret of, native, examination
of, ix. 29.

, blend, analysis of, iv. 459.
• cobalt ore, i. 146.

Bitburg meteoric iron, ii. 41.

Bitter of aloes, iv. 66.

Blackburn (Rev. J.) on a parabolic

sounding-board, vi. 21.

Blackwall (J.) on an aurora borealis,

v. 153.

on Gampsonyx Holmii, x. 264.
• on the Grenadier Grosbeak, xi. 97.

on the ascent of vertical polished

bodies by animals, xi. 58.

Blainville's report on Dr. Foville's re-

searches on the anatomv of the brain,

V. 278, 331.

Bland (W.) on the rise and fall of wa-
ter in wells, 88.

Bleaching flax, method of, i. 119.

Blood, nature and properties of. Dr.
Spurgin on the, i. 199, 370, 418; ii.

183, 247.

, iron in the, ii. 154.

, manganese in the, ix. 390.

found in the vena portse. Dr.
Thackeray on, x. 45.

in Cholera patients, analysis of,

xi. 347, 468. I

Blood, circulation of, Dr.A. P.W. Philip

on the, X. 228.

and Tissues, microscopical obser-

vations of the, ii. 130.

Blood-vessels, on the anatomy of the

minute and capillary, ix. 444.
Blowpipe, action of the flame on other

flames, \i. 366.

Blue colour by the action of muriatic
acid upon albumen, iv. 153.

Bluett's (T.) method of obtaining skele-

tons of small fishes, vii. 151.

Bodies, homogeneous, thermo-magnet-
ism of, W. Sturgeon on the, x. 1, 116.

Bolton's (G. B.) account of the united

Siamese twins, vii. 450.

Bombay, register of the pluviometer at,

in 1828, vii. 14.

Bones, analysis of, vi. 393.

, fossil. Rev. W. V. Vernon, on a
discovery of, near North Clifl', vi.

225.

Books, new, i. 76, 152, 223, 299, 315,
379, 473 ; ii. 58, 310, 381, 395, 439

;

iii. 40, 77, 126, 234, 289, 368, 467
;

iv. 38, 50, 134, 135, 141, 220, 314,

315, 370, 396; v. 54, 57, 74, 76,

127, 237, 297, 312; vi. 47, 133,

237, 305; vii. 136; see also vols. viii.

ix. X. xi.

Booth's meteorological results at Chis-

wick, for 1827, vi. 156.

Boracic acid, decomposition of, by hy-

drogen, V. 233.

Borax, varieties of, iv. 233.

Boron, chloride of, i. 169.

Boroughs, formula to express the relative

importance of a certain number of, xi.

218; remarks on, 358.

Boruret of iron, iv. 233.

Bostock (Dr.) on the purification of

Thames-water, v. 442 ; vii. 268.

Botanic gardens of England, Professor

Schultes on the :

Cambridge, vi. 367.

Chelsea, -v-i. 430.

Horticultural, vi. 428.

Kew, vi. 365.

Oxford, vi. 358.

Botany, i. 120, 271 ; ii. 344, 385 ; iii.

183', 223; ir. 227, 261.

\_The Botanic i! conienis of the other

volumes are disirihnted asfollows .-]

Botany, on artificial and natural ar-

rangements of plants, vii. 15,97, 180.

of South Africa, viii. 223.

, description oiEpiphyllum, vi. 107.
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Botany, cultivation of, in England, vi.

351, 428.

, Flor.a Devon iensis, viii. 375.
—, fossil plants which characterize

the secondary and tertiary formations,

vi. 133.

, Mr. Haworth's description of IJcr-

mio7ie Cypri, ix. 183.

, Mr. Haworth's new account of

Kalanchoe, vi. 301.

, Mr. Haworth's account of new
succulent plants, vii. lOG.

, Latlircea sqiiamarla, vii. 46.

, Mr. Haworth on the Narcissean

group of plants, viii. 130.

, the plant intended by the Sham-
rock of Ireland, vii. 289.

, the vegetation of the first period

of the world, vii. 23, 185.

Botryogene, iv. 153.

Bou6 (Dr. Ami) on the geology of

Austria and Bavaria, viii. 64.

on the geology of Moravia and the

West of Hungary, ix. 50.

on th.e geology of Transylvania,

ix. 134.

Bowie (Mr.) on the botany of South
Africa, viii. 46.

Bowman (J. E.) onLafhrcea squamaria,
vii. 46.

Boyle's fuming-licjuor, vi. 76.

Braconnot (M.) on gallic and pyrogallic

acid, X. 154.

Brain, the, vi. 54.

, Dr. Foville's researches on the

anatomy of the, v. 278, 331.

Brandes (Dr. R.) on the preparation of

conia, iv. 23.

on a gelatinous substance found in

a damp meadow, iii. 271.

Brande's " Chemistry", error in, v.

419.

Braunite, analysis of, iv. 99.

Brayley (E. W. Jun.) on the origin of

certain brine-springs in North Ame-
rica, vi. 74.

on the origin of the diamond, i.

147.

on the meaning of certain Egyp-
tian hieroglyphics, v. 62, 7iott'.

on the chemical theory of galvan-

ism, vii. Gl.

on a fossil vertebra referred to a

species of Metjalhcriiiw, ix. 416.

, specimens of Murchisonite col-

lected by, i. 449.

on the agency of licat in th(» con-

solidation of the saliferous new red

sandstone, vi. 71.

Brayley (E. \V. Jun.) on the odour ex-

haled by certain organic remains in the

diluvium of the arctic circle, ix. 4 J 1

.

on the collection and chemical ex-

amination of the matrices of organic

remains, ix. 412, note.

on the elongation of the shoots of

plants towards a vessel of water, xi.

255, note.

on the existence of salts of potash

in brine-springs and in rock-salt, v.

411.

, review of the Dublin Jonrnal of

Medical andChemical Science, No. I.,

xi. p. 442.
, of Mantell's Illustrations of

the Geologj- of Sussex, ii. 439.

, of Martin's Geological Me-
moir on a Part of Western Sussex, iv.

•, of Osburn's account of an

Egyptian Mummy, v. 57.

, —— of the introductory matter

prefixed to Prof. Rennie's edition of

Montagu's Ornithological Dictionary,

X. 370, 429.

, of Samouelle's Entomologi-

cal Cabinet, No. III., xi. 445.

, of "Six Maps of the Stars,"

ix. 202.

on the connexion of rock-basins

with a concretionary structure in the

rocks on which they occur, viii. 331.

on the alleged artificial origin of

rock-basins, viii. 331 ; ix. 101.

on the English equivalent of the

saliferous rock of North America, vi.

75; vii. 198.

— on the experiment of sinking an

empty bottle in the sea, v. 372, note.

on stalactites formed in arches and

vaults, xi. 301.

Brewster (Sir D.) on double refraction

produced In* pressure, vii. 35().

on the origin of the diamond, i.

148.
• on the reflection and decomposition

of light at refracting sinfaces, v. 380.

on the crystalIograj)hical and opti-

cal characters of Oxahevrite, ii,

153.

, award of the Royal Medal to, l>y

the Royal Society, ix. 43.

Bridge, suspension, at Hroughton, fall

of, ix. 381.
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Bridges, cast iron, on the construction

of, xi. 81.

Bridgcwater, Earl of, statement respect-

ing his legacy, ix. 200.

Brine-springs in North America, origin

of, Mr. Brayley on the, vi. 71.

in Enghmd, discovery of iodine

and bromine in, vi. 2.35.

Brisbane (Sir T.) on the moon, and
moon-culminating stars, x. 52.

Bristol, collegiate institution at, ix. 396.

British Association, Report of, xi. 225
;

notice of, xi. 394.

Brockedon (Mr,) on Hannibal's passage

of the Alps, ix. 462.

Bromide of selenium, iii. 147.

Bromides, vi. 142, 152.

of carbon, vi. 313.

Bromine, i. 213, 390.

, preparation of, viii. 225.
•

, sale of, iii. 146.

, alleged compound nature of, i.

232.

, elementary nature of, iii. 145.

in mineral waters, viii. 61.
. in the mineral waters of England,

vi. 235, 283.

, quantity of, in sea- water, iii. 145.

, atomic weight of, vi. 237 ; vii.

276.—— , cyanuret of, i. 396.

, hydrate of, viii. 225.

and water, power of, in conducting

electricity, iii. 157.

Brongniart (A.), list of plants which
characterize the secondary and ter-

tiary formations, vi. 133.
• on Websterite found in the plastic

clay of Auteuil, iv. 81.

Bronwin (Rev. B.) on the rectification

of the ellipse, ii. 378.

Brooke (H. J.) on isomorphism, xi.

21.

Broughton (S. D.) on the effects of oxy-

gen on the animal system, v. 383.

Broughton, fall of the suspension bridge

at, ix. 3S4.

Brown (Mr. R.) microscopical obser-

vations, iv. 161; vi. 161 ; viii. 296.

Brvce (J.) notice of the Pleslosaurus in

Ireland, ix. 331.

Buchan (Mr.) on the amalgamation of

silver-ores, iv. 234.

Buckland (Rev. Dr.) on the occurrence

of agates in the Mendip Hills, vi. 136.

on Cijcadeoidefc, a new family of

fossil plants, iv. 225.

Buckland (Rev. Dr.) on the discovery of
coprolitesin North America, vii. 321.

on the faeces of the Ichthyosaurus,

on the bones of the Iguanodoti
found in the Isles of Wight and Pur-
beck, vii. 54.

on Lord Cole and Sir P. Egerton's
account of the cave of Kiihlocb, vi.

92.

on a new species of Pterodactyle,
V. 387.

on a fossil black substance resem-
bling Sepia, V. 387.

on the geology of Weymouth, vii.

454.

Building materials, action of the weather
on, test for, v. 307.

Bullock (^Messrs.), birds discovered in
Mexico by them, i. 364, 433.

Bunt (T. G.) on the eclipse of the moon
in 1830, viii. 388.

Burnett (Mr.) on the motion of sap in
plants, v. 389.

Burney (Dr. W.) on the copper-coloured
light reflected from the moon, vii. G6,

meteorological observations, i. 78,
80, 158, 160, 238, 240, 317, 320. 398,
400, 474, 477 ; ii. 77, 158, 238,' 318,
395, 397, 465 ; iii. 78, 157, 237, 317,
398 ; iv. 78, 158, 238, 318, 397, 465;
v. 78, 158, 238, 318, 398, 466; vi.

78, 158, 238, 318, 397, 465 ; vii. 78.

158, 238, 318, 465 ; viii. 78, 80, 157,
160, 238, 240, 316, 318, 320, 397.
399, 465, 467; ix. 78, 80, 158, 160,
238, 240, 31 8, 320, 398, 400, 464, 467

;

x. 78, 80, 158, 160, 238, 210, 31S,
320, 397, 399,470, 470 ; xi.78, 158,
160, 238, 240,318, 320.

meteorological summary for the
year 1826, i. 153; 1827, 'iii. 312-
1828, v. 312 ; 1829, vii. 391 ; 1830,
x. 72; 1831, xi. 311.

on the occultation of Aldebaran,
October 15, 1829, vii. 66.

on the results of the meteorological
observations at "Wick, i. 339.

Bushmen, viii. 222.

of the Orange River, viii. 390.
Dr. Smith on the origin and

history of the, ix. 119, 197, 339,
419.

Bussy (M.) on magnesium, x. 152.
Butyric acid in urine, viii. 297.
Bywater (Mr.) microscopical observa-

tions, vi. 165.

b2
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Cabbage, red, green lake prepared from,
vii. 61.

CactecE, Mr. Haworth on, vii. 107.

Cader Idris, Mr. A. Aikin on the geo-
logical structure of, ii. 433.

Cadmium, iodine in, iii. 234.

, and arsenic, mode of distinguish-

ing, when in solution, ii. 231.

Calcedony from Haytor, Ammonites in ?

vi. 315.

Calcium, bromide of, vi. 145.

, chloride of, alcoate of, iv. 270.

Calculus, biliary, analysis of, viii. 288.

of variations, viii. 321.

Calendar ofmeetings of scientific bodies,

ii. 400; iv. 400; vi. 400; viii. 400.

Calton Hill Observatory, V. 257; vii. 224.

Cambridge Botanic Garden, Professor

Schultes's description of, vi. 357.

Philosophical Society, ix. 382,

462 ; xi. 09.

Camel, osteological symmetry of the,

ix. 364.

Camphor, analysis of, xi. 149.

Canaan, U. S., native iron found in, ii.

71.

Cankrien (H. K.) on the problems of

the calculus of variations, viii. 321.

Cannel coal, sulphate of barytes found
in, viii. 304.

Cannon-balls, method of ascertaining the

velocity of, iv. 65.

Canoes, on the stability of, v. 301.

Cape of Good Hope, botany of the, viii.

222.

, earthquakes at, in 1809, ix. 71.

Capillary attraction, i. 115, 332.

, Mr. Ivory on, iii. 1.

Capybara, \dii. 63.

Carbazotates of copper and lead, vi. 145.

Carbazotic acid, ii. 389; iv. 66.

Carbon, combustibility of, increased by
platina and cojiper, vi. 394.

, in pig iron, v. 235.

, bromide of, \\. 313.

, hydrochloride of, xi. 305.

, iodides of, iv. 155.

, oxide of, i. 71.

, sulphuret of, its decomposition by

electricity, vii. 61.

Carbonate of manganese, analysis of, iv.

22.

, alkaline, analysis of siliceous mi-

nerals by, vii. 231.

of lime and soda, native compound
of, vii. 3S9.

of mercury, x. 207.

Carbonic acid, agency of, in decompo-
sing water by the contact of iron, iv.

381.
• and water, action of metals on, vii.

317.

, atmospheric, viii. 301.

Carboniferous chain of the North of En-
gland, ix. 211, 377.

• strata, disturbance of, viii. 404.
Carlisle, arrival of birds of passage at, ix.

82.

, meteorological remarks for, xi.

87.

Carnbrae Hill, viii. 324.

Carriages, on the drauglit of, on roads,

vii. 286.

Carrots, juice of, analysed, \\. 237.

Carter (Ur.) on the preserved bodies of

aboriginal Peruvians, viii. 59.

Caseic oxide, iv. 71.

Cassius, purple powder of, viii. 385.
•^ , precipitate of silver resembling,

vii. 58.

Cast-iron, strength of, i. 14.

Castor oil, acids in, i. 313.

Cave of Kiihloch, destruction of, vi. 92.

Caves and fissures in the western di-

strict of the Mendip Hills, Rev. D.
Williams on the, x. 223.

, limestone, at Wellington Valley,

New South Wales, ix. 445.

Cauchoix (M.), letter from, x. 51.

Caustics, Mr. Mosely on, ii. 263.

Cayley (Sir G.) on the natural zero, v.

88.

Cements, on calcareous, xi. 333.

Census, Mr. Lubbock on the, vii. 416.

Cephalopoda, structure of, vii. 380.

Cereopsis Nova; Hollandice, remarks on
the, ix. 222.

Ceres, the planet, on the elements of,

vii. 271.

Cerium, sulphuret of, i. 71.

Chalk of the Cotentin, M. J. Desnoyers
on, ii. 253.

flints, occurrence of in Banffshire,

ix. 152.

Challis (Rev. J.) on the theoretical de-

termination of the motion of fluids,

ix. 7.

on the small vibratory motions of

elastic fluids, vii. 136.

on the equations of the motion of

incompressible fluids, vi. 123.

on the arbitral y functions in the

integrals of partial dificienlial equa-

tions, vi. 296.
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Challis (Rev. J.) on the different refran-

gibility of the rays of light, viii. 169.

• on the transmission of light thi'ough

mediums, xi. 161.

on the propagation of motion

through elastic mediums, vii. 325.

Chama concamerata, Mr. Gray on tlie

nursing-pouch of, iii. 117.

Chameleons, iMr. Gray's revision of the

species of, ii. 207, 408.

Charcoal, on the spontaneous inflamma-
tion of, ix. 148.

, quantity of, obtained from differ-

ent kinds of wood, ii. 231.

Charring of wood at low temperatures,

viii. 383.

Cheese, persons poisoned by eating, vi.

312.

Chelmsford Philosophical Society, xi

393.

Chemical action, influence of magnetism
upon, iv. 385.

of light, vii. 462.

Chemical symbols and notation, J.

Prideaux, in reply to Prof. Whewell
on, X. 104,

Chemistry, i. 31, 71, 72, 73, 94, 110,

142, 143, 144, 145, 146, 172, 190,

232, 312, 313, 314, 321, 376, 379;
ii. 20, 58, 68-72, 130, 144, 151-156,

183, 229-234, 247, 309-311, 381,

387, 394, 469, 464, 463, 464,

\_The references to the other volumes on
Chemical subjects, are distributed un-

der their respective heads throughout
the lndex.'\

Chevalier (T. W.) on the ear, vii, 287.

Children (J. G.) abstract of Ochsen-
heimer's genera of the Lepidoptera of

Europe, iv. 278, 343, 444 ; v. 36, 119,

188, 287, 363; vi. 9, 99, 188, 286,

325, 451 ; viii. 259.

Chili, specimens ofmammalia,fishes, and
birds from, xi. 457.

Chinchilla, dissection of, ix. 227.

Chinese female, anatomical description

of the foot of one, v. 382.

language, M. Du Ponceau on, v,

15.

Chinio'idia, new vegeto-alkali, vii. 461

.

Chladni, Steininger, and Noeggerath, on
the meteoric iron of Bitburg, ii. 41.

Chloride of aluminum, iv. 149.

of arsenic, i. 470.

of barium, vi, 53 ; vii. 276 ; viii.

181.

of boron, i. 469.

Chloride of bromine, action of, upon
water and a?ther, ix. 392.

of gold and potassium, ix. 150.

of iodine precipitated by sulphuric

acid, viii. 297.

of manganese, analysis of, iv. 26.

of silver, viii. 464.

of sodium and silver, iv. 384.

and iodide of ammonia, vi. 147,

Chlorides, alkaline, action of, in disin-

fecting substances, i. 232.

of lime and soda, K. Phillips on, i,

376.

Chlorine, in native black oxide of man-
ganese, i. 142; iv. 306.

, use of in destroying fire-damp, ii.

142, 309.

, decomposition of alcohol by, xi.

305,

, combination of, with nitrous gas,

ix. 355.

, combination of, with prussiate of

potash, iv. 385.

, combinations of, xi. 304.

Chlorocyanic acid, ii. 463,

Chlorophseite, iv. 387.

Chloroxalic acid, ix. ^Q>.

Cholera, analysis of the blood in cases of,

xi. 347, 468.

, chemical pathologj' of, xi. 468.

Christie (J.) on the chalk-flints in Banff^

shire, ix. 152.

(S. H.) on the deviation of mag-
netized needles towards iron, v. 129,

on magnetic influence in the solar

rays, v. 132.

Christison's (Dr.) treatise on poisons,

viii. 276.

analysis of the milk of the hya-hya
tree, viii. 296.

Chromate of iron discovered in Shetland,

viii. 226.

of potash, adulteration in, vii. 61.

of silver, i. 345,

of zinc, as a pigment, vii. 60,

Chromates, new double, Mr, H, Stokes

on, ii, 427,

Chrome, i. 452,

, brown oxide of, iv. 307,

, reduction of, xi. 153.

, Vauquelin's process for obtaining,

ix. 150.

Chronometers, prize system of, at Green-
wich, vi. 424; vii. 12, 104, 134.

, trial of, xi. 307.

Chrvsolite in the cavities of obsidian, iv.

m.
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Cichoraceo' and Lubiat'ijlorce, on the two
families, 387.

Cinchalona, examination of, ii. 464.

Cinchona, acetic acid from, v. 232.

, new vcgeto-alkalies from, vii. 233.

Cinchonia and quina, gallatcs of, iv.

147.

Cinclosoma, on the gronp of, ix. 454.

Circle, perspective of a, v. 420.

Citric acid, composition of, iii. lO'J ; viii.

428.

from gooseberries, iv. 152.

Clairaut, on an omission in his theory

of the equilibrium of fluids, ix. 185,

20G.

Clark (B.) on the insect called Oistros

by the ancients, iii. 283.

(t)i'-) on the influence of climate,

vi. 305.

(T.), process for preparing liydro-

cyanic acid, x. 151.

Climate, on the influence of, \\. 305.

Climates, on artificial, viii. 362.

Clock, on the semi-arcs of vibration of

a, ii. 34.

Clouds, on the formation of, 69.

Coal discovered near Leicester, v. 347.

Coal -basin, of South Wales, on the, xi.

110.

Coal gas, combustion of, v. 150, 375.

Cobalt, arseniate of, iv. 75.

ore, bismuthic, i. 1 15.

Coffee, a peculiar principle in, v. 149.

Cold, artilicial, Mr. Walker on, iv. 11.

Cole (Viscount) and Sir P. Egerton's

account of the destruction of tlie cave

of Kiihloch, vi. 92.

Collier's (E. II.) patent for the manufac-
ture of paper from Ulva marina, vii.

236.

Collimator, Kater's horizontal floating,

Mr. Nixon on, iv. 218.

Combustion, heat developed during, iii.

233, iv. 67.

of coal-gas, on, v. 150, 375.

Comet, at Paramatta, observations on,

i. 315.

, Encke's, iv. 464.

, lialley's, Mr. Lubbock on, ix.

362.

, on the last appearance of, xi. 32.

in Pegasus, of 1830, vii. 446; viii.

50.

of 1831, Mr. Herapatl) and Sir J.

South on the, ix. L'") I.

seen near the South Pole, ix. 220.

Comets, new, medalsfor the discovery of,

xi. 155.

Compass, variation of the, xi. 224.

Composition, alleged unity of in ani-

mals, vii. 382, 440.

Comjiound bodies, specific gravities of,

V. 416.

Conchology, ii. 102, 235, 409.

Condin-rite, Mr. Faraday and Mr. W,
Phillips on, ii. 286.

Conia, preparation of, iv. 231.

Connell (A.), preparation of iodic acid,

x. 235.

Continuity, Dr. Roget on a violation of

the law of, iii. 118, 203.

Conybeare (Rev. W. D.), addresses deli-

vei-ed at the Collegiate Institution of

Bristol, ix. 396.

on the South Welsh coal-basin, xi.

110.
—— on Mr. Lyell's Principles of Geo-

logy, viii. 215.

, Mr. Lyell's reply to, i.x. 1.

on the valley of the Thames, vi.

61.

on the theoretical speculations in

geology, viii. 359,402; i.x. 19, 111,

]S8, 258.

Cooper's (B. B.) anatomical descrij)lion

of the foot of a Chinese female, v. 382.

Copper, ancient glass beads colom-ed b\',

vii. 401.

, samples of, examination of, iii. 23 1

.

and platina, combustibility of cai"-

bon increased b_v, vi. 394.

, carbazotates of, vi. 145.

, protoxide of, xi. 76.

mines in Cornwall, produce of, i.

233.

ore, indigo, ii. 311.

ores, remarkable, from Cornwall,

Mr. W. Phillips on, ii. 286; Mr.
Faraday on, ii. 287, 288.

slag, hardness of, as a matirial for

roads, x. J! 17.

Copper-coloured light reflected from the

moon's disc, vii. Gd.

Coprolites, v. 387.

, discovery of, in North .\merica,

vii. 321.

Corbaux (F.) on the laws of mortality,

v. 180.

Cornwall, copper mines in, ])ri)dnce of,

i. 233.

, steam-engines in, account of, i.

233; vii. 152, 323, 121, 121, 449.
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Cornwall, duty of stoani-engines in, ii.

309.

, Royal Geological Society of, vii.

147.

, two remarkable ores of copper

from, ii. 286.

Corrosive sublimate, viii. 281.

Corydalin, anew vegetable alkali, iv. 151.

Cousin (Victor) his misrepresentation

respecting Dr. Priestley refuted by
Dr. Henry, xi. 216.

Crimea, on the geological structure of

the, xi. 282.

Crocodile, notes on the anatomy of, xi.

62, 292.

Croton, oil of, effects of, on the eye, ii.

463.

Crow's seamen's octant and traverse-

worker, description of, xi. 428.

Crystalline form of some salts, iii. 27

;

vi. 40.

state, alteration of, in solids, iv. 15.5.

• substance, on a, from the zinc-

foundry at Filisur, vii. 401.

Crystallized sulphurets, electrical forma-

tion of, vii. 226.

Crystallization, influence of the air in,

IV. 215.

, new theory of, i. 397.

of bismuth,' ix. 392.

Crystallography, vi. 40. 147.

Crystals, calcareous, in the tissues of ve-

getables, vi. 147.

of sulphate of soda, anhydrous,

iv. 71.

Cuff (C.) on the presence of iodine, &c.,

in the Bath waters, vii. 9.

Cullen (Capt. W.) on the geological fea-

tures of a route from Madras to Bel-

lary, iv. 367, 435.

Cuneiform inscriptions deciphered,v.32 1

.

Cupreous salts, effect of ebullition on,

iv. 232.

sulphate of lead, H. J. Brooke on
the chai-acters of, x. 265.

Currents of aeriform fluids, iii. 74, 282.

Curve-surfaces, on the equation of, iii.

436.

Curves, Mr. Lubbock on, vi. 249.

, rectification of, ix. 250.

Cuvier (Mons. G.) opinion on generic

names in natural histoiy, vi. 348.

and Geoffroy St. Hilaire, on the

unity of organization in animals, vii.

379.
• (Mons. F.), notice of a letter

from, ix. 457.

Cyanic acid, i. 72.

Cyanogen, perchloride of, action of on
water, v. 232.

Cyanuret of bromine, i. 396.

Q/caJeo/f7e<ff,anewfamily of fossil plants,

iv. 225.

Cyclas and Pisidhim, monograph of, xi.

69.

D 1 on mechanical science, ii. 38.

D. T. on the rapid flight of insects, x.

150.

Dakin(G.)on improvements in theelec-

trical machine, viii. 251.

on the microscopical examination
of opake objects, and on a focimeter,

iv. 429.

Dalbj's method of finding longitudes,

employed in the Trigonometrical Sur-

vey, Dr. Tiarks on, iv. 364.

Daitou (J.) on the height of the aurora

borealis, iv. 418.

Daniell (J. F.) on a new register pyro-
meter for measuring the expansion of

solids, X. 297.

Datholite, analysis of, iv. 459.

on the discovei-y of iodine and
bromine in the mineral waters of En-
gland, vi. 235 ; viii. 61.

Davenport (R.), supplement to " The
Amateur's Perspective", viii. 282.

Davies's(T. S.) symmetricalproperties of
plane triangles, ii. 26.

on spherical loci, xi. 141.

Davy (Sir H.) short account of the sci-

entific discoveries of, vii. 38, 228.—— on electrical and chemical changes,

i. 31, 94, 190.
— experiments on the torpedo, v.

300; vi. 81.

on the phsenomena of volcanoes,

iii. 373; iv. 85.

Davy (Dr. J.) account of a new volca-

no in the Mediten-anean, xi. 446.

on the solubility of phosphorus, v.

310.

Davy (Prof. E.) on an electro-chemical

method of ascertaining the presence

of metals, ix. 38.

on a new combination of chlorine

and nitrous gas, ix. 355.

Dawes (Mr.) on the triple star ^Cancri,

X. 53.

Day, tables ofthe decimal parts ofa, ix. 92.

Dead Sea, M. Gmelin's analysis of the

water of, ii. 232.

Dechen and Oeynhausen on Ben-Nevis,

v. 385.
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Dechen and Ocynhausen on the junction

of giiinile and killas in Cornwall, v.

161, 241.

Decomposition of water by galvanized

wires, viii. 229.

Dekey's (J. E.) discovery of coprolites

in North America, vii. 321.

De la Beche (H. T.), classification of

European rocks, vi. 440; vii. 189.

, collections in foreign geology, ii.

1, 95, 168, 25;5.

on the formation of conglomerate

and gravel deposits, vii. 161.

, Geological Manual, xi. 46.

on the geology of the shores of the

gulf of La Spezia, vii. 143.

on the geology of Nice, v. 134,384.

on the geology of Weymouth, vii.

454.

on Oltmann's tables for calcula-

ting heights by the barometer, iv. 1 94.

on the oolitic series of England
and France, viii. 35, 208 ; on the dis-

tribution of organic remains in that

series, vii. 81,202, 250, 334.

on the secondary stratified rocks,

vi. 213.

on the excavation ofvalleys, vi. 241.

De la Roche's experiments on heat, viii.

329.

Del Rio (Prof.), his analysis of two new
mineral substances, iv. 113.

Desormes (C), new phajnomena of va-

pour observed by, iii. 74.

, experiments on currents of air,

Mr. Younge on, iii. 282.

Desnoyers on the chalk of the Cotentin,

ii. 253.

Deutoxide of manganese, iv. 34.

Diamond, method of exhibiting the com-
bustion of, vii. 407.

, Mr. Braylcy on the origin of the,

i. 147.

Dichotomous system, Mr. W. S. Mac-
Leay on the dying struggle of the,

vii. 431 ; viii. 53, 134, 200.

Dicotyledonous plants, remains of, in

the great coal formation, viii. 20.

Dictionary, English, Dr. Webster's, ix.

390.

Differences, theory of, S. Sharpe on tlie

x. 137.

DifFcrential barometer, v. 305.

Digestion, on tlio functions of, v. 301.

Diluvial currents of Yorkshire, ii. 13S.

, deposits of Caernarvonshire, Mr.

Trimmer on the, x. I 13.

Diopside, Dr. Wackenroder's examina-
tion of, iii. 349.

Dipteru, Mr. W. S. MacLeay on the

larvie of, ii. 178.

Disinfecting apparatus, on a, xi. 205.

properties of alkaline chlorides, i.

232.

Dolphins, Mr. Gray's description of the

skulls of two species of, ii. 375.

Don (D.) descriptive catalogue of Dr.
Gillies's Composita:, xi. 387 ; on the

cascarilla bark plant, xi. 455.
on the tree yielding gum ammo-

niacum, ix. 47.

Double stars, calculation of their orbits,

ix. 178.

"Double-water-screw", of 'The Century
of Inventions', on the, xi. 308.

Dracine, new substance found in dra-

gon's blood, ii. 394.

Dragon's-blood, dracine found in, ii.

394.

Dnmimond's (Mr.) rule for boroughs,

remarks on, xi. 360.

Dunnochgoil, Mr. S. Sharpe on the vi-

trified fort of, iv. 123.

Dunn's (J.) improved air-pump, iv. 145.

Durability of stones, viii. 224.

Dyeing drugs, i. 55.

Dynamics, iv. 338.

Dynamico-chemical principle, Mr. Wa-
teiston'sjX. 170; alteration and errata

in, X. 317.

E. W. B. See Brayley (E. W. Jan.).

Ear, on the, vii. 287.

Earth, dimensions of the, vii. 409.

, ellipticitv of the, iv. 179, 364.

, figure of the, iii. 165, 200, 241
;

V. 205; vi. 272; vii. 241, 412.

, figure of the, Mr. Galbraithon, ii.

48,321.
, Mr. Ivory on, ii. 313.

, limits within which an occultation

is visible on the surface of the, ix. 90.

Earth's surface, on the shortest distance

of two points on the, viii. 30, 134.

Earthquakes, iii. 463 ; iv. 55, 56.

, at the Cape of Good Hope in

1809, ix. 71.

Echeveria, new account of the genus, iv.

261.

Eclipse of the moon in 1830, on the cal-

culations of the, viii. 388.

, solar, of Nov. 29. 1826, ii. 76.

Eclipses, theory of, additions to, viii. 268,

342,417.
Ecliptic, obliquity of the, viii. 13, 241.
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Edmonston (L.) on the origin of the

power of suspending respiration, pos-

sessed by aquatic mammaliaand birds,

ii. 126.

Efflorescence, on, iii. 231.

Egerton (Sir P.) and Viscount Cole on

the destruction of the caveof Kiihloch,

vi. 92.

Egyptian mummy, account of, v. 57.

Elaine, separation of, from oils, i. 71.

Elastic fluids, on the small vibratory

motions of, vii. 136.

, specific heat of, vii. 460.

mediums, on the propagation of

motion through, vii. 325.

Elastic power of steam, vii. 235.

Electric and magnetic influence, Mr.
Abraham on, i. 266.

Electrical formation of crystallized sul-

phurets, vii. 226.

machine, improvements in, v. 170

;

viii.251.

phsenomena, v. 170.

Electricity, i. 20, 31, 94, 190, 266, 343
;

iii. 148, 151; v. 170, 223, 300; xi.

300, 448, 465.

, causes producing, viii. 298.

, conducting power of metals for,

iv. 382.

, decomposition of sulphuret of cai-

bon by, vii. 61.

, use of the ganglions in furnishing,

for the production ofanimal secretions,

Sir E. Home on, x. 42.

, atmospheric, chemical action of,

ix. 357.

, voltaic, conducting power of fluids

for, iv. 383.

Electro-chemical decomposition of vege-

to-alkalies, ix. 237.

Electro-magnetism, iv. 220, 458; xi.

401.

, new form of an experiment in, ii.

459.

Electro-magnet, powerful. Prof. Henry
and Dr. Ten Eyck on the, x. 315.

Electro-magnets, on, xi. 194.

Elimination, simple, J. E. Drinkwater
on, X. 24.

Ellipse, Rev. B. Bronwin on the rectifi-

cation of the, ii. 378.

Ellipticity of the earth, Mr. Galbraith

on, iv. 179, 364.

Elliptic transcendents, J. Ivory on the

theory of ihe, x. 225.

Emmett (Rev. J. B.) on an electrical

phsenomenon, v. 170.

Emmett (Rev. J. B.) method of bleach-

ing and preparing flax, i. 119.

on capillary attraction, i. 115, 332.

on the specific gravities of com-
pound bodies, v. 416.

, physical construction ofsolids and
liquids, i. 411.

Encke's (Prof.) derivation of Monge's
formulae, xi. 329.

Encke (Prof.) on Hadley's sextant, vi.

84, 181.—— on interpolation, v. 28, 91.

on the Berlin Astronomical Ephe-
meris, iv. 141, 248; vii. 172; ix. 81.

on the calculation of the orbits of

double stars, ix. 178,405; xi. 41,102,
175,414.

on the conversion of right ascen-

sion and declination into longitude

and latitude, vii. 330.

on the elements of the planet

Ceres, vii. 271.

on the occultations of stars by the

moon, iv. 409.

on transits, v. 274.

Encke's comet, iv. 464.

Endosmose and exosmose, Dr. Ritchie

on the phsenomena of, x. 226.

Engelhart (M.) and H. Rose on the

iron contained in the blood, ii. 154.

Entomology, i. 180, 291; ii. 178; iii.

283, 368, 370 ; iv. 278, 343, 444.

, natural history of Petrophila, vii.

206.

, sketch ofthe Systema Glossatorum
of Fabricius, vii. 118.

\^The articles on Entomology in the

suhsequeiit volumes are referred to under
their proper heads.']

Ephemeris, astronomical, new, iv. 141,

248.

Ephemeris, Berlin, iv. 141, 248; vii.

172; ix. 8J.

of the distances of the four pla-

nets, Venus, Mars, Jupiter, and Sa-
turn, from the Moon's centre, errata in

Schumachers, a coi-respondent on
the, x. 136.

Epidote, manganesian, or pistacite, ana-
lysis of, vii. 232.

Epiphyllum, Mr. Haworth on, vi. 107.

Epistilbite and heulandite, Mr. Levy on,

i. 6.

Equations, adfected quadratic, method
of solving, iv. 125.

, differential, on arbitrary functions

in, vi. 290.
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Equations, linear, differential, Mr. Hera-
path on, ii. 421 ; iii. 19, 21 ; replies to,

iii. 9G, 97, 262.

of all dimensions, resolution of, iv.

371.

of the motion of incompressible

fluids, vi. 123.

of the third degree, on Laplace's

method of solving, iv. i(ui.

, Varignon's method of solving, iv.

314.

Equitable Society, letter to Mr. Mor-
gan, on the experience of the, iv.339.

Equivalents, new scale of, viii. 430.

Erinite, a new mineral, iv. 154.

Errata in Schumacher's Ephemeris of

the distances of Venus, Mars, Jupiter,

and Saturn from the Moon's centre, a

correspondent on the, x. 186.

Ethers, action of, on various bodies, i.

469.

Eudiometer shding-rod, Dr. Hare on the,

vi. 114, 117.

Eudiometrical apparatus. Dr. Hare's im-

proved, iv. 126, 183.

Ewart (P.) on the re-action of efiluent

water, and on the maximum effect of

machines, iii. 416.
—— on the expansion of compressed

elastic fluids, v. 247.

Exosmose and endosmose, W. Ritchie

on the phsenomena of, x. 226.

Eye, effects of oil of croton on the, ii.

463.

, on a species of muscce volitantes

in the aqueous humour of the, ix. 165.

, on the focus of vision in the, ii.

. 376.

Eye-glasses of telescopes, Prof Littrow

on the theory of the, x. 52.

F. K.'s reply to Caleb Mainspring on

prize chronometers, vii. 104.

F. R. S. " Dr. Price and his followers,"

ii. 292.

, reply to, ii. 332.

F. R. S. L. on the principle of com-

pound interest, in reply to V. R. S., ii.

332.

F. R. S.'s reply to V. R. S. L.'s remarks

on compound interest, iii. 30.

Fabricius's Systcma Glossatorum, vii.

118.

Face, on the nerves of the, vi. 135.

Faeces, fossil, of the Ichtlnjosaurus, v.

387.

FalconidfP, the family, imdcscribed

bird belonging to, x. 264.

Falling bodies, deviation of, vi. 321.

Faraday (Prof), Chemical Manipula-
tion, corrections in, ii. 58.

— notes on Sig. Nobili and Antinori's

paper on electro-magnetism, xi. 401

.

on a peculiar class of acoustical

figures ; and on certain forms as-

simied by grou^Js of particles upon vi-

brating surfaces, x. 42.

on the flowing of sand under pres-

sure, viii. 68.

on the fluidity of sulphur and
phosphorus, iii. 144.

on the production of sound during
the conduction of heat, ix. 461.

researches in electricity, xi. 300,

462, 465.

analysis of two remarkable ores of

copper, ii. 287.

Farey (Mr.), evidence on the law of

patent inventions, vii. 67, 152; viii.

305.

, on the performance of the steam-

engines of Cornwall, vii. 420.

, treatise on the steam-engine, re-

view of, iii. 40.

Farquharson (Rev. J.) on the aurora

borealis, v. 308.

Fayolle (Mons.) on Laplace's method
of solving equations of the third de-

gree, iv. 402.

on the equation of curve surfaces,

iii, 436.

on the figure of the cells of honey-

comb, iv. 233, 313.

on Varignon's method of solving

equations of the second degree, iv.

314.

Fearn (J.) on rccrossed vision, x. 294.

Featherstonhaugh ((J. W.) on the sali-

ferous rocks in the state of New York,

vii. 198.

Fergusonite, examination of, vii. 232.

Ferroprussiate of potash, viii. 429.

Ferrybridge, Mr. J. PhiUips on the geo-

logy of the neighbourhood of, iv. 401

.

Fig-trees, species indigenous to Jamaica,

v. 306.

Figure of the earth, Galbraith on the, ii.

48; iii. 321 ; iv. 189, 241,245,443;
v. 205; vi. 272.

, Mr. Ivory on, iii. 165, 206, 241,

343,431; vii. 241, 412.

Figine of the cells of the honeycomb,
iv. 19, 233, 313.

Filtered water, plan for supplying the

metropolis with, ix. 360.
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Fire-arms, percussion, viii. 155.

Fire-ball, iii. 74.

Fire-damp, on destroying, ii. 142, 309.

Firemen, incombustible dress for, vii.

148.

Fischer on the action of acids on palla-

dium, iv. 230.

Fish, fossil, of Seefeld, vi. 36.

, freshwater, destruction of, by ad-

mission of sea water into a lake, xi.

397.

, method of obtaining skeletons of,

vii. 151.

Fishes, collection of, from the Mauritius,

xi. 288.

, description of new species of, xi. 66.

Fish-bones, analysis of, vi. 393.

Fitton's (Dr.) address at the annual
meeting of the Geol. Soc, v. 443.

Flax, method of bleaching and prepa-

ring, i. 119.

Fleming (Dr.), philosophy of zoology,

vii. 432.

on Mr. MacLeay's abuse of the di-

chotomous method in natural history,

viii. 52.

Flints, occurrence of, in the chalk of

Banffshire, ix. 152.

Flora Devoniensis, review of, viii. 375.

Fluids, compressed, elastic, Mr. Ewart
on the expansion of, v. 247.

, conducting power of, for voltaic

electricity, iv. 383.

, division of, viii. 170.

, elastic, on the vibratory motions

of, vii. 136.

, equilibrium of, ix. 185, 206.
——, incompressible, on the equations

of the motion of, vi. 123.

, Mr. Tredgold's new theory of the

resistance of, iii. 249.

, Rennie on the friction of, x. 228.

, specific heat of, vii. 460.

, theoretical determination of the

motion of, ix. 7.

Fluor spar, i. 73.

, phosphorescent, i. 143.

and anhydrous sulphuric acid, ii,

68.

Fluorine, viii. 164.

Focimeter, Mr. Dakin on a, iv. 431.

Fons (J. P. De la) on mooring ships in

roadsteads, ii. 289.

Foot of a Chinese female, anatomical

description of, v. 392.

Forbes (J. D.) on obtaining an electric

spark from a magnet, xi. 359

Foreign geology, ii. 1, 95, 168, 253.

Forest marble, rippled markings of the,

376.

Formations of Germany, tertiary and
secondary, R. I. Murchison's sketch

of the principal, x. 45.

Formic acid, viii. 228.

, new process for preparing, vii.

60.

Formulae, two logarithmic, on the inac-

curacy of, V. 378.

Foster (B. M.), description of a plane-

tarium on a new principle, i. 310.

, on preserving funguses, iv. 312.

Forster (Dr.) on an aerial voyage made
in a balloon, x. 67.

on the luminous belt of September

29th 1828, iv. 389, 463.

Forster (F.) on the probability of finding

coal near Leicester, v. 236, 347.

Foster (Lieut.) and Parry (Capt.) on
the velocity of sound at Port Bowen,
i. 12.

Fossils, organic textm-e of, viii. 76.

, remarkable, found near Cromer,

V. 104.

, found in Sussex, ii. 394, 443.

Fossil bones, at North Cliff, vi. 225 ; vir.

1.

, found near a limestone cave in

New South Wales, ix. 445.
. of bears in the grotto of Osselles,

near Besancon, in France, ii. 147.

of the elephant found near Salis-

bury, ii. 220.

ofthe elephant, rhinoceros, hysenas,

&c., in Switzerland, ii. 8.

Fossil claw of the iguanodon, v. 153.

faeces of the ichthyosaunis, v. 387.

fish, vi. 36.

fox of CEningen, vii. 207.

hyaenas, in Kent, ii. 73.

insects, vi. 138.

remains of the mastodon, in New
York, ii. 314.

plants, V. 459 ; vi. 133; viii. 16.

pterodactyle, v. 387.

sepia, V. 388.

shells, vi. 149, 232.

, M. de Basterot on, ii. 102.

trees, in Derwent lead-mines, vii.

185.

,
near Gallipolis, Ohio, ii. 311.

Fourier's (Le Baron) historical eloge of

the Marq. de La Place, vi. 370.

Foville's(Dr.) researches on the anatomy
of the brain, v. 278, 331.
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Fowls, domestic, analysis of their bones,

vi. 39;}.

Fox (R. W.) on mineral veins, vi. 17.

onsomephcEnomenaofheat,xi.345.
on the increase of heat in mines,

ix. 94 ; on terrestrial magnetism, ix.

3G1.

on the discharge of a jet of water

under water, viii. 342.

Fox, fossil, of Qiningen, vii. 207.

Friction, Mr. G. Rennic on, v. 131.

Frogs' bones, analysis of, vi. 393.

Fulminating gold, two kinds of, ix. 69.

Funchal (in Madeira), meteorological

register kept at, ii. 362, 412.

Functions, arbitrary, vi. 296.

, expansion of, ix. 253.

, monome, vi. 362.

Fustic, its application in dyeing, i. 55.

Fyfe's (Dr.) elements of chemistry, re-

view of, iv. 50.

G. W. F. on the saliferous rocks in the

State of New York, vii. 198.

Galbraith (W.) on the figure of the earth,

ii. 48; iv. 179.

on the obliquity of the ecliptic, \'iii.

13, 241.

on the deviation of falling bodies,

vi. 329.
—— on the reduction of the North Po-

lar distances of stars observed at

Greenwich, ix. 335, 464.

on the latitude and longitude of

the Calton Hill Observatory, v. 257.

, Prof. Aiiy in reply to, iv. 364.

on the velocity of sound, i. 136,

336; iv. 179.

, notice of an error in his mathema-
tical tables, iii. 153.

Galena in inferior oolite, ii. 234.

, heated, on the action of steam and
quick-lime upon, v. 1 72.

Gallatcs of quina and cinchonia, iv. 147.

Gallic acid, v. 149.

and pyrogallic acid, M. H.
Braconnot on, x. 154.

and tannin, distinctive characters

of, vii. 58.

Galloway (E.) on a new paddle-wheel,

vii. 408.

Galvanised wires, decom])osition of wa-
ter by, viii. 229.

Galvanism, on, xi. 300, 448, 465.

, chemical theory of, Mr. Brayley's

remarks f)ii one of the exi)friments

from wliich Mr. Ritchie has inferred

its inadequacy, vii. 61.

Galvanism, the electric and chemical
theories of, vi. 52.

Ganglions, Sir E. Home on the use of,

in furnishing electricity for the pro-

duction of animal secretions, x. 42.

Gannet, anatomy of the, x. 231.

Gas, coal, on the combustion of, v. 1 50,

375.

, combustible, new, ii. 152.

, inflammable, from salt mines,

employed for producing light, iii. 233.

, oxygen, effects of upon the ani-

mal system, v. 383.

, sulphuretted hydrogen, action of

on solutions of mercury, v. 310.

Gas-lights, natural, at Fredonea, iii. 233.

Gases, compression of, emission of light

in the, ix. 391.

, extrication of heat in, ii. 230,

390.

, expansion of by heat, v. 419.

, transfer of heat in, by change of

capacity, ii. 230, 390.

, specific heat of, ii. 311.

and the atmosphere, electricity of,

iii. 148.

Gaseous mixtures, analysis of, vi. 1 80.
'

Gauss (Prof) on a new principle ofme-
chanics, viii. 137.

on the representation of the parts

of a given surface on another surface,

iv. 104, 206.

, account ofhis " DisquisitioTies (je-

nerales circa Superjicies Curvm," iii.

331.

Gay Lussac (M.) on Boyle's fuming li-

quor, vi. 76.

on efHoresccnce, iii. 231.

on kermes mineral, vii. 386.

on o.xalic acid, x. 153.

on phosphoric acid, vi. 395.
— on the action of potash on organic

matter, vi. 367.

Gaylussite, Mr. W. Phillips on, i. 263.

Gelatine and albumen, vegetable, iv.

69.

Genus, on the word, vi. 202.

Geographical Society, viii. 290.

Geoloijical museiun, Mr. Saull's, x. 237.

(iiology, i. (i6, 136, 145, 147, 223, 229,

277, 346, 387, 426; ii. 1, 95, 117,

138, 147, 168, 192, 217, 234, 253,

271, 295, 327, 391, 433, 439, 450,

457 ; iii. 132, 1S8, 225, 243, 289,

291, 436, 441, 458. 163 ; iv. 12, 38,

81, 222, 235, 291, 355, 374, 401,

435.
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[7%e references on Geology to the suc-

ceeding volumes are distributed under

the respective heads, asfollows:']

Geology, Foreign, ii. 1, 95, 168, 253,

Geology, Local:
Aix, tertiary freshwater formations of,

vi. 137.

Albania, basin of, viii. 150.

America, North, brine-springs and rock-

salt of, Mr. Brayley on, vi. 71 ; vii. 198.

, saliferoi:s rock of, equivalent for-

mation to in England, vi. 75 ; vii. 198.

, United States of, series of rocks

in, V. 138.

Austria and Bavaria, geology of, viii. 64.

Austrian and Bavarian Alps, structure

of the, ix. 213.

Bassano, tertiary and secondary rocks

of, V. 401 ; vi. 55.

Baza and Alhama, basins of, vii. 453.

Ben Nevis, geology of, v. 385, 461.

Cantal, tertiary deposits of the, vi. 58.

Cornwall, granite and killas rocks in, v.

161, 241.

, mines of, Mr. Henwood on a geo-

logical survey of them, with a pro-

gramme of an intended arrangement
of the leading details of the metalli-

ferous veins, x. 358.

Durham, new red sandstone of, viii. 348.

England, North of, carboniferous chain

of the, ix. 211, 377.

, lake mountains of the, ix. 211.

, and France, oolite series of, viii.

35, 208.

Gosau, vale of, tertiary deposits of the,

vii. 48, 50.

Havre, geology of, vii. 195.

Ireland, South of, geology of the, viii.

147.

Juan Fernandez, geology of, ix. 220.

Kiihloch, cave of, its destruction, vi. 92.

London and Hampshire basins, anticli-

nal of the, V. 111.

Low Countries and North of France,

geology of, vii. 140.

Mendip Hills, occurrence of agates in

the, vi. 136.

Meuse, Moselle, &c., on the excavation

of the valleys in which they flow, vii.

210, 293.

Moravia, Hungary, and Transylvania,

ix. 50, 134.

New South Wales, geology of, ix. 219.

New York, saliferous rocks in, vii. 198.

Nice, geology of, v. 134, 381.

Ontario, lake, geology of, v. 1, 81, 263,

339, 424.

Seefeld, bituminous schist and fossil fish

of, vi. 36,

Styria, Lower, tertiary deposits of,vii.358.

Spezia, La, gulf of, its geology, vii. 143.

Swan River, geology of the, ix. 379.

TenerifFe, geology of, viii. 433.

Thames, valley of the, vi. 61.

Tweed, banks of the, their geology, ix.

13, 85.

Weymouth, geology of, vii, 454,

Rocks ; Geological pkcenomena and
theories :

Alluvial deposits, ix. 48.

Astronomical causes, their influence on
geological phtenomena, ix. 136.

Classification of European rocks, vi. 440

;

vii. 189.

Conglomerate and gravel deposits, for-

mation of, vii. 161.

Earthquakes at the Cape of Good Hope
in 1809, ix. 71.

Electrical formation of crystallized sul-

phurets, vii. 226.

Excavation of valleys, v. 136; vi. 241.

Heat in mines, ix. 94.

Magnetic polarity of basalt, viii. 174, 179,

Rippled markings of the forest marble,

ix. 376.

Rocks, secondary stratified, vi. 213.

Rock-basins, Mr. Brayley on, viii. 331.

, Rev. T. Moore on, ix. 101.

Theoretical speculations in geology, Rer.

W. D. Conybeareon, ix. 19, 111, 188,

258.

Springs, formation of, ix. 170.

Vegetation of the first period of the

world, vii. 23, 185.

Veins, mineral, vi. 17.

Organic remains. (See also the heads

Fossils and Organic Remains, under
their respective letters.)

Animal remains found in the transition

limestone of Plymouth, vii. 209.

Arctic circle, Mr. Brayley on organic re-

mains in the diluvium of the, ix. 411.

Bones, fossil, discovery of, in a marl-pit

near North Clifl", vi. 225 ; further ex-

amination of, vii. 1.

Coprolites, discovery of in N. America,
vii. 321.

Cromer, fossil remains near, v. 1 40.

Faeces, fossil, vi. 60.

Fox, fossil, of CEningen, vii. 207,
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Ichthyosaurus, vii. 458.

Oolite series of England and France, vii.

81, 202, 250, 3;34.

Plants which characterize the second
and tertiary formations, list of, vi. 131.

Plesiosaurus, discovered in Ireland, ix-.

331.

Shells, fossil, British, vi. 149.

Trees, fossil, in Derwent lead-mine, vii.

185.

Vegetahle fossils found at Lennel Braes,

viii. 16.

GeologicalSociety. (See also Societies.)

Dr. Fitton's address at the annual meet-
ing, v. 443.

Prof. Sedgwick's addresses at annual

meetings, vii. 280; ix. 105, 271.

Annual Report of the Royal Geological

Society of Cornwall, viii. 147.

Geoloyicalpuhlications reviewed. (Others

will be found under the names of the

authors.)

Rev. W. D. Conybeare on Mr. Lyell's

" Principles of Geology," viii. 215,

359, 402.

Geology and Natural Science, Monthly
American Journal of, x. 315.

Geology of Yoi-kshire, Illustrations of

the, ix. 342, 430.

Geological Phijenomena, Sections and
Views illustrative of, ix. 131.

Geometrical problem, iii. 234.

Geometry, analytical, Mr. Lubbock on
some problems in, x. 81.

George (E. S.) on fustic and its appli-

cation in dyeing, i. 55.

, analysis of a sidphuretted water,

i. 245.

, examination of the substances con-

nected with an Egyptian mummy, iv.

291.

German Ocean, on thesubsidence of the,

iii. 188.

Germany, tertiary and secondary for-

mations of, R. I. Murchison's sketch

of the princij)al, x. 45.

Giddy (E. C), meteorological results of

observations made at Penzance for 21

years, iii. 173.

Gilbert (D.), addresses at the aniiivor-

sary meetings of the Roval Society,

v. (JO ; vii. 33 ; ix. 39.

statement respecting the Earl of

]5ridgcwatcr's legacy, ix. 200.

Gilbert (D.) on the luminous belt of
Sept. 29th 1828, iv. 453.

, on negative and imaginary quan-
tities, ix. 37.

, on the regular platonic solids, iii.

161.

, on improvements in the steam-
engines of Coniwall, vii. 449.

table for facilitating the computa-
tions relative to suspension-brideres, x.

43.
^

Gill (C.) on the rectification of curves,

ix. 250.

Giraffa, Sir E. Home on, iii. 46.

Girardin (M.) on red ferrocyanate of

potash, V. 148.

Glaciers, progressive movementofjix. 32.

Glass-beads, ancient, experiments on,

vii. 401.

, elasticit}' of threads of, viii. 58.

green bottle, use of in chemistry,

S:c., viii. 35.

Glaucolite, a new mineral species, ii.

463.

Glaucoma, observations on, xi. 470.

Globe, surface of the, L. FAie de Beau-
mont on some of the revolutions which
have taken place on the, x. 241.

Glucina reduced to the metallic state, v.

234.

Glucinum, v. 234, 392.

Gmelin's analysis of the water of the

Dead Sea, ii. 232.

analyses of tourmalines, iii. 460.

, on ultra-marine, vii. 249.

Gmelinitc, x. 187.

Gold, argentiferous, native, composition

of, ii. 155.

, experiments on, vii. 460.

, oxides of, ii. 152.

• and platina, Russian, vii. 59.

and silver raised in Guanaxuato,
ii. 71.

Gooseberries, citric acid from, iv. 152.

Gossamer spiders, on, ii. 146.

Gordon (J.) on the expansion of func-

tions, ix. 253.

Gould's (J.) Century of Birds from the

Himalayan Mountains, xi. 293.

Graham (T.) on the fonnation of alcoates,

iv. 265, 331.

on the finite extent of the atmo-

sphere, i. 107.

on tlie iniluencc of the air in cry-

stallization, iv. 215.

on ^f. liongchanip's theory of nitri-

fication, i. 172.
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Graham (T.) on the solubility of salts,

ii. 20.

Granite and killas, on their junction in

Cornwall, v. 161, 241.

, Mr. Brayley on the structure of,

viii. 331.

Graves (J. T.) on the inaccuracy of two

logarithmic formulae, v. 378.

Gray (J. E.) on the genera of bat, vi.

28.

on the nursing-pouch of the'CAa^Ha
concamerata, iii. 117.

on the genus Chameleon, ii. 408.

on a new kind of Pear Encrinite,

iv. 219.

synopsis of the genera of Saurian

Reptiles, ii. 54, 207.

Monograph of the genus Teredo of

Linne, ii. 409.

Green (J.) on the pressure of the sea,

iv. 37; J. de C. Sowerby on, iv. 119;
reply to Mr. Sowerby's remarks on
the pressure of the sea, v. 371.

Green-sand formation, nummulites in,

iv. 235.

Greenwich Observatory, visitation of, ix.

27.

, on the system of prize chronome-
ters at, vi. 424.

, stars, tables for determining the

apparent places of, i. 81.

Grosbeak, the Grenadier, on the man-
ners of, xi. 97.

Guanaxuato, quantity of silver and gold

raised in, ii. 71.

Guatemala, volcanoes of, ii. 117.

Guilding (Rev. L.) on the natural hi-

story oi Petrophila, vii. 206.

Guinand's glass for telescopes, on, vii.

351.

Gull, description of the Brown-headed,
xi. 135.

Gum ammoniacum, on the tree which
yields, ix. 47.

arable, influence of, in the pre-

cipitation of lead by sulphates, iv.

385.

Gunpowder, composition of, viii. 384.

, inflammation of, by electricity, i.

20, 343.

Hadley's sextant, vi. 84, 181.

Haidinger (W.) on herderite, iv. 1.

Haidingerite, a new mineral, iii. 146.

Hale (W.) on a new mode of propelUng
vessels, x. 41.

H all 's discoveryofachromatic telescopes,

queries respecting, vi. 233.

Hall (Capt. B.) on the latitude of the

Calton Hill Observatory, vii. 224.

Hall (Dr. M.) on the anatomy of the
minute and capillary vessels, ix. 444.

on the effect of water raised to

temperatures moderately higher than
that of the atmosphere upon Batra-
chian reptiles, x. 41.

on respiration and irritability in

animals, &c., 453.

Halley's comet, on the elements of, xi.

32.

Hamell (H.) on a new anemometer,
xi. 100.

Hannibal's passage of the Alps, ix. 462.

Hansteen (Prof.) on the polar hghts, ii.

334.

Harbour of Ko-si-Chang, i. 149.

Hare (Prof.), rationale of the difficulty

of separating plane surfaces by a blast,

iv. 94.

on the sliding-rod eudiometer and
the volumescope, vi. 114, 171.

, improved eudiometrical apparatus
by, iv. 126, 183.

, description of the laboratorj', &c.,

in the University of Pennsylvania, xi.

426.

on preparing denarcotized lauda-
num, ii. 333.

on the litrameter, iv. 187.

method of detecting opium, in so-

lution, ii. 283.

HaiTis (W. S.) on the influence of screens

in arresting the progress of magnetic
action, x. 297.

on the power of masses of iron to

control the atti-active force of a mag-
net, X. 297.

Hartwall's (V.) examination of some
minerals, vii. 232.

Harvey's (Mr.) researches on naval
architecture, x. 316.

Harwood(Dr.) on the curative influence

of the southern coast of England, iv.

134.

Hassler's plans, &c., for a survey of the

coast of the United States, Prof. Bessel

on, vi. 401.

Hausmannite, analysis of, iv. 100.

Havre, Prof. Phillips on the geology of,

vii. 195.

Haworth (A. H.), description of the ge-

nus Echeveria, iv. 261.

on Epiphyllum, vi. 107.

, botanical description of Hermione
Cypri, ix. 183.
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Haworth (A. H.), new account of AV
lanchiji, vi. 301.

on the Narcissus group <# plants,

viii. 130.

on new succulent plants, i. 120,

271; ii. 344; Hi. 183; vi. 137.

, Prof. Schultes on, vi. 432.

Haytor, anunonites in calcedony from ?

vi. 315.

, iron-mine at, Mr. Kingston's ac-

count of, iii. 359. i .^ijft-^ci^

Haytorite, Mr. Tripe on, i. 38. i'^T

, Mr. W. Phillips on, i. 40.

, Mr. Levy on, i. 43.

Heavy spar, Pyrmont, i. 73.

Heat developed during combustion, iii.

233 ; iv. 67.

effect of equal increments of, in the

' expansion of air, 243.
'

, effects of, upon sulphur, iii.

152.

, expansion of gases by, v. 419.

evolved, by compressing water, ii.

392.

, extrication of, by compression of

gases, ii. 230, 390.

, increase of, in mines, ix. 94.

, on the phaenomena of, xi. 345.

, radiant, remarks on, viii. 329.

, specific, of gases, ii. 311.—— , transfer of, by change of capacity

in gas, ii. 230.

Heineken's (Dr.) meteorological regi-

' ster kept at Funchal, Madeira, ii. 362,

412.

Hemlock, new alkali in, ii. 392.

Henderson (Dr. R.) on the existence of

iodine in spring water, vii. 10.

Henderson (T.) on lunar occultations,

X. 158, 237, 318, 397.

, remarks on Capt. Sabine's pendu-

lum observations, ii. 124; reply to,

by Capt. Sabine, ii. 17G.

table of occultations of the planets

and fixed stars in October, 1830, viii.

316; in November and December,
viii. 394.

Hennell (H.) on sulphuric acid and al-

cohol, and tlie ])rocess by which ajther

is formed, v. 226 ; vi. 342.

Henry (Dr. W.) on a disinfecting appa-

ratus, xi. 205.

, experiments on the disinfecting

powers of high temperatures, xi. 22,

205.

on the compoimds of phosphorus

and liydrogen, vii. 229.

Henry (Dr. W.) ou the piiilosophical

character of Dr. Priestley, xi. 207.

, a critical and experimental inquiry

into the relations subsisting between
nerve and muscle, x. 293.

on bromides, vi. 142.

on urea, vi. 312.
• on marking-ink for linen, x. 315.

Henry (Prof.) and Ten Eyck (Dr.), pow-
erful electro-magnet, x. 314.

Henwood (W. J.) on the formation, &:c.,

of springs, ix. 170.

on the quantities of water aiforded

by springs, viii. 58.

on the accidents incident to stealn-

boilers, i. 408.

on the steam-engines of Cornwall,

vii. 32 . ; Mr. Farev s replv to, vii.

421.

Herapath (J.) on linear differential equa-

tions, ii. 421 ; iii. 19, 210 ; replies td,

iii. 96, 97, 262.

Herapath (W.), method of exhibiting che

combustion of the diamond, vii. 407.

Herdcrite, a new mineral species, iv. 1.

Herring, on a variety of, ix. 230.

Herschel (Sir John F. W.), address to

the Astronomical Society, i. 455.

on the astronomical causes which
may influence geological pbaeuomena,

ix. 136.

on the orbits of binary stars, xi.

131.

on micrometrical measurements of

365 double stars, x. 55.

Heulandite and epistilbite, Mr. Lew on,

i. 6.

High-pressure engines, Perkins's, i. 143.

Hildrcth (Dr.) on fossil trees, near

CJallipolis, Ohio, ii. 311.

Himalayan mountains, birds from the,

ix. 58, 145, 231, 370, 453.

Hodgkin (Dr.) and J. .1. Lister, micro-

scopic observations of the blood and

animal tissues, ii. 130.

Home (Sir E.) on the use of the gan-

glions in furnishing electricity for the

production of animal secretions, x.42.

Honeycomb, figure of the ceils of, iv. 19,

233, 313.

Hordein, analysis of, iii. l')().

Horizon-sector, particulars of the mea-

surement by various nulhods of the

insti-umental error of the, J. Nixon's,

X. 88, 337.

Horsl)urgh (Capt.") on icebergs in the

southern hemisphere, vii. 4 19.
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Horse8, on the power of, viii. 22.

Horticultural Society, viii. 152, 382.

Society's barometer, v. 236.

garden, Prof. Schultes's descrip-

tion of, vi. 428.

Hour-lines of the ancients, on the, ix.

1.33.

Howldy (T.). remarks on Mr. (Stur-

geon's paper on the inflammation of
gunpowder by electricity, i. 343.

Humboldt (M. de) on the volcanos of
Guatemala, ii. 117.

Hiinefeld (Prof.) on titaniferous iron-

slag, iii. 121.

Hutton's logarithmic tables, errors in,

iii. 154.

Hutton (W.) on the new i-ed-sandstone

of Durham, viii. 348, 411.

Hya-hya tree, milk of, viii. 296.

Hysenas, fossil, in Kent, ii. 73.

Hyalosiderite, Mr. W. Phillips on, i.

188.

Hybernation of animals, on, xi. 454.

of the black ant, i. 314.

Hybrid between the hare and the rab-

bit, R. Thursfield on the, x. 60.

Hyderabad Country, on the geology of

the, iv. 12.
"

Hydriodic aether, preparation of, vii. 59.

Hydrocyanic acid, action of sulphuric

and muriatic acid upon, vi. 315.

detection of, ii. 230.

T. Clark's process for preparing,

X. 151.

Hydrogen, arseniurets of, viii. 302.

, decomposition of boracic acid bv,

V. 233.

gas, phosphuretted, i. 313; vii.

229.

, sulphuretted, and aluminum, iv.

150.

and phosphorus. Dr. Henry on
the compounds of, vii. 229.

Hydrometer, syphon, on an improved,

iv. 258.

Hydrosilicite, a new mineral, iii. 71.

Hypophosphites, iv. 383.

Hyposulphates, v. 395. .

Hyposulphuric acid, v. 395.

Ichthvosaurus, fossil feeces of the, v.

387.

Ignes fatui, ii. 357.

Iguanodon, claw of, fossil, v. 153.

discovery of the bones of, in the

Isle of 'Wight and Purbeck, vii. 54.

Ilmenite, xi. 187.

Imperial standard yard, x. 44.

Indigo, analysis of, vii. 234.

, sulphate of, action of a'ther on,

vi. 393.

copper ore, vii. 311.

Inflexion of light, x. 300.

Innes (G.) on certain errata in Dr.

Mackay's tables of versed sines, iv.

394.

Inscriptions, ancient, of Persepolis, v,

321.

Insects, D. T. on the rapid flight of, x.

151.

Institutions, literary and scientific, on,

vii. 216.

Instruments, ancient, chemical exami-

nation of, iii. 154.

Interference, of light, experiments on,

xi. 1.

Interpolation, Prof. Encke on, v. 28, 91.

Inventions, patent, evidence on the law

of, viii. 305.

lodates of potash, viii. 229.

Iodic acid, ix. 149 ; A. Connell's prepa-

ration of, X. 235.

Iodide and chloride of ammonia, vi.

147.

of carbon, iv. 155.

of mercury, native, iv. 151.

of potassium, on the combination

of, with bicyanide of mercury, ix.401

.

Iodine in cadmium, iii. 234.

, action of alkalies and their carbo-

nates on, iv. 152.

, atomic weight of, vi. 237 ; vii. 276.

, compounds of, vii. 235.

, detection of, viii. 225.

, precipitate of chloride of, by sul-

phuric acid, viii. 297.

, discovery of, in salt springs, &c.,

in England, vi. 235, 283.

in spring waters, vii. 9, 10.

, occurrence of, in mineral waters,

viii. 61.

and fluosilicic acid, M. Vaivinsky
on, ii. 426.

lodous acid, ii. 392; preparation of, iii.

146.

Ireland, on the geology of the South of,

viii. 147.

Iron, deviation of magnetized needles

towards, v. 129.

, power of masses of, to control

the attractive force of a magnet, W.
S. Harris on, x. 297.

, decomposition of water by the

contact of, agency of carbonic acid in,

iv. 381.
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Iodine^ improvement in the smelting of,

,
~ vii.'232.

—

—, separation of, from manganese, L

^
i

'^

, carbon in, v. 231.

, arseniate of, vi. 314.

, bonu'et of, iv. 233.

, carbonate of, argillaceous, ii. 459.

, chromate of, discovered in Shet-

land, viii. 226.

.
, oxide of, native, ammonia in, ii.

229.
—

,
pcrbromide of, vi. 142.

, peroxide and protoxide of, a com-
bination of them, xi. 147.

~—
,
protoferrocyanate of, i. 72.

, silicate of, vi. 147.

, submuriate of, analysis of, viii.

406.

, titanate of, xi. 76.

, meteoric, of Bitburg, ii. 41.

, from Mexico, ii. 46.

native, in the United States, ii.

71; iv. 310.
•

, slightly arseniuretted, iv.

' 73.

ore, green, analysis of, iii. 234.

sand and iserinc, in Cheshire, i.

145.

scales, composition of, ii. 70.

slag, titanifcrous. Prof, lliuiefeld

on, iii. 121.
—-— , spathose, analysis of, ii. 231.

p, titanious, x. 188.

vitriol, red, native, iv. 153.

Iserine and ironsand in Cheshire, i.

1 15.

Island, on a new volcanic, xi. 57, 446.

Isomorphism, H. J. Brooke on, x. 161

;

xi. 21.

Isoperimctrical polygons, on the great-

est area of, xi. 258.

Isopyre, a new mineral, iii. 70.

Ivory (James), notes relative to tlie

theory of Barker's mill, iii. 416.

on the theory of capillary action,

iii. 1.

on the figure of the earth, iii. 165,

206, 241, 343, 431; vii. 241, 412.

argument to prove that the earth

is a solid of revolution, v. 205.

on the figure of the planets, in re-

ply to M. Toisson, ii. 93, 161, 211,

321.
—— on tlie sliortest distance of two

point' on the earth's surface, viii. 30,

I.M.

Ivory (James) on the method of finding

the length of a perpendicular degree,

iv. 241.

on measurements on the earth's

surface perpendicular to the meridian,

iv. 189.

on the length of a degree perpen-

dicular to the meridian, at Beachy
Head, iv. 6.

on the theory of the elliptic tran-

scendants, x. 225.

on the equilibrium of fluids, ix.

185, 206.

remarks on an article in the Bul-
letin des Sciences on the equilibrium

of a fluid planet, vi. 272.

investigation of the heat extricated

from air when it undergoes a given

condensation, i. 89, 165 ; iv. 321 ; v.

104.

on the longitudes of the trigonO'-

metrical survey, iv. 432.

on deducing the difterence of lon-

gitude from the latitudes and azimuths

of two stations, v. 24, 100.

on the seconds jiendulum at Port

Bowen, i. 170.

Prof. Airy, in reply to his statement

on the attraction of spheroids, i. 442.

reply to Prof. Airy, ii. 16, 8S.

reply to the Bulletin des Sciences,

on the attraction of spheroids, iv. 245.

remarks on a memoir by M. Pois-

son, on the attraction of spheroids, i.

324.

theory of the velocity of sound, i.

249; iv.'321.

on the elastic force of steam, i. 1

.

J. E. B. on Mr. Lindley's statement

relative to Orchidecn, Lv. 403.

Juan Pernandez, geology of, ix. 220.

J. L. T. on i)rize chronometers at Green-

wich, vii. 12.

J. S. on generic names in natural hi-

story, vi. 348.

J. W. L., expression for the vibration of

a simj)lc pendulum by, iv. 338.

Jalajiia, ii. 462.

Jaguar, anatomy of the, xi. Kil.

Jamaica, plan for investigating the na-

tural productions of, iv. 460.

Jenyns (Rev. L.) on tlie bat, v. 227.

Jet discovered in Wigtonshire, i. 147.

Journal, Montlilv .VnuTJcnn, of Cieology

and Natural .Science, x. 315.

.lus^ieu and Linn.Tus, on the systems of,

vii. 1.'). 97, 180.
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Kafa/ic/w'e, new account of, vi. 301^.

Kangaroo, on the anatomy of the, xi.

139.

Karphosiderite, a new mineral, iii. 397.

Kater (Capt.) on divisions in the ring

of Saturn, viii. 456 ; see also i. 470.

on the construction and verifica-

tion of the imperial standard yard for

the Royal Society, x. 44.

on the luminous zone of the 29th
September 1828, iv. 337.

Kater 's horizontal floating collimator,

Mr. Nixon on, iv. 218.

Keith (Rev. P.) on the susceptibility of

living structures, xi. 166, 249.

Kelp, phosphorus in, i. 143.

Kendal, state of the barometer, &c., in,

for 1827, iii. 236.

Kenrick (Rev. J.) on the ancient in-

scriptions of Persepolis, v. 321.

Kent, on the wells in, xi. 89.

Kermes mineral, on, vii. 386.

Killas and granite, on their junction in

Cornwall, v. 161, 241.

Kingston's (J. T.) account of the iron-

mine at Haytor, iii. 359.

Ko-si Chang, harbour of, i. 149.

Kiihloch, destruction of the cave of, vi.

92.

Lactates, on the properties of the, xi.

151.

Lactic acid, existence of, viii. 297; xi.

150.

Labarraque's (M.) disinfecting soda li-

quid, ii. 387.

Laing's (Major) arrival at Timbuctoo,
i. 314.

Lake, green, prepared from red cabbage,

vii. 61.
j,

Lothiug, oper^ing '^, to the sea,

xi. 397. "
' '

, ,,

Mountains of the North' 'ot.'En-

gland, IX. 211.

Lamb (Dr.) on the limits of the pulse

in the arteries of the hinnan body. v.

225,

Lamp, on a new, xi. 303.

Langton (J. S.) on the formation of ar-

tificial climates in this countiy, viii.

362.

Language, Chinese, on the, v. 15.

Lapis lazuli, on the blue colouring mat-
ter of, vii. 244.

Laplace (Marq.de), historical eloge on,

vi. 270.

method of solving equations, of

the third degree, Fayolle pu, 462.

Larvai of IJ/p/cra, ii. 178.

Latitude of the Calton ilill Observa-
tory, v. 257.

Latitudes and azimuths of two stations,

on deducing the longitude from, v.

24, 106.

and difference of longitude of

Beachy Head, and Dunnose in the

Isle of Wight, Mr. Ivory on, iv. 6.

Latitude and longitude, on the conver-

sion of right ascension and declina-

tion into, vii. 330.

Laudanum, denarcotized, Dr. Hare on
preparing, ii. 283.

Lea (I.) on the genus Unio, viii. 376.

Lead, precipitation of, by sulphates, in-»

fluence of gum-arabic in, iv. 385.

, acetate of, and pyroacetic spirit,

xi. 152.

, arseniate of, iii, 234.

, carbazotates of, vi. 145.

, malate of, pure, iv. 386.

, nitrate of, on, vii. 277.

, phosphate of, orange, i. 321,

, subchromate of, xi. 75.

, sulphate of, cupreous, H. J.Brooke
on the characters of, x. 265.

Lee (Dr.) on the intestinal canal and
liver of the human foetus, v. 133.

on the structure of the human
placenta, &c., xi. 116.

Leicester, discovery of coal near, v. 347.

Lennel Braes, on the vegetable fossils

found at, viii. 16.

Lepidoptera diurna of Latreille, on the,

i. 180.

Lepidoptera of Europe, abstract of Och-
senheimer's genera of, iv. 278, 343,

444; V. 36, 119, 188, 287,363; vi.

9. 99, 188, 286, 325, 451 ; viii. 259.

Leslie (L.) on the Bushmen of the

Orange river, viii. 390.

Letter from M. Cauchoix, x. 51.

Level, difference of, in the Thames at

London Bridge and the sea, ix. 357.

Levy (A.) on epistilbite and heulandite,

i.'e.

-^— on the crystalline forms of the

haytorite, i. 43.

on mohsite, i. 221.

on murchisonite, i. 448.

on some new Siberian minerals,

i. 26.

on the wagnerite, i. 133.

Lewthwaite's (J.) new form of an "ex-

periment in electro-magnetism, ii.

459. !?
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Lt ybourn (Prof.), Mathematical Reposi-

tory, 22iid number of, x. 236.

Life, human, on the intensity of, v. 198.

, conditions of. Rev. V. Keith on
-i' the, X. 32, 124.

iife- boats, on anew method of hauling

offshore, viii. 69. -^ i

Light and shadow, on the'tiatflire of, v.

109; vii. 65. ''^'- ''

r^. , chemical action oi^ vii. 4^J^^ll
2;=- 466. .,. ...;i.i oil) k-

•^— on antimonial'7 wMet%fl?d tartar

emetic, v. 309. " "^ Y<f?''f' "

-'
, emission of, in the compression of

gases, ix. 391.

, experiments dii4hfe interferences

of, xi. 1.
''^''

, on the different refrangibility of

the rays of, viii. 169.

, M. Rudbergon the dispersion of,

^' ii. 401.

, J. Barton on the inflexion of, x.

- 300.

, on the reflexion of, from metallic

specula, viii. 60.

, on the transmission of, through

mediums, &c., xi. 161.

Lightning-tubes, iv. 228.

Lime and soda, Mr. R. Phillips on the

chlorides of, i. 376.

Lime and soda, carbonates of, native

compound of the, vii. 389.

, detection of baryta or strontia in

union with, vii. 404.

Limestone, crystals of quartz imbedded
in, ii. 122.

—— caves, account of, at Wellington

Valley, New South V/alos, ix. 44.5.

Limits to vaporization, viii. 383.

Lindlcy (Hr.) on his statement relative

to Orcliidecp, ix. 403.

Linnican Herbarium, vi. 353.

LinntL'us and Jussicu, on the systems of,

vii. 15, 97, 180.

Lions' bones, analysi.s of, vi. 393.

Liquids and solids, construction of, i.

411.

Liquor, fuming, vi. 76.

Liquorice-root, on the sugar of, iv. ()7.

Lister (.1. J.) on the achromatic micro-

scope of TuUey, vii. 353.

and Ilodgkin (T.) microscoj)ical

observations of the blood and animal

tissues, ii. l."0.

Litharge, cryslallized, i. 312.

Lithia, new pinceis for obtaiiiinj?, viii.

22S.

Litrameter, Prof. Hare's, iv. 187.

Lit trow (Prof) on the theory of eye-

glasses of telescopes, x. 52.

Lloyd (J. A.) on the difference of level

between the Thames at London Bridge
and the sea, ix. 357.

Logan-stones, viii. 332 ; ix. 107.

Logarithms. Vlacq's tables of, correc-

tions in, i. 353,

London Bridge, Mr. White's design for

the New, xi. 183, 264, 333.

Longitude, on deducing the^ from the

latitudes and azimuths of two stations

V. 24, 106.

and latitude, on the conversion of

right ascension and declination into,

vii. 330.

, difference of, between Paris and
Greenwich, iv. 313.

of the observatory on the Calton

Hill, v. 257.

Longitudes of the trigonometrical sur-

vey. Dr. Tiarkss remarks on, iv. 364
;

Mr. Ivory on, iv. 432 ; v. 52.

Lonsdale (W.) on the occurrence of ga-

lena in the inferior oolite, ii. 234.

on the oolitic district of Bath, v.

388.

Lowry (W.) on the combustion of coal

gas, v. 375.

Lubbock's (J. W.) researches in physi-

cal astronomy, ix. 133 ; x. 44, 225.

on the census, vii. 416.

on the comet of Halley, ix. 362.

on curves of the second order, vi.

249.' " MfSooi

problems in analytical geometrv,

X. 81.

—— on the meteorological obser\ation3

made 1827—29 at the Royal Society's

aj)artniei)ts, ix. 442.

on the limits upon the earth's sur-

face within which an occultation is

visible, ix. 90.

on the perspective representation

of a circle, v. 120.

on the stability of the solar system,

ix. 99.— on the tides on the coast of (ireat

Britain, ix. 333.

on the tides in the port of London,
vii. 124; x. 227ji

Luminous zone of29th September, 1828,

iv. 337, 389, 392,393, 418,453, 4«;,

164.

Lunar distance.formuhe for clearing the.

ix. 168.
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Lunar eclipse, viii. 388. mH lyjrjivijsiji.

occultations, ix. 156,' 238^ 318,

397, 464; x, 71, 158, 237, 318,397.
• for February, 1832, xi. 158;

March, 238 ; April, 318 ; May, 399

;

June, 471.

of Aldebaran, viii. 234,

of the planets and fixed stars

in October, November, and fteceni-

ber, 18.30, viii. 316, 394. a nobao
rainbows, ix. 397. ^ ,•,'!> '/t erfj

theory, ix. 210. ;, no .AjuIisik
Lyell's (C.) " Principleabtfrf^^f^gy,"
Mr. Conybeare on, viiJ^Q^l^^^ 359,

402. ,: ]}p.[ ',r,_.

reply to Mr. Conybeare on theo-

retical speculations in geology, ix. 1.

remarks on his " Principles of Geo-
logy," ix. 303.

and Murchison on the excavation

of valleys, v. 136,

on the tertiary depo-

sits of the Cantal, vi. 58.

Mlntyre (Dr.) on Mr. Drummond's
rule for boroughs, xi. 360.

Mackay's tables of versed sines, Mr.
Innes on cei-tain errata in, iv. 394.

Mackenzie (W.) on Glaucoma, xi. 470.

Maclear (Thos.) on a luminous arch

seen on March 23, 1829, v. 373.

MacLeay (W. S.), dying sti-uggle of the

dichotouious system, vii. 431 ; viii.

53, 134, 200. .; ,

•
, note upon, by :D;¥»?Eleming,

viii. 52. ... (u r
•

, conection of a quotation from, x.

357.

examination of Mr. Bicheno's pa-

per on systems and methods in natu-

ral history, vi. 199.

on the larvae oi' Diptera, ii. 178.

-n— , views of natural distribution an-
y'. nounced by, Mr. Brayley's vindication

ofthem against the misrepresentations

of Prof. Rennie, x. 370, 429.

on some of his viewsliofonafairal

distribution, vii. 379. ' ''^ ic

, Mr. Bracy Clark in reply to, on
the Oisiros of the ancients, iii. 283.

Madder, separation of the .eolouting

matter of, i. 143. ..i V! 'jiii no
Magellan, birds from\4be./Strail6 ofj/ix.

64, 226. ,,.-; liGi:'}" 3ho>: .um!!,;'-,^
'

Mageough (W.) oif a; new method of

mounting thermometers, iii. 365.

Magnesia reduced to the metallic slate,

v: 234 ; xi. 74.

Magnesiumjjs^i^ji j/;]V|[.t^??j5 u©9y »
152. . V 'r,H.T!:!. - hn'^': 7705

,
preparation of, vii. 389. ,

,

, bromide of, vi. 143.

Magnet, attractive force of a, ou the

power of masses of iron to control,

W. S. Han-is on, x. 297.

, electric spark obtained from the,

xi. 359.

Magnetic deviation, determination by,

of the thickness of solid substances

not otherwise measurable, Rev. W.
Scoresby on, x. 295.

and electric influence, Mr. Abra-
ham on, i. 266.

needle, detection of alloy in silver

by the, viii. 230.

, deviation of, towards iron,

Mr. Christie on, v. 129.

, dip of the, V. 302.

, influence of the polar lights

on, ii. 334; vii. 355 ; ix. 151, 361.

polarity, its distribution and re-

tention in metallic bodies, xi. 270,
324.

of two rocks of basalt, near
Niii-burg, viii. 174.

of basaltic rocks in ShrockjQll-

stein, viii. 179. anid
Magnetism, ii. 215. ^-j-j

of watchviorks, i. 470. ,;;; ^^niJ
, electro-motive force of, xi^i^Pj.

, influence of, upon cheiuic^ action,

iv. 385. ,
J

, terrestrial, electi'ic origin qf„^Jxe

phasnomena of, ix. 208. ,

Magnetizing power of the solar rays,

viii. 155.

Magneto-electricity, xi. 194, 359, 401;

, discoveiy of, correction of an er-

ror respecting the claim of Sig. Nobili

and Antinori to the, xi. 466.

Maillechort, analysis of, xi. 307.

Main (J.) on the phjenomena of water-

spouts, iii. 114.

Mainspring (Caleb) on the system of

prize chronometers at Greenwich, vi.

424. _ ,,,k;

Major's (M.) analysis of British ^ijfl

foreign ships of war, vi. 41, 94.
i

Malaria, on the influence of radiation

in determining the site of, fijv._.222,

326. vioEdo
Malate of lead, pure, iv. 386.

Mammalia and birds, aquatic, Mr. Ed-
monston on the origin of the fl0Y(eii*

of suspending respiration by, ii; 126.
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Manby (Capt.) on a new method of
hauling life-boats offshore, viii. 69.

Manganese in human blood, ix. 390.

, separation of from lime and mag-
nesia, iii. 462.

, separation of iron from, i. 72.

, red solutions of, x. 314.

, ores of, mode of ascertaining the

value of, ix. 235.
—i-— , chloride of, new, iii. 1.51.

oxide of, black, chlorine in, iv.

306.

, new oxide of (varvicite), v. 209,

254.

, oxides of, B. Phillips on, v. 209

;

vi. 281.

, -, Dr. Turner's examination of,

iv. 22.

, phosphates of, ix. 67.

, protoxide of, method of obtahiing,

xi. 148.

Manganesian epidote or pistacite, vii.

232.

Manganesate of potash, ii. 393.

Manganesic acid, ii. 393.

IVIanganite, analysis of, iv. 97.

Mantell's (G.) Geology of Sussex, ii.

439.

Manuscripts, proposal for a repository

for, V. 154.
" Maps of the stars", six, ix. 202.

Margaric and oleic acids formed from
fat, i. 143.

Marking ink for linen, M. Henry Sen'

on, x. 315.

Mars, the planet, viii. 393.

, atmosphere of, Sir J. South on

the, X. 300.

Marsh mallow, peculiar substance in, ii.

69.

Marshall (S.), meteorological summary
for Kendal for 1827, iii. 236.

Mai-shall (W.) on the Russian method
of rendering platinum malleable, xi.

321.

Marsupial animals, Mr. Ogilby on, xi.

59, 285.

Martin (Mr.) on the ruffed lemur, ix.

458.

Martin (P. T.) on the anticlinal of the

London and Hampshire basins, v. 1 1 1

.

on the geology of Western Sussex,

iv. 38.

Mastodon, fossil remains of, ii. 311 ; iii.

414.

Mauritius, zoology of, ix. 37,'!.

Mechanical science, on, ii. 3S.

Mechanics, on a new principle of, viii,

137.

Meconic acid, easy mode of obtaining,

ii. 283.

Medicine and surgery, prospectus for a

metropolitan society of general prac-

titioners in, viii. 71.

A/egntherium, ix. 416-417.
Meikle (H.) on the expansion of air, xi.

243.
— on an improved siphon hydrome-

ter, iv. 258.

, Mr. Ivory's reply to, iv. 321.

on Mr. Ivory's reply to, v. 104.
—— on the oeconomy of the steam-

engine, viii. 213.

Mellitic acid, iv. 229.

Membranes, motions of, Dr. Weber on
Savart's experiments on, iii. 336,

342.

Mendip Hills, Rev. D. Williams on the

caves and fissures in the western di-

strict of the, X. 223.

Mengite, a new species of mineral, H.
J. Brooke on, x. 187.

Mercur)^ the metal, atomic weight of,

vi. 166.

, state of, in mercurial ointments,

ix. 70.

, action of sulphuretted hydrogen
gas on solution of, v. 310, 393.

, Sraithson's mode cf detecting,

Orfila on, vi. 394.

, poisoning by, detection of, viii.

281.

, acetates of, i. 73.

, bicyanide of, combination of with

iodide of potassium, ix. 401.— , cyanide of, vi. 145.

, iodide of, native, iv. 151.

, perbromide of, vi. 144.

, perchloridc of, new salt of, vii»-

129,317.

, protobromide of, vi. 144.
'

, .saltvS of, R. Phillips on their ana-

lysis, X. 205.

, sescpiii)ersulphate of, viii. 463.

Mercury, the planet, the transit of over

the sun's disk in 1832, Prof. Kncke
on, X. 28.

, observations of, viii. 235.

Mer-dc-Glnce, discover}- of M. de Saus-

sure's ladder in the, ix. 32.

Meridian, reduction to the, ix. 270,

Mesitine-spar, a new mineral, iii. 397.

Metals, new. (Rhuteniimi and I'iina-

nium,) V. 233.
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Metals, action of, on water and carbonic

acid, vii. 317.
-^— , conducting power of, for electri-

',

^ city, iv. 382.
-^

, decomposition of ammonia by, vi.

147.

,. , distribution and retention of mag-
netic polarity in, xi. 270, 324.

, presence of, electro-chemical me-
thod of ascertaining the, ix. 3S.

Meteorology, i. 15, 78, 153-160, 208,

238-240, 318-320, 339, 398-400,

474; ii. 77, 158, 238, 317, 362, 397,

412, 465 ; iii. 78, 157, 173, 236, 312,

398, 467; iv. 78, 80, 160, 240, 320,

399, 465; v. 78, 168, 238, 313, 398,

466; vi. 78, 156, 238, 318, 397,465.

\The references on Meteorology to the

succeeding volumes are distributed len-

der their respective heads througliout

the Index, except the following :^

Meteor, iv. 316.

of a green colour, iv. QQ.

Meteorite of Ferrara, 1824, ii. 70.

Meteorites, ii. 41, 46, 70; iv. 457.

Meteoric iron, ii. 41. 46; iv. 457.

in France, iv. 457.

of Bitburg, ii. 41.

of Mexico, ii. 46.

Meteorological Observations. Ta-

bles of Meteorological Observations

made near London, and at several

other places in England, every day for

more than five years, from November
1, 1826 to April 30, 1832, will be

found distributed throughout the ele-

ven volumes of the Philosophical Ma-
gazine and Annals ; a monthly table

being printed at the end of every

number, so that there are six such

tables in every volume, and sixty-six

in the entire series : the tables will be

found at about p. 79, 158, 238, 318,

398, and 467 of each volume ; and
the following references will facilitate

their consultation.

Meteorological observations, for Boston,

Mr. Veali's, begin November 1, 1826,

vol. i. p. 79, and are continued through-

out the entire series.

for Gosport, Dr. Bumey's, begin

November 1, 1826, vol. i. p. 79, end
February 29, 1832, vol. xi. p. 320.

-^ for near London, Mr. Howard's,

begin November 1, 1826, vol. i. p. 79,

. end December 31, 1827, vol. iii. p.

160,

Meteorological obserservations for |he
Horticultural Society's Garden, Chis-

wick, near London, Mr. Booth's, be-
gin February 1, 1828, vol. iii. p. 320,
end July 31, 1830, vol. viii. p.
239.

for Chiswick, continued by Mr.
Thompson, begin August 1, 1830, vol.

viii.p. 319, and are continued through-
out the series.

for Penzance, Mr. Giddy 's, begin
November 1, 1826, vol. i. p. 79, and
are continued throughout.

made at the Royal Society's

apartments, 1827-1829, on the, ix.

443.

remarks for Carlisle, 1831, xi. 87.

Meteorological Summary, for Chiswick,

Mr. Booth's, for 1827, vi. 156.

, for Gosport, &c.. Dr. Bumey's
for 1826, i. 153 ; for 1827, iii. 312

;

1828, v. 313; 1829, vii. 391, 397;
1830, X. 72; 1831, xi. 311.

, for Kendal, &c., Mri.Marr"
shall 's, for 1827, iii. 236.

Parhelia seen at Bedford, ix. 232.

Mexico, synopsis of the birds of, i. 364,
433.

Micrometer, new, iv. 173.

Microscope, TuUey's, on, vii. 353.

Microscopic doublet, v. 300.

Microscopical examination of opake,ol?r

jects, iv. 431.
; \ ,.,,

— observations, iv. 161; yj^^ \^^r
161 ; viii. 296. .^.^

'

^

• by Mr. Brown, iv. -1^1 j^f|/j.

153, 161; viii. 296. '
-

• on the particles in the pollen

of plants, iv. 161.

Migration of birds, xi. 65.

Milk, vegetable, of the hya-hya tree of

Demerara, viii. 296.

Mill, Barkers, Mr. Ivory on the theorv

of, iii. 425.

Miller (Lieut.-Col.), on a percussion

rifle, iii. 277.

on a percussion shell, iii. 358.

plan for mooring ships in road-

steads, ii. 110; remarks on, by Mr.
De la Pons, ii. 289.

Miller (J. S.), memoir of, ix. 4.

Miller (W. H.) on the crystalline fonn
of bicarbonate of ammonia, vi. 40.

Millstone grit, viii. 333, 339.

Mineral, Kermes, vii. 386.

Mineralogical literature, iv. 314. •
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Mineralogy, i. G, 2G, 38, 40, 43, 133,

143, 145, 147, 188, 221, 2f)3, 345,

401,448; ii. 41, 46, 122, 153, 179,

181, 286, 310, 311, 460, 461, 468;
iii. 70, 71, 146, 349, 3^7; iv. 1, 66,

81, 113, 151, 314.

[^Tke references on Mineralogy to the

remaining volumes are distributed un-

der their respective heads throughout

the Index.~\

Mineral, aluminous, analysis of, v. 178.

carbonate of lime and soda, vii.

389. '

, erinite, iv. 154.

, herderite, iv. 1.

, mohsite, Mr. Levy on, i. 221.

, crystalline substance from the zinc-

foundry at Filisur, vii. 401.

, varvicite, vii. 284.

Minerals, fergusonite, manganesian epi-

doteor pistacite, and pyrophyllite, vii.

232.

analysis of two, consisting of bi-

seleniuret of zinc and sulphuret of

mercury, iv. 113.

analyses of, iii. 460 ; iv. 22, 96,

100, 102, 113; V.459; vi. 146,314;
vii. 231, 232; x. 156.

siliceous, analysis of by alkaline

carbonates, vii. 231.

Mineral springs of Caldas-da-Raynha,

viii. 233.

in Windsor Forest, analysis of, vi.

148.

Mineral waters of England, discovery of

iodine and bromine in, vi. 235, 283.

veins, Mr. Fox on, vi. 17.

Mines,increaseof temperature in, ix. 94.

, management of, Mr. John Taylor

on the, vi. 383.

, Mexican, viii. 77.

of Cornwall, geological survey of,

with a programme of an intended

arrangement of the leading details of

the metalliferous veins, W. J. Hen-
wood on a, X. 358.

Mining, on, v. 297.

Mitchell (Major) on the limestone caves

at Wellington Valley, New South

Wales, &c., ix. 445.

Mitsclierlich (M.), Mr. Gilbert's address

on delivering the Koyal Society's me-
dal for, vii. 45: Mr. K. Phillips's re-

marks on his statements regarding

sulphate of nickel, iv. 287.

Modiihis of torsion, v. 378.

Molecules, active, Mr. Urowii mi the

existence of, in organic and inorganic

bodies, iv. 161 ; vi. 153, 161.

MoUusca, anatomy of, vii. 380.

Monge's formula, on the derivation of,

xi. 329.

Monkey, a new species of, ix. 367-.

Monome functions, on the product of
two, vi. 262. ' •<

Monticellite, a new species of mineral,

H. J. Brooke on, x. 265.
Mont Blanc, recent change of form of

the summit of, ix. 328.

Mont Jouy and Barcelona, M. Nicollet

on a new calculation of the latitudes

of, observations on, v. 180.

Moon, calculations for predicting occul-

tations of stars by the, vi. 336, 410. i'l

, computation of the motion of, irt''

right ascension, ix. 241.—— and moon-culminating stars, Sir

T. Brisbane on the, x. 52.

, on the late eclipse of the, (1830,)

viii. 388.

Moon-culminating stars, list of. for 1 827,

i. 47.

Moon's disc, on the copper-coloured

light reflected from the, vii. 66.

occultation of Aldebaran by the,

viii. 234, 465 ; Mr. Squire on the,

viii. 245.

occultation of planets and fixed

stars by the, viii. 290, 316, 394.

Moravia, on the geology of, ix. 52.

Morgan (John) on the organs of deglu-

tition in several of the order Kodentia,

viii. 63.

Morgan (W.), letter to, on the experi-

ence of the Equitable Society, iv. 339.

Mortality, on the laws of, v. 198.

Mosely (H.) on caustics, ii. 263.

Mountain barometer, a new, ix. 441.

Moyle (Mr.), meteorological register

for 1826, ii. 317.

Moore (Rev. T.), on the origin of rock-

basins, in reply to Mr. Brayley, ix. 101.

Mummies of Peruvians, viii. 52.

Mummy, Egyptian, account of, v. 57.

examination of some of the sub-

stances cornected with, iv. 291.

Murchison (R. I.), address to the Geo-
logical Socictj', xi. 3()3.

on tile bituminous schist and fossil

fish of Seefold, vi. 3(j.

on the excavation of valleys, v.

^•^^-
.

' .. .

on the fossil fox of (Eningen. vii.

207.
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Murchison (R. I.) on the freshwaterfor-

mations of Aix, v. 137.

on the secondary and tertiary for-

mations of Germany, x. 45.

on the secondai-y and tertiarj' rocks

of Bassano, v. 401.

on the structure of the Austrian

and Bavarian Alps, ix. 213.

on the tertiary deposits of the

Cantal, vi. 58.

on the tertiaiy deposits of Lower
Styria, vii. 358.

on the tertiary deposits of the Vale
of Gosau, vii. 48, 50.

and Prof. Sedgwick on the struc-

ture of the Austrian Alps, viii. 8 1

.

Murchisonite, a new mineral, i. 448.

Muriate of antimony, viii. 408.

Muriatic and sulphuric acid, action of,

lupon hydrocyanic acid, vi. 315.

Murray (J.) on the discovery of iodine

and bromine in the mineral waters of

England, vi. 283.

on the mineral springs of Caldas

da Raynha, viii. 233.

Mustard seed, analysis of, viii. 303.

Mynnecophaga juhata, xi. 192.

Narcissean group of plants, Mr. Ha-
worth on, viii. 130.

Nash (Mr.) on the fascination ofsnakes,

ii. 313.

Natural and artifical arrangement of

plants, vii. 15, 97, 180.

Natural History, impediments to the

study of, ix. 321.

of Jamaica: plan for investigating

the natural productions of that island,

iv. 460.

, use of the English language in,

advantages attending the, iv, 454.

, Mr. Bicheno on systems andmer
thods in, iii. 213, 265.

, Mr. W. S. MacLeay on systems

and methods in, vi. 199.

, Cuvier and De Candolle on ge-

neric names in, vi. 348.

Natural System, the, in Natural History.

asserted to be the system of the Deity,

vi. 202, 208, 260.
. ...r...;:

, Mr. Brayley's vindicatiou^.-d^rMr.'

MacLeay's claims to the discovery of

the, X. 370, 429.

Nautical Almanac, new, ix. 23.
• for 1832-3, errors in, rectified,

xi. 73.

1833, G, Innes on the statement

in the, of the time of beginning of the

solar eclipse of the 16th of July in!,''

that year, together with the correct

times of that eclipse computed for

Greenwich, x. 135.
j

Naval architecture, Mr. Harris on, x.

316.

Needle, magnetic, v. 129, 302.

, on the variation of the, vi. 153.

Nerve and muscle, Dr. W. C. Henry's
critical and exjierimental inquiry into

the relations subsisting between, no- •

tice of, x. 293.

New South Wales, geology of, ix. 219.

Nickel, atomic weight of, ii. 151.

, reduction of, xi. 148.

, sulphates of, Mr. R. Phillips on
the, iv. 287.

Nicollet (T. N.), reflexions sur un me-
moire de, sur un nouveau calcul des

latitudes de Mont-Jouy et de Barce-
lona, v. 180.

Nitrate of lead, on, vii. 277.

of silver, as a test for vegetable and
animal matter, v. 310.

, reduction of, viii. 154.

Nitric acid, composition of, i. 312.

fuming, viii. 297.

Dr. Reid on, viii. 449.

test of, ii. 388.

, red colouring-matter produced by
the action of upon alcohol, M. Rouch- r

as on, X. 313.

Nitrification, theory of, i. 172.

Nitrous atmosphere of Tirhoot, ix. 151.

—— gas, on a new combination of witlif^^

chlorine, ix. 355.

Nixon (J.) on Kater's horizontal float-

ing collimator, iv. 218. /i

•
• on reducing barometrical regi-

sters, i. 15.

• on the heights of the principal

hills in the vicinity of Dent, Hawes,
and Sedburgh, Yoi-kshire, iii. 82, 189.

, principal beds of Inglebo-

rough Hill and Mougthon Fell, iii. 13.

principal hills of Swaledale,

viii. 140, 188.

principal hills of Wensley-

dale, V. 350, 431.

on errors in Hutton's logarithmic

tables, iii. 154.

notice of a meteor, iv. 316.

• on the curvature of spirit-levels, v.

174.

on the theory of the spirit-level, i.

256, 354.

,theory ofthe telescopic level,ix.423.
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Nobili and Antinoii (Sig.) on the elec-

tro-motive force of magnetism, xi.

401 ; their claim to the discovery of

magneto-electricity refuted, 4GG.

Noggerath (Prof. J.) on the magnetic po-

larity of two rocks of basalt near Niir-

burg, &c., viii. 174.

, Steininger, and Chladni, on the

meteoric iron from Mexico, ii. 4G.

Norfolk, East, geology of, i. 277, 346,

426.

North polar distances of stars observed

at Greenwich, on the reduction of, ix.

335.

Notation and symbols in chemistry, J.

Prideaux on, in reply to Prof. Whe-
well, X. 104.

Noton's (B.) register of the pluviameter

at Bombay in 1828, vii. 44.

Nontronite, a new mineral, iii. 149.

Novaculite, iv. 387.

Nucleus of the earth, Rev. J. Chailis on

the theory of the compressibility of the

matter composing the, as confirmed

by what is known of the ellipticities

of the planets, x. 200.

Nummulites in the greensand forma-

tion, iv. 235.

Nyl-ghau, ix. 360.

Obituary of Mons. N. H. Abel, vii. 77.

Mr. J. Atkinson, iv. 395.

Sir H. Davy, vi. 140.

Dr. Burney, 310.

Sir J. E. Smith, iii. 307, 391.

Mr. T. Tredgold, v. 15G.

M. Vauquelin, vii. 78.

Dr. WoUaston, v. 74.

Dr. Young, vi. 140.

Observatory of .Vrmagh, longitude of

the, vii. 225.

at the Calton-hill, longitude of, v.

257.

, royal, at Palermo, ii. 81.

Obsidian, chrysolite in the cavities of,

iv. OG.

Occultation of Aldebaran by the moon,

vii. 6G, 223, 390 ; viii. 234, 4G5.

, Mr. Squire on the, viii. 245,

442.

of stars by the moon, viii. 290;

ix. 15G, 238, 318.

Occultations of stars by the moon, cal-

culations for predicting, vi. 336, 410.

, Prof. Kncke on, iv. 409.

Ocelot, anatomy of tlu', xi. 4G1.

Ochsenheimcr's genera of the lepido-

ptera of Europe, Mr. Children's abs-

tract of, iv. 278, 343, 444 ; v. 36,

119, 188, 287,363; vi. 9, 99, 188,

286, 321, 451 ; viii. 259.

Octant, Crow's seaman's, 428.

Odour exhaled by certain organic re-

mains in the diluvium of the Arctic

Circle, Mr. Brayley on the, ix. 411.

Oeynhausen and Dechen on the gra-

nite and killas rocks in Cornwall, v.

161, 241.

on Ben Nevis, v, 385.

Ogilbv (Mr.) on marsupial animals, xi.

59,"285.

Oil of croton, effects of, on the eye, ii.

463.

Oils, volatile, separation of, v. 232.

Oistros, of the ancients, Mr. Bracy
Clark on the, iii. 283.

Oleic and margaric acids, formation of,

from fat, i. 143.

Oltmann's tables for calculating heights

by the barometer, iv. 194.

Ontario, lake. Dr. Bigsbv on the geolo-

gy of, V. 1, 81,268, 339,424.
, tide-like wave of, ix. 117.

Oolite, Mr. Lonsdale on the occurrence

of galena in, ii. 234.

series of England and France,

distribution of organic remains in,

vii. 81, 202, 250, 334; viii. 35, 208.

Oolitic district of Bath, v. 388.

Opake objects, microscopical examina-
tion of, iv. 429.

Opium, salt obtained from, ii. 231.

in solution, Dr. Hare's method of

detecting, ii. 283.

, new substance procured from, xi.

395.

Optical experiments, vii. 281.

, Prof. Airy on new, x. 141.

Optical phaenomena, Dr. Stokes on, vi.

416.

Orang utan, Mr. Owen on the anatomy

of, ix. 55, 225 ; x. Gl.

, Sumatran, i. 213.

Orcliidete, on Mr. Lindley's statement

respecting, ix. -403.

Ordnance survey, stations of, in York-

shire and Westmoreland, viii. !.

Ores, platinum, analysis of, vi. 146.

, silver, on the amalgamation of,

iv. 234.

Orfila (M.) on Smithson's mode of de-

tecting mercury, vi. 391.

Organic life, development of, ix. 33.

Organic matter, active molecules in, vi.

161.
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Organic life, action of potash on, vi.

367.

remains, v. 409 ; vii. 81, 202, 250,

306,312,334; viii. 35, 208.

in Sussex, ii. 394.

(See also the heads Fossils and Geo-
logy.)

Organization, iniity of, vii. 380, 440.

Origin of the diamond, Mr. Brayley on
the, i. 147.

Ornithology,!. 364,433; ii. 66, 126;
V. 73 ; vi. 51, 110, 134, 146, 276;
ix. 54.

, new species of wild swan, vii.

146.

, specific characters of Cjigniis Be-
u'ickii and C. Ferus, vii. 194.

—
, Ortyx, on some species of the

genus, V. 73.

, , on the genus, ix. 54.

Orrery on a new principle, i. 310.

O'Shaughnessy (Dr.) on the chemical

pathology of cholera, xi. 468.

Osmelite, a new mineral, iii. 71.

Osmium, pure oxide of, how to obtain,

vi. 8.

Otley (J.) on an easily constructed ba-

rometer for measuring altitudes, iv.

234.

Owen (R.) on the anatomy of the

weasel-headed annadillo, xi. 137.

of the beaver, ix. 142.

. of the crocodile, xi. 62, 292.

of the kangaroo, xi. 1 39.

of the orang utan, ix. 53, 60,

225; X. 61.

of the seal, xi. 135.

of the suricate, ix. 367, 452.

OxahevTite, a new mineral, ii. 153.

Oxalates, experiments on the, i. 145.

Oxalic acid, analysis of, iii. 109.

, on the atomic weight of, vi. 166.

, volatility of, ix. 161.

, M. Gay Lussac on, x. 153 ; Dr.

Turner on, x. 348.

Oxamide, M. Dumas on, ix. 67.

Oxford Botanic Garden, Prof. Schultes'

description of, vi. 358.

Oxichlorates, M. SeruUas on the, x. 394.
Oxide, caseic, iv. 71.

of chromium, brown, iv. 307.

of carbon, i. 71.

of manganese, iv. 22, 96.

, new, V. 209, 254.

, red, iv. 31.

Oxides of gold, ii. 152.

Oxides of manganese, purification of, vi.

77.

of palladium, v. 395.

Oxygen, its effect in altering the colour

in wood, viii. 224.

, effects of, on the animal system,

V. 383.

in a gaseous mixture, test for, v.

235.

Paddle-wheel, new, vii. 96, 408.

Palermo, royal observatory at, ii. 81.

Palladium, action of acids on, iv. 230.

, malleable, how to obtain, vi. 7.

, oxides of, v. 395.

Palm-tree, accoimt of a curious, ix. 46.

Pajjer, manufacture of, from Ulva ma-
rina, vii. 236.

Papilio, distribution of the genus, viii. 68.

Para-tartaric acid, ix. 149.

Parhelia seen at Bedford, ix. 232.

Paris's (Dr.) Life of Sir Humphry
Davy, X. 214, 426.

Parry (Capt.) and Lieut. Foster, reply

to Mr. Galbraith's remarks on the ve-

locity of sound at Port Bowen, i. 12.

Patent inventions, law of, vii. 67, 152,

Patents, list of, i. 77, 152, 237, 316,

397, 473; ii. 77, 156, 237, 316, 396.

465 ; iii. 76, 155, 236, 311, 466; iv,

76, 157, 237, 316, 465; v. 77, 156,

397 ; vi. 78, 154, 317, 396,465 ; vii.

76, 157, 237, 397, 462 ; viii. 77, 235,

317, 395; ix. 75, 157; x. 69, 157,

317, 468; xi. 78, 155, 237, 316, 399.

Pattinson (H. L.) on the action of steam
and quick-lime upon heated galena,

V. 172.

on the fossil trees in Derwent lead

mine, vii. 185.

Pattssus, on the genus, viii. 62.

Peak of Teneriffe, ascent of, viii. 23,

140, 19.5, 248, 433.

Pear-encrinite, Mr. Gray on a new, iv.

219.

Pearson (Rev. Dr.) analysis of the Ap-
pendix to his Introduction to Practical

Astronomy, iv. 134.

Pectic acid, vi. 237.

Parallel lines, theory of, viii. 286.

Pendulum, invariable, iv. 137 ; v. 97.

, seconds, Capt. Sabine's experi-

ments on the length of the, x. 294.

on the difference of the lengths

of the, V. 302.

, simple, on determining the length

of, V. 97 ; expression for the vibration

of, iv. 338.

J52
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Pendulum experiments, v. 312. nal'k

observations, ii. 124, 113, 17&.

Pentland (J. B.) observations on the

Peruvian Andes, iv. 115.

Penzance, meteorological results of ob-

servations made at, for 21 years, iii.

173. (See Meteorological Obser-
vations.) llrJia

Percarbonate of mercury, x. 207. —
Perchloric acid, M, Serullas on, x.

314.

Perchloride of cyanogen, action of, on
water, v. 232.

y of mercury, a new salt of, ^^i. 129,

, 317.

Percussion fire-arms, viii. 155.

rPerkins's high-pressure engines, i. 143.

Peroxide of barium, iii. 152.

: of manganese, iv. 35.

of manganese, native, supposed

; chlorate of manganese in, i. 313.

Persalts of iron and carbonates, reaction

^V of, L\. 393.

Persopolis, llev. ,J. Kenrick on the an-

cient inscriptions of, v. 321.

I.Perspectivc, Mr. Davenport's work on,

V. 127; viii. 282.

representation of a circle, v. 420.
Peruvian Andes, Mr. Pentland's obser-

vations on the, iv. 115.

Peruvians, mummies of, viii. 59.

Petrophila, natural history of, vii. 206.

,
Petrosilex, rose-coloured, iii. 149.

Phaenomenaofendosmoseandexosmose,
W. Ritchie on the, x. 226.

, optical, vi. 416.

Phas'iainis, undescribed species of, v.

227.

Pheasants, hen, on the change of the

plumage of, ii. 6{\.

Philip (Dr. A. P. W.) on the functions

of digestion, v. 304.

on the sources and natufe of the

powers on which the circulation of the

blood depends, .v. 228.

Phillips (Rev. G.) on the summation of

series, 339, 435.

Phillips (J.) on the effects of the atmo-
sphere on l)uildings and rocks, ix.

447.

oil the direction of the diluvial

currents in Yorkshire, ii. 138.

on the geology of the lu'ighbonr-

Iioofl of l"'erry bridge, iv. 401.

on the geology of Havre, vii. V.)h.

on the geology of the Vale oC

i'ickerin;;, iii. 213.

Philhps (J.), review of his" Illustrations

of the Geology of Yorkshire," ix. 342,
430.

Phillips (R.) on the composition of al-

chohol and aether, &c., iii. 465.
on the chlorides of Urae and soda,

i. 370, 467.

on the action of sulphurous acid

upon iron, i. 72.

analysis of a submuriate of iron,

&c., viii. 406.

on the solubility of lime, ii. 23.

on chlorine in black oxide of man-
ganese, i. 142, 314; iv. 306.

on a new oxide of manganese, v.

209.

, Dr. Turner's reply to, v. 254 ; vii.

284.

»n the oxides of manganese, vi.

281.

on a new salt of perchloride of

mercury, vii. 129, 317.
—— on cyanide of mercury, vi. 145.

analysis of some salts of mercury,
vii. 129, 317; x. 205.

analysis of Murchisonite, i, 450.
on the sulphates of nickel, iv.

287.

on the composition of nitric acid,

i. 312.

on nitric acid and a peculiar sul-

phate of potash, ii. 429.

on the decomposition of oxalic

acid by sulphuric acid, i. 143.

on the solubility of phosphorus,
v. 310.

on crystallized carbonate ofpotash,

i. 468.

on the triple prussiate of potash,

i. 110.

on pyrophorus, iv. 23 1

.

on ascertaining the purity of sul-

phate of quina, iii. 111.

reply to Dr. Reid, xi. 420.

review of Faraday's Chemical Ma-
nipulation, ii. 58.

of Forsyth's First Lines of

Pbiloso])liicalandPracticalChemistry,

V. 54.

of Fyfe's_Elements of Che-
mistry, iv. 50.

of Fyfe's Manual of Che-
mistry, ii. 381.

of Grahjun's Chemical Cate-

chism, vi. 47.

of Pariss Life of Sir Hum-
phry Davy, X. 21 1, 379, 126.
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Phillips (R.) review of Reid's Elements
of Practical Chemistry, viii. 449.

of Turner's Elements of Che-
mistry, first edit, i. 379.

on various subsalts, viii. 406.

on the electrical formation of cry-

stallized sulphurets, vii. 227.

on the colouring-matter of ultra-

marine, vii. 246.

Phillips (W.) on the crystalline form of

sulphuret of bismuth, ii. 18].

on two remarkable ores of copper
from Cornwall, ii. 286.

on gaylussite, i. 263.

on haytorite, i. 40.

on hyalosiderite, i. 188.

, Dr. Walchner's reply to, ii.

179.
• on crystallized carbonate of potash,

i. 468.

on some remarkable crystals of

quartz, ii. 122.

on sillimanite, i. 401.

Phillipsite and zeagonite, H. J. Brooke
on the identity of, x. 109.

Phosphate of lead, orange, i. 321.

Phosphates of manganese and iron, na-
tive, ix. 67.

Phosphoric acid, vi. 395 ; vii. 276.

, its action on albumen, iii. 462.
Phosphoi-us in kelp, i. 143.

, crystallization of, iii. 154.

inflamed by charcoal, ix. 393.
, on powdering, viii, 228.

•

,
preparation of, viii. 388.

, solubility and melting-point of, v.

310.

and hydrogen, Dr. Henry on the
compounds of, vii. 229.

—— and sulphur, on the fluidity of, iii.

144.

Phosphuret of aluminum, iv. 160.

of sulphur, viii. 387. ^<' -^^fiiin

Phosphuretted hydrogen gas, 'ir313.

Physical astronomy, J. W. Lubbock's
researches in, x. 44, 225.

Physical construction of solids and li-

quids, i. 411.

Piazzi, biographical notice of, i. 161.
, his catalogue of stars, errors in,

i. 19.

Pine-tree, a new, xi. 392.
Piperine, preparation of, vi. 315.
Pistacite, examination of, vii. 232.
Plane triangles, symmetrical properties

of, ii. 26.

Planetarium on a new principle, i. 310.

Planetary distances for 1833, errors in,

xi. 398.— tables of Weisse, errata in, ix.

245.

Plant intended by the Shamrock of Ire-

land, vii. 289.

Plants, on artificial and natural arrange-
ments of, vii. 15, 97, 180.

, new succulent, vii. 106.

, on the motion of the sap in, v.

389.

, on the susceptibilities of, xi.

249.

which characterize the secondary
and tertiary formations, list of, vi,

133.

Plastic clay of Auteuil, websterite found
in the, iv. 81.

Platinum, native, iii. 72, 232; iv. 308.
•

, masses of, iv. 308.

, the Russian method of rendering
it malleable, xi. 321.

, Dr. Wollaston on rendering mal-
leable, V. 65; vi. 1.

, spongy, ii. 388; vi. 141.

, combustibility of carbon increased
by copper and platina, vi. 394.

, Russian coinage of, iv. 458.
ores, of their analysis, vi. 146.
sand, Russian, iii. 72.

, Uralian, new metals in, ii. 391.
and gold, Russian, vii. 59.

Plesiosaurus, discovery of, in Ireland,
ix, 331.

, on a large species of, xi. 55.

'

Pluranium, a new metal, v. 233.
Poison in cheese, vi. 312.

Poisson (M.), observations relatives a
un article de Mr. Ivory, ii. 1 1 ; reply
to by Mr. Ivory, ii. 161, 241, 321.

Polar distance, on the efl'ects of a change
of, on the reduction of a zenith di-

stance, ix. 338.

hghts, Prof. Hansteen on, ii. 334.
(See Aurora, and Magnetic Needle.)
Pollen of plants, microscopical obser-

vations on, iv. 161.

Ponceau (Du) on the Chinese language,
V. 15.

Poonahlite, a new mineral, H. J. Brooke
on, X. 109.

Popocatapetl, iii. 449.
Port Bowen, velocity of sound at, i. 12,

136.

Potash from felspar, ix. 66.

, action of, on organic matter, vi,

367.
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Potasli, bi-iodate and tri-iodate of, viii.

229.

, chromate of, detection of adulte-

ration in, vii. 61.

, chromate of, and sulphate of zinc.

Dr. Thomson on the decomposition
of, iii. 81.

, ferrocyanate, red, of, v. 148.

, manganesate of, ii. 393.

, prussiate of, combination of chlo-

rine with, iv. 385.

, prussiate of, triple, i. 110.

, salts of in brine springs and in

rock salt, Mr. Brayley on, v, 411.

, sulphate of, peculiar, ii. 429.

Potasshmi, bromide of, vi. 144, 152.

, iodide of, its combination with bi-

cyanide of mercury, ix. 401.

, sulphocyanurct of, in saliva, ii.

315.

Potter (R. Jun.) on the reflection oflight

from plain metallic specula, viii. GO.

Powell (Rev. B.), observations on the

solar eclipse of Nov. 29, 1826, i. 28.

on experiments relative to the in-

terferences of light, xi. 1.

, remarks on a passage in " Outlines

of the Sciences of Heat and Electri-

city", viii. 329.

Poisons, Dr. Christison's Treatise on, re-

view of, viii. 276.

Pressure, the force of, Mr. Bevan on
measuring, vi. 284.

"Price (Dr.) and his followers," ii. 292,
332.

Pridcaux (J.) on chloride of barium and
nitrate of lead, vii. 276.

on the atomic weights ofoxalic acid

and mercury, vi. 166.

, new scale of equivalents, viii. 420.
•

, table of the atomic weights of sim-

ple bodies, viii. 161, 423.

Priestley (Dr.), Dr. Ilcnry on his phi-

losophical character, xi. 207.

Pritchard (Mr.) application of cast iron

in constructing bridges, xi. 81.

Problems in analytical geometry, J. W.
Lubbock on some, x. 81.

Prism, experiments on light and shadow
by the, vii. 65.

I'rotoferrocyanate of iron, i. 72.

Protoxide of manganese, iv. 27.

I 'rout (Dr.) on simple alimentary suh-

stimces, iii. 31, 98.

, Ticdcmann's and Gmclin's reply

to, on the presence ol" free acids in

thestomach, iv.3; reniarkson, iv. 120.

Prussiate of potash, combination of chlo-
rine with, iv. 385.

, triple, i. 110.

Psilomelane, analysis of, iv. 102.

Pterodactylc, new, v. 387.

Pumping-engine in Mexico, i. 241.
Pyrniont heavy spar, i. 73.

Pyrogallic and gallic acid, Mons. H.
Braconnot on, x. 154.

Pyrolusite, analysis of, iv. 100.

Pyrometer, new, vi. 312; x. 191.
Pyrophorus, iv. 231.

Pyrophyllite, new mineral, \'ii. 232.
Quadratic equations, adfected, method

of solving, iv. 125.

Quails, genus analogous to, in America,
{Ortyx,) ix. 54.

Quantities, negative and imaginary, ix.

37.

Quarantine, Dr. Henry on the disinfect-

ing powers of increased temperatures,
with a view to the suggestion of a sub-
stitute for, X. 363.

Quartz, doubly refracted rays of. ix. 382.
, remarkable crystals of, Mr. W.

Phillips on, ii. 122.

Quina, sulphate of, Mr. R. Phillips on
ascertaining its purity, iii. 111.

and cinchonia, gallates of, iv. 147,
R. J. M. on prize chronometers at

Greenwich, vii. 134.

Radiant heat, viii. 329
Radiolite, analysis of, iv. 459.

Rain, red, iii. 463.

Rainbow, new classification of the co-

lours of the, v. 152.

Rainbows, lunar, ix. 397.

Rain-gauge, Mr. Bevan on, ii. 74.

, Mr. J. Taylor on, ii. 406.

, Mr. Bevan s remarks on Mr. J.

Taylor's, iii. 29.

Ramus (Peter), dichotomous method in-

sisted on by, vii. 435.

Ray (John), commemoration of the se-

cond centenary of the birthday of,

iv. 379 ; v. 140.

Reade (Dr.) on light and shadow, v.

109 ; vii. 65.

Reflection of light by metals, viii. (>0.

Refraction, terrestrial, ix. 139.

Refraction, double, in the molecules of

bodies, vii. 356
Register-])vrometer, Daniell's, x. 191,

26S, 297, 350.

Reid (Dr. I). B.), Mr. i{. Phillips in re-

ply to, xi. 420.

Rcid (J.) on writing-ink, ii. 111.
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Rennie (Prof.), his edition of Montagu's

Ornithological Dictionary, Mr. Bray-

ley's review of, x. 370, 429.

Rennie (G.) on friction, v. 131.

on the friction of fluids, x. 228.

Reptiles, Batrachian, Dr. Hall on the ef-

fect upon, of water raised to tempe-

ratures moderately higher than that

of the atmosphere, x. 41.

, fossil, iv. 236, 312.

, saurian, synopsis of the genera of,

ii. 54, 207.

Respiration, power of suspending pos-

sessed by certain animals, ii. 126.

Reviews of Books
African Quarterly Journal, xi. 279.

",Tables of Simple Minerals, Rocks, and
Shells; with Local Catalogues of Spe-

cies." By James Bryce Jun., xi.

224.

Challis on the theory of the small vi-

bratory motions of elastic Fluids, vii.

136.

Christison's Treatise on Poisons, viii.

276.

Dr. Clark on the Influence of Climate

on Chronic Diseases, vi. 305.

Davenport's Amateur's Perspective, v.

127 ; Supplement to the Amateur's

Perspective, viii. 282.

De la Beche's Geological Manual, xi.

46 ; Sections and Views illustrative

of Geological Phtenomena, ix. 131.

The Dublin Journal of Medical and
Chemical Science, xi. 442.

Flora Devoniensis, viii. 375.

Forsyth's First Lines of Philosophical

and Practical Chemistry, v. 54.

Dr. Fyfe's Elements of Chemistry, iv.

50.

Manual of Chemistry, ii. 381.

Prof. Goldfuss's Description of the Petri-

factions in the Museum of the Uni-

versity of Bonn, 115.

Dr. Gi-aham's Chemical Catechism, vi.

47.

Dr. Harwood on the Curative Influence

of the Southern Coast of England, iv.

134.

Martin's Geological Memoir on a part

of Western Sussex, iv. 38.

Lea on the genus Unio, iv. 372 ; viii.

376.

Om Compassets Misviisning, The Vari-

ation of the Compass, xi. 224.

Osburn's Account of an Egyptian Mum-
my, v. 57.

Paris's'Life of Sir Humphry Davy, x.386.

Pearson's Appendix to an Introduction

to Practical Astronomy, iv. 134.

Phillips's Illustrations of the Geology of

Yorkshire, ix. 342, 430.

Pyrus Mains Brentfordiensis, xi. 54.

Raid's Elements of Practical Chemistry,

viii. 449.

Six Maps of the Stars, ix. 202.

Taylor's Records of Mining, v. 297.

Thompson's First Book of Euclid, &c.,

viii. 285.

Wallace's Elements of Algebra, iv. 370.

Watkins's popular Sketch of Electro-

Magnetism, or Electro-Dynamics, iv.

220.

Weiss's Account of Inventions and Im-
provements in Surgical Instnunents,

xi. 53.

Rheine, a peculiar substance in rhubarb,

ii. 68.

Rhodium, salts of, v. 395.

Rhubarb, analysis of, v. 151.

, peculiar substance in, ii. 68.

Rhutenium, a new metal, v. 233.

Richardson (Mr.), Mr. South's address

on delivering the Astronomical Soci-

ety's medal to, vii. 373.

Riddle (E.) on the occultation of /3 Scor-

pii Sept. 25, 1827.

Rifle, a percussion, Lieut.-Col. Miller

on, iii. 277.

Ritchie (W.), experimental investiga-

tion of the phsenomena of endosniose

and exosmose, x. 226.

on galvanism, xi. 300, 448, 465.

on the electric and chemical the-

ories of galvanism, vi. 52.

, Mr. Brayley's remarks on one of

the experiments from which he infer-

red the inadequacy of the chemical

tlieory of galvanism, vii. 61.

on the elasticity' of threads ofglass,

viii. 58.

, experiments on heat, viii. 329.

Rivers of Assam, i. 151.

Roach rocks, Mr. Brayley on, viii. 333,

337.

Road materials, relative hardness of, ix.

164,317.

, on the draught of carriages on,

vii. 286.

Robbcrds (J. W.) on the former level

of the German Ocean, in reply to Mr.
R. C. Taylor, ii. 192, 271 ; Mr. R. C.

Taylor's reply to, ii. 295, 327.
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Robinson (Dr.) on the longitude of the
Armagh Observatory, vii. 225.

Robotham's (J.) geometrical problem,
iii. 234.

Rock-basins, origin and formation of,

Mr. Brayley on the, viii. 331.
, origin of, Rev. T. Moore on, ix.

101.

Rock-salt in "saliferous rock" of North
Amei-ica, vi. 71.

, salts of potash in, Mr. Bra3'ley on,

V. 411.

, various geological positions of,

viii. 103.

Rocks, European, classification of, vi.

440; vii. 189.

, saliferous, in the State of New
York, vi. 71; vii. 19S.

, of North America, equivalent

formations of in England, vi. 75.

, secondary stratified, vi. 213.

Roget (Dr.) on an apparent violation of
the law of continuity, iii. 118, 203.

•

, reply to Mr. Babbage, viii. 73

;

Mr. Babbage's notes on, viii. 153.

Roscoe (W.) on artificial and natural

arrangements of plants, vii. 15, 97,
180.

Rose (M.) on the action of sulphuretted

hydrogen gas on solutions ofmercury,
V. 310, 393.

Rosenberger (Mons. O. A.) on the ele-

ments of Halley's comet, xi. 32.

Rothe todte liegende, English equivalent
to, viii. 342.

Rouchas (M.) on red colouring-matter
produced by the action of nitric acid

upon alcohol, x. 313.

Royal Academy of Sciences of Paris
;

• Astronomical Society
;

Geological Society of Cornwall;
Institution

;

Society

;

of Edinburgh; See Socie-
ties.

Rudberg (M.) on the dispersion of light,

ii. 401.

llumball (J. R.) on the focus of vision,

ii. 370.

Rumker's (C.) corrected elements of the

comet in Pegasus, with M. Valtz's

elements of the same comet, vii. 140;
viii. 50.

observations on a comet, made at

Paramatta, i. 315.

on the formuliP for clearing tlic lu-

nar distance, ix. 108.

Rumker's (C.) voyage from New South
Wales to England, viii. 439.

Russian coinage of platina, iv. 458.
Sabine (Capt.), notices on a publication

by Mr. Babbage, viii. 44.

on the dip of the magnetic needle,
v. 302.

on the lengths of the seconds pen-
dulum, V. 302 ; X. 294; corrections of,

ii. 143.

pendulum observations, Mr. Hen-
derson's remarks on, ii. 124; his re-
ply to, ii. 176.

Saint-Hilaire and Cuvier on the unity
of organization in animals, vii. 379.

Salicine, MM. Pelouzeand J. Gay-Lus-
sac on, viii. 303.

Saline solutions, on the influence of the
air in the crystallization of, iv. 215.

Salivary concretion, analysis of, iii.

146.

Saliva, sulphocyanuret of potassium in,

ii. 315.

Salt, new, of perchloride of mercury, vii.

129, 317.

,
, obtained from opium, ii. 231.

Salts, cupreous, effect of ebullition on,
iv. 232.

more soluble in hot than in cold

water : exceptions to this law, ii. 20.

of mercurjr, analysis of, R. Phillips

on ihe, X. 205.

Sand, flowing of, underpressure, viii. 68.

Sandstone, new red, Mr. Brayley on the

formation of the, vi. 71.

Sandstone, new red of Durham, viii.

348, 411.

Sang (Edw.) on the product of two mo-
nome functions, vi. 202.

Sanguinaria, new vegetable alkali, v.

151.

Saicolite and aeschenite, on the charac-

ters of, as distinct from analcime and
gmelinite, 11. J. Brooke on, x. l.S7.

Sargasso weeds, viii. 459.

Saturn and its ring, inequality of the

dark space between, iv. 73.

, ring of, viii. 450.

Saull's (Mr.) Geological Museum, x.

2ii7.

Saurian reptiles, synopsis of the genera
of, ii. 54, 207.

Saussure's (M.) ladder, discovery of, in

the Mer-de-Glace, ix. 32.

Scarlatina, disinfecting powers of heat

in, xi. 22.

Schist, bituminous of Seefcld, vi. 3(».
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Schmidt (Dr. E.) on the dimensions of

the earth, vii. 409.
Schultes (Prof.) on the cultivation of

botany in England, vi. 3.51, 428.

Schweigger-Seidel (Dr.) on the blue co-

louring-matter of lapis lazuli and on
artificial ultramarine, vii. 244.

Scientific Bodies of London, calendar of

the Meetings of, for 1827-28, ii. 400;
for 1828-29, iv. 400 ; for 1829-30, vi.

400.

Scoresby (Rev. W.) on the determina-
tion of the thickness of solid sub-
stances, not otherwise measurable, by
magnetic deviations, x. 295.

Screens,W. S. Harris on the influence of,

in arresting the progress of magnetic
action, x. 297.

Screws, Mr. Bevan on the adhesion of,

ii. 291.

Scrope (G. Poulett) on the rippled

markings in the forest marble beds, ix.

376.

on the excavating power of rivers,

vii. 210; Prof. Sedgwick's opinion
on, vii. 293.

Sea, luminous appearance of, ix. 144.

, pressure of, iv. 3G, 119; v. 371.
Sea-salt, arsenic in, viii. 387.

Sea water, quantity of bromine in, iii.

145.

Seal, on the anatomy of the, xi. 136.

Secondary and tertiary formations of

Germany, Mr. Murchison's sketch of

the principal, x. 45.

rocks of Bassano, Mr. Murchison
on, v. 401.

Seconds pendulum, Capt. Sabine's ex-

periments on the length of the, x.

294.

Sedgwick (Prof.), addresses on the an-

niversaries of the Geological Society,

vii. 289; ix. 271.

on sections of the carboniferous

chain between Penigent and Kirkby
Stephen, ix. 377.

on the deposits over the carboni-

ferous series in the valley of the Eden,
xi. 283.

on the lake mountains of the North
of England, ix. 211.

on the tertiary deposits of the

vale of Gosau, vii. 48, 50.

on the tertiary deposits of Lower
Styria, vii. 358.

, remarks on Mr. Lyell's " Princi-

ples of Geology," ix. 303.

Sedgwick (Prof.) and R. I. Murchison ><

on the structure of the Austrian Alps,

viii. 81. ,1

Seefeld, bituminous schist and fossil fish

of, vi. 36. i

Seer's (J.) method of solving adfected

quadratic equations, iv. 125.

Sefstrom (M.) on vanadium, a new me-
tal, X. 151.

Seidlitz powders, i. 146.

Selenium, bromide of, iii. 147.

, minerals containing, iv. 113.

, separation of, from sulphur, ii.

390.

Seleniuret of aluminum, iv. 150.

Sepia, fossil, v. 388.

Sepice, certain habitudes of, Mr. Slight

on, iii. 153.

Series, on the summation of, xi. 339,435.

Seridlas (M.) on bromide of carbon, vi.

313.

on bromide of selenium, iii. 147.

on bromine, i. 395.

on perchloric acid, x. 314.

on the oxichlorates, x. 394.

on sodium, vi. 149.

Sextant, Hadley's, vi. 84, 181.

Shad and whitebait, on the identity of,

vi. 253. ^

Shamrock of Ireland, on the plant in-

tended by the, vii. 289.

Sharpe (D.) on a new species of Ich-

thyosaui-us, vii. 458.

on the figure of the earth, iv. 443.

on the figure of the cells of the

honeycomb, iv. 19.
_ _^^

account of some optical experi-

ments, vii. 281.

on the reduction to the meridian,

ix. 270.

on the solid of greatest attraction,

viii. 256.

table of the sun's semidiameter,

xi. 259.

on the tide-like wave of Lake On-

tario, ix. 117.

on the vitrified fort of Dunnoch-

goil, iv. 123.

Sheep's bones, analysis of, vi. 393.

Shell, a percussion, Lieut.-Col. Miller on,

iii. 358.

Shells, monograph of the species of Cy-

clas and Pisidium, xi. 69.

, fossil, vi. 149, 232; M. B. de

Basterot's observations on, ii. 102.

(See Fossils, Geology, and Organic

Remains.)
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Shepard (C. U.) on native iron, slightly

arseniuretted, iv. 73.

Shetland, New South, v. 237.
Ships, on the errors in the course of,

from local attraction, ix. 443.

of war, Mr. Major's analysis of,

vi. 41, 94.

, plan for mooring in roadsteads, ii.

110, 289.

Siamese Twins, united, vii. 450.

Siberian minerals, newly discovered, i.

26.

Silica, sulphuret of, v. 234.

Silicium, bromide of, xi. 395.

Silicate of iron from Bodenmais, vi. 147.

Sillimanite, crystalline form of, Mr. W.
Phillips on,"i. 401,

Silver, some properties of, M. Weslar
on, vii. 58.

•
, chloride of, iv. 384 ; viii. 464.

.,_ , chromate of, i. 345.
'" "

, nitrate of, as a test for vegetable

. ^nd animal matter, v. 310.—-—, ores of, on the amalgamation of,

^
fv. 234.

—r4-, reduction of, detected by the mag-
netic needle, ^•iii. 230.

, precipitate of, resembling the pur-

ple powder of Cassius, viii. 58.

and gold raised at Guanaxuato, ii.

71.

Silvertop (Col. C.) on the lacustrine ba-

sins of Baza and Albania, vii. 453

;

viii. 150.

Simons (Dr.) on the velocity of sound,

viii. GO.

Simple bodies, atomic weights of, table

of the, viii. 161, 423.

Skeletons of small lish, method of ob-

taining, vii. 151.

Shetland, discovery of the chromate of

iron in, viii. 226.

Slight (H.) on certain habitudes of Se-

pi(E, iii. 153.

Smelting of iron, improvement in, vii.

232.

Smith (Dr. A.) on the origin and historv

of the Bushmen, ix. 119, 197, 3;isi,

419.

Smith, Sir J. E., iii. 291, 302, 374, 391
;

Prof. Schultes on, vi. 352.

Smith (W.) on retaining water in rocks

for summer use, i. 415.

presentation of tlic WoUaston me-
dal to, ix. 272.

Smithson's mode of detecting mercury,

M. Orfila on, vi. 391.

Snakes, Mr. Nash on tLe fascination of,

ii. 313.

Societies, Learned, Proceedings of :

Astronomical Society, i. 69, 140, 291,
390, 455; ii. 148, 222; iii. 64, 136,

227,377, 451; iv. 62, 136,298; v.

227,465; vi. 66 ; vii. 223, 361, 459
;

viii. 290, 456 ; ix. 138,220, 361 ; xi.

60, 130.

Belfast Natural History Society, xi.

143.

British Association, x. 150; xi. 225,
394.

Cambridge Philosophical Society, ix.

382, 462 ; xi. 69.
^

Chelmsford Philosophical Institutioi^ iv.

388 ; xi. 393.

Geological Society, i. 66, 136, 229,

386; ii. 147,217, 450; iii. 132,225,
291, 441 ; iv. 222, 294; v. 134, 384,

443; vi. 55, 136; vii. 48, 207, 289,

358,452; viii. 64, 147; ix. 47, 134,

211, 271, 376, 445; x. 45,143, 433;
xi. 55, 281, 362.

Geographical Society, viii. 290.

Horticultural Society, i. 230, 307, 391,

466; viii. 152, 382.

Linnean Society, i. 65, 228, 307, 386,

454 ; ii. 146. 449 ; iii. 130, 223, 290,

374, 440; iv. 61, 454; v. 73, 226,

306, 384 ; vi. 135 ; vii. 46, 206, 357,

459; viii. 62; ix. 46, 138, 210,

364, 461 ; x. 437 ; xi. 58, 285, 387,

455.

London Institution, iii. 154.

London Mechanics' Institution, i. 309,

394.

^ledico-Botapical Society, ii. 385; iv.

227.

Royal Academy of Sciences of Paris, i.

394 ; ii. 305, 385 ; iii. 130, 305 ; iv.

139, 301, 377. 455; v. 308; vi. 139,

309, 382 ; vii.' 55, 376 ; viii. 219.

Royal Geological Society of Cornwall,

ii. 457; iii. 138; iv. 374; vii. 147;

viii. 161 ; xi. 71.

Royal Institution of Great Britain, i.

231, 30S, 392, 467 ; ii. 67 ; iii. 229,

304, 391, 456; iv. 64 ; v. 230, 307,

389; vi. m; vii. 211, 315 ; x. 66 ; xi.

299,- 162.

Roval Society, i. 60, 224, 302, 385,

452; ii. 6(i, 112, 215, 449; iii. 46.

128, 370, 436; iv. 55 ; v. 65, 129,

223. 300. 377, 412 ; vi. 51, 135; vii.

3.;, ].!!i, 206, 287, 35^, 440rviii.
'

' ' hj 'jh.M'i
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58, 146; ix. 37, 133, 206, 354, 441
;

X.41, 223, 293; xi. 45, 118, 445.

on an alleged inaccuracy in the

minutes, vii. 446; viii. 73, 153.

Royal Society of Edinburgh, v. 391
;

'. xi. 141.

Society of Arts, v. 231.

South African Institution, viii. 222.

Yorkshire Philosophical Society, vii.

219.

Zoological Society, i. 391, 466 ; iii. 68
;

-,-jx. 52, 14U, 222, 366, 449; x. 55,

'^145, 229, 302, 389, 447; xi. 62, 132,

288, 457.

Socius's reply to Mr. Babbage on the

decline of science, &c., viii. 354.

Spda, bicarbonate of, viii. 303.

'-rf— , borate of, new, iii. 146.

'^— and lime, carbonates of, native
' compound of, vii. 387.

V^ •

, chlorides of, Mr. R.
Phillips on, i. 376.

Soda-liquid, disinfecting, ii. 387.

Sodium, M. SeruUas on, vi. 149.

, bromide of, vi. 144.

and silver, chloride of, iv. 384.

Solanine, iv. 153.

Solar eclipse of Nov. 29, 1826, on the,

i. 28, 55 ; ii. 76, 150.

, Prof. Encke on the, x. 28.

Solar rays, magnetic influence in the,

v. 132 ; viii. 155.

Solar spots, iv. 76, 156, 236, 317, 390
;

viii. 78.

Solar system, stability of the, ix. 99.

Solid of greatest attraction, Mr. Sharpe
on the, viii. 256.

Solids, alteration of crystalline state in,

iv. 155.
—— and liquids, physical, ,copstru,ction

,',!of; i. 411.
.K lOo 'AoJ——, regular or platonici '^r -^^'^s

Gilbert on the, iii. 161. |~_ -^ r' '^^<:^

Solly, Mr. S., on trap-rocks, iu.4o»,
^

Solubility of salts, ii. 20.

Solution in sulphuric acid without oxi-

dizement, iv. 68 ; vii. 64.

of mercury, action of sulphuretted
hydrogen gas on, v. 310.

tartar emetic and antimoi^ia^,]yjne,

action of light on, v. 309. ' '
"^

Sound, Mr. Galbraith on, iv. 179.
, Mr. Ivory on, iv. 321.
produced during the conduction of

heat, ix. 461.

produced by the Molina, viii, 69.

Sound, interference of. Dr. Weber on, ui,

342.
•

,

, velocity of, i. 12, 249, 336; viij.

60.
-":f

'"'i'""-

, , at Port Boweft, ^ ^*''
12,

136. - ' ":
^

Sounding-board, description ofa, iv. 61
;

vi. 21.

South (Sir J.), royal annual grant to,

viii. 232.
_^ ,.^

on the atmosphere of Mars^ x.

300. '

.,

Sowerby (J. de C.) on the penetratiba

of the sea into corked bottles, iv. i^9ji
V. 371.

.''f;p^

Space and time, tables for the convef-

siou of, into each other, vii. 31. '

•_.^

Spathose iron, analysis of, ii. 231.

Specific characters of Ci/gnus Beivickii

and C. Ferus, vii. 194.

Specific gravities of compound bodies,

v. 416.

Spheroid : Dr. Tiarks on Mr. Dalby's

method of finding the difference of

longitude between two points of a
geodetical line on a spheroid, i\^ 364.

Spheroids, attraction of, i. 442.

, , Mr. Ivory's reply to the Bul-
letin des Sciences on, iv. 247.

Spiders, aeronautic, J. Blackwall's exa-

mination of M. Virey's observation^

on, X. 180. ;^""

Spirit-level, curvature of the, v.. 174^

, theory of. Mi*. NixonTpn ine, i
256,354. /

_ I't"
Spoonbill, species of, ix. 370. ' ^ ', '"__

^
Spring-water, on the presence of ioqine',

&c. in, vii. 9, 10. .,p

, formation of, and their intensity

at various periods, ix. 170. "_ ,.-

, quantity of water from, viii. op.
'

Spurgin (Dr.) on the nature and pro-

perties of the blood, i. 201, 370, 418;
ii. 183, 247.

. „^,

Spurzheim (Dr.) on the brain, vi. 541'

'

Squire (T.), his meteorological obserya?-

tions, i. 208.

on the occultation of Aldebafian,

July 16, 1830, viii. 245, 442. 1
^

on the occultation of VenUsi' i'.

212. ,^
on the semiarcs of vibration of a

clock, ii. 34.

on the solar eclipse of November
1826, i. 55; ii. 76. ^^. ..

Squirrel, lesser American Flying, -yoie

on the, ix. 367.

f2
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Stalactites, formation of, Mr. Brayley

on tlie, xi. .301.

Starch, common and roasted, analysis

of, iii. 150.

, preparation of sugar from, vi. 314;
viii. 298.——, Arabic names of, viii. 368.

Stars, Bessel's tables for calculating the

places of, vi. 2G7.

, Lacaille's catalogue of 398 prin-

cipal, F. Baily on, x. 62.

, moon-culminating, for 1827, i.

47.

observed with the moon, catalogue

of, for 1831, xi. 61.

, Piazzi's catalogue of, errors in, i.

19.

, on the occultations of, by the

moon, vi. 336.

, double, calculation of the orbits

of, ix. 178, 405; x, 279; xi. 41, 102,

175, 414.

, micrometrical measurements
of 364, by J. F. W. Herschel, x. 55.

Star, triple, ^Cancri, Mr. Dawes on the,

x. 53.

Stavesacre, new acid in, ii. 232.

Steam, clastic force of, 1 ; vii. 235.

, new phfenomena of, iii. 74.

Steam-boats, new paddle-wheel for, vii.

96, 408.

Steam-boilers, accidents incident to, i.

126, 403, 408.

Steam-engine, on the, iii. 40, 219; vi.

384.

, ceconomy of, iii. 213.

, duty of, ii. 309.

Steam-engines in Cornwall, account of,

i. 235 ; vii. 152, 323, 421, 424, 449
;

J. Hcnwood on some recent improve-

ments of the, X. 97.

Steam navigation, i. 75 ; vii. 96, 408.

and (juick-limc, action of, upon
heated galena, v. 172.

Stearic acid from wax, ii. 390.

Steinbergite, a new mineral species, ii.

464.

Steininger, Nocggerath, and Chladni on

the meteoric iron of Bitl)urg, ii. 41.

Steinheil's new micrometer, iv. 173.

Stokes (H.) on new double chromates,

ii. 427.

on some optical phacnomena, vi.

416.

Stomach, on the presence of free acids

in the, iv. 3, 120.

Stones, durability of, viii. 221.

Stratford (Lieut.), Index to the Astrono-
mical Society's Catalogue of Stars, x.

55.

Strength of cast iron, i. 14.

Stromeyer (Prof.) on the separation of

manganese from lime and magnesia,
iii. 462.

Strontia, on its detection when in union
with lime, vii. 404.

Struve (Prof.) on the occultation of stars

observed at Dorpat, ix. 362.

Study of natural history, on the impe-
diments to the, W. S. Mac Leay's cor-

rection of a quotation in a paper on
the, X. 357.

Sturgeon's (W.) aurora borealis obser-

ved at Woolwich, ix. 127.

on electro-magnets, xi. 194.

on the inflammation of gunpowder
by electricity, i. 20.

on magnetic polarity in metallic

bodies, xi. 270.

Subsalts, Mr. R. Phillips's analysis of

some, viii. 406.

Subsidence of the German Ocean, iii.

188.

Substances, simple alimentary. Dr. Prout
on, iii. 31, 98.

Succulent plants, i. 120, 271; ii. 344;
iii. 183; iv. 261; vii. 106.

Sugar, preparation of, from starch, iv.

298; vi. 314.

, combination of arsenic acid with,

V. 232.

of licpiorice-root, iv. 67.

of melons, i. 473.

in the flowers of Rhododendron
Ponticum, ii. 464.

Sul])hate of barvtes in cannel coal, viii.

304.

of indigo, action of aether upon,

vi. 393.

of manganese, composition of, iv.

24.

of morcurj', yellow, Mr. R. Phil-

lips's analysis of, x. 205.

of nickel, Mr. R. Phillips on, iv.

287.

of potash and copper, viii. 298.

of (luiiia, Mr. K. l'/iillii)s on ascer-

taining the i)urity ni, iii. 1 11.

of soda, anhydrous crystals of, iv.

71.

Sulphite of ammonia, anhydrous, ii. 389.

Sulto-sinapisine, on, i\. 390.

Sulphovinic acid, v. -26.

Sulphur, effects of heat upon, iii. 152.
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Sulphur, separation of selenium from, ii.

390.

, hydruret of, xi. 306.

, piiosphuret of, viii. 387.

and phosphorus, fluidity of, iii.

144.

Sulphuret of carbon, decomposition of,

by electricity, vii. 6.

of cerium, i. 71

.

of silica, V. 234.

of zinc, artificial, i. 72.

Sulphurets, crystallized, electrical for-

mation of, vii. 226.

Sulphuretted hydrogen and aluminum,
iv. 150.

Sulphuretted hydrogen gas, action of,

on solutions of mercury, v. 310,

393.

water, Mr. George's analysis of a,

i. 245.

Sulphuric acid, action of, upon zinc, viii.

298.
—— , solution in, without oxidizement,

iv. 68 ; vii. 64.

and alcohol, on the mutual action

of, V. 226; vi. 312.

and fluor spar, ii. 68.

Sulphuric and muriatic acids, action of,

upon hydrocyanic acid, vi. 315.

Sumatran Orang Outang, i. 213.

Sun, method of comparing the light of,

with that of the fixed stars, v. 377.

, table of the semidiameter of the,

xi. 259.

Sun's disc, transit of Mercury over, in

1832, Prof Encke on the, x. 28.
• zenith distance, x. 52.

Sun-dials of the ancients, ix. 133.

Surface, on the representation of the

parts of a given, on another surface,

iv. 104, 206.

Surfaces, curve. Prof. Gauss on, iii. 331.

Suricate, anatomy of, ix. 367, 452.

Susceptibility of living structures, on the,

xi. 16G, 249.

Suspension bridge, at Paris, i. 473.

at Broughton, fall of, ix. 384.

Suspension bridges, D. Gilbert's table

facilitating the computations relative

to, X. 43.

Sussex, organic remains of, ii. 394.

, geology of, ii. 439.

Symbols and notation in chemistiy, J.

Prideaux on, in reply to Prof. Whewell,

X. 104.

Syplion-hydromet6r, Mr. Meikle on an
improved, iv. 258.

Systems in natural history, artificial and
natural, vi. 200 ; x. 370, 429.

Swainson (W.), synopsis of the birds of

Mexico, i. 364, 433.

on the Lepidoptera diurna of La-
treille, i. 180.

Swaledale, heights of the principal hills

of, Mr. Nixon on the, viii. 1, 140,

188.

Swan, on the new species of, vii. 146;
viii. 128; xi. 287 ; Mr. Yarreli on, in

reply, viii. 167.

Swan River, geology of its vicinity, ix.

379.

, two new species of Mammalia
from the, xi. 134.

Table facilitating the computations re-

lative to suspension bridges, D. Gil-

bert on, X. 43.

Tables, planetary, Weisse's, errata in,

ix. 245.

for calculating the places of the

fixed stars, Bessel's, vi. 267.

Tannin, v. 149.

and gallic acid, distinctive charac-

ters of, vii. 58.

Tapir, American, anatomy of the, xi.

140.

Tautolite, a new mineral, iii. 398.

Tartar emetic and antimonial wine, efe

fects of light on, v. 309.

Taylor (J.) on mining, v. 297 ; vi. 383.
description of a rain-gauge, ii. 406.
on the accidents incident to steam-*

boilers, i. 120.

on the duty of steam-engines in

Cornwall, vii. 423.

Taylor (P.), description of a horizontal

pumping-engine erected at Moran in

Mexico, i. 242.

Taylor (R. C), arrangement of British

fossil shells, vi. 149.
—— on the geology of East Norfolk, i.

277, 346, 426.

on tlie embankments formed a-

gainst the German Ocean, on the

Norfolk and Suffolk coast, ii. 295.

on the eastern coast of England, ii."

327.

Taylor (Rev. W.) on the combustion of

coal-gas, v. 15.

Mr. Lowry's remarks on, v. 375.

Telescopes, achromatic, on Mr. Hall's

discovery of, vi. 233.

eye-glasses of, theory of Prof.

Littrow on, x. 62.

, on fluid refracting, ix, 44.
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Telescopes, Guinand's glass for, vii.

351.

Telescopic level, theory of the, ix. 423.
Telluret of aluminum, iv. 151.

Temperature, decrement of, in the at-

mosphere, vin. 248.

on the Peak of Teneriffe, viii. 439.
Temperatures, on the disinfecting pow-

ers of high, xi. 22, 205.

Teneriffe, volcanoes in, viii. 198.

,
geology of, viii. 433. *,,,,;, ^'^.'j'^

, Peak of, narrative of ascent of,

viii. 23, 140, 195, 248, 433.
,

, height of, viii. 251.

Ten Eyck (Dr.) and Henry (Prof) on a
powerful electro-magnet, x. 314.

Tennantite, analj'sis of, x. 156.

Teredo, the genus, Mr. Gray's mono-
graph of, ii. 409.

Teredo navalis, ceconomy of, ii. 235.

Tertiary and secondary formations of

(Jerman}', Mr. Murchison's sketch of

tlie principal, x. 45.

Tertiary and secondary rocks of Bas-
sano, Mr. Murchison on, v. 401.

Teschemacher (E. F.) on chromate of

silver, i. 345.

on the crystalline form of some
salts, iii. 27.

Testudo, dissection of a specimen of, ix.

375.

Testudo GrcEca, anatomy of, x. 59,

Tetrao, some species of the genus, v.

73.

Thackeray (Dr.), examination of the

blood found in the vena portre, x. 10.

Thames, valley of the. Rev. W. D. Co-
nyheare on the, vi. 61.

Thames-water, purification of, v. 442;
vii. 208.

Tlicrmal waters of the Alps, Mr. Bake-
well on the, iii. 14.

Thermo-magnetism of homogeneous bo-

dies, W. Sturgeon on the, x. 1, 116.

Thermometers, new metliod of mount-
ing, Mr. Mageough on a, iii. 365.

Tliennostat, or heat-governor, Dr. Ure
on the, X. 295.

Tliompson (K. 1).), mode of heating wa-
ter for a batli, i. 101.

Thompson's (Lieut.-Col.), "The first

booK of Euclid's Elements," A'c, re-

view of, viii. 285.

Thomson (Dr. T.) on the atomic weight

of barytcs, x. 392.

, attack of Beizelius on, iv. 450;
his reply to, v. 217.

niomson (Dr. T.), analysis of the blood
of cholera patients, xi. 347.

• on chrome, i. 452,

, experiments on gold, ni. 460.

, "Outline of the Sciences of Heat
and Electricity," remarks onapassage
in, viii. 329.

on the decomposition of sulphate

of zinc and chromate of potash, iii.

81.

Tliorina, a new earth, vi. 392; vii. 388.
Tiiorinum, vii. 388.

Thorite, a new mineral, vi. 392.

Thursfield (R.) on a hybrid between the

hare and rabbit, x. 60. p
Tiarks (Dr.) on the longitudes of. (he

Trigonometrical Survey, iv. 364 ; v.

52.

Tides on the coast of Great Britain, ix.

333.

in the port of London, Mr. Lub-
bock on, vii. 124; x. 227.

, spring, on, vii. 464.

and winds, graphical register of,

ix 359.

Tiedemann and Gmelin's reply to Dr.

Prout on the presence of free acids in

the stomach, iv. 3; Dr. Prout 's re-

marks on, iv. 120.

Timbuctoo, arrival of Major Laing at,

i. 314.

Time and space, tables for their conver-

sion into each other, vii. 31.

Tirhoot, nitrous atmosphere of, ix. 151.

Titanic acid, preparation of, iv. 308.

Titanium, reduction of, xi. 153.

, deutochloride of, annnoniacal, viii.

388.

Torpedo, Sir H. Davy's experiments on
the, v. 300; vi. 81.

Torsion balances, viii. 58. .
" ,

Torsion, modulus of, Mr. Bevan oh inc,

v. 378^ vi. 4)9,

Tortoise, alligator, anatomy of the, x,

462. ',,,,
^^ .,.

Tourmalin.es,' analyses of, iii. 460.

Transits, Prof Kncke on, v. 27 t.

Transit instrument, axis of a, Mr. Nix-

on's new method of levelling, x. 284.

Transylvania, on the geofogy of, ix. 134.

Tra])-rocks, iii. 458.

Trcdgold (T.) on the steam-engine, iii.

219.

, new theory of the resistance of

ihiids, iii. 219.

Trcvclvau's (\V. C) description of the

Winch suspension bridge, iv. 386.
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Trigonometrical survey, longitudes of

the, Dr. Tiarks, iv. 364 ; v. 52.

Trigonometrical longitudes of Dr.

Tiarks, Mr. Ivory on the, iv. 432.

Triangles, plane, symmetrical properties

of, ii. 26. ,;;,^'^; , .^ , .

.

Trimmer (J?f6n me diluvial deposits of

Caernarvonshire, and on the discovery

of marine shells in diluvial sand and
gravel on the summit of Moel Try-

fane, X. 143.

Tripe (C), observations on a niineral

from near Hay Tor, i. 38. '
''''_^']

Tubes formed by lightning, iv! 2128.

TuUey's achromatic microscope, vii.353.

Turner (Dr.) on chloride of barium, vi.

;^53; viii. 181.
•—— on a mode of ascertaining the va-

lue of manganese ores, ix. 235.
-^-—, chemical examination of the ox-

ides of manganese, iv. 22, 96.

——, letter to Mr. R. Phillips on tlic

oxides of manganese, vi. 283.
-^ , Mr. R. Phillips's remarks on, v.

209; his reply to, v. 254; vi. 283.

on the volatility of oxalic acid, ix.

161.

, chemical examination of wad, viii.

75.

on a specimen of varvicite, viii.

284.

Tweed, geoloo-v of the banks e£ ix. 13,

o5.
; ;

Tyrolese Alps, on tlie tertiary and se-

condary rocks of the, v. 401.

Ulmium (ulmic acid) and azulniic acid,

viii. 226.

Ulva marina, manufacture of paper
from, vii. 236.

Ultramarine, artiilcial, iii. 232.; iv, 228
;

vii. 244. ';";' ^''

Lnio, the genus, observations on., viu.

376. ,' ,,

, six new species oi, iv. 3/2.

United States, Hassler's plans for a sur-

vey of the coast of, vi. 401.

Unity of plan and of composition in ani-

mals, vii. 382.

Upe7ieus, ix. 460.

Uralian platinum, new metals mfvii.S^L
Urea, preparation of, vi. 312.

'

'

''"'

Ure (Dr.) analysis of gunpowder, viii.

384.

his new system of geologyj Pi'of

Sedgwick on, vii. 310.

on the thermostat, or heat-go-
vernor, X. 295.

Urinary concretions, v. 224. ^ ,
^

Urine, butyric acid in, viii. 297. -g

, human, rosacic acid in, vi. lAt.fP
Utzchneider (Mr.) on Guinand's glasa

for telescopes, vii. 351.
Valley of the Thames, vi. 61.

Valleys, on the excavation of, vii. 210,
293,

, Mr, dela Beche on, vi. 241.
Valtz's elements of the comet iu Pegar

sus, viii. 51.

\'anadiate of ammonia, J. Prideaux's
experiments on the, x. 209.

Vanadium, M. Berzelius on, x. 321i^xi,
^'

I nsT
, M. Sefstrom on, x. 151, ..

Vaporization, limits to, Mr. Faraday biu

viii. 383. 7
Vapour, new phcenoraeiia of^ iii, 74.

, theory of, v. 69.

\'ariations, on the calculus of, viii. 321.
Varvicite, Mr. R. Phillips on, vi. 282.

, Dr. Turner on, vii. 284.

Varvinsky (Mr.) on iodine and fluosi-r:

licic acid, ii. 426.

Vauquelin's analysis of Ipecacuanha
Braiiea, iv. 459.

Vegetable albumen and gelatine, iv. 69.

fossils, vi. 133; viii. 16.

matter, nitrate of silver as a test

for, v. 310.

products, analysis of ^ome^ iij.

150; viii. 886, ^
. ;

, calcareous crystals in tlie tissue's

of, vi. 147.
,

;' '

, |-

, organic texture of, viii. 76.

Vegeto-alkalies, electro-chemical de-

composition of, ix. 237.
•

, new, V. 151 ; vii. 233, 401.

Veins, mineral, remarks on, vi, 17.

Velocity of cannon-balls, method of as-

certaining, iv. 65.

of sound, i. 12, 249, 336 ; viii. 60.

Venus, iv. 392.

, occultation of, i. 212.

Vernon's (Rev. AV. V.) analysis of an
aluminous mineral, v. 178.

on a discovery of fossil bones near
North Chff, vi. 225.

further examination of the fossil

bones at North Cliifi vii. 1.

examination of a crystalline sub-

stance from the zinc foundry at Fili-

sur, and experiments on some ancient

glass beads, vii. 401.

: on the orange phosphate of lead,

i.321.
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Vertebra, fossil, i. 74.

Vessels, a new method of propelling,

W. Hale on, x. 41.

Vesuvius, on the ancient and present

state of, xi. 56.

Vibrations of air, xi. 463.

of strinj^s and rods, viii. 70.

Vigors (Mr.) on Gould's Century of

Birds, xi. 293.

on the genus Ortyx, ix. 54.

on Strix jjersonata, ix. 461.

Vision, recrossed, J. Fearn on, x. 294.

, single and erect, on the causes of,

iii. 406.

Vitrified fort of Dunnochgoil, iv. 123.

Vlacq's tables of logarithms, corrections

in, i. 353.

Voice, human, Sir C. Bell on the, xi.

451.

Volatile salts, separation of, v. 232.

Volcanic island in the Mediterranean,

xi. 57, 446.

Volcanoes of Guatemala, ii. 1 1 7.

in the island of Tenerifte, viii.

198.

, on the phcenomena of. Sir II.

Davy on, iv. 85.

Volumescope, Dr. Hare on the, vi.

171.

Walchner (Dr.) reply to Mr. W.Phillips's

remarks on the hyalosiderite, ii. 179.

analysis of allophane, ii. 310.

Wackenroder (Dr. H.) examination of

diopside, iii. 349.

Wad, chemical examination of, viii. 75.

Wagnerite, Mr. Levy on, i. 133.

Wales, South, on the coal-basin of, xi.

110.

Walker (R.) on the artificial production

of cold, iii. 401 ; iv. 11.

Walker (W.) on the stability of canoes,

v. 301.

Wallace's Elements of Algebra, review

of, iv. 370.

Warrington (Mr.) examination of a na-

tive sulphurct of bismuth, ix. 29.

Wartmanu (Mr.) observations on the

comet in I'egasus, vii. 446.

Watches, new alloy for the pivot-holes

of, ix. 71.

Watcrston (Mr.) exposition of a new
dynamico-chemical principle, x. 170;

alterations and errata in, x. 317.

Watkins's (F.) Popular Sketch of Elec-

tro-Magnetism, review of, iv. 220.

Water, heat evolved by compressing,

ii. 392.

Water, action ofperchloride ofcyanogen
on, V. 232.

, quantity of, afforded by springs,

viii. 58.

decomposed by galvanized wires

separated from the galvanic pile, viii.

229.

, discharge of a jet of, under water,

viii. 342.

, on a substance that inflames upon
contact with, i. 74.

and bromine, power of, in con-

ducting electricity, iii. 151.

and carbonic acid, action of metals

on, vii. 317.

of the Mediterranean, on, v. 379.

springs, on the presence of iodine

&c. in, vii. 910.

, Thames, purification of, v. 442
;

vii. 268.

raised to temperatures moderately

higlier than that of tlie atmosphere,

Dr. Hall on the efiect of, upon Batra-

chian reptiles, x. 41.

Water-cement, an artificial, ix. 442.

Water-spouts, Mr. Main on, iii. 114;
viii. 26.

Watt's steam-engine, viii. 306.

Wax, stearic acid from, ii. 390.

Weaver (T.) on the geology of the South

of Ireland, viii. l47.

Weber (Dr. W.) on Savart's experi-

ments on the motions of membranes,
iii. 336.

on the interference of sound, iii.

;:42.

Webster's (Dr.) English Dictionar}', ix.

398.

Websterite found in the plastic clay of

Auteuil, iv. 81.

Weisse's planetary tables, errata in, ix.

245.

Wells, on the influence of the season on

the water of, xi. 58.

, on the rise and fall of water in,

xi. 88.

Wenslcydale, Mr. Nixon on the lieights

of the principal hills of, v. 3.50, 431.

Western Sussex, on the grt)logy of, iv.

38.

Westwood (J. O.) on the Paussida, viii.

62.

Wcymoiith, on the g'-'ology of, vii. 454.

Whale, rib of, found in the diluvium of

Brighton clitVs, iv. 72.

Wlicatstone (Mr.) on the vibrations of

air, xi. 463.
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Whewell (Prof.) on Ricardo's Principles

of Political CEconomy, ix. 462.

on isomorphism, in reply to .^!r.

Brooke, x. 401.

paper on isomorphism, remarks on,

xi. 21.

White (J.) on cast iron bridges, xi.

81.

design for the New London Bridge,

xi. 183, 264, 333.
.

, Mr. Brayley on his remarks re-

specting the cement used in building

Waterloo Bridge, xi. 301.

W^hite (W. H.) on the variation of the

needle, vi. 153.

Whitebait and shad, Mr. Yan^ell on the

identity of, vi. 253.

Williams (Rev. D.) on the caves and
fissures of the Western district of the

Mendip Hills, x. 223.

Williams, King, on a new paddle-wheel,

vii. 96 ; Mr. E. Galloway on, vii. 408.

Willis (Mr.) on sound, ix. 462.

Winch (Mr.) on the geology of the

banks of the Tweed, ix. 13, 85.

Winch bridge, the oldest suspension

bridge in England, iv. 386.

Windsor Forest, mineral springs in,

analysis of, vi. 148.

Witham (H.) on the vegetable fossils

found at Lennel Braes in Berwick-
shire, viii. 16.

-—- on the vegetation of the first pe-

riod of the world, vii. 23 ; some fur-

ther remarks on, by Mr. Pattison,

vii. 185.

Wijhler (T.) on glucinum and vttrium,

v. 392.

on the artificial formation of urea,

iv. 309.

Wollaston (Dr. W. H.), his present to

the Astronomical Societj', vi. 66.

, a short account of his discoveries,

vii. 34, 228.

on a differential barometer, v.

305.

on a microscopic doublet, v. 300.
on a method of renderingplatinum

malleable, v. 65 ; vi. 1.

method of comparing the light of
the sun with that of the fixed stars, v.

377.

on the watev of the Mediterranean,
V. 379.

Wollastonite, xi. 190.

Wood, alteration of the colour in, by
oxygen, viii. 224.

Wood, charring of, at low temperatures,

viii. 383.

Wood, strength of different kinds of, xi.

179, 241.

Woolfs steam-engines, vii. 421, 424;!
viii. 305.

Woolrich (J.) on the use of chlorine inj

destroying fire-damp, ii. 309.

Writing discovered when fraudulently!

erased, xi. 304.

Writing ink, on, ii. 111.

, indelible, ii. 393.
j

Yarrell (W.) dissection of a chinchilla, I

ix. 227. .
'

notes on the Ctenodactylus Mas-
sonii, ix. 449.

specific characters of Cygniis Be~
tvickiid^uA C.Ferus,&c., vii. 146, 194.'

reply on the discovery of Cygnus
Bewickii, viii. 128.

on the change of the plumage of
hen pheasants, ii. 66.

'•

on the identity of whitebait andi
shad, vi. 253.

on the organs of voice in birds, vi.

136.

Yates (Rev. J.) on the formation of al-

luvial deposits, ix. 48.

Yelloly (Dr.) on urinarv- concretions,

V. 224.

Yew, analysis of, v. 151.

Yorkshire, the diluvial currents of, J.

Phillips on, ii. 138.

, principal beds of Ingleborough
hill and Moughton fell in, heights of,

iii. 13.

, the hills in the vicinity of Dent,i
Hawes, and Sedbergh in, heights of,

I

iii. 82, 189.

, Phillips's Geology of, review of, ix.

342, 430.

Yorkshire Philosophical Society and;|

New Museum, vii. 213.
Young (Dr. T.), short account of the.

scientific labours of, vii. 35.
"\ oung's (J. R.) elementary treatise oui

the diflerential calculus, review of, x.'

287.

Younge (R.) on Desorme's experimentsi
on currents of air, iii. 282.

Yttrium, v. 322.

Z. on Mr. De la Beche's classificatioui

of European rocks, vii. 189.

Zanthopicrite, a new vegetable colouring
principle, ii. 69.

Zeagonite and Phillipsite, H. J. Brooke?
on the identity of, x. 109.
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Zenith distance, on the effect of a change
of polar distance, on the reduction of

a, ix. 338.

Zero, natural, Sir G. Cayley on, v.

88.

Zinc, action of sulphuric acid on, viii.

298.
'

, chromate of, as a pigment, vii.

60.

, sulphuret of, artificial, i. 72.

, svilphate of, and chromate of pot-

ash, Di-. Thomson on, iii. 81.

Zoizite, H. J. Brooke on the charac-

ers of, X. 265.

Zone of the 29th September, 1828, (au-

rora borealis) iv. 1 8, 3.37, 389, 392,

393, 453, 463, 464.

Zoological Society, ix. 52, 140, 222,

366, 449 ; x. 55, 145, 229, 302, 389,

447; xi. 62, 132, 288, 457.

Zoology, i. 213, 391, 466; ii. 54, 66,

126, 207, 313; iii. 46, 68, 117.

[^The Zoological references to the suc-

ceeding volumes will be found disfri-

huted under their respective head.s

throughout the Index, except the fol-

lowing :'\

Zoology : new species of wild swan, vii.

146, 194; viii. 128.

: Fleming's dichotomous system,

vii. 430.

: Marsupial animals of Australia,

xi. 59.

: on the unity of organization in

animals, vii. 379.

Zurlite, or zurlonite, x. 190.

^:»»f<.'25'

PIIINTKI) IIV KICUARU TAYLOU,
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ADVERTISEMENT.

The present is a General Index to the Philosophical

Magazine and Annals, referring in one alphabet to the

contents of the eleven volumes which constitute that

Series, extending from January 1827 to June 1832.

Forming the only Index to the tenth and eleventh vo-

lumes, it may be bound up with the latter ; or it may

be preserved, in a separate form, to be bound up here-

after, with a similar Index to the first ten volumes of

the present, or Third Series, which will be published on

the conclusion of the Tenth Volume, in 1837.

December 1st, 1835.
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